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PRBFAGB.
v.l

This book follows the plan prescribed by Government, and

statistics have for the most part been given in a separate

Appendix which is to be revised decennially, after each

Census.

The original * District Manual,' written by Mr. D. F.

Oarmichael, I.O.S., when Collector and Agent, was published

so longf acfo as 1869. One of its chief features was the

section devoted to the early history of the numerous zamin-

daris, and this has been freely utilized in Chapter XV of

the present volume, Much interesting matter regarding the

• Agency tracts ' of the district has also been extracted from

the annual administration reports of the Agents to the

Governor, the earlier of which give vivid accounts of the

difficulties of the pioneers of law and order in that wild

country.

Thanks to the many gentlemen, official and non-official,

who have helped with this book have been tendered where

possible in the body of the volume, but special obligations

have been incurred to Mr. R. H. Campbell, the present

Collector and Agent, who has been kind enough to read the

whole of the proofs and make a large number of important

corrections and improvements in them.

W. F.

i4al^>is^
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GAZETTEER

OF THE

VIZAGAPATAM DISTRICT.

CHAPTER T.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION.

General Description— Po8ition and boundaries— Taluks and chief towns

—

Etymology of name— Natural divisions. Hills—In the Parvatipur division

—The 3,000 feet plateau—Galikonda as a sanitarium—The 2,000 feet

plateau—The Malkanagiri taluk. Rivers—The Variha—The Rarada—The
Chittivalasa river—The Gdstani—The Langulya—The Vamsadhara—The
T61—The Indravati—The KoMb and Saveri— The Sil6ru. Soils. Climatk—
Rainfall—Temperature. Geology. Minerals—Manganese—Iron— Graphite
—Limestone—Steatite— Sapphirine—A meteorite. Flora. Fauna—
Domestic animals ; cattle— Sheep—Goats—Game.

VizAGAPATAM Hes Oil the east coast of the Presidency and, except CHAP. I.

Ganjdm, is the northernmost of all the Madras districts. Its General

head-quarters, after which it is named, is 487 miles by rail from
Madras. It is the largest district in India and the most populous Position and

in the Province, having an area of no less than 17,222 square

miles and containing, in 1901, 2,933,650 inhabitants. On the

east (see the map in the pocket at the end of this volume) it is

bounded by the Bay of Bengal and Ganj^m ; on the north by the

Native State of Kdlahandi in Bengal, which runs down into it

like a wedge, and by the liaipur zamindari of the Central

Provinces ; on the west by the Native State of Bastar belonging

to the same Provinces ; and south by the Goddvari district of this

Presidency. Here and there the boundaries follow for some
distance the courses of various rivers, but usually, excepting the

line of the coast, they are not defined by any well-marked natural

features.

As the map shows, Vizagapatam consists of an open strip of Taluks and

land facing the shore, and of two large areas of hilly country

rising north and west of this. These hills are for the most part



VIZAQAPATAM.

CHAP. I.

General
Dfsceiption.

covered witli jungle and inhabited by backward people to wliom

it is considered inexpedient to appij the whole of the ordinary law

of the land. They are accordingly administered, under a special

enactment passed in 1839 (see p. 196), by the Collector in

his special capacity of ' Agent to the Grovernor ' for these tracts,

and are known aa 'the Agency.^ The ordinary courts of justice

have no jurisdiction within them (the Agent being the chief

civil and criminal tribunal) and the Agent is moreover endowed

with unusual powers there, such as authority to deport on warrant,

without formal trial, persons whose presence is harmful to the

cause of law and order.

The district is arranged for administrative purposes into the

five divisions and twenty-three
Vizagapatayn division.

Vizagapatam.
* Srungavarapukota.

Fizianagram division.

Vizianagram.

Bimlipatam.

Chipurupalle.

Gajapatinagaram.

* Palkouda.

Narasapatam division.

* Golgonda.

Anakapalle,

Sarvasiddhi.

* Viravilli.

Pdrvatipw division.

* Parvatipur.

* * Bissamkatak.

Bohbili.

* * Gunnpur.
* * Rayagada.
* Saldr.

Koraput division.

* * Koraput.

* * .Toy p. lie.

* * Padwa.
* * Pottangi.

* * Malkanagiri.

* * Naurangpur.

taluks shown in the margin.

'J'hose of the latter which are

marked with one asterisk are

partly in the Agency above

referred to, while those with

two asterisks are included

wholly within that area. Only

three of the taluks (Golgonda,

P^lkonda and Sarvasiddhi) are

ryotwari land, the others (which

make up nine-tenths of the

whole district) baing zamin-

dari. The head-quarters of the

various taluks are at the places

after which each is named
except in the cases of Golgonda,

Sarvasiddhi and Viravilli, the

chief stations in which are

N arasapatara, Yellamanchili and

Chodavaram respectively. The

chief towns in the district are

the municipalities of Vizaga-

Btyroologj
of name.

patam (with its European suburb

of Waltair), Vizianagram, Anakapalle and Bimlipatam, and the

unions of Bobbili, Parvatipur, Salur, Palkonda and Narasapatara.

Exceptino- these, there is no town of as many as 10,000 inhabit-

ants. Some account of them, and also of other places of interest

in the district, will be found in Chapter XV below.

The name Vizagapatam is properly Vaisdkhapattanam, ' the

town of Vaisakha ' or Kdrtikeya, tlie Hindu Mars. Tradition

has it that some centuries ago a king of the Audhra dynasty
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encamped on the site of the present town on liis way to Benares, CHAP. I.

and, being pleased with the place, built a shrine to Vaisdkha, Gkneual

his favourite deity, just south of Lawson's Bay there.
Description.

Encroachments of the sea are supposed to have long since swept

away this building, but it is said to have given its name to the

town and its traditional site is still supposed to be an auspicious

spot for religious bathings. The name is popularly shortened to

' Vizag,' and the form ' Vizac * was in use from almost the

earliest days of the English occupation of the district in the

latter half of the eighteenth century. Similar abbreviations for

Gajapatinagaram and Srungavarapukota are badly needed.

Vizagapatam and the four other northernmost districts of the

Presidency are known as 'the Northern Circars.' This name dates

from the time of the Musalman occupation (see p. 30), when the

five ' Sarkars ' (divisions of territory) in the north (the chief town

of which was Masulipatam) were Guntur, Kondapalli, EUore,

Lxajahmundry and Chicacole. The Chicacole Circar included the

present Granjam and Vizagapatam districts.

Vizagapatam consists, broadly speaking, of the two great Nattu-al

natural divisions already mentioned ; namely, the strip of land

along the coast and the hills which flank it on the north and

west. The hills, however, as will be seen immediately, comprise

several widely differing areas.

The strip of land along the coast drains eastward to the

Bay of Bengal by the series of rivers referred to below. In the

north of it, the Palkonda taluk consists for the most part of

rather monotonous wet land. Further south, Chipurupalle and

Bobbili are also somewhat treeless and unlovely. But the rest

of it (though barren, scrub-covered intervals occur) is chiefly

made up of an undulating expanse of fertile soil (mostly red, .but

changing to black in the basins of the rivers and other alluvial

spots) which is picturesquely diversified by numerous groves and

hundreds of low, bare, red and black hills.

In Sarvasiddhi and Anakapalle these hills are wonderfully

alike in appearance, being whale-backed in outline and seamed

with black rocks showing through the sparse scrub like ribs.

They are generally scattered at hap-hazard, but sometimes they

are arranged in long lines, and then they have an almost comic

resemblance to a solemn procession of some vast monsters silently

following one another in Indian file.

The inland parts of this strip of land differ in aspect from

those next the shore. Inland, the basins of the streams are

occupied by almost continuous stretches of rice-fields, and much



VIZAGAPATAM.
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-General
Description.

HiLLB.

In the
Parvati'pnr

division.

of the same grain is grown under the numerons tanks fed by

torrents from the hills ; so that in the cultivation season the

country has an air of exceeding prosperity. The higher, red land

there is occupied by dry fields, each usually separated from its

neighbour by rows of palmyra palms ; and these same palms

stand in groups in every hollow and, though on the west their

supremacy is (-hallenged by the date, they are the prevailing tree

in this part of the district.

Along the shore lies a series of salt or sandy swamps ; but

the coast line itself is broken, in refreshing contrast to the

monotonous dead levels further south, by a number of bold head-

lands and beacons which act as groins to protect the land against

the constant encroachments of the waves and currents. The

best known of these are the Polavaram rock, the Dolphin's Nose

at Vizagapatam, Rishikonda (' the Sugar-loaf hill ') just north

of Lawson's Bay at Waltair, and the big Narasimha hill at

Bimlipatam.

The only liills in this open plain are the low red and black

ones already referred to. These, as has been said, are generally

scattered but sometimes stand in rows ; and the latter run from

north-east to south-west parallel to the coast. In the Anakdpalle

and Sarvasiddhi taluks are two prominent parallel lines of this

kind, and between Sarvasiddhi and Golgonda is quite a con-

siderable and continuous range. West of Vizagapatam and

Bimlipatam stands a great confused group of the same kind of

hills, the best known of which is called after the Simhdchalam

temple (see p. c>23) near its summit.

North and west of the open plain rise the hills of the

Agency already mentioned. They are a section of the great line

of the Eastern Ghdts.

In the north, in the E^yagada, Gunupur and Bissamkatak

taluks of the J eypore zamindari and Parvatipur division, they are

lower than elsewhere and consist of steep and rugged lines,

devoid of plateaus, hedging in the two broad, almost parallel,

valleys of the Vamsadhdra and Nagdvali riVers, which drain them

southwards down an easy gradient into the Bay of Bengal. A
line of heights runs north and south through the middle of this

tract and separates these two valleys. It is called the Kailasa-

kota hills and the highest point on it is 3,895 feet above the

sea. In the north-west corner of Bissamkatak taluk is a curious

group of larger hills, called the Nimgiris, which rise abruptly

from the upper valley of the Vamsadhara (here 1,100 feet above

the sea) to close on 5,000 feet.
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As a rule (the appearance of the various taluks is referred CIIAP. I.

to in more detail in Chapter XV) the liills in this part of the Hills.

district are covered with stunted forests ruined hy constant

felling- and burning, while the valleys are open expanses of park-

like land cultivated with a little paddy and much dry crop. The
forests here and elsewhere are briefly described in Chapter V
and the roads and passes in Chapter VII.

The hills on the west of the coastal plain consist of three The 3,ooo

main plateaus. The highest and largest of these, which is made ^^^^' P'^^^*^*

up of the main line of the Eastern Gh^ts and runs parallel to the

shore of the Bay, is usually known as ' the 3,000 feet plateau.'

It sweeps down from the southernmost limit of the wedge-shaped

bit of Kdlaliandi State already mentioned on the north, right

through the middle of the district, to tlie Godavari boundary on

the south ; and is about 110 miles long with an average width

of 40 miles. The whole of it is tilted slightly to the west and

its eastern edge is boldly marked by a line of the biggest hills

in the district and drops sharply to the plains. Between this

escarpment and the low country proper, however, often inter-

vene range behind range of lower foot-hills, hidden among
which are secluded valleys of all sizes and shapes, cut off from

the outer world except for rough tracks across the passes, but

inhabited and cultivated. Viewed from the plains, these outer

hills lend the main plateau a charm which is lacking in ranges

not thus attended. It does not stand boldly forth to be appraised

at a single glance ; only its higher peaks can be seen, peering over

the shoulders of their lesser vanguard and across the mysterious-

looking valleys which divide the ranks of this latter.

Except a narrow strip on its high eastern side which falls away
to the plains, the whole of this 3,000 feet plateau drains westwards

into the basin of the Godavari through the Tndravati, Kolab,

Macheru and other tributaries of that great river. Some descrip-

tion of the plateau will be found in the accounts in Chapter XV of

the various taluks of which it is made up, and it is sufficient to

say here that it consists of a table-land of red soil profusely

scattered with hundreds of little red hills of remarkable similarity

of appearance. In the north, the hills and valleys have long since

been denuded of almost all their forest and cultivated, but in the

south, especially in the Golgonda taluk, all but the tops of the

hills are still covered with heavy forest.

According to the maps, the highest point on this plateau (and

therefore in the district) is Deomali hill, seven miles due north of

Pottangi and on the edge of the eastern scarp, which is 5,470 feet
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ICHAP. I. above the sea. Otlier well-known heights are Sinkaram (5,300)

Hills. and Yendrika (5,188), wliicli x-iso head and shoulders above their

fellows in the interior of the Padwa taluk, and Gralikonda (' windy

hill,' 5,300 feet) which stands on tlie edge of the plateau south-

west of the former, amid a group of several otlier notable peaks.

Galikonda as In 1859 this last was e.xamined under orders from Sir Patrick

Grrant, the Commander-in-Chief of Madras, to see whether it

would make a good sanitarium for the troops serving in the old

' Northern Division ' of the Presidency. A committee of five

members presided over by Dr. Duncan McPherson, Inspector-

General of Hospitals, went up the hill in February of that year to

prospect, the country being marked in the maps of that day as

unexplored territory. They named the saddle which joins the two

crescentic ridges of Gdlikonda ' Grant's range,' and selected a site

for a sanitarium on an elevated spot 60U feet lower than this and

lying ' a little to the west of north (of Gdlikonda) and about a mile

from the foot of the hill,' which they called (after Lord Harris,

then Governor of Madras) ' the Harris valley.' It is in reality less

a valley than a shoulder of Gdlikouda, and is a little over 4,000

feet above the sea. Government ordered that a party of European

soldiers should go up and reside there for a few months to test the

climate. A company of 60 Sappers went up in December 1859

to clear the ground and make approaches, and in the March follow-

ing twenty-one men of the European Veteran Company at Vizaga-

patam, with two officers, followed them and lived there for three

months. But of this party ' only one escaped fever. The men
returned subject to frequent relapses aud greatly enfeebled in

constitution. Three of them died ; two on the hill, one in the

way back to Waltair.' It was thouglit that this melancholy result

^
was partly attributable to the fact that the men were old and worn-

out veterans, so a party of the 2nd European L.I. was sent up

in their place at the end of May. But only one of these escaped

fever. The Sappers, who had remained on the hill at a spot

called ' Taylor's knoll,* on the eastern side of the saddle and about

380 feet above the Harris valley, also suffered severely from

malaria.

Mr. Fane, tlic Collector, who had built liiinself a bungalow

on a liillock about 100 feet above Taylor's knoll, said that liis

servants had escaped ; and he thought this was due to their being

higher up the hill and having better water. Doubtless, also, the

fact that the unfortunate soldiers went througli part of the south-

west monsoon (the most malarious time of tlie year) with no better

shelter than leaky grass huts had much to do with their sickness.
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It was next suggested that Kapkonda, a higher hill south-west CHAP. i.

of Gdlikonda 'having a considerable extent of table-land on the Hillb.

summit, saSicient to encamp an armj upon,' might make a better

site for the sanitarium, but this was examined and also condemned
;

and in 1861 it was decided to proceed no further with this unlucky
venture. Mr. Fane gave his bungalow to his head sheristadar,

Mr. McMurray, in 1865. The remains of his garden and the

graves of the two veterans may still be seen on the hill. The Rdja
of Vizianagram has a coffee estate at Anantagiri, on the way up
to Galikonda from the plains, and close by stands the bungalow
which Mr. H. G. Turner, Collector from 1881 to 1889, built when ** ^^* v!^^4^
he was constructing the Anantagiri ghdt (see p. 137) up to this —
part of the plateau.

West of, and parallel to, this 3,000 feet plateau, and about 1,000 The 2,000 feet

feet below it, lies a table-land which consists of the Jeypore and P^**^^^'^*

Naurangpur taluks and is known as ' the 2,000 feet plateau ' or
' the Jeypore plateau.' Like its more elevated neighbour, it drains

westwards into the Godavari basin through the Koldb, Indravati

and other rivers, but at the northern corner it drops down into

the valley of the Tel, a tributary of the Mahdnadi.

This tract differs altogether from the 3,000 feet plateau in other

matters besides altitude. It receives a heavier rainfall, so that the

basin of the Indrdvati and much of Jeypore taluk are covered'

vvith broad sheets of rain-fed paddy instead of dry crops
; it is

almost level instead of being one mass of hills ; and in the north

of Naurangpur and the west of J eypore it contains miles and
miles of thick forest, chiefly sal.

At its southern extremity it drops abruptly down to the third The Malkaua-

plateau—the Malkanagiri taluk—which is another thousand feet ^"'^ taluk.

lower on an average, and a good deal more than this in its south- •

western corner. Malkanagiri village is only 641 feet above the

sea. This part of the hills is the most sparsely populated tract in

the Presidency, and is one great jungle containing thick forest in

places but being largely covered with coarse grass ten feet high

dotted with scattered saplings. It drains into the Saveri and
Sileru, two more tributaries of the Goddvari.

All this hilly country, though malarious in the extreme and

held in abject dread by the natives of the plains, wins the best

affections of almost every European officer whom fate leads to

serve within it. The beauty of its scenery, its cooler and more
invigorating air, the chances of sport, the absence of the mass of

detail and routine which binds an official in the plains hand and

foot to his office-table, the infrequency of petty squabbles, intrigue
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CHAP. I. and litigation, tlie freshness of its cheery highlanders with their

Hills. curious customs and their unsophisticated wavs, the scope for

action on broad and original lines afforded by an unopened

country, and the survival of personal and paternal rule and

responsibility, more than compensate for the remoteness, discom-

forts and unhealthiness of the Vizagapatam bills.

Rivers. The rivers of the district group themselves into two sets;

namely, those which flow eastwards through the coastal plain into

the Bay of Bengal and those which drain the Ghdts and the

country west of them westwards into the basin of the Godavari.

The Varaha. Of the former, the first, beginning in the soath of the district,

is the Vardha-nadi, or ' boar river,' which is so called because it

is supposed to have been made by Vishnu during his incarnation

as a boar. It rises in the Golgonda hills to the north of Narasa-

patam and flows south-eastwards, past the sacred fane of Bali-

ghattam to the west of Narasapatam, under holy Sanjivikonda,

through a deep and narrow gorge in the red range of which that

hill is the highest point, across the Sarvasiddhi taluk, and so into

the Bay of Bengal at Vat;^da. Its only noteworthy tributary is

the Sarpa-nadi, or Kottakota stream, which fills the natural lake

near Kottakota called the Komaravolu ava. Like the other rivers

of the Vizagapatam plains, its shallow, sandy bed is dry during

the hot weather and no part of it is ever navigable. The irriga-

tion from it (which is referred to on p. 105 below) is of considerable

importance.

The Sarada. North of it flows the S4rada-nadi. This rises in the Madgole

hills, runs south to Anakapalle, where it is crossed by the trunk

I'oad and Madras railway bridges, turns south-west past Kasim-

kota, and flows into the Bay at Vatada through the same mouth

» as the Varaha. A channel from it fills the pretty natural lake

six miles south of Anakapalle called the Kondakarla ava, which

swarms with lotuses, fish and wildfowl. This and the Komarav6lu

ava are two of the very few real freshwater lakes in the Presi-

dency. The irrigation under it and under the other channels

from the Sarada is referred to on p. 105 below. The river is liable

to sudden and terrific floods, and the damage it has more than

once caused to Anakapalle town is referred to in Chapter VIII

below.

The Chitt.i- The Chittivalasa (or Bimlipatam) river rises in the slopes of

the great Galikonda hill mentioned above and runs nearly south,

past historic Padmanabham and busy Chittivalasa (where the

trunk road crosses it on a bridge which has twice been swept

away) into the Bay at Bimlipatam.

valaBa river.
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Tlie Gostani (also called the Champavati) rises just north of CHAP. I.

this last and Hows in an almost parallel course past Gajapati- Rivers.

nagaram into tlie sea near the Konada salt-factory. r^j^^
G(:;8tani.

The Lang-ul3'a, called the Nagavali in the upper part of its The

course, is a perennial stream which has its source among the steep "^^" ^*'

hills of the Rayagada talak and the Kdlahandi iState. It flows

nearly due south, past Edyagada, to within six miles east of Far-

vatlpur ; and then turns slightly eastwards and enters the Bay at

Mahfuz Bandar, near Chicacole in Ganjam district. For the last

twenty miles of its course it forms the boundary between Ganjam

and Vizagapatam. 'J he trunk road crosses it at Chicacole on a fine

bridge. At Eayagada it rushes through a narrow passage close

under the lee of a wooded hill, and over a most picturesque double

fall. The upper part of this is about 20 feet high and 60 yards

wide, and the river dashes over a sort of natural anient, formed

by an almost level ridge of rock, into a deep pool below. Issuing

from this, it leaps the lower fall, about 30 feet, and swirls through

a deep channel strewn and flanked with enormous boulders (about

several of which local legends are told) until at length it arrives

at a placid reach below. In the storm in the autumn of 1905,

when the river was in very high flood, a woman with a baby in

her arms, supported by a sort of life-belt of bamboos, was being

conveyed across the stream some distance above the falls when

she was swept away by the current and, incredible as it may
appear to those who see the place when the river is low, was

carried right over both these falls and through the maze of

boulders below them without injury to herself or the child.

Just below the falls the NagavaK is joined by its first

important tributary, the Kumbikota-gedda, a stream which runs

from the west in a deep and narrow gorge and is crossed at

Rdyagada by a girder road bridge (see p. 142) standing nearly

100 feet above its bed. Some ten miles higher up the whole

body of this stream is forced through a narrow cleft in the rocks

across which a man can jump.

Twenty miles below this confluence, at Gumpa, the river

receives the Janjhdvati, which drains the tangle of Uttle valleys

round Ndrayanapatnam, and still lower down it is joined by the

united streams of the Suvarnamukhi and Vegavati, which run

from the 3,000 feet plateau in almost parallel courses across

Bobbili taluk.

The irrigation from the Ndgdvali and the Suvarnamukhi, and

the dam which it is proposed to throw across the former, are re-

ferred to on p. 106 below.

2
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The Varasa-
dhara.

?HAP. I. Tlic names Nagavali and L&ngulya are derivod from words
KivDRs. meaning ' plough,' and the local legends say that, tlie river was

made by Balardma witli that implement. Five shrines have heen

built upon its banks ; namely, those to Patalesvara at Pa yakapad

in the Kayagada taluk; to Somesvara at. Gumpa, wliere the

Janjhavati joins it; to Sangamesvara ('the Siva of the con-

fluence') at Sangam, where the Suvarnamukhi flows into it; to

Kotesvara at Chicacolo ; and to Maninagesvara where it enters

the sea. At all of these, largely-attended festivals are held at

Sivaratri, The Gumpa temple was in great danger in the flood

caused by the storm at the end of 19C5. The pujari offered

incessant and uuwcarjing oblations, and at last the river fell.

The Vamsadhdra, so called fi-om the bamboo (vamsa) which

fringes its banks, rises in the extreme north of the Bissamkatak

taluk and passes southwards, througli the centie of Gunupur,
into Ganjdm. It belongs rather to the latter district than to

Vizagapatam.

The T61. Of the second group of the rivers of the district, namely those

which drain the Ghats and the country west of them, the northern-

most of all, the Tel, similarly belongs rather to Bengal than to

Madras. It merely receives the drainage of the northern corner

of Naurangpur taluk and forms for some distance its northern

boundary. The river dries up in the liot weather, but in the

rains it would probably serve for timber- floating if the falls at

the point where it drops down from the 2,000 feet plateau could

be somewhat improved.

Thelndra- ^^6 next river to the south, the Indravati, rises in the jungles

»*>• of Kalahandi, winds in a very zig-zag course from east to west

across the Naurangpur taluk a couple of miles south of Naurang-
pur village, and thence runs into Bastar State (receiving at the

boundary the Bhaskel, which drains part of north Naurangpur),

passes to the north of Jagdalpur, the capital of Bastar, over the

beautiful Chittrakota falls 25 miles further west, and so even-

tually into the Godavari. In the Naurangpur taluk it flows in

a deep silent stream which, at the point where it is crossed by the

main road northwards from Jeypore, is in flood time 465 feet wide

and 24 feet deep. Thougli a ferry is maintained here, the river

(which is never dry) is at present a most formidable obstacle to

all traffic passing north and south. In Bastar the current is also

quiet up to the Chittrakota falls, but thereafter the bed is full

of rocks and a succession of rapids, and navigation and timber-

floating are alike almost impossible.
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Passing further southwards down the 2,000 feet plateau, the CHAP. I.

next river of importance is the Koldb. This rises near 8inkaram Rivers.

hill on the 3,000 feet plateau, flows north-west in a very winding
.j,j ^oUb

bod, drops rapidly down to the 2,000 feet plateau not far south and Saveri.

of Jeypore, holds on the same course for another 20 or 30 miles

and then suddenly doubles back and runs nearly south. For a

time it forms the frontier between Jeypore and Bastar, and then

it turns south into the former, through a gorge in the wild hills

west of Rdmagiri which are called the Tulsi Dangari range. As
it issues from this, it falls about 40 feet into a large pool, 12 or

14 feet deep, into which, in days gone by, witches used to be
thrown with a stone round their necks. Turning west again, and
passing Salimi, the Kolab flows into Bastar, past Sunkam, and at

last again divides this State from Jeypore, forming the western

boundary of Malkanagiri taluk for many miles. In this last part

of its course it is called the Saveri or Sabari, and is joined bv the

Poteru, which drains the centre of Malkanagiri taluk. At Motu,

at the extreme south- vvestern corner of that taluk it meets the

Sileru referred to below, and the two pass out of Vizagapatam

into Godavari and fall into the Godavari river 25 miles further

down.

This stream and the Indr^vati, draining as they do a country

which receives a heavy rainfall and is often covered with forest,

are two of the most important of all the tributaries of the

Goddvari. They are perennial, and contribute almost the whole

of the water which is used for second-crop cultivation in the

delta of that river.

In 1856 Mr. Tuke went 132 miles up the Saveri from its

confluence with the Godavari and his detailed account of it will

be found in Lieutenant ilaig's Report on the navigability of the

Goddoari (Madras, 18o6). He pronounced it navigable during

parts of the monsoon, by small boats and with difficulty, (or the

first 25 miles, that is, to just below Motu. But he considered

that above that point up to Sunkam (near which a huge barrier

of rock 600 yards long with a drop of 5i) or 60 feet causes a

mighty rapid) the river was certainly not navigable by boats at

any time of the year, being a maze of rocks, shoals, islands and

strong currents. Even wood could only be floated down during

certain short seasons and with great difficulty. From Sunkam
to Salimi, however, the stream is quieter and timber could come

down it.

The Macheru or Machkand (' fish river ^) rises in the Madgole The Sileru.

Mils on the 3,0OU feet plateau and at first runs nearly north

along a very meandering course, passing close under Yendrika
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CHAP. I. hill (the curious fish-pool near here is described on p. 285
Rivers. below) and throug-h the wide Padwa vallej. When about

35 miles south of Jeypore it winds westwards along the edg-e

of the plateau, as if looking- for a way down through the

low hills which fringe this there, and then suddenly turns at a

sharp angle to the south-west down a steep descent. The drop
changes a somewhat sluggish river flowing between banks of red
earth into a series of rapids foaming between enormous masses
of boulders. Three miles from the bend, about the same distance

south of B^digada, and 26 miles from the nearest road, the

descent is barred by a huge barrier of rock shut in on either side

by walls of rock two or three hundred feet high. Below this is

a sheer abyss of 480 feet, over which the river fliags itself into a

boiling pool half hidden by dense clouds of spray on which the

sunlight throws the brightest of rainbows. In the dry season

it is possible to scramble to the edge of the abyss and look

straight down through the spi'ay into the great pool beneath,

while from beneath the scene is the most impressive in all the

district. Below these falls, which are the highest in the Presi-

dency, the river flows south-westwards in a deep and gloomy
gorge, hemmed in on both sides by rock walls hundreds of feet

high, into which it is impossible to descend and which is said to

continue for many miles.'

This slowly widens uatil at Kondakamberu, 32 miles as the

crow flies from the falls, it has become a narrow valley shut in

by high hills. A few miles further on the river, which is now
called the Sileru (' rocky stream ') aud still runs at the bottom of

a deep hollow in the mountains, foi-ms the boundary between Mal-

kanagiri taluk and the Godavari district aud flows on, abounding

in mahseer and crocodiles, until at Motu ir, joins the Saveri.

' Nothing, can exceed the extreme beauty of this lonely river,

with its bamboo -covered banks, its deep, long reaches of water,

its falls, its grass-covered islets and its rushing clear water.

From the grand fall at Badigada to the gorge where it emerges

from the Kondakamberu level, it would not be difficult to pole a

boat ; but this gorge altogether prevents boats from coming up

from Motu, and indeed it is equally destructive of all timber-

floating operations.'

Soils. The soils of the district have been scientifically classified only

in the three Grovernment ttiluks, in which alone regular settlemeut

operations have been conducted. There they divide themselves

into the two main groups of red ferruginous and black, which are

' From a ilescription kimDy siiiiiilicd hy Mr. II. A. 1}. Vernon, 1.0.S. The

height of the falls was takeu by Mr. II. G. Turner with an aneroid,
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again subdivided into clays, loams and sands. The figures sub-
joined show the percentage of the assessed area of each of the
three taluks which is covered with these different kinds of
earths :

—

CHAP. I.

Soils.

DeBcription of soil.
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OEEAP. I.

CUIMATK,

Temperature.

Month.

d
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No detailed acfount of the geology oi" the district has yet been <:haP. I.

published.^ The t'lindamcntal rocks are all gneisses and plutonic Gkoloot.

igneous rocks of the archtean group. They outcrop in lines

running mainly from north-east to south-west, wliich direction

determines that of the chief plateaus and minor hill ranges. The
district may be divided geologically into four parallel zones

;

namely, (i) the 2,000 feet plateau in the nortli-west, composed of

the older sub-group of arcluean gneisses, namely biotite and horn-

blende mixed gneiss with layers of steatite, some younger diabase

dykes (almost tlie only dykes in all tlie district) and a few outliers

of Cuddapah quartzites with some crystalline limestone,

(ii) the north-west portion of the 3,000 feet plateau, made up

of bands of the younger arcliaean sub-group of khondalite and

intrusive bands of charnockite,

(iii) the south-east part of the same plateau, consisting of

more khondalite (with local beds of iron and manganese ore and
crystalline limestone) and bands of charnockite again and coarse

porphyritic biotite gneissose granite, and

(iv) a coastward low-level zone containing minor ridges

composed almost exclusively of yet more khondalite with a few

bands of charnockite and gneissose granite.

In these last rocks occur the manganese deposits mentioned
below. The most obvious characteristic of the gneisses is the

number of brown or purple-brown iron garnets which are scat-

tered through them. White quartzose gneiss streaks the surface

of parts of the country, especially between Vizagapatam and
Vizianagram, with conspicuous reefs and ridges, but it does not

occur in true veins and is not auriferous.

The surface rocks include horizontal plateaus of high-level

pisolitic laterite some 80 feet thick at an elevation of from 3,500

to 4,000 feet above the sea, chiefly to the north of Koraput and
spreading out in the direction of the Kdlahandi State. This

laterite, which has been thought to be a sedimentary deposit laid

down in water, is limited to a fairly constant level, and surrounds

the hills like a belt of shore through which the bare rocks, which

were perhaps islands in the lateritic age, raise themselves. It

contains much hydrated alumina and may possibly prove of value

as an ore of aluminium. Other recent deposits include the

younger alluvium of the plains, an older red lateritic loam and
the blown sands of the coast, both of which latter are very

noticeable at Waltair.

' The following pablications of f.he Geological Survey of India refer to the

subject :

—

Records, xix, pt. ',i ; xxxi, pt. 1 ; xxxii, pt. 2 ; xxxiiii pt. 2 ; and the

G«naral Reports for 1899-1900 aud 1902-03.
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ilAP. I,

Minerals.

Manganese.

Iron.

Graphite

Limestone.

Steatite.

Sapphirine.

A meteorite.

The most import.anti, industrially, of the minerals of the district

is manganese ore. The mining of this is referred to on p. 125

below.

In many villages in the Qmarkot, Kotapad, Ramagiri and

Koraput tanas of the Jeypore estate iron ore is rudely smelted

by the natives in the usual vray for the manufacture of imple-

ments and tools, but apparently no large or continuous out-crop of

ore exists.

Grraphite is commonly used for giving a finish to the ordinary

earthen pots of the district. It i« said to be found in the

Merangi, Kasipuram and Salur zamiudaris and at a spot seven

miles to the north-east of JN arasapatam, but no clear account

of its distribution or qualities has yet been published and all

that can be said is that it has never yet been exploited with

commercial success.

The crystalline limestone at Guptesvara and the Borra Cave

is referred to in the accounts of those places on pp. 260 and 285.

At the former the Kolab cuts its way through beds of grey,

argillaceous limestone which in some spots has been dissolved

away by the running water and formed into fantastic pillars,

blocs perches, circular caverns and wide arches.

Coarse grey steatite (potstone) outcrops at numerous points

west and south-west of Jeypore, and at Ontagaon, three miles

from that town, is quarried for buildings and for the manu-

facture of images of the Hindu gods. It also occurs on the road

between Boipariguda and Ramagiri, and on the Malkanagiri

road, four or five miles south of the Kollar bungalow.

Sapphirine, which hitherto has been found only at Fiskerniis

on the west coast of Greenland, was discovered by Mr. Middlemiss

Ij miles south-south-west of Paderu on the bridle-path to

Gangaraz Madgole.

On the 23rd January 1870 a meteorite fell in the village

of Nedagolla, five miles soutli of I'arvatipur. It was rescued

from the villagers, who had put it in their temple and were

doing worship to it, by Colonel Saxton of the Topographical

Survey, and was found to be a meteoric iron of 10 lb. weight.*

Stony meteorites are very common, but this was the first

iron one known in peninsular India. A second, weighing 35 lb.,

was discovered (near Kodaikanal) in 1899.

I'rogs. of R.A.S.B., 1870, 64.
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The flora of the Vizagapatam district may "be taken as CHAP. I.

typical of the Northern Circars generally. It is not possible to Flora.'

separate it in its character from that of Ganjam on the north and
~

G6davari on the south. Only in the possession of a great river

and its irrigated delta is the latter district peculiar. In this

region there is however a gradual transition from north to

south, a gradual dying out of the northern forms as we proceed
along the Eastern G-hdts to their southern termination in the

Godavari gorges.

Comparatively little collecting has been done in the district.

There are no records of its having been visited by any botanist

of note in the past and we are dependent for exact details on a

short collecting tour made through several taluks in the year

1900. Sufficient information was then got together fur a brief

statement on the flora and the following notes have been put
together.

As in most parts of the Coromandel coast, in passing inland

from the sea we meet with a series of well-defined geographical

areas, and each of these has a diff^erent set of plants distinguishini^

it, while others are evenly distributed from the sea-side to the hills.

The plains flora possesses little of interest, as it is practically the

same for the greater part of the Madras coast. In it we can

separate the sea-side flora, the salt-marsh plants and the dry
scrub-jungle. Wherever cultivation exists, on the other hand,

we have an assemblage of wee.ls, shrubs and climbers which may
be met with from Tuticoriu to Bengal, including a number of

exotic plants introduced from various parts of the tropics.

On the sea coast we meet with the sandbinders such as

Spinifex squarrostis, a thorny grass of great size, widely spreading

over the beach, and whose ball-like flowering heads break oft"

and roll before the wind, dropping their seeds in favourable

spots; IpomcBd hiloba, a 'convolvulus' with brightly- coloured,

large, pink flowers, which sends out long streamers over the low

sand hills ; Launcea pinnatifida, a small plant with dandelion-like

flowers, also a sandbinder with a complex network of branches,

Spermacoce hispida, Lippia nodifiora, Kydrophylax maritima, Ipomxa
tridentata and Phaseolus trilobus. The salt marshes may be

searched for Suceda nudiftora^ Salicornia brachiata, Sesuvium

Portulacastrum and other succulents. It is a curious fact that

the plants growing in situations with abundant salt so frequently

share this fleshy character with those of very dry regions. The

' This section has been kindly contrihutecl by Mi'. C. A. Barber, Government
Botanist.

3
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CHAP. I, great cultivated plain of the district teems witli the usual plants
Flora. of the Coromandel coast, finding place on tlie bunds separating

tlie fields, in the hedges and waste places. Small herbs such as

Sphmrnnthus indtcus, Oldenlandias, Bonnayas, Coldenia pocumbens,

various species of Heliotropium, Aristolochia indica, CleomeH ; hedge
plants and climbers such as various species of Vitis, Dregea

volubiiis, Tragia involucrata, Modecca Wightiana, and such shrubby

plants as have been able to resist the cultivator's efforts at

clearing the original scrub forests. This flora of cultivation

presents a great mass of diverse species, of great use to the

amateur but of little interest to the explorer. Here may be met
representatives of all the chief orders of Indian plants, a veritable

botanical garden laid out for the study of the beginner.

The scrub jungle is, as usual, more interesting. We have a

great collection of drought-resisting or xerophytic forms v^hioh

have no end of contrivances by which they have adapted them-

selves to the severity of the climate and the scarcity of water.

Broadly speaking, we may divide these into the dry and thorny

plants with little leaf surface and much hard stem frequently

covered with thorns, and the succulents where the whole plant

surface has been reduced to a minimum and is filled with fleshy

tissue with nauseous contents. A. double purpose is fulfilled by

these characters, diminution of the evaporation of water and

resistance to the onslaughts of the predatory goat. It is well to

take note of these facts in botanical rambles, and special clothing

is needed for collectors in these parts. The following plants

may be looked for in the scrub jungle : low-growing specimens

of Cassia Fistula with brilliant tresses of yellow flowers, thorny

Acacias and dwarf Alhizzias, and the closely allied Dichrostachys

cinerea with its bright spikes of half-yellow, half-pink flowers,

stunted trees of Ohloroxylon Swietenia (satinwood) with rough

bark and delicate foliage, the sweet-scented Glycosmis pentaphylla

,

Maba huxifolia, Oapparis sepiaria, Ptero/obium indicum with

beautiful white racemes and gaily painted fruits guarded,

however, by wait-a-bit thorns, Asparagus racemosus, a typical

'bridal' plant with its finely divided 'leaves' and sprays of

minute white flowers, Barleria Prionitis, Dodon(Ba viscosa^ Hibiscus

micranf/ius, Wnltheria indica, Eri/fhroxyhn nioyio lynum, Cassia

awiculata, Bandia dumetoyum. Less abundant are Gmelina

arborea, Dalbergia, rnbiginosa, ElcBodendron ghucinn, Ochna

squan^osa, Polyalthia cerasoides, Elytraria cronata, Olax scandens

(parasitic on the roots of other trees), Diospyros inontana,

Aristolochia braeieata, and Streblus asper. Here and tliere may
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be discovered tlie busliy Phyllantkus pinnata, a <^rcgarious plant CHAP. I,

which covers the ground with delicate green almost to the Ploba.

exclusion of all other vegetation and is especially interesting as

having evaded tlie careful compilera of Hooker's Flora. And,

generally scattered over the ground, may be found Asclepiad

succulents such as noucerosia and Caralluma, and ' lilies ' such

as Urginea and Pancratium, while that strange child of the

tropics, Gloriosa superba, a sprawling climber, raises its gorgeous,

spotted red and yellow flowers from the midst of the most

unpromising tliorns. The struggle for existence in such a jungle

is of the fiercest and there appears to be less foothold for the

parasitic plants of the mistletoe order. Here and tliere various

species of Loranthtis may be met witli, but the dodder-like

Cassyiha, filifjrmU is everywhere at home on the parched

vegetation.

The rocky gullies are of greater interest, and may be explored

by the adventurous for Gahjcopteris floribimdn. Gardenia latifoUa

with great wliite-scented flowers which would grace any l!inglish

green-house, Combretum ovalifolinm and Symphorema involucratum

with pretty parachute-like papery bracts.

If is only when the hills are approached that the flora becomes

interesting to the scientific botanist, and it is just here that we
are confronted with an unexplored country. The Eastern Ghdts

are typically developed in this district and the survey of their

untracked fastnesses will certainly repay a careful examination.

Here we meet with the outliers of the flora of the great central

plateau of India and the tops of the highest peaks show small

collections of plants which have strayed, no one knows how, from

the plains of Bengal or even the far-off Himalayas.

Among the lower hills are found such plants as the fol-

lowing :

—

Hohrrliena antidysenterim, Toddalia aculeata, various

Randias, Acalypha alnifoUa, Grewia hirsuta, G. orbicuiata, G.

salvifoha, G. tdicefolia, G. asiatica, AUinyium Lamarckiiy Zizyphm

xylopynis, Diospyros montana, Terminalia beley^ica, T, Ckebula,

Oelastrus paniculccta, Zehneria unibellata, Dendrocaiamus strictus,

Carissa macrophylla, Phyl/ant/tus Emhlica, Strychnos potatorum,

Vitis Linncei, Stemona taherosa, Glossoc irdia linearifoUa, Anogeissus

acwmnata, and, higher up, Mimusops Elengi, Hemieyclea sepiaria,

Bassi'i latifoli'j, whose thick, white, fleshy flowers produce both

sugar when dried and spirit when distilled, Albizzia odoratissima,

j^gle Marmelos and Xylia dolabriformis. Here too we approach

the edge of the sal forest, Shorea robustn. This tree in the north

of Granjam has monopolised large areas of forest land in the hills

and approaches to within thirty miles of the coast, but the sal
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CHAP. I. recedes further and further inland as we pass to the south. The

Flora. value of sal timber is well known as producing the most

indestructible railway sleepers. Other interesting plants which

may be sought for in the I'^astern Ghats are the following :
—

Woodfordia fiorihunda, Indigo/era pukhella, Anogeissus laiifolia,

Pterocarpus Marsupium, Martynia diandra (an introduced American

weed with handsome flowers and clawlike fruits), Atyhsia rrassa,

Oroxylum indicum, Bauhinia variegata, B. purpurea, B. Vahlti,

Butea superha, Vcntihgo cahjculata, Terminalia tonientosa, Rhina-

canthus communis^ Pimpitiella Heyneana, Desmodium Cephahtes,

D. gyrans, D. pulchellwn, Ongeinia dalbergioides, Stercalia itrens,

Cochlospermnm Gossypium^ Hymenodirtyon excelsum, Coff'ea benja-

lensis (found in the Ganjam Maliahs), AJIiatod.a, Vndca, Micro-

melum pubescens, Pogostemon plectranthoides, Hypericum japonlruvi,

Acacia concinna, Clematis smilacifolia,, 3mbeUa rohusta, Justtcia

Betonica^ Thespesia Lampas, Cansjera Rhecdii (parasitic on the

roots of other trees), Androsace saxifragcefolia (a stuall herb of

the Gangetic plain but recently found in the Ganjam hills),

Di/lenia pentagyna, Baliosperinum axillare, Flemingia Chappar,

Holoptelea integrifolia, Albizzia sdpulata, &c.,&c.

In conclusion a note may be added as to tlie assemblages of

plants to be found on the more isolated peaks. In Ganjam, close

to the Vizagapatam border, the great mass of Mahendragiri

raises its 5,000 feet, and, thanks to the presence of rest houses,

has been explored at various times with interesting results.

Almost every peak of the Kastern Ghats would repay a visit.

Even lesser heights are of interest, as will be seen from the

following small collection taken on the summit of Karakakonda, a

2,000 feet hill in the Golgonda taluk of Vizagapatam : Ghssocardia

linearifoUa, Sauropus quadrangularis, 0/i.loropkytum altenuaticm,

Olax nana, Buettneria herbacea, Tylophora macrantha, T. rotundifoJia^

Ischcemmn angustifolium, Grewia dwarf near tilicefolia, Grewia

d^arf near saloi/olia. Of these, Ghssocardia linearifoUa is a Central

Indian plant, Sauropus quadrang ularis is not found south of the

G6davari and may be considered a rare plant, C/ilorophytum

attenuatum belongs to the Western Ghats, Olax nana is only

recorded in Hooker's Flora as occurring in the ' hot valleys of the

Western Himalayas.' Buettneria herbacea, althougli not uncom-

mon on out of the way hills, is a most interesting and peculiar

little plant. Tylophora macrantha \q a, Nilgiri plant, T. rotundifolia

is a North and Central Indian plant but is also recorded from
the Anaimalais, Ischcemum angustifolium is not reported further

south than Central India. The dwarf Grewias are more interest-

ng Btill. According to current opinion they must be regarded
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as species now to science. They seem rather to be derivatives CHAP. I.

from species of the neighbourhood, i.e., ti/ce/olia and salvifolia, Flora.

rendered permanently dwarf hy the recurrence of annual forest

fires. Arising from forms with well defined tree-like stems, they

have lost this character but acquired an imderground rootstock

from which flowering shoots are sent up after each rainy season,

but which fruit and wither before the period of grass burning.

It is possible that Olax nana has been derived in the same way
from Olax scandens.

The cattle of tie district belong to no special local variety aud Fauna.

no particular care is taken to improve them by judicious breeding. Domestic

At the two shows which the District Agricultural Association has

held up to date, the class of the exhibits was exceedingly high, but

the majority of the prize-winners appear to have possessed a

strain of tlie Nellore blood. The ordinary plough and milch

cattle are bred locally or in some cases in the southern taluks

are imported from G6d4vari. The thousands of pack-cattle used

by tlie Brinjaris in their trade with the interior are of the most

ordinary variety. Two of the most important cattle-fairs on the

plains are those at Kottavalasa and Alamanda in the Srungavara-

pukota taluk and at Tummapala just north of AnakapaUe.

The Vizagapatam buffaloes, however, are remarkable animals

of great size, bone and power. There are two varieties of them,

namely, a light-coloured animal with very long, straight horns,

whicii is indigenous, and a darker and more hairy breed, the horns

of which are short and curve upwards. The latter, which are

locally known as Kasi (Benares) buffaloes, come from the

Ganjam district and are largely bought at the fairs at Santakaviti

and Sitarampuram in Palkonda taluk. Both these varieties are

exceedingly useful, doing much of the cultivation in the heavier

soils and dragging almost all the grain-carts which pour down in

thousands from the Jeypore country to the plains whenever the

price of food-stuffs is high in the latter. They are not used for

pack-work, as they are such slow walkers.

The sheep of the plains are of the usual hairy brown and 3heei>.

white breed, but in parts of the Agency is found another variety

called rdc/iamanda, which often produces two lambs at a birth and

has a short coarse fleece. Though thousands of blankets are re-

quired annually by the hill people, the woolly sheep of the Ueccan

is unknown and no blankets are manufactured locally.

On tlie plains the ordinary long-legged brown goats are Goats,

numerous. In some parts of the hill taluks a breed exists which,

if kept sheltered from cold and wet, brings forth three kids at

a time.
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CUAP. I. Big game is variiid and on the whole plectiful, but it is

Fauna. practically confined to tlie wilder portions of the Agency, where

no one but the local officers can command transport, supplies or

beaters and wliero malaria is ever present. Along the southern

part of the coast, and also inland, black-buck are fairly plentiful

and there arc some pig, barking deei- and spotted deer, but no

other game worth mention exists. The hills contain wild buffalo

(found nowhere else in this Presidency), bison (gaur), spotted,

swamp, ravine, and barking deer, sambhur, nilghai and four-

horned antelope, as well as pig, bears, leopards and tigers. The

flesli of tlie pig is highly esteemed by many of the hill people as

an aphrodisiac, and fetches high prices. The bears, as elsewhere,

are very fond of the mohwa flower, and often get extremely

drunk upon it. Tigers used to be a perfect pest. The reports

of oven twenty years ago are full of acconuts of the panics caused

by man-eaters (especially in the Golgonda Agency), which the

natives picturesquely called the tiger fituris, or ' tiger rebellions.'

Some of these brutes became extraordinarily bold. People were

frequently carried off in broad daylight in the villages ; on one

occasion a woman was taken out of her walled backyard ; on

another a constable forming one of a gnard escorting about a

hundred people back from market was killed ; and one tiger

used even to claw down the doors of the houses to get at the

inmates. Between .Tune 1881 and March 18S3, 133 persons were

killed in the Nandapuram and Padwa taluks alone. In their

terror, the people fled from their villages, avoided the ghats and

left whole tracts depopulated. In Grolgonda the evil was increased

by the current superstition that any one who killed a tiger would

come out all over stripes. One officer tried to persuade the people

that an infallible safeguard against the latter disaster was to

stroke one's nose slowly with the dead tiger's tail, and in 1884 a

number of old police carbines were distributed among the hill

men to enable them to meet the foe on more equal terms.

The most famous tiger of recent times was the Tentulakunti

man-eater in the south of Naurangpur, whicli was credited with

having killed '2Q0 persons before it was at length slain by Mr.

H. D. Taylor, 1.0.8. , then in charge of Jeypore estate during

the Maharaja's minority.

The Governnient reward for tigers is Rs. 100, or more than

in any other district, and these animals are now almost scarce.

In the Golgonda hills the professional shikaris and skin-hunters

turned the carbines supplied to them against the deer-tribe and

the bison, regardless of sex and age ; and they shot the latter

(over the salt-licks) in such numbers that it was reported that
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' the whole country was dotted over with bison bonea ' and CHAP. I.

it became necessary to extend the game rales to the chief reserves Fauna.

to stop the wholesale slaugliter which was proceeding. These

rules have also been extended to some of the Palkonda reserves.

In Jeypore the g-ame is much harried by the annual beats in

the month of Chaitra (see p. 72), when the whole able-bodied

male population turns out and lemains out. sometimes for days

together, until it has succeeded in killing some animal and so in

avoiding the rougli reception accorded by the womenfolk to the

unsuccessful. One haunch of venison goes to the man who first

hits the animal and the other to the headman of the village in

which it dies.

The best small-game shooting on the plains is afforded by

the duck and teal. Of the former, the red-headed pochard and

the gadwall are the commonest kinds. Snipe and quail are

comparatively scarce. Peafowl are common all over the hills

and the Savaras sometimes catch them by chasing them from

side to side of a steep, narrow valley until they are exhausted.

Of the rarer game-birds, woodcock have been seen round Paderu,

and in the hills the Imperial pigeon is not uncommon and a brown
pigeon with a white head is seen now and again.
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CtlAPTER II.

POLITICAL HISTOliY.

Early History—Formed part of the kingdom of KnUnga— \ntiqiiity of this

—

Its conquest by A.soka, 250 B.C.—A long gap ia its history—The Ganga
kings— Attacked by their neigliboiirs, tenth century—The later Gangas of

Trikalinga— Anantavarinan-OhSda-Ganga, 1078—Invaded by the Cholas,

eleventh century—The Matsyas— Decline of the Gangas, 143i—The
Gajapatis of Orissa— Defeated by Krishna D^va of Vijayanagar, 1515—End
of the dynasty, 1541. Mdiiamm^oan PERroo, 1568—Aurangzeb overthrows

iiolconda, 1G87-—The Snijadar of the Deacan becomes independent, 1724

—

Cedes the Northern Ciroars to the French, 1753— Difficulties of the French

thereafter —Bussy at length obtains possession, 1757—-Forde's expedition

against the French, 1758—The French expelled from the Circars-The
Circars ceded to the English, 17G5. English Period—Foundation of

Fizagapatam settlement, 1682 —Its early progress—The cowle granted in

1G85 — The factory sacked by the Musalmans, 1G89—Mr. Holcombe becomes

Chief, 1692— Hidden treasure in Bobbili -Local disturbances, 1G94

—

Extravagance at Vizagapatam—More local disturbances, 1697 —Brighter

prospects, 1G98—Vizagapa'^am besieged, 1711—The defences strengthened

—

Waltair first occupied, 1727—Further strengtheninj; ol the defences, 1741-

45— The place surrenders to Bussy, 1757—^Is recovered and becomes the

capital of the district, 1769—Growth of the power of the Vizianagram

Baja—And of his diwan Si'tarama Razu^Sepoy mutiny at Vizagapatam,

1780- -Proposed cession of the Circars, 1781—Maladministration by the

Vizianagram Raja— Dangerous growth of his power^Ordered to reduce

his troops, 1788—-Falls into he ivy arrears vrith his peshkash, 1793—Hia

estate is sequestrated- -And he is ordered to leave the district, 1794—He
resists this order—^Aod is killed at Padmanabhani—His son is given the

estate—Which is greatly curtailed —The Permanent Settlement, 1802—
Its uafortunato effects—Mr. Russell's Commission, 1833—Subsequent

outbreaks.

CHAP. II. So far, no traces have been discovered in Vizagapatam of the

Early prehistoric peoples wliose bnrial places are so common in other
History.'

districts.

Formed part The earliest extant accounts of the country speak of it as part

dom of
'"^"

^^ ^'^® famous kingdom of Kalinga, which (though its exact

Kalinga boundaries were vague and constantly changing) stretched

perhaps from the Mahanadi river on the north to the G6davari

on the south.

Antiquity of The antiquity of this principality is amply established. It is

^^^^' referred to in Brahinanical and Buddliist literature assigned by-

Professors Macdonell and Rhys Davids to the fifth and sixth

' For asslBtance with this section 1 am very greatly indebted to Bai Bah&dur

V. Venkayya, m.a., Government Epigraphiat.
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centuries, respectively, before Christ ; by the Sanskrit gramma- CHAP. II.

rians Katyayana and Panini, who tiourished in the fourtli century Earlt

B.C. ; and in the Eamayana and Maliabharata. The Buddhist
Distort.

chronicles refer to its forests and the settlement on its coast to

which the left canine tooth of Buddha was brought in state

immediately after his death ; but the Brahmanical writings speak

scornfully of it, saying that ' he commits sin through his feet,

who travels to the country of the Kalingas ' and prescribing

the purification necessary to expiate such an act. Megasthenes

(302 B.C.) however writes of the Kalingas as a civilized people

divided into classes which followed widely different occupations

(among them the study of philosophy and the taming of wild

elephants) and mentions their capital, where 60,000 foot-soldiers,

1,000 horsemen and 700 elephants kept watch and ward over

their king.

In 260 B.C. Asoka, the great emperor of the Buddhist Its conqnest

Mauryan realms (the capital of which was at Pdtaliputra, the b.G.^°
*'

modern Patna), attacked and conquered Kalinga. One of his

famous rock-edicts shows clearly that it was the remorse he felt

for the horrors of this campaign which led him in the same year

to espouse the Buddhist religion which he afterwards spread

throughout India and Ceylon. Says the edict ^ :

—

* One hundred and fifty thousand persons were carried away captive

(from Kalinga), one hundred thousand were there slain, and many
times that niunber perished His Majesty feels remorse

on account of the conquest of the Kalingas, because, daring the

Bubjugation of a previously unconquered country, slaughter, death,

and taking away captive of the people necessarily occur, whereat

His Majesty feels profound sorrow and regret. There is, however,

another reason for His Majesty feeling still more regret, inasmuch as

in such a country dwell Bralimans and ascetics, men of different

sects, and householders, who all practise obedience to elders, obedi-

ence to father and mother, obedience to teachers, proper treatment of

friends, acquaintances, comrades, relatives, slaves and servants, with

fidelity of devotion. To such people dwelling in that country happen

violence, slaughter, and separation from those they love.'

The terms of this inscription further show that Kalinga at

that time waa capable of offering considerable resistance even to

so powerful an emperor as Asoka, and that its people were a

civilized race. The Buddhist remains near Anakapalle referred

to on p. 223 below probably belong to this period.

For several centuries thereafter the history of Kalinga is almost A long gap in

a blank. Pliny (first century A.D.) mentions the country and ' ^ ^'^ ^^'^ *

> Mr. Vinoen* Smith's As6ll(a (Clarsndon PreBs, 1901), 130.

4
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CHAP. n.

Early
History.

The Ganga
kings.

Attacked by
their neigh-
bours, tenth
century.

The later

Gangas of

Trik&Iinga.

describes it as consisting of three divisions, whicli maj have given

rise to the name Trikalinga under which it is referred to later.

Isolated references to scattered kings of the territory occur

elsewhere, but they cannot be combined into any connected

account.

Inscriptions show that in the sixth century A.D., Kalinga

was conquered by the Chalukyas of Badami in Bombay and in

the seventh by their offshoot the Eastern Chalukyas. A result

of this latter campaign was the establishment of the Vengi king-

dom (the ruins of the capital of which still stand at Pedda

Vegij six miles north of Ellore) under the Eastern Chalukya

king Vishnuvardhana I (615-33 A.D.). Copper grants of this

monarch found at Ohipurupalle in this district show that he once

ruled as far north as that village.

The chronicles are continued by the grants of a series of

kings who describe themselves as of the Granga family, lords of

Kalinga, and worshippers of the Gokarnasvami (Siva) on the

Mahendragiri hill in Ganjam (where the ruins of cyclopean

shrines still stand), and as ruling from Kalinganagara, which has

been identified with Mukhalingam on the bank of the Vamsa-
dhara in Ganjam, where notable temples and inscriptions yet

survive.

The period when this dynasty flourished is doubtful, as

their grants are all dated in an era the initial point of which has

yet to be determined. The names of eleven of them are known,

and their inscriptions have been found in several places in Ganjam
and at Alamanda and Vizagapatam in this district, but the

material at present available supplies no connected account of

the doings of any of them.

The Eastern Chalukyas of Vengi appear to have constantly

interfered in the affairs of Kalinga, and Vimaladitya of that line

seems to have conquered much of it, since an inscription on

Mahendragiri states that the Chola king Rajaraja I of Tanjore

overthrew him in 999-1000 and set up a pillar of victory on

that hiU.

Kalinga was apparently further attacked from the north, for

the kings of Kosala in that direction, who have been tentatively

assigned to this same eleventh century, claim to have made
themselves ' lords of Trikalinga.'

The Gangas were followed by a later line of the same name
who, as they also worshipped the Gokarnasvdmi on Mahendragiri

and ruled from Kalinganagara, were apparently of tlie same

family. Calculations from dates in copper grants show that ihej
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were in power from the end of the ninth century. One of them, OHAP. n.

Rajar^ja, ascended the throne in 1070--71 and reigned eight Earlt

years, during which time he sajs he helped the Vengi kings
Distort.

against the Cholas, and afterwards defeated both of them and

also the ruler of Utkala (Orissa) and other moaarchs.

Under his son, Anantavarman-Choda-Ganga, who ruled from Anantavar-

1078 for no less than 72 years, this family reached the zenith of "^q^'^^^^"-

its power. Many copper grants and inscriptions of this monarch 1078.

have been found in Granjdm and Yizagapatam, and these state

that he replaced on their thrones the fallen kings of Vengi and
Orissa, engaged in wars extending from the Ganges in the north

to the Godavari in the south, and built the famous temple of

Jagannatha at Puri. An inscription on copper belonging to his

reign shows that, after the manner of many who have suddenly

got up in the world, he desired a lofty ancestry. This record

traces the origin of his family back to Brahma, and says that the

name Ganga was derived from the fact that the fourth in descent

from Brahma begot a son by propitiating the Ganges.

The Cholas of Tanjore seem twice to have invaded the south Invaded by

of Trikalinga during his reign. Inscriptions of Kulottunga I of ekventh^^'
that dynasty refer to his subjugation of the kingdom at a date century,

previous to 1095, and again in 1114. The existence of a Tamil
record of his, dated 1089, in the Simhdchalam temple goes to

confirm the success of the former of these incursions, and various

circumstances seem to indicate that Anantavarman-Ch6da-Ganga
took less interest in the Vizagapatam district than in the north

of his kingdom.

He married at least five queens and had by them four sons

who ruled after him. Of them and their immediate successors

little but their names is known. Inscriptions of theirs occur in

the district, but the country eventually fell again to the Eastern

Chalukyas of Vengi and their feudatories, the queen of one of

the latter of whom is recorded to have covered with gold the

image of Vishnu at Simhachalam. The Yadavas of Devagiri

(the modern Daulatdbad) and the Kakatiyas of Warangal claim,

moreover, to have humbled Kalinga at this period.

At Simhachalam occur several inscriptions of a line of chiefs The Matsyas.

called the Matsyas of Oddavadi. Copper grants found at Dibbida

agraharam in this district say that the founder of the family was

descended from a fish (Matsya means fish), married a daughter

of the king of Orissa, and was appointed to rule over ' the Odda-

vadi country.' The Matsyas seem to have become independent

there in the thirteenth century. It is perhaps worth noting in
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OHAP. II. tills connection that (see p. 320) the Mddgole zamindars venerate

Early fish, being installed on a fish-shaped throne and using as their
History, signature a symbol representing a fish ; that they claim to be

descended from ' the rulers of Matsya Desa ' and bear the title

of ' chiefs of Vaddadi
'

; that Vaddadi (just south of M^dgole) is

locally derived from Odda-Vadi, meaning ' the beginning of the

,, Uriya land
'

; and that in the country round Madgole legends are

/ stni recounted of a line of local Grolla chieftains who gave their

I
name to Grolgonda and built the forts of which traces still survive

i in those parts.

Decline of the The Simhdchalam temple contains inscriptions of several of
Qftngas, 34. ^-^^ later Granga kings, but few details regarding them survive.

In 1267-68 one of them, Narasimha I, built the central shrine,

mukhamandapam, ndtyamandaparo, and enclosing arcade of that

temple (see p. 324) in black stone. Their power, however, was on

the wane. Narasimha I and two of his successors are mentioned

as having had to resist attacks from the Muhammadans of Bengal

and Delhi. Firoz Shah of Delhi (1351-88) invaded Orissa ; other

Musalman raids into that country took place ; the Eeddi kings of

Kondavidu in Guntur district penetrated to Simhachalam (where

stands an inscription of one of them dated 1385-86) ; and on the

death of the Ganga king Banudeva IV, his minister usurped the

throne and in 1434-35 founded the Gajapati {' lords of elephants ')

dynasty of Orissa under the title of Pratdpa Kapilesvara.

The Gaja- His capital was at Cuttack, and he expanded his dominions

C^iMa. until they stretched from the Ganges to the Kistna. His whole

reign was spent in warring with the Hindu kings of Vijayanagar

in the Bellary district, who by now were extremely powerful in

the south, or with the Musalman Bdhmani dynasty of the Deccan.

His son Parush6ttama reigned from 1469-70 to 1496-97. He
is declared to have conquered Vijayanagar, to have brought

thence a jewelled throne which he presented to the Puri temple

and to have led an expedition against Conjeeverani.

In the time of his successor, Pratapa Rudra (1496-97 to

about 1539-40), Orissa was raided by the Bengal Musalmans,

who sacked Puri and destroyed many temples.

Defeated by Pratdpa Rudra also suffered reverses at the hands of the

of'^Viiava-
^* Vijayanagar king Krishna Deva, the greatest of his line. In

»agar, 1515. 1515 that monarch seized Udayagiri in Nellore, Kondavidu

(taking prisoner Pratapa Eudra's son), Kondapalli in Kistna,

Eajahmundry and other fortresses, halted at Simhadri (Simha-

chalam) and set up the pillar of victory at Potnlaru referred to in

the account of that place on p. 230 below. The Sirahdchalam
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temple still contrftns inscriptions recounting his successes and CHAP. n.

relating how he and his queens presented the god with a necklace Eaely

of 991 pearls and other costly gifts. A picturesque'account of this
Histobt.

expedition by the Portuguese chronicler Nuniz will be found in

Mr. Hi. Sewell's A Forgotten Empire ( Vijayanagar) ' and this states

that, furious with the hesitating tactics of Pratapa Rudra, Krishna

D^va R^ya caused an inscription to be cat in the temple ^ saying :

' Perhaps when these letters are decayed, the king of Orya (Orissa)

will give battle to the king of Bisnaga (Vijayanagar). If the king

of Orya erases them, his wife shall be given to the smiths who
shoe the horses of the king of Bisnaga,' If this insulting threat

was really ever inscribed, it is not likely to have been allowed

to remain on record a moment after it could be safely deleted,

and it is not now to be found at Simh^chalam. The war ended

in the humiliation of Pratapa Rudra, who was forced to make a

treaty with the conqueror and give him his daughter in marriage,

but Krishna Deva (perhaps in a fear of a flank attQ,ck from the

Musalmans of the Deccan) forebore to hold the country per-

manently and retired to the south.

Of Pratapa Rudra's sons, two reigned one after the other for a End of the

short period but were murdered by a minister named Govinda 'iy"^'**7.

Deva, who became king about 1541 and ruled for seven years.

Three of this man's sons held the kingdom until 1559-60, when
Mukunda Harichandana, a Telugu by birth, raised a revolt, had
two of them assassinated, and seized the throne. He reigned till

about 1568, when his territories were seized by the Musalman king

of Golconda.* This ruler was one of the confederacy of Musal-

man kings of the Deccan who had overthrown Vijayanagar at

the great battle of Talikota three years before, and he had risen

to great power in consequence.

The kings of Q-olconda were nominally subject to the Mughal Muhammadak

emperors at Delhi, but they paid them little real allegiance at
P^^iod, 1568.

any time and eventually became virtually independent. Few
details of their rule survive. Their chief local officer was the

' Swan Sonnenschein, 1900.

* Nuniz says the temple was at ' Sjmamdary ' and Mr. Sewell identifies

this with Rajahmundry, supposing that the first syllable has been accidentally

dropped, perhaps by the copyist. But Nuniz says that Symamdary was a ' hun-
dred leagTies ' from Kondapalli, which suits Simhachalam better, and ' Simhadri'

is still in use as a form of ' Simhachalam '. Nnniz says the place was a very

large city, and he seems to refer thereby to Potndrn, which according to current

tradition once extended as far as Bhogapuram, nine miles to the east, which
was the quarter where its dancing girls (5/irfga*n) resided.

* Babu Man Mohan Chakravarti's paper in J. A. S. B., Ixix, pt. 1, No. ?!

This is the ftuihority for sereral other statemente in this section.
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Mdhahmadan
Pebiod.
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overthrows
Golconda,
1687.

The Subadar
of the Deocan
beooraes

independent,
1724.

Faujdar of Chicacole, who was in charge of Granj^m and Vizaga-

patam. He seems to have governed through local chiefs or

zamindars, to whom the collection of the revenue of the various

divisions of the countrj was delegated on a commission of ten per

cent, (see p. 165) and who were expected to keep their charges

quiet. Two of these chiefs were the ancestors of the present

Maharaja of Bobbili and Eaja of Yizianagram, who entered the

district in the train of Sher Muhammad Khan (name-father of

Shermuhammadpuram near Chicacole), who was Faujdar in 1652.

The Muhammadan swaj seems to have been weak, and revolts of

the zamindars were common.
In 1686 Aurangzeb, the emperor of Delhi, marched down to

reduce the south to obedience ; and bj the next year he had wiped

the kingdom of Golconda out of existence and brought the whole

country under his direct rule. He appointed to the charge of it

an officer called the Subadar of the Deccan and afterwards

commonly known as the Nizam of Hyderabad under whom were a

number of local subordinates in immediate control of the various

smaller divisions of territory. The five ' Northern Circars ' of

Guntur, KondapaUi, Ellore, Rajahmundry and Chicacole had
Masulipatam for their chief town, and the northernmost of them,

Chicacole, which included the present districts of Ganjdm and

Vizagapatam, continued to be ruled in the same manner as before

by a Faujdar residing at the town after which it was named.
Revolts by the local Rajas went on as merrily as ever under his

government.^

Meanwhile, in circumstances which will be related immedi-

ately, the English had effected a settlement at Vizagapatam town.

The Dutch had likewise established a factory at Bimlipatam.

The latter however (see p. 226) had no influence on the political

destinies of the district and the former was of small importance

until 1767; neither need therefore be further referred to for

the present.

Aurangzeb died in 1707 and his death was followed by great

disorder in his southern possessions. In 1724 the Subadar of

the Deccan, though still continuing nominally subject to the

authority of Delhi, made himself virtually independent and began

appointing his own officers. His first Faujdar of Chicacole was
the Anwar-ud-din who afterwards became so famous in the wars

of the Carnatic and is the ancestor of the present Prince of Arcot.

His firm but kindly rule was gratefully remembered for many
years afterwards.

* See the nnmerouB instances given below in the aocoant of the early for.

tunee of the English «6ttlement at Vizagapatam,
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This Subadar of the Deccan died in 1748 and the French and CHAP. II.

English took opposite sides in the disputed succession which Muhammadan

followed. The events of this struggle belong rather to the ^""°° '

'history of the southern districts of the Presidency than to that of Cedes the

VizagapataiBj and it is enough to mention here tliat eventually
caT*^t^ th

a French protege, Saldbat Jang, secured the post of Subadar, French, 1753.

and that Bussy, the French general, obtained from him in 1753

the cession of four of the Northern Oircars (not Guntur) for the

support of his troops. Masulipatam and the country adjacent

had been already ceded to the French in 1750 ; and Bussy sent

M. Moracin, the French officer in charge there, instructions to

take possession of the new acquisitions.

The Faujdar of Chicacole, Jafar Ali, was extremely disinclined. Difficulties of

to give up his charge to the French, and he persuaded Gajapati
thereafter

Viziardma Kdzu, head of the Vizianagram family and tlie most

powerful of the local renter-chieftains who had come into being

during the Musalman rule, to join him in opposing M.. Moracin's

entry. The latter, however, seduced Viziarama Razu from this

compact by promising to lease him the Rajahmundry and

Chicacole Circars at a rate much below their value. Finding

himself deserted, Jafar Ali called in the help of the Marathas of

Nagpur, who crossed the hills by the ghat at Pachipenta (under

the guidance of the zamindar of that place) ; devastated the two

Circars from end to end
;
plundered and burnt the Dutch factory

at Bimlipatam (but spared the Vizagapatam settlement of the

English, whose friendship Jafar Ali courted and who had

encouraged liim in his revolt) ; defeated Viziarama llazu near

Vizianagram ; fought an irregular action against the combined

forces of that chief and M. Moracin at Tummapdla near

Anakdpalle ; and then suddenly decamped south, crossed the

Goddvari by a ford they had discovered, and regained their own
country with an immense booty. Having secured the loot, they

troubled no further about Jafar All's aspirations, and that

gentleman was obliged to submit.

In July 1754 Bussy went in person to Masulipatam and

Eajahmundry, settled affairs in the Circars, and appointed

one Ibrdhim Khan as Faujdar of Chicacole. Soon afterwards,

however, relations between him and the Subadar of the Deccau

became strained, at last an open rupture occurred, and for several

weeks in the summer of 1756 he was obliged to entrench himself

against attack in the gardens of Oharmal near Hyderabad. The

authorities at Madras were only prevented from joining the

Subadar again»t him bj the necessity of sending every available
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sioM, 1757.

man to Bengal to recover Calcutta and avenge the massacre of

the Black Hole.

His officers in the Circars, Ibrahim Khan included, now
disavowed his authority and refused to pay their tribute.

Viziararaa Razu was the only man there who had the foresight to

stand by him.

' He ordered his agents at Hyderabad to assure M. Bussy of his

fidelity and the regular payment of his tributes ; aud one night, when
little expected and most wanted, a man came to Charmal, and, being

permitted to speak in pi-ivate with M. Bussy, delivered with the

message of Yiziarama Razu a sum of gold, as much as he could carry

under his garments. It was sufficient for the present want, and the

same mau afterwards furnished more as necessary.' '

Bussy was eventually relieved by reinforcements from Masuli-

patam and received back into the Subadar's favour ; and at the

end of 1756 he marched into the Circars to restore his fallen

authority there.

Ibrahim Khdn fled in terror at his approach ; but Viziarama

Razu, confident in the proofs of attachment he had given, went

to meet him with a body of troops, belonging to himself and

others of the local chiefs, which numbered 10,000 men. He was

graciously received and employed the favour in which he stood

to gratify a long-standing animosity against his bitterest enemy,

the chief of Bobbili. He persuaded Bussy that BobbUi was

contumacious aud must be repressed ; and Bussy at length agreed

to attack that chief's fort. The details of the horrible tragedy

which followed are given on pp.237-241 below. Bobbili defended

himself to the utmost, and then, when he saw that further

resistance was hopeless, had all the women and children in his

fort put to death and, with the remnant of his garrison, died

fighting to the last. Three nights afterwards, Viziarama Razu

was killed in liis tent by some of Bobbili's adherents. He was

succeeded by Ananda Rdzu, the son of a first cousin.

From Bobbili, Bussy marched on into Granjam, receiving the

submission of the various local chiefs and zamindars as he went

;

sent a body of troops from li^iasulipatam to capture the English

factories at Injaram, M.adapollam and Bandamurlanka in Q-oddvari

(all of which surrendered at once) ; and then turned back to

attack the Vizagapatam settleme}it in person. This (see p, 44

below) was in a wretched state of defence and also surrendered

immediately. Bussy proceeded southwards again and returned

eventually to Hyderabad. In July of the next year (1768) he

Orme (Madr&s, 1861), ii, 103.
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received an unwise summons from Lally, the new Governor of

the French at Pondicherry, to join him, with all the troops he

could spare, to help in the war in the Carnatic and the siege of

Madras.

Ananda Eazu, the new head of the Vizianagram familjj
' dissatisfied with the arrangements made by M. Bussy on the

death of his predecessor, had waited, ' says Orme, * an opportunity

to take his revenge, ' As soon as Bussy was summoned south,

he captured Vizagapatam from the French garrison wliich was
holding it, sent news of the eveut to Madi'as, and invited the

English there to join him in expelling the French from the

Northern Circars. The Madras authorities, however, had their

hands too full with affairs in the south, so Ananda Eazu repeated

his offer to the English in Bengal. ' The project seemed delusive

or chimerical to all but Clive,' but eventually, in spite of the

protests of the other Members of the Calcutta Council, Colonel

Forde was despatched by Clive to Vizagapatam by sea with a

force of 500 Europeans (including artillery), 2,000 sepoys and

100 lascars, and arrived on the 20th October 1758. Mr. John
Johnstone had been sent in advance to arrange matters with

Ananda Rdzu and had been put in possession of the Vizagapatam

factory on the 12th September. The Madras authorities sent up

Mr. Andrews and several assistants to help him in re-establishing

the settlement and also despatched an officer to act under Colonel

Forde.

The force moved out of Vizagapatam on the 1st November,

and on the third joined Ananda Razu at Kasimkota. Progress

southwards was at first very slow. Orme says

—

' Various excuses were employed by the Eajah to extenuate this

delay ; but the real cause was his repugnance to furnish the money
which Colonel Forde demanded, who was not a little offended at his

evasions. Mr. Andrews, who, having been chief of Madapollam, had
long been personally known to the Eajah, adjusted their differences

by a treaty, which stipulated that all plunder should be equally

divided ; that all the countries which might be conquered should be

delivered to the Eajah, who was to collect the revenues ; but that the

seaports and towns at the mouths of the rivers should belong to the

company, with the revenues of the districts annexed to them ; that no

treaty for the di8j)osal or restitution, whether of the Eajah's or the

English possessions, should be made without the consent of both

parties ; that the Eajah should supply 50,000 rapees a month for the

expences of the army, and 6,000, to commence from their arrival at

Vizagapatam, for the particular expences of the officers. He held out

likewise other proposals of future alliance, which he had not yet

authority to ratify.'

CHAP. II.

MUUAMMA-
DAN PkHIOD.

Forde's
expedition
against the
French,
1768.
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CHAP. II. Tlie united forces now moved south in earnest. The Eija's

MuHAMMA- levies, however, were of the wretchedest, consisting of ' 500
°^^

paltry horse and 5,000 foot, some with awkward fire-arms, the

rest with pikes and bows : but he had collected 40 Europeans,

who managed four field-pieces under the command of Mr. Bristol

;

besides which his own troops had some useless cannon.

'

The French Qn the 9th December, near Condore, about 35 miles east-north-

the Circars. east of Rajahmundry, an action was fought with the French which

ranks as one of the decisive battles of India and in which the French

were utterly routed. The day was won by the European part of

Colonel Forde's force. His sepoys broke and ran at an early

stage, and even when the enemy was in full retreat the Raja's

horse ' could not be prevailed upon to quit the shelter of a large

tank, at this time dry, in which they, his foot, and himself in the

midst of them, had remained cowering from the beginning of the

action.'^ Forde pushed on to Rajahmundry next day without

the Eaja's rabble, and shortly afterwards took Masulipatam by

a most brilliant assault. Salabat Jang, the Subadar of the

Deccan, who had advanced within fifteen miles of the place to

assist his proteges the French, changed sides at once and on the

14th May 1759 made a treaty "^ with the English, granting

them the country round Masulipatam, renouncing all friendship

with the French, and prohibiting the latter from ever again

settling in the Northern Circars.

Except the tract then ceded to the Company, the rest of the

Northern Circars thus fell once more Awith dramatic suddenness

under the sway of the Subadar of the Deccan. His rule, however,

extended to it in little but name. ' For seven succeeding years,

the completest anarchy recorded in the history of Hindustan

prevailed over all the Northern Circars. The forms, nay even the

remembrance, of civil government seemed to be wholly lost.' ^

The Circars In 1765 Clive obtained from the Mughal emperor at Delhi a

En^^lf«h°1766
firi^an granting the Company the five Northern Circars. This

recites the cession of the country to the French by the Subadar

Saldbat Jang without authority from Delhi, and the expulsion of

the French therefrom by the emperor's faithful sepoy sirdars, the

English Company, and then states that in consideration of the

fidelity and good wishes of the said Company ' we have, from our

^ Orme, ii, 381.

* The text of it is given in Aitchison's Treaties, etc. (1892), viii, 278.

* Grant's Political Survey of the Northern Circara, forming Appendix B to the

Fifth Report on the Affairs of the Bast India Company, 1812 (Madras, 1883),

p. 146.

* Aitchison's Treuiita, etc., viii, 27A -
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ttrone, the basis of the world, given them the aforementioned OHAP. It.

Circars, by way of enam or free gift without the least participation Mchamma-

of any person whatever in the same.' ° b»iod.

The Subadar, however, was in no way pleased at this cession

of territory which he regarded as his own, and threatened to

retaliate by an irruption into the Carnatic. In November 1766 a

treaty ^ was accordingly hastily and weakly concluded with him
by which the English agreed to pay nine lakhs annually for the

territory tliat had already been granted them as a free gift. Soon
afterwards the Subadar was defeated by the English in one or two

actions, became more accommodating in consequence, and in

February 1768 agreed to a new treaty by which the tribute was
reduced. - The new acquisitions were at first governed from

Masulipatam, but in 1769 Mr, John Andrews, then Chief at that

place, was sent to Vizagapatam and made the first Chief in Council

of that district.

We may now go back and shortly trace the fortunes of the Knolish

English settlement at Vizagapatam from its inception until it
Pk»ioi>.

thus became the capital of the district.

The settlement was founded in 1 682. ^ In February of that Foundation cf

year the Directors wrote to Fort St. George that an ' interloper (un-
Jetufment*""

authorized trader) was designed for Metchlepatam or Gyngerlee ' 1682.

{i.e., Masulipatam or Vizagapatam *) and left it to the Madras
authorities to decide whether a factory should not be established

at the latter place. The Madras Consultations of the 1st August
1682 say that ' The Comp* having resolved to make some
Investments this year at Gingerly & given order to y*^ Agent &c*

to send down some psons to further the same, as likewise to

hinder and defeat any Interlopers that shall come there, His

^ Aitchison's Treaties, etc., viii, 280.

* This reduced amount continued to be paid until 1823, when the claim was

extinguished by the disbursement of a large lump sum.
^ Sir George Birdwood's Report on the old records of the India Office (W. H.

Allen, 1891) twice (pp. 89 and 222) states that the date was 1668, but does not

quote the records on which the statement is based. A personal search by the

present writer (under expert guidance) among the India OfEce records failed to

discover any papers about Vizagapatam of aii earlier date than 1684. The
' interloper ' Thomas Bowrey, who traded in these parts between 1669 and 1679,

makes no mention of the settlement in his Countries 7-ound the Bay of Bengal

(Hakluyt Society, Second Series, Vol. XII, 1905) ; nor is it referred to in the

Fort St. George records of 1670-1681; indeed a list of factories in the latter

year specifically says that Masulipatam and Madapollara were the only subordi-

nate stations on this coast. If, therefore, a settlement was in fact made in 1668,

it must have been almost immediately abolished again.

* Mr. Fringle's Diary and Consultation book of the Agent Qovernor and,

Couneil of Fort St. Qeorge, 1684 (Madras Government Press, 1895), 170,
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resolved that M*". George Ramsden doe proceed for this year as

Chiefe ^ there,' his Second in Council being one Clement du

Jardin. Thus it is clear that it was largely fear of the rivalry of

the ubiquitous interloper which led the Company to first settle

in Vizagapatam. Thirteen days later the first official letter was

sent from Fort St. George to ' Vizagapatam ' and thereafter

correspondence with the factory appears regularly in the records.

Messrs. Eamsden and du Jardin did not let the grass grow

under their feet. In October of the same year they wrote that in

spite of the bitter hostility of the Dutch at Bimlipatam they had

made a respectable investment ; had obtained a cowle from the

' Seir Lascar ' (apparently the same as the Faujdar) of Chicacole

giving them liberties ' throughout the Carlingae (Kalinga) country

farr greater than ever was granted to the Dutch, notwithstanding

they have bin settled in these pts for these 20 years, which is a

very great heartburning' ; had arranged to bribe the Kasimkota

chief (' a very powerful pson ') not to molest their customers ; had

patched up for their quarters an old house standing on the piece

of ground given them by the Seer Lascar ; had engaged six

' Rashboots ' (Rajputs) as a guard ; and had searched in vain for

interlopers but in accordance with orders had hung the King's

proclamation and the printed rules and orders concerning those

gentry round their dyeing room, ' w^^ God knows is scarce bigg

enough to liould them.' They earnestly beg a reconsideration of

orders which had been passed directing them to go to Masulipatam

at the end of the year, pointing out how disappointed the Seer

Lascar would be, and how triumphant the Dutch ; and this request

was evidently granted.

The next year, however, these two pioneers fell out ; and

Ramsden was temporarily suspended and du Jardin recalled. The

latter was eventually dismissed, in spite of the protests of Fort St.

George, by the Directors, who pronounced him ' a huffing, swag-

gering, ignorant, avaritious, prodigall person '; but his subsequent

ioings in Sumatra "^ showed that he was of the stuff of which

successful merchant adventurers are made, being endowed with

restless energy, a clear head, and a way with natives that carried

them with him. As the Madras Council sorrowfully put it when

lie died in Sumatra in 1687, he was ' a fitting active man among

those people.'

The records of 1684 show that the settlement was still very

small then, the monthly expenses being onlylOO pagodas (Rs. 350),

1 A list of the Chiefs in Council and Collectors is appended to Chapter XI

below.
* See Mr. Pringle's Diary and Consultation book, etc., 1685, Introd., xyi.
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English
Period.

"but tliat'it possessed the right to collect dues in the town. Tlie

annual rent paid to the Seer Lascar was Rs. 4,5C 0. At the oikI of

that year the Madras Council, desirous of obtaining- less limited

privileges, resolved to send the new Chief (Mr. Browne) to the

Seer Lascar with a big retinue liired for the purpose.

The mission was crowned with success. After having pre-

sented * His Excellency ' with many gifts, including a silver trunk,

a case of spirits, fifteen maunds of sandalwood, a chest of

rosewater, and some scarlet cloth and gunpowder, the Chief

obtained a new cowle which exempted the Company's goods from
land customs, granted privileges over Vizagapatam and permis-

sion to build a factory there, and brought the settlement into a
position ' as good as we iujoy in any part of India." In 1685
the friendship with the Seer I^ascar was further cemented by a

present of saltpetre, powder and lead, which he earnestly desired

owing to the imminence of a war with his northern neighbours,

but which the Dutch at Bimlipatam had steadfastly refused to

supply. In July 1688 Mr. Browne was charged with private

trading, resigned in consequence, and was succeeded by Mr.
John Stables.

In 1689 the footing in the country which had been won with '^'^^ factory

such d etermination was suddenly lost. The Company fell out with Musalmans,

Aurangzeb, the Mughal emperor at Delhi, and the latter issued ^^^^•

orders that the English should be driven from his dominions and
all their property seized. On the 13th September, therefore, the

Seer Lascar sent his ' Rashwar ' (Telugu, Rajdvaru, the honorific

form of * Rdja ') to the Vizagapatam factory

—

' In order to seize and bring away the English and all their

concerne. The said E ashwar with his forces coming nigh the town in

the night, where he had pitched his Teot, etc., about nine did

surround the Factory with his men, and acquainted the English with

the Seer Lascar's orders. To •which was replied, they could rot go

up without their Master's orders. Then, as the first Eashwar was

taking the Chief by the hand to pluck him out of the house, Mr. Hall

fires his blunderbuss and kills three of their men; upon which they

murdered Mr. Stables, Mr, Hall and Mr. Croke, taking the rest

prisoners, and seizing upon all the Eight Honourable Company's

Concerns.' ?

In 1690, however, peace was made with Aurangzeb ^ and

the Seer Lascar released his prisoners and restored the Company's

Mr. Holcombe
becomes
Chief, 1602.

* Vizagapatam Consultations in the India Office, November 10, 1684.

^ Talboys Wheeler's Madras in the Olden Time (Madras, 1861), i, 214.

* Bee the cowles granted by his general Zulfikai- Kh^n which are quoted

b/Talboye Wheeler, i, 245-7.
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property. Mr. Dubois was sent to set the factory on its leg*'

again. During his time the place was attacked and looted by
' thieves and poligars,' and the Company accordingly asked leave

to fortify it. The new Chief was afterwards found guilty of

frauds and errors and ' severall considerable wrongs done to tim

Hon. Company,' and in 1692 was dismissed and replaced bj

Mr. Simon Holcombe with Mr. Charles Barwell as Second in

Council.

They had rather a stormy entry. They arrived by sea and

were met at the landing-place by Mr. Dubois and others

and conducted to the factory. On their entering this, one of the

peons spat in the new Chief's face and abused him in language
' not fit to be mentioned ;' whereon swords were drawn and

some blood was spilt. Mr. Dubois and the others, being asked

for their books and registers, brought Mr. Holcombe only ' a

few torne old dirty papers, saying y® rest were lost and con-

sumed by y® Mogull's people in the late unhappy times.' ^

Mutual recriminations and other unpleasantnesses continue sub-

sequently to fill many pages of the records. The head of the

weavers also became contumacious, declining to sign his

contracts when given the usual 'tasherilfs ' (presents) and demand-

ing in addition a coat with gold buttons and a gold bracelet.

These latter were at length promised, as were also ' all further

ceremonies of Hon"", as fireing off Gruns &ca. and being carried

to his house in y® Comp* Pallankeen with y^ Musick &ca.

attendance.'

The records of 1693 '^ mention a curious incident :

—

' Kangarow, a neighbouring Raja [clearly the Raja of Bobbili],

upon clearing a Tank in his Country found a vast Treasure buried in

earthen pote with a small p^ of Copper in each pot mentioning w*

contained therein and by whom buried, by w'^^ it appeared to belong

to y^ ffamily of y*^ Sumberdues [the Rajas of Jeypore] and to be buried

by y great grandfather of y present Raja, w*^'' has made a great

contest between y^ neighbouring Rajas and impeeded all commerce in

those parts, Rangarow claiming itt because took up in his Gorornm*

and Snmberdue asserting a right to it by y« Copper plates w'^'^

specific it to be buried by his ancestors who formerly had y^ Governm*

of those parts. Y° event we must leave to time, but 'tis conjectured

aud not without reason y*' upon y *-' Sier Lascar's return from Metchle-

patam he will soon decide y*^ matter to y'' dissatisfaction of both

Parties by condemning itt all to y"^ king's and his own pticular

Treasure.'

' Vieagapatam Consultations at the India Office, I6th July 1G82.

' Ibid., December 6th, 1693.
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In 1694 the Seer Lascar had his hands full with revolts hy the CHAP. Ii.

local Rajas, among whom the Rdja of ' Potnore ' (Potniaru) and English

' Samba Deo ' (the Edja of Jeypore) were prominent, and at length "

had to ' condescend to dishonourable terms.' Tlie malcontents Local dis-

had made two attempts to plunder tlie factory at Vizagapatam 1594*"°*^'

(and also the Dutch settlement at Bimlipatam) and Mr. Holcombe
accordingly seized the opportunity to begin fortifications there

at the expense of the inhabitants. The Seer Lascar approved

at the time, but afterwards demanded the destruction of the new
walls. The Chief, however, stood firm and they were not touched-

This Chief, who was a man of good birth, had a ' lavish way Extrava-

of living and fond affectation of appearing great in the eyes of |*"°^ **

the Country Government,' to which the Directors strongly

objected. They said, ' The extravigantcy of Vizagapatam
under the managm: * of Mr. Holcombe by theire last books, is

insufferable, for 3 or 4 ffactors at most to spend 3902 Pagodas in

one yeare whereof 1034 is for their servants. Wee know no

necessity for their two horses and them of so great a valine as

250 Pagodas ; they must be better Husbands, and keep within

bounds, and not gi^ve 40 Pagodas for a Saddle, etc' The Direc-

tors strictly limited the Chief in future to 600 pagodas (Rs. 2,100)

per annum to defray the charges of dyers, factors, provisions,

servants' wages, stores and garden, exclusive of 100 pagodas
for presents.

In October 1697 ley pore (' Somberdu') and other Rajas again More local

revolted ' and took and slew the Seer Lascar and the greatest disfcurbancea.

part of his army.' His successor (' Rustundill Khan ') was severe

to all the friends of his predecessor, and the Madras authorities

warned the Vizagapatam Council not to proceed, without liis

express approval, with certain additional fortifications which had

been begun, but to level their foundations with the ground and

cover them up until a more favourable opportunity. They also

ordered the Chief to hold himself in readiness to abandon the

factory immediately if the Seer Lascar should attack it, instructing

him to embark everything he could and to leave a notice on the

factory gate setting out the cost of the buildings, the reason for

quitting them, and the items of property still remaining in them.

These timid orders were partly due to the fear that resistance in

Vizagapatam might light a general conflagration in the south,

partly to the decline in the trade at Vizagapatam which had

followed the numerous internal commotions there, and partly to

the impossibility of carrying on the factory within the limit of

expenditure which the Directors had prescribed and to which, in

spite of protests from Madras, they for long vehemently adhered.
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In May 1698, however, another and friendlier Seer Lascar

(' Fakera ' or ' P'akerla Khan,' apparently Fakir-ullah Khan) was

appointed, and the prospect looked brighter. In February 1700

this potentate ' did our Chief great Honour, Setting him on his

own Pallakeen, comeing to his house to Vissit him, and giveing

him a rich suite of cloths, an Elephant, and two Horses, and

making all demonstrations of love possible.' In the next month

he was succeeded by a new Seer Lascar who tried to impose new

taxes and thus kindled yet another revolt by the local Eajas.

The latter defeated his troops on every occasion, burnt and

plundered most of the country, shut the Seer Lascar up in Chica-

cole and threatened to attack that place, captured Kasimkota and

plundered the Dutch at Bimlipatam. Peace at length ensued and

the people returned from the woods in which they had taken

refuge ; but in 1702 the flames broke out again and the Faujdar

had to pay the Rajas a lakh of rupees to keep quiet.

' Rustundill Khan' was soon afterwards reappointed as Seer

Lascar and showed symptoms of again giving the factory trouble.

The Madras authorities said nothing about withdrawal this time,

but sent to Vizagapatam twelve Portuguese and six English

soldiers and fifteen candies of powder. The Seer Lascar came

and camped in the Company's garden at Vizagapatam with 40,000

men and the factory had an anxious time. But at length judicious

presents softened his heart and he granted a cowle for the place.

Mr. Holcombe died in May 1705, after having been Chief for

thirteen exciting years, and lies buried in the old cemetery at

Vizagapatam which is usually erroneously called ' the Dutch

cemetery.' He was succeeded by Mr. Stephen Trewen, M'ho died

within a year and was followed by Mr. Francis Hastings, after-

wards provisional Governor of Madras.

In this Chief's time serious trouble occurred with Fakir-ullah

Khan, who had been reappointed Seer Lascar. About 1698

Mr. Holcombe had rashly borrowed 44,000 pagodas of Fakir-

ullah, then Seer Lascar, and lent it to Ananda Razu, chief of

Vizianagram, and Payaka Rao of Payakaraopeta (p. 312). At
the time of his death (notwithstanding several tlireatening

letters from Fakir-ulldh, who warned liim that his money was ' like

bread as hard as iron, and so not easily digested ' and would be
recovered by fair means or foul), Mr. Holcombe still owed 6,500

pagodas of the principal, while with interest the debt amounted
to over 20,000 pagodas. Mr. Holcombe had stiU more rashly

affixed the Company's seal to his bond, and Fakir-ulldh accord-

ingly called upon the Chief and Council to pay up the amount.
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They naturally hesitated about doing so, and unwisely further CHAP. II.

exasperated Fakir-ullah by acknowledging the claims of a rival English

candidate for the post of Seer Lascar. At length, on the 8th
Period.

December 1710, Fakir-ullah came to enforce his demand and
encamped on the sand-hill north of the town with 7,000 foot and

800 horse (other accounts say 3,500 and 500, respectively) and
the next night fired into the factory^s outposts. The garrison,

however, returned the fire and obliged the enemy to turn the

siege into a blockade.

Captain Hamilton, who was there at tlie time, gives a

description ' of the defence. The garrison at first numbered
only nineteen Europeans, 20 topasses (Portuguese) and 280

natives, most of the last of whom were fishermen. They
fortified the low rocks between the sand-hills and the factory,

drew Captain Hamilton's ship within pistol-shot of the shore,

placed eight minion guns to scour the sands in case the enemy
tried to come that way, and held out for six weeks until

reinforcements from Madras, which included twelve guns and
some soldiers under Lieutenant Dixon (afterwards killed during

the operations), at length arrived. Captain Hamilton then left,

but the blockade went on for three months more until the end of

April. Fakir-ulldh erected new batteries on the sand-hill and the

Dolphin's Nose headland (which even then went by that name)
and the factory sent urgent appeals to Madras for lead and stores

to maintain the defence and for ' more shells for our mortar, and
if possible another mortar and shells, and also shells for the

cohorns and great and small granados, with shot, iron and stone

of all sorts and sizes, and for God's sake fresh provisions.' At
last the Company paid the 20,000 pagodas demanded and the

siege was raised.

Captain Hamilton says, however, that the Seer Lascar tried

soon afterwards to take the place by surprise :

—

' He came into the Town one Day with 100 Horse, and some Foot,

without advertising of his coming, as was usual, at the Town-gate, and
before the Chief could have Notice, he was got into the Factory, with

twenty or thirty of his Attendants. The Alarm being given, a

resolute bold y-'Ung Gentleman, a Factor in the Company's Service,

called Mr. Richard Horden, came running down Stairs, with his

Fuzee in his Hand, and his Baj'onet screwed on its Muzzle and,

presenting it to the Nabob's Breast, told him in the Gentow Language,
(which he was Master of) that the Nabob was welcome, but if any of

his Attendants offered the least Incivility, his Life should answer for it.

' Aew actount of the East Indies (1744), i, 375-81.
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The Nabob was surprisingly astonished at the Eesolution and Bravery

of the young G-entleman, and sat down to consider a little, Mr. Horden

keeping the Muzzle of his Piece still at his Breast, and one of the

Nabob's Servants standing all the while beliind Mr. Horden with a

Dagger's Point close to his Back. So they had a Conference of half

an Hour long, in those above mentioned Postures, andthen the Nabob
thought fit to be gone again, full of wonder and Admiration ©f so

daring a Courage.'

At this time tlie Company were paying the Musalman govern-

ment Es. 4,862 annually for the town and the otlier villages rented

from them and received in return the privileges of making and

selling- salt, arrack, betel- leaf, tobacco and other commodities, and

the right to collect land and sea customs. The small factory at

Injaram, on the Godavari coast, was subordinate to Yizagapatam,

and the Second in Council at one time resided there.

The records of the next few years are full of accounts of the

fighting between the Faujdar (now Habid Khan, Fakir-ullah's

rival) and the local Rajas here and in Ganjam. In 1712 Ananda
E^zu of Yizianagram with 10,000 men was actually plundering and

destroying without hindrance within sight of Chicacole. These

constant alarms not only prevented the reduction of the garrison

collected to repulse Fakir-uUah, but on the contrary led to its

increase and to the construction of more defences. No plan of

these survives, but the records speak of the flagstaff, southern

and western bastions, northern point, and curtain facing the river

(all of which were built of stone), the eastern curtain facing the

sea, the fort gate and mainguard, and the back gate. By 1 726 the

garrison numbered H5 men, and outworks (see the map facing

p. 44) had been buUtto protect the native town. In 1729 further

disturbances resulted in the despatch from Madras of a sergeant

and some more guns.

In 1727 the first move was made towards Waltair, which had

long been included in the cowles, the cloth-washers and their

families being established there in consequence of the discovery

of ' a vein of very good water which cured and whitened cloth

much better than the washermen's tanks formerly made use of.'

In 1731 (and again in 1753) the question of the desirability of

coining copper dubs at Yizagapatam was raised, but the Seei

Lascar refused the necessary permission and no mint appears to

have been established. In 173!) a building to the west of the

fort was bought as a ' Garden House ' for the reception of guests.

It was irretrievably damaged by the great flood of 1752.

Frequent references also occur throughout the early records to
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the Company's mango garden somewhere near by, which was a

favourite place for strangers to camp in. it was apparently near

the present Ddba Gardens.

In 1741 the Chief (Mr. John Stratton) earnestly invited the

attention of the Madras authorities to the necessity of strengthen-

ing the Yizagapatam defences. He said

—

' The Buildings and Fortifications at this Place are in so ruinoas

a Condition that in case any Disturbances should happea here we are

but ill provided to resist only a small Body of Men. It's true we have
61 pieces of Ordnance mounted in this Garrison, but the carriages

are so farr fallen to decay that they will not bear 2ce firing before

they must fall to pieces. We are also in great want of fire Arms for

the Militar}', for those now in use have been here so long that they

are not to be depended on.'

The next year a threatened inroad ol Mar^thas led him to

entertain 100 extra peons and a like number of lascars and to ask

for 75 barrels of pow^der and more men and arms. The whole
coast was in a panic, the Dutch at Masulipatam, Cocanada and
Bimlipatam and the French at Yanam having embarked all their

property ready for instant flight, the small factories at Injaram
and TTppada making similar preparations, and the peoj^le of

the country ' retiring to the hills with all expedition possible.''

Madras sent up 21 ]*]uropeans, fifteen barrels of powder and five

candies of lead, and the Chief set to work to make ' a Palisado of

Timbers from Flag Staff Hill to the sea-side, which is 216 yards.'

This flagstaff hill, on which there was then a battery, is apparently

the low outcrop of dark rock which stands in the quarter of

Yizagapatam still known as Buruzupeta, or 'Bastion hamlet,' and

which was afterwards called ' the Black Eock.' It was then (see

the map facing p. 44) quite outside the town. Mr. Stratton,

who was clearly a Chief of determination, was confident of being

able to beat off the enemy, and the local Eajas all sent their

families to Yizagapatam for protection.

The trouble, however, blew over temporarily and the only real

work done on the defences seems to have been the construction

of ' Benyon's battery and Middle Point, with a very small

addition to Martin's Point.' The disappearance of all the plans

of this period from the Madras records renders it impossible to

identify these posts with certainty, but the map seems to show

that Benyon's battery was the work on the Black Eock already

referred to, the Mettah gate the opening on the low ground west

of it, Middle Point the small bastion next west again and Martin's

Point the outwork adjoining on the edge of the backwater just

north of the town. They were sliortly afterwards declared to be

CHAP. II.

English
Period.

Further
strengthen'
ing of the
flefencee,

1741-45.
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CHAP. II. of little service. It was observed that ' instead thereof if ouly a

English wall had been run from Martin's Point to the Mettah gate, another
Perjod.

across the rock upon which Benyon's battery is built, and the

platforms on each side the Mettah gate raised a proper heighth.

the town would have been equally as secure.'

Ill 1744 the Maritha panic revived and estimates were

submitted for ' building and repairing sundry fortifications/

namely, ' the great battery by the seaside ' (apparently the work

the ruins of which still stand on the Dolphin's Nose and which is

usually wrongly called ' tlie Dutch battery '), ' the small battery

fronting the fort, the powder magazine and the guardhouse.' It

was urged that the houses between the fort and the sea should be

pulled down and a battery put there to command the roadstead ;

that a battery which had already been begun with guns sent the

year before from Madras on the Black Rock should be completed

so as to secure ' that part of the Mangoe Grarden which lies behind

a rising ground called the Sand Hill, which overlooks the town,

and what the country government constantly possess themselves

of upon the least Dispute with Us ;
' and that the magazine

should be removed from the side of the backwater (or ' river,' as

it was then called), which was too damp a site and too far from

the fort.

The declaration of war with the French in this same year lent

additional w^eight to these requests, and in 1745 it was ordered

that a battery should be put up in front of the fort and that the

* small one near the bar ' ( ? the ' Dutch ' battery) should be

repaired. Fui'ther work was stopped in 1750 on the ground that

the well-known Engineer Mr. Benjamin Robins was being sent

out by the Directors to examine all fortifications, and that it

would be best to await his advice.

The place In 1 753, as already narrated, the Circars were ceded to the

BusBj,^l757'.''
French; and at the end of 1756 Bussy, free at last from other

embarrassments, marched into them to restore his shaken author-

ity, seized Bobbili, quieted Ganjam, captured Injaram and the

other English factories in Goddvari and then marched in person

against Vizagapatam. He readied that place on 24th June 1757,

with the large force of 600 Europeans, 6,000 sepoys and 30 pieces

of cannon.^

Orme gives the following disparaging account of the then

fortifications of the place, illustrated by the interesting map here

' Cambridge's War in hidia (Loadon, 1701), 10.3.
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reproduced whieli sliows wliat immense clianges have taken place CHAl'. II.

in the town and backwater in the last century and a half :

—

English

• 1 Pebiod.
' A river coming from the north and turning snort eastward to the

sea, forms an arm of land, a mile and a half in length and 600 j-ards

in breadth. Nearly in the mid>lle of tliis ground stands the fort, of

which the construction hy repeated mistakes was become so absurd,

that it was much le?s defensible than many of the ancient barons'

castles of Europe. The face towards the river was choked by houses.

A whole town lay within oOO yards to the north, a village at the same

distance to the south, anl several buildings on each of these sides

stood much nearer the walls ; towards the sea, the esplanade was clear,

excepting a saluting battery, where a lodgment might be easily

made ; after many injudicious additions of works round the fort,

which only made it worse, it was found necessary to throw up an

entrenchment to the north, beyond the town, in the shoulder of the

peninsula, quite across from the river to the sea, with a battery at

each extremity, and another on a hillock near the center, but this was

commanded by a sand-hill directly opposite, and within point-blank.

The access across the river from the south was sufficiently secured by

batteries, which commanded not only the passage, but the entrance of

the river itself, through which all embarkations from the sea must

gain the shore, as the surf prevents even a boat from landing on the

beach : indeed the whole scheme of the defences seemed to have been

calculated only to oppose the attempts of pirates and polygars. The
garrison consisted of 150 excellent Europeans, and 300 Sepoys; the

English families in the town were 50 persons.

On the same day that the van of Mr. Eussy's army appeared in

sight, the Company's ship Marlborough anchored in the road, on

board of which was the chief engineer of Madrass proceeding to

Bengal. He landed, and having the next morning reviewed the

works with Captain Charles Campbell, who commanded the troops,

both gave their opinion that the extent could not be defended, even

with a much greater force ; and advised that all the Europeans should

be immediately embarked, and the Sepoys, with two or three officers,

left to make the best capitulation they could ; but all the boat and

fishermen had deserted in the night, and the wind blew so strong

from the sea, that none but those accustomed could manage the boats

over the bar, which that of the Marlborough carrying back the

engineer experieucod, being twice overset and a man drowned before

she got out. At noon, cannon appeared on the sand hill ; soon after,

the main body of the enemy, and a summons t^ surrender ; after two

or three messages, the capitulation was signed at 11 at night. All

the Europeans, whether troops or inhabitants, were to be prisoners

of war ; the sepoys and natives free to go where they liked ; the

Company's effects, capture ; individuals, Mr. Bussy said, should have

no reason to complain : he kept his word with the utmost liberality,

resigning without discussion whatsoever property any one claimed as
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CHAP. II. liis own. The Marlborougli having auchorod at tho Dutch factoiy of

English Bimlipatam, 12 miles to the northward, he permitted the chief,

Period. Mr. Porcival, Captain Campbell, and several others, to proceed in her

to Bengal.'

Is recovered The subsequent histor}'^ of the Vizagapatam settlement—its

the capital of seizuFB from the French by the Raja of Vizianagram in 1758,

the district, the exouUion of that iiatioa from the Gircars by Colonel Forde's
1769 .

expedition in the next year, the eventual cession of the country

to the English in 1765, and the elevation of Vizagapatam from

the position of an isolated factory to that of the capital of a

district in 1769—all these events have already been shortly

sketched above.

Growth of the The twelve years of anarchy which followed Bussy's departure

v^zIanagrauT ^^^ enabled the Raja of Vizianagram to make himself more
Kaja. powerful than ever, and he was by far the most prominent person

in the new territory. The Raja, Ananda Razu, who had accom-

panied Forde's expedition died of small-pox at Rajahmundry

shortly afterwards. He had no son, and the widow of his

predecessor Viziarama Razu adopted Venkatapati Razu, a boy oC

twelve and the second son of her husband's cousin Ramabhadra

Razu, and caused him to assume the name of Viziarama Razu by

which he was afterwards so well known. This lad had a half

brother, considerably older than himself, named Sitarama Raza,

who (though the adoption of an eldest son is discouraged by

Hindu law) cherished considerable resentment because of his

apparent supersession. Owing to the new Raja's minority, all

authority and state fell naturally into Sitarama's hands and for

very inany years he succeeded in maintaining the position of

superiority over his younger brother thus accorded him.

The two brothers were very powerful. Tliey controlled almost

all the district except the havili land round about Vizagapatam,

Kasimkota and Chicacole(«.e., the old demesne or household land of

the sovereign, and tracts resumed by the Musalmans and appro-

priated to the support of their garrisons and establishments) ; in

1761 they also seized by force much of the estate of Parlakimedi

in Ganjam ; while later, it is said, they even possessed tliemselves

temporarily oC the Rajahmundry Circar. Whea tlie Bng^lish

came into possession of the country they persuaded the brothers

to relinquish Parlakimedi and settled a peshkash of three lakhs

annually on the rest of their estate. This latter included the

indefinite rights in Jeypore referred to on p. 266 below.

Soon afterwards the various zamindars formed a strong

confederacy to throw off the Vizianagram yoke. Sitarama R^zu,

however, was equal to the occasion. ' He persuaded the Chief
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and Council/ says Mr, Carmichael in his District Manual of CHAP. II.

Vizagapatam, ' to regard tin's as a cli allonge to their newly- English

constituted authority, and with the aid of the Company's troops _

—

he readily defeated the insurgents one after the other. At the

close of the campaign, all the zaniindars in the district but

Andra and Palkonda, who had both kept aloof from the

malcontents, were dispossessed, and their patrimony went to

swell the rental of Vizianagram. The more considerable chiefs

were admitted to ' towjees ' or
^
stipends ; while men of less

note, or who were objects of special resentment, were kept in

fetters in the dungeons of the fort at Vizianagram.' 'I'he manner

in which the Jeypore fort was captured about this time by the

combined forces of the Company and Sitarania is recounted on

p. 267 below.

'In the year 1775,' continues Mr. Carmichael, "a strong And of his

faction of the leading Easavdrs (Rajputs), who had their own
i,|i)^a°KaVu"

advantage in view, coerced Sitarama Edzu to retire from tlie

prominent part he had heretofore taken in his brother's affairs.

He agreed to resign the office of diwdn and to retire to a private

possession, on Viziarama's covenanting to acknowledge his

(Sitar^ma's) son, Narasimha Gajapati Eazu, as his successor.

To this, Yiziarama (who was then childless) readily acceded , it

being a proviso that the title of the son of Sitarama sliould not

be preferred to that of any male issue that might afterwards be

born to Viziarama himself/

In 1778, in the circumstances referred to on p. 167 below, the

zamindars of the Northern Circars were summoned to Madras to

have their peshkash settled, and the intriguing and ambitious

Sitardma succeeded by lavish bribery in obtaining, from the

authorities there, orders reinstating him as diwan, instructino- iiis

brother the Raja to be reconciled to him, confirming the condi-

tional succession of his son to the zaraindari, and directing that

all future leases of land in the estate should be made in this suu's

name.^

On the 3rd October 1780 a serious mutiny occurred among Sepoy

the sepoys at Vizagapatam. To meet the invasion of the Carnatic vizaga-*^

by Haidar Ali of Mysore, the Govei-nment had ordered four patam, 1780,

companies of these troops to embark for Madras. The result is

described as follows by the newswriter in Hickey's Gazrffe ^

:

—
' "We are informed that the Sepoy troops lately draughted at Vizaca-

patam, having all their arms, ace luti'aments, baggage, etc., read}-- to

^ Second and Third Reports, Committee of Secrecy, 17S1.
^ Quoted in Mr. J, J. Cotton's Inscriptions on Madras Tombs. See also

Wilson's Hiat, of Madras Army, ii, 18, 19 and Mill's History, iv, 200.
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embark on board the Sarthie Frigue, and some other vessels then in

that harbour in order to carry them to Madras, the day of their

intended departure the Governor of Vizac invited all the military

officers to dine with him and the Council. The troops were to embark

that afternoon. The gentlemen made a cheerful repast, drank success

to the British arms, and sat in compaay with all the tranquilit}' of

mind imagina>'le, but were soon alarmed by an uncommon noise. They

sent some of their servants out to learn the cause, and was soon

informed that the troops draughted for Madras had mutinied, and was

endeavouring to force those Sepoys who were to remain behind in tlie

barracks to join them, which they refused. This account soon brought

their officers out, who instantly resumed tlieir commands, and ordered

them immediately to march down to the beach and go on board. This

they refused one and all. The Grenadiers levelled their pieces, took

aim, discharged a volley, and killed every officer on the spot. They

took the Governor prisoner and all the civil servants, set free a French

spy who had been confined there for some time, and placed him at

their head, at the same time put the Governor and all the civil servants

in the prison from whence they took the Frenchman. They plundered

the Governor's house and factory of the treasure, plate and every

other valuable that night, took the civillins out the next morning, tied

them, and marched them off with ih«m, with an intent to carry their

prisoners to Hyder Ally, whom themselves intended to join. After

they had marched several miles from Vizac, they unty'd the Governor

Mr, Casmajor and the rest of the gentlemen, and told them they might

return to Vizac if they pleased. Ensign Butier, the only surviving

officer on that establishment, and who very fortunately had been on

a visit to a friend at some distance froui the settlement, finding what

had happened, drew up a detachment of the remaining troops the next

morning with a few field pieces, marched at the head of them in quest

of tlie deserters, came up with them, and discharged a few rounds of

grape shot amongst them, which brought several of them to the

ground. Some ran off, leaving the most part of their arms behind,

and the remainder he took prisoners, marching them in the front

with the field pieces in the rear.'

The zamindar of Parlakimedi, then under surveillance at

Vizagapatam, was strongly suspected of having' engineered this

outbreak, but he boldly claimed to have saved the lives of the

other l^urojjeans in the station and was eventually given back his

estate as a reward for his doubtful services.

lu 1781 tlie Circars were within an ace of being ceded back

awain to Hyderabad in return for a body of horse to be placed at

tlie disposal of the Governor-General. Lord Macartney, who had

just arrived a.s Governor of Madras, protested, however, with

such force against the proposal that it was abaiidoned.
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Meanwhile the weak and corrapt administration of the Chiefs

in Council, and the oppression of the ryots and the smaller

zamindars by Sitarama Eazu (wlio was not only de facto ruler of

practically the whole of the zamindari area in the district, hut also

renter of the havili land) had brouglit the district into a very

unsatisfactory state. A Committee of Circuit consisting of five

Members of Council (see p. 167) was sent to investigate matters,

and reported in 1784 in the strongest terms of condemnation.

It said that the havili land was most oppressively administered

by Sitarama and was in the last stage of desolation ; and as for

the rest of the district, that constantly increasing taxes had
resulted in a decrease of population and tlie ruin of several of the

handicrafts ; that tlie ryots were allowed to^-jetain barely one-

fifth of their crops ; tliat the excessive customs duties had

strangled trade ; that there were no courts of justice ; that the

villages were ' composed of wj-etched hovels, the people meanly
clothed and meagre through the extremes of labour and liard

fare '; that ' the zamindar, converting all his gains to private

purposes, and the native, destitute of all property and aiming at

nothing more than a subsistence and the discharge of his assess-

ment,' were alike indifferent to the needs of the future; that in

spite of orders to reduce the number of his forces, the Raja of

Vizianagram still maintained 7,760 troops of his own (including

l,6'/iU sepoys dressed and armed after the European manner j at

an annual cost of nearly 5|- lakhs of rupees and had a call on

even more belonging to Palkonda, Jeypore, Golgonda, and Andra

(his ' subjected tributaries ') and to Kimedi and Tekkali ; and

that of the zamindars he had dispossessed, some had fled to

Jeypore and were living on the bounty of tlie Ra'ja there, others

(like Kurupam) were in receipt of a penssion, and yet others

(including Bobbili, Pachipenta, Kasipuram, Salur, and the T4t

Raja of Bissamkatak) were in imprisonment at Vizianagram.

The Committee considered it necessary in the interests of the

people at large that the power of Vizianagram sliould be curbed
;

and recommended that all his troops except some 2,000 sibbandis

for service in the malarious hills and a body-gaard of 767 peons

and 50 horse should be ordered to be disbanded, the cost of their

upkeep (four laklis) being added to the peshkash (five lakhs)

which the Raja now paid ; suggested that the Jeypore, Pal-

konda and Golgonda chiefs should be given separate cowles and

rendered independent of Vizianagram, and that the imprisoned

zamindars should be set at liberty ; and made numerous proposals

for the improvement of the revenue and other branches of the

administration.
7
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OHAP. II, The R^ja agreed at the time to disband his troops except

English certain Rajputs who belonged to his own clan, and in 1788 he
P£EioD. ^^^ formallv ordered to reduce his forces and was granted a new

Ordered to lease at the enhanced peshkash of nine lakhs recommended by

froops 1788. *^® Committee, his zamindari being however increased by the

addition of thr' estates of Anak^palle, Uratla and Satyavaram.

He evidently disobeyed the instructions regarding the reduction

of his troops, and in com^equence had difficulty in meeting the

enhanced peshkash.

His brother Sitarama Eazu was removed from the office of

diw^n about 1784 and retired, it is stated, to Simhachalam, where

he made the rose-garden which stUl stands (see p. 328) at the foot

of the steps leading to the temple on the hill there. In 1790,

however, he regained his post ; was dismissed by his brother in

November 1791 ; taken back again in February 1792; removed

by order of Government ; and required in August 1793 to reside

in Madras, whither he proceeded accordingly and lived on a

pension from Government of Bs. 5,000 a month.

Falls into By this time ^ the Raja's incompetent management of the

A\^th his pesh- estate had led to the accrual of arrears of peshkash amounting to

kash, 1793. j^q j^ggg than 6| lakhs, and the Chief and Council reported that the

security of the revenue and the general welfare of the country

could be ensured by no method short of the sequestration of the

zamindari. The oppressions of Sitarama had raised revolt among
the lesser zamindars and very serious disturbances were appre-

hended unless ' a decided and immediate check and an entii'e

change of system ' could be introduced. The Government

threatened that auless all the arrears were paid the estate would

be attached and the Raja removed and pensioned, and they sent

to Vizagapatam a detachment of Europeans, artillery and sepoys,

under Lieutenant-Colonel Prendergast, to enable them to enforce

these measures.

His estate is The Raja, in this extremity, offered to pay 5|- lakhs of the
Beqnes la e

.

g^yj.gg^j.g (which by now had grown to 8^ lakhs) in three equal

instalments in a reasonable time, but the proposal was rejected

by the Board of Revenue and the Government, and on 2Qd August
1793 the sequestration was effected by Colonel Prendergast

taking possession of the Vizianagram fort. The Raja was still,

however, so powerful that no one would come forward to rent any
part of the estate, and, while making every outward sign of

submission, he intrigued to render impossible any management

' The account whioli follows, down to tho surrender of the Raja's son, is

taken from Mr. Carmiohael'K District Mnntcnl.
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but his own. The sequestration therefore continued. The
question ol: tlie arrears, indeed, was only one of several whicJi

were at stake. As the Board of Revenue put it iu June 1794

—

' The objects wc had iu view and which >ve trusted would result

from the sequestration of the Zaraindavy, were, to reduce the military

force which this Zamiudar (notwithstanding the repeated orders, to

the coutrary, of the Honorable Court of Directors, within the last

twenty years, and of successive Governments) had not only retained,

but even increased ; to meliorate the condition of the inhabitants and
families of those Zamiudars, who had been dispossessed by the most
unjust and ambitious projects of the Vizianagram Zamiudar ; to

afford relief to those who retained their couutvies, but who have been
exposed to great oppressions ; to heal the distractions, which had so

long prevailed under a weak, fluctuating aud improvident administra-

tion ; to ascertain the real value of the different purguunahs and the
extent of the ioiproper alienations of land, whether for military

services, or to Brarninies and favorites
;

to clear off all debts (particu-

larly to the Rajah's troops) ; to introduce some fixed principle of

management, iu order to secure tranquillity, and the realization of an
adequate revenue ; aud, by affording the Zamiudar a more intimate

knowledge of the resources of his country, we hoped to provide for the

punctual discharge of the Company's future demands.'

It seemed clear that as long as the Eaja remained in the

district tlie arrears would continue uncollected and the estate be

OHAP. II.

English
Period.

And he is

ordered to

leave the dis-

unmanageable ; and he was accordingly directed to proceed to trict, 1794.

Masulipataui within a stated time. He was given an allowance

of Rs. 1,200 a month and the Chief made him an advance of

Rs. 30,000 for the expenses of the journej. He marched out ten

or twelve miles and then (Uth May 1794) wrote to the Chief

stating his inability to proceed further owing to the turbulence

of his peons, who clamoured for their arrears of pay. These
people were pacified by an assurance from the Chief that the

Company would discharge their claims and the Raja was left

without excuse for further non-compliance witli the orders of

Government. His reluctance to leave liis country was however
extreme. He considered the orders not only harsh and dispar-

aging to his position, but a sure precursor of the entire extinction

of his power. He seems to have lioped that a determined
attitude would stave off extreme measures, and so retired with

his camp to Padmanabham, a village between Vizianagrani and
Bimlipatam and in quite.the opposite direction to the main road
to Masulipatam.

By this open movement he was now declared by the Oiiief i^® lesint*

and Council 'to have broken with the Company;' and intelligence

was shortly received which left very little doubt of his intentions.

this ordor.
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CHAP. II. It was found tliat lie was moving' his family and effects ;
that

ExGiasn some sepoys and cavalry who were in course of loeing paid off by

the Chief a^ Vizagapatam had been re-called by the Kaja and

had actually joined him at Padraanabliam ; that the country

peons were collecting ; that promises had been made to the other

zamindars for the purpose of conciliating them ; and that it was

imagined to be the Eaja's intention to proceed to Jeypore or,

further still, to the Bastar country of Nagpur. Once in the hills,

a very large force of paiks would- of course be at his disposal.

On the 14th May a company of the Raja's sepoys stationed

at Yizianagram marched off, without informing the commanding

officers of their intentions, to join the Eaja at Padmanabham,

and three companies which were at Srungavarapukota acted in

the same way. Spies were sent out by the Chief and Council

and returned with the news that it was the Kaja's intention to

resist the Company's forces to the last, and, if finally overpowered,

' then to do as the BobbiH family did formerly ' when their fort

was captured by Bussy. Messengers, it was added, had arrived

from Sitarama Razu, who was then under surveillance at Madras,

stating tliat owing to war between the English and French all

the Company's troops would be required in the south, in which

event the- Company would only be too glad to adjust matters in a

conciliating" spirit with the Raja. ' Since this report was

published, Viziarama Razu seems to appear in jfood spirits.'

On the 29th May, Lieutenant-Colonel Prendcrgast arrived at

Binilipatam from Chicacole with five companies of sepoys, and

was joined by Captain Cox from Yizianagram with two and a half

companies. He reported that some European gunners were coming

up from Madras by sea, and indented on the arsenal at Vizagapa-

tam for two brigades of six-pounders and one brigade of three

pounders, with their full complement of ammunition.

By this time the number of fighting men who had joined the

Raja amounted to four thousand men. He appeared to be aware

that he was engaged in a desperate enterprize, and to shrink

from the actual hostilities that were imminent. He sent for a

Doctor Martin, who was witli the troops at Bimlipatam and to

whom he was known, on the plea that he required his professional

advice. The Chief gave the doctor permission to go. He found

the Raja prostrated, bot]i in body and mind, and after prescribing

for his bodily ailments, he was asked by his patient whether he

could administer to a diseased mind. The doctor replied that

his skill did not extend so far, but that he hoped and believed

th© Raja was not afflicted in that way beyond all cure. The Raja
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replied Ijy a long' narrative of his {J^rievanoes aud ditliciilties, and ClJAP, II.

ended by entrusting the doctor with a letter for tlie Cliief, in, Knglish

which he attributed liis disobedience to the Company's orders to ''

the restraint laid ui)on him by the ralil^le of sibbandis and others

tliat had gathered around hijn. Mr. Oliaiuier, in reply, offered

to employ force against these obstructions, but to tliis no answer

appears to have been received.

On tlie tidings of these events reaching Madras, the Gover-

]it>r, Sir Charles Oakeley, himself addressed a letter to Viziarama

Ra'zu, informing Jiim that the Company would settle every just

demand of his troops, and requii-ing liim to repair forthwith to

Vizagapatam accompanied by his common attendants only. In.

the event of liis declining compliance with this summons, he was

warned that he must be considered in a state of armed and wilful

disobedience to the Government ; that the Commanding Officer

would proceed against him so soon as he might be prepared for

Trhat purpose, and use the most effectual means in his power for

dispersing his people and securing his person and the persons

of his principal adherents. No reply was received from Viziarama

Razu, and on the 5tli July Colonel Prendergast was directed to

enforce the orders of Government, after giving the Raja twenty-

four hours for the necessary preparations for his departure.

On the 8th and 9th idem scouts brought the intelligence that And is kiikd
. . at Padman^-

tlie Raja and all his men had sworn to die, sword in hand
; 1,^^^.

mahdprasddam, or food that had been offered in the temple at

Padmanabham, liaving been distributed by the Raja with due

solemnity to bis chiefs. Early on the morning of the 10th all

was over. The following brief report from Colonel Prendergast

was received at Vizagapatam the same evening:— ' I arrived at

Padmanabham at half past five o'clock this morning, and finding

the Raja's troops all arrived and prepared, attacked them, and

after a severe conflict for about three-quarters of an hour,

dispersed them. The Raja was killed, with many of his followers.

Further returns to-morrow.'

The loss on the Company's side was thirteen killed and

sixty-one wounded. The casualties amongst tlieir opponents

were far more numerous. No correct list of the wounded Avas

ever procured, but no less than three luindred and nine were

killed. Of these, two Imndred and eight were Rajputs, and

the bodies of forty Rajputs, of the first rank in the countrj',

formed a rampart round tlie corpse of Viziarama Razu. Tlie

Datlas, the Dantaluris, the Sagis, the Chintalapatis, the Gdtiniuk-

kalaa, the Vajarlas, the Pennumetgas, all left their dead on the
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field, j^admunabham will long be remembered as the Flodden

of tlie Rajputs of Vizianagram. Tlie Chief and Council mif,'lit

well deem the fight decisive, as tliey proceeded to the principal

objects they now had in view, viz., ^ that the settlements of revenue

be made, and the business of cultivation be forwarded as expedi-

tiously as possible.'

Matters however were very far from being at once adjusted.

The late Raja had placed the ladies of his family, with his young

son, Narayana Rdzu, a boy of eight years of age, at Annaraarajcu-

peta, a village about two kos from Padmandbhani ; and on the

eve of the battle he sent the lad instructions to surrender, in

the event of liis own death, to the Chief and Council. It had

.become necessary for him to yield up his life to save his honour

;

but the ' Company were very just people ' and would not visit

their quarrel with the father on his young son. He at the same

time induced his wife and mother to swear to him that they

would not kill themselves on receiving the news of his death.

No sooner however was the fate of Viziarama Rdzu and liis

army known, thau the guardians of the women and cliild fled

precipitately with their charge to Kasipuram, at the foot of llie

hills. This place was at that time in the possession of one Mukki
Rdjabhupala Razu, who, claiming descent from the ancient

zamindars of that portion of the district, had seized upon Kasi-

puram by force on the sequestration of the Vizianagram

zamindari by the Government, and had continued ever since to

defy the power of the Company and to resist their troops. This

man received the fugitives with every attention, and shortly

afterwards escorted them to Makkuva, still further to the north.

From this place negotiations were opened with the other zamin-

dars, especially with Ramachandra Deo of Jeypore, who then

resided at Narayanapatnam. The young Raja was soon sur-

rounded with several thousand armed peons ; the leaders

collected the kists from the ryots, and seemed resolved to set the

Company's government at defiance. Detachments of sepoys

were rapidly pushed forward to the more important positions, but

the Commanding Officer at the same time reported that if matters

continued as they were it would not be practicable for him to

hold the country without an additional force of three battalions

at his disposal.

. In these circumstances a temporizing policy was adopted

by the Chief and Council. Letters were despatched to the chief

surviving members of the late Raja's family inviting them to

come in and bring N^rayana Razu with them, since it was not
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intended to take any further notice of past proceedings. This

assurance however was regarded by the parties concerned as too

vague to be satisfactory.

The Governor, Sir Charles Oakeley, accordingly sent an

engagement under his own hand, dated 20th August 1794,

promising that Narayana Eazu and all tlie late Eaja's family,

dependents and adherents should be taken under the Company's
protection provided that they returned within thirty days, but

warning them that if they still held aloof they would be •' consi-

dered to be contumacious and disobedient ' and ' to hav^e forfeited

all claim to the Company's future favour or countenance.'

To this, the boy's friends replied that they would return at an

oarly date. The more ambitious zamindars by whom he was sur-

rounded were however by no means pleased at this decision. It

was their object to protract the disturbances until they could

make advantageous terms for themselves with the Company, and

they consequently loudly protested against the t-urrender and

redoubled their hostilities against the Company's detachments.

Colonel Prendergast applied for a reinforcement of three batta-

lions, but the Chief replied that it was better to negotiate tlaa

to depend upon force against people who could not be followed

into their hill fastnesses ; and at length the Jeypore Raja was

induced to hold aloof from the insurgents and Ndrayana Razu,

escaping from the other zamindars, came to Andra on the 21st

September. A proclamation calling on the other chiefs to return

to their estates, and guaranteeing them possession, resulted in theii*

also coming in ; and a most ditficult and dangerous situation

ended happily.

The Jeypore Raja was rewarded foi- his beliaviour with a

sanad for his estate, and in 1796 cowles were granted to the

other zamindars reinstating them during their good 1)ohavionr

in the propei-ties of which they had been dispossessed by Vizia-

nagrara. Narayana Razu was given a cowle for three years For

his estate on a peshkash of six lakhs, but the propei-t\ was
curtailed not only by the severance from it of the zamindaris

which had been restored to their original proprietors, but by the

absorption into the havili land of the Anaka'palle taluk aud some
adjacent areas.

By the Permanent KSettleinent of 1802 (see p. 169) all these

ancient zamindaris were handed over to their owners in perpe-
tuity on a fixed peshkash and a number of other proprietary
estates were also called into being by parcelling out tlie havili

land into a series of properties and selling these by auction

subject to the payment of a permanent, pe«hka«h.
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CHAP. II. Politically, this settlement was a failure. It took no account

ENGLisiv of the personal equation among the zamindars. These men had
Period.

^^^, years been treated as feudatories rather than as mere farmers

Tt« unfortu- of the revenue, ' rather as captains of the borders, lords of the

nato eiTects.
jj^arclies, chiefs uf the hills, than as private landholders ' ; and

the Grovernment had been in part conducted through them, some

of them having been entrusted with the responsibility of keeping

the hill tribes in order. Bat under the new arrangement they

were unceremoniously set asid.e ; authority over the liill men was

taken from them ; their estates were declared liable to immediate

attachment and sale for default in paying a single instalment of

tlie peshkasli ; they were irritated by the working of ,the
,

new

revenue and judicial regulations ; and the new police force, no

longer under their control, took every opportunity, under cover

of a pretence of enforcing law and order, of harassing and

annoying them. Mr. Thackeray, the!well-known Member of the

Board of Revenue, wrote in 1819 that

—

' The (^police) darogahs were generally low men, such as kotwals,

turned-off writers, duba shes and Imtlers, the dregs of the courts and

Lutcherrj' : their peons good for nothing-, batta peons, such as hang

about every cutcheny and follow ever}- dnbaah. Sending such men
into the zamindaris was as if the Govermnent, an hundred years ago,

had sent a dozen London attorneys' clerks, with some Bow Street

runners, to the highlands of Scotland, to control those proud chiefs,

and establish a good police in that country.'

Owing to all these causes, the zam|ndars, for many years after

the introduction of the permanent settlement, were in a chronic

state of discontent and disaffection. Too often internal and

domestic troubles accentuated their restlessness. Those of them

who had been restored to their ancient patrimonies on the death

of the Raja of Vizianagram in 1794 returned to them, of course,

without capital or credit ; and in several instances an illegitimate

brother or a cousin disputed their title, got together a band of

paiks, and seizing upon a portion of the estate contrived to hold

it by force.

At first, troops were called out and an attempt was made to

chastise these disturbers of the public peace and drive them from

their fastnesses. But these expeditions were by no means uni-

formly successful and cost much in blood and treasure. Recourse

was then liad to uegotiation, the only result of which was

to increase the insolence of the malcontents. Fresh leaders of

banditti started up in every direction, aud tlie zamindars,

believing that we were afraid to put the law in operation agninsfc

them, began neglecting to pay their peshkash.
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Sir Thomas Munro, (jlovernor of Madras, in a minute of 7th CHAP. Tl.

January 1823 written at the close of a tour through the country,' Engmsh

summed up the then position as under :

—

'^"°°'

* The weakness of the authority of Government in tlie OircarR is

owing to our restoring the districts of the petty zamindars, who had
been subdued, contrary to the opinion of the Committee of Circuit ; to

our erecting by the permanent settlement a new set of jjroprietary

zamindars ; to our not reserving a single village in which we could

exerciise direct control over the ryots ; and to our transferring to these

proprietors the karnams, who are the source of aU information. In

open countries long under the immediate authority of Government, the

permanent settlement, though it tends to conceal the real state of the

country, does not seriously affect the public authority by encouraging

resistance or rebellion ; but in mountainous unhealthy districts like

the Northern Circars, the greater part of which has long been in the

hands of a number of petty Eajas, some claiming independence, and
all constantly ready to withhold their tribute and to raise disturbances

whenever they see a favourable opportunity, the permanent settlement

has the effect of weakening the authority of Government over the

whole province, and of rendering the establishment of security and of

good order more difficult than before .... Our system in

the Circars is one of forbearance, and we are obliged to connive at

irregularities which would not be tolerated in other provinces, lest we
should be compelled to use force and involve ourselves in a petty

wai'fare against banditti in a pestilential climate among hills and

jungles.

The affairs of the Circars can never be well administered, nor the

great body of the people protected against oppression, nor the country

be secured from disturbance and the incursion of plunderers, until our

Government becomes more respected in those provinces than it is at

present .... No zamindari once forfeited for rebellion should

ever be restored, whatever temporary evil the retention of it might

occasion. All estates falling in should invariably be kept and annexed

to the sirkar lands .... The gradual extension of tlie sirkar

lands should be our main object, because it is by having the direct

possession and management of landed property that we can best

protect the ryots, grant them remissions of rent, assist them in agri-

cultural improvements and attach them to our Government.'

Ten years later, at the close of 1832, the disturbances in this Mr. EasseU's

district aud iu the Parlakimedi zamindari of Ganidm became Comoiissiou,
1832

so serious that Mr. George Russell, First Member of tlie Board

of Eevenue, was sent as Special Commissioner to investigate

their causes and concert measures for their suppression. He was

invested with extraordinary powers, including that of proclaim-

ing martial law if necessary, and was supported by a strong force

1 Arbuthnot'a Munro (London, 1881), i, 208.
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of troops. In tliis district his attentions were cLiefly devoted to

Mukki Virabliadra Hdzu of Kasipuram, Payaka Rao of Pdyaka-

raopeta and the zamindar of Palkonda, and the action he took

against them is referred to in the account of those three places in

Chapter XV below. ^ The two former were captured and tlie

estate of the third was forfeited and became the present Pdlkonda

taluk.

To check further disturbances of the same kind Act XXIV of

1839 was passed and (see p. 196) seven-eighths of the

district was removed from the operation of much of the ordinary

law and administered directly by the Collector with extraordinary

powers conferred upon him in the capacity of ' Agent to the

Governor.' Sevei-al of the zamiiidaris iu the south were from

time to time bought in by Government at sales for arrears of

revenue, and these were formed into the taluks of Golgonda and

Sarvasiddhi, but the owners of the others were quieted

permanently.

Since then there have been troubles or outbreaks of the hill

people ('fituris', as they are locally called) iu the Golgonda

hills in 1845-48, 1857-58, 1879-80, 1886 and 1891; in the

Jeypore zamiudari in 1849-50 and 1855-56 ; among the Savaras

of Crunupur taluk in 18(»4 and 1865 ; and at Korravanivalasa in

Sdlur taluk in 1900. These are all referred to in the accounts of

those places in Chapter XV. In 1882 the Khonds of Kalahandi

State rose against the Uriyas and murdered some hundreds of

them. Luckily the invitation to join *hem, conveyed by the

circulation of the head, fingers, hair, etc., of an early victim, was

not accepted by the Khonds of this district, but tlie Parvatipur

police reserve under Mr. Prendergast" took a prominent part iu

restoring order across the frontier. The zamindars iu the plains

have given no trouble since Palkonda was forfeited for rebellion.

' See also Mr. Rnssell's full report on his commission printed in No. XXIV"
of the Selections from the Madras Records (Madras, 185G).

'^ See his graphic narrative of events, printed in G.O., No. 952, Judicial,

dated 14th Au'just 1882.
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General CitARACTERisTTf s—Density of the population—Its growth— Emigi-ation

—Paront-tongne--Edncation—Occupationfi- Religions. Thk Jains. The
Christians—The London Miesion — Roman Catholic Mission—Schlcswig-

Holstein Lutheran Jlission—Canadian Baptist Missions. The Musat.maxs.

The Hindus—Villages and honsos—Dre.ss—Food—Amusements—Dancing

—

Chaitra feast — Superstitions. Religious Life—In the plains— The village

deities—In the Agency. Principal Castes—In the plains—Kapn—Velama

—

Telaga— Nagaraln - Aiyarakulu— Bagata—Gavara—Konda Dora—Solla

—

Kamsala— Sale—Sahipu — Silavantulu— Yata— Mangala— Jaliri— Mila —
Nfigavasuln—Relli—Godagula— Beggar castes^Principal castes in the Agency

—Poroja—Dombn— Paidi— Bottada— Rona— Bh6miya— Sondi— Korono

—

Mali— Omanaito— Mattiya—Fentiya— Dhakkada— Khond— Janapu— M6ka
Dora—Savara— Gadaba—Koya— Gond.

The density of the population in the Agency of Vizagapatam cHAP. ill,

is less than in any other area in the Presidency except the General

Godavari Agency. The country .ms a whole contained in 1901

only 67 persons to the square mile, and Malkanagiri only 14—

a

smaller number than any other taluk in Madras. Density o
•' the popnia

The density of the people in the ordinary tracts is shown in tion.

the statistics oE the 1901 census as 453 to the square mile, a

number only exceeded in the rich districts of Tanjore and

^Falabar ; but there is little doubt that this figure is higher than the

facts warrant, owing to the incorrectness of the official statistics

of area from which it is calculated. The zamindaris, wliich

msMe up over nine-tenths of the district, have never been surveyed

by Government ; the figures of their area arc only approximations
;

and recent surveys in the Vizianagrara zamindari have shown

that there, at any rate, they have always been grossly understated.

Taking the census figures as they stand, it appears thatPalkonda

(645 persons to the square mile) is the most densely peopled

taluk; that it is closely followed by Vizagapatam, Vizianagram,

Bimlipatam and Anakapalle ; and that the most sparsely popu-

lated taluk is Golgonda, which has only 235 persons to the

square mile. A marked movement of the people into the larger

towns is in progress. In the decade 1891-1901 the inhabitants

of Parvatipur increased by as much as 72 per cent., and other

notable advances occurred in Salur (25 per cent.), Vizianagram

(21), Bobbili (20) and Vizagapatam (19).
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In tlie Agency the population in 1901 was actnally loss than

that in 1801. Nine"of the taluks showed a decrease, and the loss

was ospeciallj heavy iu Naurangpur. The decline has never

been satisfactorily explained, and was probably due to careless

enumeration. In Malkanagiri, Padwa and Golgonda, however,

considerable advances occurred.

The low country escaped the great famine of 1876, and

therefore the growth of its population in the thirty years between

1871 and 1901 (though below that of its neighbour Godavari)

was in excess of the mean for the Presidency during that period.

But in the decade 1881-91 the increase was much less than this

mean, and in 1891-1901 it only just equalled it.

I^'his result is largely due to the unusual amount of emigration

which goes on. The census figures showed that in 1901 the

Godavari district contained no fewer than 120,940 persons who
had been born in V^izagapatam, that Kistna included 17,524

more, and Ganjam another 8,795. On the whole, the net result

in Vizagapatam of the movement of the people to and from

othe): districts of tlie Presidency amounted to a loss of as many
as 146,894 persons. From no other district iu the Presidency

did emigration occur on anything even approaching this large

scale, and the inference arises that the people of Vizagapatam are

not particularly contented with their lot.

Emigration to Burma is common, but the statistics do not

distinguish genuine emigrants from ordinary travellers, so figures

cannot be quoted ; and apparently the emigration is usually only

temporary (people going across for the paddy-harvest) and is

almost balanced by corresponding immigration. Emigration to

the Assam tea-gardens, which is so common in Ganjam, occurs

in Vizagapatam on only a small scale. It is controlled under the

Assam Labour and Emigration Act VI of 1901 * and recruitment

in the Agency is strictly prohibited. Two recruiter's dep6ts have

been established at Parvatipur.

The languages of the district form a veritable Babel. In the

plains, 960 in every 1 ,000 people speak Telugu in their homes,

14 talk Uriya (Odiya), 9 Khond, 7 Gadaba and 5 Hindostani

;

but among the same number in the Agency 481 speak Uriya,

206 Khond, 180 Telugu, 56 Savara, 30 ' Poroja,' 23 Gadaba, 11

Koya, 3 Hindostani, 8 Gondi and 5 other vernaculars, such

as Lambadi, Bastari, Hindi, Chattisgarhi, etc. The ' Konda

'

language returned in the census reports appears to be merely

^ A liistorj of Uie control of this kind of emigration will be found in O.O.,

U'o. 618, Public, dated 23rd Aug^uat 1905.
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Khond nnder anotlior namo. ' Poroja ' is a term wlnVli lias ooca- CITAP. III.

sioned muoli confusion, as tlicre aro some seven kinds of Poroja Gknkral

people wlio speak several different dialects (see p. 86 below) ^"*stk"^'
wliich are appai'cntly forms of Kliond, Uriya, Gadaha and Koya
respectively. Bastari, Hindi and Cliattisgarhi are rare and occur

only in the nortli of Naurangpur taluk ; in tlie Golg-onda and

Vlravilli Agencies Telugu is spoken to tlie exclusion of all otlier

languages ; Savara is only used by tlie people of that tribe in the

liills east of Gunupur and in the Palkonda Agency ; and Koya

only by the Koyas of soutli Malkanagiri. The other tongues are

not definitel}' localized. Lambadi is tlie vernacular of the pack-

bullock traders called LambMis, Banjaris, Brinjaris or Boipdris.

Uriya has a strong resemblance to Ilindostani and Bengali, and

any one acquainted with either of those vernaculars can readily

pick it up. The written language differs even more than usual

from that in everyday use. These numerous vernaculars belong

to as many as three different linguistic families ; for Bastari,

Cliattisgarhi, Hindi, Hindostiini and Lambadi are Aryan tongues
;

Khond, Koya and Telugu are Dravidian ; and Gadaba and Savara

are classed as belonging to the Munda (Kolarian) family.

The great diversity of tongues in the Agency constitutes an

immense hindrance to administration ; the more so that (except

Uriya, Telugu, Hindostani and Hindi) the vernaculars in use

have no written character and have been but little studied, and

that, thanks to the isolation enforced by difficult country, a

language often possesses several local dialects. The Khonds

of the north of Bissamkatak, for example, can scarcely make

themselves understood by the Khonds of the 3,000 feet plateau,

while neither of them can converse without difficulty with the

lowland Khonds along the eastern fringe of the hills or with the

Khonds of Kalahandi. The Gadabas of the Jeypore country,

again, speak a patois w-hich is unintelligible to the members of

the same caste living on the eastern slopes of the 3,000 feet

plateau.

No trained philologist has ever worked at these less-known

tongues or their dialects, and a wide field is awaiting ex-

ploration. It would probably be found that Koya and the

dialect of the Bhumiyas of Naurangpur and Jeypore taluks,

which are usually classified as forms of Gondi, are in reality

nothing of the kind ; that ' Poroja,' which has long been classed

as a separate language, resolves itself into a series of dialects of

recognized vernaculars; and that Gadaba is not a Kolarian

tongue. An interesting point in several of these languages is
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CHAP. ITT. their deficioncj in words for numerals. After ' five ^ or •'seven'

General they have often to borrow the Urija or Telugu words for the

higher numerals. Mr. H. G. Turner sent a note on this subject

to the Indian Ayitiquary (ii, 97).

Education. The education of the people is referred to in Chapter X below,

which shows that the district (and particularly the Agency) has

long been a byword for illiteracy.

OccnpatinriR. The means of subsistence of the inhabitants are discussed in

Chapter VI, from which it will be seen that arts, industries and

trade support but few of them, and that an overwhelming

proportion depend upon the land for a livelihood.

Religious. The religion of the district before the beginning of the

Christian era was probably {^(^o p. 25) Buddhism. Nowadays
practically the whole of the population of the Agency are Hindus

or Animists, Christians numbering only 87 in 10.000 in 1901, and

Musalmans only 18 in the same number. The census figures

attempt to differentiate Hindus (that is, those who vrorship the

orthodox gods of the Hindu pantheon) from Animists (that is,

those who reverence only animistic deities) ; but the accuracy of

the result is vitiated by the fact that many members of the hill

tribes, though Animists at heart, offer none the less a perfunctory

and spasmodic worship to the EHndu gods of the plains and

thus come within the four corners of the definition of a Hindu.

In the low country, nearly 99 per cent, of the people are

Hindus and Animists, and Musalmans (108 in exorj 10,000) and

Christians (20 in the same number) are proportionately fewer

than in any district in the Presidency except Ganjam.

The Jains. The Jains number only 49. Jain remains appear to occur

in only one place in the plains (Eamatirtham, see p. 335) and

the faith was presumably never powerful. In the Canarese

country and the Deccan the Jains were ousted by the Lingayats,

and perhaps the same fate overtook them in Yizagapatam, for

the district contains a proportion of Lingayats which is curiously

high for a tract so remote from the birthplace of that faith. Many
of the Dcvangas, Soles and Komatis belong to the sect, there are

Lingayat gurus at Anakapalle and Palkonda, and Ponduru is a

great centre o£ the creed.

The The Christians, as has been said, form a smaller proportion
Christian^.

^£ i^^^ total population than in any other district exce])t Ganjam-

They are relatively least scarce in the Vi^^agapatam and Koraput

taluks, where they number about 2 per cent, of the population,

and in the Stilur Agency. In these latter two areas they consist

almost entirely of Dombus converted by the Schleswig-Holstein
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liutheran Mission. Nearl)' all of them are natives. Of tliose in cii.\P. III.

the plains, more than half are Roman Catliolics ; in the Agency Tiik

T ,^ ii . . CUE1ST1AX8.
Jjutherans are the most numerous sect.

The oldest Christian mission in tlie district is the London The Londou

Mission.^ Its pioneers, the Revs. G. Cran and A. des Granges,

came from Tranquebar as far Lack as 1805 and were the first

Protestants to preacli in the Telugu country. Government invited

them to hold services in the Court House in the fort at Yizaga-

patam, for the benefit of the soldiers and other British residents,

and made them an allowance for so doing. They were assisted

by a converted Brahman from Tranquebar wlio had originally

been a Roman Catholic. Educational work and translations of

the Scriptures appear to have occupied more of the attention of

the earlier missionaries than direct evangelization, and twenty-

seven years elapsed before a single convert was made.

In 1840 a printing press was set up in Vizagapatam from

which have issued, besides numerous tracts, two editions of a

translation into Telugu of the New Testament and one ot a

version, in the same language, of the Old Testament. In 1845

the smaller veruacalar schools belonging to the mission were

closed and one central anglo-vernacular institution was started

which eventually developed into the existing high school at

Vizagapatam. Two missionaries, one stationed at Vizagapatam

and one at Anakapalle, and two lady workers make up the pre-

sent European staff; and there is a meeting-house in the fort at

the former town and three other smaller ones elsewhere. After

a century of effort, the number of native adherents of the mission

is still less than 250.

It was not until 1845 that the Roman Catholic Church l^uman

established any regular mission in 'the district.^ In that year Mission.

five missionaries of St. Francis of Sales were sent thither.

Their leader was the Very Rev. L. Gailhot, nnd in 1847 he was

succeeded by the Very Rev. S. S. Xeyret, who was consecrated

Bishop of the diocese about two years afterwards and remained

in charge of it until his death in 1862. Father Neyret was

followed by the Right Rev. Dr. J. M. Tissot, one of the five

original missionaries above mentioned, who held the post for 28

years and is buried at Surada. During his time, in 188G, the

existing diocese of Vizagapatam (which consists of the districts

' Further fiarticulars will be found on pp. 285-96 of the second volume uf

the Report of the Missionary Conference of South India and Ceylon, 1870.

^ For assistance with this section, I am indebted to the courtesy of the

Bev. J. Contat of Vizagapatam.
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of Cuttaok, Granjaiu, Vizagapatam and Godavari) was formed.

The present Bishop, tlie Eight Rev. Dr. J. M. Clerc, was conse-

crated in 1891.

Besides the cathedral, a building of brick and chuuam in the

Gothic style dating from ]85i, the mission possesses three

churches in Vizagapatam town ; namely, one in the fort, erected

in 1887, one near the VValtair station, put up in 1903, and a

third, the chapel of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, picturesquely

placed on Eoss Hill overlooking the mouth of the Upputeru and

visible from almost every part of the town. This last was finished

in 1877 and is a well-known place of pilgrimage. Other Eoman
Catholic churches in the district are tliose in the Vizianagram

cantonment (built in 1882-83) and at Kottavalasa (1899), and

the lialf-finished erection at Palkonda ; while in nine other

villages chapels have been put up.

The European staff of the mission in the district consists of

eighteen Prie.sts and four Brothers. Sixteen of these twenty-two

are stationed in Vizagapatam town, seven of them being

employed in the mission's schools, which are referred to iu more

detail in Chapter X below. Some forty members of the Sister-

hood of St. Joseph are also working in the various girls' schools.

A small theological seminary is maintained at Vizagapatam and

also an orphanage containing about fifty European boys. An
orphanage for European girls was formerly kept up, but has now
been moved—partly to Cuttack and partly to Cocanada.

The Schleswig-Holstein Lutheran Mission is a much more

recent arrival than either of the foregoing, having begun work

only iu 18c2.^ In that year its pioneers, the Revs. H. Bothmann
and E. Pohl, began the foundations of a mission house at

Koraput, but suffered so severely from fever that they abandoned

the place in favour of Saliar. Work at the latter town was begun
in 1883. Koraput was re-occupied in 1885 and in the next five

years beginnings were successively made at Jeypore, Kotapad,

Naurangpur, Parvatipur and Gunupur. Seventeen European

missionaries and five lady workers are now posted to these seven

stations ; there are churches at Salur, Parvatipur, Kotapiid and

Naurangpur ; numerous out-stations have been established
; the

number ot adherents is returned at over 7,000 already ; theolo-

gical seminaries have been opened at Kotapad and Parvatipur,

a lower secondary school at Sali'ir, leper asylums at that place

(financed by the Edinburgh Mission to Lepers in India and the

^ The notes which follow liavc boon kindly furniHliod by the lluvs. P. Sclmlae

and J. Th. Timmcke.
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Bast) and Jeypore, three indastrial classes, an orphanage at CHAP. III.

Salur and a boarding-school at K6tapad in which there are Thb

130 girls.
CHBISTIANa.

The Canadian Baptists (Ontario and Quebec board) of the Canadian

Gr6d avari district sent over one of their body in 1890 to Yella- Missions,

manchili, where he erected a mission house and took up his

residence.^ Medical work being a part of the policy of the

mission, a hospital with accommodation for ten in-patients was

built there in 1897. Yellaraanchili is now the only place in the

district where the mission has any Rnropean worker left A
church was founded at Anakapalle in 1898, but that town is now
included in the Yellaraanchili field ; and a station was opened in

1893 at Narasapatam, but is now under the missionary at Tuni

in the Godavari district.

The Baptists of the Maritime Provinces of Canada are also

working in the district.^ Stations are m existence at Biinlipatam

started in 1875), Bobbili (1876). Yizianagram (1889) and Pal-

konda (1891) ; the European staff consists of three missionaries

and six lady workers ; and, besides primary schools, the mission

keeps up a lower secondary school for boys at Bimlipatam and

another for girls at Bobbili.

As has been stated, Musalraans are proportionately fewer in Thi

Vizagapatam than in any other di';trict except Ganjdm. Seeing Mcs.almans.

how long the country was under Muhammadan dominion, this is

curious. They are relatively most numerous in the taluks of

Vizagapatam, Sarvasiddhi (Kasimkota w.i? once an important fort)

and Vizianagram. Those in the Vizagapatam fort nvc known
as Jamayats. In Tuba and one or two other villages round

Nandapurara in the Pottangi taluk are quite isolated settle-

ments of Musalmans who say they are the descendants of soldiers

who came on a military expedition from Hyderabad against the

Jeypore country, and settled dr)wn there and married Poroja

women. They still wear the Musalman costume and observe the

Vlohurrum.

The Muhammadans ol rhc plains speak excellent Telugu,

seldom keep then- womenkind gosha, and are on Friendiy terms

with the Hindus, who make vows to the famous M usalmau

•larga in Vizagapatam town and join in the Mohnrrum. The
feeling that the Mohun-um shmid be kept ruher as a fast

' The account whi(;li follows has been kindly cdntrihutcil ],y the lU'v.

E. G. Smith, m.h.

' The Re\. W. V. Iliggins Ims been good «noufi;h to supply inforuiiition

regarding them,

9
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CHAP. iir. than a feast is, however, spreadino- among- the better classes of

The Musalmans.

* The Dtidekalas, the cotton-cleaaiug section, are scarcely to be

distinguished, in oatward appearance, from Hindus, and have

adopted manj Hindu ways—tying a tali (cRllerl pustt in Telugu)

at weddings, worshipping the village deities, marrying according

to the rule of menartkam (see p. 76) and following the Hindu
laws of inheritance.

Thk There remain for consideration the Hindus (among whom
will be included the Animists), who make up the mass of the

population. These divide themselves into two widely differuig

sections ; namely, the Telugus of the low countr7, who in oa«t3

customs resemble generally the rest of the Telugu-speakmg

population of the N(^rthern Circars and in religious ritual follow

semi-Brahmanical ceremonies ; and the backward peoples of the

Agency, whose ways have been protected from outside influences

by their isolation and whose religious beliefs are even yet but

little imbued with Hinduism. It will be convenient first to refer

shortly to a few of the more distinctive points in the social and

religious ways of these two classes of the people and then to

attempt briefly to describe the castes and tribes among them

which are especially characteristic of this district or occur in it in

greater strength than in any other.

In the case of the Agency, both these tasks are of excremtj

difficulty. The people there may be said to be more diverse,

more out of the common and less known than any others in the

Presidency. Their origins, their ways and their religious beliefs

are the most interesting things in the district; but all three are

almost untrodden ground. Except Lieutenant Smith, who contri-

buted a few pages of somewhat general statements to Mr.
Oarmichael's Manual of the district, Messrs. H G. Turner and

H. D. Taylor, who supplied the Census reports of 1871 and 1891

with brief notes on some of the castes of the Jeypore country, and

Mr. F. Fawcett, who has written to the magazine Man an account

of the Dombus—none of the many officers who have served in the

Agency have placed on record the information they acquired

concerning the people of their charges. The time at my own

di=:posal has been too limited to admit of any presence of supply-

ing this unfortunate gap by systematic personal enquiry, and the

notes which follow are chiefly based on second-hand information

or material collected by my Assistant, M.R.Ry. C. Hayavadana

Rao, B.A., who has had a long training in matters ethnographical

and was able to spend a considerable time in the hill country
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Enquiries are much hampered by the absence oir any really CHAP. III.

complete statistical lists of the castes. The orii>inal census Thk Uindus.

returns are made in Urija by people who (jften do not understand

the other vernaculars spoken in the Agency, and these have

hitherto had to be compiled into caste tables by officers without

any knowledge either of Uriya or of the intricate caste system in

the hills. At the census of VJll a list of all castes returned in

each taluk, with the languages returned as spoken by each,

should be preserved as a basis for farther detailed and local

enc[uiry. Another great difficulty in the path of the enquirer

in the Agency is the extraordinary diversity which occurs in

different localities in the customs of the same caste. Geogra-

phical isolation has prevented free intercourse between the

various sections of a community, and the ways of each have

developed upon independent lines. This fact often greatly limits

the applicability of the statements made in the accounts of the

hill tribes below.

In the plains, the villages usually straggle along the two sides Viilagee and

of one long street, off which lead narrow alleys. The weavers'

quarter often boasts wider lanes, siuce space is required there

for preparing the warp. Eemains of fortifications are rare, and

never embrace the whole village site, as in the Deccan. Hamlets

[valasas) are exceptionally common. The Malas live in a separate

ALalapilli, and the Madigas and Yatas also dwell apart. In the

middle of the village tank usually stand two wooden posts side by

side, one rather taller than the other. These represent Narayana

the Preserver and Lakshmi his wife, the goddess of prosperity,

and were placed there at the solemn dedication {pratishia) of the

tank when it was first completed. They are usually made of

somida (JSoymicla febrifuga) wood, which is almost rot-proof.

Similar posts are planted in topes when they first come into

bearing. On the banks of the tanks often stand numbers of

little masonry erections resembling tulasi altars, which have

been erected by sorrowing relations over a portion of the remains

of their dead, and on wliicli flowers and lights are placed in

affectionate remembrance every now and again.

In the south of the plain country the usual house of the lower

classes is a circular, one-roomed, windowless, palmyra-thatched

erection of mud plastered on io a rough framework of branches,

the walls of which are smeared with the local red mud and

decorated with neat devices in dots done in white chunam with

the forefinger, or, sometimes, more elaborate patterns and draw-

ings of the deities. These decorations are renewed annually at
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CHAP. III. Sankranti. The eaves of these huts nearly reach the ground aud
Thk Hindds. make a shelter for cattle ; the household cooking is usually done

beneath them also, and the fires thus started often burn down a

whole hamlet. Inside the one room is a broad shelf, five feet

from the ground, where lumber is stored and valuables are hidden

Further north, the circular house gives place to a continuous

line of connected huts, their roofs thatched with cholam-straw or

grass and all of the same height and pitch, so made that the

whole side of a street looks like one house, l^hese have a loft

under the rafters which serves the same purposes as the shelf

in the circular huts. 'J'he granaries are everywhere a distinct-

ive feature, being circular wattle-and-daub constructions quite

separate from the houses. The bottoms of the front door-posts

are universally and regularly marked on Fridays with saffron

and kunkumam in honour of Lakshmi.

In the Agency, the villages are often tiny temporary affairs, the

population moving on as the needs of kondapodu (p. Ill) dictate.

Many of them contain only a couple of huts and a cattle-byre.

Where more permanent, they generally consist of one main street

flanked on either side by a continuous row of connected huts

similar to those jnst described, behind which are the dwellings of

the Dombus and other inferior castes. Uriya Brahmans and

Sondis (if any) live in superior quarters apart. Round many
houses runs a neat bamboo wattle fence, some six feet high, which

is probably a relic of the days when tigers were common and

aggressive. The Savaras and Kuttiya Khonds are fond of putting

their habitations on hill-tops. The village boundary (sandhi)

is held in some honour and is often marked by a post at which,

when cholera threatens to intrude, sacrifices are made, or a string

of leaves and crows' or peacocks' feathers is hung across the path,

or a broom is suspended to sweep away all harm.

jixen. In the plains, the standard of dress is far lower than in the

southern districts. Both the men and women of all but the richer

classes wear the coarsest cloths, made usually of home-spun

cotton woven by the local weavers. These are narrower than in

the Tamil country (so narrow, in fact, that the ladies of some

castes wear a langlati underneath them) and when at work in the

fields the women tuck them between their legs and pull them up

in front to a height which would shock their southern sisters.

The men's langlatis, on the other hand, are not tlie inadequate

rags in use in the Tamil country, but broad and flowing aflairs

which often reach to their knees both before and behind, and the

ends of which flap about so much that they are often tucked into
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the waist-string-. The men are less particular about wearinp- a OHAP. irr.

turban than in the south and the women follow the Tamil The Hindtjb.

fashion of dispensing with the tight-fitting" hodice.

The prevailing colour ol' the women's cloths is white, with

a verj narrow red or blue border. Round about Razam, however,

where coloured cloths are woven, white is less universal.

These white garments are hardly ever clean and are unpleasantly

discoloured with the turmeric which is so commonly and lavishly

used. This powder is not only used as an aid to beauty, as in

the south, but is supposed to prevent skin diseases ; and even

tiny children and grown men rub it on their bodies. Ln. Palkonda

and Parvatipur the Kalinga Komati women mix it with kua-

kumam powder when they employ it as a cosmetic, and their

faces are consequently often of a comical scarlet hue.

The men do not usually shave their heads, as in the Tamil

country, but leave their hair to grow quite long (in which case it

requires a metal tiga to keep it out of the eyes and is often

coquettishly ornamented with a flower or two) or cut it fairly

short all round—somewhat after the European fashion.

All the lower castes—men, women and children—wear neck-

laces of beads made of real or sham coral or of bits of coral stuck

together with lac. They arc imported from Bombay and Nellore

and are on sale in every bazaar. Both men and women are very

fond of ear-rings made of a bit of brass (sometimes gold) wire,

curled round and round to symbolize a snake and with one end

flattened out and pointed to represent its head. Next to these

and the ever-present coral necklets, the most noticeable forms of

jewellery are the bangles of yeU.ow lac studded with bits of looking-

glass ; the circular brass ring suspended from the central cartilage

of the nose ; the silver anklets, made either in the form of chains

or curved so as not to chafe the ankle-bone ; the waist-belts of the

men, formed of little chased plaques hinged together ; the gold

bangle, a wedding-present from their fathers-in-law, worn by men
of the upper classes on their left wrists ; and the very elaborate

gold jewellery displayed by the Gavara and Kalinga Komati

women, especially on the Parvatipur side. This last comprises

beautifully wrought necklaces formed of strings of golden paddy-

grains cunningly linked, rows of gold coins old and rare enough

to make a numismatist's mouth water, and most elaborate jew-

elled nose-studs, often an inch wide and almost meeting across

the point of the nose.

In the Agency, the dress of the masses is even commoner and

coarser than on the plains. The usual wear is the coarse dupatt
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OHAP. III. made hj the Dombus, with a black blanket in case of rain or cold.

The Hindus. The distinctive dress of the Gradabas, Khonds, Porojas and

iSavaras is mentioned in the accounts of those communities below.

Everyone carries a tang^, a light kind of axe. The jewellery of

the hill people chielly consists of glass beads and of massive and

clumsily-worked brass and copper ornaments. German silver is

the latest cry, and the correct thing in rings in some places is

a cast of an eight-anna bit in this metal worn a la niarquise.

Much of this finery is made on the plains and sent up to the hills

by Komatis, but some of it is locally manufactured by the Chit-

ra Grhasis. Many of the hill folk wear the palm-leaf umbrella-hat

which is so popular on the west coast.

^00^ In the plain taluks, the staple food of the masses is either

cambu or ragi. In general terms it may be stated that south and

west of Vizagapatam the former is more eaten than the latter,

while north of ohat town the reverse is the case, iiice, as

elsewhere, is the food of the Brahmans and the rich.

On the 3,000 feet plateau and in the Eayagada country samai

is the staple food ; round Gunupur, Naurangpur, Jeypore and

Malkanagiri much rice is eaten ; and in the Savara country, hill

cholam. The hill people eke out their grain with unusual sub-

stitutes, such as the pith of the sago-palm, pounded mango-

kernels and dried mohwa flower. The tJriya-speaking Brahmans,

unlike otliers of that caste, eat fish and flesh and also smoke.

The numerous strong drinks of the hill folk are referred to in

Chapter XII.

The average Telugu eats more chutneys and vegetables and

less meat than the Tamil, and flavours his food more with

mustard and less with pepper and chillies. Betel-chewing is

little practised, but, except in the higher castes, all the men, most

of the women (who usually put the lighted end of the cheroot in

their mouths) and many of the children smoke much tobacco.

Amusements. The people have Qo lack of amusements. On the plains,

wandering acrobats and ballad-mongers are commoner than

usual. At the village deities' festivals, boys amuse themselves

by dressing up in character and pretending to be girls, elephants,

tahsildars, constables and so on. This practice has developed

into the acting of regular plays, one of the most popular of which

is the old story (Mr. Carmichael describes it as flourishing forty

years ago) of the extortionate tahsildar who at first in his might

bullies everyone around him -, afterwards falls a victim to the

blandishments of the dancing-girls and spends all his substance

upon them ; and at last gets a takid from the Nawab cancelling
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his appointment and is tlien hustled and kicked to the satisfaction chap. ttt.

of everyone until the curtain falls. Paranic stories are also The Hindcb.

acted, and marionette shows representing- episodes in the R^raa-

yana are given by Boinmalatas and others and at least one

company of Bondili Rajputs. la Vizianagram, the present Raja's

grandfather introduced at the Dasara the elaborate representations

of scenes from the Eamdyana which are so popular in Northern

India, and the three miniature forts which he built to represent

Ay6dhya, Janakapatnam and Lanka are still to be seen in the

town. Dasara, Sankninti (the Tamil Pongal) and Sivaratri are

the three most popular festivals in the country. Some account of

the ceremonies performed at the first of these at Jeypore is given

on p. 262. On the plains it is followed by the Gauri feast,

celebrated by the women in memory of Parvati, who in the form

of the beautiful Gauri, saved the corn from the rdkshasas. Gauri,

represented by a bundle of paddy ears, is carried in procession

while the women chant songs setting forth her life and doings.

Cock- and ram-fighting are very popular. The latter is

rather an aristocratic pastime, but few are too humble to have a

likely cock or two. The best-known breeds are called Dinki and

Punzu, and are sold for astonisliing prices. Sharp knives are

tied to the combatants' spurs and the fights are short and goi-y.

Gambling with cowries is a favourite pastime, especially among
Devangas and Komatis. It is a kind of glorified pitch and toss,

the players betting on how many out of sixteen cowries tossed

into the air will come down wrong side uppermost.

In the Agency, cock-fighting is again popular, shikar is often

available, drinking-parties are frequent and hilarious, and the

periodical ceremonies at the shrines of the indigenous and im-

ported gods provide excuses for festivities. Many of the men are

fond of music ; and while away the lonely hours in the fields by
warbling to themselves plaintive melodies on b;imboo flutes, or

twanging at a two-stringed mandoline provided with a dried gourd

for a sounding-board.

But dancing is the most popular diversion. The men and Dancing,

women dance in separate sets and a party begins at nightfall and
usually ]asts till daylight doth appear. There are several dift'erent

tribal dances. The Khonds and Savaras pride themselves on

their skill, but their best efforts are little more than clumsy

stamping in time; the Brinjdri women's idea of dancing is lo

stand in a bunch and clap their hands while their meufolk hop
round them jingKng their anklets ; the Gadabas usually display

more energy than science—though those round Boipariguda
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JHAP. III. are more expert ; the Koya girls of Malkanag-iri dance prettily

Tub Hindus, in a ring with their hands on each others" shoulders ; and perhaps
~

the best exponents of the art are the Jodia Poroja girls of the

Koraput and Nandapuram coaatrj.

Picturesque in the extreme is a dancing" party of these cheery

maidens, dressed all exactly alike in clean white cloths with cerise

borders or checks, reaching barely half way to the knee
;
great

rings on their fingers ; brass bells on their toes ; their substantial

but shapel}^ arms and legs tattooed from wrist< to shoulder and

from ankle to knee; their left forearms hidden under a score of

heavy brass baugles ; and their feet loaded with chased brass ank-

lets weighing perhaps a dozen pounds. The orchestra, which

consists solely of drums of assorted shapes and sizes, dashes into

an overture, and the girls quickly group themselves into a couple

of cnrps de halht, each under the leadership of a premiere danseme

who marks the time with a long baton of peacock's feathers.

Suddenly, the drums drop to a muffled beat and each group

strings out into a long line, headed by the leader with the

feathers, each maiden passing her right hand behind the next

o-irl's back and grasping the left elbow of the next but one. Thus

linked, and in time with the drums (which now break into allegro

crescendo) the long chains of girls—dancing in perfect step,

following the leader with her swaying baton, marking the time

by clinking their anklets (right, left, right, clink ; left, clink
;

right, left, right, clink ;
and so da capo), chanting the while

(quite tunefully) in unison a refrain in a minor key ending on

a sustained falling note— weave themselves into sinuous lines,

curves, spirals, figures-of-eight and back into lines again ; wind

in and out like some brightly-coloured snake ; never halting for a

moment, now backwards, now forwards, first slowly and decor-

ously, then, as the drums quicken, faster and faster, with more

and more abandon and longer and longer steps, until suddenly

some one gets out of step and the chain snaps amid peals of

breathless laughter.

Chaitra The most jovial occasion in the Agency is the feast in the
feast. month of Chaitra (March- April;, which is usually known as the

Chaitra parvani but in the Golgonda and Viravilli Agencies is

called the Itttka pamfuga. Everything makes for jollity in that

month. There is nothing to be done in the fields, the sap is

rising in the trees, the juugles have been burnt and are clear for

shikar, and, above all, the sago-palms are giving toddy and the

mohwa flower, from which strong waters are brewed, is falling.

The month is spent in feasting, deep potations, night-long
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dancing and singing parties (in which the young men and maidens CHAP. III.

take opposite sides and wind up with extempore verses of a T"» Hindus.

personal flavour designed to provoke equally personal repartees)

and in expeditions into the jungles to gather the raohwa-blossom

during which, it is said, free love is the rule among the unmarried.

But the great event of the month ix the beat for game. In this

all the able-bodied men take part, and they stay out, often for

days together, until some male animal has been shot. Should

they dare to return empty-handed, the women collect and pelt

them with most unsavoury missiles.

This Chaitra Saturnalia is still observed with all its ancient

enthusiasm throughout the wilder part of the Agency, but in the

more civilized hill-tracts, such as the Rayagada taluk, it is falling

into desuetude.

The hill people are extraordinarily superstitious, and their Superati-

beliefs and fears would fill a volume. Every ill that befalls theva.
*'""^-

is attributed to witchcraft ; suspected witches (see p. 205) get

short shrift ; charms of all sorts are widely worn ; and a crowd

of exorcists, medicine-men and magicians live by pretending to

counteract the effects of the black art. These impostors are known
in different parts and among different castes as jannis and dissaris

(ordinary pujaris also bear these titles, however) and as bezzua

(who are eunuchs), siras and guniyas. The powers attributed to

witches are almost unlimited. They are supposed, for example,

to be able to transform themselves into tigers (though one foot

always «till retains its human shape), to be able to wither up any
limb they touch, and even to draw the life-blood from their

victim by sucking at one end of a string the other end of which

is laid upon his breast.

Devil-drivers, who profess to cure ' possessed ' women, are

common and employ much the same methods as elsewhere.

They seat the woman in a fog of resin-smoke and work upon or

beat her until she declares the supposed desire of the devil in the

way of sacrifices ; and when these have been complied with one

of her hairs is put in a bottle, formally shown to the village

goddess, and buried in the jungle, while iron nails are driven

into the threshold of the woman's house to prevent the devil's

return.

Rain-making spells are numerous, from the common plan of

covering a frog with green leaves and water until ho croaks, to

the mysterious barmarakshasi panduga of the Kalyana Singapur

Khonds, which consists in making life-size mud images of women
seated on the ground and holding grinding-stones between their

knees, and in offering sacrifices to them.

10
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CHAP. III. In the plains, the general relig-ious attitude of the people has

Religious been considerably affected by the numerous Brahmans, whose
' forefathers were attracted to this district by the liberal grants

In the plains, of land made them by former zamindars. The Brahmanioal

festivals (especially Sivaratri) are popular ; Brahman holy days,

such as Amdvasya, are widely observed ; the laj-ger Brahmanical

temples (such as those at Pari in Orissa, Simhachalam and

Appikonda) attract a great following ; and small shrines to the

orthodox gods are numerous. These latter, it may here be

mentioned, are lisually mean erections, architecturally considered,

and are surmounted by a squat pyramidal tower thickly covered

with coarse plaster work, still more coarsely decorated, and

topped (if they are dedicated to Vaishnava deities) with the chak-

ram in open iron-work. Stone pillars (where they occur) have

usually a capital formed of an inverted lotus blossom and the

lower third of them often consists of some grotesque squatting

animal.

But Brahmanical influence has not sunk very deeply. The
better class Sudras display more energy in celebrating Rama-
bhajanas (Saturday evening meetings round a picture or image

of Rama at which songs in honour of that hero are chanted)

than in worship at the ordinary temples ; the gramadevatas

abound ; and hardly a village is without its shrine to some
perantalamma, or woman who committed sati.

The village These grdmadevatas, ammas, or village deities are numerous

and all of the female sex. They include Nukalamma, EUamma,
Paidamma, Bangaramma, Maridamma, Aramatalli, PaiditaUi,

Muthyalamma, Polamma, Gangamma, Asiramma, Pddalamma,
Gavariamma, Pattabhiamma and others ; but, unlike the village

gods of the south, none of them appear to have any clear

history, definite attributes, or (except that some like buffalo

sacrifices and some do not) any special ritual. Tliey are all

equally feared, and are worshipped as averters of sickness and
possible granters of boons to those who make vows before them.

Their shrines are the poorest constructions, seldom consisting of

more than one small cell and often being merely a spot under a tree

marked by n few sacred emblems. The history of the perantd-

lammas is often better known (see, for instance, p. 315), but,

except that they seem to have no powers over epidemics, the

reverence paid to them differs little from that accorded to the

grAmadevatas.

In the Agency, Brahman influence is naturally even slighter

than on the plains. The Uriya conquerors brought their own gods
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with them and cstablislied these in slirines in some of the larger CHAP. III.

towns, but the mass of the people in the wilder parts worship Rkligiods

exclusively their aborig-inal forefathers' animistic deities, which "

differ altogether fi-om those of the low country. Villages nearer

civilization, however, exhibit curiously the transition which is

occurring. In Chollapadam in Parvatipur taluk (to give only one

instance) are simultaneously worshipped the Khonds' ancient

Kondadevata, nameless mountain spirits who dwell in a cave on

the hills ; Jakara, the aboriginal Khond deity, to whom a Khond
janni is priest ; Polamma, a village deity imported from the

Telugu country whose priest is a Jatapu, or civilized Khond
;

and Kasivisvesvara, an orthodox god of the Hindu pantheon,

at whose shrine a Jangam (Lingayat) officiates and who has

a festival at Sivaratri.

The aboriginal deities of the Agency include the Jdkara (or In the

Jankari) above mentioned, Takuraui, Pindrani, Mauli, B4ri- S^^'^Y'

pennu, Dharivipennu ( ' pennu ' means ' god '
), and a host of

others. These again have apparently no separate attributes or

personalities, and in some places the people worship the whole

crowd of them together under the name Bododevata, ' the great

gods.' Jakara and Tdkurani are more often met with than any

others and Hindus are at pains to explain that the latter is

merely another form of Durga or Kdli. None of these deities

have any proper shrines ; a stone under a big tree, a sacred grove

(from which no tvng is ever cut), a mountain peak or a deep

pool are their habitations. They are usually worshipped (always

by priests belonging to the hill tribes themselves) with offerings

of buffaloes, goats, pigs and pigeons, and much burning of

resin ; and if sufficiently propitiated grant good seasons and

good hunting, and avert disease. When cholera or small-pox are

virulent a ceremonj' is observed which is curiously parallel to

that practised in the Deccan.^ A little car is made on which is

placed a grain of saffron-stained rice for every soul in the village

and also numerous offerings such as little swings, pots, knives,

ploughs and the like and the blood of certain sacrificial victims,

and this is then dragged with due ceremony to the boundary

of the village. By this means the malignant essence of the deity

who brings small-pox or cholera is transferred across the

boundary. Tlie neighbouring villagers naturally hasten to move

the car on with similar ceremony, and it is thus dragged through

a whole series of villages and eventually left by the roadside

in some lonely spot.

' See Bellary Gazetteer, 60,
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CHAP. III. We may now go on to refer shortly to the castes which are

Principal found in especial streng-th in Vizagapatam or are in other ways

t!^^" characteristic of the district. A beginning will be made with

In the plains, the castes of the low country, who, with a few exceptions expressly

noted, all speak Telugu. It will save space if a few points common
to most of the non-polluting non-Brdhman castes arc first

mentioned.

Oaste organization is scarcely as systematic as in the southern

districts, and the headman {kula-pedda) has more limited powers.

Castes are generally split into the usual endogamous sections,

but, what is less common, these are generally again divided into

exogamous septs called iiiti perulu or ' house names ' (apparently

ordinarily derived from traditional birthplaces or supposed ances-

tors), the members of which may not marry among themselves.

Here and there, between these two, occur instances of the totemistic

exogamous sections which are so common among the agency

castes and are referred to below. Besides the restrictions on the

choice of a bride effected by these subdivisions, there are others

imposed by caste rules. Ordinarily a man must follow the

Dravidian custom known as menarikmn, and marry his maternal

uncle's daughter ; and if no such daughter exists he may follow

what (though it is the ordinary rule among many Tamil castes)

is here called eduru. metmrikam or ' reversed menarikam,' and wed
his paternal aunt's daughter, if such there be.

The ceremonies at marriages, though differing widely in differ-

ent castes, are of one general type. The preliminary understanding

(or betrothal) is ratified either by a dinner at which the bride's

dower in the way of jewellery is announced, or, among castes which

have a voli, or bride-price, by the acceptance of half the sum fixed

by custom therefor. A propitious day ha\ing subsequently been

chosen, the wedding takes place—in the bridegroom's house if volt

is paid and otherwise in the bride's. A pandal of Eugenia

j'ambolana poles decorated with Erythrina, indica twigs is set up
;

beneath this the couple are seated and sprinkled with rice, saffron

and kunkumam ; the bridegroom is shaved and has his nails

trimmed -, the pair are bathed and dressed in new cloths ; and

a caste dinner follows. The priest having arrived, the couple

stand one on each side of a curtain hung between them and touch

feet below it, their right wrists are tied together with a saffron

-

coloured string called the kankanam, rice is thrown over them

again, the marriage-badge {tcili in Tamil or pnsti in Telugu) is tied

round the bride's neck, the pair hook their little fingers and the

priest knots their cloths together, they walk round the pandal
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throe times, are shown the star Arundhati, the emblem of con- CHAP. 111.

stancy, an<l then the priest unties tlic knot in tlieir clotlis and tlic Principal

ceremony is over.

Except amono^ the more Rrahmanized castes, divorce and

widow remarriage are allowed, but a widow's marriage is a much
simpler affair. The party whose conduct occasions the divorce

has to repay the other the expenses originally incurred at their

wedding.

Funeral ceremonies, like those at weddings, follow one general

type but differ in details. Vaishnavites usually burn their dead,

while Saivites bury. The latter generally Jiave Jangam Linga-

yats as priests, and so follow the Lingayat custom of burying the

dead in a sitting posture. Among some castes only the two days

following the death are kept as the days of pollution during which

no work should be done. On the third day, called the chinna rozu,

the relations meet at the deceased's house, cook food, carry it to

the cremation ground, offer some of it to an image made out of the

dead man's ashes, and eat the rest. Among other castes, pollution

lasts till the twelfth day, or fjedda rozu, when the relations,

accompanied by a Satani, take food to the nearest tank, throw

some of it into this, and bathe and return to a dinner. Some castes

keep both days.

By far the most numerous caste in Vizagapatam are the Kapus. Kapu,

In 1901 they numbered nearly 525,000 persons (more than in any

other district) while with their branches and offshoots (the

Velamas, Telagas, Nagaralu, Aiyarakulu and Bagatas mentioned

below, three out of which five are also more numerous in this

district than in any other) they amounted to no less than 9 7 J,000

souls, or one-third of the whole population of the district. They
are the great cultivating caste of the community and the word

Kapu is often used in the sense of ' ryot,' so that the more civilized

ueciions of the Gadabas and Savaras are called Kapu Gadabas

and Kapu Savaras although they have no connection with the

Kapu caste proper.

The Kapus are split into numerous endogamous sub-divisions,

of which the most prominent in this district are Panta and Gazula.

The former are commonest in the coast taluks, and the latter iuland,

especially round Parvatipur. The word Gazula means ' bangle,'

but nowadays Gazula Kdpus have nothing to do with bangle-

making. They differ from the Panta Kapus in showing signs of

totemism. The tiger and cobra are totems of certain septs and

are reverenced by these accordingly ; but the primal function of

the totemism has been dropped and the septs are no longer
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CHAP. III.

Principal
Castes.

Velama.

Telaga.

Nagaralu.

exogamous. Tlie same relaxation of tliis essential cliaracteristic

of totemism is observable in several otlier castes in the plains and

is an interesting example of the decay of tlie old ideas. Both

tlie Panta and Gdzula subdivisions comprise several exogamous

intiperulu ; marriage follows the menarikatn rule, the volt is Es. 3

and a Brahman officiates ; divorce and widow remarriage are

allowed ; the dead are burnt and chtnna 7'6zu ceremonies observed.

Velamas are a branch of the great Kapu clan and their name

is sometimes supposed to mean ' seceder ' therefrom. They

number 274,000 in this district, or more than ia any other. Their

most prominent endogamous subdivisions are (i) Pedda (* big ')

alias Padma (' lotus ') Velamas, who are said to be immigrants

from Venkatagiri, are largely followers and dependents of the

Bobbili family, forbid widow remarriage and keep their women-

kind gosha
;

(ii) Kamma Velamas, who are found chiefly in

Vizianagram town, are said to be descended from people who

immigrated from Tiistna in the train of the early Rdjas of that

place, keep their women gosha but allow widow remarriage
;

and (iii) Koppala Velamas (so called because they do not shave

their heads but wear their hair in a tuft) who are the commonest

of the three and who resemble the Kapus in their internal con-

stitution, totemistic practices and marriage and funeral customs.

Another branch of the Kapus are the Telagas, who, including

the Vantari subdivision, number 114,000 in this district. They

have the same names as the Kapus for their intiperulu and

occasionally intermarry with that caste, but are more Brah-

manized—having Brahman gurus, marrying their girls before

puberty, and refusing to recognize divorces and the remarriage

of widows—are fonder of service under the zamindars and

Government than of cultivation, and keep their women gosha.

The Nagaralu, another branch of the Kdpus, are said to get

their name, which means ' dwellers in towns/ from tlie fact tJiat

in the eighteenth century their ancestors went to Vizianagram

and rose into prominence as physicians. The^"^ are now physicians

and cultivators by occupation and number some 11,000, or more

than in any other district. The caste is divided into the three

genuinely totemistic groups of the cobra, tortoise and mouse, which

are again subdivided into intiperulu. Marriage follows jn<^mn-

kam, usually takes place before puberty and is performed by a

Brahman. Except that there is no v6li,i\\v. ceremony is of the usual

type. Divorce and widow remarriage are forbidden. The dead

are burnt, both chinna ^nd pedda rozu ceremonies are performed

and a Brahman officiates.
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The ancestors of the Aiyarakulu, yet nnotlier offshoot of the

Kapas, are said to have been soldiers under Vizianagram, and

stories of their military prowess are still recounted. In a

canipaig-n ag-ainst Golconda, says one of these, 'they gave the Aiyarakulu.

Mnsabnans so much trouble that, whea tliey were at last with

difficulty exterminated, a MusaLman g-eneral marched against

their native villages to try and root out the whole brood once for

all. But the Aiyarakulu women dressed and armed themselves

like men and fell upon the invaders with suuh fury that the

latter beat a liasty retreat. The people of the caste are now
cultivators aud cart-owners and number 17,000, or more than

in any other district. They are commonest in the Srunga-
varapukota taluk. They have the cobra and tortoise totems, and

their marriage customs are similar to those of the Nagaralu.

The Bagatas (Bhaktas), who number 30,000 (more than in Bagata.

any other district), are a branch of the Kapus who chiefly reside

in the Madgole and Golgonda hills and form the aristocracy

there. The Golgonda muttadars were usually of this caste. The
Bagata inti perulu are in several cases the same as those in the

Kapu and Telaga castes and their marriage customs resemble

generally those of the Nagaralu. They are both Vaishnavites

and Saivites, but members of the two sects intermarry and dine

together. The former own allegiance to, and are often branded

with the Vaishnavite chank and chakram emblems by, a guru who
lives in Godavari ; and the latter bury their dead in the usual

sitting posture instead of bui-ning them.

Another cultivating caste are the Gavaras, who live chiefly in c.avara.

the Anakapalle taluk and number some 47,000, or more than in

any other district. They say that they fled from Vegi near

Bllore (p. 26) because the Eastern Chalukya kings molested

their women, and came by sea to Pudimadaka, the port to the

south of Anakapalle, and founded one or two villages between
these two places. Payaka Rao (p. 312) afterwards invited

them to Anakapalle itself, where they founded the existing

Gavarapdlaiyam. They say they were originally traders (and some
of their inti perulu bear this out) but they are known nowadays
as perhaps the most careful cultivators in all the disti'ict. They
follow menarikam and marriage is of the usual type and either

infant or adult; widow remarriage is encouraged and divorce

permitted ; some are Vaishnavas and burn their dead, a Satani

officiating as priest; and others are Saivas who have Jangam
priests and bury in the sitting position. They pay especial

reverence to the god Jagannatha of Puri, making frequent
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pilgTiraaofes to liis shrine and holding car-festivals in their villag-es

on the same date as the Piiri car-festival.

The last of the cultivating castes requiring mention are the

Konda Doras (' lords of the hills ') or Konda Kapus, who number

81,000 people, or more than in any other district. They mostly

reside along the soath-ea'^tern edge of the 3,000 feet plateau and

in the country below it, and they provide an interesting example

(several others occur in this district) of the manner in which a

section of a hill trii^e which comes in contact with the people of

the plains will gradually drop its original customs and adopt

those of its more civilized neighbours, and thus in time become

almost a distinct caste. They are split into two well-marked

subdivisions, known as Pedda Kondalu and Chinna Kondalu^

which still dine together and intermarry ; but the former of these

live on the plateau and are highlanders with highland customs

while the latter reside in the low country and have taken to

almost all the ways of the lowlanders. Thus the Chinna Kondalu

have adopted inti perulu, while the Pedda Kondalu still regulate

their table of affinity by tlieir ancient totemistic septs (tiger,

cobra and tortoise) ; the former follow the lowland custom of

menarikam, but the latter adhere to eduru menariknm ; the marri-

age rites of the one resemble those of the plains, and those of the

other the highland ceremonial ; the women of the one class wear

the jewels of the plains and those of the other the barbaric

ornaments of the hill folk ; and one subdivision names its children

in the lowland fashion while the other continues to call them

after the daj^s of the week on which they were born. Both

sections allow widow remarriage and divorce and both burn their

dead.

The Qollas are the shepherds of the community, and say that

their name is a contraction of the Sanskrit Glopala, ' protector of

C0W8.' They also call themselves Konarlu, the Telugu form of

the corresponding Tamil title Konan. They are 148,000 strong

(more than in any other district), are most numerous in the

southern taluks, and say that they are descended from the Golla

kings of that country above alluded to (p. 28), the last of

whom (five brothers) were overthrown and slain by kings from

Nellore. Each Telugu New Year's Day, it is stated, Gollas come

across from Godavari and go round the Golla villages reciting

the names of the progenitors of the fallen line aud exhibiting

paintings illustrative of their overthrow. The caste is now split

into five endogainous subdivisions : the Erra Gollas, descended

from a Brahman father and so superior ; the Gangeddu GoUaa
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who take round performing hulls; the Gaud a Gollaa, a set of CHA.P. III.

wandering cowherds ; the Puni G-ollas, who tend only buffaloes Principal

and cows ; and the Mekala Gollas, who keep sheep and goats

onlj. The last are the most numerous, have inii perulu, follow

tnenarikam, generaMy marry before puberty (a Brahman officiating),

allow widows and divorcees to remarry not more than thrice, bury

their dead, observe chinna and pedda r6zu (a Satani officiating)

and are Vaishnavites who pay especial reverence to Krishna

because he sported with the girls of their caste.

The Kamsalas are the artisans of the district and are com- Kamsala.

moner than in any other OoUectorate, numbering 78,000 souls.

As elsewhere, they are split iat6 the five occupational subdivisions

of Kamsali or goldsmiths, Kanchari or brass-smitbs, Kammara
or blacksmiths, Vadrangi or carpenters, and Silpi (or Kasi)

stonemasons, who dine together and intermarry. These have again

the usual inti perulu. As in other districts (see p. 159 of the

Report on the Madras census of 1901), the Kamsalis claim to be

superior to the Brahmans owing to their alleged descent from

Visvakarma, the architect of the gods, wear the sacred thread,

have their own caste purohits and in marriage and other matters

follow closely the Brahman ritual. But in Vizagapatam they

assert this claim with less vehemence than in some places, and do

not affect to possess gotras, or prohibit animal food and strong

drink. Marriage folio ^vs the usual Dravidiau i-ule of menarikam.

The Sale weavers number (3-3,000 souls, again more thau in Sale.

any other district. They are split into the two endogamous
subdivisions of Padma (' lotus') and Pattu ('silk'), the main
differences between which are that the latter wear the sacred

thread, will take food and water only from Brahmans, and weave
specially fine cloths, sometimes containing an admixture of silk.

The peculiarly fine thread spun by the Pattu Sales and their skill

in tobacco-curing are referred to on pp. 123-4. Both subdivisions

have exogamous inti perulu septs and each has a headman called

the Senapati. The traditional origin of the caste is as follows :

The celestials applied to Markande)'a rishi to provide them

clothing, and he accordingly made a great sacrifice to Indra out of

the fiames of which issued Bhavana rishi "bearing a ball of thread

manufactured from the lotus which sprang from Vishnu's navel,

from which he wove the garments sought for. He subsequently

married Bhadravati, daughter of the sun, and begat 101 sons of

whom one hundred became the ancestors of the Padina Sdles and
the remaining one the progenitor of the Pattu Sales. Keverence

is still periodically paid to Bhavana rishi, who is represented by

U
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a ball of thread. Marriage is of tlie usual tjpe, follows menarikam

and occurs before pubertj ; neither widow remarriage nor divorce

is recognized. The Vaishnavites of the caste burn their dead

and the Saivites bury them sitting.

The Salapus are a small weaving- caste and are practically

confined to this district. They only make very coarse fabrics.

They neither marry nor dine with the Sales, but resemble them

in claiming descent from Markandeya rishi and in calling their

headman Senapati. Brahmans officiate at their weddings, La*'

they allow widow remarriage and divorce.

The Silavantulu are another small weaving community.

They make fabrics of superior kinds. They seem (though they

do not admit it) to he an offshoot of the Pattu Sales, and to have

become a distinct caste owing to their embracing the Lingayat

faith aud adopting the unusual custom {sila means a religious

custom) of investing children with the iingam as soon as they

are quick in their mothers' wombs. This Iingam is tied to the

string which carries the mother's, and is eventually hung round

the child's neck when he or she has been weaned. Before the

child can be married it has to be replaced by another Iingam

affixed with much ceremony by the family guru. The other social

practices of the Silavantulu are not peculiar ; they have the usual

intt p^rulu, ioDow menarikam, copy Brahman wedding ceremonies,

disallow divorce aud widow remarriage, are vegetarians and
abstainers and, of course, bury their dead in a sitting posture.

The deceased's Iingam is buried with him and to different parts

of his body are affixed six little copper tablets on each of which

is engraved one of the syllables of the holy invocation ' Ora

!

Namasivaya !

'

The Yatas, the toddy-drawer caste, number nearly 49,000.

or more than in any other district. Their name is supposed to

be a corruption of ifa, the date-palm. 'L'hey do not carry the

same pollution as toddy-drawers in the south. Marriage is of

the usual type, occurs after puberty and follows menarikam.

Divorce and widow remarriage are allowed. The dead are

usually burnt and a Satani officiates at the chinnou rozu.

'J he Mangalas, the barbers of the Telugu country, are more
numerous here than in a'ly othei- district and muster 33,000

souls. They have two endogamous subdivisions, called Kapu
and Telaga, who are supposed to be descended from two half-

brothers and therefore do not intermarry but will dine together.

Unlike the barbers of the south, they carry no pollution when not

actually engaged in their profession. They teach their boys to
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s;ueMi*ed with wet mud. They will not shave the polluting castes, Principal

but will lend them razors for a consideration. They are musicians '

as well as barbers, are often (like the Uriya barber caste of

Bhondaris) store-keepers to rich households, and their women are

sometimes midwives. Marriage occurs before puberty and is of

the usual kind. A Brahman officiates. Remarriage is generally

permitted only in the case of childless widows, but divorce is

allowed. The dead are burnt and chinna rozu rites observed.

Jalaris, fishermen in the sea, number some 15,000 and are Jilari.

more common than elsewhere. The name is derived from the

Sanskrit fdla, a net. The caste seems to have originally been
an inland community, fishing only in fresh water, and to have

afterwards gravitated to the sea-shore. Its marriage ceremonies

are not peculiar, except that no pandal is used ; widow remarriage

and divorce are allowed ; the dead are burnt and a Satani performs
the peddob rozu ceremonies.

The Milavdndlu [mila means fish) or Odavandlu (' boatmen') Mfla.

are another caste of sea-fishermen. Their ways resemble

generally those of the Jalaris, but they have different inti perulu

and are apparently a distinct caste. The caste goddess is Polam-

ma, in whose honour an annual festival is held.

The Ndgavdsulu, who are in greater strength (nearly 20,000 Nigavdsulu.

persons) here than elsewhere, were originally a dancing-girl

caste (ndgavdsamu means a company of dancing-women) but are

now chiefly well-to-do agriculturists. Some of the women are

still ddsis, and they gather recruits from other castes. Both
menarikam and eduru, menarikam are followed ; marriage is either

before or after puberDy ; a voli is paid ; widow remarriage and
divorce are allowed ; and the dead are burnt. The caste is

commonest in the Palkonda country.

The Rellis, also known as Sachcharis and called Sapiris among Relli.

themselves, are a baste who speak Uriya (though they are not

found in the Agency) and are partly gardeners and partly

scavengers. The latter are said to have only taken to their present

occupation during the 1877 famine, when they were starving,

but they are now held to carry pollution and seldom marrj with

the other section.

Another CJriya-speaking caste found on the plains are the Oodagnla.

Grodagula basket-makers who live all along the foot of the hills.

They should not be confused with the Grudalas, and are a polluting

caste, which the Gudalas are not. They make special kinds of

winnowing-fans and other articles which the Medaras, Gudalae
and other basket-making castes do not manufacture.
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Tho S4tanis frequently referred to above are the most promi-

nent of a number of castes in this district who are half priests

and half begg-ars. They are family priests to non-Brahman

Vaishnavas, gurus to several of the cultivating castes, and also

go round singing and begging v^ith a. huge ndmam on their

foreheads, strings of tulasi beads round their necks, a fan, and a

copper vessel shaped like a melon. The word Satani is said to

be a form of Sdttddavan, 'the uncovered one,' because these

people wear no tuft of hair nor sacred thread. Its supposed

connection with Chaitanya has no foundation. The Vizagapatam

Satanis are initiated and branded with the usual Vaishnavite

emblems by gurus of Goomsur in Ganjdm.

The Dasaris are also beggars who are branded with Vaishnava

emblems. In the Tamil country they are essentially religious

mendicants, but here they are generally wandering ballad-mongers

who go about siugiug the popular rhymes of the countryside,

such as those about the fall of Bobbili (pp. 237-41) ; the evil

deeds and tragic end of Ammi Ndyudu. a village headman in

Palkonda taluk ; the fate of Lakshmamma, a Velama woman who
was murdered by her husband for marrying her daughter accord-

ing to eduru meuarikam, ; and the sati (p. 318) of Yerakamma of

Srungavarapukota.

There are also several beggar communities who are supported

by certain particular castes, because they are supposed either to

be illegitimate descendants of those bodies or to have done them

some notable service in days gone by. Thus the Viramushtis, who

are Lingayat acrobats, beg only of Oevangas and'Gavara Komatis;

the Mailaris and Nettikotalas only of the G-avara Komatis,

whom they say they assisted in their legendary struggle with

king Vishnuvardhana ; the Gosangis of Madigas ; the Mastigas

of Ma las; the Sadhauasurulu of the Padma Sales; the Samaya-

muvaru of both Padma and Pattu S4les ; the iSinganmvaru of the

Devangas ; and the juggler Vipravinodis of the Brahmaus.

n^he people of the Agency belong to two broad classes

;

namely, the original people of the soil and the foreigner Uriyas

who in some remote past svrept down and imposed their rule upon

them. Uriya ousted (and is still ousting) the tribal dialects, and

castes now speak it wlio are not Uriyas by descent ; but which of

the hill people are the original inhabitants and which are invaders

and emigrants from elsewhere is an interesting question which che

information at present on record is insufficient to solve.

Among the agency castes the exogamous septs are generally

totemistic, a rare character in this Presidency. The commonest
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totems are the tiger, cobra and tortoise, bat the bear, iguana, dog, C.iAP. III.

monkey, goat, bull, cow, lizard, parrot, peacock, anil vulture also Prinxipal

occur, and in addition certain plants such as the pumpkin and

the B'l.Jiinia purpurea, and a few iuaniuiate objects like stone and

the sun. The usual Uriya name for a totciu is homfi, which seems

to be the same word as vamsa, a family. Members of the same

totem may not intermarry, and children take their father's totem.

Every totem is revered. Animal totems may on no account be

killed or eaten. The very idea of such a possibility makes

the totemist siiudder, and he declares that s(; unspeakable an act

would result in the entire destruction of his whole tribe. Totems

must, indeed, be befriended where possible—a tortoise, for

example, being put in the nearest water. If the totem attacks

a man he may kill {*' in self-defence ; but its dead body is then

often given funeral rites almost as if it was the corpse of a man.

When a man sees his totem he folds his hands across his breast

and does reverence. Plant totems are not eaten, injured, or even

touched. The sun is venerated by the people of its totem fasting

when it does not appear ; and stone by being excluded from all

buildings and all service—stone mortars, for example, being

taboo. The idea that members of a totemistic division are aU

one famil}^ is strong. If one of them dies, all the others are under

pollution for three dajf s and have to get their food from their

wives' relations.

The recognized forms of marriage in the Agency include

several of those expressly forbidden by Manu. There is marriage

by purchase, by service for three years in the house of the girls'

parents, by mutual consent and clandestine elopement (the man
having then to pay a fine called dos tonka), by forcible compulsion

on the part of the bridegroom and his friends, and by selection at

the dhangadi basa or girls' sleeping-hut. Une form of this last

is described in the account of the Banda Porojas below.

But the usual procedure is for the man's parents to go to the

girl's house, leave presents (usually pots of strong drin^) there,

and judge of the liselihood of their suit being successful by seeing

whether the liquor is thrown away ov drunk. If it is drunk, they

renew the suit with other presents until at length an understanding

is arrived at. Subsequent ceremonies are simple and consist

mainly in the provision of caste dinners aud more liquor.

Divorce and widow remarriage are universally permitted.

The younger brother may marry his elder brother's widow, but

not conversely, for the elder brother is as the father of the family.

If a widow has children and marries outside the family her new
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liusbaud has to pay a fine called rand tonka or ' widow-money/
The right to divorce is mutual and is p-xercised on slight grounds.

The husband generally makes the woman a small present fir.st.

She ofteu forestalls him by running off to the man she fancies,

who then has to pay the expenses of her original wedding and

return her jewellery.

The dead are nearly always burnt, but among some castes the

ashes are afterwards buried and the spot marked in some way.

Children who have not cut their teeth, pregnant women, and

people who have died of small-pox are usually buried. Pollution

lasts for from three to ten days.

In referring to the various castes we may first take those which

talk Uriya and theu those which have languages of their own

;

and within each of these groups we may usually arrange them in

the order of their numerical strength.

The Porojas (91,000), the most numerous of the Uriya-

speaking castes, form an appropriately difficult beginning to this

difficult subject. The name is a generic term (some say it means

merely ' ryot') which is loosely applied to a series of castes which

differ in appearance, customs and even language. Apparently

there are seven kinds of Porojas; namely, (i) Barang Jodia

Porojas, who speak a dialect of Uriya and eat beef; (ii) Pengu

Porojas, who comprise two groups on3 of which will eat buffalo

and the other will not, but both speak a tongue of their own
which is said ^ to be akin to Khond

;
(iii) Khondi Porojas, who

eat beef, are a section of the Khonds and speak the Khond
language

;
(iv) Parengi Porojas, who are a section of the Gradabas

and speak their language
;

(v) Banda, Nanda or Langla Porojas

(all of which words mean 'naked'), also called Banda Gradabas,

who are again a section of the Gradabas and apparently speak a

dialect of Gradaba
;

(vi) Tagara Porojas, who are a division of the

Koyas and talk Koya ; and (vii) Dur Porojas, also called Didayi

Porojas, who speak Uriya.

Only the first and fifth of these are readily distinguishable.

The Barang Todias, sometimes ealied merely Jodias, are prominent

round Koraput and Jeypore, where their short cerise and white

cloths and their left arms covered vvitli a dozen or more brass

bracelets render them very conspicuous.^

^ Report on Madras census of 1891, para. 272.

^ No sooner, however, has the enquirer congratulated himself on differentiat-

ing these people than ho is pulled up short by the fact that round Mrayanapatnam

are persona calling themselves Jddias who differ altogether in appearance (their

characteristic ornament being a pile of necklets of coral and blue beads a foot

de«p) and say they have no connection with any Porojas.
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Round about Koraput, their marriage ceremonies are of the CHAP. III.

typical kind. The parents of the hoy deposit two pots of liquor Principal

and some rice at the house of the girl they want their son to marry

and, if these are not thrown into the street, follow up their move
by taking more liquor and rice, a new cloth and money as the

price of the girl. A dinner follows in token that the match is

arranged and next day the bride goes to the groom's village

in state. Outside the latter 's house two poles are planted, between

which a pumpkin is suspended from a string. As the bride's

party approach, this is cut down with a tangi (axe), the party enter

the house, the bride is given a new cloth, and liquor is liberally

distributed. Cheered by this, the wedding party dance most of

the night through, and next day, after a caste dinner, the bride

is formally handed over to her husband in the presence of the

janni (priest) and headman of the village.

Round Jeypore, however, the ceremonies differ considerably

and as they doubtless change again every few miles, it would be

profitless to point out the variations.

The Banda Porojas are the best recognized of the seven

Poroja sections, because they have special ways oP their own and

live in a definite and prescribed locality in what is known as the

Juangar mutta of Malkanagiri taluk, south-west of the falls of

the Macheru referred to on p. 12. They are called ' naked '

because the women (the men are not distinctive in appearance)

shave their heads completely, wear nothing above the waist

except brass ornaments and strings of beads, and have for their

only garment a strip of coloured cloth woven from jungle fibre

{Asckpias yigantea, apparently) eight inches wide and two feet

long which they tie round their middles in snch a way as to leave

the left thigh bare both in front and behind. They explain this

scanty costume by saying that some of their ancestresses once

came upon Sita when she was bathing in the Macheru with very

little on, and laughed at her; and that she pronounced a curse

upon them if they ever wore more clothes than she was wearing

then Mr. H. G. Turner, it is said, once induced < ae of them to

wear a cloth, but she died soon after and none of the others has

since dared to follow her example. Mi. H. C. Daniel, Assistant

Superintendent of PoKce at Koraput, who provided some of the

foregoing particulars, also gives the following account of the

extraordinary manner in which matches are made amoup" these

people, the method being a rude variant of the custom prevalent

among many of the hill tribes whereby a boy desirous of

marriage goes at night to the dJiangadi basa^ or hut set aside for
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the urimarried girls to sleep in, and proffers his sait to the maiden

of his affections. About two months before Dasara each village

naik (headman) has a hole about eight feet square and nine feet

deep dug in his village and roofed with logs and mud so

arranged as to leave one small opening. In this all the un-

married girls of tlie village have to sleep. Any youth desirous

of matrimony joins them there at night and next morning
leaves his brass bracelet with the girl of his choice. The pair

afterwards go together to the girl's people and explain matters

and then, with the relatives on both sides, repair to the jungle,

where a fire is lit and the girl takes a hot brand and applies; it to

the boj^'s posteriors. If he cries out 'Yam! Yam!' in pain,

the girl refuses him, but if he makes no sound the couple are

considered to be man and wife. The girl of course takes care

not to hold the brand too close to a youth she likes, and this

system has the advantage of giving both parties a choice in the

matter.

The Dombus, Dombos or Dombs number 51,000 and are the

beggars, weavers, musicians and Pariahs of the Agency. They
speak Uriya, but differ altogether in appearance both from other

Uriyas and from the hill folk, and whence they originally came is

not obvious. They seem to be closely akin to the Panoa of

G-anjdm. Though almost the lowest caste in the country (the Qhdsi

horsekeepers and Ohitra Grhdsi brass-smiths ai-e even deeper down
in the social scale) they have succeeded by dubious means in

acquiring much influence. Their superior intelligence enables

them to lead the Khonds by the nose, their talent for cattle-theft

(see p. 204) makes them not only hated but feared, their supposed

powers over devils and witches result in their being consulted

when troubles appear, and their skill in weaving and petty trading

is rendering them well-to-do. Some of them are cultivators.

All the native Christians of the Agency are recruited from this

caste.

The Donibns seem to consist of six subdivisions; namely.

MiiigAni and Kobbiriya, \vho live round Kotapad and with whom
the others will neither dine nor intermarry; Odiya (Uriya), who
are commonest roun'l Pottangi, Koraput and Jeypore ; Sodabisiya,

from the Lakshmipuram side ; Andiniya, who are also ft)und near

Kotapdd ; and Mandiri, who live chieflv round Eaniagiri and

Malkanagiri The last four dine together and intermarry. These

subdivisions are again split into totemistic septs, of wjiich the

Odiyas possess as many as ten.
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When a girl attains pabertj she is held to be polluted for five CHAP. III.

days, and at the end of that time drink is distributed among her Principal

relations. Marriage usually occurs after puberty and preferentially
'

\

'

follows edurn menarikam. Overtures are first made by ofifering

presents to the bride's parents in the usual way and the actual

ceremony takes place in the bride's house. The rites are much
as usual, tJie couple hooking their little fiagers together, having

their cloths knotted, and being bathed in saffron water. The
relations feast on pork and strong drink. The untying of the

knotted cloths is the final ceremony. Tlie dead are usually buried,

but the richer Dombus cremate them. Near relations shave on

the tenth day.

When selecting a site for a house, the Dombus place, at the

four corners, one grain of rice upon two others and shield them
with stones and earth. If after several days the top grain still

remains balanced on the other two, the site is considered lucky.

Children are supposed to be born without souls and to be after-

wards chosen as an abode by the soul of an ancestor. The
coming ol: the ancestor is signalized by the child dropping

a chicken bone which has been thrust into its hand and much
rejoicing follows among the assembled relations.

Some of the Dombus of the Pdrvatipur Agency follow many of Paidi.

the customs of the low country castes (including menarikam), and

say they aro the same as the Paidis (or Paidi Mdlas) of the plains

adjoining, with whom they intermarry. These Paidis, who speak

Telugu, are 40,000 strong and are also (p. 203) a low and criminal

caste. Paidi Mala means ' hill M4la,' but the Paidis repudiate

with indignation all connection with the ordinary Malas (and in

most places with the Dombus also) and in the south and west of

the district claim descent from Vdlmiki, the compiler of the

Ramayana. At their weddings they follow the ceremonies of the

plains. Some of the Paidis cultivate land, but most are traders.

They are nearly all Vaishnavites.

The Bottadas are 50,000 strong and their traditions say they Bottada.

came from Bastar. They speak a kind of Uriya (or perhaps

Bastari) and are principally found near Naurangpur, Kotapdd and

Umarkot. They are perhaps the best cultivators in Jeypore,

stand high in the "social scale and wear the sacred thread, permis-

sion to use which was bought by their ancestors from the Rdja of

Jeypore. They are split'into the three endogamous divisions of

Bodo (' big'), or pure Bottadas ; Madhya (' middle '), descendants

of Bottada men by women of other castes ; and Sanno (' little '),

children of Madhya men and other women.
12
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CHAP. III. Bodo Bottadas luive several totemistic septs. Marriage occurs
Pbincipat, either before or after puberty and follows ediirn ))ienaril<am. The
_— usual preliminarj overtures to the girl's parents are made, but

the actual ceremony is far more elaborate than an ordinary hill

wedding, [n front of the bridegroom's house a pandal of nine
s^l poles is erected, the caste dissari officiates as priest, the

couple's little fingers are hooked together and their cloths knotted,

they walk seven times round the pandal, hiunam is lit, the pair

are marked on tlie forehead with saffron and bat lied in saffron

water, and a caste banquet concludes the affair. The dead (with

the usual exceptions) are burnt, and pollution lasts ten days

during which the deceased's relations cannot cook any food

;

ceremonies are performed at the cremation ground on the second

and eighth days.

i^ona. The Ronas, or liona Faikos (29,000j, are another immigrant

tribe. They say that seven brothers, their ancestors, came long

ago to Nandapuram. then the capital of the Jeypore country, and

took military service under tlie Eaja there. They are still most

numerous round Nandapuram (where their caste headman resides),

P^dwa and Koraput ; rona means ' battle ' and^aeA'o ' sepoy '

; and

some of them are still personal retainers of the Maharaja. They
speak Uriya, wear the sacred thread (leave to do so having been

purchased from the Raja in days gone by) and hold their heads

high, declining to accept food from any but Brdhmans. They

are split into three endogamous divisions resembling those of the

Bottadas; namely, Rona Paiko proper; Kottiya Paiko, children

of Rona men by women of other castes ; and Puttiya Paiko,

descendants of Kottiya Paiko men and other women. The last

two rank below the pure Ronas in social inatters. The Kottiyas

(who numbered 12,000 in 1901) have usually, but apparently

wrongly, been classed as a distinct caste. The people called

Odiya Paikos, on the other hand, have generally been treated as

Ronas, but they seem to be separate and to follow the customs of

the upper Uriya castes, notably their very elaborate seven-days'

wedding with its tiresome ceremonial.

The Roua Paikos have several totemistic exogamous septg.

When a girl attains maturity she is kept in an enclosure within

the house made of thread wound round seven arrows placed on

end. Marriage occurs either before or after puberty, follows

eduni vienarikam, and is somewhat similar in form to the Bottada

ceremony.

Bhdmija. The Bhumiyas, ' soil- folk,' number 19,000 and reside chiefly

on the western fringe of Jeypore between Kotapdd and Salimi.
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Tradition says that they were the first to cultivate land on the CHAP. III.

hills. Tliey speak Uriya; have totems; follow eduru inenartkam; Principal

and resemble the Bottadas in their marriage and funeral customs. _1_
'

The 8ondis (18,000) are Uriya-speaking distillers, liquor- Sondi.

sellers and usurers who are scattered all about the hills. By
pandering" to the hill man's taste for strong drink they have in

many jilaces got him and kis property entirely in their hands,

and tbey are the best-hated class in all the Agency. Their own
traditions say that they are descended from a Brahman. This

man, a great magician, was ordered by the king to exhibit his

powers by setting a tank on fire. A distiller promised to show

him how to do so on condition of being giveu his daughter to

wife, and then covered the surface of the tank with liquor,

which of course burnt readily enoug-h. His descendants by the

Brahman magician's daughter are the present Sondis.

Like the Bottadas, the Son<lis are split into the three endoga-

raous divisions of Bodo, Madhya and Sanno, the first of which

is again sub-divided into exogamoQS septs corresponding to the

infi perulu of the plains. The caste headman is called Bissoyi.

Marriage occurs before puberty and, as among the upper Uriyas

generally, a man marries outside his family if he can. The
actual ceremony, as with all these Uriyas, lasts seven whole days,

and is a wearisome round of rites of which the meaning has been

lost. On each day the couple play with cowries, part of the

game consisting in the bride trying with both her hands to capture

the shells her husband holds iu one of his. and in his trying to

force from her, with one finger, the cowries she is holding in

both hands clasped. A Brahman presides and homam is lit, a

pusti is tied, and offerings are made to ancestors. The dead are

burnt and pollution lasts ten days. On the tenth night the heir

performs an odd ceremony. He gets a pot, makes holes in its

sides, puts food and a light in it, and carries it to the burning-

ground. There he puts it down, calls thi'ice to the dead, saying

that food is ready and asking him to come, and then returns

home.

The Koronos, who speak Uriya, have usually been classed Korono,

with Karnam in the statistics, and under this head have also been

included the Telugu-speaking Shristi Karnams, wlio are appa-

rently an entirely different body, though following the same

occupation of clerk, village accountant, etc. The Koronos are

split into several divisions, two of which are Mahanti and

Patnaik. They marry outside their family if they can, and have

the usual seven-days wedding ceremony above referred to, at

which a Brahman officiates.
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CHAP. III.

Principal
Castes.

Mali.

Omanaito.

Mattiva.

The Malis (14^000) say they were originally growers of

flowers for temples and came from Benares. They are now
among the most careful of all the hill cultivators, being especially

skilful at raising garden crops. They speak Uriya and drink

very little liquor. The caste is said to be split into six endoga-

mous subdivisions which chiefly reside in six different parts of the

Agency ; namely, Bodo in Pottangi and Koraput, Pondra (which

has often been wrongly treated as a separate caste) in Naurangpur

and Kotap^d, Kosalya in Parlakimedi in Ganjam, Pannara in Jey-

pore, Sonkuva in Grunupur, and Dongrudiya round Nandapuram.

Marriage must take place, under penalty of being outcasted,

before puberty, and among the Pondra Malis, if no suitable

husband has been fouud as that time draws near, a mock wed-

ding, without any bridegroom, is held. At ordinary weddings a

Brahman or caste elder officiates and the rites are not peculiar,

but at marriages among the Pondra Malis the auspicious moment
is awaited by the couple seated on either side of a curtain with

their cloths knotted, the mahkutas (fillets) on their heads, their

hands touching and on them a myrabolam wound in cotton. As
the auspicious moment passes the cotton is unwound, the knotted

cloths are untied and the curtain is pulled down. These Pondra

Malis also practise an unusual ceremony on the ninth day after

funerals, the heir digging a hole in the deceased^s house and

burying in it a light and the remains of his supper.

The Omanaitos (Amanaito, Omaito) are cultivators who reside

chiefly about Naurangpur. They have two endogamous divisions

called Bodo and Sanno, of whom the latter are the illegitimate

children of the former. The Bodos are split into totemistic

septs. Their marriage and funeral ceremonies are much the same

as usual except that one item in the former is a free -fight with

mud for missiles.

The Mattiyas (the name means ' of the soil ') are careful

cultivators who live chiefly in the north-eastern corner of the

Malkanagiri taluk and seem to belong to the original population

of the country. They talk Uriya but follow the primitive fashion

of naming their children after the day of the week on which they

were born. The Mattiyas have totemistic septs, marry after

puberty with much the same ceremonies as usual, and burn the

dead. The spot where the body Avas burnt is first marked with a

bamboo to which is tied some portion of the deceased's cloth and

round which are broken the pots he last used. On the ninth day

the ashes are collected and boi-ied in a square pit roughly floored,

and over this is erected a kind of small hut. ^
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The Pentiyas say tlieir real name is Holuva or Halba and tjiat CHAP. III.

they are called Pentiya because tliey emigrated from Bastar to Pbincipal

Pentikonna near Sembliguda in Pottangi taluk. They speak
C-^stEs.

Bastari mixed with TJriva. 'I'hey are split into Bodo and Sanao Pentiva.

divisions, like the Omanaitos, and have totemistic septs. 'J'he

caste headman is called tlie Bhatto naik, is assisted in his duties

by a pradhani (minister) and two others, and has a servant called

the cholano who bears a silver wand of office when he summons
panchayats. This sort of pomp is unknown among the agency
people proper. The panchayats take themselves very seriously,

also, and any one outcasted ])y them can only be readmitted after

elaborate ceremonial which includes the branding of his tono-ue

with silver wire. Marriages and funerals are of much the usual

type.

Dhakkados (1,760 in number) are the illegitimate children of Dbaktado.

women of non-polluting castes by Uriya Brahman.s, who are legs

particular than their castemen elsewhere about forming Uaisona

outside their own community. Dhakkados wear the sacred thjead
and take Brahmanical names ; but at weddings and funerals thcv

observe the customs of their mother's caste and they adopt these

people's occupation.

We now come to the tribes of the Agency who speak their own Khond.
tribal dialects. Of these by far the most numerous are the
Khonds, who are 150,000 strong. An overwhelming majority of

this number, however, are not the wild barbarous Khonds regard-

ing whom there is such a considerable literature ^ and who are so

prominent in Ganjam, but a series of communities descended

from them which exhibit infinite degrees of difference from their

more interesting progenitors according to the grade of civilisa-

tion to which they hare attained. The only really primitive

Khonds in Vizagapatam are the Dongria (-'jungle ') Kl'onds of

the north of Bissamkatak taluk, the Desya Khonds who live just

south-west of them in and around the Nimgiris, and the Kuitiya
(• hill ') Khonds of the hills in the north-east of the Grunupur
taluk. Time did not permit of any expedition to these out-of-

the-way corners and any enquiry into the customs of the people

there would have necessitated double interpretation from Khond

' E.g., Maopherson's Fepori ov the Khonds of Gun jam and Cnttack (1841);
Maj.-Gen. CampbeU'B Service amcig the Wild Tribes of Khondistan (186i)

j

Dalton's Sthnoh{iy r,f Bengal (1S72; ; Hunter's Orissn (1872); Risley'e Tribes and
Castes of Ben(i(^l {\89l) ; the paper-- in J.R.A.S.. vii, 172 (Macpherson), xiii, 216
(Macphersoa) and xvii, 1 (Lieut. Five); in M.J.L.S., ri, 17 and vii, 89; iu

Culcutta Review, viii, I and r, 278; and in .7.1.. 3. B., xxt, 39 avd Ixxiii, 39.
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OTTAP. III.

Peincipal"
Castes.

.Tatapu.

into Uriya and from Uriya iuto Telugii or English, for a know-
ledge of Loth Khond and Telugii or Kliond and English is rare.

No fresh information has thus been obtained about these people.

They were the classes who were most addicted to the meriah

sacrifices referred to on p. 199. Their headmen are called majjis.

The Kuttiya Khond men wear ample necklets of white beads and
prominent brass earrings, but otherwise they dress like any otlier

hill people. Their women, however, have a distinctive garb,

putting on a kind of turban on state occasions, wearing nothing

above the waist except masses of white bead necklaces wliich

almost cover their breasts, and carrying a series of heavy brass

bracelets half way up their forearms. The dhangadi basa system

already referred to prevails among them in its simplest form and

the youths and girls have opportunities for the most intimate

acquaintance before they need inform their parents tliat they wish

to marry. Special ceremonies are practised to prevent the spirits

of the dead (especially of those killed by tigers) from returning

to molest the living. Except totemistic septs, they have appa-

rently no subdivisions.

The dress of the <uvilized Khonds of both sexes is ordinary

and uninteresting. These people are called by themselves (some-

times) Kuvinga ; in Teluga, generically, Kodulu ; and by their

neighbours by a whole series of terms, which differ according to

the locality and the degree of civilization attained, among them

being Poroja Kodulu, Konda Doralu, Doralu, Jatapu Doralu,

Jatapu, Janapa Doralu and Muka Doralu. Whether these, or any

of them, should be held to be distinct castes, and, if so, at what

point a man ceases to be a Khond and becomes (say) a. Jatapu,

are matters which need much careful enquiry to clear up.

The interesting aspect of the case is the manner in which

fresh castes can be seen actually in the making. These civilized

Khonds worship all degrees of deities from their own tribal

Jakara down to the orthodox Hindu gods ; follow every grada-

tion of marriage and funeral customs from those of their primitive

forefathers to those of the low-country Telugus ; speak dialects

which range from good Khond through bastard patois down to

corrupt Telugu ; and allow their totemistic septs to be degraded

down to, or divided into, the inti perulu of the plains.

The Jatapus or Jatapu Doras are usually classi^d as a, separate

casto and were returned as 66,000 strong at the 1901 census.

The Khonds in the Palkonda hills call themselves by this name

»»d it is iupposed to be short for Khonda Jatapu Doraln, or.
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lords of th« Khond caste.' They speak a kind of Kliond among CHAP. ill.

themselves, worship Jakava, call their priests jaanis and their Principai,

.soothsayers dissaris, have exogamous septs which are a mixtare
astes.

of totein.s and inti peridu, marry after tho low-country fashion but

tie no pusti, observe only three days pollution at funerals and

make periodical sacrifices to propitiate their ancestors.

The Muka Doras may perhaps be classed as a separate caste. Mdka Duia.

The Pfichipenta zauiiudar is one of thein. They .speak Teluga,

have totems as well as i)iti 'perulu, follow menariham,, observe at

wedding's ceremonies which are au odd mixture of hill rites and

low-country practice, seclude girls within an enclosiB-e of arrows

when they attain puberty but observe no pollution at subsequent

periods, practise a variant of the chinna rozu or pedda rozu cere-

monies but also have a fea:>t in honour of their ancestors in

general, have taken to pack -bullock trading and give their chil-

dren Telugu names.

The Savaras, like the Khonds, consist of two diflering classes— Savaia.

the primitive race which lives on the hills east and north-east of

(3-unupur, and the more civilized sections which inhabit the Pal-

konda hills and the low country in that corner of the district and are

called Pallapu or Knpu iSavaras. The two together number 50,000

persons. The former have a distinctive dress, the men using long

langiitis which hang down in front and behind like tails, wearing

a plume of white crane's feathers in their cone-shaped red turbans

and carrying a bow and arrows adorned with peacocks' feathers
;

and the women dressing in one short cloth with a broad red border

round their waists and nothing above this except masses of brass

wire and bead necklets a foot deep which almost prevent them

from turning their heads and into which they stick their cheroots.

Among these people are certain occupational subdivisions such

as the Arisis, who weave the tribal cloths ; the Kundals, who
make baskets ; and the Loliaras or Mrilis, who are iron-workers

;

but there is no theoretical bar to man-iage between these, and

there are no totemistic septs among them. The Savaras' careful

methods of cultivation are referred to on p. 257 below and

the outbreaks among-st them on p. 258. Their remoteness and

language hindered the collection of information regarding them,

but Mr. F. Fawcett has described elaborately^ the ways of the

tribe just across the border in Ganjam (to which district it really

belongs) and it will be sufficient to include here a few notes about

the more numerous Savaras of the plains.

' Journ. Anthrop. Soe, of ^omb&y, i, 218.
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CHAP. III. These people worsliip either Jakara or Loddalu,' who have no
Pbixcipal regular temple but are symbolized by a stone under a big tree.

' ' Sacrifices of goats are made to them when tlie various crops are

ripening and the victim must first eat food offered to it. The
hill Savaras, on the other hand, chiefly fear the deity Jalia, who
in many villages is provided with a small habitation with a circu-

lar thatched roof in which are placed wooden images of household

implements and requisites and figures of men, animals, birds,

etc. The K^pu Savaras, like the primitive section, have no

real marriage divisions, but are taking to menarikam although

the hill custom requires a man to marry outside his village.

Their wedding ceremonies bear a distant resemblance to those

among the hill Savaras. When a youth among tlie latter wishes

to marry a girl, his parents take an arrow, a white crane's

feather and some liquor to the house of her parents, and if

these latter at first throw the presents into the street and attack

the bringers, they try again until they are peacefully wel-

comed and matters are put in train, or until the youth, tired of

refusals, carries off the girl by stealth or force. Among the

Kapu Savaras the preliminary arrow and liquor are similai-ly

presented, but the bridegroom goes at length on an auspicious day

vith a large party to the bride's house, and the marriage is

marked by his eating out of the same platter with her and by
much drinking, feasting and dancing.

A rleath is announced by the firing of guns, the body is burnt,

the bones are collected and buried along with the deceased's

tangi and other possessions, tlie spot is marked with a sal post

to which a bit of the departeds garment is attached, and a drink

and dance conclude the ceremony. This again is a copy of the

hill Savaras' rite, but the latter eventually mark the place with

a stone. Both sections perform a great annual sacrifice to their

departed ancestors on a full moon day in the spring at which a

buffalo or goat is slain for every death during the year and the

spirits of the dead are entreated not to return and molest the

living. Savara headmen are called Gomangos.

Gadaba The Gradabas are palanquin-bearers and cultivators by pro-

fession, number 40,000 persons, and are split into six subdivisions
;

namely, Bodo Gadabas and 011a r Gadabas, who dine together

and intermarry ; Parengi Gadabas, whose women do not wear

the bustles and chaplets referred to below ; Kalloyi Gadabas,

who are the only section which will touch a horse (professional

palki-bearers naturally have no love for the rival animal) and are

contemned by the others accordingly ; and Kapu and Kattiri

' This sesma to b* sometimes used a« a g:euerio teiiu for tha gods aa a body.
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Gadabas, who are the more civilized sections living on or near CHAP. Ill

the plains. Each of these subdivisions is again split into tote- Principal

mistic septs, but some of the low-country Gadabas have abandoned

these.

Gadaba men dress like other hiU. people, but the women of

the tribe have perliaps the most extraordinary garb of any in

this Presidency. Eound their waists they tie a fringed, narrow

cloth, woven by themselves on the most primitive loom imaginable,

of which the warp is the hand-spun fibre of different jungle

shrubs and the woof is cotton, dyed at home with indigo and

Morinda cUrifolia, and arranged in stripes of red, blue and

white ; either over or under this they wear a bustle made of

some forty strands of stout black cord woven from other shrubs

and tied together at the ends ; round the upper part of their

bodies is another cloth, similar to but smaller than the waist-

cloth ; on their right forearms, from wrist to elbow, are a number
of brass bracelets ; over their foreheads is fixed a chaplet of

cowrie shells, the white seeds of the hum grass, or the red and

black berries of the Abrus precatonus ; and in their ears are

enormous coils of thick brass wire (one specimen was eight inches

across and contained twenty strands) which hang down on their

shoulders and in extreme cases prevent them from turning their

heads except slowly and with care. The above are the essentials

of the costume ; the details differ in different places. The bustle

is accounted for by the following tradition : A goddess visited a

Gadaba villager incognita and asked leave of one of the women to

rest on a cot. She was brusquely told that the proper seat for

beggars was the floor ; and she consequently decreed that thence-

forth all Gadaba women should wear a bustle to remind them to

avoid churlishness.

Marriage usually occurs after puberty and, as among the

Khonds and Savaras, a man generally weds a girl from outside

his family. The usual preliminary presents of toddy etc. are

sent to the bride's people by the parents of the suitor, and even-

tually, if there is uo just impediment, the latter and his relatives

go to the girl's house with more presents and bring her to their

village. The wedding is celebrated in a pandal there and is

followed by the usual drinking and dancing. If the girl's

parents dislike the match she often elopes with the youth, who
eventually is punish( d for his transgression by having to provide

a caste dinner. Gadaba children, like those of other primitive

tribes here, are usually named after the day of the week on which

they were born. Stone slabs are erected to the memory of the

dead and sacrifices offered to them now and again.

13
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CHAP. III.

Principal
Castes.

Eoja.

Gdnd,

The K6yas, who number 11,000 in this district, live in the

corner of Malkanagiri taluk south-west of Malkanagiri town and

are immigrants from Goddvari, to which district, rather than to

Vizagapatam, they belong. Their customs in that country have

been closely studied by the Rev. Mr. Cain, who spent years

among them as a missionary and has published accounts of them

in the Indian Antiq^tary for 1876 and 1879 and the Cht^istian

College Magazine for 1887 and 1888. In this district they have

several exogamous,but not totemistic, septs, marry after puberty,

follow eduru menarikam and pay a bride-price or volt. The

wedding ceremony is conducted in a pandal, and one of the

essential rites consists in the bridegroom bending his hend over

the bride's while the relations pour water over both. Drinking

and riotous dancing all night conclude the marriage.

Apparently there is no pollution at deaths. The ashes of the

dead are made into little balls and buried with some of his

belongings and marked with a perpendicular stone slab. To this

a buffalo is sacrificed. The tail is tied to the slab and left there,

and the rest of the animal is eaten by the relations. They

explain ' that as long as the tail is there the deceased thinks he

has got the whole of the buffalo and is contented. A mile east

of Malkanagiri, on the Kondakamberu road, is a great collection

of these slabs. The Koyas reverence the Pandava brothers and

are often named after them. They are keen shikaris and often

place their trophies on poles outside their habitations.

The Gonds (19,000) are another race who belong less to

Vizagapatam than to adjoining areas. They are numerous in

Naurangpur taluk, but their real home is in the Central Pro-

vinces, where their customs have been frequently studied.^ In

Naurangpur they are split into the three divisions of Rdj, Diir

and Muria, each of which is subdivided into totemistic septs.

^duru menarikam is followed and weddings take place m the

bride's village.

^ Te^^e Mr. G. F. Padrlison, I.C.3., who has kindly ooiitributed other par-

ticulars embodied in these notes.

'" S-^e Ahoriijinal Tribe.t of the Gonlral Provinces, 0(1it0(l by Sir R. Tempin,

and also the works of Me-ssrB. ! 'alton, Risley and Crooke.
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CHAPTER IV.

AGRICULTURE AND IRRIGATION.

AaRicuLTCTK^L Statistics—The crops most grown—Indigo—Sugar-cane—Jnte

—

Others. Cur.TiVATioN Methods—On the hills—The Agricultural .Associ-

ation. Irrigation—The protected area— Wells—Tanks—Channels—From
the Varaha—From the Sarada—From the Nagavali—The Nagavali project.

Economic Condition of Agriculturists.

More than nine-tenths of Vizagapatam consists of zamindari

land, and of the remaining- tenth a fifth is whole inam. Conse-

quentlj agricultural statistics are available for only about eight

per cent, of the area of the district, namely for the ryotwari and

minor inam land in the three Grovernment taluks of Golgonda,

Palkonda and Sarvasiddhi. Figures for these are appended, but

the three areas differ widely in their soils, rainfall and facilities

for irrigation, and cannot be considered representative of the

district as a whole :
—

CHAP. IV.
" Agbi-
cultural
Statistics.

Taluk.
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CHAP. IV.

Af;Bi-

ClLTURAr,
Statistics.

If will hp noticod From all tlieso fifj-ures that- in P^lkonda,

wliirh has plentiful channels from the perennial Nagavali and
its tribiitary the ISuvarnamukhi, rice occupies nearly one half of

the total cultivated area, and ragi a notable proportion ; that in

Sarvasi'ldhi, which depends upon the less excellent irrigation

from the Sarada and Varaha rivers and contains much very

fertile dry land, rice gives place to cambu and gingelly ; and
that in Golgonda, where the water-supply is defective and much
poor land exists which is taken up for a year or two and then

abandoned again, gingelly occupies nearly as great an area as

rice, while cambu is but little behind. Ragi and cambu are the

staple food-grains. Gringelly (see p. 229) is one of the principal

exports from Bimlipatam.

Indigo was ext^ensively cultivated in Palkonda during iVTessrs. Indigo.

Arbuthnot's lease of that taluk (see p. 289), but in consequence

of competition from the German synthetic dye it, is now no longer

grown and the indigo factories are all in ruins.

Sugar-cane is chielly raised in Palkonda taluk (cf. p. 290) Sugar-cane

and in the valley of the Sarada round Anakapalle (see p. 124).

In the former place the commonest cane is a small, hard, white

variety which seems, to be the same as the desavdli cane of Goda-

vari.' Round Anakapalle, at least eight kinds are recognized

of which the Rayagada and dubbukeli are the most popular, and
all of them are heavy varieties which require wrapping and prop-

ping to save them from damage by storms. Mauritius canes were

tried as long ago as 1839 by M.R.Ry. Gode Siirya Prakasa Rao
of AnakapaUe (see p. 219) and also by Messrs. Arbuthnot & Uo. in

Palkonda, but did not do well. A new striped Mauritius variety,

called after Mr. H. F. W. Gillman, I.C.S., who imported it in

1899 when m charge oi the V^izianagram /amindari, now bids fair,

nowever, to oust all the indigenous kinds. In Anakdpalle

cuttings are often obtained ' from the stunted canes grown on

alkaline land, which, though they produce only the poorest

jaggery, ir.ake excellent seed-cane.

The 'jute' of the district (which is really liihiscuH cannahinus Jute.

* the Deccan hemp/ and is locally known as etra gogu) has risen

into much prominence recently owing to the increase in the price

of the fibre from Rs. 26 per candy of 50O lb. to Rs. 45. It is

chiefly grown on red soils in the centre of the district round

J3obbili, S41ur, Gajapatinagaram, etc. This being all zamindari

' Bnlletin No. 4-3 of the Madras department of Land Records and Agri-

culture, p. 189,

» Ibid., 210.
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land, the acreage sown is not ascertainable with exactness

but has been computed at 49,000 acres. Deep ploughing and

plentiful manuring improve the product. Two crops are grown,

of which the first is sown in May and June and reaped in

August or September, and the second is put down in June and

July. The former is much the less important of the two ; its fibre

is shorter than that of the latter, but, as water is plentiful when
it is harvested, is better cleaned. The cleaning is always done

by soaking the whole plant in water for a fortnight or three

weeks and then beating it on a stone to loosen the outer bark.

The fibre thus obtained is again washed and then dried and

taken either to Kalingapatam or (more generally) to Bimlipatam.

Some of it is pressed into bales by machinery and exported,

and the rest is spun and woven into gunny at Messrs. Arbuth-

not's steam mill (see p. "^28) at Chittivalasa. The hemp is well

known in the markets in Europe, where it is considered as

good as the Calcutta jute. The rise in price is already, however,

leading to extreme carelessness among the ryots in cleaning

the fibre.

Wheat is raised on the hills as a dry crop, but is poor stuff.

Niger, mustard and turmeric are other characteristic crops in the

Agency . The R4ja of Vizianagram has a coiTee plantation under

]l]uropean supervision at Anantagiri, about 3,000 feet up the hill

below Gdlikonda.

The ryots of the district divide the agricultural year into

three seasons; namely, pundsa, the period of the south-west

monsoon, when the staple dry grains are sown
;
jpedda panta, the

regular wet-crop season from August to December ; and payira,

the period from November to April when the second dry crop is

raised with the aid of the north-east monsoon. The year is also

divided into the 27 kdrfes or asterisms of the lunar zodiac, and the

ryots commonly hold that each of these asterisms is the proper

season for certain agricultural operations and believe that if,

owing to want of rain or other preventing cause, that season is

allowed to pass, the particular operation cannot afterwards be

carried out with equal chances of success. The joint result is

that (see p. 151) cultivation operations of some sort are proceed-

ing for ten months out of the twelve. Tables of the dates of

seed-time and harvest appear in Gr,0. No. 784, Revenue, dated

I5th September 1^07. The pundsa crops are by far the most

important, as they comprise cambu and ragi, the staple food of

the mass of the people, and a failure of the south-west monsoon

is a serious calamity.
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In several directions methods of cultivation in Vizagapatam CHAP. IV.

differ from thoseinthe south. Rice-fields (especially in Pdlkonda, Cultivation

where the Nagdvali silt is very rich) are often left nnmanured 1

for jears together, but the seedlings are given a good start hy

plentiful supplies of fertilizers to the seed-beds. Where manures

are used, the wild indigo and sunn hemp plants are frequently

ploughed in when green. Dry land, on the other hand, which in

the south is often neglected, is here usually plentifully manured,

especially with tank silt, and ragi and cambu (and sometimes

cholam) instead of being sown are transplanted in dry fields from

seed-beds after rain, the seedlings being put out by hand in a

furrow and their roots covered over by ploughing another furrow

alongside. Instead, again, of being threshed directly they are

harvested, as in the south, the crops are often stacked on the

fields for months until the ryot has nothing more emergent to do.

Except in P^lkonda, double crops of paddy are rare, the wet-fields

being either utilized, after the paddy has been removed, for

growing gingelly, green gram, or a multiplicity of garden crops

and vegetables, usually with the help of wells ; or being sown
with ragi during the south-west monsoon and then with paddy
with the north-east rains later on. The paddy is of very numerous

varieties, differing from taluk to taluk, and it is not possible to

point to any one kind as being universally the most popular.

Vizagajmtam rice has a high character^ and it is said that at one

time rice used regularly to be sent from Godavari to Anakapalle to

be exported again as Vizagapatam rice

On the hills the paddy is practically all of it rain-fed, but On the hills.

on the 3,000 feet plateau some is raised in the beds of nullahs

and irrigated with their water. Grunupur, .Jeypore and Naurang-

pur taluks (see the accounts of these in Chapter XV) are the

three tracts where most is raised. Gunupur rice is favour-

ably known as far afield as Calcutta. Tlie crops grown in podu

cultivation (see p. Ill) are usually dry grains like sdmai, hill

cholam and the like. The greater part of the seed is thrown on

the higher part of the patch and left to be washed down to the

lower portions by the rains. The careful terracing of the hills

carried out by the Savaras in Gunupur is alluded to on p. 257.

In 1904 an Agricultural Association was formed at Viza- The Agi-icnl-

gapatam. It has held two most successful cattle shows and ^^F^}
^^^°'

1 -I
• 1 i> r.1

ciation.
has opened an experimental farm on 21 acres of land near
Vizianagram granted by the Rdja's adoptive sister. The Dis*

trict Board will very shortly open a veterinary hospital at

Vizagapatam.
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CHAP. IV.

Irrigation.

The protect-

ed area.

The chief irrigation sources in the three Government taluks

are the Varaha in Golgonda; this river and the Sdrada in

Savvasiddhi ; and, in Pdlkonda, the Nagavali and its tributary

the Suvavnamuklii. The area protected by these ^^^and by minor

tanks and channels) in each of the taluks is shown below :

—
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From the
Varaha.

men facing one another, is very common. It generallj spills half CHAP. IV.

its contents each swing. In places an ingenious tool, resembling Irrigation-.

a long-handled shovel with a string attached to the lower end of

the shaft, is used for sprinkling water from the well-channels over

garden crops such as ragi and chillies. The shovel is dipped into

the water and brought out witli a jerk by means of the string.

The tanks are mostly small. Only two of them, namely, the Tiinks.

Rdmasdgaram tank in Vakapddu and the Pedda tank of Uppalam,

both in Sarvasiddhi taluk, have an ayacut of over 1,00U acres.

In the PAlkonda taluk they often have no proper sluices, and the

ryots get the water out by cutting the embankments.

A Tank Eestoration Party has investigated 142 of these

works irrigating JiO,OUO acres assessed at Rs. 55,000, and spent

nearly U lakhs upon them. This is expected to raise the area

irrigable by them to 22,500 acres and the revenue to Rs. 90.000

The most important sources of irrigation are the channels Channels.

from the four rivers already mentioned.

On the Vardha tliere are eight Government anicuts,* of which

the uppermost, the Gabbdda
dam, lies three miles north-

north-west of Narasapatam,

and was built in 1862-63 at

a cost of Rs. 17,630. It sup-

plies the tanks at Narasa-

patam and its neighbour Bali-

ghattam. An affluent of the

Varaha, known as the Sarpa-

nadi or Kottakota stream, is crossed by five smaller anicuts, a

channel from one of which fiRs the natural lake at Kottakota

called the Komaravolu dva, which irrigates some 430 acres.

Both the Varaha and Sdrada channels are thought to be less

constant in supply than in former years and the blame has been

laid upon the clearance of the forests on the Golgonda and Mddgole
hills.

On the Sdrada there are eight anicuts t belonging to Govern-
ment, the most important of

them being the Goddri dam,
which is the uppermost of the

series and supplies the big

natural lake called the Konda-
karla ava, about six miles

south of Anakapalle. This

reservoir, which has been

artificially enlarged and never

14

Name.
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CHAP. IV. quite dries up, holds an availaWe supply for eight or .nine months

Ireigation, in the year and irrigates 2,500 acres in twelve villages, some of

them zamindari land. Proposals have been made to extend the

cultivation under it by still further increasing its capacity, but

the difficulty and cost of the scheme have led to its abandonment.

This lake and the channels under the Godari anicut were the only

irrigation sources which were placed, at the last settlement of

Golgonda and Sarvasiddhi, in the first class and in the same

category as the Nagavali channels and the tanks fed directly from

them in Palkonda taluk. On the Gokivada gedda, a spill

channel, are six lesser anicuts ; and, on the Malagedda, a seventh,

A combined regulator and surplus weir across the former is

under construction.

From the The Nagavali and Suvarnamukhi channels are 41 in number,
•
ag va 1

-j^^^ ^_^Yy four—the Nilanagaram, Venkamma and Honzaram

channels from the Nagavali and the Sekharapalli from the Suvarna-

mukhi—irrigate more than 1,000 acres, only five have head-sluices

(all put up in the last fifteen years) and not one of the whole

number has a masonry dam. They are all native works, and their

heads are in many cases badly placed, their alignments too

winding, their sections indifferent, and the provision for cross-

drainage insufficient. None the less they do their work fairly

well and' irrigate, in this district, 8,200 acres of Government land

besides 16,100 acres belonging to the Bobbili and Siripuram

zamindaris. They cliieHy water the lower part of the taluk, in the

basin of the river, while the higher ground nearer the hills is

supplied only by small tanks or from precarious hill streams.

The Nagavali To improve the conditions in the portion of this latter area
project.

lying to the west of Palkonda town, a scheme called the Nagavali

project has recently been sanctioned and is now in course of

execution. This consists in constructing a bridge, fitted with

nine rising iron shutters each 40 feet long, across the Nagavali

at Totapalli, about six miles east of Parvatipur, where the river

bed is 420 feet wide and the maximum flood discharge 17 feet

deep, and taking a main channel thence along the left bank of

the river to near Palkonda, a distance of 21 miles. As the

bridge will be used to carry the Parvatipur-Pdlkonda traffic,

whicli is now frequently interrupted for long periods by freshes,

and perhaps also the Parvatipur-Gunupur road later on, the

District Board have contributed Es. 30,000 towards the cost of

the scheme. The project will command 78 square miles of

country, of which it is proposed to irrigate 25,000 acres of ryot-

wari and miAor inam land and 6,200 acres of zamindari and whole
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inam. T]ie sclieme is estimated to oost Rs. 10,82,000 and to CHAP. IV.

give a return of 8 per cent, on the total capital outlay. Economic

This cliapter may conclude with a few words sumiu arizing of Agri-

tlie eiiect wliich the conditions sketclied in it and elsewhere in f l'lturists.

tliis volume liave upon the economic condition of tlie class wliicli

so greatly preponderates in Vizagapatam, namely, the smaller

agriculturists. The question is rendered more tliaa usually

difficult owing to tlie absence of agricultural statistics for more

than nine-tenths of the area of the district.

It will be seen in Chapter VI below that arts, industries and

manufactures are scarce, and consequently afford the people few

alternative occupations when the seasons are unfavourable ; but

Chapter VIII shows that tlie rainfall is usually good except along

the sea-board ; that when it is not, emigration to Rangoon and

Godavari is the customary safety-valve ; and that the ample

communications with Burma, the deltas of the Grodavari and

Kistna, and tlie grain-growing tracts in Jeypore suffice to pre-

vent prices rising to excessive heights.

AVere it otherwise the people would be poorer than they are,

for zamindari tenure," without admitted occupancy right in tlie

land, does not make for careful cultivation or the improvement

of the soil. Doubtless statistics would show that the number of

small holders of land is less in zamindari than in ryotwari land,

but part of the reason for tliis lies in the fact that the zamindars

do not encourage the pauper cultivator, preferring to let their

land to men of substance. In none of the estates have the ryots

an acknowledged fixity of tenure except in Vizianagram, where a

re-settlement was lately carried out when the property was under

Government management and the occupancy right of those ryots

who agreed to the new rates was admitted. The assessments

are not constantly or avariciously raised, but at irregular inter-

vals they are enhanced by a few pies iu the rupee to meet the

extensien of cultivation and the general rise in prices which has

occurred, and when a man dies his patta is re-grauted to his heirs

(these documents are seldom renewed annually, as in the south)

at a somewhat enhanced rate. But the chances of the occurrence

of one or other of these events, or of a rival ryot applying (in

accordance with a local custom which is well established) for an

exchange of holdings with his neighbour on the ground that the

latter's land is under-assessed, are sufficient to check the sink-

ing of capital in improvements. Some of the zamindari pattas

moreover contain ungenerous terms (such as a stipulation that no

trees shall be felled and none planted without permission) and
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CHAP. IV. zhe custom of dividing- the actual produce of wet lands (assess-

EcoNOMic merit on dry land is generally paid in money) between the
Condition zamindar and tLe tenant gives tlie former's officials chances of
OF Agki-

. mi T • • •/» f> 1 • •

ccLTCRisTs. exacting perquisites. The general insignificance of the irri-

gation woi'ks, and the refusal of any remission in bad seasons,

moreover renders wet cultivation less profitable than it might be,

and forces the ryot to carry out repairs to irrigation works which

in ryotwari tracts he vvonld calmly leave to GovernmeDt to effect.

There is astonishingly little litigation between landlord and

tenant under the tenancy law (Act VIII of 1865) and their rela-

tions are usually friendly enough ; but the result of the system

seems to be that the zammdari ryots in the plains of Vizagapatam

are, as a body, much less prosperous than their fellows in southern

ryotwari districts of equal fertility. It will be seen from p. 60

that thousands of them have emigrated to Goddvari, and from

p. 194 that the receipts from income-tax and the sale of stamps

are extremely small in the district ; compared with the south, the

houses are mean, the standard of comfort is low, and evidences

of wealth in the shape of good clothes and gold jewellery among
the women are strikingly slender. Outside the bigger towns,

the women of the money-lending Komatis (Baniyans, as they

are called locally) are almost the only ones who wear gold

ornaments of value. The Komatis, the Fattu Sales in some

parts, and the Marvaris in the large towns do nearly all the

money-lending, and the rates they charge are not reduced in

the same manner as further south by the competition of members

of the agricultural castes or the benefits of chit associations or

nidhis.

In the Agency, matters are on rather different ground. The

system under which the Jeypore estate is administered is refer-

red to in the account of it on p. 271 below and is fairly represent-

ative of the methods in the smaller properties. Contact with

the outer world and the action of the Government officers who
managed the estate during the recent minority have swept away

many of the oppressive and inconvenient dues and assessments

which used to be levied there, so that the taxes on liouses,

heartlis, marriages and trades, which were in force as late as 1868,

are things of the past, and the land assessments no longer include

contributions of oil, skins, honey and so forth. Land is fertile

and plentiful, firing is cheap, the rainfall is unfailing, the market

for produce has been immensely widened by new roads, the ryot

has usually a lenient and fixed assessment which is protected

from violent enhancement by the fear of his decamping to rival
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estates, suits under the tenancy law are almost unknown, and if CHAP. IV.

only ryotwari tenure could replace the mustiijari (renting) system Economic

the people would have little to complain of. In the smaller estates ,',,;
J>^^.^^^,

things are sometimes managed differently. Tho pattas in Madgole <
ultirists.

formally stipulate that tlie ryot shall send the zamindar the haunch

of every deer shot and provide for miscellaneous payments of all

kinds, and many of the cultivators of Pacliipenta were recently

driven to emigrate to Jeypore land because their plough and hoe

taxes had been more than doubled arbitrarily. But on the whole

the liill ryot is a cheery and well-nourished individual who can

afford to dress his womenkind in bright cloths and load them
with brass ornaments, keeps up to the local standard of comfort

without undue effort, and every spring takes a clear month's

holiday enlivened by songSj dances, beats for game, unlimited

strong drink, and deep draughts of other pleasures of tlie flesh.

Two flies in tliis amber are the Vetii, or compulsory service,

and the Sondi, the liquor-seller and money-lender. Vetti service

is now becoming less universal, but while the Jeypore estate was

under management Mr. H. D. Taylor reported that though this

unpaid labour was really only demandable by custom by tlie

Maharaja himself (and that too on payment of daily batta) yet

the amins and lower revenue officials and the mustajars and others

had come to exact it for the cultivation of their private land and

did not even pay the labourer his batta.

The Sondis are a more serious evil. They are gradually

getting much of the best land into their liands and many of the

guileless hill ryots into their power. Mr. Taylor stated in 1892

that

—

' The rate of interest on loans extorted by these Sondis is 100 per

cent., and if this is not cleared off in the first year, compound interest

at 100 per cent, is charged on the balance. The result is that in many
instances the cultivators are unable to pay in cash or kind and become

the gotis or serfs of the sowcare, for whom they have to work in return

for mere batta, whilst the latter take care to manipulate their accounts

in such a maimer that the debt is never paid off. A remarkable in-

stance of this tyranny was brought to my notice a few clays since : a

ryot some fifty years back borrowed Ea. 20 : he paid back Ks. 50 at

intervals and worked for the whole of his life and died in harness :

for the same debt the sowcar claimed the services of his son, and he

too died in boadage leaving two small sons aged 13 and 9, Avhose ser-

vices were also claimed for an alleg-ed arrear of Rs. 30 on a debt of

Rs. '20, borrowed 50 years back, for which Rs. 50 in cash had been

repaid in addition to the perpetual labour of a man for a similar

period.'
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This custom, of f/nfi is firmlj established, and in a recent case

an elder brother claimed to be able to pledge for his own debts

the services of bis younger brother and even those of the latter's

wife. Debts due by persons of respectability are often collected

by the Sondis by an exasperating method which has led to at

least one case of homicide. Tliey send Ghdsis, w'ho are one of

tlie lowest of all castes and contact with whom is utter defilement

entailing severe caste penalties, to haunt the house of the debtor

who will not pay, insult and annoy him and his family, and

threaten to drag him forcibly before the Sondi.
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CHAPTER V.

FOBESTS.

Forests—Government forests ; beginnings of coiiseivancy—Character of the

forests; in Sarvasiddhi—In Palkonda—And in (Jolgonda— Zamindari forests

—The Jeyporo forests ; existing roservos- -Destruction in former dajR

—

Situation and characteristics.

Of the forests of the district, Grovernment owns only those in CHAP. V.

the three Government takiks of Golgonda, Palkonda and Sarva- Forkbts.

siddhi ; and these are limited ia extent and value.

Far the best growth is that which lies in the Jeypore zamin-

dari and is thus outside direct State control, but in this estate

(and also in the Vizianagram zamindari) steps have been taken

m recent years (see below) to ensure some degree of protection

against the wholesale destruction which has proceeded too long

unchecked.

The worst enemy of the forests of the district has always been

the system of cultivation practised by the hill people and called

kondapudu or podu. This consists in felling a piece of jungle,

burning the felled trees and undergrowth, sowing dry grain

l)roadcast in the ashes (without any kind of tilling) for two

years in succession, and then abandoning the plot for anotlier

elsewhere.

The Government forests may be first referred to.' Those Government

notified under section 16 of the Forest Act now consist of 213 ^oiest^.;

square miles in Golgonda taluk, 62 in Palkonda and 23 in Sarva- conservancy,

siddhi. In addition, about 530 square miles in the Golgonda
Agency (the most valuable of all the Vizagapatam Government
forests) and abuut 100 square miles in the Palkonda Agency are

protected by rules framed under section 26 of the Act.

As far back as 1865 Mr. Carmichael, the then Collector, drew
the attention of the authorities to the value of the growth on the

Golgonda hills, and suggested that it should be placed under the

Conservator of Forests. He said that the reckless manner in

which all the zamindari forests were being denuded made it the

more imperative that Government should endeavour to conserve

the few jungles which belonged to them. On this it was ordered

' In the aocouiit of these wliich follows I have received material assistance

from Mr. W. Aitohieon, District Forest Officer,
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CHAP. V, that a dep8t should be established at N"arasapatam at which timber
Forests. should be stocked for sale and that seigniorage rates should be

charged on timber and bamboos brought down from the hills.

The depot was never opened, however, and the seigniorage fees

drove merchants and ryots to supply themselves elsewhere. In

1865-66 the charges for the establishment which collected the

seigniorage were Rs. 410 and the revenue only Ks. 27, and in

the next year the loss on working the system rose to over Rs. 900.

The Conservator, Captain (afterwards Colonel) Beddome, there-

upon made a spirited attempt to get the Government to transfer

this unprofitable undertaking from his budget to the Collector's.

He was unsuccessful ; and his interest in the matter seems to

have rapidly cooled in consequence.

Desultory action followed for many years until at length the

Forest Act of 1882 rendered it possible to put matters on a more

satisfactory footing. Progress was then, however, unfortunately

checked by differences of opinion between the Collector and the

new Forest department, and by doubts as to whether the Act

could be extended to the forests in the Golgonda and Palkonda

Agencies ; and it was only in 1886 that any definite policy was

enunciated. It was then ordered that on the hills in Golgonda

taluk blocks should be selected in which unauthorized felling

should be prohibited, and that in the rest of that Agency \aluable

timber should only be felled under license ; that in Pdlkonda

Agency blocks should be selected and defined in which all cutting

and podu cultivation should be entirely forbidden ; and that in

Sarvasiddhi taluk areas not exceeding 5,000 acres in all should

be selected for reservation. In the next six years, however,

only one block was actually constituted a forest, and it was not

until 1903 that reservation was complete. Conservation has

thus had but a short trial in this district.

Character of 0^ the existing forests, those in Sarvasiddhi consist merely of

the forests
; the scrub growing on certain of the low, red hills with which that

dhi. taluk is dotted. The two largest blocks are the Vemagiri and

Peddapalli reserves, which are respectively 1,611 acres and 9,077

acres in extent ; and working-plans have been sanctioned for

these.

The former block is described as ' exhibiting in the highest

degree the effect of unrestricted felling, grazing and browsing

for many years ' and as containing a crop ' similar to that of all

the east coast forests ' but possessing ' a variety of species

remarkable for so miserable a growth.' The working-plan

provides for the closure of the reserve for thirty years and for

the regulation of the grazing during that period.
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The Peddapalli reserve lies opposite Y ellamancliili on the CHAP. V.

low, narrow range of rerl hills which run from the southern Forests.

extremity of the district to near Kasimkota. The growth in this

is not quite so wretched as in Vemagiri. There is no real timber,

but the slopes of the hill are covered witli coppice varying in

density according to the aspect, the incidence of grazing and the

extent to which the forest was formerly denuded by podu cultiva-

tion. Old inhabitants remember seeing p6du all over this range

in former days. The crop is thinnest on the outer slopes next

the cultivation, and densest in the interior valleys.

The working-plan divides the reserve into two circles, east and

west. In the former of these about ialf the area is to be closed

to felling for 20 years, while the other half is to be treated on the

system known as ' coppice with standards ' to meet the local

demand for small timber, sugar-cane props and fuel. The latter

circle (excepting 550 acres) has been divided into eight annual

coupes which are to be felled, on the same system, for the supply

of fuel to the railway companies at Waltair and the markets along

the coast, when the exploitable age of the growth reaches 20

years. This necessitates tlie closure of the circle t(j felling for

twelve years in each rotation. The working-plan also provides

for the regulation of grazing and protection from fire.

In Palkonda the receipts from the forests, which lie chiefly on In Palkonda.

the Palkonda hills, were included, up to lb8G, in the lease of the

taluk to Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co., and the Forest Act was only

extended to the country in 1 890. The inner valleys of the hills

contain a good deal of sal {Shorra robuata) in patches, small but

capable of improvement, and the outer slopes carry a scrub jungle

full of seedlings of ironwood {X/jlia dolabriformis), satinwood

{Chloroxi/lon Sicietenia) and other good trees. Hut the whole area

is so liable to fires and has been so ruined by long-continued jod(/M

cultivation that there is little growth left, while reservation is

restricted by the necessity of leaving the hill people a sufficient

area on which to practise this podu. The largest reserves are

Barnakonda (13,517 acres), Kadagandi (11,064), Antikonda
'6,669) and Palkonda (4,580). Of these, perhaps the least

promising is the last, all of it having been felled at one time or

another for podu, and the northern slope being especially bad.

Kadagandi, which includes a considerable belt on the plains, is

probably the best of the reserves and is likely to increase in

value.

For the areas in the Palkonda Agency outside the tracts

reserved under section 16 of the Forest Act, simple rules have

16
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CHAP. V. been framerl under section 26 wliicli, among other things, prohi-

FoREsTs.
i;)if, i\]Q felling or damaging of trees or tlie gathering of their

produce without the Collector's permission
;
permit the special

protection of special tracts from fire or grazing ; empower the

Collector to prohibit the feliing of specified trees ; and allow

hill-villagers to fell free of charge any wood which they require

for home consumption and to carry on podu under certain

restrictions.

And in In Golgonda taluk the forests are also of two classes, those in
Gol^onda.

^-j^^ plains reserved under section 16 and tliose on the hills pro-

tected by rules framed under section 26 and similar to those in

force in the Palkonda Agency. The growth in the former

resembles that in Sarvasiddhi taluk already referred to, the

situation, soil, and circumstances of the two areas being very

similar. Parts of two reserves near Narasapatam are being

treated under a systematic working-plan to provide fuel for that

town, while four small reserves which lie at the southern end of

the taluk are being exploited for railway and other fuel as a com-

plementary ' series ' to the West Peddapalli working circle.

The forests on the Golgonda hills are some of the densest and

most continuous in the whole district. On the edge of the plateau

next the plains the villages are larger than elsewhere and podu is

frequent, but this seldom extends down the outer slopes and the

further one travels inland the rarer does it become, until in the

western part of the hills only isolated areas occur in the otherwise

unbroken sea of jungle. The heaviest growth is in the valleys,

and the tops of the numerous hills with which the platf au is dotted

are usually bare except for a covering of long grass. The hill

people require but little timber for their own domestic use, and as

the plateau is inaccessible to carts no illicit removals to the plains

are possible. The forests are in consequence as well protected as

any in the Presidency, although they are not reserved under section

16 of the Act and no forest staff is stationed in them. The only

real injury from which they suffer is that caused by fires.

Captain Beddome's report on this tract (and his description

still applies) says -

' For the eastern coast the hills are very rich in forest vegetation,

and I was surprised to find very considerable tracts of shola or moist

forest land about most of the ravines and in the vicinity of the hill-

streams. These tracts are not so rich in the number of species of

trees, or in the endless variety of undergrowth, as similar tracts on

our western coast, but tlie forest is evergreen and decidedly what

would bo termed shola, and is very rich in ferns; some fifty species

having been observed, amongst which were three or four unknown to
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our western forests, thougli all of tliem Himalayan or Burmene
ferud, and two very fine tree-ferns. The rattan abounds, moss was

very abuudant and at a mutjh lower elevation than it is found in our

western forests, and lyco[)0 Is were couiiuon. The drier forests yield

three sorts of bamboo and are very rich in valuable limber ....
About fourteen miles to the south-west of Giidem, and two miles from

a small village called Marripakalu, I found a small tract of teak of

superb growth. The area was perhaps not 200 acres, but has

evidently been much curtailed by hill-cultivation and lias occupied a

larger area at some pre^dous date. There were a good many trees

seven to nine feet in girth and sixty or seventy feet high, with a

perfectly straight tinmk, and saplings were numerous. The tree was

hardly observed at all elsewhere on the mountains ; and it is curious

that its area should be restricted.'

Among- tlie most characteristic trees of these hills are the gall-

nut {Terminalia Chebulu), the nalla maddi {T. fomeniosa) , Cedrela

microcarjja, a species of the valuable ' false cedar ' which occurs in

numbers near Gudem, stunted Buchanania latifoiia, which is found

on grassy flats, Pterocarpus Marsupium, Anogeissus latifoiia and A.
acuminata on the banks of streams, while on the outer slopes are

wide areas covered with bamboo.

The two largest reserves are Darakonda, called after the

prominent hill of that name, and Senivaram. They adjoin one

another and clothe a conspicuous line of hills near the western

boundary of the taluk, and together they are 122 square. miles in

extent. A novel working-plan, designed to secure the protection

of the reserves from their worst enemy, was sanctioned for this

area at the end of 1903. The two reserves used to suffer terribly

every year from the fires which swept througli them—generally

started by careless travellers in the patches of long grass which

clothe the tops of the hills and occupy the sites of deserted

villages—and the plan proposes to protect them by enlisting the

co-operation of the local people. To villages within the limits of

wliich no fires occur in any year either money rewards or certain

valued privileges (such as free grazing for a certain number of

cattle, the right to collect minor forest produce, and permission

tj draw sago toddy) are granted by the District Forest Officer

in person at his annual inspection ; while where fires occur the

privileges are withdrawn and the rewards withheld. Until 1905

the plan worked well, the villagers realizing that the Government

were really anxious to stop the fires and appreciating the advan-

tages to be gained by assisting the endeavour.

In the forests in the Jeypore and Vizianagram zamindaris,

conservation has lately been rendered possible by the introduction,

CHAP. V.

Forests,

Zainindari

forssi*.
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with the consent of the respective owners of those properties, of

rules under the Forest Act. The Vizianagram forests consist,

with the exception of a small area round about Anantagiri, of scrub

jungles on the low hills in the plains, similar to those of Sarva-

siddhi above referred to, and are not of great interest.

The forests of Jeypore, on the other hand, are the finest and
most extensive in all the district. Eeservation in these began

in earnest in 1000, and up to date 61 blocks, aggregating 324

square miles or 2^ per cent, of the total area of the estate, have

been reserved ; while proposals for reserving an additional 125

square miles are now before the Agent (whose sanction to pro-

posed reservations is necessary under the rules) ;
^ and another 597

square miles is undergoing the preliminary processes of selection,

demarcation or survey under the care of the estate's Forest officer

Mr Eber Hardie.^ The biggest of the reserved blocks is

Dliarangdd, on the K^magiri side of Jeypore taluk, which is

60,000 acres in extent, while two others in Malkanagiri taluk

measure respectively 28,800 acres and 17,500 acres. Adjoining

Dharangdd are other blocks now under survey, and when these

have been reserved there will be an unbroken stretch of 100,000,

acres of s41 forest in that corner of the estate.

This action has not been taken a moment too soon, for the

forests of the estate have ah'eady been grievously injured by

unrestricted lopping, girdling, ringing", felling and burning.

As far back as 1872, Mr. H. Gr. Turner reported that the

exclusive right to the timber of Malkanagiri had been leased by

the then manager of the taluk, Bangdra Devi, for an inadequate

sum to a man who had proceeded to ' cut down every stick of

wood it would pay him to export. The forests in the neighbour-

hood of the Saveri are ruined.^ Shortly afterwards lie suggested

that Gbvernment should lease the forests of the estate to preserve

them from further denudation. He pointed out that the Indravati

and Saveri (which are tlie only two tributaries of the Godd-

vari which carry any considerable hut-weather supj)ly and which

are thus the mainstay of the second-crop cultivation in the Godd-

vari delta) were entirely dependent for tbeir water upon the

forests of Jeypore ; and he declared that tiiese latter were rapidly

being wiped out of existence. He said

—

' I can myself call to mind a score of hills that have been completely

cleared of forest within five years. I have hunted bison in the rough

' The correspondence regarding the terms of tlie rules will be found in

G,0., No. 433, Ecvonuc, dated Otli July 1895, and the connected papers.

* Mr. Hardie has kindly checked and corrected the account of those fore»t«

whioh follow*.
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jungles that have now no vestige of existence. Old men point to CHAP. V.

country where there is now not a copse large enough to hi<le a sambhur Forkstcj.

for hundreds of square miles, an<l toll me that, in their j^outh, that

land was covered with jungle. When civilization pushes back the

wilder members of the hill-tribes into the yet unconqnered jungle, they

commence upon it by felling- and burning virgin forest on the side

of the hills. One would naturally imagine that they wonld attack the

fertile valleys in the first instance. But these pioneers of civilization

are generally without ploughs and they cannot keep down the grass

with their hoes. The hill-felling will continue until every acre

within the village bounds has been exhaubted, and it is not till then

that the ryot will begin to manure his low-lying lands. Nor will the

hill-side be ever suffered to regain its lost function of supplying water

for the country round about it; for, when its wood is nearly large

enough to becon e of use in this way, some poor or lazy ryot will be

attracted by the prospect of an easily raised crop, and will destroy the

young jungle again. It is not easy to assess the enormous loss that

the ryot entails on himself by those operations, for ho grows his rice

in terraces hollowed out of the -water-courses that spring from the

bottom of the slopes of these hills. Within my own circle of obser-

vation, 1 can point to one or two villages where some five years ago

two crops were raised, but where there is now no water for the second.'

As a result of this letter Col. Beddome, the Conservator of

Forests, was despatched to report upon the country. The verdict

of this w^ell-known authority was to the same effect. He said

—

'This plateau (the •^, 000 feet plateau) is wonderfully well watered

by numerous streams, which all have their rise in the woods which

iiiv- re or less clothe all the small rising hills. These latter were all, at

a very rei ent date, covered with fine forest, but this is fast disappearing

owing to the ruinous system of hill cultivation. Numerous hills have

already been turned into bare rocky wast^, or are only clothed with a

few date bushes or the poorest description of stunted growth ; and if

the present system of cultivation is allowed to go on unrestricted, the

entire disappearance of all woodlands is only a question of time. Over

the whole portion of the plateau visited I did not findasirgle patch

of virgin forest, except here nnd there very small plots (scarcely over

half an acre) where reservation had cc( urred on account of some sacred

stone. Every acre has, at some time or other, been felled and burnt

for hill cultivation, and is at the best only second growth ; but most

tracts have seen probably many rotations of this system, and, conse-

quently, the forests are to be seen at ev*-ry stage of deterioration.

About the centre of the plateau the oldes' growth anywhere observed

by me was about forty or fifty years', and in almost nil oases where

I found forest above thirty years (.f age I was informed that it wafl

marked for early destruction.

The woods are neither wholly e\ ergreen nor wholly deciduous, but

a mixture of both and similar to what is met with in some parts of
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CHAP. V. Coorg and Wynaad. They do not suffer at once in the same way as

FoRKsT-s. the heayy evergreen forests of the western side of the Presidency;

the same growth more ov less appears ; not a thorny wilderness of quite

different plants. The burning is (at first, at least) very superficial,

and the stumps, or a greater portion of them, at once begin to grow

again ; and when the cultivation is abandoned, wliich it generally is

after two years, the forest soon begins to recover itself. The ever-

green trees suffer mor'^^ th?u the others, and thpse are more or less absent

at first, and for some years rank grass and much thorn and coarse

undergrowth hold sway and fires periodically sweep through, and it

is not till the growth arrives at an age of some twenty years or more

that there is any chance of much humus being added to the surface

soil, and then fires are soon excluded, seedlings have a chance, and

shortly afterwards rattans and tree ferns appear. The evergreen trees

increase in number, and the undergrowth quite changes its character,

and species of acanthaceous shrubs ( Strohilanthes) appear as in our

moist western sholas.

This is a sketch of what occurs after the first felling of a virgin

forest, or when the forest has been allowed forty or fifty years to

recover. A virgin forest at this elevation is a fine sight ; it is moist

and shady, and tolprably open for walking through or for sport,

Eattans and tree ferns, orchids, and moss abound. The trees are large,

and there is much valuable timber. AVh-^n a tract is allowed forty or

fifty years to recover, it appears to return almost to its pristine vigour

and form, and many seedling trees in time make way; and

unless the base of the older trees be observed, a forester even might be

deceived, and fancy that he was in a virgic. forest, it is, however, o\Ay

in a friw tracts, chiefty on the eastern and western ghauts of the plateau

where the hills form chaos, that the forests are allowed a rest of any

long duration. About the more accessible and less densely-forested

portions they are felled over every eight, ten, or fifteen years, and never

have a chance of recoverijig. They liavo a wretched, stunted Appear-

ance, are very dry and more or less impeuet'-able from a tangled rank

nnder-growth, and there are no seedlings ; nothing, in fact, but the

coppice growth, generally of only the quicker-growing but poorer

sorts of timber. By the uninitiated these tracts arc generally looked

upon as having been ai initio of the same poor, stunted growth, but

it is only the result of rotations of felling and burning and consequent

poverty of the soil

The south-west monsoon is very heavy on these hills, and when a

tract of forest on the slopos of the hills, whicli rise all over the ])lateau,

i« felled and under cultivation, and before the forest again begins to

grow, the denudation of soil is very groat. The traces of this are

everywhere apparent, and I had ocular dom;)n8tration of it on several

occasions, as there was some very heavy rain whilst I Avas up.

Besides this denudation, when these tjaets arc felled over at such short

periods there is no virtue added to the soil by the decaying vegetation,
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and tree-growth cannot flourisli : each rotation it is poorer and poorer CHAP. V.

till at last it disappears altogether. Forests.

I have nowhere in India seen this hill cialtivation so systematically

carried out. Directly all the forest within a certain radius has been

felled and cultivated, the village is deserted and the cidtivators move
oft to other tracts to carry on the same ruinous Kystem. Numerous
deserted villages may he seen all over the plateau; the site is almost

always marked by a good many grand old tamarind, mango and
champa trees, generall}' of about a luindred years' growth, and in

most cases by a few tumbled down huts ; these sites are probably

always returned to periodicall}'.'

This description of 2^6du cultivation and its effects is strictly

applicable to the state of things which still prevails to-day.

Wherever one travels through Jeypore, one sees vv^ide tracts of

hill-side, which once were forest-clothed^ now covered only with

blackened stumps, leafless dead trees, bare ash-covered soil

and protruding barren rock. Mr. Willock wrote in 1890

that 'the destruction going on in the sal country beyond
Naurangpur at present is most lamentable. Wherever one

goes one sees huge areas, hundreds of acres in extent, covered

with the remains of fine forests, ringed a year or two back to

afford a site for two or three seasons' mixed cultivation of ragi,

millet, niger and weeds, but chiefly the latter.'

The jungles have also suffered to a less extent from other

wasteful habits of the hill man. He will lop a Schleichera trijuga

tree out of all shape to collect the lac off its branches ; hack the

boughs off a TerminaHa Chebula to save himself trouble in

gathering its fruit ; ring or fell a full-grown sal tree for the

sake of the few pies' worth of dammar which results ; and cut

down a 50-feet teak tree to get a little honey from its upper

branches.

The result of years of these reckless methods is that to-day Situation an.J

the 3,0()0 feet plateau contains no considerable area of heavy
^j^g

jungle anywhere north of the line of the Macheru river. Rapidly

dwindling patches survive, but their expectation of life is short.

The jungle on Damuku, the big hill behind the Pottangi

travellers' bungalow, for instance, still holds sambhur, but it is

highly probable that in twenty years it will have disappeared.

Round Koraput and Nandapuram the country is already so bare

that even firewood is scarce, and it is difficult to believe that the

hills ever carried any jungle at all.

The level country in the neighbourhood of Jeypore town and

the hills between Narayanapatnam and Bissamkatak contain

sparse forest, ruined by constant podu cultivation, but no large
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CHAP. V. timber is left in tliem except the inoliwa, tamarind and jack

Forests. trees which the hiU people have spared for the sake of their fruit.

The only good growth remaining is tliat in the extreme north

of the Bissamkatak and Gunupur taluks ; in the country north

of the Indrdvati ; in the west of Jeypore taluk round about

Edmagiri ; on tlie line of hills which separates this from the

lower levels of Malkanagiri ; and between Kondakamberu iu this

last taluk aud the boundary of Hill Madgole.

Iu the north of the Bissamkatak and Gunupur taluks grows

the hnest siU iu the district. Except trees which were too big

to transport, all which was near enough to the Vamsadhdra

river to be dragged thither by buffaloes, has long since been

felled by the Iveddi timber-contractors of Gunupur, and iioated

down t)n bamboo rafts to Kalingapatam iu Ganjaui district.

A royalty on each raft used to be collected by the Gudari amin.

Difficulties of transport have, liowever, saved the more inaccessible

sdl. At Majjikota, where tlio three main tributaries of the

Vamsadhara meet, tliere is a waterfall, and the streams above this

are full of rocky barriers. Consequently no floating is possible

north of this point. Moreover the country to the east of the

river, between it and Chandrapur and Bijapur, is too rough for

timber-dragging. Further north, the sdl in the Jagdalpur and

Dongasurada nmttas has also escapetl owing to its inaccessibility,

and still includes trees as much as ten feet in girth.

The country to the north of the Indravati, especially along

the valley of the Tel, is one great forest with scattered cultivation

in isolated glades. Here again there is mucli fine sal, and the

difficulty of getting it out has preserved it from destruction. The
tree makes a beautiful forest, for if it has a chance it eventually

ousts other varieties and forms a jungle clear of undergrowth and

consisting of tall, straight trunks topped with a heavy canopy of

leaves. Round Umarkot grows the Sclihichern trijuga on which

the lac insect deposits its valuable secretions and here also, especi-

ally towards the Kalahandi side and near the frontier north-east

of Raigarh, is some scattered teak of fair dimensions.

In the Ramagiri forests the sal again appears in strength,

and at Mattupada, near Ramagiri, are some saw-mills which were

put up while the Jeypore estate was under management during

the present Maharaja's minority.

On tlie range of liills which divides the Jeypore taluk from

the lower Malkanagiri country is more fine sal; but just below

them, along a line drawn from Pangam to Salimi, is the southern

limit of the tree, and the most valuable timber in Malkanagiri
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itself is teak. The best places for this are some small tracts round CHAP. V.

Sikkapalli and Akkurn, and the banks of the Saveri, Pot^ra and Forksts.

Sileru rivers. But the Malkanagiri forests as a whole are dis-

appointing, containing little (except to the east of Kondakamberu)

but open sapling growth interspersed with ivide swamps covered

with high and almost impassable grass.

Ou the whole, therefore, the Jeypore forests, quite apart from

their value to the streams which rise in the country, still form,

in spite of the treatment they have undergone, a fine property

which, if given a chance, will continually increase in value and

is consequently well worth conserving in every way possible.

lo
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OccDi'ATiONS—Agriculture and pasture. Aets and Industries—Jute-weaving

—

Cotton-weaviug ; carpets— Cloths—Made by Dombns in the Agency—On the

plains by several castes— Silk-weavers' threads-Indigo—Jaggery—Oils

—

Tanning — Manganese-miniug — Glass bangles — Snuff-boxes — Amulets

—

Metal-work
;
gold and silver—Brass and bell-metal—Iron—Ivory-work—

Lacquer-work— Mats, etc. Trade—Sea-borne trade—Road- and rail-borne

trade—Mechanism of trade. Weights and Measures—Tables of weight

—

Grain and liquid measures—Lineal measures.

As in eveiy other district iu the Presidency, so in Vizagapatam,

the proportion of the people who live by tilling the land and pas-

toral callings enormously outweighs the number of those who
subs;ist by all other occupations put together. In the plain taluks

the percentage of these people to the total population ( 70*5) is

about equal to the average for the Presidency as a whole, but the

figure in the Agency (84'2) is naturally much larger, and is the

highest recorded in any part of Madras.

Agricultural methods have been referred to already in Chapter

IV and it remains to consider here the callings which are con-

nected with arts and industries and with trade. The ordinary

village handicrafts are much the same as elsewhere and do not

require specific mention.

The arts and industries of Vizagapatam are few and

insignificant. The handicraft which employs the greatest number

of the people is weaving. This consists of the weaving of jute and

cotton, for all-silk fabrics are not made in the district, nor is wool

ever woven. All the hundreds of blankets used in the Agency are

imported.

The local ' jute ' is spun and woven into gunny-bags by steam

at the mill at Chittivalasa near Bimlipatam referred to on p. 228

below. In three or four villages near Palkonda and one or two

round Anakapalle this same fibre is woven on hand-looms, by

people of the Perike caste, into long strips of gunny, which are

sold to the Komati grain-traders and by them cut up and stitched

into bae'S.
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The cotton-weaving of the district resolves itself into the making CHAP. VI.

of rag's and of apparel for men and women. Cotton rags and car- Arts and

pets, ased as hold-alls and for sleeping on, are made by Devangus '

at Jauii in the Srangavarapakota taluk. They are copied from the Cottou-

well-known Adoni carpets and tlie pattern consists of stripes of cTi^^ctsu'

red, white or blue. Aniline dyes are used.

The weaving of cloths for men and women to wear is similar Cloths.

in most respects to that done in other districts.

In the Agency, the only systematic work is that done by the ^^^de by

Dombus, who make coarse white fabrics for use by cither sex. ^^0 Agency.

The women of several castes, such as the Gradabas and Banda
Porojas (see pp. 97 and 87), make their own clothes, largely

from jungle fibre.

On the plains, cotton clotlis are woven in hundreds of villages On the plains

by Sales, Padma Sdles, Pattu SAles, Devdngas (most of whom are castes?^*

Lingdyats by faith) and Saldpus. The ryots often spin their own
cotton into thread and tlien hand it over to the weavers to be

made into clotlis, but large qaautities of machine-made yarn are

used.

In the south, the chief weaving centres are Nakkapalli and
Payakaraopeta in Sarvasiddhi taluk, the Pattu Sdles in the latter

of which turn out fabrics of fine tliread, enriched with much gold

and silver ' lace, ' which are in great demand in the Groddvari and

Ganjdm districts. In the east of the district, there is a well-known

collection of weavers round about Edzam, Siripuram and Ponduru,

three neighbouring villages in the Palkonda and Chipurupalle

taluks. At Rdzam coloured cloths for women are the chief pro-

duct, and in the country round this village the white garments
so universal elsewhere give place to coloured dress. These
cloths are of very many patterns and colours, some of which aro

quite pleasing. Red, with yellow borders and ends ; white, with
red borders and ends

;
yellow ; and dark blue with golden borders

are perhaps the favourite colours, and the last of these is very

becoming to brown skins. The cloths are sold locally and also

sent in large quantities to Berhampur, Cattack and even Calcutta.

Most of the weaving is in the hands of Devangas, but the dyeing
of the thread is done with imported aniliue and alizarine colours

by the Balijas of Sigadam in Chipurupalle taluk and Balijapeta in

Bobbili.

In Siripuram and Ponduru the Pattu Sdles make delicate Sllk-weaveiV

fabrics from especially fine thread, called Pattu Sale nulu, or ' silk-

weavers' thread, ' which the women of their caste spin for them,
and which is as line as imported 150s. These are much valued by
well-to-do natives for their softness and durability.

thread.
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CHAP. VI. The weaving industry is on tlie decline througliout tlie district,

Arts and except perliaps in Razani, and tlie weaver castes are taking to
Industr ies.

Q^j^gj, means of livelihood. Round Chi pnrupalle, for example, the

Pattu Sciles have become experts in tobacco-curing and have made

such profits that they are able to monopolise much of the trade

and money-lending of tlie locality.

ludigo We may pass on to consider tlie other industries of the

district whicli concern tliemselves with tlie utilization of its

agricultural products.

Indigo-making used to be a great industry, especially in Pal-

konda taluk, where duriag their lease Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co.

greatly encouraged the growth of the plant. The whole taluk

is still dotted with deserted indigo-vats and factories, but the

trade has dwindled to almost nothing before the competition of

the German synthetic dye.

Jaggery. Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co. also at one time greatly promoted

the growth of sugar-cane in Palkonda, tiirning it into sugar at

their factory at Chittivalasa which is now a jute mill.

The chief centre of the jaggery trade at present is Anakapalle,

on the rich wet lands round which much cane is grown. Iron

mills are always used there for pressing the cane, and in the jag-

gery season expensive metal-cutting lathes may be seen in sheds

amid the wet land working at the repair of these mills. Messrs.

Parry & Co. encourage the cultivation of cane by advances of

money, and in the harvest season send down an agent who sets

up a little laboratory and buys the jaggery according to its

quality as determined by the polariscope. To improve this

quality, the firm hires out to the ryots metal vessels for the

storage of the juice to replace the earthen ]iots generally used

(which set up fermentation) and instructs the ryots liow to add

lime to the juice while it is being boiled to prevent the wasteful

' inversion ' of the sugar which goes on in the casual methods

usually employed. The ryots, who are largely intelligent

Gavaras, realise that attention to these instructions and processes

means a better price for their jaggery, and follow them with care.

Messrs. Parry & Co. send the jaggery to Samalkot in the^ God^-

vari district, where sugar, and afterwards arrack from the molasses,

are manufactured from it by the Deccan Sugar and Abkdri

Company, of which they are the local managers.

Oils. The oils used in the plains are practically all made in the

usual wooden mills. The Telikulas and Tellis are the oiimonger

castes. Until recently there was a European oil mill at Bimli-

patam, but it did not pay and work there has now been stopped.
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In tiie Agency, oils are made by squeezing tlie seeds between two CHAP. VI.

boards. In the plains, imported kerosineis almost universally Arts and

employed for lighting-, but in the Agency castor and (more rarely)
-^o^^iks.

ippa oils are mostly used. The former is made b}' first roasting

and then boiling the seed and skimming off the oil as it tloats to

the top ; the latter by pressing the berries of the ippa tree wjiich

form after the flower has fallen. For cooking, giugelly (and to a

less extent niger) oil is used both ou the plains and in the

Agency.

Tanning of hides and skins is carried ou in several tanneries Tanning.

round Vizianagram and in one at Jeypore. The industry, as

usual, is in the hands of Musalmans, and it presents no special

points of interest.

The minerals of the district afford but little employment to Manganese-

its peo})le. The manufacture of salt is referred to on p. 183 '"'"'"o-

below. Iron used to be extensively made from the local ores ^ and

is still smelted on a small scale in a few places in the Jeypore

country. Licenses have been granted for prospecting for

graphite, which is much used for giving a finishing polish to the

ordinary earthen pots of the district, but so far no commercial

exploitation of it has been successful.

The only mineral, besides salt, which now provides occupation

for any considerable body of people is manganese. The existence

in the district of this substance was first brought to notice in

1850, when it was erroneously supposed to be an ore of anti-

mony.^ It was first mined in 1892 by the Vizianagram Mining

Oompanyj which owes its existence to Mr. H. Gr. Tui-ner, Collector

here from 1881 to 1889. This company has still practically a

monopoly of the trade and is working at present at two principal

'

centres ; naniely, Kodur (including the adjacent villages of Gari-

vidi, Duvviim, Devada and Sadanandapuram), three miles south-

west of Chipurupalle, the mines in which were opened in 1892 and

in 1904 produced 12,(/OO tons of ore; and Garbham in the Gajapati-

nagarani taluk, where work was begun in 1896 and the output

from which in 1904 was 41,000 tons. I^he mines are large open

excavations—the biggest at Kodur is a huge pit 105 feet deep and

88,000 square feet (over two acres) iu extent at the bottom—and

contain no underground woi'kings. The ore occurs mainly in veins,

wliich are visible on the surface and usually dip down without

diminishing in richness. The ore and earth are taken to the top

ib55.

* See RepDit on the Iron Ores of the Madras I'retsidtincy by E. Balfonr, Madras,

Ibid., pp. 238-40.
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of the excavation togetlier (flie work being usually done Ly con-

tract), and the former is tlien hand-picked and sent by rail to

Yizagapatani (the Kodur ore goes from Garividi station), whence

it is shipped to America, Middles borough. Dunkirk and other

places for use in the manufacture of steel and in chlorination

processes such as those adopted at gold mines. Between 1000

and 1904 the output seriously declined owing to competition

from newdy opened mines in Russia, Brazil and elsewhere ; and in

1904 the company was unable to pay any dividend. Since then,

however, matters have taken a turn for the better, and the

company is flourishing once more.

Bangles of the ' glass ' made by melting down alkaline eartlis

(some of which is imported from Nellore district) are made by

G-cizula Balijas in several villages round about Anakapalle,

Yellamanchili and Chipurupalle ; at Paidipalem, nine miles east

of Narasapatam ; and on a smaller scale at other places. The

process of manufacture is the same as elsewhere, but sometimes

the glass is coated outside with yellow lac, in which, while it is

still hot, little bits of looking-glass are inserted. Somewhat

similar bangles are made by the Sonkaris of Naurangpur. These

yellow lac bangles and the imported kind made of moulded blue

glass are characteristic adornments of the women of the south of

the district.

Round Singapur in the Jeypore country neat little snuif-

boxes, about two inches long and shaped like an almond, are

made from fine-grained red and white stones which are found in

those parts.

At Pedda Gummaluru in Sarvasiddhi taluk a Kamsali makes

little images of Eama, Parvati, Ilanuman, and other deities from

salagramams. These are cased in gold or silver and worn round

the neck as amulets.

The work in gold and silver is usually done by this Kamsali

caste. At Eazi\m (and to a less extent at Parvatipur and BobbiU)

these people make cups, I'ose-water sprinklers, small boxes and the

like in silver, and their work is neatly finished. At Peddapenki

in Bobbili taluk are manufactured waist-strings of twisted silver

and gold which are called yovaiddu and are known all over the

district. The silver waist-belts and armlets ]nade of a series of

little chased plaques hinged together, which are also character-

istic of this district, often exhibit excellent work. The best gold

jewellery to be seen is that worn by the Gavara Komati women.

Their jewelled nose-studs and necklets are especially well chased.
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The latter often represent rows of grains of rice or dlioll^ and CHAP. vi.

are most effective.^ Arts and
IXDUSTRIKS

Brass and bell-metal work is usually done hy the Kaucharis. '

In Parvatipur is a colony of the caste who speak Uriya, came Brass and

long ago from Berhampur, and still marry with their kinsfolk in

that town. Their work is held in much repute, especially the

little vessels which they laboriously forge out of a single solid

ingot by repeated re-heatings and hammerings. Anakapalle,

Bobbili, Somalingapalem near Yellaraauchili, Anantavaram near

Alamanda and Lakkavarapukotii are other centres for this

industry.

The work consists, as usual, partly in casting vessels and then

polishing tliem, and partly in making them out of sheets of metal

which have to be shaped, soldered and hammered. A further

branch of it in this district consists in the manufacture of the

brass and copper jewellery which is so popular among many
castes. This takes multifarious forms, among the most interesting

of which are the heavy brass anklets and armlets which are cast

in brass by the ctre perdue process. In this process a core of clay

is overlaid with wax moulded to the pattern desired, which is then

covered with a coating of more clay. As soon as the latter has

hardened, the whole is heated and the wax melts and runs away,

leaving a hollow space into which the molten brass can pass and

take the form assumed just before by the wax. In moulding the

pattern, threads of wax (made by forcing the wax with a stick

down a hollow bamboo ending in a perforated brass plate) are

used to build up any required pattern, such as cables or spirals,

while rosettes and the like are made by pressing the wax into

brass dies.^

Most of the masses of heavy brass jewellery with which many
of the women in the Agency are bedecked are made locally by

Chitra Ghasis and Kodrus, but the lighter items, sucli as the

little brass chains which some of them delight to hang from their

ears, are manufactured in the plains and sent up to the hills

by middlemen. German silver is rapidly cutting out brass and
bell-metal as a material for these lesser ornaments.

Besides the ordinary work in iron (such as the making of iron,

agricultural implements and tools), sugar-boiling pans are made
at Anakdpalie ; knives, sword-sticks, etc., at K6dur, eleven miles

north-east of Chodavaram ; tangis (axes) out of the native iron

by the Lohdris round about Tentulakunti ; and very excellent

1 See Mr. E, B. Ha veil in Journal oflndinn Art, v. 30.

* Ibid., iv, 7 ff.
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spurs for fighting-cocks at Iv-dmaLliadrapuram on the Yizianag-

ram-Salur road.

At Vizagapatam two or three firms ^ manufacture for European

clients fancy articles (such as chess-boards, photograph frames,

card cases, trinket boxes and so on) from tortoiseshell, horn,

porcupine quills and ivory. Tlie industry is in a flourishing

state aud has n'on many medals at exhibitions. It is stated to

have been introduced by Mr. Pane, Collector from 1859 to! 1862,

and to have tlien been developed by the Kamsalis and the men
of other castes who eventually took it up. The foundation of the

fancy articles is usually sandalwood, which is imported from

Bombay. Over this are laid porcupine quills split in half and

placed side by side, or thin slices of polished bison, bufialo or

stag horn, of tortoiseshell, or of ivory. The ivory is sometimes

laid over the horn or shell, and is always either cut into

geometrical patterns with a small keyhole saw or etched with

designs representing gods and flowers. The etching is done with

a small Y-tool and then black wax is melted into the design

with a tool like a soldering-iron, any excess being scraped off

with a chisel, and the result is polished with a leaf of the Ficus

asiierrima. This gives a black design syraffito on a white ground.

The horn and porcupine quills are obtained from the Agency, and

the tortoiseshell and ivory niainly from Bombay through the

local Marvdris.

The designs employed botli in the etching and the fretwork

are stiff, and suited rather to work in metal than in ivory, and

the chief merit of this Vizagapatam work perhaps lies in its

careful finish, a rare quality in Indian objects of art. The
ivory is never carved now, but in the Calcutta Museum and
elsewhere may be seen samples of tlie older Vizagapatam work
which often contained ivory panels covered with scenes from holy

writ executed in considerable relief.

Lacquer-work of the usual kind is done at Nakkapalli in

Sarvasiddhi taluk, at Chandanddu a few miles to the south of it,

at Etikoppaka in Sarvasiddhi taluk, and at Lakkavarapukota and
Srungavarapukola. Wood is turned on the ordinary primitive

lathe and lac of various colours is then applied to it until the heat

generated by the friction melts the lac and makes some of it

stick to the wood. This is then polished with sercw-pine leaves,

bits of cloth, etc. The wood generally used is anhiidu {Wrightia
tincforia). Tlie Chandanddu and Nakkapalli work is the best,

' Golthy Kaiiniah, Ganuln Ramalingfani and Chiniia Viraima lua^ be
mentioned.
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being voiy neatly finished and executed in tasteful colours. Tlie CHAP. VI.

articles made consist of cots, toys of various kinds for children, Arts and

and small objects suited to European drawing-rooms, such as little

boxes full of miniature lotas, tumblers, platters and the like.

At Naurangpur fancy objects, such as chains and fly whisks,

are made of lac and are in some demand.

Mats, tatties, baskets, etc., are made from split bamboo in Mats, ct«,

very many villages in tlie plains by Medaras, some Grudalas and

Godugulas, and by the wandering Yerukalas. The Yatas (the

toddy-drawing caste) also make cheaper kinds from the leaves of

the palmyra and date palms. In the Agency, this sort of work is

not the exclusive function of one or two communities, but is done

by most of the castes to supply their own needs.

Thrt trade of the district divides itself into that carried by Teade.

«ea to and from its two ports and that carried by road and rail. Sea-borne

The separate Appendix gives statistics of the former, from which ^^ ®-

it will be seen that in 1902-03 the imports at Bimlipatam were

worth Rs. 9,79,000 and at Vizagapatam Rs. 3,11,000; and the

exports respectively ]{s. 32,17,000 and Es. 10,71,000.

Although Vizagapatam is a better port than Bimlipatam,

possessing a still-water channel in which surf boats can be loaded

and unloaded afloat directly from the wharf, and although the

fact that the railway runs dov/n to it gives it all the manganese

trade, yet Bimlipatam does a much greater export business for

the reason that it lies nearer Vizianagram, the point through

which all the carts from the Parvatipur and Jeypore Agencies

must pass. Merchants who have brought their goods by cart

all the way to Vizianagram naturally send them on by cart to

the nearest port at Bimlipatam rather than transfer them to the

railway to be railed to Vizagapatam. "W hen the Vizianagram-

Raipur line runs past the foot of the Jeypore ghat and on to

Parvatipur, produce will travel by it direct to Vizagapatam port

and Bimlipatam will no longer be able to obtain the lion's share

of the export trade.

Of the average value of the imports at the two ports together

in the five years ending 1902-03 (Es. 14,97,000), more than half

consisted of cotton twist and yarn (for the use of hand-loom

weavers) or cotton piece-goods, and the only other item which

amounted to as much as half a lakh was glass-ware. Of the

average value of the exports in the same period (Rs. 50,16,000),

gingelly seed and oil accounted for over 8 lakhs ;
other seeds

for a similar sum
;
jaggery and hides and skins for over 7 lakhs

each ; the Vizianagram Mining Company's manganese ore for

17
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laklis ; and jute, indigo and myrabulams for between 2 and 3

lakhs eacli.

The trade carried by road is not registered at all, and the

I'ail-borne traffic is lumped in the returns with that of Granjani.

It is therefore impossible to speak with certainty of the course

or extent of either.

Excepting manganese and jute (which are exported by sea

from Vizagapatam and Bimlipatam respectively, and so appear in

the statistics of sea-borne trade), the cotton fabrics of Raz^m,

Siripuram and Ponduru (which are sent by rail to Granjam,

Cuttack and Calcutta), those of ISakkapalli and Payakaraopeta

(which go to Godavari), the jaggery of Anakapalle (which is

mostly exported to the tSamalkot distillery) and the tobacco and

chillies of Chipurupalle taluk (which are sent to Ganjam and

Cuttack), the chief items in the exports by road and rail from

the plain taluks are the surplus stocks of the ordinary agri-

cultural staples raised within them ; while the principal imports

are those necessaries of life which the district does not itself

produce, such as kerosine, European piece-goods, sugar, and

iron and other metals.

The trade with the Agency, however, is of a less ordinary

description, since with its higher elevation and extensive jungles

that country produces a number of articles which cannot be grown
on the lower ground, and on the other hand its isolated position

necessitates the export to it of many goods which are common
enough in the plain taluks.

The chief exports from the Agency are its surplus grain

(paddy, ragi, cholam, cambu, and red, green and black gram)

;

the oil-seeds, gingelly, niger and mustard ; saffron, turmeric,

garlic and arrowroot ; tamarind, soap-nut, ginger and ' long

pepper ' ; honey and wax ; horns, hides and skins ; dammar and

lac ; marking-nut, myrabolams and other tanning barks ; and

kamela powder (obtained from the seed-vessels of the tree Mallotus

phtlijipinensis) and other dyes. The imports to the Agency include

salt and salt-fish ; chillies, tobacco and onions
;
jaggery, kerosine;

cocoanuts, cotton twist and piece-goods ; beads, bangles and

coral ; metals and metal utensils and jewellery.

In the plain taluks, the greater part of the trade is in the

hands of the Komati caste. Kapus, Balijas and some Pattu

Sales and Devangas take a smaller share, while in the bigger

towns are a few Marvaris who assist in financing operations. The
numerous weekly markets take a prominent part, as elsewhere,

in collecting produce for export and in distributing imports to
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the villages. Judging from the bids for the right to collect the CHAP. VI

fees in these^ the best attended are those at Kottavalasa in Teadi.

Vizagapatam taluk, S^liir, Palkonda and Parvatipur.

The last three of these owe some of their importance to the

fact that they are situated near the foot of the hills and so are

marts of hill-produce. All along the foot of the hills, from
Krishnadevipet and Kondasanta in the south to Palkonda in the

north is a line of markets at which hill-produce is exchanged
for the goods of civilization. On the hills themselves are many-

markets on the main lines of communication. On the Saliir-

Koraput road are Rallugedda and Damriput ; between Jejpore

and Malkanagiri is Mondiguda ; between Jeypore and the Indra-

vati, Kebbedi, Kalliyaguda and Bobbiya; on the Kalahandi

frontier is Maidalpur market ; in the Parvatipur part of J eypore

is Rdyagada ; and on the Vamsadhara to the north of Gunupur is

the fair at Bhamini. In these and tlie numerous other markets

(almost every important village has its own and the people date all

events from them) barter is still the rule rather than the exception,

cowries are still used as currency, and the people prefer the old

ten cash and twenty cash copper dubs of the East India Company
to any other coins which can be offered them.

The real business of import and export to and from the Agency
is managed by the Komatis of the low country and their agents.

These men penetrate to the grain-producing centres, such as ^
Kotapad and Naurangpur, and there see to the loading and

despatch of the carts which have come up from the low country to

take down the grain ; they organize the operations of the many
gangs of Brinjaris who drive pack-bullocks between this district

and the Central Provinces, furnishing them at convenient centres

(such as Salljr and Parvatipur) with loads of salt, etc. to take to

the hinterland, and giving them commissions for purchases of

grain and so on to be made in return ; and they conduct the distri-

bution to the retail shop-keepers (such as Muhammadans, Dombus
and others) of the imports from below.

The weights and measures of the district are more variable Weiohts

even than usual. The goldsmiths' table of weights is ordinarily

as under :

—

AND
Measures.

Tables of

4 visams (grains of paddy) = 1 patika, weight.

2 patikas = 1 addiga.
"2 addigas = 1 chinnam.

30 chinnams = 1 tola (180 graiua).

24 tolas = 1 seer.
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CHAP. VI. In Parvatipur and Edyagada a seer contains onlj 22 tolas.

WiiGHTs AND The usual table of weights for other articles is :

—

Measures. lb.

Grain and
liquid

meaiures.

Lineal
measures.

oz.

H
10

2 chataks = 1 nautak =
8 nautaks = 1 seer =
6 seers = 1 visam (viss) =32
8 visams = 1 manngu (maund) = 25

8 manugus = 1 kantlam = 200

20 manugus = 1 putti or cand}' = 500

But local variations abound (the seer being again 24 tolas in

some places and 22 tolas in others) and special tables are often

used for special articles, such as jagger)', wax, turmeric, cotton,

etc. Moreover, the following table is used side by side 'with the

other :

—

lb.

2 yebalams = 1 padalam = 1^

2 padalams = 1 visam = 3

8 visams = 1 maniigu = 24

8 manugus =: 1 kantlam = 192

20 manugus = 1 candy = 480

In the grain measures (which are also used for liquids) the

local variations again are legion. The usual table is :

—

4 giddas = I sola

2 solas = 1 tavva = 2^ pints.

2 tavvas = 1 adda or manika = 4^ pints.

4 addas = 1 kuncham = 1 7 pints.

20 kunchams = 1 putti = 42^ gals.

30 puttis = 1 garce = 1,275 gals.

Land is often measured by garces, puttis, and kunchams, a
' garce ' of land being supposed to be the area which will produce

a garce of grain. This extent is usually reckoned as two acres of

wet land and four of dry.

The English inch, foot, yard, furloug and mile are coming into

use, but the Jdn or hand's span, the miira or cubit (the length

from the elbow to the top of the middle finger), and the bdra or

fathom, are more popularly employed for small lengths, while

in the Agency the usual measure of distance is the has, or distance

which it is possible to walk before the leaves of a green twig

carried along with one will wither. This last may be taken at

about 2i miles, and four kois make one d)n«da. The weavers have

special tables for measuriug cloths.
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CHAPTER VII.

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.

Roads—In ihe plains ; their condition iu 1850—Beginnings of extension—Their

present condition—Chief lines of comninnication—Bridges— Koads in the

Agency—Lamuiasingi ghat—ISlinamalur ghat—Anantagiri ghat— Pottangi

ghkt and road to Jeypore—Roads on the Jeyporo plateaii—Lakshmipur
ghat—P&rvatipur-R;iyagada road—Roads in Gunupur Agency— Sitamp6ta

pass—Future extensions—Vehicles—Traveller- ' bungalows and chattrams.

Railways—The Madras and Bengal-Nagpur lines—The proposed Vizia-

nagram-Raipurline. Lines of Steamers.

The roads of the district divide themselves into two groups
; CHAP. VII.

namely, those in the low country and those in the Agency. Roads.

Except the Ittikavalasa-.Ieypore line under the Public Works
department, they are in charge of the local boards.

Even as late as forty years ago, the great want of the low in the plains;

country was roads, From 1825 to 1850 nothing was done, or tl^eir con-

next to nothing ; the annual outlay on construction and repairs

during that period averaging little more than Rs. 1,800. At the

close of 1849 the Collector, Mr. Smollett, was requested to report

on the roads of the Vizagapatam district. Mistaking, as well he

might, the drift of the requisition, he submitted a carefully

compiled statement of the roads available for shipping. On being

set right, he explained that there was nothing to be said about the

other kind of roads, tliere being ' not a mile of road in the district

along which you can drive a gig or a pig.'

A beginning was made in 1851, when the line from Beginnings of

Vizianagram to Bimlipatam was made by public subscription, the extension.

Rdja contributing Rs. 5,000 out of the Rs. 8,5u0 required.

Government built the bridge on tliis over the Gostani river at

Chittivalasa, and it was washed away the same vear. Between
1853 and 1855 about half a lakh was spent in earth-work, but the

roads were not properly completed. Even ' the great northern

truuk road,' which ran right through the district from Payakarao-

peta, past AnakapaLie, Subbavaram and Chittivalasa, and thence

parallel to the coast to Chicacole, entirely belied its high-sounding

name at this time, being in some places entirely obliterated.^

Bridges along it and cross roads connecting with it were

1 Report on important Publio Works for 1854, p. 81.
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practicallv non-existent. To cross the rivers, carts liad to be

unloaded, taken off their wheels and ferried over on palmyra

rafts.

The roads froraP41konda to Pdrvatipur and to Chipurupalle,

and the link between Vizagapatam and Anakdpalle were next

undertaken, but the want of funds occasioned hy the Mutiny-

stopped their completion and they rapidly went to pieces. In

1860 the Deputy Chief Engineer said that ' with the exception

of the road from Vizagapatam to Chittivalasa and thence to

Viziauagram, there can hardly be said to be a thoroughly made

road in the whole of the district.' In 1862 a little more activity

was possible and (the Eaja of Vizianagram having contributed

Es. 63,500 for the purpose) the roads from Vizagapatam and

Vizianagram to Kasipuram, at the foot of the Anantagiri ghat

referred to below, were undertaken. The idea at that time was

to construct the main road to Jeypore up this ghat. In 1862-63

funds were allotted for the construction of the trunk road from

Chittivalasa to Chicacole, iO miles, and from Vizianagram to

Chipurupalle ; and thereafter progress was comparatively rapid.

The condition of the existing roads is usually excellent, the

red soil which covers the j^reater part of the district providing

them with a solid foundation. Their milestones are equally

substantial, being all built into the sides of solid pillars of

masonry lest perchance the metal contractors should move thom

about and so make illicit profits.

The chief lines of communication are the trunk road from

Payakaraopeta to Chicacole, already mentioned, and the various

cross roads which run from this to tlie sea on the one side and the

ghats leading down from the Agency on the other. The map
attached to this volume illustrates these better than any written

description can hope to do. The more important of them are (a)

that from Polavaram on the coast to Narasapatam, and so to

Kondasanta at tlie foot of the Lamniasingi ghat to the Golgonda
hills, (b) from Pudimadaka, through Anakapalle and Chodavaram,

to Madg'ole at the foot of the Minamalur ghat to the Madgole hills,

(c) from Vizagapatam to Bodara (Bowdara) on the way to the

Anantagiri ghat, {d) from Bimlipatam, through Vizianagram,

to Salur and the Pottangi irhat to Jeypore, (e) the branch from

this latter which takes off from it at Eamabhadrapuram and

runs to P4rvatipur, where it bifurcates and leads into the Agency

to Eayagada on the one side and Gunupur on the other, (/) the

road from Parvatipur, through Palkonda, to Chicacole in Ganjam,

and ((/) that from Vizianagram to Palkonda, which goes on to the
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Sitampeta pass through tho Palkonda Agency into tlie same OHAP. VII.

district. Roads.

In two directions iraproveraents might be effected to these uridges.

roads ; namely, hy providing them with avenues, whicli are not

plentiful at present, and by bridging some more of the many
rivers and torrents which pour down from the hills across the line

of all the main routes and sometimes greatly delay traffic.

The district no doubt already contains several fine bridges.

The more important are those on the trunk road over the Sarada

river near Anakapalle (ten arches of 80 feet span), over the

Mahendragedda (six arches of the same size) and over the Gostani

at Chittivalasa (eleven similar arches) ; on the Vizagapatam-

Bimlipatam road, that across the Gadilovagedda (three arches of

40 feet span, built in 188-}-84 at an outlay of Rs. 80,000) ; on the

Srungavarapukota-Bhimasingi road, that over the Mogadarigedda

(four cut-stone arches of 30 feet span) and on the Pudimadaka-

Madgole road, that over the Sarada river (five girders of 60 feet

each, built in 1901 at a cost of Rs. 72,000).

In 1887 a pontoon bridge was completed across the backwater

at Vizagapatam, at the joint cost of the district board and the

municipality, to facilitate communication with Anakapalle and the

south. It consisted of 21 girders 20 feet long supported on steel

pontoons 80 feet long, with a 40 feet opening in the centre for

navigation, and was made by Messrs. Burn & Co. of Calcutta

at a cost of Rs. i^0,000. Up to 1894 it was in charge of the

municipality, and afterwards of the district board. It was a

failure. The salt-water so rapidly (corroded the pontoons, in

spite of every effort to protect them with paint, that by 1901 they

were in places no thicker than stout paper, and notwithstanding

constant and expensive repairs they began bursting one after the

other. The idea of building a masonry bridge was mooted, but

was given up in consequence of the great cost involved and the

uncertainty regarding the requirements of the proposed harbour

(see p. 327) in the backwater. Eventually in 1904 a ferry flat,

purchased at a cost of Rs. 9,500 and worked by a submerged

chai)i, replaced the pontoon bridge. This is hardly capable of

coping with tho present traffic southwards, even though the

latter has greatly diminished since the railway was built.

Under-vent road-dams (which are cheaper than bridges, are

less liable to be carried away by floods, and serve all purposes

except during heavy freshes) are now being constructed across

the Champavati at Gajapatinagaram and the Vegavati on the

road from Ramabhadrapuram to Parvatipur above mentioned.
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The latter of these places is at present frequently cut off from

Palkonda by the Nagavali^ which is a perennial stream carrying

an immense body of water during floods, but a bridge is now to

be built on top of the anient which is being constructed over the

river (see p. 106) and the two roads leading from Parvatipur to

Palkonda and to Gunupur respectively will be diverted and

taken over this.

The roads in the Agency, with the single exception of that

from Ittikavalasa to Jeypore, have all been made by the agency

officers without professional assistance. For many years after the

Jeypore estate was first entered by Grovernment officers in 18G3

(see p. 2fi9) the amount granted for roads throughout it was only

Es. 18,000, of which Es. 10,000 was for 'jungle-clearing ' along

the rough tracks whicli traversed it, the old rule being that 50

yards (the supposed effective arrow-range) should be cleared each

side of a road. The annual allotment was slowly increased until

in 1899 it reached Es. 48,500 from Provincial funds and

Rs. 10,000 from the Maharaja, special grants being occasionally

made for special purposes. At first, it is clear, there was a want

of system in the procedure, roads being made one year and left

to go back to jungle the next ; but latterly a series of five-year

programmes have been drawn up and followed. The lines of

road which have been completed may be conveniently referred

to in their geographical order, beginning in the south of the

district.

On the Golgonda hills there are no roads practicable for carts.

The chief gh4t up to them is that from Kondasanta, nine miles

north of Narasapatam, to Lammasingi. This was first regularly

opened up in 1882, when Es. 2,400 was spent upon it. Five years

later the trace was much altered, with the idea of making

the road practicable for carts, and was lengthened from eight

miles to nine. In 1888 Government specially ordered it to be

proceeded with, and by 1890 it was completed nearly to the top.

Two years later it wa% made passable, with difficulty, for carts

throughout; but though an estimate for improving it into a

regular cart-road was prepared in 1895, ^«his has never been carried

out. The road is regularly maintained and more tlian one officer

has expressed the opinion that it is more than good enough for

the work it has to do. The rough track up these hills from

Koyyiir to Feddavalasa is also kept in order.

Pi-oceeding northwards, the next ghdt reached is that from

Miidgole to Minamallar on the Mddgole hills, fifteen miles (six on

the plains) in length. This was begun in 1882, a rough trace
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of one in ten being cat. From Minamalur, tracks run inland to CHAT'. VII.

Paderu and Pddwa, and this g-h4t is the natural outlet for those Roads.

parts. There are no cart-roads on the Madgole hills. Though
steep and not practicable for carts, the ghdt is apparently much

used, traffic returns ^ showing that over 800 carts a day pass over

the bridge across the Sarada between Mddgole and Anak6palle.

Thirty miles nortli-east of the MinamaKir track is the Anantagiri

Anantagiri (or Galikonda) ghat. This is so called from the ^ ^^'

village of Anantagiri near the top, at which the Rdja of Vizia-

nagram has a coffee-plantation, and from the great Galikonda

hill which overlooks it and is referred to on p. 6. When the

Jeypore estate was first entered, in 1863, and it became necessary

to construct a road from its capital to the plains, the original idea

was to follow a line running from Vizagapatam, through Srunga-

varapukota to Kasipuram (41 mUes) ; thence four miles to Kottur

at the foot of the hills ; up this Anantagiri ghat, ascending

through Rdyavalasa (about eight miles) and Anantagiri (three

miles further) ; over the watershed of Gdlikonda, four or five

miles up an easy gradient ; down to Janamguda on the 3,000

feet plateau by a steep descent ; and thence on via the Aruku

valley, Pddwa, Handiput and Sogaru to Jeypore by the ghdt

starting down from Petta. The line from Kasipuram through

Rdyavalasa was first traced by the old sibbandi force and improved

upon by the company of Sappers then stationed in Jeypore, who

also constructed part of the trace down the Petta ghdt which had

been marked out by Major Shaw-Stewart, E.E. In February

1863 the mortality and sickness among the Sappers was so heavy

that Government recalled them. Lieutenant Smith, the first

Assistant at Jeypore, navertheless continued the work and made

the 56 miles from Jeypore into an excellent bullock track. From
1866, however, he devoted his energy and funds to improving the

alternative track via Pottangi and Salur, and the Anantagiri

ghdt was aliandoned for many years.

The idea of completing it was revived in 188.J by Mr. H. G.

Turner, the then Agent, who was much impressed by the capabili-

ties of the Aruku and Padwa country, the produce of whicli liad

no outlet. He intended to take the road from Sogaru to Jaitgiri,

where it was to bifurcate, one branch running down to the north

of the Malkanagiri taluk and the other through Dasmatpur into

Ramagiri taluk. He began work on it in earnest in 1885-86, start-

ing from Boddra (Bowdara), where the roads from Vizagapatam

' Kindly furnished by Mr. P. B. Arbathiiot, Local Fund Ungineer.

18
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CHAP. VII, and Vizianagram meet. Ten miles furtlier on, at Kagalam^da,
Roads. tte ascent began, and ran up five miles to Damuku, tlie first slielf

on tlie glidt, 2,000 feet above tlie sea. There tlie road entered the

Edjavalasa valley and proceeded by an easier ascent two miles to

that village. From thence a sharp ascent led to Anantagiri,

about 3,000 feet above the sea and four miles from Damuku.

There an excellent bungalow, still standing, was built. From
thence Mr. Turner worked out, and marked on the ground, a trace

running along the stream to Dumariguda saddle ; then up to

Bispur saddle, the highest point, o,650 feet; round the hill to the

left, on a down grade ; through a gorge, and so to the saddle above

Baliaguda hamlet ; below the cliffs of Grant's range, across the

valley, to Karabolu ; and thence to the west, out into the Aruku
plains, near Madagada.^ Up to olst March 1887, Es. 67,000

had been spent on the work, and carts could get to Anantagiri.

The estimate for its completion was E.s. 8(i,000 more. In 1888,

however, in spite of Mr. Turner's most earnest pleadings, Grovem-

ment declined ^ to allow any more money to be spent on this

road, averring that it led only ' to a bare and sparsely populated

plateau and will apparently be of little use except as a second

alternative to the iSdllir-Pottangi road to Jeypore.'

Since then nothing has been done to carry on the road, and

the only route across the range is an old bullock-track over

Gdlikonda. Even so, the traffic appears to be very considerable,

as the returns show that over 800 carts a day travel from Boddra

to Vizianagram and Vizagapatam. In 1892 Mr. Willock, then

Agent, revived the proposal, pointing out ^ that the worst part

of the ghdt had already been done, that only 9^ miles remained to

be completed, that the country to be tapped was very rich, and

that the Pottangi-Koraput road was almost useless to it as hills

and the troublesome Kolab river intervened. He considered that

for Rs. 25,000 the track could be opened for cart traffic and that

it could be made a really first-class road for an additional

Rs 50,000. Government directed the Public Works department

to furnish an approximate estimate of the cost of completing the

work and the reply was that Rs. 42,000 would suffice; but funds

were again refused. In 1807 Mr. Home, nnd in ! 002 Mr. Ayling,

added other arguments ^ to those adduced by their predecessors,

1 See p. 3 of G.O., No. 1970, Judicial, dated 15th September ]888.

* G.Os., No. 475, Financial, dated 12t,h April 1887 and No. 1541, Judicial,

dated 20th July 1888.

3 See G.O., No. 1027, Financial, dated 3rd October 1892.

* G.Os., Nob. J 308, Judicial, dated 8th September 1897 ; 1156, Judicial, dated

2and July 1898 ; and 1386, Judicial, dated 12th September 1902.
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but in 1898 G-overnment had no money to spare and the present CHA.P. VII.

policy ^ is to complete first the other ghat between Ndrdyana- Boads.

patnam and Lakshmipur referred to below.

The Pottangi ghdt, the next to the north after the Anantagiri Pot'tangi ghAt

road, starts at Ittikavalasa, five miles from Sdlur, and runs to and road to

Pottangi on the 3,000 feet plateau, across this plateau to Koraput^
eypore.

and thence down to Jeypore. It is metalled and bridged
throughout, is in charge of the Public Works department, and is

the only cart-road from the plains to the JeyiDore country.

From Ittikavalasa it rises sharply, with a gradient of about 1

in 17, for four miles ; and then for five miles runs along an almost

level trace to the picturesque bungalow in the feverish Sunki
valley at the ninth mile. Thence for ten miles 'it keeps steadily

up, at gradients varving from 1 in 16 to 1 in 20 with intervals of

almost level ground, past Edllugedda, to the head of the ghat at

the nineteenth mile ; whence it descends, between 1 in 19 and 1

in 21, four miles to the wide valley of Pottangi, where there is

another bungalow near the twenty-third mile. All this section

runs through sparsely wooded and waterless hills, and the only

places where water is obtainable in the hot weather are Sunki and
Rdllugedda. From Pottangi to Koraput the road undulates

gently over red soil plains dotted with numerous small hills, and
the country gets barer of vegetation every mile until at Koraput
there is scarcely a forest tree to be seen in any direction. The
stages are, Doliamba bungalow, thirty-third mile ; Sembliguda
bungalow, thirty-sixth mile (whence roads run north to Lakshmi-
pur and south to Nandapuram) ; and Koraput, the head-quarters

of the Divisional Officer and Superintendent of Police, fiftieth

mile. Thence the road climbs sharply out of the hollow

in which Koraput lies, and then descends over rather steep

undulations to -08 miles 3 furlongs, at which point the beautiful

ghat down to Jeypore, which runs through forest throughout,

begins. This is on a gradient of 1 in 20, and ends at the sixty-

first mile, whence the run in to Jeypore is two miles of level.

The construction of the section on the plateau was begun by
Lieutenant Smith in 1866-67, and in 1869 it was definitely decided

that the main route to Jeypore must follow this line. At the two
ghdts at each end, however, several experiments were made
before the existing routes were finally fixed upon. At the

Pottangi end a bullock-track from Sunki to Pachipenta was first

improved and by 1873 Mr. H. G. Turner, then Special Assistant

' G.P., No. 1540, Judicial, dated 16th Octobtr 1803, pa^« 6.
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CHAP. VII. Agent at Koraput, had constructed the ghdt (which still sometimes
EoADB. goes Ly his name, but is otherwise known as the Tddivalasa

gtdt) from Pottangi to Tadivalasa on the plains. This was

afterwards greatly improved, and it is still maintained and

much used by pack-bullock caravans because the pasture and

water on it are better tlian on the Ittikavalasa-Sunki-Pottangi

road.

At the Jeypore end, Lieutenant Smith began by cutting

the ghat from Koraput to Borigumma which is now known as the

Eanigedda glidt and is a great favourite with cartmen going- to

Naurangpur and Bastar. It was not until later that Mr. Turner

made a trace down to Jeypore. By 1874 carts, which a few years

before had been unknown in any part of this country, could get

(with difficulty) right through from Salur to Jeypore. In the

next year the existing Pottangi ghdt, which crosses the old

Pachipenta route at several points, was begun under the care of

Mr. Nordmann of the Public Works department. The diffi-

culties were great : the upper staff were constantly down with

malaria, and labour was scarce and shy. Colonel Sankey, the

Chief Engineer, visited the work in 1.S80 (a bluff on it still

bears his name) and stirred up those responsible ; but it was

not until 1883 that a carriage could be driven into 8nnki, and

even this result was due to special efforts made because it was

thought that the Governor was coming to see the road. It was

finished however in 1^84 (the Sunki bridge was not completed

until later), and the traffic which at once swarmed up and down
it ^^surpassed the highest expectations which had been formed,

the cartmen travelling from the coast as far inland as Kotapdd

in search of grain. The 22 miles had cost Es. 4,65,000, or

Rs. 21,200 a mile, and the road was soon afterwards handed

over to the Public Works department, which now maintains the

60 miles to Jeypore at a cost of Hs. 24,000 annually. Labour is

scarce, the road is so narrow that the carts follow one another

and wear deep ruts, the traffic is enormous (1,200 carts a day

often pass a given point in 2-1 hours in the dry season) and the

upkeep of the road is consequently not a simple matter.

In April 1881) Mr. H. D. Taylor, then m charge of the

Jevpore estate, began the construction of a propej- road on from

Pottangi to Koraput, and next year the existing ghat thence to

Jeypore (called at first ' the Jubilee ghdt ' because the Mahdraja

of Jeypore had contributed towards it in honour of the late Queen-

Empress' Jubilee) was put in hand by him. The earth-work was
completed in 1889 (one piece of blasting costR*. 6,000) and the
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metalling- in 1802. The Pottang-i-Kora])ut section was com- CHAP. VQ.

pleted by the Public Works department in 1895, at a cost of Roads.

Rs. 3,08,000, except the iron girder bridge over tlie Kerandi river.

This last was built on dry land on a narrow neck separating two

points in the river's course and then a channel was dug to lead

the river under it.

Except this one through line (and its branches, already Roads on the

mentioned, from Sembliguda to Lakshniipur and Nandapuram, ^f^J'°'^*

and that from Koraput to Lakshniipur, referred to below) there

are no roads on the 3,000 feet plateau which are practicable

for carts.

In the Jeypore plateau, however, which is 1,000 feet lower,

there are several. The chief of these (see the map) is that which

runs from Jeypore through Borigunima and Kotapdd to the

Bastar State and its capital Jagdalpur. Prom the latter place a

orood road leads to Raipur, which thus has through communication

with the sea. From Borigumma this line goes on, over the

Indrdvati to Naurangpur, whence it is now being carried on to

Pappadahandi. At this place it bifurcates, a rough track leading

northwards through Dabugam, Bijdpur and Umarkot to Eaigarh
;

and a better road, which is now being further improved, passing

through Maidalpur to the Kalahandi boundary, where it joins the

road to Bhavdnipatnam, the capital of that State.

From Jeypore an inferior road runs southwards, over the

Koldb (which badly needs bridging) to Boipariguda (whence a

track leads off to Rdmagiri) and KoUar, down a ghdt to Govindu-

palle, and thence to Malkanagiri. Up to this last place it is just

practicable for carts, but thereafter it degenerates into a rough

track running on to Motu, at the junction of the Saveri and the

Sileru rivers.

Returning again to the plains and going northwards from Lakshmipnr

Sdlur, one finds no ghat up to the plateau until Parvatipur is ^ ^ "

reached. From this place a road (made in 1895-96 at a cost

of Rs. 13,500 to replace the old track, which crossed the Janjha-

vati no less than 21 times) runs westwards through Alamanda

and Bandigam to Narayanapatnam (a very malarious spot),

whence a ghat is being made up the comparatively easy incline

which leads to Lakshniipur on the 3,000 feet plateau. This

latter place is already connected (see above) with Koraput by a

road practicable for carts and it is thought that when the railway

is opened to Parvatipur much of the produce of the Jeypore

level will use this route to reach it.
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From Pdrvatlpur a cart-road runs northwards to R&yAg-ada

and thence sLx miles further to Komatlipeta, where the tracks to

Bissamkatak and Kalydna Singapur branch otf from it. This

was first traced in the fifties of the last centurj by the Public

Works department, and was much improved by Mr. VVillock iu

1875. In 1893 the line was resurveyed and a proposal (made by

Mr. Goodrich in 1875) that the Kumbikota-gedda near Raya-

gada should be crossed by a bridge at a point where (see p. 301)

it runs in a deep and narrow gorge, instead of at the usual

ford, was revived by Mr. Willock. Special allotments for the

road were made by Government and from the funds of the

Jeypore estate (which was then under management during the

present Maharaja's minority), and in 1897 the work was com-

pleted at a cost of Rs. 75,3' )0. The bridge over the Kumbikota
gedda, the central span of which is an iron girder 76 feet long

and 95 feet above the bed of the stream, was completed in 1900

after much trouble with drunken and absconding workmen. It

cost Rs. 22,730 and has been invaluable in removing the most

serious obstacle to traffic along this route.

From Parvatipur a metalled road leads to Kurupam, whence a

cart-track goes on to Gunupur ; and from the latter place another

track runs north to Guddri and a third through Durgi, near the

Kailasakota hills, to Bissamkatak. None of these three is now
of much importance, but they will be greatly used as soon as

the railway reaches Pdrvatipur.

The last road in the Agency which need be referred to is the

Sitdmpeta pass running from Palkonda, through the Palkonda

hills, to the Ganj4ra district. This was first properly cleared

under a system suggested ' in 1835 by Sir Fi-ederick Adam, then

Governor of Madras, when he came to the district inconsequence

of the disturbances which gave rise to Mr. Russell's deputation

(see p. 57). In May 1836 the Collector leased out 23

patches of land, forming a belt along either side of the road, to

2'S mokhasadars free of kattubadi on condition ^ that they kept

them clear of jungle. On these cleared belts seven small villages

eventually sprang up which for many years were known as the

' road villages.' In 1886 it was found that the land had mostly

been alienated and that the services were not performed, and
the grants were accordingly resumed. Tlie road is practicable for

carts.

' See his Minute on pp. 64-5 of Vol. I of Mr. Rassell's report and the orders

on p. 86 thereof.

2 Foi- details, seu G.O, No. 2731, Judicial, datyed 1st D«oenabflr 1887, p. 42.
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Thoug-h there are thus several excellent lines of road thi-ough

the various parts of the Ag-ency, much more might undoubtedly

be done. There are still large tracts in which no cart has ever

been seen and the people are actually afraid of them- A case

recently occurred in which the only hill man who could be induced

to get into the first cart which arrived on a new road was a

Dombu whose ideas had been widened by a compulsory journey

to the Vizagapatam jail ! In particular, when funds become

available, the country round Pdderu, Pddvva and Aruku requires

an outlet to the plains. The difficulty is want of money. The
recent introduction of the Local Boards Act (see p. 212) into

parts of the Agency will bring in some Rs. 85,000 from land-cess

and tolls, but a contribution of an equal amount from Provincial

funds (in addition to the Ks. 24,000 already allowed for the

maintenance of the Ittikavalasa-Jeypore road) will be necessary,

and even then only about Rs. 8,0U0 per annum will be available

for new works above the ghats. The advantage formerly urged

in favour of opening up Jeypore—that it would serve as a granary

to Vizagapatam in times of scarcity—has been already sufficiently

securedby the Pottangi ghat and the extension of the road thence

to the Bastar frontier.

The country carts of the Vizagapatam district are somewhat Vehicles,

smaller and lighter than those of the south and usually have

only wooden axles. The oxen hardly ever have nose-strings,

or even ropes to their horns, as in the south, and if they shy or

bolt the driver is powerless. The carts which fetch down grain

from the trans-ghat country carry a kind of huge sarcophagus,

three feet high and seven long and capable of holding a third of

a garce, made by the Medaras of bamboo wattle smeared inside

with clay, and the grain is poured loose into this, gunny-bags

not being used. Eu the Jeypore plateau one meets the smaller

wains from Bastar, which have little wheels with broad fellies or

solid wooden wheels studded along the riiu with big nails.

The palanquin is still common in the Agency, but may only

be used by those to whom the Jeypore Maharaja has granted

permission. The carriers are almost always Gadabas and many
of them own inams requiring this service of them. Kdvadis (bas-

kets slung on either end of a bamboo carried across the shoulder)

are much used for lighter loads, and are so popular both in

the plains and the Agency that a man will use them even for the

lightest loads (when taking out his dinner to the fields, for example)

instead of carrying them on his head, as would be done in the

south. Manure, etc., is often carried on to the land on a kind of
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rude sledge made of two barabooa tied together at oae end and

fitted with a yoke at the other, between whicli is placed a large

basket. The contrivance is palled along hy cattle, and is called

sarugu'Ju.

A list of the travellers' bungalows in the district, with parti-

culars of the accommodation available in each, will be found in

the separate Appendix to this volume. The local boards main-

tain eighteen chattrams for native travellers, five of which possess

small endowments. In Vizagapatam town, near the old parade-

ground, is ' tlie Turner Chattram ' founded in 1894 as a memorial

of Mr. H. 0. TurneV, Collector and Agent from 1881 to 188M.

The site was the gift of th.e late Maharaja Sir Gajapati Kao and

the Rs. 33,000 spent on the building was raised by public sub-

scription. In April 1 898 the institution was handed over to the

municipal council, wliich now administers it.

The district is traversed from south to north by a broad-gauge

line which was built by the State and is now worked as far as

AValtair by the Madras Railway Co., and from thence onwards

by the Bengal-Nagpur Railway Co. The former section (bl

miles) was opened to traffic in 1893 and the latter (76 miles)

in the following year. This line enters the district at Paya-

karaopeta by a bridge of four spans of 100 feet across the

river which forms the boundary between Vizagapatam and Goda-

vari, and passes to AnakapaUe (crossing the Sarada on a bridge

of six spans of 100 feet), Waltair, and the beach at Vizagapatam.

Returning on its tracks for a short distance, it makes a detour to

avoid the Simhachalam hills and goes on over the Qostani (five

spans of 100 feet) to Vizianagram and thence across the Ohampa-

vati near Nellimarla (four similar spans) to the boundary of the

district on the Langulya river opposite Chicacole.

Another line, which has long been projected, was first sur-

veyed in 1881, and is at last to be actually begun is that

from Vizianagram to Baipur in the Central Provinces, vid Gaja-

patinagaram, Bobbili, Parvatipur, Rayagada and the Kalyana

Singapur valley, through the ghats nearSatikona by a tunnel 1,000

feet long and 1,388 feet above the sea, and so into the Central

Provinces by the valley of the Tel river. The length in this dis-

trict will be 133 miles. The original 1881 survey was made by

Mr. K. F. Nordmann and his report (G.O,, No. 2366, Public

Works, dated 13th September 1882) stated that the difference

between tlie cost of following the above route and of carrying

the line by the alternative alignment up the Pottaugi ghat, down

to Jeypore, and thence northwards vi^ Nauraugpur was slightly
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in favour of the latter route, which, though steeper, was shorter. CHAP. Vll.

The country alongside tliis latter is also richer tlian the Rayagada Railways.

valley, wliere there is little irrigated land. The authorities how-

ever considered that the difficulties of the ghats up to Pottangi

and down to Jeypore would probably prove more considerable

than was anticipated and that the cost of working trains up the

heavy inclines on that line would be great, and preferred the easier

route now finally selected. Mr. Nordmaun suggested that, if this

was chosen, a road should be carried from Naurangpur eastwards

to Rayagada to tap the rich wet area round the former place and
Kotapad, but this would have to cross a saddle 2,700 feet above

the sea and about 25 miles of it would be within the KaUhandi
State. An easier line would probably be that from Kalvana

Singapur to Maidalpur and tiience through Pappadahandi to

NiiTTangpur.

Connected with the new line is the question of the construc-

tion of a harbour at Vizagapatam (see p. 327)—or perhaps

Bimlipatam — for the export of the produce of the Central

Provinces which is expected to pour down to the sea. Calcutta is

said to have already as much trade as it can cope with, and an

alternative outlet is considered necessary on this ground alone.

The steps wliich should be taken, and the agency and funds

which should be employed, are now under consideration.

Vizagapatam and Bimlipatam are regularly visited by the Likes of

boats of the British India Steam Navigation Co., and Clan Line STKiMiBi-

steamers call at intervals at the former place for the manganese
(see p. 125) from the Garividi mines. Within recent memory a

regular fleet of schooners, owned and manned by natives, used

to ply from Vizagapatam, and boats of this class were built in

the backwater there, but the steamers have now captured all the

trade to Burma and the coasting traffic is monopolized by the

railway.
,

If
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CHAPTER \^III.

EAINFALL AND SEASONS.

Hainfall. Famines and Scarcities—In 1790-92—In 1824- In 1865-6(3—In

1871-72—In 1876-78—In 1885-86—In 1889—In 1896-97—The relief granted

—Private charity and Government loans—Cost to the State— Resisting

jjowor of the district. Floods and Storms — Storm of 1700- Of 1749—And
of 1752—Cyclone of 1867— Flood and cyclone of 1870—Flood of 1872—

Cyclone of 1876—Two cyclones of 1 878. Earthquakes.

CHAP. VIII. Statistics of the rainfall at the various recording stations in both

Rainfall, the plains and the Agency, and for the district as a whole, are

given below for the dry weather (January to !March), the hot

weather (April and May), the south-west monsoon (Juno to

September), the north-east monsoon (October to December) and

the whole year. The figures shown are the averages of those

recorded between 1904 and the earliest year in which rainfall was

systematically registered at each station.
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Famines iNn
BCABCITIEB.

In 1790-92.

OHAP. VIII. Violent fluctuations in the amount received are usual in all

Rainfall, parts of the district. In Jeypore the annual fall has varied from

46^ inches in 1901 to 105 inches in 1890; in Koraput it has

ranged between 40 inches in 1899 and 84 in 1893; in Bissam-

katak between 36 inches in 1899 and 65 in 1903 ; in Chodavaram

between 24 inches in 1900 aod 80 in 1878; and in Poiavarain

between 19 inches in 1896 and 44 inches in 1903. In the plains

as a whole the heaviest fall on record is the 70'90 inches of 1878

(the year of the disastrous cyclone referred to below) and the

lightest the 24*98 inches of 1896 ; while in the Agency the
' maximum known was the 72*88 inches of 1893 and the minimum

the 41-32 of 1879.

The district has suffered but little from famines and scarcities

In common with the rest of the north of the Presidency, it

experienced a serious dearth of food between November 1790 and

November 1792. In April 1791, 1,200 persons were stated to

have died of starvation in the neighbourhood of Vizagapatam,

and the transit duties on grain were suspended and the Chief and

Council issued supplies gratis to the poor from the public stores.

In 1814. The failure of the two monsoons of 1823 resulted in nearly half

the wet land being left uncultivated and in the dry land crops

suffering greatly, so that early in 1824 the price of grain was

double the normal. The importation of food-stuiJs was encour-

aged by the removal of the transit duties and the grant of a

bon-is, employment was given by the State t© a number of persons,

and the opening of a relief dep6t was sanctioned. In October

1824 good rain fell, prices declined and all fears subsided.

In 1865-66 l'^^® effects of the Orissa famine of 1865-66 were somewhat

felt in Vizagapatam, prices rising to famine rates ; cholera,

small-pox and cattle disease being prevalent ; and some emigra-

tion to Burma taking place. But grain was sent down by sea in

large quantities from Balasore, and by road from Chicacole

and Kimedi, and there was little severe suffering.

In 1871-72. The north-east monsoon of 1868 failed^ and some anxiety-

prevailed until the south-west rains of 1869 proved to be

favourable.

In 1871 distress threatened, and Mr. G. Thornhill, Member

of the Board, was deputed in November to report on the state of

the district and of Ganjdm. Between that date and the middle

of 18'52, when all pressure was over, some Es. 75,000 were spent

upon relief-works in this district, considerable emigration to

G6ddvari took place, and the Mahdrdjaof Vizianagram authorized
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t,ho expenditure of two laklis on irrig'ation works in liis estate. CFIAP. vni.

The distress was never really serious. Faminks and

Tlie great famine of 187'J-78, wliicli wroii'^'-lit such terrible .

liavoc in the soath of the Presidency, was hardly felt in Vizaga- I" 1876-78.

patam. Prices rose, no doubt, in consequence of the exportation

of grain to the affected areas, and cholera was more than usually

prevalent, but the remissions granted in the two Government

taluks of Grolgonda and Sarvasiddhi amounted to less than

Es. 20,01)0 and in only one month were there more than 1,000

persons in receipt of relief. The two cyclones of 1878 mentioned

below did far more harm, in fact, than the famine.

The season of 1885-86 was especially unfavourable, and in the In 1885-80.

two Government taluks" remissions amounting to Es. 70,000

were necessary.

Yet in 1889, the year of ' the Ganjdm famine, ' Vizagajmtam j^ jggQ

escaped almost entirely. This was owing to large imports of

grain by sea, and by land from Goddvari and the Jeypore country,

and to an increase in the usual emigration to Burma for the paddy

harvest and to Goddvari for silt-clearing in the canals and work
on the Nizam's railway to Bezwada, which was then approaching

completion.

In 1891-92 there was again considerable scarcity of food;

but the district was saved by the grain which poured down from

Bastar and Jeypore by the new ghat road to the latter, and relief-

works were never necessary.

In 1896-97 occurred the last famine which the district has In 181)6-97.

witnessed. Conditions were aggravated by the prevalence of

wide-spread distress in other parts. The north-east monsoon of

1896 was an absolute failure, the fall in the littoral tracts being

less than an inch against an average of I'i inches. Though the

area sown, both wet and dry, was not much below the average,

the outturn was very inferior. Large imports of grain took place

by rail, and even more came in by road from the Jeypore country,

as much as 70,000 tons arriving altogether between January and

October ; but the price of ragi rose in the affected area of the

district from 29 seers the rupee in August 1896 to 11 seers in

July 1897. Emigrants to Burma increased from the normal of

7,000 to about 20,0^ and the movement to Godavari, though not

actually enumerated, was known to be equally in excess of the

ordinary. Pasture became very scarce, grass being sold at Viza-

gapatam at 7 annas the bundle against the usual price of 1 anna,

but the forests were thrown open for grazing and the mortality

among cattle was apparently slight.
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CHAP. VIII.

Famines and
Scarcities.

The relief

granted.

Kelief-worlcs were opened in March ! 897, but (see the figures

below) were sparselj attended until the south-west monsoon

threatened also to fail, when people crowded to the works and

in addition gratuitous relief was necessary on a considerable scale.

In August, however, the district recovered almost as suddenly as it

had declined. The report on the famine explained this by saying

that—
• The cause of the sudden demoralization may be ascribed to the

almost perpetual immunity from famine that the district has enjoyed

Even in 1876-78 it escaped practically scatheless. The break-down in

the present year appears to have been due to the fact that, while the

people realised that a disaster was impending, they had no experience

of its nature or of the extent to which they could rely upon the help ol

the State, and consequently exaggerated the unknown danger before

them. It may also, perhaps, have been due to the belief, which pre-

vailed throughout the Presidency, in a prophecy that the last three

years of the current Hindu cycle ending with 1900 would be years of

famine and pestilence ending in a general debacle, in which caste

would disappeai'.'

Part of the sudden crowding to the works was also doubtless

due to the high rates of wages which were being paid at them,

and much of the sudden recovery to the excellence of the rain in

August and September. The parts of the district which were

earliest and most severely affected were the taluks of Bimlipatam,

Vizagapatam and Sarvasiddhi, and parts of Anakdpalle and of

the Vizianagram zamindari. But eventually the whole of the

plains portion of the district and the Palkonda Agency were

included in the area of distress.

The average numbers on relief in the district during the

famine and the price in seers per rupee of ragi iu each month in

the affected taluks are shown below :

—

Month and year.
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Weavers were relieved by making them advances of material

and taking over the fabrics woven therefrom at rates which left

the workers sufficient for tlieir maintenance during tlie time

spent in weaving them.

From the Indian Famine Charitable Relief Fund, Es. 1,42,000

were received for expenditure in the district, and nearly the

whole of this was laid out in setting up afresh with cattle, seed

etc. those who had suffered most severely by the distress. The

Maharaja of Bobbili and Maharaja Gajapati Rao were conspicu

ous by their charity during the famine, and their example was

followed by the Vizianagram estate and several prominent

people in the district. The amounts advanced by Grovernment

comprised Rs. 6,030 under the Land Improvement Loans Act

and Rs. 1,42,016 under the Agriculturists Loans Act. Of the

latter sum, the greater part was spent on the purchase of cattle

and seed-grain when the distress was over.

The loss to the State from remissions of land revenue was

Es. 1,53,000 and from other causes Rs. 15,900. The direct

expenditure on the famine amounted to Rs. 4,48,695 (of which

Es. 2,15,900 were laid out on works and Rs. 1,26,900 on gratuitous

relief) and the indirect expenditure to Rs. 10,823. The total

cost to the State was thus some 6^^ lakhs.

The power of the district to withstand the attacks of famine

is above the normal. Labour is available in the fields for nearly

ten months out of the twelve. Asa late Collector put it :

—

' In the Decoan, 1 believe, there is little besides the one big harvest

of the staple dry crop. Here thpre is cultivation and harvesting of

some kind going on almost all the year. With the first good showers

in May ploughing of dry lauds and sowing of ragi and cambu in seed-

beds commerces, and in Juue transplantation of these crops is in full

swing. Even earlier than this, if showers have been received,

giugelly has been sown. As soon as transplantation of dry crops is

over, should the south-west monsoon set in, wet lauds are ploughed

and paddy seed sown. At the end of Jidy paddy transplantation begins

and continues througli August. Hardly is that over when the ragi

and cambu harvest commences and is carried on through September.

Qingelly is meanwhile being reaped in August and September and

korra, vnda, and samai in August. When the ragi and cambii is off

the ground, dry lands are immediately prepared again and sown with

grams and pulses— or a second crop of ragi or with cholam. Then
follows the norch-east monsoon in October, and very soon after that is

over early paddy commences to be harvested R»igi, sown at various

periods, is being cut all this time. The big paddy harvest commences
in November and extends into tecender. Then follows the cold

CHAP. VIII.

Famines and
Scarcities.

Private
charity and
Government
loans.

Cost to the
State.

Resisting

power of the
district.
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CHAP. VIII. weather caltivation of ragi, chillies'&c. under wells, and the harvest-

Famin'es and ing of grams and pulses. Indigo is sown as soon as the paddy is off

Scarcities. ^]^q ground, and sugar-cane is harvested up to March. Whe i this is

over, it is alraost time to sow gingelly again, so that in fact it is only

for about two and a half months from March to May that agriculture

of some kind is not proceeding to a considerable extent.'

Moreover, as has been said, emigration to Burma and

Godavari is an established custom.

Irrigation sources, if seldom on a large scale, are numerous,

and some of them have their sources in the forests on the Ghats

and so benefit from the heavier rainfall received there—though

the effect of the reckless felling of those jungles is becoming very

perceptible in the diminished volume and constancy of their flow.

Communications are also excellent. From one end of the

district to the other runs a railway which links it with Bengal on

the north and the Godavari and Kistna deltas on the south ; its

two ports enable grain to be brought to it from Rangoon ; and

the roads from Parvatipur to Ka) agada and from Salur across the

3,000 feet plateau to Jeypore and Naurangpur render available

in case of need immense areas of grain land wliereiu the rains

scarcely ever fail. At "the beginning of 1906 the high prices

occasioned by the shortage in other parts of India resulted in an

almost continuous string of grain-laden carts—1,20'0 a day were

counted—pouring down from the Jeypore country by the ghat

leading to Saliir.

Though Vizagapatam has" usually escaped the ravages of

famine, it has experienced more than its share of floods and

storms.

A letter from Vizagapatam to the Madras Government dated

April 28th 17U0 said—

'On the 1 8th here liappeu'd a more dreadful Storme from the

N : East which lasted 3 days and did much damage to the country,

and the Sea was so bo^'strons and came in at the rate that most of the

rivers ove)'flowed, and Struck a great terror in the Inhabitants that

the country would be dr wned, all vess«4s in tlie Sea along this coast

were lost and many in the rivers by the force of the currant and tides,

and Mr. holcombes Ship Fleetwood bound for bengall, with a large

grab that was in our road, was drove a Shear and Stav'd, but thro :

Gods mercy most or all the goods Saved w :*^ tlie greatest part of the

wreck.'

In 1749 another storm 'greatly affected the Merchants of

this place by the loss of 14 or 15 vessells, which we arc affraid

will much diminish our customs.'

Floods and
Storms.

Storm of

1700.

Of 1749.
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Tliree years later, yet another storm drove ashore a ship lying CHAP. VIII.

in the roads, sank some of the vessels in the river and damaged ^"'^"' *^''*

others, and caused immense liavoc inland. Kasimkota and L
'

Anakapallc had ' little left of them.' and Vizagapatam ' in general -^"'^ of 1752.

was in ruin, scarce a House with its roofing and few with the

walls standing. Our people have been employed ever since in

Burying the Dead Bodies both of men and cattle which were left

in the Town as the waters went off.'

On the night of the 29th September 1867 a cyclone passed Cyolono of

over Vizianagram and its neighbourhood (the wind coming first

from the north-west and afterwards from the south-east) which blew

the lantern off the Santapilly lighthouse and was reported to have

damaged evei-y single tiled and thatched building in the town

and cantonment of Vizianagram, swept the roof off the church,

blown down hundreds of trees, and torn the branches and leaves

off those which it could not uproot.

On the 23rd to 25th October 1870 unusual rain fell in the Flood and

centre of the district and caused a flood. At Vizianagram 16 ^^f^ ^
"

inches were registered in 36 hours, and at Bimiipatam there were

three feet of water on the salt platforms and the police constables

had to climb on the roof of their lines to save their lives.

Twelve days later a furious cyclone swept over the district,

the centre of it being near Vizagapatam.

It began from the north-north-east at 11 p.m. on November
4th, and ended at 5 a.m. next morning from the east-south-east.

At Vizagapatam the sea rose and swept over the beach road,

doing damage to the extent of Rs. 3,500 ; smashed up many of

the masula boats on the beach ; and flooded the lower parts of the

town, drowning six people and doing Rs. 6,000 worth of damage
to municipal property. The wind almost levelled with the

ground the temporary jail and the lines of the native regiment

(one life was lost in the latter) and blew down the belfry of the

church at Waltair. The anemometer at Mr. A. V. Narasinga

Rao's observatory recorded that the gale was travelling at the

rate of 100 miles an hour, and then one of its cups was blown o^.

Anakdpalle town was flooded, the water being up to the parapet

of the bridge over the Sarada river, and throughout the path of

the cyclone trees and houses were blown down, and roads and
bridges were damaged.

In June and July 1872 heavy rain fell in the hills. The Flood of

Indravati rose and swept away 25 villages on its bank, the
^^^^'

inhabitants escaping with their smaller personal property but
losing their grain and cattle, and the Vamsadh^ra demolished the

bungalows at Guddri and Gunupur, as well as other property.

20
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CHAP. VIII.

Floods and
Storms.

Cycloue
1876.

of

I wo cyclones
f 1878.

One of the worst cyclones the district has ever known occurred

on the 7th and 8th of October 1876. At Vizagapatam it lasted

from 4 P.M. on the 7th until 9 a.m. on the 8th, and fifteen inches of

rain fell in eighteen hours. The centre (or calm area) of it passed

over Bimlipatam and Vizianagram, travelling at the rate of three

miles an hour. At the latter place the wind first blew from the

north and north-east ; then a perfect calm, lasting half an liour,

followed ; and then the gale suddenly sprang up from the opposite

direction with even greater violence than before. These two

towns naturally suffered less than the areas on either side of them.

A fine French ship, the Jules Ease, was driven right across the

Santapilly reef by a storm-wave going westwards, and her bottom

was torn out and two of her crew drowned. The storm-wave

rushed up the mouth of the backwater at Vizagapatam and the

level of the backwater rose eight feet, the lower parts of the

town were flooded, many boats were smashed, 600 houses collapsed

and 30 lives were lost. The temporary jail and the infantry

lines were again almost levelled with the ground by the wind,

the rain got into the Collector's office and destroyed a great

quantity of records, and the new dome of Mr. Narasinga Eao's

observatory—a corrugated iron structure twelve feet in diameter

and nine feet high which had been placed in position but not

riveted down—was blown a distance of 83 feet. Buildings,

trees, roads, and channels suffered everywhere, one-fourth of

the salt stored in the pans was destroyed, and the bridges over the

Gostani at Chittivalasa and over the Langulya at Chicacole were

washed away. The latter was choked by trees and other debris,

the strong wind blowing up tlie stream would not let the water get

away, and finally a high wave ran up the river and completed the

destruction, the six centre arches collapsing.^

In the autumn of 1878 two cyclones occurred on the coast

within a month of one another, the first on the 5th of November

and the second on the 6th to the 8th of December. The latter was

the most disastrous the district has ever seen, as it was accom-

panied by very heavy rainfall (30 inches along the seaboard and

twelve inches at the foot of the Grhats) which, coming at a time

when the tanks were already brim full, caused floods which

breached almost every large tank in the district and drowned

hundreds of cattle and persons. The rain was heaviest in the

M^dgole and Grolgonda hills and consequently the damage was

worst in the valley of the Sarada river. This stream was already

^ For more details and many .scientific observations and particulars, see

Report on the Vizagapatam and Bacliergunge cyclones of October 1876 by Mr.

J. Eliot, late Meteorological Reporter (Bengal Secretariat Press, 1877).
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running- full from bank to bank \v]ien eveiy one of ita tributaries (;nAl'. VIII.

camo down siinultaneously^ in Hood. It rose twelve feet above Floods and

the level of ordinary freshes and inundated the whole of its '
;_

valley. The fine bridge over it near Chodavaram was swept away

and that at Anakdpalle (the parapet walls of which were 1|- feet

under water) was only saved by the road on either side of it

breaching-. Most of the best tanks in the Golgonda taluk were

breached ; the rice crop in the Anakdpalle plain was almost a

total loss ; and in that town 987 houses and 149 j:attle were

destroyed and 29 lives were lost. In the Sorada valley as a whole,

414 persons, about 5,000 cattle, and 25,000 sheep and goats were

drowned. Many of the bodies were swept out to sea. Some of

the survivors were living on trees and house-tops for three days.

A large French steamer, the Ooromandc/ , was driven ashore at

V4tada and a French barque, the Quatre Coeurs, at Edjayyapet.i.

The damage to roads and to Grovernment buildings and irrigation

works in the district was estimated at Rs. 80,000.

Earthquakes have been reported as occurring in the district Earthquakkb,

on the 6th January 1827, 24th August 1859, 19th "December 1870

and 31st December 1881, but none of them did any damage.
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CHAPTER IX.

PUBLIC HEALTH.

CHAP. IX.

Gexeual
Health.

M.'ilaria.

Cholera.

General Health—Malaiia - Cholera—Small-pox—Vital statistics. Medical

Institutions—Civil hospital at Vizagapatam—Institutions at Bimlipatam

—

Palkoiida— Vizagapatam— Viziauagrani—And Bobbili—Tho Wultair Lunatic

Asylum.

Except for the malaria of the Agency, the district is liealthy

enough and is not known for the special prevalence of any par-

ticular diseases. Elephantiasis used to be common in Bimlipatam

and Vizagapatam, hut has been checked since more care has been

taken regarding tlie water-supply. Beri-beri prevails along the

coast. Leprosy is brought into prominence by the leper asylums

the Schleswig-Holstein Mission has establislied at Jeypore

and Sdlur, but is uot really more common tlian in the average

district.

Malaria prevails throughout the whole of the Agency. The

worst localities are perhaps the Bissamkatak side, the Malkana-

giri taluk and the Grolgonda hills. The worst season of tlie year

for the disease is undoubtedly in the rains, wliicli is contrary to

the usual rule in such matters. The least unhealthy period is

from November up to the first thunderstorms of April. Malaria

is as bad in spots which are open, elevated and free from jungle

(such as Koraput) as in those (like Jeypore town) which lie low

in situations shut in by hill and jungle. Black-water fever is

common among European residents in the hills. The hill people

themselves seem to suffer little from malaria. If they ever do

contract the disease they take no medicine, but fast and offer

sacrifices to the local deity, beginning witli fowls and going

upwards through pigs to goats and at last to buffaloes, uqtil

either the fever leaves them or they realize tl^at it is their fate to

have to bear it.

Cholera has usually been most severe when tlie seasons have

been most adverse. In 1866 the deaths from it numbered 11,695
;

in 1877, 0,923; in 1878, 4,456 ; in 1889, 7,065 ; in 189i, 3,229
;

and in 1897, 5,] 03. In 1906, on the other hand, though the

season was good the disease was particularly virulent, 9,685 deaths

(a record) occurring up tu the end of August. Doubtless on the

plains the general increase in sanitary knowledge lias much to do

with the general decline in mortality from cholera which has
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ocourrod, but in the hills tilings differ, and villagers have been CLIAI'. IX.

known to propose the imprisonment of the neiglibouring wizard Gknkual

as the only method of checking an epidemic. llKAr/m.

Mortality from smail-pox, as elsewhere, fluctuates violently in Wmall-ixjx.

accordance with no very obvious principles. The worst years

in recent times have been 1884-8(j, 1889, 1892-93 and 1898, the

deaths in which averaged about 1,200. Vaccination is compul-

sory only in the four municipalities and in nine ot: the unions.

Statistics of the recorded rates of births and deatlis in the vital titatis-

plain taluks in recent years will be found in the Appendix. Ee- ^i^''-

gistration of these events is compulsory in eleven of the fifteen

unions and in sixteen other villages.

The medical institutions of the district comprise 31 hospitals Medicai,

or dispensaries, of which only three contain no accommodation Institltio.ns.

for in-patients. Of these, three—those at Gunupur, established in

1869, Rayagada, opened in 1887, and Bissamkatak (1888)-are in

the Agency and are maiutained by the Parvatipur taluk board
;

four—those at Jeypore (1887), Naurangpur (1890), Malkanagiri

(1899j and Padwa (1904)—are
similarly in the Agency but are

kept up by the Koraput

District Board ; three—those

at Bimlipatam (1871), Anaka-
palle (1879) and Vizianagram

(1901)—are maintained by the

respective municipalities ; five

—two each at Yizagapatam

(1845 and 1894) and Vizianag-

ram (1860 and 1905) and one at

Bobbili (1896)—are supported

partly or wholly from private

benevolence ; while the remaining 16 in the margin are financed

by the taluk boards. Statistics of the attendance at, and cost of,

those of these institutions which are managed officially will be

found in the Appendix to this book.

Of all of them, the oldest and the most important is tlie civil Civil hospital

hospital at Vizagapatam. This began with a dispensary origin-
'^^t^^^^i^agapa.

ated in 1845 under leave from the Court of Directors, and was at

first located in a rented house ' nearly in the centre of the town

'

and adjoining ' the building now occupied as a military hospital '.

By the end of 1857 it was removed to a new building costing

Rs. 17,200, of which sum Es. 10,225 had Iteen made up by public

subscription (the Rajas of Vizianagram and Bobbili and the Gode

Palkonda . .

.
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CIIAP. IX. family figuring prominently) and Rs. 6,075 had been given by

MEnicAL Government.
Institution.-. ^^ ^^ 186 tlio poor ward in the dispensary seems to have

been maintained at the cost of Government, but in that year the

tlien Raja of Viziana<>ram gavo the iustitution Rs. 20,000 in

public securities, tlie interest on whiclu together with contri-

butions from local funds (Rs. 2,800) and the municipality

(Rs. 2,600), is still utilized for its upkeep. It now blossomed

into a civil liospital and was placed under the care of a local

committee of which the Collector was ex-officio Pi'esident and the

District Surgeon ex-offlcio member. Tliis body still controls its

destinies. Subsequently several small detached cottages were

constructed round the main building by private benefactors, a

dispensary has been recently erected by M.R.Ry. A. Y. Jagga

Rao, and Government has added a septic room, an operation

tlieatre and a maternity ward. A medical school is now con-

nected with the institution and Mahardni Lady Gajapati Rao has

promised to erect a building for this. The foundation stone was

laid not long back by Lord Ampthill.

Institutions The next oldest dispensary is that at Bimlipatain, which was
at Bimli- established in 1832 on the motion of the European residents in

^ ' ' the town. The building for it cost about Rs. 5,300, of which

half was subscribed and halC granted by Government, aud the

cost of upkeep was similarly shared. A committee of residents

managed the institution at first, but it was vested in the muni-

cipal council in 1876.

i'alkouda The Palkonda hospital was opened in 1869 on the motion

of the manager to the renters of that taluk, Messrs. Arbuthnot

&Co.
Vizaga- Of the five institutions which have been mentioned as being
patam. kept up partly by private benevolence, one is the civil hospital

at Vizagapatam already referred to. The Victoria Gosha Female

^ Hospital at the same town is located in a building bought for it

by the late Mahardja Sir Gajapati Rao, who also contributed

largely to the maintenance of the institution during liis lifetime.

Viziaua^-rani,
"^^^^ ^^o hospitals at Yizianagram are kept up respectively by

the Raja and his adoptive sister. The former seems to have been

started as far back as 1860 as a dispensary for the Raja's own
followers, and has gradually been raised to its present excellent

condition. Tlie latter, which is for gosha women and children, is

one of the best buildings of its class in the mufassal, stands in a

large, stone-walled compound with an imposing gateway on and

over which is inscribed the name of the founder, consists of four

wings and cost over Rs. 40,000.
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Tlie women and children's hospital at Bobbili was built by CHA.P. ix.

the present Maharaja in 181)5, entirely at his own cost, and was Medical

handed over by him to the local board together with an endow- •'^'^titdtioks.

ment of Rs. 20,000 in securities, the interest on which is utilized And Bobbili.

for its maintenance.

The Lunatic Asylum at Waltair originated in the accidental 'I'he Waltair

fact tliat in 18G2 seven non-criminal lunatics had been committed Asylum.

to custody all at once. There being no proper place for them,

the District Magistrate was allowed to rent a small house for

them, wherein they lived, guarded by constables and waited on

by convicts. The question of providing raufassal asylums was
thus raised ; and one was sanctioned for Vi/iagapatamj among
other places. Meanwliile a larger building was rented, which

became a recognized asylum for tlie Northern Circars and had a

regular board of visitors.

The existing buildings at Waltair were completed in 1871.

At present they contain accommodation for fiG patients, wliile the

daily average strength is 76.
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UHAPTRR X.

EDUCATION.

Crn'si's Statistk's—Education b,y religions and talnks. EnrcATioNAn rNSTiTi-

TiONS—The KAja's College at V^izianagrani—The Mrs. A. V. Narasiiigu Rao

College—^Uijoei' socondnry schools —Lower secondary schools—Other public

schools—Sanskrit scliools—Schools for g^irls—Schools for backward classes.

CILIP. X. The separate Appendix to this volume gives the more important

CENsns of the statistics of the state of education in Vizagapatam accord-
Statisticb.

jj^g. |y ^^Q Ig^g^ census and the returns of the Educational

department. The census figures showed that the number of the

people in the Agency who could read and write was less even than

the miserable average for all the three Agencies (one per cent, of

the inhabitants), and that the dwellers in the plain taluks were

considerably more illiterate than the people of any other district

in the Presidency. Only three people in every hundred of the

latter can read and write and only four girls in every thousand.

This district has always been a byword for its illiteracy. The
Uriya Brahman takes less kindly to letters than his Tamil- and

Telugu - speaking fellow-castemen, and the Telugu Brahmans

are already so liberally provided with posts as scribes and Levites

to the numerous zamindars, and with whole and minor inams

granted them by the ancestors of these gentlemen, that they have

little need to trouble themselves to pass examinations qualifying

for Grovernment service.

Some of the hill folk have been reported to believe that if a

highlander dares to learn to read and write his eyes will drop out

and his head burst into a thousand pieces, but the usual attitude

is mere apathy and is typified by the Khond who asked ' What's

the good of education ? Will it bring me food ? ' Hill villages

often consist of only a hut or two, and are scattered and distant

from the schools ; hill school-masters are seldom the best of their

class and are usually ignorant of the hill languages ; and the

inspecting staff displays little anxiety to visit the hills frequently.

In 1905 Government approved certain proposals to remedy

matters made by a conference of the local officials chiefly con-

corned,' but it is too soon yet to say what results will follow.

' (i.O., No. :?67, Eduoational, dated 31st May 1905,
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Meanwliile the Khond is commercially at tlie mercy of the wily CHAP. x.

Sondi and the crinffinsr Dombu. Ck\«u3
° Statistics.

TelugQ is the language chiefly known by the few who are

literate. In the plains eleven per cent, of these people could read

and write English at the time of the last census, and in the Agency

three per cent., but this latter figure is made up almost entirely of

officials.

Of the followers of the three chief religions, the Christians of Education bj

both sexes are the best educated, then come the Musalmans, and ^'^''&|<*»3 and

the Hindus bring up the rear. Of the various taluks Vizaga-

patam naturally contains the largest number of literates and
Vizianagram the next largest. Golgonda is the most backward,

actually ranking below the most advanced of the purely agency

taluks, Grunupur.

The district boasts two colleges ; namely, the first-grade Educatioxal

institution maintained by the Rdja at Vizianagram and the second-
'-"^'^^^uTioNg.

grade Mrs. A. Y. Narasinga Eao College at Vizagapatam,

The former of these began as a school in 1857, when it The Raja's

contained two branches, one for Brdhmans and Kshatrivas and ^.^^^.^^^ ^^•'V itiaiiagram
the other for boys of other castes. These were amalgamated in

1859 ; nine years later a matriculation class was opened ; in 1877
the institution was made a second-grade college ; and in 1883 it

was raised to !the first grade. An inscription on the foundation

stone of the southern extension of the main building shows that

this was laid by Lord Wenlock in October 1894. The Edja bears

the whole cost of the institution, at present about Ks, 1G,000 per

annum. Some 80 youths, almost all of them Brdhmans, are

reading in the college classes.

The Mrs. A. V. Narasinga Rao College at Vizagapatam origin- The Mrs.

ated in a school called ' the Anglo-Vernacular school ' which was ^' ^'
n*^^"

founded in 1860 by Mr. Orant, Inspector of Schools (subsequently College.

Sir Alexander Grant, Director of Public Instruction, Bombay),
Mr. E. Fane, Collector of the district from 1859 to 1862, M.R.Ey!
(afterwards Maharaja) G. N. Gajapati Bao and M.R.Ey. C.

Venkatasvami Nayudu. The leading zamindars of the district,

especially Vizianagram and Bobbili, and Maharaja Sir Gajapati

Eao contributed liberally towards the school for many years. In
1878 it was raised to the status of a second-grade college and affili-

ated to the Madras University, and its name was then chano-ed

to ' the Hindu College. ' In 1892 the late M.R.Ry. A. V. Nara-
singa Eao of Vizagapatam, who had married into the Gode family

referred to on p. 219 below, bequeathed a lakh of rupees (besides a
building fund of Es. 15,000) for a college to be called after his

21
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Upper
secondary
schools.

CHAP. X, wife, and the managing committee of tliis bequest took over the
Educational IJinda College on 1st April 1899 as a basis for tlie construction

.

* of sucli an institution. An imposing new building of stone is

being now constructed to house it. A hostel for 50 students has

already been opened. About 50 bojs, most of them Brdhmans,

are reading in the college classes.

Both these colleges contain upper secondary departments,

that attached to the latter of them having as many as 450 boys

on its rolls. There are five other schools of that grade for boys ;

namely, the municipality's high school at Bimlipatam, the two

kept up in Vizagapatam by the London Mission and the Roman
Catholic Mission, the Mahardja's school at Bobbili (founded in

1865), and a private institution—the Ripon Hindu Theological

school at Vizianagram, The London Mission school arose from the

amalgamation, in 1845, of their smaller institutions. Tiiat of the

Catholic Mission is kaown as St. Aloysius' and its 180 pupils are

practically all of them Europeans, Eurasians or Native Christians.

The staff consists of seven European priests, four Brothers and
two lay teachers, the industrial and technical classes are a special

feature, and the institution boasts a band and a cadet corps GO

strong. The Mahardja's school at Bobbili accepts no aid from

public funds.

English lower secondary schools number twelve, of which

one is supported by the Anakdpalle municipal council ; eight,

those at Narasapatam, Yellamanchili, Kasimkota, Chodavaram,

Palkonda, Jeypore, Guniipur and Parvatipur, are kept up by the

local boards ; one, at Sdlur, is managed by the Lutheran Mission

there ; another, at Bimlipatam, belongs to the Canadian Baptists
;

and the twelftli, at Vizianagram, is managed privately. The two

last receive no aid from Provincial or local funds. The two

schools in the Agency are shown in the official returns as being

specially maintained for aboriginal and hill tribes, but of their

230 pupils none appear to belong to either of these classes.

Government maintains training-syhools for masters at Vizaga-

patam and Grunupur, and one for mistresses and a medical school

at Vizagapatam. Several of the schools have technical classes,

those at St. Aloysius' teaching telegraphy, shorthand, type-

writing and freehand drawing.

Sanskrit or Veda schools numbering 21 and costing Rs. 5,000

annually a})pear in tlio official returns. Chief among them are

that maintained by the Raja at Vizianagram, in which 60 students

are taught at an annual outlay of Rs. 3,000, and that at Salur

referred to on p. 307. It is interesting to note that in severq,!

Lower
eecondary
schools.

Otlier public

Bclioole.

Sanskrit
schools.
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villag-es in tlio diBtrict tlio ancient system of imparting instruction CITAP. X.

in tlie Vcdas still survives, the BrAliman teacher receiving the Educational

pupils into his house, supplying them with food and otherwise '

treating them as members of his own family until they have

reached the requisite stage ot erudition, and requiring them, in

return, to discharge certain minor duties about the house.

The most advanced school for girls in the district is that Schools for

belonging to the Roman Catholic Mission and located in the

striking-looking building erected by Bishop Clerc opposite tho

Waltair railway-station. In this and its branch in the fort, 180

girls are under instruction by about a dozen nuns and several lay

teachers. The classes go up to the matriculation standard, and

besides the day school there is a large boarding establishment

and a special school for pupils Tihose parents can afford to pay

for separate accommodation, all located in different parts of the

spacious building. There are also seven lower secondary verna-

cular schools for girls in different parts of the district, the two

largest being those for caste girls kept up by the London and
Roman Catholic Missions in Vizagapatam and Vizianagram
respectively, both of which contain over 200 pupils.

Besides the Jeypore and Gunupur schools already referred to. Schools for

130 primary schools arc maintained in the Agency specially for

hill tribes. Of the 2,700 pupils in these, 30 per cent, are reported

to belong to those classes. The highlanders, as has been already

?tate(1, do not take kindly to books, and the danger is that the

schools will be attended less by them than by the sons of the alien

or lower castes who cheat and overreach them, and will result,

not in the enlightenment of the backward races, but in conferring

additional intelligence on that section of the population which
already preys upon them more than is good. About 1,000
' Panchamas ' are under instruction at schools kept up specially

for their kind. The percentage of scholars to the population of

these people of school-age is, however, lower than anywhere in

the Presidency except on the conservative west coast.

backward
classe*
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CHAPTER XI.

LAND REVENUE ADMINISTRATION.

RivexUB History—Earlj systems— Practice nnder the Musalmans—Tlie exac-

tions of the zamindars—Beginnings of the Company's administration—The

Permanent Settlement ; the instructions issued—The action taken—The
general results—The formation of the three Government taluks—The
existing rerenue settlement in these— Principles followed—Eates prescribed.

IxAMs. ExisTixG Divisional Charges. Appendix, List of Chiefs in

Council and Collectors.

CHAP. XL Nine-tenths of Vizagapatam is zaminclari land and the tliree

EiYENCR Government taluks only came under direct administration in
i&TORY.

comparatively recent times. The history of the land revenue

administration of the district is consequently simpler than usual.

Early Regarding the revenue systems followed hy the ancient
systems. Hindu rulers and their successors the Musalman kings of Gol-

conda and the Subadars of the Deccan at Hyderabad with their

subordinate Faujdars at Chicacole, only the very scantiest infor-

mation survives.

The earliest authoritative account is tlie report of 1784 ' of the

Committee of Circuit on * the Kasimkota division of the Chica-

cole circar/ as the country was then styled. This says :

—

' The ancient and present mode of making the collections we
understand to be Avidely different. The one formerly in use \indpr

the native princes, •when troops and servants were paid in necessaries

instead of coin and before there were large exports and returns of

money, was an equal division of the produce between the Rdja and the

cnltiyator, the latter defraying all village and collection expenses.

The quantity of the crop was determined by a valuation made by
indifferent persons just before the harvest and in the presence of the

public servants and the inhabitants. This estimate being registered

by the karnam, the Circar servants, after the grain was trodden out,

received the Government moiety.'

This agrees roughly with the practice which also anciently

obtained (at least in theory) in the southern districts of the Pre-

sidency under Hindu rule ; there the swatantrams, or fees to

village officers, were usually first subtracted from the total crop,

and the remainder was then equally divided between the govern-

ment and the ryot.

' This is available in print, and contains a mass of statistical and other

information of intwest.
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The actual collection of tlio revenue in Vizagapatam was CHAP. XI

apparently in the hands of a number of local chiefs (who were Revemi
also expected to keep their cliarges free from disturbance) History,

supervised by superior officers who kept accounts of tlicir own as

checks.

After the arrival of the Musalmans, these chiefs were allowed riactice

to retain their positions ; but ^ they were not acknowledged by
their masters as independent or tributary rulers, or even as

having any property in the land. They were 'accountable

managers and collectors, and not lords and proprietors of the

land.' They were allowed, in return for the due performance of

their duties, rent-free lands, fees on the crops, the customs dues

and a quit-rent on houses, which amounted together to about ten

per cent, on their collections. It was not until a late period of

the Musalman government that they received the name zamindars,

which with its literal meaning of ' possessors of land ' gave
colour to tl)o erroneous idea that they had an hereditary right

to the soil. In accordance with eastern tendency, their offices

gradually became hereditary, and in at least two cases (Bobbili

and Vizianagram) their descendants still hold land originally

allotted them.

The Committee of Circuit .says that tliese zamindars eventu-

ally—

' Set aside the former usage and, after ascertaining by measure-
ment the quantity of the arable land, imposed a fixed rate of Rs. 10

per garce called sist, the payment of which was to entitle the labourer

to the unrestricted disposal of his whole crop, This alteration,

favourable as at first sight it may appear to the inhabitant, was
established solely for the convenience and profit of the zamindar, as

it enabled him to take one kist of the collections in advance, and
served as a foundation whereon to calculate any further assessments.

Soon after, Avhen the land was supposed to be improved, the maJavafi

was added at the rate of 100 and 150 per cent, on the eist, and thence-

forward considered as a fixed payment. The nazzor, which ia taken

in plenteous years, is an exaction not fixed, but generally at the rate

of 60 per cent, on the sist. The bilmnkta is an appraisement of poor

ground producing only small grain, by which the same is rented for

a specific sum and not liable to any other imposition excepting the

sari, which, was originally the zamiudar's allowance from the Mughal
darbar of 10 per ceut. on the collections in reward for preserving

good order and encouraging cultivation. These assessments reduced

the labourer's share to about one-third of the produce.'

' Fifth Report on the affairs of the Ea-ft India Co., 181S (Madras, 1883), ii,

6. A very elaborate account of the Musalman revenue system will be found in

Mr. Grant's ' Political Survey of the Northern Giroars' appended to thiB.
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CllAP. XT. Even this small proportion wa8 still further whittled down in

Rktexuk the greater part of the district. The Committee sajs

—

' ' The zaminrlars have introduced other changes which have
The exactions curtailed the labourer's real share to barely one-fifth, of the harvest,
of the -^yg f^j^(j |]^j^^ since the decline of the Mnsalman government the
zammdars. . . . i i r i

zamindars, experiencing a greater liberty than before, nave indulged

themselves in indolence, and, entrusting their parganas to renters,

have delegated the full extent of their own authority to them. And,

although they cannot but be sensible of the impositions to which they

are exposed and of the hardships and sufferings of the labourers,

they stdl allow them to continue their collections in specie without

requiring the estimated accounts of produce which, if taken, would
clearly ascertain all abuses and oppressions.'

In the havili (literally, ' neighbouring- ') land (an area pro-

ducing a revenue of 3^ lakhs and consisting of the old demesne

or household property of tlie sovereign, or tracts near towns

specially appropriated by the Musalmans to the payment of their

troops and establishments) the land revenue had always been

under the immediate management of the local Faujdars. There,

says the Committee—
' It has been customary to receive Government's share of the

produce in specie, but the proportions have always been ascertained

by a yearly valuation of the crop, one-third being allowed the fixed

inhabitants, two-fifths to strangers, and one-half to Telingis and

those who cultivate dry grain. Previous, however, to dividing the

shares, one rupee per garce upon the whole was collected by the

Circar. The repair of tanks and water-courses fell to the share of

Government.'

Besides the assessments on land, the government obtained a

revenue from the sale of monopolies of such articles as salt,

arrack and betel-leaf, from customs on imports and exports by

sea and land (sayar), and by taxes on trades (moturpha). The

land-customs became so excessive (Rs. 167 for every 100 bullock-

loads between Kalahandi and tlie coast) that the Brinjaris ceased

to visit the low country ; and the taxes on trades liad grown so

high that, says the Committee

—

* Numbers have adopted a new mode of life or been compelled to

forsake their ancient habitations, on their property being seize!

to discharge those unusual taxes ; and we can add from our own
observation that the evident appearance of extreme indigence extend-

ing almost universally over the circar strongly indicates the long

continuance of a series of hardships and exaction.'

Rpginnings of Though the establishment of the British settlement at Yizaga-
t e Lorn- patam dates from the seventeenth century, it was not, as has been
))any b anmi- i

. .

nistration. seen (p. 34), until 1765 that the Company acquired the territory
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outside its limits. In 1769 tliis was placed under the existing* ciiAP XI
Chief and Council at Vizagapatam. They found that the land Rkvknui

of the district was then divided into the two classes already History.

described ; namelj, that under the zamindars and the havili land.

The former, practically all of which had become tributary to, or

was in the hands of, the Eaja of Vizianagram, they assessed at

a fixed sum, ' very inadequate to his receipts,' and the latter, in

accordance with customary practice, they leased out to a renter,

who for several years was Sitardma llazu, the brotlier and dlwau

of the Edja of Vizianagram.

The Chief and Council, it is clear, were corrupt and inefficient

;

and under their charge the country retrograded rather than

improved. The administration of the havili land was especially

lax, and the Raja's under-reuters were allowed to juggle with the

commutation rates of produce in a way which absorbed much of

the ryot's profits. In 1770 the Madras Grovernment despatched

a Committee of Circuit consisting of five of the Council

(which then contained niueteen Members) to enquire into the

state of the Northern Circars, and the revenue system there,

including the suitability of the payments made by the zamindars.

The Committee had made some progress when, in February 1778,

Sir Thomas Eumbold (who is said to have begun life as a waiter

at White's Club) became Governor of Madras. He ordered

that the zamindars should be sent for to Madras, where the

information required could be at once obtained and details

of peshkash settled with them in person. A considerable

number of them came to the Presidency accordingly and
there, says Mill's history, ' in every case the Governor alone

negotiated with the zamindars and regulated their payments

;

in no case did he lay the grounds of his treaty before the Coun-

cil ; in every case the Council, without enquiry, acquiesced in his

decrees.' Sir Thomas E-umbold was charged with having

conducted these negotiations corruptly, and in 1781 he and two

Members of his Council were dismissed while several others were

degraded.

The Committee of Circuit was revived in 1783 and contiuued

its labours until 1788. Its report of 1784 on this district has

already been referred to. This condemned the existing system

in the strongest terms. Referring to the zamindari land, it spoke

with indignation of the oppressions of Sitarama Eazu, the

diwan of Vizianagram, which had resulted in the ryots having to

hand over to the Circar all their paddy and subsist on the coarser

grains, to suffer constant ejectment from their holdings and to

resort to borrowing from money-lenders to pay their kists, which
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CHAP. XI. fell due before the crop was ripe ; and it wound up l»y saying ' not-

RuvENrK witlistandiag tlie abundant advantages enjoyed by Groverninent,

we have discovered no traces in return of protection, assistance,

or attention to the cultivation. The villages are composed of

wretched hovels, the people meanly clothed, and meagre through

the extremes of labour and hard fare, the soil in many parts

overrun with shrubs and the tanks in the very worst repair.'

The account of the administration of the havili land was even

more unfavourable, and Mr. Oram, one of the most active of the

members of the Committee, was appointed in 1787 to superintend

the administration of this independently of the Chief and

Council. ^ A few months afterwards, he was succeeded by
special European Collectors, who managed the havili under the

immediate orders of the new Board of Revenue which had been

established the year before. They rented out some portions of

it and managed the rest under amani, receiving the assessment

in kind. The old abuses and irregularities consequently some-

what decreased and the ryots advanced in prosperity. lu 1792,

however, these Collectors were partly subordinated to the Chiefs

in Council, and the natural result was ' contiuual collisions of

authority and of opinions between the Board of Revenue and the

provincial establishments.'

In the same year Lord Cornwallis, then Governor-General,

advocated with characteristic energy the total abolition of the

Chiefs in Council in the Northern Circars and the substitution

throughout that area of Collectors subordinate to the Board of

Revenue. He said

—

' It is now thirty years since the Company became possessed of the

Circars; and at this moment their influence is very little, if at all,

better established than it was the first day. The zamindars still keep
the same troops and exercise the same authority, within their respective

districts, The oppressions they commit are, we believe, in no way
abated ; and their engagements to the Company are as ill-performed

as they have been at any period.'

In 179 i, accordingly, the Chiefs and Councils were abolished

by a proclamation (which, after the fashion of those times,

improved the occasion by a lengthy homily on the reciprocal

duties of Collectors and zamindars) and Vizagapatam was
arranged into three ' divisions^ each under a Collector.

Meanwhile, in 1793, the Viziauagram estate, which comprised
almost all the present district except the havili land, had been
sequestrated for arrears (see p. 50), and in 1794 the Riija of

Vizianagram had been killed at the battle of Padmanabham.

^ Fijth Report, ii, 19,
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In 1796 the zamindars wlio ha'l been dispossessed by him OHAP. XI.

were recalled and g-iven temporary leases for their ancient estates Kkvknui

dnnng- their good behaviour, the Anakapalle taluk and some
i«tobt,

adjacent tracts were transferred from the Vizianagram estate to

the havili land ; and the rest of the late Kaja's property was
rented at an enhanced peshkash, also temporarily, to his son.

The limits and designations of the three divisions into which the

district had been arranged were revised in the same year and
then stood as follows : (a) ' the First division,^ which included

the Vizagapatam and Kasimkota havili land
;

{b) ' the Second

division,' comprising the Vizianagram estate and the restored

zamindaris ; and (c) ' the Third division,' made up of the Chicacole

and Tekkali havili land and tbe Kimedi zamindari, the two latter

of which now form part of Ganjam.

The zamindaris, with few exceptions, were subsequently leased

for sums which varied every year and were seldom punctually

paid. The havUi land was treated on no fixed piinciples and

the settlements constantly varied. For the most part it was let

out annually village by village to the headmen, the Government

share of the produce being commuted into money at current or

average prices ; but this arrangement was based on no survey,

and was therefore imperfect, and it did little to protect the

cultivators from oppression by the headmen.

The evils arising from these fluctuating and temporary The Perma-

arrangements hurried on the introduction of the Permanent °ent Settle-

. . . .
ment ; the

Settlement, which at this time was in high favour in Bengal and instructiouB

was being forced upon Madras by the Government of India.

The elaborate instructions of the Board of Eevenue to Collec-

tors in the Northern Circars regarding the methods of arranging

this settlement were issued in October 1 799. Briefly epitomized,

these directed that the existing zamindars should be constituted

proprietors of their estates upon a permanent peshkash, and

that the havili land should also be carved up into properties

which should be similarly settled in perpetuity and sold by

auction. In calculating the peshkash the statistics of gross

revenue given by the Circuit Committee were to be taken as the

general standard, and, after deducting from these the receipts

from land-customs, abkari and salt (which were thenceforth to be

taken under Government administration) and excluding all inams

except those enjoyed by the village establishments and all

allowances made for the upkeep of police, the demand was to be

fixed at not less than two-thirds (taking all the estates together)

of the remainder. Uncultivated arable and waste lands were to

2S

isaaed.
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Anakapalle

Dimila

Godicherla

Kasimkota

Kondakarla

Kottak6ta

M61iip4ka

Munagapaka
Nakkapalli

Panchadharala

Kayavaram
Siirvasiddhi

Srirampuram

Uppada
Uratla

V^mulaplidi

Waltair

be given over to the zamindars free of additional assessment. In

the case of the havili land, the Circuit Committee's figures of

revenue were also to be checked bj a comparison with the actual

collections of the preceding thirteen years, and in addition such

factors as the quality of the irrigation in the new estates and

their proximity to the markets at the ports and towns were to be

taken into consideration.

The Collectors of the three divisions of the district were

directed to report upon the estates which should be constituted in

their several charges and the peshkash which should be laid upon

each ; and their replies, available in print, are valuable papers.

The Collector of the First division, Mr. Eobert Alexander,

divided his charge, which comprised the havili land of Vizagapatam

and Kasimkota, into the seventeen proprietary estates noted in

the margin. He stated that the

land revenue was collected in three

forms called sist, bilmdkta and
bhdgam. The sist was a nominal

sum entered in the patta ; and
when the crop was nearly ripe it

was valued by the Circar servants

and an enhancement, called

malavati and calculated on the

condition of the crop, was added to the sist. This was often

most unjustly assessed, and sometimes actually exceeded the

whole value of the crop. The bilmokta was a fixed money rent,

levied for the most part on high-level land and tracts long left

uncultivated, and was not common. Most of the land was

assessed on the bhdgam, or sharing, system. The share taken

by the G-overnment varied with the nature of the ground and

"

the condition and caste of the ryot, Kajputs, Velamas, and

cultivators from other parts who took over land which the

inhabitants of any village were unable to cultivate themselves,

were allowed a half share of the crop ; but the ordinary ryot

only received a third. Mr. Alexander said this one-third was

a most inadequate proportion, much less than inamdars gave

to their tenants, and productive of discontent, restlessness and

emigration. He considered that the new proprietors should be

allowed not less than ten, nor more than twenty, per cent, of

the calculated revenue of their estates.

The total permanent assessment on the seventeen estates was

fixed at Rs. 3,18,710. They were sold by auction in 1802 and,

except Waltair, were all bought by the Raja of Vizianagram,

the prioe paid being Rs. 1,62,846.
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of the revenue, liable to ejectment from tlioir properties if tliej

failed to pay their peshkash, subject to petty indignities from a

horde of insolent subordinates and obliged to conform to a series

of new regulations and laws. For years the zamindars were in a

chronic state of discontent and disaffection, and at last, in 1832,

the disturbances in this district and in the Parldkimedi zamindari

of Granjam rose to such a height that, as has been recounted on

p. 57, Government were compelled to appoint Mr. Russell as

(Special Commissioner to repress them, arming him with extra-

ordinary powers and a large military force. The action he took

against the three most obstreperous of the malcontents

—

Virabhadra RAzu of Kasipuram, Payaka Rao of Payakaraopeta

and the zamindar of Palkonda—is referred to in the account of

those places in Chapter XV below.

In 1833 the Palkonda zamindari was forfeited for rebellion

and (with the Honzaram proprietary estate, which had been
bought in by Government at a sale for arrears in 1811) was
made into the existing Government taluk of Palkonda.

The proprietary estates of 8arvasiddhi and Vemulapudi and
the Edjala subdivision of Panchadharala (Chipurupalle) had
already been bought in for arrears in 1831 ; in 1833 Kottakota,

and in 1837 Golgonda (see p. 249), suffered a like fate ; while in

1844 Eayavaram was transferred to Government by its owner
and Kondakarla, Dimila and the Kottur and Veluchuru-Kodur
subdivisions of Panchadharala were also bought in for arrears.

Golgondaj Kottakota and Vemulapudi were formed into the

existing Government taluk of Golgonda and the other estates

made up the Sarvasiddhi taluk. Some account of the others of

the sixteen ancient zamindaris and twenty-three proprietary

estates included in the district at the permanent settlement which

still survive as such, vrill be found in Chapter XV below and

may be traced through the index. Of the fourteen ancient

zamindaris which remained after Palkonda was forfeited and

Golgonda sold up, two (Belgam and M^rangi) were afterwards

partitioned and one (Chemudu) passed by sale from the family of

the holder at the permanent settlement. The other eleven have

been declarediby Act II of 1904 to be inalienable and impartible.

They descend to the eldest son. The proprietaiy estates, which

follow the ordinary Hindu rules of co-parcenary, have in ^ me
cases been bought and sold, amalgamated and divided, in a

somewhat bewildering mann r.

Since 1834 the district has twice been placed under a Special

Commissioner owing to exceptional circumstances. In 1849, in
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consequence of the lieavy arrears of peshkasli wliicli had accrued, CHAP. XI.

Mr. (afterwards Sir Walter) Elliott was appointed under a special Revinli

Act (X of 1849) as Commissioner with the powers of a Board

of Revenue, and the appointment continued until 1856. In

February 1381 Mr. Carinichael, who was then a Member of

Council, was made Special Commissioner to ' take the chief

direction of affairs ' throughout tlie tracts affected by the Rampa
rebellion and in the Agencies of Ganjam and Vi/agapatam, and

was given special powers therein llis report was published in

November of the same year.

As a result of Mr. Russell's mission, an Act (XXIY of 18^39) The existing

was passed which (see p. 196) excluded the hilly portions of tlementlin

Golgonda and Palkonda taluks (among other areas) from the thMt.

operation of much of the ordinary law of tho land, and the

peculiar conditions existing in these tracts have always necessi-

tated wide differences between the revenue methods introduced

into them and into the rest of these two taluks.

When the Government took over these taluks and Sarva-

siddhi, no immediate change was made in the settlements in

force, the tenures in the hills remaining unaltered and the ryots

in the plains being required to pay the same assessments as at

the time of the forfeiture or. purchase, and new cultivation being

charged the rates obtaining on adjoining land. In 1883, however,

a beginning was made with the first scientific survey and settle-

ment of Sarvasiddhi and the low country in Golgonda and

Palkonda, and orders on the settlement of all three tracts were

passed in 1889.

This settlement was conducted on the usual principles. The Principle!

soils were classified and grouped under the two main heads of followed,

black regada and red ferruginous, and were further subdivided

into clays, loams and sands. The proportion in which each of

these was found to occur in each of the three taluks has already

been shown on p. V6 above.

For purposes of dry assessment, the villages were arranged into

two groups, the first of which included 99 of the 127 villages in

Palkonda and the whole of Sarvasiddhi taluk, and the second the

whole of Golgonda and tho remaining 28 villages of Palkonda,

which were in remote situations under the hills, inaccessible to

ports and markets, unhealthy, and exposed to damage from wild

animals.

For purposes of wet assessment four classes of irrigation

•ources were distinguished ; namely,
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f 1) All irri^-ation under the Nagavali cliannels ; under tanks

directly fed by them aud rain-fed tanks of eight months' supply

and upwards ; under the Suvarnamukhi; and under the Godari

anient on the Sarada and the Kondakarla ava supplied therefrom

(see p. 105)

;

(2) Irrigation under the other Sarada cliannels, the Varaha

channels, tanks indirectly fed by the Nagavali channels, rain-fed

tanks of five to eight months' capacity, tlie hill streams Votti-

gedda, Jamparakotagedda, Malligedda, Potulagedda, Onigedda

aud Bodderu, and the Komaravolu ava
;

(3) Irrigation under rain-fed tanks of from three to five

months' capacity and ordinary hill streams ; and

(4) Irrigation under tanks of less than three months*

capacity and drainage sources.

The crops taken as standards for estimating outturns were

paddy for all wet land, and, for dry land, ragi in Palkonda and

cambu and ragi in conjunction (in the proportion of two to one)

for Golgouda and Sarvasiddhi. The commonest dry crop in

Palkonda was indigo, which was grown in such large quantities

for the supply of Messrs. Arbuthnot and Co.'s factories that it

occupied nearly half of all the dry land, but it was considered

unsuitahle as a standard crop. The outturn'of paddy was estimated

(on the basis of experiments made iu other districts) to range,

according to the nature of the soil and irrigation, from 400 to

1,000 Madras measures per acre ; of cambu, from 130 such

measures to 400 ; and of ragi from 140 to 375 measures.

These outturns were commuted into money at a rate based

upon the average of the prices prevailing during the 20 non-

famine years immediately preceding the year of settlement, and

the result was reduced by 1 5 per cent, to allow for cartage to

markets and merchants' profits. The commutation rates thus

arrived at worked out to Rs. 105 for paddy, Re. 114 for cambu,

and Rs. 126 for ragi, per Madras garce of 3,200 Madras measures.

From the value of the crop so obtained, the expenses of cultiva-

tion (which were calculated to be one-third more than those of

Ganjam in the case of wet land and one-fifth more in that of dry)

were deducted, and in addition a further reduction of one-fifth

was made on both wet and dry land to allow for vicissitudes of

season and the inclusion within the survey fields of unprofitable

areas, such as paths, banks, and small channels. The remainder

was assumed to be the net yield per acre, and half of this was

takon as the Government share.
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Wet. Dry.

The! acreage rates so arrived at are given in the margin.

Only four percent, of the wet land in the

three taluks was assessed at the highest

wet rate and only two per cent, of the

dry land at the two highest dry rates.

The percentages of the assessed area in

each taluk assessed at each of the rates

has been given in detail already on p. 100

and further figures will he found in the

separate Appendix to this volume. The

table tubjoined shows at a glance the general effect of the survey

and settlement on wet and dry land respectively in each of the

three taluks ; namely, the difference in the cultivated area

disclosed by the survey and the enhancement or reduction of the

assessment brought about by the settlement :

—

RS.
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CHAP. XT. The Circuit Comnuttee says that the Raja of Vizianagram resumed
ixAMs. numbers of these when lie rente 1 that tract and even seized ' the

whole of the free gift, lands to the Brahmans and others excepting

those of village servants.' But hirdly any of the inams were

properly authoi'ized grants ;
' very few bear the seal of the

Hyderabad darbar, which we consider absolutely necessary to

authenticate such deeds, an*! most appear to have been granted

to mullahs, servants and dependents of the Nawabs, who, however

absolute upon the spot from their military cominaud and the

distance of their court, being in fact nothing more than renters,

could not be legally empowered to make any alienations of the

Sirkar lands.'

The Inam Commission visited tliis district in 1862. It did

not touch inams in Jeypore (these are shortly referred to in the

account of that estate on p. 272 below) but dealt with those in the

three Grovernraent taluks and in the other estates, more than half

of which were included in the Vizianagram zamindari. The

procedure followed is set out in detail in the Inam Commissioner's

instructions printed in Gr.O. No. 647, Revenue, dated 24th March
1862, and is too elaborate to be embodied here in detail. By the

terms of the permanent settlement, the reversionary right in inam

tenures then in existence was reserved to Government, though

the kattubadi on them was included in the assets of the estates

and is payable to the zamindars.and proprietors. The Inam Com-
mission's rules allowed most of the inamdars to enfranchise their

grants from the risk of this reversion by the payment of a certain

annual quit-rent which was fixed according to circumstances

and did not vary thereafter. Inams granted for services no longer

required were enfranchised compulsorily. This latter course

was followed with the old grant,^ for militaiy police services

(which still existed in large numbers), the enfranchisement being

on a quit-rent equal to half the full assessment. The inams in

the Vizianagram estate had been examined between 1835 and

1838 when the estate was under Government management, and

the kattubadi in their case was usually fixed at the difference

between the then quit-rent and the full assessment. Mokhasas,

which were held on honorary and almost nominal service tenure,

were enfranchised at a fourth of the assessment ; village police

inams in zamindaris at five-eighths ; tank-digging grants at

one-fourth, and so on. Certain 9?) years' grants for house and

garden land in Waltair, granted by the Chiefs about 1790, were

enfranchised at one-fourth or one-half of their then value. Village

service inams in the Gorernment taluks were not enfranchised till

1891-92, Similar grants in proprietary estates are now being
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enfrancliised at a quit-rent equal to tlie full assessment minus

the existing jodi.

The manner in which Golgonda, Palkonda and Sarvasiddhi

became Grovernment taluks has --already been referred to. In

1859, in spite of the Collector's protests, the first and last of these

were ordered to be amalgamated and made into one taluk called

Narasapatam, with head-quarters at that place. But the plan

was a failure, and in 18b3 the old arrangement was restored.

In the same year the Jejpore estate was brought for the first

time, in the circumstances set out later (p. 269), under direct

administration.

In 1875 the divisional charges were as under :

—

Collector.

(Vizagapatam.)
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APPENDIX.

List of the Chiefs in Council and Collectors of Vizagapatam.

Name.
Date of appoint-

ment.

Chiefs in Council of
Vizagapatam Factory.

George Kamsden

Kichard Browne
John Stables

Daniell Dubois ...

Simon Holcombe

Stephen Trewen

Francis Hastings

William .Jennings

Robert Symonds
Sandys Davis ...

John Sanderson
Cliarles Simpson

John Stratton ...

Richard Prince ...

Thomas Saunders

Ist Aug. 1682

14th April 1684
12th jQly 1688

i7th Sept. 1690

30th June 1692

12th June 1705

17th June 1706

29th June 1714.

12th May 1715.

8th Jan. 1728

29th May 1734.

4th Jan. 1739

18th May 1741.

6th June 1743

3rd Oct. 1748

Suspended 24th March
1683

;

appointed
Second in Council 5th
March 1685.

Resigned in July 1688.
Murdered in the sack
of the factory in 1689.

Suspended in April
J 692 and dismissed in

June.
Died at Vizagapatam
21st May 1705. His
tomb stands in the old

cemetery there.

Died at Vizagapatam
on 30th May 1706.

Was Second in Council.

Afterwards acted as

Governor of Fort St.

George from 18th
January 1720 to 14th
October 1721.

Died 14th May 1734 at

Vizagapatam, where
his tomb may be seen
in the old cemetery.

Died at Vizagapatam on
4th April 1741. His
tombstone is in the old

cemetery.

Took charge on October
13th.

Took charge on 30th
December. Ap-
pointed Governor of

Fort St. David (then

the head settlement
on the coast—Madras
being in the hands of

the French) on 2l8t

September 1750 and
became Governor of

Madras on the restor-

ation (on 5th April

1752) of that town to

the position of capital.
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List of the Chiefs in Council and Collectors of Vizagapatam—cont.

Name.
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T'ist of the Chiefs in Council and Collectort of Vizagapaiam—cont.

Name.
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List of the Chiefs in Council and Colleotors of Vizagapatam—cont.
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Appendix,

List of the Chiefs in Council and Collectors of Vizagapatam,—cont.

Name.
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CHAPTER XII.

SALT, ABKAEI AND MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE.

Salt—The existing factories—The supply produced—The Oriental Salt Com-
pany—Earth-salt—Fish-curing yards. Abk^ri and Opium—Abkari in the

Agency—Toddy— Spirit—Abkari in the ordinary tracts ; arrack—Toddy

—Opinm—Hemp-diugs. Customs—Sea-customs—Land-customs. Income-

tax. Stamps.

Before the permanent settlement was carried out in ] 802, tlie CHAP. XII.

Company owned certain salt pans in the havili lands and the Salt.

zamindars had others within their properties. Regulation XXV
of 1802 excluded from the assets of the zamindaris all profits on

the manufacture of salt, and Regulation I of 1805 established

the Government monopoly in that article which still subsists.

The existing salt-factories (going down the coast from north to The existing

south) are Kuppili, Konada, Bimlipatam, Kardsa, Bdlacheruvu lactones,

and Polavaram. Of these, the two last and the part of Karasa

called ' the Kardsa extension ' are monopoly factories ; that is,

the pans in them are worked by license-holders who are required

to hand over to Government, on receipt of a stated rate per garce

called the kudivdram, all the salt they make. The rates of this

kudwdram are so calculated as to make it cover all the expenses

of manufacture and leave a reasonable profit besides. They are

not often altered, but may be varied to meet changes in the cost

of manufacture, such as a rise or fall in the general rate of

wages.

The license-holders, as elsewhere, are each required to manu-

facture a stated quantity of salt known as the dittam, which is

fixed at the beginning of the season by the Salt, Abkari and

Customs department after consideration of the stocks in hand

and other local circumstances. Failure to manufacture this

diitam may be visited with the penalties in section 25 of the Salt

Act, which include fines and the suspension or cancellation of

the license, but the more severe of these punishments are very

rarely inflicted.

The other factories are excise factories ; that is, those who
hold licenses to make salt in them are allowed, subject to certain

restrictions, to make any quantity they choose and dispose of it

how and when they like after they have paid to Government the
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produced.

The Oriental

Salt Com-
pany.

excise dutj upon it and a small cess to cover the interest on tlie

capital cost of permanent works carried out by Government to

facilitate storage and manufacture.

The salt made at Kuppili and Bimlipatam is lighter than

that produced in the other factories, and consequently—since

salt is bought by merchants at the factories by weight and

sold retail in the bazaars by measure—it fetches a better price.

This is especially the case at Kuppili, although the product there

gives indifferent results on analysis. The Balacheruvu salt used

to be the best in appearance, consisting of large (but brittle)

crystals, but of late the factory has not been regularly worked and

the quality has declined. The Kardsa salt is the worst, both in

size and colour. In the old days when large numbers of Brinjdri

gangs came right down to the coast to fetch salt for Bastar and

Raipur, they used to prefer the salt manufactured at Naupada in

Granj^m, which consists of large and hard crystals which will

stand transport by pack-bullocks without wastage, to the more

brittle kinds made in the factories in this district. These Brinjari

gangs still transport large quantities of salt to the country beyond

the ghats, but they no longer come to the pans in the same numbers

as formerly. Much of the salt is carried in carts through the low

country and sold to the Brinjaris at places at the foot of the hills

or where the cart roads stop, such as Pdrvatipur, for example,

and Naurangpur.

The Kondda and Bimlipatam factories are small affairs
;

Polavaram is comparatively new; and Bdlacheruvu suffers from

want of labour and from its distance from the railway ; but the

Kardsa factory is a fine one, capable of much extension.

Figures of the manufacture and sales at each of these places

in recent years are given in the separate Appendix to this volume.

They supply (a) parts of Orissa and the inlaud country behind it,

sharing the market with salt imported through Calcutta, and

with Bombay salt brought by the Bengal-Nagpur railway to

Sambalpur and the adjacent country
; (7>) the plains of Vizagapa-

tamand parts of Ganjam
; (<?) the Jeypore country above the ghats,

to which Bombay salt does not penetrate ; and [d) the portion of

Bengal and the Central Provinces wliich are accessible from the

great route through the Bayagada valley and are yet beyond

competition from Bombay.

In 1896 Messrs. Stuart, Hall & Co., a branch of Messrs. Hall,

Wilson & Co., who had leased part of the Karasa factory,

attempted so to purify aad improve tlie local salt as to render

it able to compete with the imported ' Live rpool ' salt in the
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Calcutta market. They sifted the Karasa product, sold the CHAP. XII.

larger crystals in the local market in the ordinary way and then Salt.

treated the smaller sittings with a concentrated brine containing

a small proportion of carbonate of soda. The latter reacted upon

the chlorides of magaesium and calcium in the salt, forming

carbonates of magnesium and calcium (which could be removed)

and chloride of sodium, or common salt. The product thus

purified was dried by centrifugals and became an exceedingly

white salt which was much less hygroscopic than the ordinary

variety. This process was patented and in 1898 the Oriental

Salt Company, Limited, was formed to work it. The company

carried on operations at Naupada in Canjam, Jagannaikpur

(.Jaganndthapuram) in Godavari and Covelong in Chingleput, as

well as at Karasa. The venture, however, was not a commercial

success and in December 1904 the shareholders decided volun-

tarily to wind up the company. Messrs. Hall, Wilson & Co.

have been recognized as receivers for the debenture-holders,

and still carry on work at Naupada.

All along the shore of the district are extensive salt swamps, Earth-sal*,

the nine largest covering an area of 50 square miles. In these

much spontaneous salt effloresces and this was at one time

extensively consumed by the poorer classes. These people used

also to scrape up the salt-earth found in the swamps and lixiviate

it with water to obtain the salt from it. The problem of

preventing these practices in so large an area was for many
years one of great difficulty, and in 1865 a special Deputy Col-

lector was appointed to endeavour to suppress the traffic. He
reported soon afterwards that he believed that the quantity of

this illicit salt consumed was larger than the amount of Govern-

ment salt sold at all the factories, aud said that the spontaneous

salt aud the salt-earth were openly collected in broad daylight in

kdvadis by bodies of men a hundred strong, and were even raided

by people with carts. A doubt arose soon afterwards as to

whether mere possession of salt-earth was an offence under the

existing law, and this checked the preventive measures; but in

1872 prosecutions were revived and no less than 10,000 maunds

of earth-salt were seized and as many as 2,000 persons were

punished. The next year a special preventive force was enter-

tained, but it was not strong enough to cope adequately with the

difficulty and even in 1875-76 as much as 9,500 maunds of illicit

salt were seized.

The manufacture of illicit salt has now practically ceased.

Some of the swamps have become covered with blown sand and

24
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CHAP, XII.! the increase in population has led to the cultivation of others of
Salt. the saline areas.

Fish-curing There are in the district fifteen fish-curing' yards, controlled
yards. \fy Government, in which salt is supplied duty free to be utilized

in curing fish. The quantity of fish cured annually in these is

about 57,000 Indian maunds. It is consumed throughout the

district.

ABkiRi The abkari revenue consists of that derived from arrack,

Opium. foreign liquor, toddy and hemp-drugs. Statistics regarding each

of these items, and also concerning opium, will be found in the

separate Appendix.

For abkari purposes, the district was long treated as consist-

ing of three different zones in which three different systems of

administration were required ; namely, the Agency, the interior

taluks and the littoral tracts ; and even at present the system of

administration in the Agency differs widely from that in the

plains.

Abkari in tbe In the former (except in a few villages along the foot of the
Agency.

^^.^j^^ chiefly in Golgonda taluk) the Abkari Act I of 1886 is not

in force, the officers of the Abkari department have no jurisdic-

tion, and matters are directly administered by the Agent and

his subordinates.

Toddy. In this tract, unlike the rest of the district, there are no

restrictions whatever upon the manufacture and consumption of

toddy.

Except in Malkanagiri, where palmyra jialms are plentiful,

toddy is obtained there from the sago-palm {Caryota urens), date

and cocoa palms being rare and never tapped. A rougli ladder,

consisting of a stem of bamboo with the branches on either side

of it cut short so as to make steps, is lashed to the tree and left

there permanently, and the owner climbs up whenever he or his

require a drink. The people do not know how to climb palms in

the method followed by the Shandns of the southern districts.

The tree is tapped in the same way as a palmyra, the end of the

flower spathe being cut off and a pot suspended below to catch

the sap as it exudes.

Spirit. Though the manufacture of toddy has always been unrestric-

ted in the Agency, a fair amount of revenue has always been

extracted from the consumption of spirit there, but methods of

administration have always differed widely from those followed

in the plains.

The early system in Jeypore was particularly simple : the

estate was rented as a farm, the Raja bought it, and he then
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collected the reA^enue by imposing what amounted to a poll-tax on cilAP. Xll.

all the inhabitants—whether they sold or drank liquor or not— AbkXri

graduated according to their supposed means. In 1868 Govern-

ment got to know of this, and indignantly took the farm under

their own management. Improvements in the system were not

so easy to effect, however, as at first sight appeared ; for the

hill people know of several forms of strong drink all of which
can easily be made at home; and even if it had been possible to

stop the manufacture of these in the thousands of scattered huts

dotted about the hundreds of jungly and secluded valleys in the

Agency, the coercion necessary would speedily have driven the

hill men to resistance.

The most popular of these drinks is the liquor distilled from
the blossom of the Bassia latifolia, called ippa in Telugu and mohwa
in Uriya. This tree flowers in the month of Chaitra (March and

April). The people burn the grass under the trees beforehand,

so as to facilitate the gathering of the blossoms, and when these

fall they turn out and collect them. If the blossoms are dried in

the sun they will keep good for some weeks ; and if they are fried

and then pressed into balls (the frying makes them sticky) they

will keep a couple of years. Some of them are mixed with jag-

gery and eaten, some are sold to the Sondis (see below) to be

distilled into spirit, and in parts of the Agency {e.g., the Savara

and Kuttiya Khond hills) some are retained for distillation at

home. This latter process is simple- The flowers are soaked in

water for three or four days and are then boiled with water in

an earthenware chatty. Over the top of this is placed another

chatty, mouth downwards, the join between the two being made
air-tight by being tied round with a bit of cloth and luted with

clay. From a hole made in the upper chatty a hollow bamboo
leads to a thii-d pot, specially made for the purpose, which is

globular and has no opening except that into which the bamboo
pipe leads. This last is kept cool by pouring water constantly

over it, and the distillate is forced into it through the bamboo
and there condenses.

Besides ippa liquor the hill people brew beer from rice, sdmai

(the millet Panicum miliare) and ragi. They ' mash ' the grain in

the ordinary manner, add some more water to it, mix a small

quantity of a ferment with it, leave it to ferment three or four

days, and then strain off the grain. The beer so obtained la

often highly intoxicating, and different kinds of it go by different

names, such as londa. pandiyam and maddikallu. The ferment

which is used is called the sdraiya-mandu (' spirit drug ') or
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CHAP. XII. Sondi-mandu (' Sondis' drug ') and can be bought in the weekly

Abk^ri markets. There are numerous recipes ^ for making it, but the

Oviva ingredients are always jnngle roots and barks. -It is sold made
up into small balls with rice.

This beer is the common drink in places where the ippa tree

is rare, such as the Padwa and Koraput taluks (where the ippa

tree is plentiful, as in Gunupur taluk, it is almost unknown), ami

seems a harmless kind of beverage. Sometimes, however, the

fermented grain is afterwards distilled, and the spirit so made is

potent enough.

At first the authorities endeavoured to administer the liquor

revenue directly, under araani, but gradually the renting system

was reverted to everywhere except in Malkauagiri, Kotapad and

Naurangpur. It was tried, indeed, in these also in 1880, but

was a miserable failure. Both in the rented and the amani

taluks the methods followed were much the same. Strong waters

made for home consumption were entirely exempt from taxation,

but manufacture for sale was only permitted under a license.

Bach retail shop had its own still alongside, and the license

covered both. This system is necessary in a country which is too

rugged to admit of easy transport from a central distillery to

outlying shops, and in which strong drink transported by a

highlander through highland villages would be unlikely to reach

its destination without paying heavy toll en route.

After ten years of renting, the pendulum swung back again

and the amdni system rose once more into favour. In 1893, in

the amdni taluks, the right to distil and to sell in the same

licensed premises was, for the first time, sold separately; in 1897

this policy was extended to the whole of the Agency except the

Gunupur farm ; in 1901 this farm was abolished; and at present

the right to distil and sell is separately sold throughout the

agency tracts except in 36 villages (mainly in Golgonda taluk)

which, for abkari purposes, are included in the ordinary tracts.

The stills make liquor both from ippa flowers and from grain.

To prevent smuggling from the Agency to the rest of the

district, where the price of spirit is higher, a preventive belt, five

miles wide, was established in 1890 along the frontier between

the two ; and in this no shops or stills may be set up,

^ One given on p. 2t)4 of Mr. Carmiohael'fl Manual contains 23 ingredients
j

compare Mr. H. G .Turner's letters in G.O., No. 532, Revenue, dated 2nd Maj

1874.
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The actual shop-keepers and still-owners in the hills, cspeci- OHAP. XII.

ally in the Parvatlpur and Palkouda Agencies, are usually immi- ABKiRi

grants of the Sondi caste, a wily class who know exactly how opium
to take advantage of the sin which doth so easily beset the

hill man and to wheedle from him, in exchange for the strong

drink which he cannot do without, his ready money, his little

possessions, his crops, and finally his land itself. Statistics of the

arrack rentals for the last decade in the Koraput division exhibit

a marked increase and go to show either that the shops were

sold for much less than their value in former years or, perhaps,

that drinking there is more prevalent than it was ; but in the

Parvatipur Agency it is stated that extended communications

and contact with the outer world are gradually teaching the

hill people restraint in this matter, and that even the Chaitra

Saturnalia (see p. 72) shows signs of decreasing in vehemence.

Outside the agency tracts, abkari administration usually con- AbMri in the

sisted at first in dividing the country into farms and selling by o^^'Q^iT

auction the right to collect the arrack and the toddy revenue in arraok.'

them. The two were kept quite distinct and were sold separately.

From 1830-3 L to 1860-61 the receipts were almost stationary,

fluctuating between Rs. 60,000 and Rs. 67,000; in 1868-69

they rose to a lakh ; and in the next year the farms sold for

as much as Rs. 1,71,000. This, however, was more than they

were worth, and several of the purchasers went bankrupt in

consequence.

In 1372 the excise system (under which the revenue is

collected in the form of a duty, levied at the distillery, on every
gallon of liquor issued for consumption) was introduced in the

case of arrack for a term of three years. Mr. Minchin of Aska
in Ganjam undertook the supply of the liquor, and sent that

required for the G-unupur and Rayagada Agencies (which were
included with the plain taluks) by road through Chicacole, and
supplied the rest of the district through Bimlipatam, whither the

liquor was brought down by sea. His contract included also the

monopoly of the manufacture and sale of toddy, but he was
allowed to sub-rent this on condition of paying to Government
three-quarters of the sum for which he leased it. An attempt

was at first made to give the Aska liquor, which was distilled

from jaggery, the peculiar flavour popular in this district by
mingling with it a little rice arrack ; but this did not meet the

public taste and eventually it became necessary to mix with it as

much as a fourth part of rice spirit. Even then, this arrack was
never as popular as that made in the country stills, and on this
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CH\P XII account Mr. MincLin was allowed to sub-rent Gunupur, Eaya-

Abk^ri gada and the S^lur and Pdlkonda Agencies on the same terms as

AND the toddy farms. Numerous otlier difficulties also cropped up/

chief among them being the smuggling of ippa arrack from the

Agency into the interior taluks at the foot of the hills.

In 1876 another triennial lease was granted to Mr. Miuchin

for the arrack supply, but the toddy farms were sold separately.

Smuggling continued and eventually led to the entire break-

down of the excise system in the interior taluks. They "vrere

accordingly first leased out to Mr. Minchin and supplied on the

old system of scattered stills, and afterwards, in 1878-79, rented

out by public auction in four - farms to others, who manufactured

two strengths of rice or ippa liquor (30^ and 60° underproof

respectively) at sanctioned stills and sold it at fixed shops. This

step only transferred, and did not abolish, the smuggling : it

was now systematically carried on from this rented belt into the

littoral taluks in quart bottles, the provisions of the then abkari

law making it no offence to transport ari*ack in quantities of one

quart or less.

This system was overthrown by the introduction of the

existing Abkdri Act, which not only stopped ' the quart system ',

as it was called, but rendered the salt preventive staff available

for the enforcement of the abkari law. At the beginning of

1888 the excise system was once more tried in these inland

taluks, but the right of supply was given to native renters both

there and in the littoral taluks, and Mr. Minchin's connec-

tion with the district, which had lasted for sixteen years, ceased.'

The supply of arrack to the district has for the last twelve years

been in the hands of a native firm, known as the Vizagapatam

Commercial Corporation, which makes the spirit from sugar-cane

jaggery at their distillery at the district head-quarters. Since

1890 the issue of rice spirit has been discontinued, and this has

done much to check the smuggling from the Agency tracts which

was formerly such a difficulty, as illicit liquor can now be recog-

nized at once. The system of supply of country spirit at present

in force is known as the contract distillery supply system, under

' 8ee G.Os., Nos. 5G1, Rcveuuo, dat'jd 6th May 187i, and 332, dated 2nd

Maroh 1875.

^ Consisting of (i) Gnnupur and Rayagada taluks, (ii) Gajapatinagaram, Saldi*

and Bobbin, (iii) Parvafcipur and Palkonda and (iv) Viravilli and Srungavarapu*

k6ta.

' A fuller history of abkari administration in Vizagapatam daring tins period

will be found in G.O., No. 1005, Revenue, dated 19tli December 188U.
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which the exclusive privilege of manufacture and supply is dis- CHAP. Xil.

posed of hy tender and the prices to be charged at the distilleries, AbkXri

warehouses and wholesale dep8ts are fixed by Government. The J'^^

right to sell retail is sold separately, and shop by shop, by
auction every year.

In the ordinary tracts the toddy revenue is managed on the Toddy.

tree-tax system, under which a tax is levied on every tree tapped.

This was first introduced into certain of the taluks in October

1892. The right of retail sale at the sliops approved by Govern-

ment is in some cases sold annually by auction, or, more
generally, on payment of fixed fees.

Toddy is obtained from the palmyra and date palms. The
cocoanut is never tapped. The toddy-drawers are usually of the

Yata and Segidi castes. Their methods are the same as usual,

the palmyra being tapped by cutting off the end of the flower

spathe, and the date palm by making an incision like an inverted

V close under the crown of leaves. In the zamindaris little

care is taken to see that date trees are not overtapped, and hun-

dreds of them may be seen ruined and even killed by excessive

tapping.

Sweet toddy tapping is almost unknown. A little jaggery is

made from palmyra toddy in two or three villages round Pudi-

madaka in the Sarvasiddhi taluk, but so far the industry is small.

Date toddy is not used in this way.

The opium consumed in the district is all supplied from the Opium.

Eajahmundry warehouse. The drug is generally eaten, maddat
(the smoking mixture) being little in demand. On the plains

the system of supply is the same as elsewhere. In the Agency,

however, special conditions formerly resulted in special rules.

The Opium Act I of 1878 came into force on the 1st July

1880 and occasioned an immediate and abrupt rise in the price of

the drug. In the Agency it went up from five (and even six)

tolas a rupee to two tolas, and in some places none was procarable

for love or money. The people in the Golgonda Agency, where

almost everyone—men, women and children—eats opium, believed

that Government had imposed the tax as a punishment for the

Rampa rebellion, which was just over. The craving for a narcotic

to which they had been habituated from childhood bat could no

longer afford, and the deprivation of what they believed to be a

panacea against malaria, dysentery and other hill diseases,

rendered them openly discontented and restless, and the then

Agent, Mr. Garstin, thought that special measures were neces-

saiy and suggested that Government should forego I'urt of the
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CHAP. XII. usual opium duty so that the agency people might be able to

ABKiRi have their daily dose without paying very much extra for it.

Opium. This was agreed to, and from April 1881 opium of varying quaU-

ties was supplied by Grovernment to licensed retailers, who sold

it to the public at prices ranging from 5 to 3^ tolas per rupee,

against the rate of two tolas which obtained in the low country.

In 1882 the minimum price was raised to four tolas, and in 1883

to 3j tolas, and this latter figure enabled Government to charge

the usual duty in full and to liand over the whole business of

supply to a monopolist from April 1881. Later on, the price was

enhanced to three tolas, and in 1888-89, at Mr. H. G. Turner's

suggestion, it was increased to 2|- tolas in all parts of the Agency

except Malkanagiri taluk and the Golgonda and Mddgole hills.

Mr. Turner was strongly of opinion that the opium habit was

doing great harm among the Telugu hill folk in the south of the

Agency ; and he contrasted their physical condition and energy

most unfavourably with those of the Uriyas further north, who
are much less addicted to the drug. He did not believe that

opium was in the least necessary to health, but held that on the

contrary the people spent upon it money which would have been

better laid out on food or warm clothes. He pointed out that

opium-eaters required continually increasing doses as they got

on in years, and that the habit was so universal that nursing

mothers even rubbed the drug on their nipples before giving

their babies the breast.

Two years later the price in the three excepted tracts above

mentioned was raised, at Mr. ^Villock's suggestion, to the rate

obtaining elsewhere in the Agency, namely, 2|- tolas per rupee
;

and in 1904 the rate throughout the district was enhanced to its

present figure, 2^ tolas.

Retail supply is effected through vendors, who are granted

licenses free in shops where the total annual sales are less than

1,000 tolas; pay Es. 15 and lis. 30 respectively if the sales are

between 1,000 and 2,000 tolas and 2,000 and 3,000 tolas ; and

purchase the license by auction, subject to a minimum of Rs. 40,

where the sales are more than 4,000 tolas annually. The con-

sumption is greater than in any district except Godavari, and the

incidence of revenue per head of the population higher than

anywhere except that district, the Nilgiris and Kistna.

Ilemp-clrugs. In tlie Agency, the cultivation of the hemp plant is under no

restrictions, but assertions on the part of officers of the Central

Provinces that ganja was smuggled thither from the Jeypore

zamindari, especially from the neighbourhood of Maidalpur, have
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recently been met by the prohibition of the export of the drug CHAP. Xll.

from the estate,' ABKiai
AND

In the plains the sale of ganja is controlled on the system Opium,

usual elsewhere. The drug is generally supplied from the

Daggupad storehouse in Guntlir district, but a proportion of it

comes from Kaniyambddi in North Arcot, where the crop grown
on the Javadi hills is stored. Comparatively little is used in the

district, and the consumers are largely religious mendicants and
others from northern India, some Musalmans, and followers of

the Bdja of Vizianagram who picked up the habit when resident

with former chiefs of that family at Benares.

Since April 1900, the collection of sea-customs has devolved, Custom*.

as elsewhere, upon the Salt, Abkdri and Customs department. Sea-castom*

Of the two ports in the district, Bimlipatam contributes some-

what the larger proportion of the small amount of export duties

which are realized, and Vizagapatam the greater share of the

import duties. These latter average about Rs. 5,500 annually at

that port.

No land-customs are collected anywhere in the district now, Land-

but as late as 1860 almost every zamindar in the district levied onstom*.

on all travellers and traders passing through his property varying

fees which (though often described as charges for protection, for

pasturage, for the use of halting-places, and so forth) were in

reality transit duties pure and simple. Varying rates were

demanded for each kavadi-load, pack-bullock and cart, and in

Jeypore a tax of three or four pies a bullock was stated to give

the Eaja an income of Rs. 2,500 per annum.^ These duties were

not included in the assets on svhich the peshkash was originally

fixed in these estates, and their eventual abolition (in 1863)

involved no compensation. The Brinjari pack-buUock traders

gave a pitiable account of the hardship they involved. * We
never knew ', they said, ' the amount we should have to pay. In

the morning we were taxed ; in the evening we were taxed. Our
bullocks were detained, our merchandise seized. Tigers and wild

beasts are dangerous, but the Rdja's robbers are even more to be
dreaded.'

The Income-tax Act is not in force in the Agency. Incom».tax.

In the plain taluks the tax is levied and collected in the usual

manner. Statistics will be found in the separate Appendix
to this volume. In the triennium ending with 1904-05 the

proportion borne by the tax-payers to the total population

' G.O., No. 515, Revenue, dated 5th June 1905.

* G.O., No. 676, Political, dated 30th August 1869.

26
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Incomb-tax.

Stamps.

was smaller than in anj other district in the Presidency, and the

incidence of the tax per head of the population was lower than in

any other except South Arcot and Salem, the figure being only

6 pies against an average for the Presidency, excluding Madras
City, of IO5 pies. Only 25 per cent, of the assessees paid tax at

the higher rate of 5 pies per rupee, against a similar Preaidency

average of over '67 per cent.

The zamindars and owners of proprietary estates in the district

formerly levied for many years a profession tax, called moturpha

and graduated on no very fixed principles, on certain classes of

people resident within their properties. In 1861 this was stopped,

compensation being paid to those of the zamindars and proprietors

in fixing whose peshkash the proceeds of this tax had been

included among the assets of the estate.

Both judicial and non-judicial stamps are sold on the system

usual elsewhere. The Stamp Act is in force in the Agency. Statis-

tics of the receipts will be found in the Appendix, and it will be

seen that they are very small. Its revenue from this source has

often been held to be an index of the prosperity of a district,

since where trade is large and business brisk non-judicial

stamps are largely required, while where the people have money
in their pockets they are usually fond of spending it on litigation

and the sale of judicial stamps accordingly increases. If this

test be a true one, Vizagapatam as a whole is the poorest area in

the Presidency, since, including the Agency, the revenue there

per 1,000 of the population both from judicial and non-judicial

stamps, and both in the year 1904-05 and the six years ending

therewith, was lower than in any other Madras district. There

are however certain special reasons why the stamp revenue there

should be low, among them the infrequency of communications

and the backwardness of the people in a large part of the district.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

Former C<»orts. Courts and Laws in tue Agency—Limits of tho Agency-

Agency ruleB—Laws in force iu the Agency. Civil Jdstice elsewhere—
Existing courts—Amount of litigation—Registration. Criminal Justice—
The varions tribunals—Former meriah sacrifices— Crime and criminal

castes. Police. Jails. Appendix, Laws in force in the Agency.

The report of 1784 of the Circuit Committee tlirows a lurid

light on the judicial methods in force in the district before the

arrival of the British. ' During the Muhammadan government

an adalat was established at Chicacole in which the amildar,

nominally the Faujdar, was supposed to preside. But he appears

to have disposed of the authority and profits, which were estab-

lished at 25 per cent, on the amount of property.' Petty disputes

were settled by panchayats or by the heads of villages, the Hindus

preferring this method to recourse to a Musalman court. After

the dissolution of Musalman rule, no regular courts of justice

existed, 'the renter's decision being the only resource of the injured,

80 that those who have money generally escape by a well-applied

present, while the poor, who are perhaps the really aggrieved,

frequently undergo a corporal punishment. This authority leaves

the renter frequently judge and party in his own cause ; therefore

an equitable distribution of justice is not to be expected.'

The earliest British court in the settlement at Vizagapatam
appears to have been that established in 1742 by an order that

the Council do ' meet regularly at the Choultry for administering

justice to the inhabitants.' Confinement, ' whether to the Choul-

try, the Cookhouse, the person's private house or elsewhere,'

required the sanction of a majority of the Council and had to be

reported at once to the authorities at Madras.

At the beginning of the last century Lord Cornwallis' system
of civil and criminal courts was introduced in this Presidency

and since then the general history of the administration of justice

has been the same in Vizagapatam as in other districts, with the

one exception of the establishment in the Agency of the special

judicial system which still obtains there.

As a result of the constant disturbances in Vizagapatam and
Ganjam which at length, at the end of 1832, necessitated as

alreadj (p. 57) related, the despatch of Mr. Russell as Special

CHAP. XIII.
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Laws in the
AoEXcr

Limits of the

Agency.

Zamindaris.

Vizianagram.

Bobbili.

Jeypore.

Kurupam.
Sangamvalasa.

Chemadu.
Pachipenta.

Andra.

Sarapalli-

Bhimavaram.

Saldr.

Midgole.

Belgani.

M6rangi.

Taluks.

Palkonda.

Golgonda.

CHAP. XIII. Commissioner with a force of troops, an Act (XXIV of 1839) was

Courts and passed on Mr. Eussell's advice wliich enacted that in this district

(and also in Granjam) ' the operation of the rules for the administra-

tion of civil and criminal justice, as well as those for the collection

of the revenue, shall cease to have effect, except as hereinafter

mentioned, within the undermentioned tracts of country ' and

that ' the administration of civil and criminal justice (including

the superintendence of the police) and the collection and superin-

tendence of the revenues of every description, within the tracts

of country specified, .... shall be vested in the Collector

of Vizagapatam and shall be exercised by (him) as Agent to the

Governor of 1^'ort St. George.'

The tracts in this district which were thus removed from the

jurisdiction of the ordinary courts

and laws and constituted the

Agency, were the zamindaris and

taluks noted in the margin. In

other words, some seven-eighths

ofthe whole district (all of it except

the old havili land) was turned into

a non-regulation area and placed

under a special system of adminis-

tration. The remainder was subordinated, in judicial matters,

to the Civil and Sessions Judge of Chicacole, with a sub-court at

Vizagapatam and a district munsif at Eayavaram.

In June 1863, in view of the improved condition of the district,

the zamindaris of Vizianagram

(except Kasipuram estate) and
Bobbili, and the taluk of Palkonda,

were restored by notification to the

ordinary jurisdiction and placed

under the newly-constituted Civil

and Sessions Court at Vizaga-

patam. In December 1864, in

consequence of the heavy work
thrown on the Agent by the civil

cases arising in so large an Agency,
a further reduction in its limits was

made by the exclusion from it of the estates noted in the margin
;

while in December 1868 that part of Golgonda taluk which lay

below the Ghats and between them and the east of the river

Bodderu was retransferred to the ordinary jurisdiction. Since

then no alterations in the limits of the Agency have occurred.

Zamindaris.

Kurupam
(except the

Gumma and
Konda
muttas).

Sangamvalasa.

Chemudu.
P4chipenta

(below the
Ghats).

Andra.

Sarapalli-

Bhimavaram

the

the

SaHir.

Madgole
(below
Ghats).

Belgam.

M^rangi
(except

Mondenkallu
and Konda
muttas).

Taluk.

Golgonda
(except the

hill muttas).
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Act XXIV of 1839 empowered the Government of Madras CHAP. XIII.

to prescribe such rules as they might deem proper for the guidance Couktb and

of the Agent and his subordinates m judicial and otlier matters
; agency.

for the determinatiou of the extent to wiiich his decision in civil

suits should be final or subject to appeal to the Higli Court ; and
j-u^gg^^

for the regulation of the manner in which the same tribunal

should deal with his judgments in criminal cases. The rules

accordingly framed originally left, civil cases to be tried by

panchayats, but they have since been frequently revised, and as

they stand at present they direct that civil suits shall be heard by

the revenue officers, but lay down a course of procedure simpler

than that prescribed by the Civil Procedure Code, which is not

in force in the Agency. They empower the district muusifs (who

are the deputy tahsildars) to try suits up to Es. 500 in value,

the Divisional Officers (who have the civil powers of sub-judges)

those between Es. 500 and Es. 5,000, and the Agent those above

the latter sum in value. Criminal justice is admiuistered as

elsewhere, both the Penal Code and the Criminal Procedure

Code being in force, except that there is no trial by jury. The

deputy tahsildars are sub-magistrates, the Divisional Officers

have first-class powers, and the Agent is the Sessions Judge and

is aided by the senior Civilian Divisional Officer, who is made
an Additional Sessions Judge.

The wide terms of Act. XXIV of 1839 (which has both Laws in

retrospective and prospective effect) coupled with the uncertainties Agency
of the two subsequent enactments of 1874 called the Laws Local

Extent Act and the Scheduled Districts Act, led to much doubt

as to what laws were actually in force in the Agency, and in 1898,

after prolonged correspondence with the Government of India,

was published the first of a series of notifications under the

Scheduled Districts Act which did much to set the matter at

rest. The Appendix to this chapter shows the Acts which have
now been so notified to be in force there (or, there being no doubt
in the matter, have by executive order been declared to be so in

force), but the notifications are not decisive of the question

whether an enactment not included in them is or is not in force.

Outside the Agency, the civil tribunals are of the usual four Civil

grades, namely, the courts of village and district munsifs and of elskwherb.
the recently-appointed sub-judge, and the District Court. Their Existing

powers and jurisdiction are the same as elsewhere. Statistics cou^'t"-

regarding the work done by them will be found in the separate

Appendix to this volume.
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As elsewhere, the value of the suits tried by the ^^age munsifa

is seldom above Rs. 20. The system of trial by Bench Courts under

section 9 of the Village Courts Act I of 1889 has been introduced

in seventeen of the larger villages. There are now six district

munsifs ; namely, at Yellamanchili with jurisdiction over the

taluks of Sarvasiddhi and Golgonda ; Vizionagram, for Vizia-

nagram and Gajapatinagaram ; Chodavaram, for Viravilli and

Sruugavarapukota ; Pdrvatipur, for Parvatipur, Bobbili and

Salur ; Vizagapatam, ior Vizagapatam, Bimlipatam and Anaka-

palle ; and Bdzdm, for Chipurupalle and Palkonda. The

Chodavaram munsif was transferred to that station from Bimli-

patam in 1889, in which year a redistribution of the munsifs'

charges was carried out.

The jurisdiction of the District Court extends over all but

the agency portion of the district.

Including the Agency, Vizagapatam is almost the least

litigious area in Madras. The number of suits filed is only one

for every 275 of the population against one for every 117 in the

Presidency as a whole, and Anantapur is the only district in

which the proportion is lower. This result is due partly to the

poverty of the mass of the population, partly to the fact that the

numerous inhabitants of the hills have not yet acquired the taste

for squabbling over their rights in the courts, and partly to the

marked infrequency of suits under the Tenancy Act. Though
nine-tenths of the district is zamindari land, a ten years' average

of the cases filed under that enactment in this district works out

to less than 200, while in Kistna and Tanjore, with far smaller

areas of zamindari estates, it was eight times that number.

The Registration Act does not extend to the Agency. Outside

that area, the registration of assurances is managed on the usual

lines. Besides the District Registrar at Vizagapatam there are

thirteen sub -registrars, who are stationed at the head-quarters of

the remaining ten non-agency deputy tahsildars and of the three

tahsildars.

The criminal tribunals are of the same classes as elsewhere.

The village magistrates in the three Government taluks possess

the usual powers in respect to petty cases arising within their

villages, and in an ordinary year about half of them make use of

these. Benches of magistrates in the four municipalities of

Anakdpalle, Bimlipatam, Vizagapatam and Vizianagram possess

the usual powers with respect to certain minor kinds of offences

committed within those places. The Towns Nuisances Act has

been extended to seventeen other villages and is also put in
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force on the Simhdchalam hill during the two chief festivals at CHAP.XIII.

the famous temple there. The great bulk of the second and Criminal
Justice

third class cases are, however, heard by the tahsildar- and

sheristadar-magistrates at Narasapatam, the stationary sub-

magistrates at Palkonda aad Yellamanchili, and tlie deputy

tahsildars in charge of the other (zamindari) divisions in the

district.

The Divisional Magistrates and the District Magistrate (and

also the Treasury Deputy Collector) have the usual first-class

powers and the Court of Session possesses the same authority as

elsewhere throughout the non-agency portion of the district.

Of the grave crime committed in the district, that which has Former

attracted the most attention is the former practice of meriah, or
^^'^1^^^,

the sacrifice of human victims to propitiate the Earth Goddess

and other deities. Its existence was discovered by Mr. EusseU,

the Special Commissioner, in 183(3. Enquiries showed that it

was common in Jeypore. By Act XXI of 1845 an officer called

the Agent for the suppression of Meriah Sacrifices was placed

in charge of the country where the custom prevailed, both in

this and other Provinces. The first Meriah Agent was Captain

Macpherson, whose monograph on the Khonds is so well known,

and the Agency continued in existence until 1861. The follow-

ing account in Mr. Frazer's The Golden Bough well summarizes,

from the reports of these Agents and others, the chief charac-

teristics of the custom :

—

' The sacrifices were offered to the Earth Goddess, Tari Pennu or

Bera Pennu,' and were believed to ensure good crops and immunity

from all disease and accidents. In particular, they were considered

necessary in the cultivation of turmeric, the Khonds arguing that the

turmeric could not have a deep red colour without the shedding of

blood. The victim or Meriah was acceptable to the goddess only if he

had been purchased, or had been born a victim—that is, the son of

a victim father—or had been devoted as a child by his father or

guardian. Khonds in distress often sold their children for victims,

* considering the beatification of their souls certain, and their death,

for the benefit of mankind, the most honourable possible,' A man of

the Panua (Pane) tribe was once seen to load a Khond with curses

and finally to spit on liis face, -because the Khond had sold for a

ictim his own child, whom the Panua had wished to marry. A party

of Khonds, who saw this, immediately pressed forward to comfort the

seller of his child, saying, " your child has died that all the world may
live, and the Earth Goddess herself will wipe that spittle from your

face." The victims were often kept for years before they were

^ Not exclaMTely, ai will appeaj- below.
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sacrificed. Being regarded as consecrated beings, they were treated

with extreme affection, mingled with deference, and were welcomed

wherever they went. A Meriah youth, on attaining maturity, was

generally given a wife, who was herself usually a Meriah or victim j

and with her he received a portion of land and farm-stock. Their

offspring were also victims. Human sacrifices were offered to the

Earth Gfoddess by tribes, branches of tribes, or villages, both at

periodical festivals and on extraordinary occasions. The periodical

sacrifices were generally so arranged by tribes and divisions of tribes

that each head of a family was enabled, at least once a year, to

procure a shred of flesh for his fields, generally about the time when
his chief crop was laid down.

' The mode of performing these tribal sacrifices was as follows.

Ten or twelve days before the sacrifice, the victim was devoted by

cutting o& his hair, which, until then, had been kept unshorn.

Crowds of men and women assembled to witness the sacrifice; none

might be excluded, since the sacrifice was declared to be for all

mankind. It was preceded by several days of wild revelry and gross

debauchery. On the day before the sacrifice the victim, dressed in a

new garment, was led forth from the village in solemn procession,

with music and dancing, to the Meriah grove, a clump of high forest

trees standing a little way from the village and untouched by the axe.

Here they tied him to a post, which was sometimes placed between

two plants of the sankissar shrub. He was then anointed with oil,

ghee, and turmeric, and adorned with flowers ; and ' a species of

reverence, which is not easy to distinguish from adoration ' was paid

to him throughout the day. A. great struggle now arose to obtain the

smallest relic from his person ; a particle of the turmeric paste with

which he was smeared, or a drop of his spittle, was esteemed of

sovereiga .virtue, especially by the women. The crowd danced round

the post to music, and, addressing the earth, said " God, we offer

this sacrifice to you
;
give us good crops, seasons, and health."

' On the last morning the orgies, which had been scarcely inter-

rupted during the night, were resumed and continued till noon, when
they ceased, and the assembly proceeded to consummate the sacrifice.

The victim was again anointed with oil, and each Iperson touched the

anointed part, and wiped the oil on his own head. In some places

they took the victim in procession round the village, from door to

door, where some plucked hair from his head, and others begged for a

drop of his spittle, with which they anointed their heads, As the

victim might not be bound nor make any show of resistance, the

bones of his arms and, if necessary, his legs were broken ; but often

this precaution was rendered unnecessary by stupefying him with

opium. The mode of putting him to death varied in difi'orent places.

One of the commonest modes seems to have been strangulation, or

sc[ueezing to death. The branch of a green tree was cleft several feet

down the middle ; the victim's neck (in other places, his chest) waa
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iuserted in the cleft, which the priest, aided by hie assistants, strove CHAP. XITI.

with all his force to close. Then he wounded the victim slightly Criminal

with his axe, whereupon the crowd rushed at the wretch and cut Ji'stick.

the flesh from the bones, leaving the head and bowels untouched.

Sometimes he was cut up alive. In Ohinna Kimedy he was dragged

along the fields, surrounded by the crowd, who, avoiding his head and
intestines, hacked the flesh from his body with their knives till ho
died. Another very common mode of sacrifice in the same district

was to fasten the victim to the proboscis of a wooden elephant, which
revolved on a stout post, and, as it whirled round, the crowd cut the

flesh from the victim while the life remained.' In some villages

Major Campbell found as many as fourteen of these wooden elephants,

which liad been used at sacrifices. In one district the victim was put

to death slowly by fire. A low stage was formed, sloping on either

side like a roof ; upon it they laid the victim, his limbs wound round

with cords to confine his struggles. Firen were then lighted and hot

brands applied, to make him roll up and down the slopes of the stage

as long as possible ; for the more tears he shed the more abundant

would be the supply of rain. Next day the body was cut to pieces.

' The flesh cut from the victim was instantly taken home by the

persons who had been deputed hy each village to bring it. To secure

its rapid arrival, it was sometimes forwarded by relays of men, and

conveyed with postal fleetness fifty or sixty miles. In each village

all who stayed at home fasted rigidly until the flesh arrived. The
bearer deposited it in the place of public assembly, where it was

received by the priest and heads of families. The priest divided it

into two portions, one of which he ofi'ered to the Earth GoddesB

by burying it in a hole in the ground with his back turned, and

without looking. Then each man added a little earth to bury it, and

the priest poured water on the spot from a hill gourd. The other

portion of flesh he divided into as many shares as there were heads of

houses present. Each head of a house rolled his shred of flesh in

leaves, and buried it in his favourite field, placing it in the earth

behind his back without looking. In some places each man carried

his portion of flesh to the stream which watered his fields, and there

hung it on a pole. For three days thereafter no house was swept;

and, in one district, strict silence was observed, no fire might be given

out, no wood cut, and no strangers received. The remains of the

human victim (namely, the head, bowels, and bones) were watched by

strong parties the night after the sacrifice; and next morning they

were burned, along with a whole sheep, on a funeral pile. The ashes

were scattered over the fields, laid as paste over the houses and

granaries, or mixed with the new corn to preserve it from insects.

Sometimes, however, the head and bones were buried, not burnt.'

The Meriah Agency appears first to have visited Jeypore in

1851, in which year Lieutenant-Colonel Campbell toured through

' One of thefie diabolical contriTacces Ib now in the lladxaa Mnseam.

w—

'
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the country. At Bissamkatak lie found in the house of the Tdt

Edja a boy who was being kept ready for sacrifice to the god of

battles in the event, daily expected, of an outbreak of hostilities

between the Tat Rdja and his suzerain the Rdja of Jeypore. At
Rdyabijji (which, with its neighbour Chandrapur, was one of the

chief strongholds of the custom and where an outpost of sibbandis

was accordingly established) he rescued 69 meriahs, and at

Gudari 46. In the liills north-easf- of the latter place his camp

was attacked by some 300 Khonds, but they were driven off. In

1851-52 and 1852-53, 77 male and 115 female meriahs were

rescued in this district, as well as 14 male and 8 female plassias,

or children of female meriahs married temporarily to Khonds.

Other reports show that on the site of the old fort at Ramagiri

a victim was sacrificed every third year. The poor vsnretch was

forced into a hole in the ground, three feet deep and eighteen

inches square, at the bottom of which the goddess (' Goorbone-

shanny ') was supposed to dwell, his throat was cut and the blood

allowed to flow into the hole, and afterwards his head was struck off

and placed on his lap and the mutilated body covered with earth

and a mound of stones until the time for the next sacrifice came

round, when the bones were taken out and thrown away. In this

taluk a sacrifice was also performed in 1855 to secure the release

of the pdtro, who had been confined by the Jeypore Baja. At

Malkanagiri periodical sacrifices occurred at the four gates of the

fort (see p. 281) and the rani had a victim slain as a thank-offering

for her recovery from an illness. In 1861 several sacrifices were

made to celebrate the Jeypore Raja's recent succession to the

estate and a girl was offered up in Jeypore itself to stay an

epidemic of cholera. Sati was also openly practised, supposed

sorceresses and witches were constantly put to death with the

general approval of the people, and round Rayagada infanticide

was common.

Goats and buffaloes nowadays take the place of human meriah

victims, but the belief in the superior efficacy of the latter dies

hard and every now and again revives. When the Ram pa rebel-

lion of 1879-80 spread to this district, several cases of human
sacrifice occurred in the disturbed tracts. In 1880 two persons

were convicted of attempting a meriah sacrifice near Ambaddla

in Bissamkatak ; in 1883 a man (a beggar and a stranger) was

found at daybreak murdered in one of the temples in Jeypore in

circumstances which pointed to his having been slain as a meriah

;

and as late as 1886 a formal enquiry showed that there were
' ample grounds for the suspicion ' that the kidnapping of victims

still went on in Bastar.
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The Jejpore country had so long been in a state of anarchj CHAP. XIII.

that for some time after tlie police were first posted there in 1863 Criminal

daring and violent crime continued to be common. In 1864, to

give only one instance, two paiks at Naurangpur fought a duel Crime and

with broadswords in open daylight in one of the streets there to ^J^^^^
settle a dispute between their wives about a well, and one of them
had his head taken off at Oiie swoop of his opponent's weapon.

To render them more detei-rent, sentences of death used always

to be carried out publicly at the head-quarters of the taluk.

At present, crime in the district may be said to be light and

(except in the Agency) robberies, cattle-thefts and dacoities are

uncommon. In the Golgonda Agency, however, crime (even petty

theft) is practically unknown. In the low country, oflfences are

especially rare in the south, the only castes which give trouble

there being the gangs of Nakkalas or Tanddis who have settled

permanently near Kottakota and Makkavdrapalem. They travel

about to Sarvasiddhi taluk and the Godavari district, but they

usually confine themselves to sneaking kinds of crime, such as

petty house-breakings and thefts of crops or the contents of carts,

and do not perpetrate dacoities. Another wUder section of them

haunts the country between Pdlkonda and Parvatipur, living in

temporary huts in the jungles. They are said to be called Nak-
kalas either because of their eating jackals or from their slinking

ways. They live partly by making date mats ^and snaring small

game, and are said to have a thieves' slang of their own. The

Mdlas and Ydtas (toddy-drawers) are also responsible for a good

deal of the crime in the southern corner of the district.

Further north, in the centre of the plain country, the Ydtas

again contribute to the total, and in some villages {e.g., Ballanki

and Bdnadi of ISrungavarapukota and Gopalapatnam of Vizaga-

patam) are coteries of Madiga housebreakers. But the greater

part of the offences are committed by the Konda Doras, who differ

from their namesakes of the hills in not eating beef and in other

respects, and are nominally cultivators. Some villages {e.g.,

Nilamrazupeta of Vizianagram and Chinnabantupalli of Gajapati-

nagaram) are almost exclusively inhabited by these people. They

travel widely in search of loot ; and where they are thickest they

have persuaded the villagers to employ some of their numbers

as watchmen under an implied promise of exemption from open

molestation.

Still further north, in the Parvatipur country, the Paidis

(Paidi Mdlas) do most of the crime. They are more daring and

violent than any of the castes yet mentioned, often committing

dacoities on the roads. Like the Konda Doras, they have induced
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some of the people to employ watchmen of their caste as the price

of immanity from theft. They are conQected with the Dombus
of the Eayagada and Grunupur taluks, who are even worse.

These people dacoit houses at nig-ht in armed gaiigs of 50 or more
with their faces blacked to prevent recognition. Terrifying the

villagers into staying quiet in their huts, they force their way
into the house of some wealthy person (for choice the local Sondi,

liquor-seller and so wear— usually the only man worth looting in

an agency village and a shark who gets little pity from his neigh-

bours when forced to disgorge), tie up the men, rape the women
and go off with everything of value. Their favourite method of

extracting information regarding concealed property is to sprinkle

the house-owner with boiling oil.

In the east of Gunupur the Savaras commit much cattle-theft,

partly, it is said, because caste custom enjoins big periodical

sacrifices of cattle to their deceased ancestors.

The Khonds here and in Bissamkatak also steal cattle,

especially those belonging to Brinjari gangs, in an open manner
for the sake of their flesh. In 1898, at Deppiguda near Grudari,

a party of them attacked four constables who were patrolling

the country to check these thefts, thrashed them, and carried off

all their property and uniforms. Efforts to arrest these men
resulted in the inhabitants of their village fleeing to the hills

;

and for a time it looked as if there was danger of others joining

them and of the Khonds ' going out.'

Throughout the Jeypore country proper, the Dombns (and

some Ghasis) are by far the most troublesome class. Their

favourite crime is cattle-theft for the sake of the skins, but in

1902 a Dombu gang in Naurangpur went so far as to levy black-

mail over a large extent of country and defy for some months
all attempts at capture. The loss of their cattle exasperates the

other hill folk to the last degree and in 1899 the uaiks (headmen)

of sixteen villages in the north of Jeypore taluk headed an
organized attack on the houses of the Dombus, which, in the

most deliberate manner, they razed to the ground in some fifteen

villages. The Dombus had fortunately got scent of what was
coming and made themselves scarce, and no bloodshed occurred.

In the next year some of the naiks of the Ramagiri side of

Jeypore taluk sent round a jack branch, a well-recognized form
of the fiery cross, summoning villagers other than Dombus to

assemble at a fixed time and place, but this was luckily inter-

cepted by the police. The Agent afterwards discussed the whole

question with the chief xiaiks of Jeypore and south Naurangpnr.
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Thej had no opinion of tlie deterrent effects of mere imprisonment CHAP. XIII.

on the Dombus. ' You fatten them and send them back/ they Criminal

said, and they suggested that a far better plan would be to
Justicb.

cut off their rigbt hands.

They eventually proposed a plan of checking tlio cattle-thefts

which is now being followed in much of that country. The
baranaiks, or heads of groups of villages, were each given brands

with distinctive letters and numbers and required to brand the

skins of aU animals which had died a natural death or been

honestly killed ; and the possession by Dombus, skin-merchants

or others of unbranded skins is now considered a suspicious

circumstance the burden of explaining which lies upon the

possessor. Unless this or some other way of checking the

Dombus' depredations proves successful, serious danger exists

that the rest of the people will take the matter into their own
hands, and as the Dombus in the Agency number over 50,000

this would mean real trouble.

Attacks upon supposed sorcerers are still not uncommon in

the Agency, In one instance a wizard's front teeth were pulled

out by the local blacksmith to render him unable to pronounce

his spells with the distinctness requisite to real efficacy (a similar

case also occurred recently at Bimlipatam, the teeth being there

knocked out with a stone) ; and in another, three Khonds whose

dead brother's chest refused to burn on the funeral pyre killed

the man who they therefore thought must have bewitched him,

hacked the chest from the corpse, burnt it, and then gave them-

selves up to the police. The practice of carrying the handy axes

called tangis, which is universal in the Agency, and the fondness

of the hiU man for strong waters lead to many cases of grievous

hurt in sudden quarrels.

Two of the chief difficulties with which the police have to

contend are the general ignorance of the Khond, Savara, Gadaba

and other tribal languages, and the opportunities for escape

afforded by the propinquity of the Bastar and E dlahandi States,

Up to the time of the permanent settlement, such police as P«i,ic«.

existed were under the orders of the zamindars and renters

and were paid by grants of land. In the larger towns kotwals

were appointed to the immediate charge of them. Between 1802

and 1816 the village police were under the District Magistrate,

who was then the same officer as the District Judge and did no

touring. This system was a failure. The transfer of the force to

the charge of the Collector effected some improvement, but the

men were badly paid and bad rerenue, ae well a« police, datiea.
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CHAP. XIII Companies of sibbandis were maintained to keep order in

Police.
'

certain tracts, notably Golgonda. The present police force was

organized gradually from 1861 onwards under Act XXIV of 1859,

many of the former establishment (whose inanis were enfran-

chised in 1862) joining the new department, and the sibbandi

corps being incorporated with it. The town police were main-

tained, but on a different basis, being paid from municipal funds

for some years.

There are now two Superintendents and three Assistant

Superintendents in the district. One Superintendent (whose

appointment was sanctioned in 1864) has charge of the Koraput

division and is helped by an Assistant who usually has immediate

control of the Jeypore and Malkanagiri taluks ;
and the other

takes the rest of the district and has Assistants at Narasa-

patam and Parvatipur who take off his shoulders the direct

charge of all but the five taluks noted in the margin. Statistics of

the force appear in the separate Appendix.

Bimlipatam. The risk of trouble in the Agency necessi-

Chipurupalle. tates the upkeep of four bodies of reserve
Gaiapatinagaram. t / i j j • i vi
Viaa'^apatam. poiice (who are dressed m a workmanliKe
Vizianagram. khaki uniform with putties and green turbans

and are armed with Lee-Metfords) at Vizaga-

patam, Parvatipur, Koraput and Chintapalle in the Golgonda

Agency. This last reserve was established after the fituri of

1886 (see p. 251) by concentrating the stations formerly existing

at Koyyur, Lammasingi and Gudem.

Jails. The district possesses 23 sub-jails, one at the head-quarters

of each of the sub-magistrates except Vizagapatam, in which

latter place the District Jail accommodates the under-trial

prisoners.

The Koraput sub-jail contains accommodation for as many as

87 prisoners, is under the charge of the Assistant Surgeon and

sends its returns to the Inspector-General of Prisons, instead of to

the District Magistrate. It was originally enlarged in 1873—75

at a cost of Rs. 7,000 on the motion of Mr. H. G. Turner, then

Divisional Officer at Koraput, who represented with much earnest-

ness (what had long been well known) that hill men dreaded

being sent to the Vizagapatam jail as much as ordinary criminals

feared transportation across the seas, and also died in large

numbers from the abrupt change of climate. When he became
Agent, Mr. Turner proposed that the building should bo re-

constructed in pucka material and enlarged still further, and in

1892 estimates were sanctioned accordingly. The work was
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completed hy 1896 at a cost of Rs. 15,000 and short-terra convicts CHAP, XIII.

from the hills are now confined here instead of being sent down to Jails.

Vizagapatam.

The same consideration for the hill convict which had prompted
the enlargement of the Koraput sub-jail led to the construction

of the jail at Pdrvatipur. Work was begun in 1864, but after

Rs. 11,000 had been spent, the plan of the construction was
condemned on the ground that the outer wall was too near the

buildings inside and that the central space was insufficient for

proper ventilation owing to much of it being blocked up hj a

warder's tower. Meanwhile, from 1873, the buildings were used

for the sub-jail, sub -magistrate's cutcherry, and Divisional

Officer's office. In 1875 it was ordered that the outer wall should

be put back and the warder's tower removed ; and in 1880 the

jail was at last occupied. It was abandoned again fifteen years

later on the grounds that good medical attendance was not

procurable, that it was too far from the rail to be properly

supervised, that the site was unhealthy and the jail infected

with the dysenteric taint and that though it was intended for hill

convicts it was so far from the hills that prisoners in it suffered

just as much as those who were sent to Yizagapatam, The build-

ings are at present unoccupied except by some of the stores

belonging to the Nagavali project referred to on p. 106 above.

The Vizagapatam District Jail was originally located in the

ground floor of the building now occupied by the District Court.

In 1839 an upper storey was added to this and the sub-court

placed therein. In 186'<5 obstinate cholera broke out in the jail,

the building was condemned and the prisoners were removed
into sheds elsewhere. In 1864 the present jail was begun and it

was finished in 1872 ; but it was then pronounced t jo small and
was not occupied. In 1877 estimates for greatly enlarging it

were sanctioned, and it was first used after the completion of

the extensions in 1878-79. It is now to be rebuilt on the cellular

system.
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Laws in force in the Agency.

Year. No.

1802

1808
1819
1822

1828

1829
1830
1831
1832

1864

1865

1866
1867
1869

1871

1873
1876
1882
1884

1886

XIX

XXV
XXVI

VII
II

IV
VII

IX

VII

V
I

V
III

II

III

VI
VII
VIII

V
I

III

II

I

I

V
III

V

I

Short title or subject. Extent of application.

(a) Rbgulations of the .

Madras Code.

Prohibition of Loans by Cove-

nanted Civil Servants.

Revenue Settlement
Sale and sub-divielon of malguzari

land.

Power to establish Martial Law ...

State Prisoners

Eights of Cultivators

Appointment and removal of

Native Officers.

Malversation : Collectors : Em-
bezilement : Appeals.

Subordinate and Assistant Collec-

tors.

Hindu Wills

Sati ...

Salt; Tobacco; Stamps
Limitation under Eegulation IX of

1822.

(b) Acts of the Govbrnor of

Fort St. George in Council.

Recovery of arrears of Revenue ...

Abkari ...

Official Seals

Cess for Irrigation

Recovery of Rent ...

Labour Contracts with Natives ...

General Clauses Act
Empowering Revenue officers to

summon witnesses.

Explaining Madras Act VIII of

1865, section 11, clause 4.

Wild Elephants
Assessment of Land Revenue
Forests ...

Revenue arrears (amending Mad-
ras Act II of 1864).

Local Boards

Abkari

The whole.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

The whole except sec-

tion 6.

The whole.
Do.
Do.
Do.

The whole.

In tracts to which Act
I of 1886 has not been
extended.

The whole.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

I

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

See G.O., No. 124 L.,

4th February 1905.

See G.Os., Nos. 181,
4th March 1890; 659,
3J8t July 1897; 120,

15th February 1899

;

and 62, 30th January
1900, Revenue.
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Year. No.

1890

1896

1837

1838
1839

1841

1843
1847
1850

III

1851
1852

1853

1854
1855

1866

1857

IV
XXXVI
XXV
VII

XXIV
XXIX
XXX

XXXII
XXIV

V
XX
XII

XVIII

XIX
XXI

XXXIV
XXXVII

VIII
XXX

TI

XX
XXXI

XI

XII

XIII

XXIII

XXIV
XXVIII

XI
XV

Short title or subject.

XI

(6) Acts of the Governor of
Fort St. George ix

Council— co«f.

Local Boards : Rent Eecovery
(nmcndii)g Madras Acts V of 1884
and VIII of 18G5).

Eepealing Madras Act III, 1882 ...

(c) Acts of the Governor-
General IN Council.

The Property in Land Act, 1837.

Criminal Jurisdiction, Madras
The Wills Act, 1838
Sale of distrained property by
Tahsildars.

Ganjam and Vizagapatam
The Dower Act, 1839
The Inheritance Act, 1839
The Interest Act, 1839
The Illusory Appointments and
infants Property Act, 1841.

The Indian Slavery Act, 1843
The Indian Copyright Act, 1847 ...

The Public Accountants' Defaults
Act, 1850.

The Judicial Officers Protection
Act, 1850.

The Apprentices Act, 1850
The Caste Disabilitios Eemoval
Act, 1850.

The State Prisoners Act, 1850 ...

The Public Servants (Inquiries)

Act, 1850.

Indian Tolls Act, 1851

The Indian Naturalization Act,
1852.

The Landholders' Pnblic Charges
and Duties Act, 1S53.

The Legal Practitioners Act, 1853.
The Conveyance of Land Act, 1854
The Mesne Profits and Improve-
ments Act, 1855.

The Legal Representatives Suits

Act, 1855.

The Indian Fatal Accidents Act,
1855.

The Mortgaged Estates Adminis-
tration Act, 1S55.

The Penal Servitnd Act, 1855 ...

The Usury Laws Repeal Act, 1855
The European Deserters Act, 1856.

The Hindu Widows' Remarriage
Act, 1856.

The dtate OffenceB Act, 1857

Extent of appMcation.

The whole.

Do.

The whole.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

CHAP. XIII.

Appendix.

27
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CHAPTER XIV.

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.

CHAP. XIV.

Thk Local
BoARDi.

The Unions.

Thb LocAt, Boards—The Unions— Finances of the boards. The Four Munici-

palities—Anakapalle municipality—Binilipatam municipality— Vizianagrani

municipality—Improvements effect?d by it— Water-supply and drainage

—

Vizagapatam municipality—Its many uudwrtakings—Thw water-works.

The district contains four municipalities; namely, those at Ana-

kdpalle, Bimlipataai, Vizagapatam and Vizianagrani : and certain

portions of the Agency (namely, the part of the Grolgonda hills

above the Grhats, the Palkonda liills and the Savara and Kuttiya

Khond country in the 'junupur and Bissamkatak taluks) are

excluded from the operation of the Local Boards Act. Elsewhere,

local affairs are managed by the District Boards of Vizagapatam

and Koraput and the four taluk boards working under the

former. The Koraput District Board has jurisdiction over all

the Jey pore zamindari except the portions of it which lie in the

taluks of Parvatipur, Edyagada, Bissamkatak and Guuupur, and

manages matters therein without the intervention of any taluk

boards. It began work only on the 1st April 1905, but proposals

to extend the Local Boards Act to parts at least of the Agency,

so as to compel them to contribute something towards the large

and increasing expenditure on local needs which is annually

incurred withiu them, have been made at intervals ever since 1875,

The Vizagapatam District Board controls affairs in the rest of

the district except the municipalities and the excluded areas

already mentioned. The charges of the four taluk boards under

it—those of Narasapatam, Pdrvatipur, Vizagapatam and Vizia-

nagram— correspond (excepting, again, these excluded areas)

with the tracts comprised in the revenue divisions of these names

already set out on p. 2.

The seventeen large villages noted in the margin have been

Narasapatam taluk hoard.

Chodavaram
Kasimkota

Madgole

Narasapatam

YoUamanchili

Parvatipur taluk hoard.

Bobbili

Gunnpur
PArvatipnr

Sildr

Vizagapatam taluk board.

Srungavar!ijiuk6ta

.16,mi

Vizianagram tnlnk heard.

Cliipurnpalle

Gajapatinagaram

Palkonda

Ponddrn

Razam
K'-ra-pui district hnard.

Jeypore

constituted unions.

As elsewhere, the

chief item in their

income is the house-

tax, which is levied at

half rates in Gunnpur
and Jeypore, but on

themaximum scale else-

where. The average
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assffissmnnt per House was 13:|; annas in LOO.S-O^, or an anna less

than the average for tlie Presidency in that year.

The separate Appendix to this volume gives figures of the

receipts and expenditure of the Vizagapatain District Boarfl and
the taluk boards subordinate thereto. As usual, the land-cess,

which is collected at the rate of one anna in the rupee of the land

assessment, is the chief source of income. It is followed by the

receipts from tolls, which ai'o collected at fourteen gates at half

the maximum rates. The chief heads of expenditure, as usual,

are the upkeep of the roads and of the medical and educational

institutions. These have already been referred to in Chapters
VII, IX and X, respectively.

Besides the four towns already mentioned, Palkonda was also

once constituted a municipality. This was effected in 1^69, at

the instance of the renters of the taluk, Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co.

The next year a squabble occun-ed as to who should be vice-

president, and the council resigned in a body. Thi-ee years

later, the Collector reported that the secretary was incapable,

that none of the inhabitants took the slightest interest in the

municipality or desired its continuance, and that its funds were

derived from an illegitimate source and were improperly spent.

Government accordingly abolished the institution. Proposals to

turn Bobbili and Pdrvatipur into municipalities have been twice

(in 1884 and 11M)2) discussed and twice rejected,

Anakapalle was constituted a municipal town in 1877 at the

suggestion of the Collector. In December 1878 the same officer

wrote to Government saying that a cyclone and flood had swept

away three-quarters ul' the houses (and consequently, three parts

of the council's income) and suggesting that the municipality

should be abolisbed accordingly. Government, however, refused

to do so, urging that times of calamity were just the occasions

when councils cuuld be of use. The council was given the power
of electing its own chairman in 188 1, but not until 1897 was
it allowed tiie privilege of electing a proportion (four) of its

thirteen councillors. The cown is built in a cramped site among
low-lying paddy-fields and is consequently difficult to keep
clean, and the municipal income is small. The council has

consequently effected little beyond the usual routine duties. It

has constructed itself an office from borrowed money ; started

a small sewage farm; and established, with financial profit, a

suburb to the north-west of the town (called Woodpeta after

tbe then Divisional Officer) \vhich affords some relief to the

overcrowding which exists.

CHAP. XIV.

The Local
Boards.

Finances of

the boards.

The Four
Munici-
palities.

Anakapalle
mucici-
pality.
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Himlipatam
mnnicipality.

Vizianagram
amnioipality.

Improve-
ments effected

by it.

Bimlipatam has a much longer experience of local self-

government, having established in 1861 a voluntary association,

as it was termed, under Act XXVf of 1850, an enactment

which permitted towns to voluntarily- tax themselves for their

own improvement and provided for the free grant by Government

of a sum equal to the amount so raised. This association worked

undisputed good. Its income amounted to about Rs. 4,000 and

was mainly derived from a small tax on carts entering the town.

The Government contribution brought the receipts to about

Rs. 8,000.

In 1866 the association was replaced by a council established

under the Towns Improvement Act of the preceding year, and

this has since continued in existence under the successive

municipal Acts which have siuce been passed. In the forty years

since it originated, there have been but four ch^mges among its

chairmen ; and this fact and the natural advantages of the place

in the way of water-supply and drainage—it is situated on the

side of a hill facing the sea and contains numerous good wells-

have resulted in the town becoming clean and tidy beyond the

normal. Four of the twelve councillors have been elected since

1900 and since 1885 the chairman has been chosen by the

council.

In Vizianagram a municipal association was founded at about

the same time as in Bimlipatam. The average receipts (derived

principally from a cart-tax) were about Rs. 450, and Govern-

ment contributed an equal amount. In November 1866 a

council was established under the Towns Improvement Act. In

1888 the rate-payers were permitted to elect twelve out of the

sixteen councillors and the council chooses its own chairman.

Matters in the cantonment, which has now recently ceased to

exist, were separately managed by the military authorities.

Public improvements in Vizianagram have been due chiefly

to the Rdja and his predecessors and the members of their family,

and the municipal council has effected little of note. I'ho rormer

have given the town the college, Sanskrit school, hospital and
gosha hospital referred to in Chapters X and IX respectively,

and also the large series of market stalls built in 1876 at a cost

of half a lakh and known as the Prince of Wales ' Market in

commemoration of the present King-Emperor's visit to India

in 1875.

Besides carrying on the usual routine duties, the municipality

built, in 1885, the clock-tower in the bazaar-street, an octagonal

building 68 feet high which cost, with its clock, Rs. 6,400

;
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erected its present office, at a cost of Rs. 7,500, in 1904 ; and

maintains a dispensary in a rented bailding', a small sewage farm

and a Victoria Jubilee Park. The last was brought into being

chiefly by the enterprise o£ Bai Bahddur P. Jaganndtha Rdzu,

D'iwan to the then Mahdrdja and chairman of the council for

some thirty years. In 1^87 about 50 acres of land in the town

(which were then part swamp, part paddy-fields and part general

rubbish heap) were obtained from the Mahardja in exchange for

other land elsewhere arid converted into a garden under expert

advice at a cost of Ks. 8,000. It lies in the centre of the town,

is much resorted to, and is neatly kept up ; and thas is in great

contrast to the neglected wastes usually associated with the name
Jubilee Park.

The town has neither a regular water-supply nor any proper

drainage. Water is obtained from wells and tanks, the principal

of the latter being the Ayyakoneru an! Bucbanna's tank. The
chief of such di-ains as there are discharge into the Pedda

Cheruvu, the agricultural tank which (see p. 336) lies between the

town and the cantonment. At)Out 1888 the late Mahdrdja

employed an engineer from England, Mr. Beckett, to draw up a

water-supply scheme, but this geutlemau went off with all the

plans of the project he elaborated and no particulars of it survixe

except that it contemplated bringing water nearly 20 miles from

the \ientdda I'iver and was estimated to cost live lakhs. In

1897 two other suggestions were examined. Mr. Willock

proposed to obtain a supply from the river at Nellimarla, while

Dr. King favoured a scheme depending on a perennial stream

called the Ottaigedda. The latter involved digging a trench

1,700 feet in lenartli parallel to, and about 100 yards distant

from, the gedda at a point about a mile and a half from the

town; pumping the water so obtained to a reservoir on an

adjoining hill and thence supplying the town by gravitation.

The cost was put at Rs. "^82 lakhs, and as the late Mahdrdja

had expressed his willingness to contribute 1 5 lakhs it was

considered to be within the means of the town and ordered to

lie over until the present Raja should attain his majority in

August 1904. No further steps have yet been taken.

In 1888 a drainage scheme, estimated to cost Rs. 73,000,

was drawn up by a Mr. Glauge of Calcutta; but it did not find

acceptance locally, and in any case the water-supply will take

precedence of it.

Vizagapatam began its career of self-government as early us

X>.b8 by starting the most successful of the few municipal

CHAP.X[V.
The Four
Munici-
palities.

Water-supply
and drainage.

Vizagapatam
municipality.
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The Four
Munici-
palities.

Its many
undertakings.

associations wliicli were founded in this Presidency under tlie

Act of 1850 already raeutioned. This hodj derived its income

cliiefly from a tax on houses and carts and from ferrj fees ; and

these eventually brought in as mucli as Rs. 10,500 a year, to which

Government added a contribution of an equal amount. The
association was nothing if not ambitious, and in its very first

year of office it turned its attention to the widening and lighting

of the streets, the establisliment of markets, and even to schemes

of drainage and water-supply. Its actual achievejnents included

* a commodious Municipal Hall ' svitli which were connected ' a

library, reading room and a young men's literary institution.'

It continually emphasized the purely voluntary nature of the

payments made to it, and the town obtained in consequence

much credit for its public spirit; but the reports add naively that

people who did not pay the house-tax were warned that they

would be left to clean their own premises and the street in front

thereof, and that they were liable to fine by the police if this

duty was neglected. In 1863 a municipal council under the

Act of 1865 was constituted. The council now chooses its

own chairman, and three-fourths of its members are elected

by the rate-payers. The incidence of taxation (excluding tolls)

per head of the population is twice as heavy as in any other

municipality in the district, and much above the average for the

whole Presidency.

The council has conferred many permanent benefits upon the

town. It subscribed half the cost of the pontoon bridge which

(see p. 135) for many years spanned the backwater
; it now

manages the Turner Chattram and the Bobbili Town Hall

referred to on pp. 144 and 331; in 1899 it removed the fishermen's

village which formerly occupied the site of this latter and the

surrounding land, first across the backwater at a cost of Us.

36,000, and then, when the fishermen began dying there with

rapidity, to another part of the town ; it has started two profitable

sewage farms, one near Eoss Hill and the other just west of the

main bazaar street on land reclaimed gradually from the swamp
there by operations began as Ear back as 1872 ; it has made the

beach road next the sea between Waltair and Vizagapatatn, which

was begunas long ago as 1864-65 and was carried on from Scandal

Point to the Judge's bungalow at a cost of Rs 15,000 by the

Maharaja of Vizianagram in 1896 ; with Rs. 10,000 contributed

by Lady Gajapati Rao it has recently cleared of prickly-pear the

old native infantry lines and driven a road from the Mahctranipeta

so formed to the beach road; with Rs. 15,000 presented by the
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Eaja of Kurupam it Las purchased a site for an ' Edward VII CHAP. xiv.

Coronation Market ;
' and lastly it lias provided the town with a The Four

proper water-supply. ' l'-mci-

Tliis supply depends upon the perennial stream known as the

Ilanunianta Vanka, which rises in the hills to the west of the town ^yorks.'

not far from the Simhachalam temple and flows down a deep valley

about five miles long into Lawson' s Bay. The stream has been

dammed up to form a reservoir with a catchment area of six square

miles and a capacity of 25 million cubic feet, and from this the

water is led 5-| miles through a ten-inch iron main to a service

reservoir near the jail, whence it is distributed in the usual way
to stand-pipes. The scheme does not command Waltair, which

gets its water from wells. The works cost 4^ lakhs^ of which

Government granted one half and lent the other on the terms

then usual, were carried out by the Public Works department,

and were handed over to the council in May 1903.

28
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CHAPTER XV.

GAZETTEER.

Anak^palle Taluk—Anakapalls—Kasimkota—Sankaram. Bimlipatam Ialdk
—Bimlipatain—Paclmanabliam—Pota6ru—Santapilly. Bissamkatak Taluk

—Bissamkatak. Bobbili Taluk—Bobbiii. Chipurupalle Taluk—Chipu-

rupalle — Garugubilli— Gujaratipeta — Sh6i-muhammadpui'am, Gajapati-

nagaram Taluk —Andra— Gajapatinagarain — Jayati— Marupilli— R6gula-

vdlasa. Golgonda Taluk— Balighattani— Giidem— Ki'ishnad6vipet—Lotu-

gedda—Narasapatam—Uratla —Vajragada. Gunupur Taluk —Gudari —
Gunupui- —-Jagamanda. Jetpore Taluk — Gupt^svara Cave—Jeypore—
Kotapad. Koraput Taluk—Korapiih. Malkanagiri Taluk—Kondakam-
beru—Malkauagiri—Motu. Nauuangpub Taluk—Naaraiigpur—Pappada-

handi. Padwa Taluk—Borra Cave—Matsya gundam. Palkon'da Taluk—
Palkonda—Razam— Siripuram—Viraghattam. Parvatipur Taluk—Adda-

pusila—Knrupain—Merangi—Parvatipur—Sangamvalasa, Pottaxgi Taluk
—Naudaparam — Pottangi. Rayagada Taluk—Payakapad — Rfiyagada

—

Singapnr. SALtJJi Taluk—Korravanivalasa—Pachipenta—Saluf Sarva-

siDDHi Taluk—Dimila — Gopalapatnam—Nakkapalli — Panchadhavala

—

Payakaraopeta — Peutakota — Pudimadaka — Rayavaram — Sarvasiddhi—

Uppalam—Vatada—Yellamanchili. SauNGAvABAfUKOTA Taluk—Dharma-

varam — Jam! — Kasipuram— Siungavarapukdta. Viravilli Taluk—
Chodavaram —Madgole. 7izagapatam Taluk—Simbachalani— Vizaga-

patain. Vizianagram T"aluk—Ramatirtham—Viziauagi-ara.

ANAKAPALLE TALUK.

CHAP. XV. Anakapalle taluk lies next south of Vizagapatam, ou the

Axaka'palle- coast of the Baj. Neai- the sea it includes lo-;v-lying- and swampy
ground ; but a little further inland rises a disconnected line of

the red hills characteristic of the plains of this district.; then

follows a plain of unusually rich land ; while on the north a

larger line of the red hills separates the taluk from Viravilli.

Much of the tract of rich land is watered from the Sarada

channels and grows excellent sugar-cane, other parts of it are

dotted with wells and the patches of garden crop they irrigate,

and the prevailing tree throughout the whole is the palmyra,

v/hich stands in rows along the boundaries of all the fields and
grows in clumps in every hollow.

The whole of the taluk is zamindari land. It contains three

places of interest, some account of which follows :

—
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Anakapalle : A mnnieipnlity of 18,539 inhabitants \ymg CHAP. XV.

on the trunk road and the Madras railway, 21 miles west of AnakXpallk.

Vizarjapatara in tlio midst of a level expanse of rich wet land

watered hy the Sa'rada, which river runs close hy the town and

is crossed by both the road and railway bridges. The place is

badly-built and overcrowded, but is reputed to be extremely

healthy and is a favourite place of residence with natives of the

district. Its municipality is referred to in Chapter XIV. It

contains a ho.spital, a school, a travellers' bungalow constructed

on a higlily original plan (opposite which is tlie much revered

tomb of a woman wlio committed sati), a dharmasala and, to

the south, the remains ot a fort called after the famous Payaka
Rao mentioned in the account of Payakaraopota on p. 312

below. In this last are shrines to Bhogcsvara and to the

goddess Nvikalarama, at the latter of which a largely-attended

festival and buffalo sacrifice occur on each Telugu New Year's

Day.

Anakapalle is known for its brass and iron vessels, made by
Kancharis ; for its cotton cloths and sheeting woven by Devan-

gas, the latter of which are called iidga/jandham from their

diamond patterns and are popular in the Goddvari district ; for

the sugar-cane growing conducted by those industrious and
enterprising agriculturists, the Gavaras ;

for its large market ou

Sundays ; and as being the head-quarters of the principal estate

of the rich and influential family of landed proprietors known as

the Gode family, who pay more peshkash to Government than

any one in the district except the Raja of Vizianagram.

The founder of this family^ whose members say that tho} are

Perikc or Puragiri Kshatriyas by caste, was Gode Jagga Rao,

who was dubash (agent and interpreter) to Mr. Andrews, the

Chief at Masulipatam, and came with him to Yiza^apatam when
(see p. 35) he became the first Chief of the latter district. He
had two sons, Siirya Prakasa Rao and Surya Ndrayana Rao. The
former of these was a naturalist and botanist of repute (rare

qualifications among men of his station in those days) and laid

out the excellent garden at Anakapalle in which the Gode bun-

galow now stands. Dr. Benza, in his notes of his journey through

the Northern Circars with the then Governor, Sir Frederick

Adam, in 1835, says of him that * he speaks and writes the

English language uncommonly well, and his pronunciation

evinces hardly any foreign accent. He disregards the show and
glitter, tlie suite of attendants, the umbrella-carriers, and other

indispensable appendages of his countrymen of rank correspond-

ing to his own ; and wears none of their ornaments. H e came
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CHAP. XV. to visit the Governor on a superb Arabian horse, and was intro-

Akak^palle. duced without a single attendant. We accompanied him on his

return to Analcapalle, and he conducted us to his garden, which

was laid out in a most beautiful style, rich with indigenous

and exotic plants and trees.' He also assisted in the capture

of the notorious rebel Pdvaka Eao (p. 313) in 1834. He had

no son. His younger daughter married M.E.Ej. G. L. Narasinga
Rao.

Jagga Rao's second son. Surya Narayana Rao, had two sons

named respectivelj' Venkata Jagga Rao and Narayana Gajapati

Rao. In those days there were few colleges at which a boy

could be given an English education, and the alternative was a

private tutor. Venkata Jagga Rao was accordingly sent all the

way to Madras to be under the tuition of Mr. T. G. Taylor,

F.R.S., then Government Astronomer. There he imbibed the

keenest interest in astronomy (again a rare accomplishment in

men of his position), writing, to the now defunct Madras Journal

of Literature and Science, papers on points connected with that

science and being on one occasion recommended to act for Mr.

Taylor. On his return to Vizagapatam he built, in 1841, in the

family residence there, Dabd Gardens, the well-equipped obser-

vatory which still goes by his name and [is referred to in the

account of Vizagapatam below (p. 332). He died in 1856 at

the early an;e of 39 without male issue. His only daughter

married M.R.Ry. Ankitam Venkata Narasinga Rao, a Deputy

Collector (who continued and extended the meteorological obser-

vations which were being carried on at the observatory and

became an F.R.A.S. and F.R.G.S.), and their son, M.R.Ry-

A.V. Jagga Rao, who inherits a taste for science, is now in

enjoyment of their share of the family property, including Daba

Gardens

-

Surya Narayana Rao's second son, Narayana Gajapati Rao,

was born in December 1828; educated at the Hindu College,

Calcutta; succeeded to his share of his father's property in 1853
;

took a prominent part in the founding of what is now the Mrs.

A. V. Narasinga Rao College, in the erection of the civil hospital

in Vizagapatam and in numerous other public benefactions ; was

a member of the Legislative Council for sixteen years from 1 868 ;

and was granted the title of Raja in 1881, a CLE. in 1892, the

title of Maharaja in 1898, and a K.C.I.E. in 1903. He died in

the same year and his widow, the Maharani Lady Gajapati Rao
(who was his cousin and the adoptive daughter of M.R.Ry. G. L.

Narasinga Rao above referred to) survives him. He was the last of

the family in the direct line- Of his two daughters one married
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into the Wadliwan family of the Bombay Presidency and now CHAP. XV,

resides at Surya Bdgh, Vizagapatam, while the other (since AnakXpalle,

Hecoasofi) married the Eaja of Kurnpam in this district. There
thus now survive two chief representatives of the various branches
of the family; namelV; M.R.Ry. A. V. Jagga Eao and the

Maharani Gaiapati Eao.

The property of the Gode family includes (besides land in the

Godavari and Ganjam districts) the nine estates of Anakapalle,

Bharinikam and Munagapaka in Anakapalle taluk ; Godicherla,

Koruprolu. Nakkapalli and Rrirampuram in Sarvasiddhi ; and
Kuppili and Shermuhamraadpuram in Chipurupalle. Of these,

all but Bharinikam and Koruprolu (which were subsequently

carved out of other properties) were estates which were formed
out of the havili land and sold in auction at a fixed assessment

in 1802. Except Shermuharaniadpuram, which was bought by
Gode Jagga Rao himself, all the others were originally purchased

by the Raja of Vizianagram. Anakapalle was sold by him to

Gode Siirya Prakasa Rao in 1810; Munagapaka was bought by
the same Prakasa Rao in 1830; Godicherla and Srirampuram
were purchased in 1818 by Siirya Narayana Rao, but the latter

resold Srirampuram again and after changing hands several

times it was eventually bought by Surya Prakasa Rao in 183-5

;

Nakkapalli was sold for arrears of revenue in 1812 in three

portions ; namely, Nakkapalli, Koruprolu and Pedda Gummaliiru,

the first of which was eventually, in 1818, bought by Siirya

Narayana Rao ; and Kuppili, after passing through several

hands, was purchased by the same gentleman in 183(3. Of the

remaining two properties, Bharinikam consists of one village

which originally belonged to the Chipurupalle estate but became
separated from it in the course of sales for arrears and was
bought by Surya Prakasa Rao in 1822; while Koruprolu, which

(as has been seen) was a part of Nakkapalli, was purchased by
the same gentleman in 1820. The third of the three subdivisions

of Nakkapalli, the village of Pedda Gummaluru, changed hands,

it may here be'noted, several times until in 1863 the S. S. Prakasa

Rao and Mnngamnri families, whose descendants still own it,

acquired it jointly.

When Siirya Narayana Rao died in 1853, his share of the

property was divided between his two sons. Of the above nine

estates, live (Anakapalle, Bharinikam, Munagapaka, Godicherla

and Srirampuram) are now in the possession of Maharani Lady
Gajapati Rao; two (Koruprolu and Nakkapalli) were bequeathed

for life to her strep-daughter, the Rani Saheb of Wadhwan, by the
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CHAr. XV. will of Mahardja Sir Gajapati Eao executed in August 1896;

ANAKiPALLE. one (Kuppili) was similarly bequeathed to the three children

of his second daughter, wife of the Eaja of Kurnpdni, named
rospectivelj V. Surya Ndrayana Eazu, V. N. Gajapati Ivazu, and

V. J. Eatnajamma, who now reside at Waltair ; while the last

of the estates (Shermuhammadpuram) is the property of M.E.Ry.

A. V. Jagga Eao.

The largest of these properties, as has been said, is Anaka-

palle. Ifc comprises 22 villages, mucli of the land in which is

watered by three cliannels from the Siirada which are supplied

from tw^o anicnts and equipped with head-sluices.

Kasimkota : A crowded and untidy union of 7,450 in-

habitants, lying amid level cultivation 3|- miles south-west of

Anakapalle, just off the trunk road and on the bank of the

Sarada river. Contains a railway-station. No traces survive of

the fort after which it is named. During the Muhammadans'

rule of the country ifc was ' y*' chicfest Fort in the Country ' and

the head-quarters of a command in the Chicacole Circar (it still

contains the descendants of the many Musalmans who received

inam lands in those days) ; and it continued to be the chief town

of a division for some time after the British acquired the district

in 1768, and the doings of its Raja frequently figure in the old

correspondence. Col. Forde's troops here joined those of Vizia-

nagram previous to their march southwards against the French

at Rajahmundry and Masulipatam in 1758 (p. 33). Glass

bangles and coarse white cloths are made in the village.

The place is the residence of the Brahman owner of the pro-

prietary estates of Kasimkota and Mclupaka, the latter of which

lies in Sarvasiddhi taluk. The^e were two of the properties

which were formed in 1802 out of the havili lands and put up to

auction at a permanent assessment. Mr. Carmicliael says that

they were then bought by the Raja of Vizianagram for Rs. 4,343

and Rs, 5,265, respectively; that two years later, the Eaja sold

them to Karumanchi Venkatachalam, at wliose death in 1837 they

passed to his maternal grandson, Mautripragada Venkata Rao;
that on the lattcr's demise in 1845 his brother Cliiranjivi Rao
and his postimmous son VenkatachaJam jointly succeeded and,

being minors, were put under the Court of Wards; and that

the former died in 1851, while tlie latter attained his majority

in 1863 aud died in May 1805 leaving a minor widow, Rama-
yamma, and uti infant daughter Mahalakshmamma. The former

was made h ward of ©ourt until her majority in I8t>7, and died in
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1883. The latter then succeeded to the estate ; Lut she died in CHAP. XV.

1892 and the property passed to her minor son, the present Akak^palle.

proprietor, Marella Chinna Venkatachalam. The estates were at

first managed by the minor's father and uncle, Lut in 1890 were
placed under the care of the Court of AVards until the minor
attained his"majority in October 1903.

The Kdmayamma mentioned above purchased in 1883 (from
her strit.Jhanam property, she said) the proprietary estate of

Mdmidivada in the Sarvasiddhi taluk, which consists (see p. 310)

of one village subdivided off from the Chipurupalle estate. Her
daughter Mahalakshmamma, the late proprietrix of Kasimkota
and Melupaka, inherited this property and, at her wish, it was
assigned to her two minor daughters, Nedunuri Eama Laksh-
mamma and Valluri Chinna Amman. Their brother, the present

proprietor of Kasimkota and Melupaka, has been appointed their

guardian under section 59 of Act I of 1902.

Sankaram : A village of 441 inhabitants about li miles

north by east of the Anakapalle travellers' bungalow. lu the

fields belonging to it are two low, contiguous, rocky hills, runnimr

east and west, which are locally known as the Bojjanakonda and
contain some of the most remarkable Buddhist remains in the

Presidency. The more western of these hills is formed of a

series of rock strata which have been thrust over into a vertical

position, and along its crest these crop out in four or five low,

parallel, walls of I'ock which have weathered into parallel rows of

pinnacles. Each of these pinnacles, some scores in number and
of all sizes, has been fashioned into a Buddhist stupa of the

usual pattern. The villagers, not recognizing what they are, call

them the Kdfilingam, or ' crore of lingams '. In three places the

strata have compacted to form a solid mass of rock on the crest

of the hill, and this has been cut, with immense labour, into three

huge stupas, the biggest of which is about 30 ft. in diameter and
of corresponding height. On the southern side, these are

weathered out of all shape, but on the north they are almost as

sharp as the day they were cut. The villagers call them ' the

heaps of grain.' To make these three great stupas, cuttings

have been driven right through the solid rock of the hill, and in

the case of the largest of the three the excavation is some C feet

wide and 20 deep. It contains, at the bottom, a porch about 27
feet long by 5 wide and feet in height, also excavated in the

solid rock, out of which opens a suiall, plain, shrine some 7 feet

square.
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CHAP, XV, But it is on the eastern of the two hilU that the more remark-

Anakipalle. able of the remains are situated. Every rock pinnacle on this

has similarly been carved into the semblance of a stupa, and in a

considerable outcrop of black, weather-beaten rock on its western

face is a two-storeyed rock-cut temple, in and about which are

numerous Buddhist sculptures. This outcrop stands perhaps 75

ft. above the surrouudiug fields and is reached by an irregular

flight of broken steps. The face of it has been cut back to give a

vertical facade to the shrine ; and thus a small, level, rock-terrace

has been formed. Out of the back of tliis opens the lower of the

two chambers of which the temple consists. Above the entrance

to it is sculptured a small figure sitting, with legs crossed, in the

U8ual contemplative attitude, while on one side is a life-size,

standing, nude Buddhist figure. The chamber itself is excavated

out of the solid rock and is .SO ft. square and 8 ft, high. It was

originally supported on 16 roughly cut pillars about 2 feet square,

standing in four rows of four each, and each equidistant from

the next. Five of them have disappeared, probably owing to fires

having been lit round them, and the two nearest the entrance bear

rudely sculptured figures about four feet in height. In the

centre of the chamber stands a stiipa, about four feet high and

almost shapeless from age.

Immediately above this chamber, excavated in the same

outcrop of rock, is a smaller shrine. Over the entrance to this^

in a large niche, is sculptured a seated Buddhist figui-e, cut in

high relief. It is about five feet high and on either side of it is

a standing figure, while two smaller ones hover about its head.

On one side of the entrance is a second similar figure, and on the

other is a third, rather smaller. All three of these have been

whitewashed, and they are conspicuous for a great distance

across the surrounding fields.

Passing through this entrance (immediately above, ,aud on

either side of, which are small seated figures) one reaches a

rectangular chamber about 12 ft. by 4 ft. and 7 ft. high, on the

walls of which are sculptured in relief two large seated images,

two smaller ones, and a number of other figures. All of these

are much dilapidated, the rock being of a soft variety and very

coarse texture. Out of this chamber opens an inner shrine about

9 ft, by 5, on the back wall of which is carved a seated Buddhist

fiffure 5 ft. in height and 18 inches in relief, behind which rises

a cobra with hood expanded, while oa the two side walls are

two standing images of about the same size flanked by kneeling

male or female figures in an attitude of adoration, and other
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lesser carvings—among them more stii])as. Tiiese figures are CHAP. XV
again much worn. They all exhibit the lengfclienecl ear lobes and AxAKAPAf.i.K

the closely curled hair which is characteristic of such images.

Limits of space forbid any more detailed account of all these

sculptures, and in any case no description would be very intel-

ligible without the aid of drawings.

On the side of the hill a little above this upper chamber is a

square pillar, 7 feet high, which is a conspicuous object from
the fields below, and not far from it is a small detaclied cell about

18 ft. by 6 ft. and 7 ft. high, supported on four pillars ornamented

with the conventional lotus and containing yet another seated

Buddhist figure and certain other images.

Above all these, on the summit of the hill, are a large

quantity of bricks, some in position and some scattered in every ^
direction among the grass. It may perhaps be conjectured that

these are the remains of a stupa which was built above the rock-

cut temples.

There appear to be no inscriptions on any part of these

interesting remains.

At the Pongal feast a large gathering of some thousands of

Hindus takes place at the foot of these two hills. Suudry
religious ceremonies are performed and the village cattle are

taken up to the lower of the two chambers above described and
driven eiglit times round the stupa in the centre of it. The crowd
then disperses and the shrines are left to the bats and owls for

another year. Similar rites are performed at other caves in this

district.

At this feast, the curious stone image standing in the lioUow

between the two hills also comes in for some attention. This

represents a woman surrounded by a border made up of tiny

human figures and is locally declared to be the image of one

Erinamma, who used to kidnap children and eat them. Every

woman who comes to the Pongal feast hurls a stone at her, and
she is now all but buried beneath the pile so formed.

29
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BIMLIPATAM TALUK.

CHAP. XV. BiMLiPATAM taluk lies ou the coast next nortli of A^izagapatara

BiMLiPATAM. In appearance it resembles the rest of the low conntry of the

district, the soil being red, palmyras the commonest trees, and

low hills frequent. The chief places of interest in it are the

following- :

—

Bimlipatam, the head- quarters of the deputy tahsildar and

of an amin of the Vizianag-ram zamindari, is a municipality of

10,212 inhabitants and the busiest sea-port in the district. The

town is most picturesquely situated at the mouth of the Chitti-

valasa river, close under the big laterite-topped Narasiinha hill,

which is formed of deep-red soil scores I with brown and purple

streaks of rock and is well known to mariners from the prominent

Narasimha temple half way up it.

Bimlipatam first came into notice as a settlement of the Dutch,

who built a fort and factory here in the seventeenth century.

The early records of the English factory at Vizagapatam are full

of references to ' our neighbours the Dutch.'

The place played no prominent part in history. According

to paragraphs 12 and 13 of Hodgson's Short description of the Dutch

Settlements in the Madras records,^ it was ' represented to beheld

under Fermans granted by the Nizam and confirmed by the Mogul

or Emperor of Delhi, bearing various dates from A.D. 1628 to

A.D. 1713, and by a Cowle granted by Hajee Housson in A.D.

1734 and A.D. 1752 by Jaffur Ally Khan. The two last men-

tioned persons were Naibs or deputies of the Nizam in the Circars.

The Dutch are stated to have first occupied these factories about

the year A.D. 162S.' In 1754, the factory was burnt by the

Marathas under Ragoji Bhonsla (see p. 31) and robbed of

several chests of treasure. In the same year, say other old

records, the then zamindar of Vizianagram granted pattas to the

Dutch renewing permission formerly given to build a fort, possess

a washing-green for bleaching cloth and establish a mint.

Hodgson's report says that he is satisfied with the evidence

' See Mr. A. Rea'b Monumental Remains of the Dutch Kast India Co., Madras,

1897.
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sliowiDgthat the Dutch did actually coin copper there, but states chap. xv.

that no territorial jurisdiction was attache^ to the factory (the Bimlipatam.

only appendages to which were three washiug-greens) and that

it was ' merely a commercial factory or lodge witli certain privi-

leges.' On the outbreak in 1781 of the war between the English

tiud the Dutch it (with tlie rest of the latter's possessions in India)

was seized by the English East India Company and, under orders

received from England, was destroyed. In accordance with the

peace of 1784, it was restored in 1785. Ten years later war
again broke out between the two powers and the place surrend-

ered to the Euglish. In 1819 it was restored by Mr, John Smith,

the Collector, to the representative of the Netherlands Grovernment

in consequence of the convention of the allied powers in liil4
;

and was held by the Dutch until 1st June 1825, when, under the

operation of the treaty of March 1824 between England and
Holland, it was made over (with the other Dutch posses.sions in

India) to the East India Company. The Collector, .Mr. Robert

Bayard, gave a receipt for ' the ruins of the 1^'ort and Factory,

with three bleaching grounds of Bimlipatam, with the Bound-
aries, according to the limits thereof.' Since then the place has

been British territory and Grovernment property. The three

washing-greens (which arc still known locally as Valanda

bhmnulu, or ' the Hollanders' lands ') have been rented since 1826

to the Eajas of Vizianagram, who pay Rs. 50 annually for them.

Little now remains of the fort except its Hagstaff bastion,

facing the sea, on which the existing flagstaff stands, and some
massive brick-work (in the Mala quarter of the town, about

50 yards east of the clock-tower) which was perhaps once a

magazine. The land between these is still known as K6ta dibba,

or 'the fort mound.' An old plan of 1819 shows that the fort

was then a rectangular construction, about 135 yards from east

to west and 145 from north to south, containing a circular

bastion at each corner and the ruins of certain ' ammunition
godowns ' and of the mint.

Some of the Dutch who manned this little outpost left their

Ijones in the half-forgotten cemetery which lies hidden a^ay among
the plantain gardens and palm groves of Kummaripalem, near the
' Hollanders' lands ' and about half a mile off the fort, in the

angle formed by the two roads running to Vizianagram and
Vizagapatam. This contains thirteen tombstones, made of the
local garnetiferous gneiss, bearing Dutch inscriptions and coats-

of-arms and ranging in date from 1601 (the oldest tomb in the

Northern Circars) to 1720. In the other cemetery on the beach
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CHAP. XV. between the flagstaff and tlie sea, are several more Dutch tombs
iMLiPATAM. of later date.

After the Dutch* finally relinquished the place it rapidly

decayed, and up to 1846 it was ' a miserable fishing village.'

About that time, Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co., having obtained

(see p. 289) the lease of the Paikonda estate, built a factory at

Chittivalasa, about three mUes to the north, for making jaggery

from sugar-cane, the caltivation of which they set themselves

to develop. This factory at one time turned out 6,000 tons of

sugar annually. At about the same period the firm set on foot

an export business in local produce, principally oil-seeds. The

factory was aftersvards (in 1867) converted into a mill for spinning

and weaving by steam the local ' jute ' referred to on p. 101.

It is the only jute mill in the Presidency and is now a flourishing

concern belonging to Arbuthnot's Industrials, Ltd., containing

98 looms (50 more are being added) and over 2^000 spindles,

employing 800 hands, and turning out about 26 lakhs of gunny

bags annually.

The export trade originated by Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co. quickly

attracted other European firms, and the town took a fresh lease of

life. The ruins of the residences erected by the merchants both

during this period and at the end of the eighteenth century when

the exporfc of the hand-woven fabrics of the place was still a

profitable business, stand along the road running to Chittivalasa,

and are still known by their names. Dawson Meda, Lawson

Meda and ' Malkan ' (Malcolm) Meda are instances, and the last

of these is now the property of the Vizianagram estate and is kept

up as a halting-place. That estate also owns a large house (now

much out of repair) near the clock-tower. The most favourite

bungalows at present are those facing the sea, alongside the

flagstaff bastion and the Club.

The European community thus established did much for the

town. They supported the voluntary municipal association started

in 1861 and referred to on p. 214 above and organized subscrip-

tions for a hospital, school and church. This last was opened for

worship in November 1863 and consecrated by the Bishop of

Madras in the following March. The people of the place sub-

scribed Rs. 3,011 towards the cost of the building and Govern-

ment gave a similar sum on condition that it was handed over to

them. The voluntary association is also responsible for the

clock-tower already mentioned, a quaint erection with Gotliie

embellishments and buttresses, resembling the belfry of an English

village church, which was put up to carry a clock presented to the

community by one ol its members, Mr. John Young.
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By 1868 the total value of the imports and exports, including' <^HAP. XV.

treasure, had risen to nearly 43 lakhs. But thirty-five years later, Bimmhatam.

in 1902—03, the figure was still about the same, and the town

cannot now be said to be in a flourishino- condition. In the

thirty years between the census of 1871 and that of 1901 its

population only increased by 1,468 persons and the advance was
relatively smaller than in any other town in the district except

Razam. The imports consist chiefly of cotton twist and piece-

goods and the exports (to give them ia order of value) of gingelly

seed (sent mainly to Marseilles), other seeds, tanned hides and

skins, raw and manufactured jute (sent to Dundee and Hamburg,
chiefly), gingelly oil, and the produce of the neighbouring hill-

tracts, such as myrabolams, horns, etc. The town owes its present

importance to the fact that it is the nearest port to \'izianagrain

through which all the hill-produce comes, but when the railway

runs from the hills to Vizagapatam it will probably dwindle

rapidly. Seven European firms have export ag^encies in the [ilace

at present, and there are two steam, and two hand, presses for

baling the raw jute of the district. The Clau Line steamers call

regularl) and the Bank of Madras has a branch in the town.

The new port light erected in 1903 consists of a white dioptric

light of the fourth order of 750 candle-power flashing four

times a minute, and is visible eleven miles out at sea in clear

weather.

The port consists of the mouth of the Ohittivalasa river, which
is almost silted up for much of the year but has been known to be
scoured out to a depth of 16 ft., and a bight or Ijay protected

on the south by a hill which runs a short distance out from
the line of the coast and terminates seawards in a reef of rocks.

The anchorage is in five fathoms about half a mile from the

shore and cargo is landed and shipped by means of masula boats.

Mr. W. Parkes, an expert sent by Government in 1882 u>

report on the capabilities of the port, gave it as his opinion that

the existence of the river mouth so close to it was a great objection

to the undertaking of any permanent works for the protection of

the anchorage. He said '

—

' The river ie insignificant at ordinary times, but in fluods it

fills the eleven arches of a bridge, each 30 feet span and 15 feet high,

with a torrent of silt-laden watci'. The sobd matier lims carried t(;

the sea is dispersed by the wav(is and currents over a large area, so

that its effects are imperceplILle upon the coast; but if those dis-

persing forces were interfered with, which it is the very object of a

' G.O., No. 1718 W., Public Works, dated 8th July 1882.
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CHAP. XV. harbour to do, the movement of the solid matter would be arrested

BiMLiPATAM. ^"d ^t would remain as an accumulation possibly extensive enough to

neutralize in a couple of daj's the effects of several years' work.'

Fadmanabham : Villag-e of 711 inhabitants ten miles north-

west of Binilipatam on the l»ank of the Chittivalasa river. Known
in local history as the place where Yiziarama R^zu, Eajaof Vizia-

nagrrani, was slain in 1794 in the fig-ht with the Company's troops

referred to on p. 53. The spot where he fell is pointed out in a

tope just north-north-east of the village and is marked by a small

masonry erection which is cared for by the villagers. On the top of

the hill which overlooks the place is a small Vishnu shrine reached

by a flight of some 1 ,300 steps, and at the foot of it is another larger

temple to the same deity. Tradition says that both were improved

and endowed by Ananda Razu, the predecessor of Viziarama Eazu

as Raja of Vizianagram, and that a Kapu who was previously in

charge of the former was induced to relinquish his claims by the

grant of a hamlet (which is still called Archakapalem or. ' the

priest's hamlet ') and on the condition (still carried out by his

descendants) that he should do worship every Saturday to the

image on the slab which stands by the il/ivaja stamhha on the

top of the hill.

Potnuru : Twelve miles from Bimlipatam, on the bank of

the Chittivalasa river; population 2,834. At present insignificant

enough, it was formerly of importance. Krishna Deva Ray a, the

Vijayanagar king who conquered Orissa about 1515 (see p. 28),

chose it as the place in which to plant the piUar of victory

recounting his conquests. AUasani Peddana, the then poet

laureate of Vijayanagar, says in his poem Manncharitra (stanzas

36 and 38 of canto the first) that the ' fire-like prowess of Krishna

Raya destroyed Jami, Kottam, Vaddadi and Pottun6ru ' and

that the king planted in this last a pillar ' as high as a palm-tree '

on which were inscribed stories of his victories over the Kalinga

ruler which filled the eyes of the gods with tears when they read

them. Another inscription recounting his successes is in the

Simhachalam temple, see p. 29,

The tale is confirmed by a passage in the poem Ainuhiha

mdlyada (verse 290, canto the fourth), which is attributed to

Krishna Deva himself, and by an inscription ' of that king's at

Sendaraangalam in South Arcot. The pillar has now disappeared,

bat frequent discoveries in Potnuru of fragments of sculptured

stones and gold coins bearing a bull upon them strengthen the

traditions regarding its departed importance.

^ No. 74 of 1903 in the Oorernment Epigraphist's listB.
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Santapilly (properly Cliintapalle) is a small village 18 CUAP. XV.

miles up the coast from Bimlipatam winch gives its name to a Bimlipatam.

dangerous ridge of rocks and the light erected to warn ships off

them.

The rocks are about six miles from the shore, right in the

track of coasting vessels ; and as they give no indication of their

presence in fine weather and are not visible until a ship is almost

on them, they form one of the most dangerous reefs on the whole

Madras seaboard. They are steep on all sides, surrounded with

deep water. Between them and the land is a clear channel four

miles in width and having a minimum depth of five fathoms,

through which ships can pass safely.

The light was first erected in 1847, at the recommendation of

Captain Biden, Master Attendant at Madras, who surveyed the

Santapilly rock in September 1846, and it is a great boon to ships

making Bimlipatam. In 1902 the old light was moved to

Yizagapatam and a new light-house was erected in a position

nearer the shore and the power of its light was increased. This

now stands 140 feet above the sea and is a white light, hashing

twice every ten seconds, of 45,OU0 candle-power. Thi-ee sliips

have grounded on the rocks since the light was first exhibited

in 1847. Two of them floated off immediately, but the third,

the Jules Rose (see p. 154) became a total wreck.
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BISSAMKATAK TALUK.

CHAP. XV. This taluk was formed in 1884 out of Grunupur, and consists

BissAMKATAK. ^f ^,]^g nortliemmost portion of the tongue of land which forces

its way up between the Ganjdm maliahs on the east and Kalahandi

State on the west. Tlie extreme north of it drops down into the

valley of the Tel, but all the rest drains into the Vamsadhara.

It is bounded on the west by the Nimgiri range, a remarkable and

steep-sided mass of hills which rises in one place to 4,968 feet, and

on the east by the hills of the Chandrapur and Bijapur muttas,

inliabited by Kuttiya K.honds and covered with the sal forest

referred to on p. 120 above. The southern portion contaius a

good deal of fine, open, dry cultivation resembling that of the

adjoining Rayagada taluk and consisting of valleys of fertile,

light soil winding in and out among scattered low hills and dotted

with tamarind, jack, mango and other trees, including some fine

old banyans. In this land, wonderful tobacco is grown. It is

exported in large quantities to Kalahandi and the Central

Provinces, merchants coming even from Eaipur and Sambalpur

to buy it, but the people of this district pronounce it too full-

flavoured. A great deal of paddy is also raised in the damper

hollows and is exported to Gunupur. In the central and northern

portions of the taluk the valleys are narrower and more shut in

with jungle, but the soil is still rich, especially round about

Ambadala. According to the census figures, 'J6 per cent, of the

people speak Uriya and 43 per cent, talk Khond. The latter

consist of the Desya Khonds, who are comparatively civilized and

occupy the north-western corner, ana the wild Kuttiya Khonds,

who dwell on the hills between Dongasurada and Karlagjiati and

the eastern frontier of the taluk, and are seldom found elsewhere

in the district.

The only place of any note in the taluk is its head-quarters

—

Bissamkatak, called by the natives Bissamkota, a village of

2,046 inhabitants. It lies close to the beautiful Nimgiris at the

point where the tracks running northwards from Rayagada and

G-unupur meet, and is 1,114 feet above the sea. The name means
' poisonous fort ' and is usually supposed to have been earned by

the virulence of the malaria there, which is a byword throughout

the district.
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The place is the residence of the Tat Raja, ' commander of CHAP. XV,

the troops,' a feudatory of Jeypore who is required to pay an Bissamkatak.

annual tribute of Rs. 15,000 and attend on the Maharaja at

Dasara with a retinue of 500 paiks. The family are Shristi

Karnams, a community who in the low country are usually

accountants with a reputation for undue suLtlety, hut in the hills

are a martial people. They have been here ^ for eight genera-

tions. The first of them, Krishna Tat Raja, came from Pedda
Kimedi in Granjam, cleared the jungle and received, it is said, a

copper plate patta for Rs. 2,500 from the then Raja of Jeypore,

Raghunatha Krishna Deo (1686-1708). His son, Pitambara,

built the mud fort in which the faniily still reside. He was
succeeded by S6manath, and then by Ramachandra. The latter,

when at Jeypore on one occasion, refused to make obeisance to

the son of the Raja, Ramachandrti Deo, and the latter shortly

afterwards imprisoned him for fourteen months in Jeypore, where
he died. His son Krishnachandra succeeded to the estate, but,

hearing that the new Jeypore Raja, Vikrama Deo, was preparing

hostilities, fled to one place after another and at last went to

KalyanaSingapur (thirteen miles to the west of Bissamkatak), the

Raja of which assisted him, and stayed there with his son four

years until his death. He liad been away from his estate for 17

years, and the Jeypore officials who had administered it during

that time so mismanaged matters that the patros rose against

them, went to Kalyana Singapur, brought his son, Narendra, to

Bissamkatak and set him up as their Tat Raja. Four fights

between the Bissamkatak and Jeypore troops occurred, the latter

were defeated every time, and Vikrama Deo then left Narendra
Tat Raja in possession of the estate but gave him no patta.

Four years later (1855) disputes arose between Vikrama Deo
and his son Ramachandra Deo and the latter went offand occupied

Gunupur and other taluks. To secure to his cause the help of the

Bissamkatak paiks, he sent for Narendra to Gunupur, presented

him with a turban and elephant, and made him Rdja. Rama-
chandra succeeded to the Jeypore estate three years later, and on

8th January 1864 patta and muchilika were exchanged between

him and Narendra Tat liaja by which the latter agreed to pay
the enhanced kattubadi of Ks. 5,000. Narendra died on 9th May
1876. His son Ramachandra was asked to pay an additional

Rs. 2,000 kattubadi, went to Jeypore to protest, and at length

left the place without leave. This so angered the Jeypore Raja
that he determined to attach the property. He was dissuaded by
the then Agent, Mr. Goodrich, and eventually Rdmachandra Tat

^ Mr. U. G. Torner, in G.O., No. 3386, Judicial, dated 24th December 1883.
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CHAP. XV. Raja returned t© Jeypore and agreed in 1877 to pay a Icattubadi

BissAMKATAK. of Rs. 15,000 aiid to attend the Dasara with 500 paiks. He was
"

given a patta allowing him to enjoy the estate in perpetuity on

these terms, but for some years refused either to pay anything or

go to tlie Dasara. He died in October 1889 and his heir, Naren-

dra, being a minor, the estate was administered by Government,

The minor was educated ac Parvatipur and Vizagapatam and

married a daughter of the Belgara zamindar. He came of age

on the 20th July 1903, but almost at once refused to attend the

Dasara at Jeypore and has si ace declined to pay any tribute

either. Tlie Maharaja of Jeypore has now filed a suit to recover

possession of the estate.

The Tat Raja's fief consists of eight muttas compri.sing some

500 Khond villages with a gross rental of about Ifs. 40,000.

Two of the muttas—J agdalpur and Ambadala—are under

patros who pay an annual kattubadi (which the Rdja claims to

be entitled to raise if Jeypore raises his tribute) and in certain

cases render feudal service. The relations between them and the

Tdt Rdja have not always been satisfactory. The feudal tenure

which once prevailed in these secluded areas is breaking down with

the advance of new ideas, and the patros have questioned the Tat

Rdja's authority to enhance their kattubadi because his own has

been raised. The other muttas are managed directly by the Rdja

himself, nearly all the villages being rented out.

The Bissamkatak country was formerly one of the worst

centres of Meriah sacrifice. In 1851, when a fight between the

Jeypore and Bissamkatak troops was imminent, Col. Campbell

found confined in the Tat Rdja's residence a young boy who had

been purchased to be offered up to propitiate Manaksuro (? Mani-

kesvara), the god of war, as soon as hostilities began. In 1854,

however, the Tat Raja prevented any of his people from going

to get morsels of the flesh of a Meriah who had been sacrificed

at Rayabijji, by threatening to set his peons to shoot them down
if they did ; and T,he authorities gave him a double-barrelled rifle

in a^jpreciation of this achievement. At the Dasara four buffa-

loes, instead of human victims, are now sacrificed to the four

goddesses Markama, Takurani, Durgi and Nyamarazu. The
Khonds come in great numbers for the event, and after the pujari

has given the animals one blow they rush in and kill them with

their tangis and each carry off a portion of the flesh. This is not

buried in the earth to secure good crops, as is apparently done in

Ganjani,^ but is eaten in a convivial fashion and washed down
with much strong drink.

* Qamiam District Mamcal, 86-7.
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The balU jdtra (' sand feast ') is also a great day in CHAP. XV.

Bissamkatak. It takes place in September-October. The Bissamkatak.

people go in procession to the river, whence five men bring five

baskets of sand to a building called the bolll yhoro, or ' sand
house.' In these are planted the nine kinds of grain. On the

twelfth day, by which time the seeds have sprouted, a swing,

the seat of which is covered with sharp nails, is set up before

them, and on this a beszu (medicine-mau and exorcist) is swung,
while goats and pigeons are sacrificed by those who have taken

vows to do so. The bezzu then also performs a fire-walking of

the ordinary kind. He spends most of the three nights before

this day in dancing wildly and working himself up into a state of

excitement, during wliich he prophesies both good and evil and

pretends to grant boons (such as children to the childless and
health to the sick) to those who ask them.

Similar feasts occur at Kutragada, Gudari, Gunupur and
other places round, and bufi'aloes are often sacrificed at them
instead of only goats and pigeons.
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BOBBILI TALUK.

CHAP. XV. BoBBiLi taluk lies inland, not far from the Jeypore hills and
BoBBiLi. to the north-east of Vizianagram. In general appearance it

™
resembles others of the plain taluks of the district. It is watered

by the Suvarnamukhi and Vegavati, which run in nearly parallel

courses across it from west to east. The only place of note in

the taluk is its head- quarters

—

Bobbili, a town of 17,387 inhabitants. In this some weav-

ing and work in brass and copper are done, but it is principally

known as the chief town of the zamindari of the same name and

the residence of its Maharaja. This estate pays a peshkash of

Rs. 83,652 and land cess amounting to Es. 32,090, or more than

any other in the district except Vizianagram.

According to family papers,^ the founder of the house was

Pedda Rayudu, fifteenth in descent of the Rajas of Venkatagiri

and so a Velama by caste. In 1652 ho entered the district in

the train of Sher Muhammad Khdn, Faujdar or Nawdb of

Chicacole (see p. 30). Another retainer of the Faujdar's was

Pusapati Mddhava Varma, the ancestor of the Vizianagram

family, and the rivalry between the two houses dates from this

period. For services to the Faujdar, Pedda Edyudu was eventu-

ally granted the Rdzam hunda.

His son Lingappa succeeded liim, selected Bobbili as his

head-quarters, built a fort there, founded the town, and called it

Pedda-puli (' great tiger ') out of compliment to tlie name (Sher,

i.e.,
' tiger ') of the patron of the family. The word was corrupted

into Pebbuli and Bebbuli, and at length became Bobbili. A son

of his patron, say the family chronicles, was seized, wlien out

shooting, by a rebel at Rangavaka near Palasa in Ganjam, and

Lingappa rescued him. For this service he was granted twelve

villages and the hereditary title of Eanga Rao which all his

descendants have since borne.

He was followed by his adopted son Vengal Eanga Eao, and

the latter by Rangapati. Rangapati's son Edyadappa succeeded,

and then his adopted son Gopdlakrishna. In the time of the

' See the Mahirija's Account of tJie Bohbili Zamindari. Addison & Co.,

Madras, 1900.
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last-named, at the end of 175P), tlie Northern Circars were assigned CHAP. XV.

to the French by the Nizaju of Hyderabad (see p. 31) and Bussy, Bqbbili.

the French General, agreed to lease the Chicacole and Rajahmun-

dry Circars to Pedda Viziardma l\uzu, the Eaja of Vizianagram.

A rupture between Bussy and the Nizam led to the weakening of

the former's authority in the new acquisitions, but at the end of

1756 he arrived at Rajahmundry with a force designed to compel

the payment of arrears of tribute and re-establish the position of

the French. Viziarama Rdzu went to meet him accompanied by

1(>,000 troops of his own and other chiefs, and, while there, used

all his influence to persuade him to remove his own powerful

neighbour and rival, tlie Raja of Bobbili, between whom and

himself much jealousy existed. Bussy proposed to Bobbili that

he should leave his fort and receive instead other land of greater

extent and value in another part of the province, but the sug-

gestion was received as an insult. Soon afterwards one of Bussy's

detachments was cut up in the woods of Bobbili and in his anger

the General determined to expel that chief and all his family.

The result was 'one of the most ghastly stories which even Indian

history has to record.' Orme's description is as follows, and no

apology is needed for inserting his explanatory account of tlie

defences of Bobbili, since it applies to the scores of old mud
forts with which this district is dotted and shows how formid-

able, when in repair, were the defences which now, in their ruined

condition, seem so contemptible. Orme says :

—

' The province of Chicacole hna fow exSenKlve plains, and itH IuUh

increase in freqiiont-y and magnitcde, anthe) upproach the vast range
of monntains that bound this, and the province of Kajahmandrum,
to the north-west. The bills, and the narrower bottonriH whifdi sepa-

rate them, arft Buffernd to over-rnn with wood, as »he befit protection

to the oppner vallevH allotted for cultivation. The Polygar [chief-

tain J,
besides bib other towns and iott», has always one sitnated in

the most difficult part of his oountry, which is intended as the last

refag-» for himself and all of his own blood. The singular construc-

tion of this fort is adeqnatu to all t'le intentioiis of defence amongst a

people unu8»*d to c.-innon, or other m'^ians of battory. ItM outline is a
regular square, which rarely exceeds 20(< yards ; a lar^e round tower
\h raised at each of th" anglen, and a squar'^ proJHction in the middle
of each of the side^. Thn height of the wall is 22 fe^^t, but of the

rampart within only 12, which is likewise its brnadth at top, although
it is laid muchbroaier at bottom; the whole iH of tempered clay,

raised in distinct layers, of which each is left exposed to the snn until
thoroughly hardeaed, before the next is applied. The parapet rises

10 feet above the rampart, ani is only three feet thick. It is

indented five feet down from the top in interstices six inches wide
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CHAP. XV. which are three or four feet asunder. A foot above the boitom of

BoBBiLi. these interstices and battlements, runs aline of round holes, arjother

two feet lower, and a third within two feet of the rampart : These

holes are, as usual, formed wi'h pipes of baked clay : they serve for

the employment of fire-arms, arrows, and lances ; and the interstices

for the freer use of all these arms, instead of loop-hole >, which cannot

bo inserted or cut iuthe olay. The towers, and the square projections

in the middle, have the same parapet as the re^t of ths wall ; and in

two of the projections, on opposite sides of the fort, are gateways, of

which the entrance is not in the front, but on one side, from whence

it continues through half the mass, and thea turns by a right angle

into the place ; and, on any alirm, the whole passage is choked up

with trees, and the outside surrounded to some distance with a thick

bed of strong brambles. The rampart and parapet is covered by a shed

of strong thatch, supported by posts ; the eaves of this shed project

over the battlements, bat fall so n«ar, that a man can scarcely squeeze

his body between : this shed is shelter bothti the rampart and guards

against the sun and rain. An area of 500 yards, or more, in every

direction round the fort, is preserved clear, of which the circumference

joins the high wood, which is kept thick, three, four, or five miles in

breadth around this centre. Few of these forts permit more than one

path through the wood. The entrance of the path from without is

defended by a wall, exactly similar in construction and strength to one

of the sides of the fort ; having its round tovvers at the ends, and the

square projection with its gateway in the middle. From natural

sagacity they never raise this redoubt on the edge of the wood ; but

at the bottom of a recess, cleared on purpose, and on each side of the

recess, raise breast-works of earth or hedge, to gall the approach.

The path admits only three men abreast, winds coutinually, in every-

where commanded by breast-works in the thicket, and has in its course

several redoubts, similar to that of the entrance, and like that flanked

by breast- works on each hand. Such were the defences of Bobbili
;

against which Mr. Bussy msirched, with 750 Europeans, of whom
250 wore hors-", four field-pieoes and 1 1,000 Peons and Sepoys, the

army of Viziarama Raz i, who commanded them in person.

' Whilst the field-piece'i plied the parapet of the first redoubt at the

entrance of the wood, detachments entered into the side of the recess

with fire and hatchet, and began to mako a way, which tended to

bring them in tlie rear of the redoubt ; and the guard, as soon as

convinced of their danger, aband )ned their station, and joined those

in the posts behind ; the same operations continued through the whole

path, which was five miles in length, and with th-t same success,

although not without loss. When in sight of the fort, Mr. Bussy

divided his troops into four divisions, allottint( one, with the field-piece,

to the attack of each of the towers. Ranga Rao was here, with all his

parentage, 250 men bearing arms, and nearly twice this number of

women and children.
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* The attaclv oommenced at daybreak, on the 24th January [1757], CHAP. XV.
with the field-pieces agrainst the four towers ; and tlie defeniiers, lest Bobbili.

fire might catch the thatch of the rampart, had pulled it down. By
ninn o'clock, soverwl of the battlements were i'roken, when all the

leading parties of th'^ four divisions advanced at the same time with

scaling ladders ; but, after much endeavour for an hour, not a man
had been able to get over the parapet; and many had fallen wounded;
other parties followed with as little sucsess, until all were so fatigued,

that a cessation was ordered, during which the field-pieces, having
beaten down more of the parapet, gave the second attack more advan-

tage ; but the ardour of the defence increased with the danger. The
garrison fought with the indignant ferocity of wild beasts defendino*

their dens and families : several of them stood, as in defiance, on the

top of the bjittlements, and endeavoured to grajjple with the first as-

cendants, hoping with them to twist the laddois down ; and this failing,

Btabbed with their lances, but being wholly exposed themselves, were
easily shot by aim from the rear of the escHJade. The assailants

admired, for no Europeans had ever seen such excess of courage in the
natives of Indostan, and continually offered quarter, which Avas always
answered by the menace and intention of death : not a man had
gained the rampart at two o'clock in the aft-^rnoon, wlipn another
cessation of the attack ensu-^d ; on which Eanga Rao assembled
the principal men, told them that there was no hoiies of maintaining
the fort, and that it was immediately necessary to preserve their

wives and children from the violation of Europeans, and the more
ignominious authority of Viziarama Razu. A numbwr called without
distinction were allotted to the work ; they proceeded, everj' man with
a torch, his lance, and poignard, to the habitations in the middle of
the fort to which they set fire ind'scrimiQately, plying the flame
with straw prepared with pitch and brim tonp, an 1 every man
stabbed without remorse, the woman or child, whichsoever ittempted
to escape the flame and suffocation. Not the helpless infant, cling-

ing to the bosom of its mother, saved the life of either from the hand
of the husband and father. The utmost excesses whether of revenge
or rage, were exceeded by the atrocious prejudices which dictated and
performed this horrible sacx-ifice. I'he massacre being finished, those
who accomplished it returned, like men agitated by the furies, to die

themselves on the walls. Mr. Law, who commanded one of the divi-

sions, observed, whilst looking at the conflagration, that the number
of the defenders was considerably diminished, and advanced ao-ain to

the attack : after several ladders had failed, a few grenadiers got
over the parapet, and maintained their footing in the tower until more
secured the possession. Ranga Rao hastening to the defence of the
tower, was in this instant killed by a musket- ball. His fall increased

if possible, the desperation of his friends ; who, crowding to revenge
his death, left the other parts of the ramparts bare; and the other

divisions of the French troops, liaving advanced likewise to their
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CHAP. XV. respective attacks, numbers on all sides got over the parapet without

BoBBiLi. opposition : nevertheless, none of the defenders quitted the rampart,
•

or would accept quarter; but each fell advancing against, or strag-

gling with, an antagonist ; and even when fallen and in the last agony,

would resign his poignard only to death. The slaughter of the coufliet

being completed, another much more dreadful, present-i^d itself in the

area below : the transport of victory lost <tU its joy : all gazed on one

another with silent astonishment and remorse, and the fiercest could

not refuse a tear to the deplorable destruction spread before them.

Whilst contemplating it, an old rnau, leading a boy, was perceived

advancing from a distant rscess : he w^as welcomed witli much

attention and respect, and eoul acted by the crowd to Mr. Law, to

whom he presented the child with these words :
" This is the son oi

Ranga Rao, whom I have preserved against his father's will."

Another emotion now succeeded, and the preservation of this infant

was felt by all as some alleviation to the horrible catastrophe, of which

they had been the unfortunate authors. The tutor and the child

were immediately sent to Mr. Bussy, who, having heard of the

condition of the fort, would not go into it, but remained in his tent,

where he received the sacred captives with the humanity of a guardian

appointed by the strongest claims of ! ature, and immediately com-

manded patents to be prepared, appointing the son lord of the terri-

tory which he had offered the father in exchange for the districts of

Bobbili ; and ordered them to bo strictly guarded in the cgmp from

the malevolence of enemien.

* The ensuing night and the two succeeding days passed in the

usual attentions, especially the care of the wounded, who were many

;

bat in the middle of the third night, the camp was alarmed by tumult

in the quarter of Viziarama Razu. Four of the soldiers of Ranga

Rao, on seeing him fall, conneale ' themselves in an unfrequented part

of the fort until the night was far advanced, when they dropped

down the walls and spealciiig the same lun^juage, passed unsuspected

through the quarter^ of Viziarama Razu, and gained the neighbouring

thickets ; where they remained the two succeeding days, watching

until the bustle of the camp had subsidt d; when two of them quitted

thnir retreat, and having by their language again deceived those by

whom they were questioned, got near the tent of Viziarama Hazu; then

creeping on the ground they passed under the b ck })art, and entering

the tent found him lying on his bed, alone and asleep. Viziarama

Razu was extremely corpulent, insomuch that he coald scarcely raise

himself from his seat without assistance : the two men, restraining

their very breath, struck in the same instant with their poignards at

hin heart; the first groan brought in a centinel, who fired, but

missed ; more immediately thronged in, but the murderers, heedless

of themselves, cried out, pointing to the body, " Look here ! We are

satisfied." They were instantly shot by the crowd, and m«ngled after

they had fallen ; but had stabbed Viziarama Razu in thirty-two
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places. Had they failed, the other two remaining in the forest were CHAP. XV.
bound by the same oath to perform the deed or perish in the .' Bobbim.
attempt.' '

The situation of this historic fort can still bo traced on the
west side of the town, its site being a little higher than the
ground about it, and here the present Maharaja of Bobbili
erected in 1891 an obelisk bearing inscriptions on stone com-
memorating the tragedy. In these, and also in the Ranga Rao
Charitram, the popular ballad on the subject which is still sung
all over the district, the slaying of Viziarama Razu is attributed,

not to two men as in Orme's account, but to a single individual
named Tandra Papayya, a sirdar of the fort at Razam. To keep
his memory green, the Velamas of Bobbili town erected there in

1900 a chavadi which bears his name.

Two members of the Bobbili family escaped from the
massacre of the 24th January 1757; namely, the zamindar's
brother, Ycngal Ranga Rao, and his infant son Venkata Ranga
Rao referred to by Orme, who was usually known as Chinna
Ranga Rao. .Mr. (.'armichael says that ' they fled to Bhadra-
chalam, but two years afterwards (1759) when Ananda Razu of

Vizianagraui was at Masulipatam with Colonel Forde, they
returned, and assembling their old retainers, got possession of

the fort at Razam. The Pfisapatis at last were glad to compromise
with them, giving them a lease of the Kavite and Razam hundas

for Rs. 20,000 a year. Vengal Rao lived thi-ee years after this,

and was succeeded by Chinna Ranga Rao for four years, when in

1766, Sitarama Razu, growing apprehensive of his influence,

managed to seize him and, imprisoning hiin in the fort at Vizia-

nagram, resumed the taluks. Chinna Ranga Rao was in con-

finement till the year 1790, when he found means to make his

escape. He fled into the Nizam's country, whence he was invited

back by the Collector of the Northern Division in 1794, on the

dismemberment of the Vizianagram zamindari. His old taluks

were restored to him, and shortly afterwards he adopted a distant

kinsman, Rayadappa, for his son. He died in 1801, when great

efforts were made by the Pusapatis to get his country incorporated

with Vizianagram, but their prayer was rejected, the permanent

settlement being made with the deceased's adopted son.

Chinna Ranga Rao was the builder of the oldest part of the

present palace at Bobbili, the Saracenic arches on which its first

floor is supported being perhaps due to ideas of architecture

imbibed at Hyderabad. Rayadappa, and after him his son

Svetachalapati (who succeeded in 1830 and lived till 1862), were

excellent managers of their property. The latter made large

31
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CHAP. XV. additions hy purchase to tlie estate, and loans from Bobbili saved

BoBBiLi. half the estates in the district from confiscation and ruin. He
also rendered assistance in arresting the fituridars who disturbed

the peace of the district in the thirties, and was thanked by

Government. He finished the temple to Venugopalasvami at

Bobbili—to which the present Maharaja is building a gopuram

(the onlj one of its kind in the district) similar to those so

common in the Tamil country—and made the Pul Bagh garden

in 1851.

His adopted son Sitaramakrishna, who belonged to the family

of the zamindars of Pithdpuram in Godavari, lived till 1868, when

his wife Lakshmi Chellayamma (afterwards granted by Govern-

ment the title of Eani for her many charitable acts) took over

the management of the estate. In 1871 she adopted the present

Mahardia, Sir Venkata Svetachalapati Eanga Eao, k.c.i.e., the

third son of the Raja of Venkatagiri, and she died in 1887.

The present Maharaja took over charge in 1881, and has done

a great deal for the property and the town. In 1882 he raised the

local middle school to high school standard and built the existing

poor-house in which about 70 people are fed daily ; in 1886 he

built the new wing of the palace ; in 1887 the Victoria market

;

and in 1888 the Raj Mahal, a most pleasantly situated house to the

Bouth-west of the town. In 1890 his title of Haja was formally

recognized as hereditary by the Government of India. He went

to Europe in 1893, was presented to the Queen-Empress, and on

his return began the Victoria Town Hall, opposite to the main

entrance of the palace, in commemoration of the event. In 1894

he started the gosha hospital, which he eventually handed over

to the District Board with an endowment of Rs. 20,000. He
was created a K.C.I.E. in 1895, a member of the Madras Legis-

lative Council in 1^96, and a Maharaja in 1900, and he went a

second time to Europe as one of the two Madras representatives

at the coronation of the King-Emperor. He also constructed the

house and graceful mantapam in the Pul Bagh already men-

tioned, maintains a caste girls' school, is putting up a new
building for the high school and has endowed several beds at the

Victoria Caste and Gosha Hospital at Madras. He has also

added largely to the estate, which has now been declared impartible

and inalienable by Act II of 1904, has lent large sums to brother

zamindars in difficulties, has offered such substantial inducements

to the people of Bobbili to build tiled and terraced houses that

the town, is now one of the smartest and neatest in the distriot,

and has terminated the ancient feud between his family and the

Rajas of Vizianagram. He has two sons, Venkata Kumdra
Krishna, born ^u 1880, and Rama Krishna, born in 1892.
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CHIPUEUPALLE TALUK.

PALLE.

Is the most northern of the coast taluks of the district and is CHA.P. JLY.

divided from Granjam by the Langiilya river. It is perhaps the CufpuRD-

least picturesque part of the whole district. The coast, which

further south is relieved hy bold hills and headlands, is here flat

and uninteresting-, and the centre of the taluk is an undulating

plain, sparsely dotted with small, bare hills. It is, however,

carefully cultivated, and in the dry weather, when elsewhere there

is little crop on the ground, the patches of ragi, tobacco and

chillies under its numerous wells give it a flourishing appearance.

Among the few places of interest in it are the following :
—

Chipurupalle : A union of 2,916 inhabitants, the head-

quarters of the taluk and a railway-station. Though now
unimportant, it seems to have been of some note in days gone by,

as it contains the remains of what was once a considerable fort,

bricks of ancient pattern are often dug up round this, and in

1867 three sets of copper sasanams were found in the village, one

of which records a grant by Vishnuvardhana I of the Eastern

Chalukya dynasty, who flourished from 615 to 633 A.D.^

Garugubilli : Five miles north of Chipurupalle. About two

miles west of it is a hill with three peaks, in the northernmost

of which, Devudukonda, is an odd natural cave which is reached

by a passage through the hill some 30 feet long, and is about 10

feet in diameter. Out of it lead two other chambers accessible

with the help of a ladder. In this cave is a stone which is

supposed to be a lingam and in the month of Kartigam people

flock to do puja to it.

Gujaratip6ta : A village of 1,272 inhabitants on the bank

of the Langulya facing Chicacole, with which it is connected by

a masonry road bridge of 24 spans which was built in 1854,

partly washed away in the cyclone of 1876 (see p. 154) and

repaired in 1886. Being outside the municipal limits of Chica-

cole, it is a favourite haunt of gamblers of that town who wish

to avoid the attentions of the police. The village is said to get

its name from the circumstance that it was founded many years

ago by a number of Gujarati Brahraans who traded in precious

' For further particulars, see CO., No. 28, Public, dated 3rd Aug-vist 1869,

and Ind. Ant., xviii, 143-230.
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CHAP. XV. stones. Some of their desceadants still live there, carry on the

ChIpuru- same husiness, and keep up relations with their castemen in

PALLE.
Benares. The pillars of the Laksh^svara temple here are said

to have been found in the river-bed, and one of them bears

Uriya inscriptions.

Near the river is a brick and stone octagonal column 20 feet

high, surmounted by a small dome, which is called the burrala

Jcota or ' skull fort.^ The story goes that it was made from

the skulls of Hindus slain by Musalmans in a battle here.

Near by are a number of neglected Muhammadan tombs, and

these are said to cover the remains of the slain of the other side.

Sh^rmuhammadpuram : Four miles west of Chicacole;

population 2;'"'82. Is named after Sher Muhammad, Faujdar or

Nawab of Chicacole under the Nizam, and the man who built

the Chicacole mosque between 1641 and 1645. Tradition says

he erected a summer palace for himself about a mile to the west

of this village and brought a channel to it from the Langulya.

The ruins of the building are still to be seen and the ground is

called Sher Mahal Totam. Not far off is a great irrigation tank,

which is \vorth a visit.

The village is the chief place of the proprietary estate of the

same name. This is referred to in the account of Anakdpall?

on p. 221 above.
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GAJAPATINAGARAM TALUK.

This lies next north of Vizianagram, and on the west runs
up to the Jeypore hills. Except in this western corner, where
the scenery is picturesque and even wild, the taluk resembles
in appearance the rest of the plain country of the district, con-

sisting of a wide expanse of red soil dotted with low, red hills.

The places of interest in it include the following :- -

Andra : Lies ten miles north-west of Gajapatinagaram near

the mouth of a valley at the foot of the hills
;

population 2,724.

The hills behind it are sometimes called ' the Andra hills. ^ On
'I'uesdays a big market is held, whereat quantities of hill produce
are exchanged for the commodities of the plains.

The village is the chief place in the impartible ancient

zamindari of the same name. This is said to have been granted,

along with the title of Pratdpa Rao, by Visvambara Deo, Eaja
of Jeypore from 1713 to 1752, to Pedda Rdman Dora of the

Konda Dora caste. The permanent settlement was made in

1803 with this man's grandson, Gdrayya Dora. These Doras
had allied themselves to the Yizianagram family and paid

them tribute. Mr. Alexander reported that the inaccessibility

of their estate and their active and enterprising spirit rendered
them much more desirable as allies thau enemies, and so the
tribute had always been light. On the death of Viziarama Razu
at the battle of Padmandbham in 1794, the Andra property was
left in their possession at the same peshkash (Es. I,i00) ; and
this sum (less the value of land-customs resumed) was again
continued at the permanent settlement. The present holder is

Sanydsi Dora alias Gdrayya Dora, who is the adopted son of the

son of the Garayya Dora above mentioned.

He also owns the small impartible estate of Sarapalli-

Bhimavaram. In the days when the Ptisapatis were in power
this, says Mr. Carmichael, was a separate zamindari with a
tribute of Rs. G0(>. The owner, Jogi Razu, in 1796 joined the

notorious outlaw iVIukki Rdjabhupdla Razu (see p. 54), and
was turned out by Mr. Webb, who gave the property to the then
holder of Andra.

Gajapatinagaram is the head-quarters of the taluk and a

anion of 2,724 inhabitants, but is otherwise uninteresting. It

CHAP. XV.

Gajapati-
NAOARAM.
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CHAP. xy.

Gajapati-
NA61RAM.

stands on the north bank of the Ohampdvati, and, being a place

of halt between Vizianagi'am and Salur, contains an excellent

chattram and (south of the river) an indifferent travellers^

bungalow. Before Sdlur grew so prominent, the place was a

great mart for hill produce, but its importance has now departed.

Jayati : A small village eight miles north-west of Gajapati-

uagaram in which there are two odd little deserted shrines, each

consisting of a single cell about 12 feet square surmounted by a

pyramidal roof running up about 16 feet from the ground. They

are built without mortar and contain a number of unusual little

sculptures. The villagers say they are Jain shrines, but a

description of the carvings in them which has been furnished

shows that this is doubtful. Another tradition says that Jains

once lived in the village and that they were great astrologers.

A Hindu overheard one of them calculating in deeply learned

fashion the exact hour and minute at which it would be propitious

to sow his corn and slipped out and sowed his own at the moment

in question. The field produced a crop of solid golden grain.

The local king was so impressed with the miracle that he forbore

to take an ounce more than his usual share of the crop, and the

lucky husbandman spent some of his windfall in building these

two shrines.

Marupilli : Three miles north of Gajnnatinagarain
;
popula-

tion 1,809. Is widely known for its hook-swinging festival in

March, which is conducted by certain Mettii Jangalu, in whose

families the privilege is hereditary, in honour of the local

Ellarama. The feast is a favourite occasion for the fulfilment of

vows and many of the upper castes participate in it.

R6gulavalasa : Eleven miles north-north-east of Gajapati-

nagaram. East of it is a jungle the game in which was preserved

by the late Maharaja of Vizianagram. The place is sometimes

called Shikargauj in consequence. South of the village are the

ruins of the Mahdraja's shooting-box.
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GOLGONDA TALUK.

This is one of the three Government taluks in tlie district. cHAP. XV.
It consists of two widely differing portions—the lowcoautry and Golgonda.

the hills.

The former resembles oenerally the rest of the coastal plain

of the district, sloping towards the sea and being covered with

undulating red land broken up by low hills. The southern

boundary of tlie taluk runs along a fairly continuous line of the

latter, the highest point in which is the striking Sanjivikonda,

2,145 feet, so named because it is supposed to produce medicinal

herbs good for many ailments. Near Kottakota is the Komaravolu

ava, one of the few natural lakes in the Presidency.

The hill portion of the taluk is all within the Agency and
forms the southernmost corner of the ' 3,000 feet plateau ' already

several times referred to. It drains northwards, mainly through

the Gureprau or Pdleru river, which is full of fish, into the

Sileru. It consists of a jumble of steep and broken hills which

average about 2,500 feet, contain some fair plateaus at about

that level, run up in many places to 4,000 feet and over, and

produce the heaviest jungle of any part of the plateau. Some
of this (round G-udem, for instance) is moist evergreen growth

and includes (see p. 114) tree-ferns, orchids, and many varieties

of the smaller ferns. The maddi {Tenninalia fomentosa) and gall-

nut (T. chebula) trees are especially numerous. The tops of the

higher hills are usually bare, their sides and the lower hills

carrying most of the forest, while the more level country is often

covered with large stretches of grass laud dotted with scattered

trees gnarled and twisted by the annual jungle fires. The outer

southern slopes are clothed with good forest which is seldom

burnt, and at the foot of them, especially round Kondasanta, are

masses of splendid bamboos.

The principal ghat is from Koudasanta to Lamuiasingi, nine

miles, part of which is just practicable for carts. Eougher
tracks lead up from Krishnadevipet and Koyyur to Peddavalasa.

From Lammasingi two jungle paths lead northwards across the

hills to Kondakaraberu in Malkauagiri taluk, one via Lotugedda
and K6rukonda and thence alongside the Gureprau river down a

bad ghat to Kondakamberu ; and the other through ChintapallCj
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CHAP. XV. Peddavalasa, Gl-udem and Darakonda, and thence down au even

GoLGoKDi. worse ghat. There is not a cart-road in the wliole of the hills,

and even horses are almost useless in such rough country.

Officers do most of their marches on foot.

The people, who all speak Telugu, consist chiefly of Bagatas

(immigrants from the plains and the aristocracy to wliich belong

i]\e niuttadars referred to below\ Konda Doras, and Konda
Mdlas or ' hill Paraiyans.' The last are a pushing set of traders

who are rapidly acquiring wealth and exalted notions. In 1901

certain envious Bagatas looted one of their villages on the ground

that they were becoming unduly arrogant. The immediate cause

of the trouble was the fact that at a cockfight the Malas' birds

had defeated the Bagatas'. The Konda Doras, and to a less

extent the Bagatas, are the cultivators. Ragi is their favourite

crop. Their methods are very casual. The soil is undoubtedly

rich (the luxuriance of the grasses proves it) but the people go in

for podu cultivation (mainly on the southern side of the plateau,

less further inland, and not at all on the southern slopes) or till

the ground carelessly, making scant use of the irrigation possible

from the numerous hill streams. Rather than toil at cultivation,

they prefer to live by the sale of the natural products of the hills.

These are very numerous and include limes, particularly sweet

oranges, guavas, mangoes (the kernels and stones of which are

pounded and made into porridge), tamarinds, jack-fruit, gall-nuts,

turmeric, long pepper, mustard, v/ax, horns, honey and so on.

At Peddavalasa are some coffee trees, grown from seed sent up

by the Captain Owen referred to below, which have flourished

immensely and are surrounded with self-sown seedlings.

The people seem happy and contented as a class and in the

ten years ending 1901 increased by nearly IC per cent. They
still, however, number only 46 to the square mile ; and in the

plateaus inland the only cultivation to be seen is small scattered

patches hidden away among the almost continuous sheet of

jungle. In days gone by, tigers, fever and rebellion did much
to thin their numbers. Almost every one eats opium.

The taluk has a romantic history. An early Rdja of Jeypore,

says Mr. Carmichael, had two of his cousins for umbrella-bearers

and was pleased to promote them to the dignity of feudatories,

placing one at Grolgonda and the other at Mddgole and honour-

ing both with tlie title of Bhupati or ' lord of the earth. ^ This

Golgonda is a village ten miles west of Narasapatam. The
name is supposed to be a corruption of Gol/a konda^ ' the hiU of

the GoUas,' a race of shepherd-kings of whom (see p. 28) mist/

traditions survive in this corner of the district.
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The Golg'oiiila chieftains afterwards became tributary to CHAP. XV.

the Rdjas of Yizianagram, but when the English were estab- Gor.ooxDA.

lishod at Vizagapatam they required the Rdjas to resign this

supremacy. In 177G, however, Bhairava Bhiipati sheltered two

refractory subjects of the Company (the zamindars of Parla-

kimedi and Madgole) and he was again subordinated to tho

Pusapatis, who raised his tribute from Ks. 5,000 to Ks. 23,000

and also made him keep up a largo body of paiks. After the

deatlj of Viziavcima Razu at the battle of Padmanabham in ITOi,

the Golgonda zamindar paid the Company a peshkash of Rs.

10,000 and this was the figure entered in his sanad at the

permanent settlement in 1802. In 1836 the incapacity of the

then zamindar, Ananta Bhupati, brought the estate to the

verge of ruin ; and he was persuaded by the district officers to

resign in favour of Jamraa Devamma, the widow of a predecessor.

The hill sirdars or muttadars, however, objected that they had

not been consulted and that no woman had ever ruled them
before; and they carried off the unfortunate lady and murdered

her. Mr. Preese, the Collector, nioved up troops and confiscated

the estate. Ananta Bhupati was convicted of complicity in the

murder and was eonfined in the fort at Grooty in Anantapur,

whershe subsequently died. In 1837 the zamindari was sold iu ,

auction for arrears and bought in by Government for Rs. 100. !

The hill sirdars were not disturbed in their tenures, and

were given pattas for their muttas dum se bene gesserint ; but

they found their status seriously lovvered by their being subordi-

nated to an ordinary amin, and they grew discontented and

finally united to restore the Bhupati family by force. They

withheld their rents, barricaded the hills, and made constant

excursions with fire and sword against the villages in the plains.

They set up one Chinna Bhupati, a lad of nineteen, as their

' Eaja,' and for three years, from 1845 to 1848, they successfully

held their jungles against the troops employed against them, only

abandoning their enterprise at last on the promise of an amnesty .

to all concerned. Chinna Bhupati gave himself up and was
\

granted villages worth Rs. 4,000 annually as maintenance for

himself and his three brothers, the representatives of the

ancient zamindars of Golgonda.
|

In 1857-58, during the excitement of the Mutiny, another

insurrection, having a similar object to the last, broke out under

the leadership of Chinna Bhupati' s nephew Sauyasi Bhitpati.

The Sibbandi corps under its Commandant, Captain Owen,

assisted by some of the leading hill sirdars, promptly put it

32
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CHAP. XV. down ; and Sanjasi Bliupati and his uncle were tried by tlie

GoLGosDA. Agent, convicted, and sentenced to transportation for life.

Subsequently, however, Government directed that they should

merely be kept as State detenus under surveillance, and that their

share in the maintenance villages should be continued to thom.

At his death in 18SG Sanyasi Bhupati was drawing uo less

than Es. 913 per annum.

^

In 1864-65 police-stations were posted in the hill muttas and

for a time the country was quiet. The unrest caused by the

Rampa rebellion in the neighbouring Goddvari Agency in 1879-80

spread, however, to this tract and Captain Blaxland, who had

come down from Jeypore with 50 police and some of the Raja's

paiks, was attacked by a party of insurgents on 3rd June 1879

in a densely-wooded valley and driven back. The next year

the sirdar (muttadar) of Gudem Patavidi, Tagi Yirayya Dora,

joined another party of rebels. The leaders of this bound them-

selves by an oath, solemnly taken at the sacrifice of five human
victims, to attack the police-station at Kondakamberu. The
enterprise, however, was never undertaken : chased by sepoys

and constabulary in every direction, the band was broken up into

insignificant parties ; and on the 7th October Virayya Dora was

shot. His last message to his pursuers was that he would never

surrender unless his Edja, Chinna Bhupati, bade him do so.^

I

It was in consequence of this rebellion that the Dutsarti and
Guditeru muttas of Golgonda were transferred iu 1881 to

Godavari, from which they were more accessible. The other

Golgonda muttadars were given sanads stating that they held

I

their muttas (which were declared inalienable by sale, gift or

• otherwise) on service tenure, subject to the payment of an annual

kattubadi and to the conditions that the grantee was to capture

und hand over to the authorities offenders who were in the mutta

,
or came into it, and was to give immediate information of fituris

I- or other offences. As long as these conditions were fulfilled the

grantee, and such of his heirs as Government might appoint, was
to enjoy the mutta under the protection of Government. The
penalty for non-fulfilment was the forfeiture of the mutta, Govern-
ment reserving tlie right to do as seemed proper with the

muttadar. These terms, which were re-affirmed and added to iu

' Xoto ill CO., No. 30, Pulitical, dated I7th January 1891, which .q-ivcs au
accoaat of the complicated history of the many Golgonda pensions.

* For further details, see Minute by Mr. Carmiohael, Special Commissioner
,

in connection with these outbreaks, ilatcd 1st November 1881.
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1888,' aro of much importance, and deserve to bo borne in mind
in all dealings with these men.

In 1886, excited by the preachings of several Konda Dora
priests who Lad been travelling round the hills for months
declaring tliat the hill gods had directed a fitAri, a gang of about
30 men got together, went to Gudcm, burnt and looted the police-

station (the police all iled) and the rest-house there, canio to

Cliintapalle next day and burnt the rest-house there, and were
moving on Lammasingi when they were dispersed by the police

and eventually all captured. The muttadar of Lammasingi
Patavidi liad shown sympathy with tho outbreak and his mutta
was forfeited. Th e police were shortly afterwards all concentrated

at Cliintapalle^ where is now stationed one of the four reserves of

the district.

The last Golgonda fitiiri occurred in 1891. Santa Bhtipati,

son of the Chinna Bhupati already mentioned, discontented with

the allowance granted him by Government, encouraged no doubt
by the extreme leniency with which his father had twice been
treated, and aided by a man who had taken part in the Rampa
rising and been too gently dealt with, got together a party of

some 200 men. On 23rd May these looted the house of the

constable who had shot Tagi Virayya Dora eleven years before,

and rushed tho Krishnadevipot police-station at nighfc, killing

five constables, carrying off all the arms and ammunition, and
setting fire to the building. They then made for the hills and
eluded pursuit for a month. On the 2 1th June their leader Santa
Bhupati died of fever and dysentery and they^dispersed. Thirty-

three of them were eventually arrested. Santa"Bhupati left a

mother, widow and daughter, and a compassionate allowance was
granted them.

Not one of the muttadars gave any information or assistance

to the authorities either before or during thig fituri, and as a

consequence Koyyurand Chittampad Bandavalasa were resumed
;

the muttadars of Lammasingi Kottavidi and Lotngedda were
deposed and their heirs appointed in their places ; and Sobilan

Dora, muttadar of Gudem Kottavidi, was arrested under an
agency warrant and deported, and his mutta eventually taken
under management on behalf of his minor son. He now resides in

Vizagapatara under surveillance and the mutta laas been, restored

to his son.

Including the two thus resumed, the Golgonda hills now
comprise ten muttas. It has already been mentioned that

CHAP. XV.

Golgonda.

G.O., Nq. 711, Judicial, dated 2r)tk March 1888,
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CHAP. XV. Lammasingi Patavidi was resumed after the 1886 fituri. Lotu-

GoLGoxPA. gedda was also attached in 1895, the nmttadar resigninfy his

position.' Antada mutta has just been resumed for mismanage-

ment and violations of the sanad.^' The remaining five (Lamma-

singi-Kottavidi, Mdkaram, Qudem PAtavidi, Gudera Kottavidi

and Udrakonda) arc still lield by their rauttadars. Parts of the

resumed muttas are managed on the ryotwari system bj village

establishments under a revenue inspector. In the rest of them

and in the unresumed muttas, joint-renting is in vogue, each

village paying to Grovernment or the muttadar a lump sum

assessed on the number of houses (or of ploughs) ,within it,

which is collected by the village head at customary rates and

seldom varies.

The chief places of interest in the taluk—plains as well as

hills—arc the following :

—

Balighattam : A small village two miles south-west of

Narasapatam on the bank of the Vardhanadi. It is known

throughout the district for its temple to Brahmalingesvara, which

stands at the foot of a small hill on the other side of the river

and at which there is a large festival at Sivaratri. The shrine,

like that of Visvesvara at Benares, faces west, instead of east

as usual, and this peculiarity and the fact that the river for a

/short distance here flows north and south have led to the spot

being considered peculiarly sacred. The local pandits quote with

unction the sloka whicli says *' where a liugam faces west and a

river runs north, that place is equal to Kasi (Benares), and there

one will surely obtain celestial bliss.'

The shrine is almost all quite modern and is not interesting

architecturally. It is supposed to have been built by Brahma

;

the river is • declared to have been made by Vishnu, during

his incarnation as a boar {vardha)—whence its name ; aud some

deposits of white clay in the river bank are supposed to be the

ashes of a sacrifice performed here by Bali, the demon-king from

whom the village takes its name.

Gudem : A village of 501 inhabitants 43 miles by the liill

paths north-west of Narasapatam among the Golgonda hills. It

was once one of the chief places of the Golgonda Bhupatis and

the Golgonda hills are ofteu "called ' the Gudem hills.' It stands

2,580 feet above the sea on one side of an open valley aud is

divided into Kottavidi and Patavidi (new and old streets) between

•which lie the remains of a rude fort. One of the hills above it,

' G.O., No. 1685, Judicial, dated 10th August 1896.

2 G.O., No. 1747, Judicial, dated 4th November 1908.
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Bodakonda, rises to'about 1,0')0 feet. No native will go up this. CHAP. XV.

A goddess named Sambari lives there and animal sacrifices are Golgonda.

made to her. One daj, says the story, a man went to her temple

just after the sacrifice to fetch a brass pot which he had forgotten,

9,nd came upon the goddess drinking the blood of the offerings.

She was fnrioas at being seen, and flung his pot two miles away,

whore it made a deep hole (still shown) in a piece of rock. Since

then no native haa ventured up the hill. A survey party of

Europeans, it is locally declared, laughed at the superstition and

set out one fine day to take bearings from the top of the hill.

Bat they had hardly got half way up when they wore surrounded

by a forest fire which burnt up much of their kit and so fright-

ened a horse they had with them that it bolted over a precipice

and was killed.

Krishnad^vipet ; Sixteen miles west of Narasapatam and

close under the hills. A thriving little place of 493 inhabitants

which, like Ivondasanta at the foot of the Laramasingi ghat, does

a busy trade in the produce of the hills, such as tamarind, saffron,

gall-nuts, long pepper, honey, bees' wax, soap-nut, horns, mustard

and kamela dye. It is full of money-lenders, who have obtained

possession on mortgage of much land in the Antada mutta.

Water is difficult to get, as the village is perched high above

a river-bed.

Lotug'edda (' deep stream ') stands about 2G miles in a direct

line north-north-west of Narasapatam among the Grolgouda hills.

It contains the ruins of three or four old granite temples dedicated

to Siva, in the largest of which the sculpture is elaborate. One
odd group depicts ^ four men with long pointed beards and long

pigtails, carrying pickaxes on their shoulders, holding out their

hands to receive a reward which a king, sitting on a throne with

three ladies behind him, is in the act of bestowing. The villagers

say the men are the builders of the temple, and are content to

account for the long beards by the conjecture that barbers were

probably rare on the hills in those days. On three sides of a pillar

here are Telugu inscriptions.

Narasapatam : Head-quarters of the Divisional Officer,

Assistant Superintendent of Police and tahsildar, and a union of

10,589 inhabitants. It is 19 miles north-west of the railway-

station called Narasapatam Road and in wet weather the journey

thence is unpleasant, as the road crosses several unbridged

streams an<l in one place shares a narrow gorge with the Varaha
river. An estimate for diverting the road awaits allotment of

' G.O.,ISo. 194.1, Judicial, dated 23rd November 1882.
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CUAP. XT. funds. TJie town stands amid the palmyra-dotted red land nsnal

GoLGO-NDA. to this corner of Vizagapatam, in a wide valle}' bounded on one

side by the Golgonda hills and on the other by rising ground

and smaller elevations which are just high enougji to cut off the

sea breeze. It is consequently one of quite the hottest spots iu

the district.

Tlie Divisional Officer's bungalow and office and the new

taluk cutcherry (the latter of which is surrounded by a high wall

provided with loop-holed bastions at the corners, intended to

render it secure from attack by fituridars) stand in a row beside

the road east of the town. The house of the Assistant Superin-

tendent, however, is built otf the road to Kondasanta, at the other

end of the place. Nearly opposite this last are the old parade-

ground and magazine of the former Sibbandi corps which was

stationed hero to check fituris in the Grolgonda hills and was

amalgamated with the ordinary police force in 1861. An old

race-course may be traced not far off on the same side of the road.

The cemetery next the Divisional Officer's bungalow contains the

grave of Captain Gibson of the 26th N.I. who died in 1849 and

was apparently an officer employed in the outbreak of that date

referred to above. The name of Captain W. G. Owen, 11th N.I.,

who commanded the Sibbandi force from 1851 until it was

reconstituted, was thanked for his services in the 1857-58

fituri (see p. 249) and in 1859 was made Assistant Agent at

Narasapatam, is still remembered. He was a great tiger-slayer

and he built the Divisional Officer's house (and also, it is said,

the bungalows at Kondakarla dva and on the shore at Polavaram)

and handed it on to his successor, C. T. Longley, who in 18G5

sold it to its present owner, the Rdja of Vizianagram.

Narasapatam contains the remains of an old mud fort which

is'said to have been built by one of the Golgonda Bhupatis above

referred to. Enough of the walls remains to screen the public

latrine which has now been established within it.

The town boasts no noteworthy products unless it be the

maugo pickle its Komatis make.

Uratla : A dirty village of 3,196 inhabitants, nine miles south-

east of Narasapatam, off the road to the railway-station. Is only

noteworthy as the chief place of the estate of the same name,

which was one of those formed out of the havili land and sold by

auction at a fixed peshkash in 1802. It was then bought by the

Rdja of Vizianagram, who sold it in 1810 to one Sagi Rama-

chandra lldzu. In 1832 it was sold for arrears and bought by a
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lady nameil Dantaluri Acliayya, who in 1843 gave it to her CHAP. XV.

dang-hter Sagi Subhadrajya. She died in 1867 and the prop- Oolgoxoa.

erty descended to her adopted son, S. Venkata' Surya Narayana
Jag^unatlia Eazu, the present nominal owner. He mismanaged
the estate, the peshkash fell into arrears, and the property was
attached and taken under Groveranient management for a time.

Subsequently the owner alienated seven different portions of it,

and these have been separately registered.

In 1875 he alienated Chouduvdda, for services received, to

one of his uncles, K4karlap{idi Narasa Edzu, who had it registered

in the name of his minor son, K. Kdiuachandra Razu, the

present proprietor.

In the same year he also granted Ponduru and Mallavaram to

another uncle, K. Chinna Narasa Eazu. This man died in. 1876
leaving a minor son, and the estate was taken under the Court
of Wards. The present holder is .Kakarlapudi Venkata E^mayya.

In 1877 the village of Bayyavaram was sold to Ddtla
Eamachandra Razu, who disposed of it to J. Eangdchari, who
ten years later sold it to a dancing-girl named K. Simhd-
chalam. She died in 1896 and the estate devolved on her adopted
daughters, K. Kannamma and B. Kdmayamma, the present

holders.

In the same year 1877,^ Tangedu and Gotivdda were
transferred by a razinama decree to Sagi Sitarama Razu whose
brother, S. Buchchi Eajagopala Eazu, and his three nephews now
hold them.

In 1879 Kondala agraharam was disposed of to Pusapati
Surya Ndrdyana, whose daughter-in-law, P. B. Bangdrayya and
granddaughter, Chitti Ammanna alias Venkata Narasayya, are
now the proprietors.

In 1884 Jaggampeta, Tadaparti and Timmapuram were sold

to LoUa Sanydsi Eazu, who in 1888 transferred them to the present
proprietrix, a dancing-girl named Pilla Gangu alias Chamanti.

This lady had already obtained the seventh of the subdivisions

Peddapalem, in 1884.

In 1898 the zamindar of Tuni, in the Goddvari district

obtained possession of what was left of the estate under a mort-
gage and through process of the civil courts.- It is now
registered in his name.

Vajragada (' diamond fort ') is a small place of 1,247 inhabi-
tants, lying six miles from Narasapatam off the road to Anakdpalle.

1 B.P., No. 201, dated 24tli Janoary 1878.
^ O.S. No. 9 of 189-1 on the file of the Viaagapatam District Court,
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CHAP. XV. The ruins of a veiy large fortress, built at the baseof two hills

GoLGONDA. and now all cultivated, are still to be seen in it, and local tradition

gives the names of seven forts with wliicli it was once defended.

These are said to have been constructed by the GroUa kings

already referred to. A tale is told of their having kidnapped a

daughter of the ruler of Madgole and held out here against his

attacks for months until tliey were betrayed by a woman of their

own caste who showed the enemy how to cut off their water-

supply. They then slew their womenkind, says tlie story, dashed

out against the besiegers, and fell to a man, fighting to the

last. Small gold coins of two kinds, neither of wliich have yet

been satisfactorily identified, are found round about the fort

after heavy rain, and a small square stone with old Telugu

inscriptions on all four sides is to be seen near tlie middle of its

eastern wall.
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GUNUPUR TALUK.
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GuNUPUR is the most easterly talak in the district and the cHAP. XV.

richest in the Jeypore zamindari. It consists of a portion of Gdnupur-

the valley of the Vamsadhdra and of the hills which enclose this.

The valley is quite level (the western side of it most monotonously

so) and in it is grown paddy which is the best in tlie district and

is favourably known even in distant Calcutta. Tlie outlet for

this and other pi'oducts is at present through the Parldkimedi

zamindari of Granjam to Chicacole, but when the line is opened

to Parvatipur it will doubtless travel thither via Kurup4ra.

The hills on the west are called the Kaildsakota hills and

consist of a range averagiug 2,500 feet high which divides the

watersheds of the Vamsadhara and Ldngulya and near the top of

which is an undulating plateau. They once contained quantities

of s^l, but little is left now. The hills on the eastern frontier

are mainly inhabited by the Savaras (38 per cent, of the people

of the taluk spetik that language) and in them dwell the only

remnants of the real hill Savaras who survive in this district.

These people have been referred to on p. 95 above. They are

known for the industry with which they cultivate. They terrace

the steep hill-sides with great revetments of stone, often fifteen

feet deep
;
grow splendid cholam twelve or fourteen feet high on

the slopes
;
preserve every pound of fodder by cutting the crops

close to the ground and storing the straw on platforms or up trees

to save it from damp ; and utilize for irrigation every rill in the

country. Their well-kept fields, with the numerous ippa trees

scattered about them, have been likened to Italian homesteads

surrounded with their dark olives.

At the end of the eighteenth century the taluk was taken by
force ^ from Jeypore by Narayana Deo of Kimedi. He oave
it to his brother, Pratapa Deo, but the latter was eventually

driven out by Sitarama Rdzu, diwan of Vizianagram, with the
help of the Company's troops. Finding himself unable to manage
it, Sitarama Eazu gave it back to Jeypore after he had held it

three years. In 1803 Mr. Alexander reported that it was a kind
of liereditary farm belonging to the family of a former pdtro or
diwdn, then represented by one Ndrdyana P^tro, who paid a rent

' See Proceedings of the Committee ot Cxrumt, dated 12th September 1784.

33
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CHAP. XV. of Rs. 15,000 for it. The attachments of this and the neighbour-
OuNUPUB. ing tdnas of Jeypore which were necessitated hj the disturbances

of 1849—50 and 1855-56 are referred to on pp. 268-9 below.

In July 1864 trouble occurred with the Savaras. One of

their headmen having been improperly arrested hf the police of

Pottasingij they effected a rescue, killed the Inspector and four

constables, and burnt down the station-house. The Raja of

Jeypore was requested to use his influence to procure the arrest

of the offenders, and eventually twenty-four were captured, of

whom nine were transported for life and five were sentenced to

death and hanged at Jalteru, at the foot of the ghat to Pottasingi.

Government presented the R4ja with a rifle and other gifts in

acknowledgement of his assistance. The country did not

immediately calm down, however, and in 1865 a body of police

who were sent to establish a post in the hills were attacked and

forced to beat a retreat down the ghdt. A large force was then

assembled, and after a brief but harassing campaign the post

was firmly occupied in January 1866. Three of the ringleaders

of this rising were transported for life. The hill Savaras re-

mained timid and suspicious for some years afterwards, and as

late as 1874 the reports mention it as a notable fact that they

were beginning to frequent markets on the plains and that the

low country people no longer feared to trust themselves above

the ghdts.

The only places of interest in Gunupur taluk are the

following :

—

Gudari : Eighteen miles north of Gunupur, on the bank of

the Vamsadhdra ; the second largest village in the taluk (popula-

tion 2,250) and the head-quarters of an dmin of the Jeypore

zamindari. The Guddri tdna forms part of the estate of

Naurangpur referred to in the account of the latter village below.

Colonel Campbell, of the Meriah agency, was the first European

to visit the place (in 1851) and he built a guard-house and small

bungalow in it and left a guard of sibbandis there.

The town is healthy and is a centre for the trade in the

produce of the country, especially sdl wood, its inhabitants are

largely immigrants from the plains.

Gunupur, the head-quarters of the deputy tahsildar and of

an kuuu of Jeypore estate, contains (including its suburb

Kapugiida) 5,187 inhabitants. The public buildings stand in

Kapuguda and include the deputy tahsildar's cutcherry, built

iu 1900, a hospital (1890), school (1893) and travellers' bungalow.

The place is picturesquely situated ou the bank of the Vamsadh4ra
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and, though irregularly built, has a bright and busy appearance. OHAP. XV

It originally stood on the right (western) bank of the Varasa- Gunupur.

dhara, but one fine day the river turned to the south-west and

flowed on the other side of it, and the village is now perched on

a sort of island on the left (eastern) bank, with the old bed of

the river to the east of it. In flood time this fact and the presence

of several big channels on its southern side make the place

almost inaccessible.

The Bdlaji math here contains a granite temple which is

designed on generous lines and contains some excellent carving,

but is only partly finished. It was begun by Balararaa Das, the

late mahant of the math^ but before he could complete it he was

turned out of his post in virtue of a decree of the courts obtained

against him by the present Jeypore Maharaja, who himself

claimed the position of dharmakarta. North of this temple are

the remains of an extensive mud fort which is supposed to have

been built by the E4jas of Kimedi. Within it, near a tamarind,

is pointed out the spot where the wives of the renter Ndrdyana

Patro mentioned above committed sati on his death.

Jagamanda : Lies about thirteen miles north-east of Gunu-

pur. On a small hillock near it is a little shrine to Mallikesvara*

svdmi which is known throughout the taluk. It is built in an

uncommon fashion of big blocks of stone without the use of

mortar ; and the people believe that individuals afflicted with

leprosy and similar diseases will be cured if they live in it for

a fortnight or so and offer small pieces of their person as

sacrifices to the deity.
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JEYPOEE TALUK.

CHAP. XV. This, the head-quarter taluk of the zamindari of the same name,
Jeypore. [{gg on the '2,000 feet plateau,' whicli is made up of this taluk

and Naurangpur. It is bounded on the north by the Indr^vati,

west by the Kolab river and Bastar State, east by the ' 3,000

feet plateau,' and south by the drop down into Malkanagiri

taluk. Along this descent, and also iti the west round about

Rdmagiri, is much excellent sdl forest, but the greater part of

the taluk consists of a flat plain dotted with a few small hills

and chiefly cultivated with paddy watered by the ample rainfall,

which averages 75 inches and is the heaviest in the district.

The people, over nine-tenths of whom speak Uriya, are more

numerous to the square mile here than in any other part of the

Agency.

The more interesting places in the taluk are the following :

—

Gupt^svara Cave : On the bank of the Kolab, about nine

miles west of Eamagiri by a jtath which leads through wild sdl

jungle, is a cave near the top of a limestone hiil about hOO feet

higher than the surrounding country. It is approached by a

modern flight of steps flanked with lines of trees and the entrance

is about nine feet w4de and eight hiph. Facing this, near the

centre of a roughly circular chamber about ten feet high and

forty feet square, is a natural boulder somewhat resembling a

iingam, which is held very holy and is called Guptesvara, 'the

hidden Siva,' because it was there for generations before any

man knew of it. It is said to have been first discovered in the

time of Vira Vikramti Deo, Eaja of Jeypore from 1687 to 1669,

who established the great feast in its honour which is still held

every Sivardtri and is under the special patronage of his

descendants. The place is now popularly declared to have been

the scene of several of the episodes in the EdmAyana. Behind

the Iingam, the cave slopes downwards into the hill, and becomes

very dark. Here are several stalactites, two of which form

natural pillars while another is supposed to resemble the sacred

cow Kdmadhenu. From the udders of this latter water drips

at long intervals, and pilgrims sit with their hands spread out

beneath, waiting intently to catch a drop when it falls. There

are several other caves in the limestone through which the Koldb

winds its way at this point, but none so famous.
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Jeypore, 'tlie city of victorj/ the capital of fhe taluk and CHAP. XV.

the zamindari and the place of residence of the Mahdrdja, is a Jetpoee.

union of 6,689 inhabitants and is most picturesquely situated close

under the western slopes of tlie 3,000 feet plateau, at the bottom

of an irregular amphitheatre formed of its wooded spurs. The

place consists of one wide street— some 25 yards broad and run-

ning north and south, along which stand all the public offices and

some good private residences—and a few ianes on the western side

of this. At the northern end of the street are the bungalows of

Dr. J. Marsh, tutor to the Maharaja's son, of the Forest Officer

of the estate, and of the members of the Schleswig-Holstein

Lutheran Mission ; while at the southern end stand the Mahdraja's

palace, a large temple to Ramachandrasvdmi facing it, and, beyond,

in an extensive rose-garden, the new palace which was built

about 1895 while the estate was under management during the

present Mahardja's minority, but is now considered an unlucky

residence and is used only as a guest-house.

Immediately west of the town is a great tank a mile long

and half a mile wide, which never dries up and is kept as a

sanctuary for wildfowl, large Hocks of which swim fearlessly

about it. West of this again are extensive groves of ancient

mangoes and from the circular road through these is obtained the

fairest view of Jeypore --in the foreground the tank, reflecting

every tint of the sky above it ; behind, the steep wooded line of

the higher plateau ; and in the middle distance the town itself,

almost hidden amid its numerous trees, with the white tops of the

main gate of the palace rising above the mass of foliage.

Both the town and the palace have been immensely improved

in late years. In 1855 the former was described as being ' a

most wretched place, there being scarcely half a dozen tiled

houses, and those of the most inferior description. . . . There

is not an artisan in the place, save one carpenter, and he a Telugu

man and not a native of the country.' The palace was then ' a

paltry collection of tiled buildings in bad repair in a court-yard

surrounded by a mud. wall.'

Since the opening of the l*ottaugi ghat road and the roads to

Naurangpur and to Bastar through Borigummaand Kotapad (see

pp. 139 and 141), the town has risen in importance, as nearly all

the produce of the 2,000 feet plateau passes through it on the way to

the coast. In the busy part of the export season hundreds of carts

enter and leave it every day. .'\ Musalmari has opened a tannery

in it and others of the same faith have started shops where all

sorts of commodities can be obtained. The daily market under
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CHAP. XV. the palace walls is thronged with a collection of liill people

Jkypohk. from the snrrounding villages selling lisli, vegetables, bamboos

and the like and wearing qaaint dresses and ornaments which

are in startling contrast to those of the Tolugu immigrants

from the low country who may be seen purchasing from them.

The palace is surrounded no longer by a mud wall, but by a

high masonry erection put up by the present Maharaja, which is

entered by an imposing three-storeyed gateway known (like all

other front entrances in the Jeypore country) as ' the Lion Grate,'

Within, one block of masonry buildings has already been com-

pleted and an even larger one is in course of construction. But

though it is advancing with the times, Jeypore still suffers from

its remoteness from the outer world, and is a sleepy hollow whore

leisurely ways are the fashion.

It is malarious (partly, perhaps, because the only water-supply

is from tainted tanks and wells) but in this respect also it has

greatly improved. When British officers were lirst appointed in

the Jej^'pore estate in 1863, this place was made their head-

quarters ; bat so greatly did they all suffer from malaria that it

was reported in 1S69 that ' no officer in the northern division

will come up unless compelled to do so. Neither the Assistant

Agent nor Superintendents of Police over stay a day longer than

the}'' are absolutely obliged to do, and the consequence is that

work is carried on anyhow, and the only wonder is that it has

been possible to keep matters going at all.' The native staff

suffered every wit as much, and it was said that ' no decently

qualified person will accept the post of sub-magistrate, which

entails a broken constitution and enforced retirement at the end

of six months.' In 1870, accordingly, the head-quarters of the

European officers were transferred to Koraput and the sub-

magistrate was stationed at Kotapad, where he remained until

about 1882.

The great event of the year in Jeypore is the Dasara feast,

which lasts for sixteen days and includes several ceremonies in

honour of the goddess Kanaka (' golden ') Durga whoso temple is

within the palace walls. The image of this goddess (other names
for whom are Kali and Takurani) is said in the Jeypore family

chronicles to have been originally captured at the end of the

fifteenth century from the great Purushottama Deva of Orissa (see

p. 28) when he was returning through the Jeypore country after his

conquest of Conjeeveram. Plunian sacrifices used to be made to

the goddess. The reports of the Meriah Agents say that in 1861

a kidnapped girl of about twelve years of age was offered up to
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her in the hope of stayin^^ an epidemic of cholera in the town. CHAP. XV.

Nowadays sheep and goats take the place of human victims, but Jkyporr.

the flowers with which they are decked beforehand, which are

broug-ht specially from Nandapuram in Pottangi taluk, the old

capital of the estate, are still known as meriah pushpa.

Sheep and g-oats are sacrificed on each of the first thirteen

days of the Dasara and on the fourteeuth some buffaloes as well.

On that day, which is known in consequence as the Bodo Uppano

('great offerings ') day, the Maharaja, dressed in white, himself

visits the goddess' shrine and then holds, from a white throne, a

darbar which is attended by the boUo loko (courtiers) and
lampatas (servants) and others, while the senior Maharani (called

the Patta Mahadevi) does the same after him, receiving bhet

(presents) from the ladies who attend. On the sixteenth, or

Sanno Uppano (' little offerings '), day the Maharaja, who this

time is dressed in scarlet, worships the goddess in the Darbar hall

of the palace and holds, from a scai'let throne^ a darbar at which
bhets are offered. Neither of these thrones are used except at

the Dasara. It is customary for the Maharaja's feudal retainers

to come into Jeyporo witli their followers to pay their respects

at this second darbar, and many of the inams and mokhasas in

the estate (see, for example, the account of Bissamkatak above)

have been granted on the express condition that the grantees do

this annual service.

On the eighteenth day, preceded by the goddess Kanaka
Durga and a white flag which was captured long ago from the

troops of Bastar in one of the many skirmishes which took place

with that State, the Maharaja and his son, seated in ambaris on

elephants and followed by the European and other officials of the

place in howdahs on other elephants, go in procession to the

Dasara poda in a mango grove to the north of the town. There

worship is paid to the goddess by the Maharaja and afterwards

the crowd proceed to shoot abrinjal off the top of a long bamboo.

This custom is followed at Dasara all over the Northern Circars

and the country west of them, and is supposed to symbolise the

general rejoicings which took place when Durga succeeded in

overcoming the buffalo-headed demon Mahishasura.

The family chronicles, a resume of which has been kindly

furnished by the Mahdraja, ascribe a very ancient origin to the

line of the Jeypore zamindars. Beginning with Kanakasena of

the solar race, a general and feudatory of the king of Kashmir,
they trace the pedigree through thirty-two generations down to

Vindyaka Deo, a iyounger son who left Kashmir rather than
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CHAP. XV. hold a subordinate position, went to Benares, did penance to

Jkypork. K4si Yisvesvarasvdmi there, and was told hy the god in a dream

to g-o to the kingdom of Nandapurani belonging to the Silavamsam

line, of which he would become king. Viniyaka Deo, continue

the legends, proceeded thither, married the king's daughter,

succeeded in 1443 A.D. to the famous throne of 82 steps there,

and founded the family of Jeypore.^ His dates and those of

his descendants (all of whom bore the title of Deo) may be

quoted here at once for reference :

—

Vinayaka Deo .

.

•

.

.

.

1443-76

His son Vijaya (''luindrakhya .. .. 1476-1510

His son Bhairava .. .. .. .. 1510-27

Hie son Visvanadha . . . . . . 1527-71

His sou Balarama I .. .. .. 1571-97

His son Yesvanta .. .. .. .. 1597-1637

His son Vira Vikrama . ,. .. 1637-69

His son Krishna .. .. .. .. 1669-72

His son Visvambara I .. .. .. 1672-76

His brother Mallakimardhana Krishna .

.

1676-81

His brother Hari 1681-84

Hie brother Balarama II .. .. 1684-86

His adopted son Haglmuatha Krishna .. 1686-1708

His son Rc4machandra I .. .. .. !7<.8-ll

His brother Balarama III .. .. 1711-13

His brother Visvambara II .

.

.

.

1713-52

His step-brother Lala Krishna .. ., 1752-58

His brother Vikrama I .

.

.

.

1758-81

His son Ramachandra II .

.

.

.

. . 1781-1825

His son Vikiamall 1825-60

His son Ec4uiachaudra III .. .. 1860-89

His son Vikrama III 1889

Not long after his accession, some of his subjects rose against

him, but he recovered his position with the help of a leader of

Brinjaris ; and ever since then, in grateful recognition, his

descendants have appended to their signatures a wavy line (called

valatradu) which represents the rope with which Brinjdris tether

their cattle.

Vinayaka Deo and his six successors, say the family papers,

had each only one son ; and the sixth of them, Vira Vikrama

(1637-69) accordingly resolved to remove his residence elsewhere.

The astrologers and wise men reported that the present Jeypore

' Mr. Oram's report of 1784 on the ORtate says that the family is

deucended from a Khjh who was a favourite of an ancient king of Jaganuath and

80verei{.m of the Northern t'ircars, and was given his daughter in marriage and

this tributary principality as her dower.
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was ' a place of tlie Kshatriya class ' and it was accordingly made CITAP. XV.

the capital and named after the famous Jeypore of the north. Jkypork.

Vira Yikraraa's possessions at this time included not only the

country now comprised in the Joypore zamindari but also the

strip of land which lies at the base of the Ghdts, and even, it is

averred, places as far east of them as Potnuru and Bhogapuram.
He paid a tribute of Es. 24,000 to the king- of Golconda. In
1664 one of that king-'s family invaded the Jeypore hills on some
pretext, but tlie affair ended happily, Vira Vikrama being- given

by the king in the following year a sword, ensigns and standards,

and likewise a copper grant (which is still preserved in the

Jeypore palace) conferring upon him certain titles, among them
that of Mahdrdja.

Visvambara Deo I (1672-7»)) was the originator of the feudal

system of which traces still survive in Jeypore. He divided his

possessions into a series of estates in charge of each of which he

placed some faithful retainer (often conferring on him at the

same time some high-sounding title) who was made responsible

for its peace and order and required to acknowledge his suze-

rain's authority by appearing, when called upon, with a certain

anned force. Several of the existing zamindars, as will be seen

later on in this chapter, trace their origin to the feudal lord-
j

lings then appointed, but the only one of them from whom any-

similar service is still required by Jeypore is the T4t Raja of

Bissamkatak.

In the time of Mallakimardhana Krishna Deo (1676-81), the

chronicles relate, the French attacked Jeypore but were beaten

off with the loss of a number of cannon. Fourteen cannon, said

to be those captured on this occasion, are still in the' palace at

Jeypore, but they contain no marks by which they can be identi-

fied as French.

Ramachandra Deo I (1708-11) quarrelled with his younger
brother, the Balarama Deo III who eventually succeeded him,

aud the latter established an independent principality with its

capital at Narayanapatnam, to the west of Parvatipur, and
continued to reside in that village when he came into the estate.

Some of the outlying portions of hi? possessions passed to the

Rajas of Vizianagram, who were fast rising to great power in the

low country. His brother Visvambara Deo II, who succeeded

him in 1713. was also a weak ruler. He likewise lived at Nara-
yanapatnam and is said to have dug tanks and wells there,

dammed the Janjhavati to supply them with water, and made a

big^seraglio for his numerous wives and mistresses. The spot

84
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CHAP. XV, where the latter committed sati at his death is still pointed out

jF-ypoRE. and is known, as sati garbh a. It lies within the ruins of the old

fort, and not far off is a curious old cannon, of great length

and made hj shrinking successive rings of iron on to a central

iron core.

In 1752 Ldla Krishna Deo came into the estate, but the succes-

sion was soon afterwards claimed hj his brother Vikrama Deo.

Viziarama Razu, Raja of Vizianagram, sided with tlie latter
;

drove outLala Krishna, who retired to Kaljana Singapur ;* but

obtained as the price of his assistance the fiefs of Madgole,

Kasipuram, Andra, SaKir, Pachipenta, Chemudu, Belgam,

Sangamvalasa, Kurupam and Merangi, all of which were then

held by rassah of Jeypore.

In 1768, three years after the Englii^h had obtained the

Northern Circars, Viziardma Kazu wrote ^ to the Government

of Madras stating that in 1752 Salabat Jang, Subadar of the

Deccan, had granted him the Jeypore country as-a jaghir on an

annual payment of Rs. 24,000, and asking that tlie grant might

be renewed. He produced an English translation of the sanad,

and this set out that ' the villages of Casseypatnam (Kasipuram),

Nandapore (Nandapuram), Maulgal (Madgole), etc., amounting to

24,000 Rupees ' were ' assigned by way of Jaggeer to Rajah

Viziaramraz Manna Sultan.' Manna Sultan may mean ' Lord of

tbe hills,' but Mr. Grant (in his Political Survey of the Northern

Circars appended to the Fifth Report on the affairs of tlie E. I. Co.)

translates it ' King of the Jungles ' and says it was conferred on

Viziarama, in derision, but at the request of Bussy, by Salabat

Jang. In. September 1768^ the Madras Government, in con-

sideration of the past services of the Raja to them, decided to

* confirm him in the possession of the Jagueer he has requested,

so long as he continues obedient to the Company's Authority and

exerts liimself in promoting their influence in the Circar,' but the

cowle issued accordingly in Marcli 1769 merely granted and

confirmed to him and his heirs ' the said revenue of Rs. '24,000

issuing out of tlie said Districts of Casseypatnam, Nandaporam
and Maulgal.'

In 1775,* while disturbances were occurring in Kimedi,

Vikrama Deo of Jeypore assembled a force in the Rayagada valley

and threatened to support the malcontents, so Captain Richard

J Family papers. Mr. Oram's report of 1784 says lie fled to the Marathaa.

Madras records, Military, Country Oorresiiondence, Vol. XVI, 228.

3 Minutes of Cousaltation of 30th September 1768.

* Fiitraot from Military Consultations for that year.
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Alatliews, commanding the Northern Circars, accompanied by UHA.F. XV.

some of the sibbandis of the Vizianagram R^ja, marched to Jkyfore.

.Teypore. His report states that Vikrama Deo ' came and agreed to

surrender the Fort and quit all pretensions to the several passes

leading into the Circar, requesting that he might be suffered to

keep the Country to the Westward of them ; I took possession of

the Fort on the 11th Marcli. It is a square of about one Thousand
yards built of Mud. The wall 20 feet high, the Bastions very good,

the Rampart tolerable, and a ditcli 20 feet wide and as many
deep ; I have ordered it to be destroyed." The ruins of it may
still be seen to the east of Jeypore village in what is known as 'old

Jeypore.'' Tlie demolition was carried out by the sibbandis from
V'izianagram, who were afterwards put in charge of all the passes.

Mr. Oram's report of 1784 and the report of the same year of

the Committee of Circuit, of which he was one of the members,
state that the frequent revolts and disturbances of the Jeyporeans

soon afterwards decided the Vizianagram Raja to hand back the

whole country to Vikrama Deo for an annual sum of Rs. 40,000,

of which no more than three-fourths was ever paid. This restora-

tion was apparently effected before 1777, as in that year (see

p. 274) we find the Jeypore Raja assisting the Bastar chief to

regain his throne.

The Committee said that the Raja of Vizianagram none the less

claimed before them that the Jeypore country was his jaghir,

producing as evidence of his assertion the cowle of 1 769 above
mentioned. " After an attentive perusal and investigation of his

pretensions,' they wrote, ' we observe that the cowle, which is to be
regarded as the only substantial autliority, does not assign to him
the whole District in possession, but only admits the payment of

Ks. 24,000 therefrom, as an inheritance during the Zamindar's.

good conduct aud obedience to the Company.' The Committee
accordingly proposed to constitute Jeypore into a separate zamin-

dari with a peshkash of Rs. o5,000, arguing * that these lands being

so entirely dependent on Vizianagram is not only in appearance

derogatory and detrimental to tlie Company's interest and
authority, but actually dangerous from the retreat it affords the

guilty in cases of insurrection, from the command of troops and
the only accessible passes that it leaves in the hands of that

Zamindar.'

The suggestion was not adopted, and the position remained
unchanged until Viziarama Riizu was killed by the Company^s
troops at Padmanabham (see p. 53) in 1794. To reward the Jey-

pore family for holding aloof from the Vizianagram party in the
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CHAP. XV. disturbances which followedj Lord Hobart gave the then Raja,

Jevpork. Ramachandra Deo II, a permanent sanad of the usual kind

granting the estate to him and his heirs in perpetuity on payment

of a peshkash of Rs. k 5,000. When the permanent settlement was

introduced in 1803, this sum was reduced to Es. 16,000.' In

addition, Rs. 3,000 is paid for the pargana of KotapM referred

to below.

From 1803 to 1848 .leypore remained an almost unknown
country to the officers of the district. Once, when the Raja was
behindhand with his peshkash and a military expedition seemed

to be the only way of making him pay up, ' the Government

proposed to transfer the /amindari to the Nagpur State, but the

offer was declined.' - In 1848 great complaints reached Vizaga-

patam of the feebleness of the Raja, Vikrama Deo II, and the

tyranny and misrule of his managers. Large bodies of ryots

found their way to the coast and represented the country to be the

scene of plunder, murder and rapine. At last the Riija's officials

were driven out of the Gunupur taluk and disturbances of some

importance immediately arose. The faction opposed to Vikrama

Deo (whose avowed object was to remove him) was headed by liis

eldest son (a youth of thirteen who was afterwards Ramachandra
Deo III) and the latter's mother, the Patta Mahadevi ; and their

following comprised the most influential muttadars of the country.

Both parties agreed to abide by the decision of the Agent
regarding the dispute, and in April 1849 Mr. Smollett accord-

ingly set out for Pdrvatipur. He was met there by the son, who
travelled with great pomp of elephants, palanquins and horses and

• a guard of 1,000 matchlock men, ,while the RAja was represented

b_y some of his officers. A compromise suggested by the Agent

was accepted by neither party, and, to prevent further anarchy,

Mr. Smollett attached the four tanas of Gunupur, Rayagada,

Ndrayanapatnam and Alamanda.

Not long afterwards he arranged to meet both father and son

together ; and after wearisome and protracted negotiations a recon-

ciliation was effected and the attachment withdrawn. A breacli,

however, soon ensued, and on the 16th September 1849 the son

seized his father and the latter's chief servants and confined them

all in the fort at Rayagada. They were released by a company

of sibbandis under Captain Haly, but the old man's authority was

completely gone and the villagers would not even bring him any

food. A second reconciliation was afterwards effected and it was

' Governmunt's letter to the Board, dated 22iul October iyu3, para. 20.

- Mr. Russell's report of 18th November 1834, para. 7U.
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agreed that Gauuiiur sliuuld l)c uttaohcd and that the revenues CUAl'. XV.

thereof should be devoted to paying off the Raja's debts and Jkypork.

liquidating the arrears of peshkash. The Rdja appears to liave

lost all self-coutrol at tins point, and to hav(> sunk into the deepest

abasement. He did not return to liis capital, but allowed his son

to proceed thither and aduiinister all his affairs. lie liiuiself

remained on at Ndrayanapatnain, deserted by his servants, given

up to the most besotted sensuality, and subsisting on the charity

of the villagers, ' who were heartily tired of his residence among
tliem.'

In 1855 Jejpore affairs again attracted attention, the existence

in the zamindari of the practice of sati being brought to notice.

Mr. Smollett reported that cases were frequent ; that moreover,

owing to Vikrama Deo's incapacity, the country was in a state

of complete anarcliy ; that the Raja's younger son had seized

Gunupur ; and that the only means of ensuring security to life

and property was to post a European officer to Jeypore. Vikrama

Deo was sounded regarding this suggestion and in reply wrote a

long letter promising to stop all crime in the country, asserting

his competence to rule, and earnestly deprecating the interference

of Government. Meanwhile, however, the retainers of his two

sons had come to blows over the seizure of Gunupur and a severe

fight had occurred. In July 1855 Government authorized the

Agent to assume ' the control, both police and revenue, of the

tracts above the ghats, the taluks below being managed by the

agency direct.'' Lord JJalhousie, however, was then at Ootaca-

mund and objected, considering that the step was likely to ' involve

the British Government in a protracted jungle and hill war,

such as that of Giimsur.' Mr. Smollett protested that tlie two

cases were in no way parallel, but no further action was taken

until Vikrama Deo's death in 1860.

The Agent, Mr. Fane, then revived Mr. Smollett's proposal;

this was ultimately sanctioned ; and in January 1863 Lieutenant

Smith was located at Jeypore as Assistant Agent and Captain

Galbraith as Assistant Superintendent of Police. Some hostility

was evinced at first to the arrangement, and it was necessary to

deport, under agency warrants, two leading malcontents, both

ex-diwans of tlie estate. Nor was this astonishing. 'Truth to

say," as Mr. Carmichael, then Agent, wrote in 1864, ' we are

working out in Jeypore an experiment which has never been tried

before. Eighty years of independent native misrule have been

succeeded at once, without compromise and without any ex]iil)i-

tion of military or semi-military force, by an administration
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CilAi'. XV. wliich aims at tlie same completeness as prevails in our oldest

Jeypork. provinces.'

Vikraina Deo's son Hamarliandra Deo III lield the estate

until liis death on 27th August 1889. • He was a man of much
character and considerable ability, and though his property was
incredibly mismanaged in some respects, in otliers he showed

prudence and foresight. Had his education and training been

such as to allow of his going into details, he would probably have

administered his estate admirably. He was immensely popular

with his people, with wlioin he mixed very freely and to whom his

great liberality justly endeared him.' His son, the present

JVIaharaja, Yikraina Deo III, was boim in 187o and so was a

minor at the time of his father's death, and the estate was taken

under the management of Government under the agency rules.

The taluks above the ghats were put in charge of Mr. H. D.

Taylor, I.C.S. (who held the post until the property was eventually

handed back) andtlie others were managed by a Deputy Collector.

Tlie minor was educated under the care of Dr. J. Marsh, who

had already been his tutor for some time, and in February 1893

married the eldest daughter of the Raja of Udaipur, a native

state in Cliota Nag[)ur. A son, Ramachandra, was born to him

on the last day oE tlie same year and is now being educated at

Jeypore by Dr. Marsh.

Tlio estate was 1\anded back on the 27th November 1895 with

a balance of some 7|- lakhs in Government paper and another

lakh in cash, besides Rs. 1,05,000 which had been lent to the

Saltir estate and Rs. 3,53,500 secured by the mortgage of half of

Madgole. The accounts had been systematized, the forest

revenue increased, saw mills put up at Mattupada near Ramagiri,

granaries built to receive the large amount of rent which is paid

in kind, nearly a lakh spent on improving communications, the

' new Mahal ' in the palace completed, the other palace above

referred to practically finished, the tana establishments reorga-

nized, and the former guards replaced by a small body of well-

drilled and well-armed men. The minor's mother's eyesight was

also restored by a successful operation on the cataract from

which she was suffering. The title of Mahariija was conferred on

the Raja as a personal distinction in 1896.

The Jeypore zamindari is scheduled as impartible and

inalienable in Act II of 1904 and is divided for purposes of

administration into the upper (or Jeypore) and the lower (or

Gunupur) divisions, which are each administered by a manager

(stationed at Jeypore and Pdrvatipur respectively) subordinate to
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the diwun. Tlie upper division consists of tlie tanas of Teypore, CHAP. XV.

Koraput, Nandapuram, Ramagiri, Malkanagiri, Kotapad, TJniar- Jeypork.

k6t, Bhairava Singapur and Nanrangpui- ; and the lower of those

of Gannpur. Guddri, Rajagada, Kalyana Singapnr and N^r^yana-

patnam. In addition there arp certain scattered villages in other

parts of the district, and half of tlie Madgole estate (<38 villages)

nas been mortgaged (see p. 322) to Jeypore. The net income

from all sources is some seven lakhs per annum. The land

revenue is highest in Gunupur, Kotapad and Rayagada, and
lowest in Ramagiri and Malkanagiri. Each tana is divided into

vaguely defined rauttas and is in charge of au ^min (also styled

a nigaman) under whom are revenue inspectors, sometimes called

samntdars. The village establishments consist of the headman,

or naik, and certain menials called barikes, chellans or gondas,

and they are remunerated by the profits of cultivating certain

land set aside in each village for them, and called ' the naik's

land,' or by grain fees from the villagers. In Khond villages

the headman is called the majji or saraanto and in Savara villages

the gom^ngo. These people also have a kind of spokesman called

the peshini, who arranges matters with officials. Round about

Naurangpur, headmen of big villages are sometimes called b;ira-

naiks, which literally means head of twelve villages.

The land revenue is administered on methods which are \vitliout

a parallel in other Madras districts and are interesting from
the survival of tlie ancient feudal spirit which they exhibit. No
survey or settlement has ever been carried out ; and though in the

lower division a good deal of the land is held on ryotwari tenure

most of that above the Gh^^ts is administered under a village- rent

system called mustajari. The mustajars, or renters of the

villages, are very usually the naiks. They are yearly tenants and
receive pattas (locally known as cowles) from, and give muchilikas

(kadapas) to, the Maharaja ; but the amounts they pay vary

but little from } ear to year and often the same mustajar holds his

village for a long term. They send in no accounts. In theory

they are merely agents for the collection of the revenue, being

remunerated by being allowed to cultivate, rent free, a certain

definite piece of land ear-marked for the purpose) by immemorial
custom. They are supposed to have no power to eject ryots or

enhance their sists, though they may profit by the sist of any land
newly brought under cultivation during their lease. In practice,

however, it is admittedly difficult to prevent them from oppres
sing their ryots and levying forced labour for the cultivation of

their own lands ; while the fact that the villagers have no
occupancy right in their fields renders the latter unwilling to sink
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C51AP. XV. money in permanent improvements. The uncertainty of their

Jetpohe. tenure, however, confers the advantage that they lose little by

emigratintr elsewhere, and emigration is the time-lionoured

remedy for over-assessment In this sparsely-peopled country

the land-owner wants every ryot he can get, and is careful not

to provoke any of them into betaking themselves to a rival

estate.

The sist is paid eitlier in cash or kind, cash rents being

commoner on the o,()00 feet plateau (where the crops are mostly

dry) and in the lower division than on the 2,000 feet plateau

of Jeypore itself, where so much paddy is raised. The grain

received as rent is stored in huge granaries at Jeypore, Kotapad,

Naurangpur and other places and held up until prices are high

and then sold to traders from the plains. It would fetch better

prices if the sample were not so mixed. The assessment is

generally a certain sum on each plough and hoe used. This

usually varies from lis. 6 to Us. 2 per plough and from as. 4 to as.

8 per hoe, according to the quality of the soil and the accessibility

of the village. There is a vague understanding as to the amount

of wet land covered by the assessment for a plough, but on dry laud

a ryot may cultivate as much as he likes when he has paid his assess-

ment for his implement. The amins have power to vary the rates

and they also fix the amounts to be paid for the hill-cultivation

called kondapodu {see p. 111). In the old days the assessments

used to include a number of miscellaneous items, such as stated

quantities of oil, ghee, skins, arrowroot and so on ; but when the

estate was under Government management these were very

generally commuted into money payments. The on-ly important

item of this kind which survives is the grass sist in certain tanas

of the upper division The ryots there are required to pay part

of their assessments in thatching-grass, which is difficult to get

and is necessary for the annual repair of the estate buildings.

The Jeypore ryots are undoubtedly far more lightly assessed

than their brethren in the zamindaris on the plains, but they are

casual in their methods of cultivation Except in the Singapur

tana and the Wondragedda mutta, there is no irrigation ; and the

latter is the only place in the upper division where two crops

are raised. In the Koraput and Nandapuram taluks tlie ryots are

often, also, deeply in debt to the Sondi liquor-sellers and bound

down to them under the goti system referred to on p. 109 above.

Besides the ordinary, or jerayati, land, the estate includes

certain devadayam, or temple, property which is managed by

the Maharaja direct. There are likewise numerous inams and
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mokliasas held on favourable rates, in which the grantees deal CHAP. XV.

directly and independently with their ryots. These are apparently Jktpoek,

of three main kiads ; namely, gift (dano) or agraharam, mokhdsa

and service ; but the last two terms are often used as interchange-

able. The local customs regarding their devolution and liability

to resumption are said to be unusual, ])ut have never been

authoritatively set out. Dano grants are made to one man only,

agraharams to a set of people in fixed shares. Both usually pas8

to the next heir, whether direct or not. The payment due to the

Maharaja is called tonki. iMokliasas were usually granted in

favour of the luijas' relations or other persons of rank and gen-

erally lapse on failure of direct heirs. The payment due on them

is called kattu])adi but on ' sarva mokhasas ' nothing is due.

Service inams are mostly hereditary and can only, except as a

matter of grace, be held by direct male descendants in the eldest

line of the original grantee. The payments made for them are

known as kattubadi or talapu dlwani and the services required

are very various. Besides the common condition already men-

tioned, requiring tlie grantee to appear with a certain number of

retainers at the Dasara darbar, they sometimes include such

minor duties as doing worship to certain deities, supplying the

Maharaja with household necessaries and performing domestic

service in the palace. The Uriya patros (patro is a title conferred

by former Rajas) were service inamdars, and some of them (such

as he of Sirdarpur) pay their dues to the Maharaja direct, while

others (like the patros of Jagdalpiir and Ambadala under the

Tat Raja of Bissamkatak) pay it to their immediate feudal

superior.

None of these inams were dealt with at the time of the Inam
Settlement. While the estate was under management title-deeds

were called for and checked, but in the majority of cases the

inamdars were unable to produce auy deeds at all. It was decided

that in the case of inams granted subsequent to the permanent
settlement the desirability of resumption was a matter which,

except in very clear cases, was best left to the decision of the

Maharaja when he came of age.

Besides his income from land and forests and the tribute from
Bissamkatak (see p. 233) the Maharaja receives a certain revenue

from bhets. These Were originally Dasara offerings, and now
include sums paid on the formal grant of titles (such as Visvasa

Eai, Bakshi Bahadur and many others) and the bestowal of

special privileges such as the right to travel in a palanquin, ride

on a horscj or wear a saored thread.)

36
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CHAP. XV. Kotapad : Twenty-five miles in a straight line north-west

Jkypore. of Jeypore
;
population 3,lo4-. Is the residence of an ainin

of the Jejpore estate and a station of the Sclileswig-Holstein

Lutheran Mission, and was formerly the head-quarters of the sub-

magistrate of Jeypore taluk. It lies on the important main road

(through Borigumma) from Jeypore to Jagdalpnr, the capital of

Bastar, in a wonderful level expanse of rich rain-fed paddy-fields,

diversified by topes and bounded on the east by a low line of

scattered bills, which extend for miles and form the most import-

ant granary in all Jeypore. The village itself is well drained

and stands in open ground on laterite soil, and so is a healthy

spot. To the west of it is the great Damayanti tank, a pictur-

esque sheet of water.

The place gives its name to the Kotapad pargana, a portion of

the Jeypore aamindari which was long held on different terms from

the rest of the estate and has an interesting history. It consists of

the five garhs or forts of Kotapad, Churuchunda, Poragarh,

Umarkot and Raigarh, the country subject to which runs along

the Bastar frontier from about ten miles north of Jeypore town

for 80 miles northwards, and has an average breadth of 30 miles

and an area of some 2,500 square miles.

In 1777 ^ the Chief of Bastar was driven out of his dominions

by his brother and took refuge in Jeypore. The Eaja of that

place assisted him to recover his territories and in return, on

Gth April 1 778, the Bastar Chief ceded to Jeypore these five garhs,

free of rent and on certain conditions, among which was the

stipulation that Bastar should be entitled to collect in the pargana

a tax, called mahadan, of Es. 25 on every 100 bullock-loads of

merchandise imported or exported. In 1782 hostilities broke out

between Bastar and Jeypore in consequence of the latter having

neglected to fulfil certain of these conditions, and the Bastar

forces recaptured three of the garhs. The Bastar Chief, however,

was in arrear with his tribute to his suzerains, the Marathas, and

their troops came and sequestered all five of the garhs. It is

alleged that in 1811 the Maratha deputy, Eamchanda Wagh,
granted all five to the Eaja of Jeypore under a new sanad, on

certain conditions. However this may be, they have since

remained in the possession of his descendants. Bastar was by no

means pleased, and the quarrels and mutual raids and reprisals

between the two chiefs kept that part of the country in a

perpetual state of anarchy for years, and obliged Jeypore to

1 Government of India's letter in G.O., No. 2075, JuJiuial, dated 20tU

December 1862, which contains a histor)' of the case up to then.
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maintain garrisons oP Uriya paiks at cacli of tlio five forts. CHAP. XV.
Correspondence regarding- tlio riglit to the pargana also occurred Jeypohf.

at intervals throughout the first half of tlic last century between
the Madras Government and the authorities at Nagpur, and the

question was not finally set at rest until in 1862 the Government
of India ruled that it should be left to the management of Jeyporc
in the same manner as the rest of that zamindari, and ordered (in

1863 n that the Jeypore Raja should pay Es. 3,000 per annum
for it, being compensation to Bastar for the cessation of the right

to collect mahadan. ' After this adjudication everything promised
fair : the rabble of spearmen kept up by Jeypore at Kotapad and
other frontier villages was dispersed ; the ryot ploughed the land

and got in his harvests without molestation ; in short, the land

had peace for the first time, perhaps since 1777.' But this fair

promise was belied on several subsequent occasions.

The Es. 3,000 was for many years paid with the rest of the

Jeypore peshkash and remitted by the Vizagapatam officers to the

Government of the Central Provinces, and the latter paid Es. 2,000

of it to the Bastar Chief and kept the other Es. 1,000 because

in 1819 a remission of Bastar tribute to this amount had been

made in consideration of the alienation of the pargana.

The pargana was not included in the sanad granted to the

Raja of Jeypore at the permanent settlement in 1803 and the

Es. 3,000 was not in any sense peshkash, Jeypore thus held

the Kotapad pargana free of any peshkash at all.

This fact was brought to notice in 1888 ; the Es. 3,000 was

ordered to be credited to Madras, and not Central Provinces*

revenues ; and the question as to the amount of peshkash which

should be levied was raised. After considerable correspondence

a provisional sanad was granted to the Maharaja in 1897 which

treated the pargana as an estate held in perpetuity upon a quit-

rent liable to revision from time to time, and provided for his

paying for twenty years an annual quit-rent, liable to subsequent

revision and in addition to the Es. 3,000 already being paid, of

Es. 13,666, or one-fifth of the total revenue demand, gradually

decreasing deductions being provided for in the first ten years on

account of the cost of certain semi-military paiks which had been

maintained in the pargana and were to be gradually done away

with.

The Maharaja appealed against this decision on the grounds

that the pargana was a feudatory state, and not part of British

' Governraetit of India's letter in G.O., No. 1697, Judicial, dated 5th October

1863.
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CHAP. XY. India, and so could not be assessed to quit-rent; and tJiat the

Jeypore. arrangement of 1863 was permanent. In 1890 the Government

, of India overruled both pleas but directed that the quit-rent

should be inclusive of, and not in addition to, the Es. 3,000. A
revised sanad was accordingly granted in 1900. The Maharaja,

however, appealed to the Secretary of 8tate, who, while holding

that Kotapad was part of British India, ordered that the arrange-

ment of 1863 should be adhered to. Thus only Ks. 3,000 is now
paid for the pargana.
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KOEAPQT TALUK.

KoKATDT taluk forms the portion of tlie 3,000 feet plateau just CHAP. XV.

above, and east of, tlie town of Jeypore. It is pcrliaps the barest Koraput.

of vegetation of any part of that plateau, there being- no forest

anywhere in it except along the edge of tlie ghdt to Jeypore. The
landscape consists of an undulating^expanse of red and brown

eartli, with laterite cropping out licre and there and coarse grass

growing in the hollows, thickly dotted,swith small red hills

covered to their very tops with permanent dry cultivation,

between which"meander small rivulets the beds of which have

been levelled and planted with paddy. Three-qaarters of the

people speak Uriya and a fifth talk Khond. After Vizagapatam,

the taluk contains more Christians than any other. The head-

quarters is

—

• •: Koraput, the residence of the Divisional Officer, the Superin-

tendent of Police, and his Assistant (who live together in one

large bungalow begun in '1S73) and of the deputy tahsildar.

The place contains the lines and hospital of a body of reserve

police and a large sub-jail capable of holding 87 persons, and is

a station of the Schleswig-Holstein Lutheran Mission. It is a

neatly-kept village with a population of ]_,560 persons, and lies

on the main road which runs from Jeypore to the plains by the

Pottangi ghdt (see p. 139). The head-quariers of the officers in

charge of Jeypore was transferred hither from Jeypore town in

1870, as it was fondly lioped that a place standing so high and

so clear of jungle would be free from the malaria which infested

Jeypore. Curiously enough, these expectations have by no means

been fulfilled and the station is not healthy, tlie south-west mon-
soon driving through it with great violence and malaria (even

the black-water variety) attacking residents. The latter is usually

ascribed to the breeding ground for mosquitoes which is aiforded

by a nullah fed from springs which runs through the place, and

in 1904-05, in the hope of removing this superfluous moisture,

eucalyptus trees were planted round about the nullah and the

latter was revetted throughout with stone. The trees all died,

and so far no noticeable improvement has resulted from the

revetment.
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MALKANAQIEI TALUK.

KAGIRI.

CHAP. XV. Mat,kanaoiui (tho larg'ost, and at the same time tlio most

^xr^uT sparsely-populated, taluk in the Presidency) occupies the southern

third of the part of the district which lies immediately west of tlie

main line of the Ghats ; and forms a plateau which is from ] ,000

to 1,500 feet lower than the rest of this. Its northern "boundary

is the crest of a sal-clad line of heights which run along the

southern edge of the 2,000 feet plateau formed by Jeypore and

Naurangpur taluks ; but southwards from this it drops sharply

down to fclie south-west, Malkanagiri village being only 641 feet

above the sea andMotu, at the southernmost corner, considerably

less. On the west, Bastar State and the Saveri river form the

boundary ; to the south, the beautiful Sileru divides the taluk

from the Godavari Agency and joins the Saveri at Motu; 'while

on the east the frontier follows |an ill-defined line running along

the head of tlie ghdts which uphold the 3,000 feet plateau and
lying nearly parallel to the Macheru, as the upper waters of the

Sileru are there called.

Malkanagiri differs widely from any other part of the Jeypore

zamindari or the Vizagapatam district. Almost the whole of

it is one vast jungle. As Las already been mentioned (p. 121),

there is little good timber in this ; but in places (between Bala-

mela and Kondakamberu and on to the Golgonda boundary, for

example) the growth is exceedingly thick and contains much
bamboo. Further south, beyond Venkatapdladyam, are many
square miles covered with coarse grass, ten feet high, among
which are scattered saplings. As one approaches the extreme

southern corner at Motu, whence there is an outlet by the river

to the Godavari district, tho country becomes visibly more civil-

ized, grass and jungle giving way to paddy-fields, dry crops and

palmyras, the last of which are rare in other parts of Jeypore.

The south-west monsoon is heavier in this taluk than in any

other in the district except Jeypore, and in the rains the country

is impassably swampy. The north-east monsoon, on the other

hand, is fended off by the hills and is very light. Consequently

for half the year much of the taluk is under water and for the

other half it is parched in the extreme. The hills similarly keep

off the sea breeze, and the heat is sometimes terrific. Malaria,

too, is probably worse here than in any other part of the district.
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Malkanag-iri also differs from tlie rest of Yizagapatam in its CHAP. XV.

inhabitants. In tlie north and north-west the people are lar<^ely Malka-

Mattiyas; on the hills to the east, on either side of the Macheru, live

the Banda (or 'naked') Porojas, whose women wear the irreducible

minimum of clothing ; round Malkanagiri and Korukonda are

colonies of Eonas, who came here as paiks ; while south of Mal-

kanagiri village the prevailing caste are the easy-going Koyas,

who have pushed their way up from the Godavari district and

speak a language of their own. These various communities have

already been referred to in Chapter III. 'J'hey are even more

nomadic in their ways than the rest of the agency population,

and a Malkanagiri village is here to-day and gone to-morrow.

The dry crops are much the same as elsewhere. A little paddy

is raised in the lower hollows, along the banks of the Sileru is a

good deal of tobacco, and particularly sweet oranges are grown
in places. Exceptional facilities for irrigation exist in the many
streams which run from the hills on the east into the Saveri, but

they are quite neglected.

Not much is known of the taluk's early history. Local tradi-

tion carries it back to the times of one ' Orjon IMalik \ who was

set upon by a confederacy which included the Jeypore Raja and
was slain in a fort near Korukonda. Jeypore obtained the taluk,

and gi'anted it on service tenure to the Uriya paik who had shot

Orjon Malik in the fight, whose family held it hereditarily until

comparatively recently. They were called Tdt Eajas and appa-

rently did much for the country, old tamarind groves, deserted

tanks and forgotten forts testifying to their efforts. About
1835 ' the last of the line, Paramanando, died ; and his widow's

diwan, Erramma Sdzu, being overthrown by a faction, procured

the aid of some Rohillas from Hyderabad, regained the upper

hand, and cut off the noses of four of his chief opponents. These

gentlemen wont and complained to Mr. Reade, the Agent (who

happened to be at Nara.sapatam), and he sent up a party of sib-

bandis who captured Erramma Rdzu. The latter was sentenced

to transportation for life, but died suddenly in the Vizagapatam

jail in 1859.

Soon afterwards Paramdnando's M'idow died, and her daughter

Bangara Devi succeeded. JBut all authority vested in one Sanydsi

Patro, a very turbulent character, who gave trouble by refusing

to pay any kattubadi to Jeypore and by insisting on collecting

moturpha and sayar in spite of the Agent's orders to the con-

trary. He was eventually imprisoned in 1865, and about 1869

^ Soe Ml'. Carmioli^er* Manual, 17.
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CHA]'. XV. Bangdra Devi obtained a lease of the taluk for Rs. 3,500, thoagh

Malka- the usual figare had been only Rs. 750.

* In 1870 it was realised that Malkanagiri required a sub-magis-

trate of its own, but as the Grovernment of India said this must

be arranged without making additions to the existing establish-

ment, the deputy tahsildar of Nandapuram was moved thither and

his charge was added to Koraput. The country at that time was

divided into four dwaros or gates (each of which was supposed to

lie under one of the gates of Malkanagiri village), was sub-divided

into muttas, and was in charge of a nigaman. Round Malkana-

giri and Korakonda, land was held rent free by the paiks on the

plea that they performed military service.

Bangara Devi's exactions led to much discontent and emigra-

tion to the Golgonda hills; and in 187?, she was deposed and

granted a village for maintenance, the Raja appointing a new

manager. In the same year Mr. H. 6. Turner and the Raja's

diwan conducted a rough three-years ' settlement (by villages in

the north and by muttas iu the south) abolishing the former

plough and hoe taxes and making the paiks pay for their fields.

The demand under this was some Rs. 6,400. In 1877, and again

in 1878, this figure was raised by the Raja's officers and the

plough and hoe taxes were reintroduced, and in 1879 the dis-

content in Rampa not unnaturally spread to this taluk. It was

fanned by the scandalous conduct of the local police. The

Inspector had ' worried and insulted all the respectable people in

the country by his violence, extortion, drunkenness and lechery.

The constables of course followed suit.' Roads near the stations

were deserted in consequence, and markets were closed. In April

1880 Tamma Dora, the great Koya leader, entered the taluk and

captured the Podeh police-station after a fight. Colonel Mac-
quoid of the Hyderabad Contingent marched with 100 men to

protect Motu, but was attacked on 6th May and retreated. This

set the country in a blaze, and Tamma Dora was hailed as the

Raja of Southern Malkanagiri. Later on, liowever, he was driven

back to the Rarapa jungles and in July 1880, refusing to

surrender, was attacked and shot by the police.

This outbreak resulted in tlie abandonment of many villages

and set the taluk back for years. The Rdja reintroduced the old

settlement by muttas and reduced the demand to Rs. 6,300 ; but

six months afterwards he appointed a new amin who at once began
arbitrarily raising assessments and reviving discontent. The
Agent intervened and had the man removed. In 1885 more
trouble occurred^ a corrupt amin again harassing the ryota. He
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was similarly removed on the laotion of the Agent, who introduced

a new three-years ' settlement. Of late years matters have gone

on quietly, and in the decade 1891-1901 the increase of popula-

tion in Malkanagiri (2t)"8 per cent.) was proportionately higher

than in any other taluk in the district.

Three places in it deserve a note :

—

Kondakamb6ru, a village of 122 souls containing a police-

station and a travellers' ban^^'^alow, is most picturesquely placed

among heavy bamboo jungle on a spit of laud between the

Macheru and the Pilleru, which here unite. Through it runs

the track from ]\ialkanagii-i (25 miles to the north-west) to the

Golgonda hills. It is the chief place in the mutta of the same

name, the muttadar of which was hanged for joining the 1880

fituri. Abovit a mile to the north-east, amid the jungle, is a

dilapidated stone shrine to Siva with an inscription in it, where
worship is still maintained and into which every passer by tosses

a flower. Tradition say.s it was once the centre of a flourishing

village. Stone temples and inscriptions ai*e rare things in this

taluk.

Malkanagiri, the deputy tahsildar's and. dmin's station,

contains a dispensary and a bungalow and 1,025 inhabitants, most
of whom live in thatched huts. Devn Dongar, the hill about two
miles to the east, contains remains of old ramparts ; and other

heights to tlie north-east are supposed to resemble an old man,
his bundle of fried mohwa flower, his dog, and a hare the latter is

chasing, and bear appropriate names.

Fifty years ago the village was described as ' a hot-bed

of Meriah sacrifices'. Four victims were annually offered up at

the four gates of the fort ; six were killed triennially in the four

dwciros ; and other s;icrifices wei-e made on special occasions—the

rani, for example, slaying a girl of ten in May 1H54, in fulfilment

of a vow, on her recovery from illness. As many as one hundred
meriahs were surrendered on one occasion to the authorities.

Motu, which lies at the junction of the Saveri and Sileru in

tlie southern corner of the taluk, contains only 163 inhabitants.

Facing it, across the river, is Kunta, the head-quarters of a

tahsildar of Bastar. The place has the advantage of being in

communication, by the tSaveri and the G6dav;iri, with Kajah-

mundry. Timber used to be exported by this route, but all that

goes down now is a certain amount of minor forest produce.

About 1890 a colony of Pathaus settled in this village and began
bullying the people round. In 1898 their leader, Roza Khas:

(since dead), was put in jail for six weeks under an agency

warrant, and since then they have given no trouble.

36

CHAP. XV.

Malka-
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NAURANGPDR TALUK.

FDB.

CHAP. XV. Tins comprises the north-westernmost corner of the district,

Naurakg- and its southern boundary is the Indravati river. After Malka^

nagiri, it is the largest taluk in the Presidency. It consists of a

level plain, without hills of note, which lies about 2,000 feet

above the sea and in the north falls gradually away to -tlie vallej

of the Tel. The southern portion of it, round about the Indravati,

contains some of the most fertile land in all the district—wide

expanses of paddy, fed by the heavj rainfall and dotted with

patches of sugar-cane, wheat and Bengal gram, extending in

every direction. The M^lis, who are noted for their skill in

cultivation, hold much of the best land. Further north the

country is equally rich, but is very sparsely populated^ hundreds

of square miles crying aloud for exploitation. It consists of

miles and miles of beautiful jungle, mostly sdl, hidden among
which are many little swampy glades in which paddy is grown.

The road northwards alternately emerges into one of these glades

and then buries itself again in the jungle.

About 1880 a number of people immigrated to this country

from Kalahandi, because the urabrella-tax and other vexatious

imposts had been laid upon them there ; but in the decade 1891-

1901 the population declined again considerably. Four-fifths of

the inhabitants speak Uriya, but in the Tel valley the people

resemble those of Kalahandi, being Gonds or Central Provinces

traders with their attendant Brinjaris. These Brinjdris are found

in this part in great numbers, and many villages are almost

entirely occupied by them. Prom here cotne the gangs which

trade with Sdl6r. Two places of interest in the taluk are the

following :

—

Naurangpur is the station of the deputy tahsildar and of an

amin of the Jey pore estate. Population 3,203 ; height above the

sea, 1,918 feet. It consists of one broad street, in which are the

public offices and the residence of the rani referred to below, with

a few lanes on either side. The place is a great centre for the

export of grain, and is known for the lac toys (see p. 129) which

are made in it and for its splendid avenues and topes, one of

which consists of a quadruple row of trees two miles long. It

was once a centre for the reeling and weaving of tassar silk.
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The t^na of Naurangpur (with that of Grud^ri in the Gunupur OIIAP. XV.

tahik) was granted by Eaiiiachandra Deo II of Jejpore in iS'-iO Naukanq-

to his nephew Krishna Deo and his brother Narasimha Deo
jointly. The Une of the former soon afterwards died out and the

property descended to Chaitono Deo, the son of the latter. He
was a loyal old gentleman and managed his property excellently.

Most of the avenues and topes in Naurangpur were planted by
him, and it was said that he insisted on there being a tank, a well

and a tope in every one of his villages.

On his death in 1876 his three widows, usually known as the

Naurangpur Eanis, retained possession of the estate, but in 1896
the present Maharaja resumed it. In iHOO two of the Eanis (the

third had died) brought a suit in the Agent's Court for the

recovery of the property and won their case. The Mah^rdjt*

appealed to the High Court, but eventually (in 1904) a compro-
mise was effected by which the estate (exclusive of its forests)

was handed over for her life to the then surviving rani, Sul6chana
Patta Mahddevi, who now administers it, with the help of a diwdn,

independently of the Mahardja.

Pappadahandi : Eight miles north of Naurangpur at the

point where the road to Maidalpur and Bhavdnipatnam branches
off from the main track to the Central Provinces

; population

432; height above the sea, 1,922 feet. Contains a fine tope and
good water, the remains of an old fort overgrown with jungle,

and some magnificent banyan trees. The Deva Saras, or ' holy
tank,' in it is well known. According to current tradition,

whenever the wooden posts which represent the deity in the

temples to Bhairavasvami in this village and at Naurangpur
become rotten, a new one miraculously appears in this tank. If

it leans north it is assigned to the Pappadahandi shrine ; if south,

to that at Naurangpur. In either case it is taken from the tank
with much ceremony. A new cloth is tied round it ; silver eyes,

nose, mouth, ears, etc., are affixed to the upper end of it to cause

it to resemble the deity ; it is smeared with saffron ; sacrifices are

made to it; and it is taken in procession through eager crowds
to the shrine for which it is destined, where yet more sacrifices

accompany its formal installation.
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PADWA TALUK.

CHAP. XV. Pauwa lies on the 3,000 feet plateau next north of Golgonda

Pa'dwa. and is made up of parts of the estates of Madgole (in the south)

and Jeypore and Pdchipenta (in the north and north-east). It

is drained by the Macheru, which runs nearly north and south

across it. In places (as between Wondragedda and Hukumpet,

and from Paderu to Gang-araz Mddgole) tbe jungle is thick ; but

most of the country consists o!' exceedingly bare red hills, covered

with dry cultivation, coarse grass or dwarf dates, and boasting

hardly a tree. The taluk contains two notable valleys, those of

Aruku and Padwa, and in tliese the cultivation is careful aud the

crops, owing to the excellent rainfall, most flourishing. Kagi

four feet high is no uncommor sight ; cattle are plentiful, and

manure is carefully conserved. But the taluk as a whole is more

sparsely peopled than any other in the district except Malkanagiri.

The history of the attempts to give it an outlet to the coast

through Anantagiri has been sketched on pp. 137-9 above.

The taluk was constituted in 1893, on the motion of Mr.

WiUock, by taking the Aruku and Pddwa country from the

Pottangi taluk and adding it to the old Paderu taluk, and

then transferring the head-quarters from malarious Paderu to

P^dwa. Mr. H. G. Turner wished this country to be placed under

the Narasapatam Divisional Officer, but Government did not

approve.

The people somewhat resemble those of the Golgonda hills,

half of them speaking Telugu and the Bagatas being numerous

and influential. In the interior of the Mddgole part of the taluk

' nearly every village has its rival claimants for headship, and

every village in a niutta disputes about its superiority. These

disputes are often very absurd, as about the right to have the

hind logs of game kUled, to be carried in a palanquin, to wear

anklets, etc. Tlie people are also extremely litigious. They are

not adverse to education except at Sujanakota, where, notwith-

standing frequent warnings, the Dombus have put devils into

two consecutive school-masters ^

The only two places of interest in the taluk are the £orra

Cave and the pool called Matsya gundam.

^ Mr. G. F. Paddison's annual report for 1899-1900.
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Borra Cave : Borra village lies about six miles north of CHAP. XV.

Anantagiri, from which it is l)est reached, near the eastern edge of PXdwa.

the bills upholding the 3,"00 feet plateau. A stream there (whicli

eventually falls into the Peddagunda, an affluent of the Chitti-

valasa river) disappears suddenly into a low limestone hill, works

its way through it along a chain of most interesting limestone

caves, full of excellent specimens of stalagmites and stalactites,

and eventually reappears again 800 feet lower down iu a deep

gorge. Like the somewhat similar Guptesvara cave above

referred to, the place is accounted holy and a festival is held

there at Sivaratri. At one spot on the hill an opening leads

abruptly downwards into the top of the largest of the chain

of caves below, and one looks down into dim depths from which

issues the murmur of running water, as in the place where

—

' Alph the sacred river ran

Through caverns measareless to man
Down to a sunless sea.'

About fifty feet below the northern brow of the hill ^ a wide but

low entrance leads into this cave. The roof of it, in which is the

orifice above mentioned, is crossed or irregularly ribbed with

thick, short, curtain-like masses of stalactitic deposit, beautifully

fluted and wrinkled, one or two of which, at the sides of the

cavern, are connected with the thickly-grouped mounds of

stalagmite forming on the floor. The whole interior is covered

with dull cream-white travertine, the surface of which sparkles

a little owing to minute sparry facets. The stream descends

from a series of cavernous recesses above, passes along the eastern

side of the cave through a deep rift, and runs down through other

caverns to the gorge of the Peddagunda.

This latter stream, further up its course, itself encounters this

same limestone ; and in one place has cut two channels for itself

through a wall of the rock, 20 or 30 yards wide, which bars its

passage. These two channels run through the wall one above the

other, the upper one having apparently been the outlet before th«

river wore its way down and made the lower.

Matsya gundam (' fish pool ') is a curious pool on the Macheru

(' fish river ') near the village of Matam, sir miles north-north-

west of Pdderu and close under the great Yendrika hill, 6, i 88

feet above the sea. A barrier of rocks runs right across the river

there, and the stream plunges into a great hole and vanishes

beneath this, reappearing again about a hundred yards lower

' See Dr. King's description iu Records of the Ge.ol. Surv. of India, xix

154.
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CHAP. XV. down. Just where it emerges from under the barrier it forms a
PiDWA. pool wliich is crowded with mahseer of all sizes. These are

wonderfully tame, the bigger ones feeding fearlessly from one's

hand and even allowing their backs to be stroked.^ They are

protected by the Madgole zamindars—who (see p. 320)

on several grounds venerate all fish—and by superstitious

fears. Once, goes the story, a Brinjdri caught one and turned

it into curry, whereon the king of the fish solemnly cursed him

and he and all his pack-bullocks were turned into rocks which

may be seen there till this day. At Sivaratri a festival occurs

at the little thatched shrine near by (the pujari at which is a

Bagata) and part of the ritual consists in feeding the sacred fish.

' Description given by Mr. J. A. Sandell, Superintendent of Police, Jeypore.
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PALKONDA TALUK.

PIlkonda (' the pot of milk,' so called from its fertilitj) lies on CHAP. XV.

the north-east of the district, adjoining Ganjdm, and is drained and Pi^KoNDA.

irrigated hy the perennial Ndgavali or Ldngulya and its tributary

the Suvarnamukhi. It is one of the three Government taluks of

Vizagapatam, is the richest portion of the district, and contains

a greater and a denser population than any other taluk therein.

Statistics regarding it will he found in the separate Appendix to

this volume. It consists of two widely differing parts ; namely,

the ordinary tracts, which form a level plain, nearly one half of

which is paddy-fields, inhabited by Telugus ; and the Agency in

the group of low hiUs on the north, which run up to 3,000 feet and
are 160 square miles in extent, where three-quarters of the people

are backward Jatapus or Savaras and cultivation has hardly

emerged from the kondapodu stage. The forests on these hills

have been referred to on p. 113 and the Sitamp^ta pass through

them on p. 142.

The taluk has had an eventful history. Visvambara Deo I,

Rdja of Jeypore from 1(572 to 1676, is said to have granted it to

a Jatapu on whom, ' seeing his wisdom and his skill in archery,'

he also conferred the title of Narendra Rao. In 1779 the

country was reduced by the Edja of Vizianagram with the help

of the Company's troops (internal disturbances affording a pretext

for interference) and the Pdlkonda fort was captured. The taluk

was soon afterwards restored, and the Committee of Circuit's

report of 1784 says that Viziarama Razu, the then representative

of the Jatapu familji
,
paid the Rajas of Vizianagram a tribute of

Ks. 52,000 besides rendering service with his paiks, ' who are

esteemed the best troops in the country.' From 1793 to 1796 •

he was in open revolt against the Company, but Viraghattam

and others of his strongholds having been seized, he surrendered

and was deposed. His son Sitardma (who had taken no part

in the rebellion) succeeded, but died in 1798 and was followed

by his minor brother Venkatapati Rdzu, with whom the perma-

nent settlement was made in 1803 on a peshkash of Us. 55,000.

In 1811 Viziardma, his deposed father, assembled a body

^ Mr. Eassell's report of 18th Novembtr 1834, published in lfc56 as No.

^XIY oi the ^Selections fi-om tlie Madras Records, paras. 10 to fil of which give

» detailed narrative from which the following account has been greatly abridged.
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CHAP. XV. of followers near Viraghattam, and began collecting the revenue

PiLKONDA. and plundering. A brigade and two guns were sent after him

and he escaped across the hills to the Nagpur country.^

In 1828 Yenkatapati Razu quarrelled with his diw^n and had

him and his brother murdered at Palkonda. The police there

consisted of only five men and did nothing, and the District

Magistrate reported that as there was no clear proof of guilt he

' did not consider it advisable to attempt the seizure of a powerful

zamindar in possession of an extensive hiU country, almost inac-

cessible to the inhabitants of the plains, fatally noted for the

insalubrity of its air and inhabited by a turbulent race of the

zamindar's own dependents.' He contented himself with sending

a clerk of his office ' to discover, if possible, some clue to the

mysterious circumstances with which the murder was attended.*

Nothing, of course, caine of this, and in October !828 Venkata-

pati died.

He was succeeded by his eldest son Klirma Rdzu, who, though

illegitimate, was recognized by the late zamindar's widows—he

had left no less than eight—as the rightful heir. Ihe lad being a

minor, the estate was maaaged by one of the widows. Bach of

these ladies (the ablest of whom was Pedda Jagayya, a dancmg-

girl) had however a factious following of her own among the

mokhdsadars and leaders of the hill men, and a party had also

formed to oust Kurma Edzu in favour of his younger brother,

Viziarama Eazu. The rivalries of these factions resulted in

endless disturbances and even in the plundering and burning

of villages within three or four miles of Palkonda itself. At the

expiration of the minority in 1831 the arrears of peshkash were

Es. 9o,000 and the Collector reported that the turbulence of the

zamindari was of so serious a nature as to render it necessary for

him to continue the management. Among other outrages, a party

of sibbandis at Burja had been attacked in broad daylight, two of

them being killed and seven wounded, ten muskets being captured

and the village plundered. The young zamindar was by this time

entirely under the iuHuence of Pedda Jagayya the dancing-girl.

In January 1833—or only a few weeks after Mr. Eussell,

the Special Commissioner (see p. 57), liad arrived in the

district—the insurgents had the audacity to make an attack on

the amin's office in Palkonda to rescue a notorious offender kept

in custody there. It failed, and to procure the release of the

prisoners taken by the Government's men on that occasion, a

very extensive plan of operations was organized. The rebels

* Wilson's History of tlie Madras Army, iii, 322.
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collected in the fort of Atsapavalasa, near Palkonda, and on the '^HAP. XV.

9th March Lieutenant Curre, commanding- at Palkonda, resolved PIlkonda.

to forestall them by attacking them there. He was beaten off
~

at the first assault and narrowly escaped being shot himself, but
eventually the rebels evacuated the place and fled.' Within
the fort were found by chance a number of letters, some from
Pedda Jagayya to the insurgents supplying tliem with informa-

tion, money and ammunition, suggesting plans for ' taking care

of ' (murdering) the amin and the Government manager of the

estate and proposing methods of combating the troops
; and

others in like terms from the zamindar himself and several

members of his family. On reaching Palkonda, Mr. Russell in

consequence marched a detachment of sepoys into the fort there,

before resistance could be made, and captured ten of the

zamindar's household, including Pedda Jagayya. The zamindar
himself was arrested later. Six of these people were tried by
court martial (Mr. Eussell had already proclaimed martial law),

and two were executed. Pedda Jagayya and the zamindar werfe

condemned to death, but eventually they and all the latter's

family were detained as State prisoners. The zamindari was
forfeited (1833) and became Government property. The
zamindar died in Gooty fort in I'' 34. Forty-five years later his

younger brother, the Viziarama Razu mentioned above, who was
confined at the time in the fort at Vellore, brought a suit against

the Government for the possession of the estate with mesne
profits, but this was dismissed by the High Court in 1882 and an
appeal to the Privy Council was also rejected. Uue of the family

is still resident in Madras, and that they are not forgotten in the

district is shown by the fact that in lUOO one of the Korravani-

valasa fituridars (see p. 304) wrote and asked this man to join

that luckless enterprise.

After its forfeiture in 1833, the estate was managed by the

Collector until July 1846, when it was leased, with the zamindari

of Honzaram, to Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co. for five years at an

annual rental of Bs. 1,10,908. This lease was renewed on the

same or enhanced terms for periods of five and ten years until

1892, when the taluk was again taken under the management

of Government.

Honzaram was one of the estates formed in 1802 out of the

havili land. It was purchased by the Raja of Vizianagram in

that year. He sold it in 1810, and in 1811 it was bought in by

* A detailed account of the afPair appears in the Asiatic Journal xiii, 24.

37
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CHAP. XV, the Collector at a sale for arrears of revenue and became
PiLKONDA. G-overnment land.

During their lease Messrs. Arbuthnot greatly encouraged the

growth of sugar-cane, from which sugar was manufactured at

their factory at Chittivalasa, made unsuccessful experiments with

Mexican cotton and foreign paddy and, from 1848, stimulated the

cultivation of indigo. This last venture was a great success,

and the taluk is still dotted with the ruins of the factories which

were put up to deal with the crop. When the taluk was taken under

Government management the mustdjari system in the three muttas

(Konda, Kottam and Rama) in the Agency, which had led to

serious abuses, was abolished and the ryotwari tenure introduced.^

A new settlement was carried out shortly afterwards (see p. 173)

in the ordinary tracts.

The places of interest in the taluk include the following :
—

Palkonda : The head-quarters of the taluk and a union of

Iv ,65' inhabitants. It lies about four miles south of the hills

on low ground amid wet fields and contains the remains of the

zamindar's fort above mentioned, in which a market is now
held, and a half-finished Roman Catholic chapel. To the east,

on higher ground commanding a beautiful view of the hills, are

a picturesque drinking-water tank covered with lotuses, the taluk

and other public offices,^ the travellers' bungalow, the house used

by the gentlemen who from time to time managed the taluk

during Messrs. Arbuthnot's lease, and that firm's oflfice and

indigo warehouse.

Kdzam : About fourteen miles from Palkonda and eleven

^ from Chipurupalle railway -station; a union of 5,096 inhabitants

and the head-quarters of a district munsif. The latter's court

is within the old fort, which once (see p. 241) was commanded

by the famous Bobbili sirdar, Tandra Papayya, and was after-

wards captured by Vengal Kanga Rao on behalf of the son of

the Bobbili Raja who was slain in 1757 by Bussy's forces. The

weaving and silver-work of R^zam have been referred to on

pp. 123 and 126.

Siripuram : Four miles west of the Langulya river and the

same distance north-east of Ponduru railway -station
;
population

^ See the report of Deputy Collector V. Jagannatha Rao in G.O., No. 2731,

Judicial) datdA Ist December 1887, which contains a quantity of information

about the Agency.
^ Lest antiquarians should hereafter be puzzled by the two apparently

aimless arches which flank the taluk office, it may be explained that they were

erected to test the stability of the soil and the depth of the foundations reqaired

;or buildings constructed upon it.
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2,988. Is known for its great tank, the embankment of which CHAP. XV.

is two miles long. This, says local tradition, was made by two P^lkonda.

sisters, dancing-girls named Chinna Kanchamma and Pedda
Kanchamma, to expiate an offence against religious precepts ; and
after breaching several times, was at last rendered safe by the

sisters burying themselves alive in the embankment. On this

latter are still standing some stone images of the two girls, and
numerous legends cluster about their names. Formerly, it is

declared, poor people who could aot afford the jewels and so on
indispensable for their weddings used, to pray to the sisters and
next day find these requisites lying on the embankment. Custom
required them to be eventually returned, but one day an avaricious

potter kept them. He and his wheel and all that was his were

turned into stone in consequence ; since when no potter has

dared sleep in Siripuram.

The village is the chief place in the proprietary estate of the

same name, which is one of those carved out of the havili land

and sold by auction in 1802. It was bought then, says Mr.
Carmichael, by the Raja of Vizianagram, who in 1811 sold it to

Rdja Rao Venka*"ardyudu, who transferred it shortly afterwards

to Bobbili Venkatakrishnama. In the same year 1811 it was

sold for arrears and passed to Yellumahanti Parasurdma Patro,

who sold it to the Inuganti family, relations of the Rajas of

Bobbili. In 1H68 it belonged to Inugauti Sitaramasvami, diwan

of Bobbili, and it is now the property of Inuganti Rajagopdl

Eao.

This same gentleman is also the proprietor of the three estates

of Mantena and Ungardda in this taluk and Kintali in Chi-

purupalle. At the sale of estates in 1802 Kintali was bought by

K^labariga Chinna Lakshanna. It was subsequently divided

into the two properties of Kintali and Mantena under orders of

the Northern Provincial Court conveyed by a precept of the Zilla

Court at Chicacole dated 16th July 1832, and these were held

respectively by the above Lakshanna and one Yenkanna. These

two sold the estates in August 1837 to the Rdja of Bobbili, who

resold them to Inuganti Rdma Rao, husband of his half sister

Inuganti Sitdyamma, in 1841. This Rama Rao had already, in

April 1825, purchased from Bobbili the estate of Ungardda in

the Pdlkonda taluk. On Rama Rao's death the three estates

—

Kintali, Mantena and Ungarada—fell to his son Eayadappa, who

died childless and unmarried in 1861. His mother Sitdyamma

succeeded, and on her death in 1886 left the estates to her •

daughter, Eavu Lakshmi KantayammL The present holder
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CHAP. XV. luuganti Edjagopal Eao, however, brought a suit for tliem,

PiLKONDA. claiming to be the reversionary heir of Rdjadappa, and won his

case.^

Viraghattam : Stands nearly midway between Pdlkonda and
Pdrvatipur ;

population 5,738. Contains the remains of a

considerable mud fort, in which are now located the dispensary

and the police lines. This was strongly held by Yiziardma Razu,

zamindar of Palkonda, in the disturbances of 1793-9*5 above

referred to. In February 1795 the Company's troops, which had
no guns big enough to effect a breach, were twice repulsed in

attacks upon it by escalade. The village does a great trade in

leaf-platters, which are sent as far afield as Madras.

1 I.L R., Madras XXT, 344-46 and 349-51.
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PARVATIPUE TALUK.

This lies east of the north end of the 3,000 feet plateau, and CHAP. XV.

includes the tangle of foot-hills which there hedge in that PiRVAifpoR.

table-land. These latter belong to the Agency, and are chiefly

inhabited by the more civilized kinds of Khonds, with a sprink-

ling of Konda Doras, Paidis, Ghasis and Gadabas. The rest of

the taluk resembles in its appearance and people the adjoining

parts of the plain couatry. The perennial N^gdvali bisects it

east and west, and for months in every year greatly impedes

communication.

The more interesting places are the following :

—

Addapusila : Three miles south-east of Pdrvatipur
;
popula-

tion 748. Above the village stands a conspicuous hill which

differs from the many others in the neighbourhood in being

covered with bamboo and crowned with a row of naked black and

yellow tors and pinnacles. Several of these latter have crashed

down its sides to the bottom, and under the overhanging side

of the most enormous of them are built four shrines which are

cared for by a bairdgi and have a great local reputation. In

front of these stand two small brick and plaster temples of

the usual pattern, and the place is picturesquely surrounded by
trees planted by the faithful. The stone from this hill is being

used for the new dam across the Nagavali (p. 106).

Kurupam : Twelve miles north-east of Parvatipur, on the road

to Gunupur
;
population 2,364 ; the head-quarters of the ancient

zamindari of the same name. The newer part of the place (found-

ed by and called after the present Eaja's father Surya Narayana

Razn) contains a guest-house, choultry and dispensary maintained

by the estate ; while in the older quarter are the remains of the

former fort, in honour of whose guardian goddess, Paidi Maramma,
a festival is held in Vaisakha each year, the chief rites in which

are the taking in procession of nine pots, the wearing of disguises

{veshamulu) and the sacrifice of a buffalo.

Tradition says that the estate was originally given on the

usual feudal tenure by Raja Visvambara Deo I of Jeypcie (1572-

76) to an Uriya named SanyasiDora, with the title of Vairicherla

(' a spear against the enemy ') which is still borne by its owners.
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CHAP. XV. In 1775, wlien the lesser zamindars rose in revolt against

PiRVATfpuR. Sitarama Razu, brother and diw^n of the Raja of Vizia-

nagram (see p. 46), the head of the Kurupam family, Sivarama

Razu (who had usurped the estate and imprisoned his elder

brother), attacked the rear-guard of Captain Mathews' and
Sitar^ma's force as it was marching to reduce Jeypore (see

p. 267) and cut off its supplies. In the next year, Sitarama

accordingly proceeded to Kurupam and treacherously seized

Sivarama and all his family at an entertainment at which he was

a guest.* They were kept for some time in confinement in the

fort of Devapalli, near Grajapatinagaram. Sivarama was after-

wards released at the intercession of Viziarama Razu, Raja of

Vizianagram, and in 1778 ^ bribed the subadar of the 1st Circar

battalion who was in charge of tbe Kurupam fort to deliver it over

to him, garrisoned it with a force of his own,- and began foment-

ing disturbances in the adjoining Palkonda estate. In 1779 a

detachment composed of the Company's and the Vizianagram

troops accordingly marched against him. It retook Kurupam
fort without resistance,^ the estate was added to the Vizianagram

possessions, and Sivarama was brought to Vizagapatam, kept

under surveillance, and granted a subsistence allowance. He
seems to have died there in 1794.

When the Raja of Vizianagram was killed at Padmanabham
in that year (p. 53) and the lesser zamindars rose in revolt

against the Company, Kurupam fort was occupied by Venkata

R^zu, zaraindar of Merangi (whose estate had been forcibly

seized by Sivarama) who garrisoned it with 1,000 men and defied

the Company. Captain Cox marched against the place, it

was evacuated, and the fort was occupied in April 1795 and

destroyed.*

Captain Cox said that Sanyasi Razu, Sivarama's young son,

' conducted himself with much zeal for the service ' on this

occasion, and Mr. Webb, the Collector, reported that his family

* by their influence over the inhabitants helped greatly to acce-

lerate the bringing the country under obedience.' The estate

was accordingly handed over to Sanyasi Razu, Merangi being

first separated from it and restored to its original owners. In

1803 the permanent settlement was concluded with this lad.

* Mackenzie MSS., Local Records, iv, 251-60 and Progs, of the Circuit

Committee of 12th September 1784.

^ Vizag. Cons, dated 21st September 1778.
* Captain Lane's letter of 17th February 1779 to the Vizagapatam Chief and

Goancil.

* Captain Cox'a letter of 25th April 1795 to Mr. Webb at Viwigapatanx,
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He died in 1820 and was succeeded by Sitarajna Razu, a CHAP. XV.

cousin's son whom he had adopted. This man died in 188J and Parvatii'ur.

was followed by his widow Subbadramma ; who, dyino- in 1841,

was followed by her maternal grandson S{irya Narayana Razu. He
was then an infant, and the estate was managed by the Court of

Wards until 1857. Surya Narajana was a careful administrator,

doubled the income of his property, lent his neighbours 3^ lakhs

and invested a like sum in buying land.

. Among his purchases was the small estate of Chemudu, a fief

of Jeypore which had been seized by Vizianagram but restored

to its ancient proprietors in 1794, had been constantly in finan-

cial difficulties and was sold in 1889. The Kottaparuvu sub-

division of this (four villages) had already been granted to a

Konda Dora named Sarike Bhiman Dora, for services rendered,

and separately registered in 1883. It is now held by the Haja

of Vizianagram, who acquired it by purchase.

Surya Narayana successfully defended a suit brought by his

brothers for partition of the property ^ and the estate is now
scheduled in Act II of 1904 as inalienable and impartible. He
died on 5th January 1891 and was succeeded by his son Vira-

bhadra Eazu, the present Raja. The latter was only thirteen

years of age at the time and the estate was managed by the Court

of Wards until 1898. The minor was educated under an English

tutor and in 1895 married Lakshmi Narasayamma, second

daughter of Maharaja Sir Grajapati Rao (see p. 221) who bore

him two sons and a daughter and died in child-birth in 1901.

In 1906 he was granted the personal title of Raja.

M^rangi (or Chinna Merangi, Pedda Merangi lies just west

of it) is twelve miles north-east of Parvatipur and contains 3,987

inhabitants. It was formerly the capital of the zamindari of

the same name which has now, see below, been split into four

subdivisions.

This zamindari, according to tradition, was granted, like

Kurupam, on the usual feudal tenure by Visvambara Deo of

Jeypore to an Uriya named Jagannatha Dora, with the title (still

borne by his descendants) of Satrucherla, or ' destroyer of the

enemy .' As has been stated just above, the estate was after-

wards seized by Sivarama liazu of Kurupam, but in 1796 it was

separated from that property and given by Grovernraent ^ to one

Ganga Razu of the original Merangi family. Another member of

the family, Jagannatha Razu, son of the Venkata Razu who had

' I.L.R., XVII Madras, 287.

^ Mr. 6. E. Rnssell's report of 18th November 1834 already several times

cited. This is also the authority for much of what follows.
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CHAP. XV. seized Kurupain in 1794, claimed the estate on the ground that

PinvATiPiR. his father had been last in possession, but his claim was rejected

because of his father's rebellion. It was afterwards in part con-

ceded in order to keep him quiet, but he was still dissatisfied, and

when Ganga Razu died and the permanent settlement was made
in 1803 with the latter's son (Jhandrasekhara, Jagannatha sued

for the whole estate. He died soon after, but his son Yirabhadra

continued the suit, was cast in costs^ and in his indignation,

broke out into open rebellion, seized the zamindar, robbed him

and his manager of all they possessed, collected the revenues on

his own account, was twice engaged with the Company's troops

and was only at last pacified by the grant of a small pension in

1809. The grant, however, was conditional on his living in Vizaga-

patam and this he steadfastly refused to do. In 1816 he went on

the warpath again, devastated villages, murdered the zamindar's

grandfather, and at last, having been unceasingly pursued and

hunted out of his lurking-places, was captured in Jeypore. He
was detained under surveillance at VizagajDatam, but continued

to foment disturbances and in 1821 was removed to Ohingleput,

where he eventually died.

Meanwhile the young zamindar Chandrasekhara, whom Mr.

Russell describes as ' a perfect idiot,' ran heavily into debt. His

estate was eventually attached by the courts and put up for sale,

and, no one being bold enough to purchase it, was bought by

Government in 1833 for Rs. 500. At that time the Palkonda

rebellion (see p. 288) had not been completely crushed, three

principal insurgents, known as ' the Atsapavalasa brothers,'

lui'kiug with their retainers in the Merangi jungles. The man-

ager of the estate assembled a body of hill peons, and, after a

desperate fight near ' Gorai ' in the hills to the south-east of

Merangi, slew all three of them. He and his peons begged that

their reward for this service might be the restoration of Merangi

to Ohandrasekhara's young son Jagannatha Razu, ' a remarkably

fine boy,' and in 1835 this was done. The estate was managed

by the Court of Wards until the lad attained his majority

in 18i3. He died in 1861 and was followed by his son

Chandrasekhara, who died on 7th September 1869 leaving an

infant son named J agannatha and three brothers called Rama-

bhadra, Somasekhara and Jogirazu. The Court of Wards took

charge of the estate. In 1884 the three brothers sued for the

partition of the estate and won their case in all the courts up to the

Privy Council.^ The estate was accordingly divided in 1894 into

1 I.L.R., XI Madras, 380-93 aud XIV, 244-7.
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four parts, of wliicli Cliinna Mcrangi went to the then minor CHAP. XV.

zamindar Jagannatlia, Lakhanapuram to ivamabhadra, Pedda pXrvatipl-r.

Boddedi to Somas^kliava, and Pedda Merangi to Virabhadra

Suryanarayana and Jagannatha, the two minor sons of Jogirazu,

who had died in 1890.^ The whole of it was taken under the

Court of Wards. Meanwhile in 1893 the late Maharaja of

Vizianagram had bought Chiiina Merangi, which still belongs to

his family. Pedda Merangi is now held by tSurya Narayana, his

brother Jagannatha having been shot dead by one of his own
servants in 1904.

Parvatipur, the head-quarters of the taluk and division, and
the residence of the Divisional Officer, Assistant Superintendent

of Police, deputy tahsildar, and district munsif, lies in alow situa-

tion among wet land, only 895 feet. above the sea and surrounded

by sraall hills which shut out the breeze and make the place very

hot in the summer months. It consists of Pdrvatipur proper, the

commercial quarter, an overcrowded and dirty spot containing

little of interest except the ruined gateway of a former fort, and,

about a mile to the south, the pleasanter suburb of Belgdm,

where the officials live and have their offices, which was much,

improved in 1882-83 by convict labour. The two together make
up a union of 17,308 inhabitants, and the place is the fifth largest

town in the district and one the people of which, owing to the

growing trade with the Agency, have increased at a faster rate

(102 per cent.) in the last thirty years than those of any other in

the district. In Belgdm, besides the offices already mentioned,

are the abandoned jail referred to on p. 207 (whicli occupies

the site of the old fort), the lines of the police reserve alluded

to on p. 206 and a station of the Schleswig-Holstein Lutheran

Mission.

Belgam was once the head-quarters of the estate of the same
name. The Circuit Committee's proceedings of 12th September

1784 show that this was originally a fief of Jeypore which was
seized by Vizianagram.

Mr. Carmichael says that in 1796 fourteen villages (apparently

part of the original estate) were granted by Lord Hobart for

life to Somasundara Narayana Patro, an Uriya, in acknowledg-

ment of the services of his father to the State, This father,

Jagannatha Patro, was diwan to Ramachandra Deo II, Raja of

Jeypore from 1781 to 1825, had been largely instrumental in

preventing the Jeypore people from joining in the disturbances

which (see p. 54) followed the death of the Raja of Vizianagram in

1794, and was afterwards confidentially employed by Mr. Webb,

' G.O., No. 896, Revenue, dated 22nd Dooembei- 1804.

3«
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CHAP. XV. tlie Collector, in settling the north of the district when it was
PXRVATfpuu. then taken from Vizianagrara and re-apportioned among its

former proprietors. At the permanent settlement of 1803 this

property was granted to Somasundara Narajana Patro as a

permanent zamindari under the name of the Belgara estate.*

The family use the title Tat Raja. Somasundara Narayana died

in 1814 ; his son and successor Dhananjaya in 1849; his brother

Visvambara, the third zamindar, in 1865 ; his son and successor,

Narayana Ramachandra in 1871 ; his nephew and adopted son'*

Sivanarayana, the fifth zamindar, in 1882 ; and the last-named's

son and successor, Dhananjaya, died in 1888 , without issue,

leaving a widow to whom he had given power to adopt. The

widow was not competent to manage the estate and it was accord-

ingly taken over by the Court of Wards. In 1891 the widow

adopted a son who was taten under the charge of the Court.

Meanwhile, however, Surya Narayana and Sundaranarayana, two

cousins of her late husband's (descendants, with him, of the

Visvambara who died in 1865) had brought suits for the partition

of the estate. They won their cases both in the District and High

Courts and before the Privy Council,^ and the property was

recovered from the Court of Wards and divided into the two por-

tions (or ' hundas') of Parvatipur and Belgam, of which Surya

Narayana took the former and Sundaranarayana the latter.

Surya Narayana Tat Raja died on 8th December 1900, leaving

a minor son, Chandrasekhara, born on 6th June 1894 ; and his

brother Sundaranarayana died on the 9th February following,

leaving two sons of whom the elder, Janardana, was born on 9th

March 1888. Both estates were taken ag^ain under the Court of

Wards. The two brothers had jointly borrowed 5^ lakhs from

the Maharaja of Jeypore on a mortgage of the two hundas. To
liquidate this and other debts the Court sold Narisipuram and eight

other villages in the two properties in 1902 to the Maharaja of

Jeypore. These are sometimes called the Narisipuram tana of

Jeypore estate.

Sangamvalasa : Lies four miles west of Parvatipur

;

population 1 ,335. It is the chief village in the ancient zamindari

of the same name, whicli has been scheduled as inalienable and
impartible in Act II of 1904.

Tradition says that this estate was originally granted by

Ramachandra Deo I of Jeypore (1708-11) to a favourite retainer,

* Mr. Alexander's report of 2(;th April 1803.

* A suit (O.S. 18 of 1870 on the file of the Dietrict Court) questioning this

adoption was eventually compromised.
=* Madras Lhw Journal (1893) iii, 100 and I.L.R., XX Madras, 35G.
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an Uriya, who at the same time was given the title Nissanku, CHAP. XV.
meaning ' the fearless. ' His family, like the other lesser zamin- PiRVAifpub.

dars, was dispossessed by Vizianagram about 1769. In 1796,

after the death of the Vizianagram Raja, the property was
restored by Government to the representative of the eldest branch

,

Venkanna Nissanku, and with him the permanent settlement of

1803 was made. Mr. Carmichael says that Yenkanna was suc-

ceeded by his son Peddanna, whose mental incapacity led to the

Court of Wards assuming the management of the estate, who
died in 1829, and who was succeeded by his posthumous son
Mrityunjaya. The latter came of age in 1847 and built the house
in the pettah east of Sangamvalasa called Mrityunjaya-nagaram.

He was known for his literary tastes and held the estate for no less

than 58 years until his death in 1904. The second of his three

sons brought a suit » against him for the partition of the

estate, but it was dismissed. He was followed by his eldest son's

son Visvesvara. The estate suffers at present from financial

embarrassment.

^ O.S. No. 21 of 1899 on the file of the Viragapatam Distr ct Court.
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POTTANGI TALUK.

CHAP. XV. PoTTANGi taluk stands in the centre of the 3,000 feet plateau.

PoTTANGi. j]j general appearance it ranch resembles its next neighbour

Koraput, already referred to above, consisting (except along the

edge of the plateau, which is fairly wooded and eoaiprises a line

of fine hills running up to 5,000 feet) of an almost totally

bare, red soil, table-land dotted with small, bare, red hills, both

of which are cultivated with dry crops and a little paddy in their

damper hollows. It is traversed from east to west by the important

road which runs from Salur on the plains, up the ' Pottangi ghat '

(see p. 139), past Pottangi, the taluk head-quarters, to Koraput,

and thence dovra to Jeypore. Two places in it may be

mentioned :
—

Nandapurain, once (see p. 280) the head-quarters of a taluk,

about 15 miles west of Pottangi as the crow flies and is reached

by a track taking off at Sembliguda from the Pottangi-Koraput

road. As has been stated above (p. 264), this village, which now
contains only 1,051 inhabitants, was formerly the capital of the

Jeypore estate. In old records the property is always called the

Nandapuram zamindari. It still contains relics of its former

importance. Eemains may be seen of a mud fort which apparently

surrounded the whole place; iu the northern part of the village

are two boulders on one of which are sculptured two figures in

relief while the other has been fashioned into an elephant; near

the cutcherry of the amin of the Jeypore estate is a stone bearing

an inscription ; about a mile to the south-east is a stone Ganapati

some six feet high; the same distance to the north is the shrine

of Sarvesvara, in which are more inscriptions (inscriptions are

rarities in the hills) ; and in the village itself are the ruins of the

famous ' throne of thirty-two steps '—a flight of this number of

stone steps which leads to a roughly circular granite slab on which,

it is said, the early chiefs of Jeypore were always installed.

About three miles along the track to Sembliguda is a still more

ancient and curious relic, namely, a small shrine in ^\hich are

three stone images of nude individuals sitting cross-legged, which

appear to belong either to Buddhist or Jain times.

Pottangi, the head-quarters of the taluk, is a small village of

720 inhal)itant8 built at the foot of the great Damuku hill and

containing the deputy tahsildfvr's office and a pleasant travellers'

buno-alow surrounded with good trees. It gives its name to the

ghat road from SalAr at the head of which it stands, and the

Tadivalasa (or Turner's) gh^t from the plains also ends there.
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RAYAGADA TALUK.

Eayagada lies next north of Parvatipur and is in the Agency. CHAP. XV.

It consists of the upper valley of the Nagavali and is a charming R^yagada.

country. Along either side of it runs a line of hills, now ad-

vancing, now receding, sometimes rocky and bold, but oftener

rounded and wooded. Betweoa these, stretches an undulating

plain, part woodland, part green fields. Among the latter, tama-

rind, jack, mango and other shady trees stand up singly or in

groups and give the country almost the appearance of some

gigantic park, and through them shows now and again the glint

of some broad reach of the perennial river. The population, which

is denser than in any taluk in the Agency except Jeypore, consists

mainly of Khonds of the more civilized kinds, is industrious and

frugal, and has an excellent outlet for its produce in the road

between the Kdlahandi State and Parvatipur, which traverses

the taluk from north to south. Three places in Rayagada may
be referred to :

—
Payakapad : An agraharam of 431 people on the bank of

the Nagavali which contains the uppermost of the five shrines

(see p. 10) built along that river and is the chief place in a

mokhasa granted by a former Maharaja of Jeypore to Bhuvanes-

vara Praharazu, an Uriya Brahman. On the grantee dying and

leaving a minor son named Grangadhara Praharazu, the estate

was taken under management by the Agent in 1869. Granga-

dhara was put in possession in 1875, but died in 1881 leaving

a childless widow who was incapacitated by age, weak health and

deficient intelligence ; and the estate was again taken under

management. The widow eventually adopted a son, to whom the

estate was handed over on 25th March 1901.

Rayagada (' king's fort ') is the head-quarters of the taluk

and a thriving trading village of 1,999 inhabitants. Tt stands

687 feet above the sea on the high red bank of the Kumbikota-

gedda (near its junction with the Nagavali) about 150 feet above

the bed of that stream. Consequently, wells are useless and all

water has to be carried up from the gedda. The latter flows

along a fairly wide valley with steep banks which suddenly

contract to form a gorge about 120 feet deep and 70 feet wide

with sheer rock sides. The approach to Rayagada used to be

exceedingly difficult for carts, as they had to descend to the

bottom of the wider part of this valley and then climb a severe
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CHAP. XV. ascent on fhe other side. Mr. Willock (see p. 142) tlirew

RiTAGADA. a girder bridge across the gorge and took the road over this,

almost on the level. The new road from the "bridge to the town

was cut through tlie large and substantial old mud fort which

gives Rayagada its name. This is supposed to have been built

by one of the Rajas of Jeypore, who made it his residence.

Within it, near the tumble-down temple to its guardian deity

Majji Giriya, is pointed out the spot where his wives committed

sati on his death. Alongside the road is a black slab called the

Janni pothoro, or ' priest's stone,' on which human sacrifices are

said to have been offered formerly. Tlie hill people still regard it

with awe and decline on any account to touch it. In the police-

station compound lies an old iron cannon which was taken from

the fort. It is an exceedingly primitive weapon consisting of a

core made of straight bars on to which successive rings of iron

have been shrunk. It is some six feet long and is provided with

four iron rings for lifting it. The imprisonment of Raja Vikrama

Deo in this fort by his son in 1849 is referred to on p. 268

above and the neighbouring falls of the Nagavali are mentioned

on p. 9.

Singapur, usually known as Kalyana Singapur to distinguish

it from Bhairava Singapur in Jeypore taluk, stands 30 miles

north by west of Rayagada on the main track to Kalahandi

997 feet above the sea in a narrow valley iiuaiediately west of the

Nimgiris. The population is 1,99G. It contains the remains of

an old fort, is surrounded on three sides by the Nagavali river,

and is almost buried in a jungle of bamboo. Just south-west of

it rises sacred Devagiri, a steep rocky hill in which there is a

cave containing a lingam where a feast is held at Sivaratri, and

on which are several pools of water and an inscription which

seems undecipherable.

Singapur is the chief village of a subdivision of Jeypore, con-

sisting of Khond villages, which was granted by Raja Yikrama

Deo II (1825-60) to a kinsman on service tenure. In 1864 '

the then Raja sued the grantee's son, Krishna Deo, for the

possession of the property or an annual payment of Rs. 5,000 for

it. It was decreed that the Us. 5,000 should be paid and the

decision was upheld on appeal by the High Court ^ and the

Privy Council. Krishna Deo, who was always known as the

Raja of Singapur, died in 1884 leaving a young widow named
Nila Devi, to whom he had given authority to adopt, and an

illegitimate son named Gropinatha Deo, twelve years of age. The

' O.S. No. 22 of 1864 on the Agent's file.

2 Madias High Court Reports (1866), 154-7.
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Jeypore Maharaja claimed that on the deatli of any lioldor he CBAP. XV.
was entitled to resume the estate and allow the heirs maintenance ; Eayagada.

and he sent men to take over the management of the property.

The widowed Eani disputed his right ; and the Klionds of th©

place all wanted to have Gopinatha for their Raja saying that,

whether legitimate or not, he had often been pointed out to them

by his father as their future cliief and that Sripati Dolapati, the

Kani's manager and right hand man, bullied them, unbearably.

Exciting events followed in this triangular duel.' At the

next Dasara the thousands of Khonds assembled at Singapur

demanded that Gopinatha should play the part usually allotted to

the Raja at that feast. The Rani refused to allow this, so the

Khonds broke into the fort, carried ofiF the boy (who joined in

their views with much spirit) and took him to Jeypore, with an

escort 300 strong, to represent matters to the Maharaja. There

they were persuaded to take him down to Parvatipnr, that the

Divisional Officer might enquire into tlie case, and from that

place the boy was induced to go to Vizianagram, where he was

given an allowance and sent to the local college.

For a time the threatened trouble seemed to have blown over.

But the Rani's manager continued to oppress the Khonds and in

the beginning of 1885 a party of 70 of these people marched all

the way to Vizianagram, intending to seize Gopinatha, carry him
to Singapur and make him Raja. The Agent then sent a

nominee of his own to manage the estate, removing the Rani's

man, and the hill men were once more pacified. The Rani, how-

ever, proceeded to adopt an heir, and once more care was required

to check trouble with the Khonds.

Meanwhile the Jeypore Maharaja brought a suit for the

possession of the property or the enhancement of the quit-rent

paid upon it, and the Rani, a most determined lady, fought the

case, waving aside the Agent's repeated suggestions that she

should compromise. She was defeated, the Agent holding that

her family were only tenants-at-will and directing the enhance-

ment of the rent from Es. 5,000 to Rs. 20,000. An appeal

preferred to Government was transmitted to the High Court for

decision and decided against the Rani. The property -was

handed over to the Maharaja in 1892 and the Rani was given an

allowance of Rs. 500 a month and the produce of certain land

yielding about 30 garces of paddy. The Khonds^ desire to have

Gopinatha Deo as their chief died a natural death, and he retired

to Jeypore.

' G.Os., Nos. 2220, Judicial, dated 25th August 188» and 1326, Judicial,

dated 19tli May 1886.
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SALUR TA.LUK.

CHAP. XV. Lies next west of Bobbili, under tbe 3,000 feet plateau, tlie

SAl€r. slopes of which, up to the main crest, belong to it but are

included in the A-gencj. In the plains, four-fifths of the people

are Telugus, but in the Agency nearly two-thirds of them are

Jatapus, Konda Doras and the more civilized classes of Khonds,

amongst whom are a considerable sprinkling of Gradabas, who

often occupy whole hamlets by themselves.

Korravanivalasa, an insignificant hamlet under the hills

near Pacliipenta, was tlie scene, in May 1900, of a riot attended

with unusual and interesting circumstances. A Konda Dora of

this place named Korra Mallayya pretended that he was inspired
;

and gradually gathered round him a camp of four or five

thousand people, mostly hill men, from various parts of the

Agency.

At first his proceedings were harmless enough, but in April

he gave out that he was a re-incarnation of one of the five

Pandava brothers ; that his infant son was the god Krishna ; that

he would drive out the English and rule the country himself
;

and that to effect this he would arm his followers with bamboos
which should be turned by magic into guns and would change

the weapons of the authorities into water. Bamboos were cut

and rudely fashioned to resemble guns, and armed with these

the camp was drilled by ' the svami,' as Mallayya had come to

be called. The assembly next sent word that they were going to

loot Pachipenta, and when, on the 1st May, two constables came

to see how matters stood, the fanatics fell upon them and beat

them to death. The local police endeavoured to recover the

bodies, but owing to the threatening attitude of the svarai's

followers had to abandon the attempt.

The District Magistrate then went to the place in person,

collected reserve police from Vizagapatam, Parvatipur and

Jeypore, and at dawn on the 7th May rushed the camp to arrest

the svami and the other leaders of the movement. The police

were resisted by the mob and obliged to fire. Eleven of the

rioters were killed, others wounded or arrested and the rest

dispersed. Sixty of them were tried for rioting (of whom 57

were convicted) and three, including the svami, for murdering

tlie constables. Of the latter, the svami died in jail and the

other two were convicted and handed. The svami's infant son,
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the god "Krishna, also dierl and all trouble ended at once and CHAP. XV.

completely. Its odd mixture of relig-ious enthusiasm, desire for HihVK.

loot and political aspiration differentiate this fituri from most of

its predecessors.

Pachipenta : Seven miles west hy south of Salur, pictur-

esquely situated on a slight eminence close under the hills

;

population 5,381 . It is the chief village of the ancient zamindari

of the same name which is scheduled in Act II of 1904 as inalien-

able and impartible and includes a considerable area on the hills

which is often called ' Hill Pachipenta.'

Tradition says that Tamanna Dora, the first of the 7.amindar's

family, was a naik of peons under Jeypore who held the fort of

Teda (or Tyada) on the plateau, and that he was appointed by

Visvambara Deo I of Jeypore (1672-76) to guard the track

which in days gone by led up from Pachipenta to the 3,000 feet

plateau and the Jeypore country, and was given the title of

Dakshina Kavata Yuvarazu or ' lord of the southern portal.'

Mr. Carmichael states that in 1754 when (see p. 31) Jafar Ali,

Faujdar of Chicacole, called in the Marathas to aid him against

the Eaja of Vizianagram and the French, the then Pachipenta

zamindar Virappa Razu (who, according to Orme, had been

dispossessed by Vizianagram) showed the Marathas the way
across the hills and down the Pachipenta track and was after-

wards in consequence imprisoned for life in the Vizianagram

fort. At his death in 1789 a small maintenance was allowed his

son Mallappa Razu, and this man was restored to the estate

after the death of the Raja of Vizianagram (p. 53) in 1794.

He died in 1797 and the permanent settlement was made with

his only son Annam E4zu, who was followed by a son Mallappa,

who was succeeded in his turn by his son Annam Rdzuin 1846.

Owing largely to numerous alienations made by Mallappa Edzu,

the estate was then heavily involved and it has ever since

continued to be one of the most bankrupt and mismanaged
properties in the district. In 1855, Mr. Smollett, the Agent,

borrowed Es. 11,500 from Vizianagram to clear off the estate's

debts, and took the property under management for five years

on his own authority until the money was repaid. It was then

found that while the demand of the estate was only Es. 6,000,

land assessed at more than Es. 10,000 had been granted away
to relations and other mokhasadars. For arrears of peshkash

in 1866 and 1867 Karrivalasa and Totavalasa (now separate

estates) were sold and bought by the zamindar's brother-in-law

Basava Manga Eazu. The former was sold by him, it may here

be noted, in 1874 to Kakarlapudi Nilayamma, who afterwards

39
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CHAP. XV. disposed of it to its present owners, the Vizianagram family. Tlie

SiLiiR. latter was given bj him to his daughter, the mother of the

present zamindar, as her dowry, and is still in her enjoyment.

In the next two years further arrears accrued, but the

Collector found that they were being purposely permitted so that

the property might be bought up in small bits by the relations

of the zamindar's second (and favourite) wife to the detriment of

his heir Jagannatha Mallappa Razu, a son by the first wife whom
he bitterly disliked. In 1869, therefore, the estate was again

taken under management for five years. In 1875 Kotikapenta,

which had been sold by the courts ' and bought by Kakarla-

pudi Nilayamma, was registered as a separate estate. It also

was afterwards purchased by the Maharaja of Vizianagram. In

1879 Dattivalasa and Mariavalasa were similarly sold ^ to the

same lady and eventually bought from her by the Maharaja.

In 1880 the zamindar Annam Razu died and was succeeded

by Pedda Mallappa, the elder son of his second wife, who died

in June 19U6 and was followed by his eldest son Lakshmi

Narasimha Eupa. The property was again in arrears and was

again attached. Tlie new incumbent was urged to enquire into

the extravagant alienations made by his predecessors and to put

the estate on a sound footing by resuming as many as possible, but

instead of doing so he took to raising money by alienating afresh

a number of villages which had already been parted with, and

thus leaving the ryots at the mercy of two or more claimants to

their assessments. The lawless oppression of these mokhasadars

has necessitated on more than one occasion tlie intervention of

the authorities ; vetti, or forced labour, is still commonly exacted ;

and recently the zamindar attempted arbitrarily to double his

assessments, with the result that a number of the ryots emigrated

to the Nandapuram country of the Jeypore estate.

In 1905 the zamindar asked Government to treat liini as an

incapacitated proprietor and take the estate under their manage-

ment, but the insolvent state of the property rendered this step

inadvisable. The Maharaja of Bobbili holds a decree for some

3j lakhs against the property and the civil courts liave ordered

its sale. Four villages, including the head-quarters Pachipenta,

have already been sold and bought by the zamindar of Tuui,

and others must also bo brought to the hammer at an early date.

S^lur, the head-quarters of the taluk, is a union of 16,239

inhabitants situated 570 feet above tlie sea on the bank of the

Vegavati, five miles from the foot of the Pottangi ghat. It

^ O.S. No. 39 of 1866 on the District Court's file.

2 O.S. No. 2.3 of 187-1.
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contains a station of the iSchleswig-Holstein Lutlieran Mission CHAP. XV.

and its travellers' bung-alow is picturesquely placed on higli SXr^oa.

ground overlooking a winding- i-each of the river. Before the

Pottangi ghat was begun, Salur was a small place, but, as soon

as traffic began to come down from the hills by that I'oute, its

situation raised it into importance as a trade mart, and when, in

1884, the ghat was improved into a cart-road tlie place very

rapidly expanded from a village to a busy town. Unluckily, the

site is cramped and shut in by the river, a big tank and wet

fields : tlie soQ is soft and dries slowly ; no one supervised the

sudden growth of the place ; the new liouses were run up anyhow
and anywhere on no plan and with narrow, crooked lanes between

them ; and Salur is now so notorious for its dirt and general

nnloveliness that men say its name must surely be derived from

the French sale.

The importance of its trade, however, is undeniable. It has

a very big weekly market ; is the timber-yard of the Agency
adjoining, the Pottangi ghat being the only outlet for that

commodity ; and also deals largely in all kinds of produce from

the hills (such as niger and gingelly seed, mustard, myrabolams,

rice and ragi) ; exports thither salt^ tobacco, kerosine, beads

and other jewellery, and cloths ; and collects, for transmission to

Bimlipatam, the jute and castor crop of the adjoining villages

of the low country. The merchants of the place keep up, at

an annual cost of Rs. 800, a flourishing Yeda school maintained

from the proceeds of self-imposed fees levied on all their

purchases.

The town is the Lead-quarters of the inalienable and

impartible ancient zamindari of the same name, tlie proprietor

of which resides in a house built within an old mud fort whicli is

as little dilapidated as any in the district. According to tradition,

the estate was originally granted by the Visvambara Deo of

Jeypore already several times mentioned to a chief on whom he

conferred the lofty title of Boliyaro Simho, or ' mighty lion/

Like its fellows, it was eventually absorbed by 7izianagram. Mr.

Carmichael says that when the English first obtained the country,

the then zamindar, Sanydsi llazu, headed a revolt against Vizia-

nagram and in consequence lost the hunda of Makkuva. On his

death in 1774 the Vizianagram Raja confiscated the whole of his

estate, imprisoned his three sons in the fort of Devapalli near

Gajapatinagaram, but released them on a small allow^ance in

1793.

After the fight at Padmanabham (p. 53) the estate was

handed over by ths Collector to Mmachandra EAzu, Sauyasi
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CHAP. XV. Kazu's eldest son, who died in 1801, aad with whose son, another

SlLtjR. Sanydsi Eazu, the permanent settlement was effected in 1803.

This man died in 1830, and was succeeded in turn by his son

Nardyana Eaiuacliandra Razu ; by the latter's minor son, Sanyasi

Razu (who was a ward of court until 1855) in 1846 ; and by this

man's son (another Narayana Ramachandra) in 1869.

Narayana E-dmachandra was a minor, and the Court of Wards
managed the estate until he came of age in 1879. He was a

weak individual who was totally incapable of restraining the

extravagance and mismanagement of his mother, and at the end

of three years he was 2|- lakhs in debt and earnestly begged

Government to take over the management of the estate and get

it and him out of their embarrassments. Government accord-

ingly assumed charge at the end of 1882, but by April 1883 the

zamindar had changed his mind and wanted his estate back

again. It was restored accordingly. He died of leprosy on the

8th September 1894, and as his heir Sanyasi llazu, the present

proprietor, was a minor, the estate once more came under the

Court of Wards. It was over seven lakhs in debt, of which b^

lakhs were due to the Maharaja of Bobbili, who had a mortgage

on almost half the property. To help clear oft' this, Peddapenki

and nine other villages were sold to Bobbili in 18'j7 and now
form a separately-registered estate. Other subsequent alienations

included the sale by public auction in the same year of Muka-

valasa ; the subdivision of Bhudevipeta in 1899 ; the grant of

Kasidhoravalasa in 1900 ; and the registry of Gangacliollapenta

and three other villages in the name of the zamindar's grand-

mother. These four also now form separate estates. The

zamindari was handed back to its owner on 22nd May 1906 on

his attaining his majority, and by that time all but Es. 2 3,000 of

the debt had been cleared off.
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SAEYASIDDIU TALUK.

30'^

This lies along tlie Bay in tlie sontlurnmost corner of the CHAP. X7.

district. In general aspect its interior resembles the other SARVAsimmi.

coastal areas, but along the shore are several saltish swamps and

the coast line itself is diversified with picturesque hendlands. It

is one of the three Government taluks and comprises a Lirgc

extent of rich wet land under the Varaha and Sa'radu rivers.

Its rainfall, however, is the lowest in the district. Statistics

regarding Sarvasiddhi will be found in the separate Appendix.

The following are the more interesting places in it :- —

Dimila : A village of 2,9Jri inhabitants 2^ miles south by

east of Yellamanchili. It was once of much more importance

than now, and seems, from a copper plate grant found at Chipuru-

palle in 1867 (see J.A.S.B.^ xxxix, 153-8) to have been the chief

town of a district. The village temple, an unpretentious building,

is dedicated to Siva in the uncommon form Nagnesvara, or ' the

naked. ^ The story goes that the rishi Agastya was unable, to his

great grief, to be present at the marriage of Siva with Parvati,

and that the former accordingly promised to appear before him
with his bride whenever he wished it. Agastya expressed the wash

at a moment when neither of them had any clothes on, but they

appeared none the less just as they were, and the temple was

erected to commemorate the event.

Gopalapatnam : A village of 781 souls in the south of the

taluk, two miles from the coast and close under the block of hills

known as Sudikonda. On the top of these hills is a spring called

the Kdfii biiygo , in which the devout bathe at Sivaratri and the

water of which is believed to be very efficacious in curing blighted

crops. Near another pool close by is a little shrine in which are

two slabs bearing Telugu inscriptions and scattered round about

which are a number of fragments of sculptures, among them a

spirited representation of Kali slaying the buli'alo-demon

Mahishasura. Not far off is a tiny circular shrine cut out of the

rock. The place thus seems once to have been of religious

importance, and several legends still cluster about it.

Nakkapalli : Fourteen miles south-west of Yellamanchili, on

the trunk road
;
population, 2,459. In pre-railway days it was

an important halting-place, as its neglected encamping-ground

for troops and its large chattram show. Ihe old travellers'

bungalow has been turned into a dispensary. The industries of
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CHAT. XV. t^i^ place are the weaving of coarse white cloths hj a number of

Sakvasiudhi. Padma Sales and the making, by one family of Kamsalis, of

lacquered toys (unusually well finished and prettily coloured) on

a lathe in the ordinary manner.

The proprietary estate which is named after the village has

already been referred to on p. 221 above.

A quarter of a mile to tlie soutli of the village is the

agrahdrara of Upmaka, on a hill near which is a well-known shrine

to Venkatesvara, the famous god of Tirupati in North Arcot,

This is approached by 295 steps and consists of a kind of grotto,

partly formed by two enormous overhanging masses of rock, on

the wall of which is rudely chased a representation of the deity.

Another temple to the same god stands at the foot of the hill.

At the celebration of the god's marriage, in March, huge crowds

assemble from all over the Northern Circars.

Fanchadharala : Seven miles in a direct line north-east of

Sarvasiddhi and about fifteen by road from Anakapalle
;
popu-

lation, 2,284. Tlie name means 'five fountains' and is derived

from five jets of water fed by a perennial natural spring which are

to be found in a paved enclosure to the south of the Siva temple.

Close by these is a lingam on which are carved 1,020 other lingams

in 12 rows of 85 eacli, and which is inconsequently known as the

kotilingam, or ' crore of lingams.' The temple itself is not

wonderful architecturally, but on the pillars of the mandapams
within it are several inscriptions of historical interest, two of them

(dated in years corresponding to A.D. 1407 and 1428, respectively)

giving a genealogy of a branch of the Eastern Chalukya kings.

Further particulars appear in paragraph 41 of the Government

Bpigraphist's report for 1899-1900.

Fanchadharala once gave its name to one of the estates which

were formed out of the havili lands and put up to auction at a

fixed assessment in 1802. But subsequently, on the discpvery

being made that it and some of the villages adjoining were really

within the ancient limits of the Vizianagram zamindari, they were

transferred thereto and the estate was named Chipurupalle, after

the inoat central of the villages remaining. Tills pi-operty, which

comprised 24 villages, was bought at the auction by the Eaja of

Vizianagram. Subdivision after subdivision followed ; fifteen of

the villages were bought in by Government at sales for arrears ;

and the remaining nine now form no less than eight proprietary

estates, namely, Bharinikam, Chipurupalle, Idulapaka-Bonangi

and Rav4da in Anakapalle taluk, Mamidivada in Sarvasiddhi,

and Appikonda, Kurada-Kondayyavalasa and Siddhesvaram in

Vizagapatam. The history of Bharinikam has been referred to

on p. 221 above.
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Except Mamidivada (tlie story oF which is given on p. 223) CHAP. XV.

the other seven were Longht in 1812 by Gangabattulu Saraayya. Sarvasiddhi,

Chipurupalle itself (which should not be confused with the place

whicli is the liead-quarters of the Chipurupalle taluk) consists of

the village of that name and was bought by Garuda Sanyasi

Chettl in 1825. It was sold by him in 1844 to Jagga Rao of the

Gode family, on whose death it passed to his son Yenkata Nara-

yana Eao, The latter died without male issue in 1882 and the

estate came under the Court of Wards. lu 1895 the widow
adopted her daughter's son, Yenkata Narayana Rao, who is now
the minor proprietor and comes of age in 1908.

Idulap^ka-Bonangi, which consists of two villages, was sold

by the above-mentioned Gangabattulu Samayya in 1820 to

Yasanta Eao Laksliminarayana Hao, a Brahman, whose son

Bayanna transferred it to his brother Achyuta Narasinga Eao
in 186^ in accoi'dance with a razinama in a suit. On the death

of the latter in ISi'l, his five sons became the proprietors.

R^vada was sold by Samayya's family in 1820 to Datla

Yenkatapati Razu, who sold it in 1821 to Yasanta Rao Ananta
Eao. He disposed of it to the Bobbili estate in 1832, but the

above Bayanna bought it back in 1847. He died in 1869 and

the property was under the Court of Wards during the minority

of his son, the present proprietor, Lakshminarayana Eao.

Appikonda was transferred as a gift by Gangabattulu

Samayya to Gangabattulu Rajanna in 1821, The latter was

succeeded in 1856 by his minor son G. Sattayya, who died in

1870 and was followed by his widow Sattaijamma. The property

was subsequently sold to a Brahman, Mindi Yasudeva Rao, wlio

had made a fortune out of abkari contracts. He died in 1886

and his three sons (Eamayogi, Eamachendrudu and Subrah-

manyam) are now the joint proprietors.

Kurada-Kondayyavalasa was sold by Samayya in 1820 to N.

Yenkanna and D. Yenkanna, the latter of whom transferred it

in the year following to Datla Yenkatapati Eazu, who sold it again

the same year to Yasanta Rao Ananta Eao. Like Eavada,it was

sold in 1882 to the Raja of Bobbili and bought back in 1847 by

Bayanna, who in 1850 sold it to C. Y. Narasinga Rao, Perike

Kshatriya by caste. The latter's son, Edjagopal Eao, and

afterwards this son's daughter, Atti Chellayyamma the present

proprietrix, followed as owners of the property.

The last of the eight estates, Siddhesvaram, was sold, with

Idulapaka-Bonangi, in 1820 to Y. E. Lakshmindrayana Rao,

whose son Bayanna followed him. In 1864 his brother, Achyuta

Narasinga Rao, bought it in public auction, and in the following
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CHAP. XV. year he sold it to Erramilli Mallikarjnna Eao. another Brahman.

Sarvasidphi. The latter died in 1881 and his maternal p^randson, Chatrazu

^Mallikarjnna Rao, whom he had adopted, is now the proprietor.

Payakaraop^ta : Contains 2,(388 inhabitants and stands on

the trunl% road just where it leaves the district and on the bank

of the Tdudava .stream opposite Tuni village in Godavari. It

contains a fine, but neglected, encamping ground for troops and

is kno^vu (see p. 123) for its weaving.

Tradition has it that the man from whom the place is named

was one Kakarlapudi Appala Razu of Chandanadu in this taluk,

who was granted, for services at Hyderabad, the title of Payaka

. Rao, or ' foremost in battle,^ and the estates of Anakapalle and

Satyavaram in this taluk. The fort and its two temples at the

former place (see p. 219) are said to have been built by him.

Mr. G. E. Russell says^ tbat a descendant of his of the same

name, who was still in possession of these properties when the

English acquired the district, died in 1776 without lineal

descendants but leaving a widow and a widowed mother. The

estates were consequently^ made over to the then Raja of

Yizianagram on condition of his paying Rs. 90,000 more peshkash

and Rs. 10,000 annually for the maintenance of tho widows.

One of these ladies died in 1801 and the other in 1814. The

friends of the latter declared that she had adopted a son, but

Government had evidence of her mental incapacity to do any such

thing and discontinued the maintenance. In .January 1832,

Jagannatha Razu, a cousin of the boy who was supposed to have

been adopted, appeared at the head of a large body of armed

followers
J
assumed the title of Payaka Rao, and began commit-

ting depredations. His ostensible grievance was the discontinu-

ance of the maintenance, but in reality he was merely the puppet

of Naganaa Dora, diwan to the zamindar of Golgonda, a double-

faced scamp who had long fomented risings against the Govern-

ment while veliemently protesting all the time his unswerving

loyalty. This rascal eventually, it may here be noted, met with

a dramatic end.- He had betrayed to Government a companion

of Payaka Rau's called Yenkatapati Razu, and the man was

tried and duly hanged. Two of his friends, liowever, broke into

Naganua's house ono night soon afterwards, woke him by shouts

of ' Venkatapati Razu lias come back ! ', smote olf his liead and

affixed it to the very gibbet from wliioh Venkatapati's body was

still swinging.

' Parng»-aph fi of hia report of ISth November 183-1 printed in Vol. I of No.

XXIV of the Sri pctions from thfi Madras Records (Madras, 185G).

" Soe tiie Asiatic Joainal, 1833, xii, 172 ff.
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Soon after Mr. Russell appeared upon the scene in 1883 CHAP. XV.

(see p. 57), Payaka Rao disappeared, g-oing-, it was supposed, Sarvasiddhi.

into tlie Nizam's country. But in 1834 he returned ^ at the

head of a party of adveaturers. Troops were sent after him ;
he

fled to Rampa la Grodavari ; the chief there gave him up ; he was

hanged in Payakaraopata on the river-baak ; and his body, after

the fashion of those time.i, was suspended in an iron cage on a

gibbet there and left to moulder away. Forty years later '^ his

skull and a bone or two still remained, but the masonry founda-

tion is all that is now left of the gibbet. Among the villagers the

spot goes by the suggestive name of ' Payaka Rao's slip-knot post.'

Pentakota : Lies at the mouth of the Tandava stream near

the southern extremity of the taluk and district; population

1,646. Contains the remains of the fort after which it is named
and a considerable mosque. Was once a salt-factory and port.

The latter, though unsafe in the south-west rains, was sheltered

during the north-east monsoon and formerly did a considerable

export trade at that season. It (and also Pudimadaka) was

closed bo regular trade in 1881 for the curious reason that it

was too far from Vizagapatam and Cocanada for the European

merchants to be able personally to supervise exportation, which

resulted in the native contractors so adulterating the exports

that the shippers incurred heavy losses.

Pudimadaka : Fourteen miles south of Anakapalle by a

metalled road; population l,8i6. Was formerly a port, but

was closed at the same time, and for the same reason, as

Pentakota (q.v.). It has been described as ' one of the safest

ports on the coast of Orissa '—a ledge of rocks, terminating in

the conspicuous landmark called the Pillar Rock, running out

seawards to the south of it into five fathoms of water and

efficiently protecting shipping during the south-west monsoon.

Rayavaram : Eight miles south-west of Tellamanchili,

population 2,625. Was formerly the station of the district

munsif who now sits at Yellamanchili. Is said to be named
after king Krishna Deva of Vijayanagar, who is supposed to have

halted here during his expedition against Orissa about 1515 and
to have recorded his victories on the big slab known as the

rdchabanda, or ' king's slab,' which stUL lies in the market place.

The yillage formerly gave its name to one of the hundas or

properties which were formed in 1802 (see p. 170) out of the

havililand and put up to auction as permanently-settled estates.

This was then bought by the Kaja f- f Yizianagram, who in 1810,

Bays Mr. Carmichael, sold it to Sagi Ramachandra E^zu, his

1 Mr. Russell's rei)ort cited, paragraph 78.

2 Goneral Burton's An Indian Olio, 323.
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CUAP. XV. maternal aunt^s husband. In ISloitwas attached for arrears

Sabvasiudhi. and was purchased by Gode Burya Narayana Rao (see p. 219)

for Rs. 40,500. Tlie constant irrigation disputes between the

ryots of Eayavaram and those of the lapsed huiida of Sarva-

siddhi rendered this gentleman's position extremely unpleasant,

and in 1844 he resold the property to Govc^rnment, who still own
it, for Es. 30,000.

Sarvasiddhi : Jjies 5^ miles south-south-west of Tellaraau-

chili and now contains only l,01o people. It was, however, the

head-quarters of the taluk up to 18t)l, and in days gone by was

apparently of considerable importance, tradition declaring that

it was one of the seats of the Golla kings (see p. 28) who ruled

in these parts. Bricks of the large kind used in ancient

buildings are constantly dug up in its fields.

The place was the chief village of another of the hundas

just referred to which were formed in 1802. Like Rayavaram,

this was purchased in thai year by the Raja and sold in 1810 to

S. Ramachandra Razu. His son fell into arrears, and in 1831 the

propei-ty was bought in by Government at auction. It has since

remained Government land.

Uppalam (or Pedda Uppalam) : Nine miles south-west of

Yellamanchili, population 2,649. Planted in the ground near the

Mala quarter here is a uiost curious stone, roughly cylindrical,

about 3 feet in diameter and () feet high. It does not appear to

be a piece of rock in situ, but the villagers on one occasion failed

to reach the bottom of it though they dug with energy through-

out a whole day. It is called ' Bhimas club', and there is a

local tale to account for it. Near here, says this story, lived

once upon a time a demon named Bakasura, who had to be

propitiated by a daily meal of human flesh. One day it fell to

the lot of a youth who was the only son of his mother, and she was

a widow, to furnish the monster's breakfast. Bhiraa the Terrible

chanced to hear of this and volunteered to go instead. He was

late, and the demon angrily demanded the i-eason and called for

a twig wherewith to clean his teeth. Bhima in reply pulled up

a palmyra tree and tossed it over to him, whereon the amazed

monster took to his heels. Bhima pursued him, flung his club

at him (this stuck in the ground where it still rests) and at last

ran him to ground in the cave still to be seen in the ' Quoin rock
'

at Polavarani (a hamlet of U})palam) which juts out into the sea

and is washed by the waves. Dragging him out by the uose,

Bhima there slew him.

Polavaram contains a salt-factory (see p. 183) and was

unco a port. This latter was closed in 1863 as its trade was

insignificant.
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Vatada (aZm Hevu vatada': Now a hamlet of V^kaparln. CTIAP. XV.

but better known formerly. It lies on the coast at the point S\RVAsi/inHi.

where the S^rada and Var^ha rivers unite and enter the sea.

It used to be a port, but this was closed at the ;-ame time, and

for the same reasons, as i'olavaram.

Yellamanchili : Head-quarters of the taluk and a union

of 6,5'{6 inhabitants; contains a railway-station, a district

munsif's court, a station of the Canadian Ba])tist Mission and a

travellers' bungalow. Dominating the whole place rises a hill

on the top of which are many broken stones and bricks of the

ancient pattern, and—a landmark for miles round— the two
stone posts and lintel of a doorway. These are locally declared

to be the remains of a palace and fort of the Golla kings and the

hill is called Nuki Papa's hillock after, it is said, the si.ster cf one

of these rulers. On this hill two lots of ancient coins have been
found. Mr. Sewell ' says the first find was made in 1863 and
consisted of cast copper coins bearing the device of a bull

couchant and the legend Sri Chanda De (va). The second find

was in 1H95 and comprised a number of copper coins identified

by Dr. Hultzscli as being those o( the Eastern Chalukya king
Vishnuvardhana (A.D. 66H-72).2 That the place was anciently

of much importance is shown by the fact that whenever any
considerable excavations are made the ruins of old temples and
buildings are unearthed.

Close under the south face of Nuki Papa's hillock is the

shrine to the village goddess, Eamachandramn)a. She is

declared to appear to her worshippers at her animal festival

(when a buffalo is sacrificed to her) in the form of flashes of light-

ning in the sky. Paiditalli of Mamidivada does the same.

Yellamanchili lies on the trunk road and the spacious military

euoainping-ground (still called by the natives ' the cantonment ')

shows that it was once an important halting-station. On one

side of this stand the taluk office and the bomb-proof hospital,

formerly a travellers' bungalow. N^ear one corner of it is the

shrine of Achayamma Perantalu, vsdnch aifords a good instance

of the genesis of local deities and their shrines. Achayamma, a

Kapu wcnan, committed sati on this spot some 60 years ago (her

sister is still alive) and the reverence which would in any case

have been paid to the place in consequence was increased a

hundred-fold by the eventual appearance of an ant-hill over it.

The hill was duly protected by a small thatched building ; and
now an annual festival is held, vows are paid to the lady, and
her resting-plaee is covered with ex noto ofl'erings.

' Lists of Antiquities, i, 18.

* G.O., 454, Bduoational, dated 1st August 1896.
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SRUNGAVAEAPUKOTA TALUK.

OHAP. XV.

Srunga-
vabapok6ta.

Lies west of Vizianagrain and includes a considerable area in

tlie Agencj from the foot of the lower slopes of the 3,000 feet

plateau up to its main crest roand about the great Galikunda hill

(p. 6). This part of it is reached hy the Anantagiri g^'hkt

(p. 137) and drains southwards into the Sdrada river, while the

low country is included in the basin of the Ohittivalasa river.

The appearance and inhabitants of the latter area resemble those

of the rest of the plains.

The undermentioned places deserve a note :
—

Dharmavaram : A thriving trading village of 3,317 inha-

bitants lying three miles east by north of Srungavarapukota. In

its hamlet Sanyasipdlem is a shrine to a sanydsi which is known
all over the low country and resorted to by people of all castes.

This ascetic, say the legends, came to the village centuries ago

at a time when the local goddess, Paiditalli, insisted on having a

meal of human flesh every day. At the earnest prayer of the

people, he pronounced powerful speUs which bottnd her down to

her temple and prevented her from getting out to seize her

victims. She complained bitterly of the pangs of hunger she

suffered in consequence, but he told her she must do the best she

could on the offerings which were voluntarily brought to her.

When the sanydsi eventually died, the greatful villagers put up a

shrine to him and under his image tlierein they buried some
magical emblems he had made. These are now declared to make
the cattle give milk in plenty, to care tliose possessed of devils

and to grant offspring to the childless. Children born after

vows to the shrine are called Sanydsi, and the name is astonish-

ingly common round about this village. When any worshipper

supplicates for a boon, the pujari ^its a bilva leaf on the head of

the sanyasi's image, and if it shortly falls off tliis is taken as a

favourable sign.

Jami, ou tlie south hank of tlie Ohittivalasa river, is tlie most

populous village in the taluk, possessing 5,967 inhabitants. It

is a union, and contains many Brahmans. Drinking-water is

obtained from t]i(> riv(M- and the cremation ground is up-stream.

The slirine of the local goddess, a deification of a Brahman
woman who committed sati, is held in much local repute for the

benefits it is supposed to grant to the devout, and a large annual

festival is celebrated at it. Near it stand three slabs bearing

ancient sculptures of goddesses. The cotton carpets made in the

riUage are referred to on p. 123.
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Kasipuram, population 280, lies eight miles nearly north

of Srungavarapukota in a valley among the foot-hills. Its

Wednesday market is well known as a mart for hill produce.

It is the chief village of the inalienable and impartible estate

of the same name, which comprises all the agency portion of the

taluk. This, says Mr. Oarmichael, formed part of the ancient

barony of Srungavarapukota, belonging to the IVfukki family.

Like other petty chiefs, the Mukkis were evicted by Vizianag-

ram, bat in the general confusion consequent on the sequestration

of that zamindari in 1798 (p. 50), one of the old family, Mukki
Eajabhupala Razu, took forcible possession of Kasipuram.

In 17!)4, however, burying the old animosities, he was one

of the most active protectors of Narayana Razu, the young son

of the Raja of Vizianagram who had been slain in that year

(p. 5'i) at Padmanabham. When the Vizianagram zamindari

was restored in 1790, the Collector, unwilling to give its chiefs

any footing in the hills, kept the Kasipuram estate under his

own management and leased it first to the zamindar of Andra

and afterwards to one Sagi Tirapati Razu. The latter was

avowedly a servant or dependent of Vizianagram, and seeing*

this and that the property was too small to be made into a sepa-

rate zamindari estate, the Collector eventually assigned it, on a

separate sanad, to the Vizianagram family, whose property it

still remains. At Anantagirion the hills here, the Raja of Vizia-

nagram possesses a coffee estate under European management.

After his restoration to his estate in 1796, R^aja Narayana

Razu mentioned above took Virabhadra Razu, the son of his old

protector Rajabhupala R^zu, under his care, making him one of

his principal retainers and giving him an allowance of Rs. 200 a

month. When, however, he went to Benares in 1827 (p. 339)

and handed over his estate to the Collector, he by some mis-

chance omitted to include this allowance in the list of stipends

due to retainers. The omission was subsequently rectified, but

Virabhadra Razu cherished a grievance against the authorities,

and set himself to create disturbances with such energy that in

1882, when Mr. Russell arrived in the district on his special

commission, there was a reward of Rs. 5,000 on his head and the

residents in Waltair thought it necessary to post guards at their

houses, 'fhe troops sent after him by Mr. Russell burnt Kasi-

puram and chased Virabhadra Razu so relentlessly about the

hills that time after time he only escaped by his superior know-

ledge of the country and was often reduced to living on jungle

fruits. He was at last betrayed in January 18 "33 by one of his

own gang, tried by court martial and sentenced to death as a

rebel. Government, however, reduced the sentence to one of

CHAP. XV.

Srunga-
varapukota.
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CHAP. XV. imprisonment for life, and sent him to the fort of Gooty in the

jRLXGA- Anantapur district,* where so many of the rebels of the Nor-

thern Circars ended their days.

Srungavarapukota, the taluk liead-quarters, is a union of

5j862 inhabitauts, most uf wliom live in indifferent huts. It was

once the residence of the Mukki family referred to just above and

the remains of their old fort are still visible.

The local goddess, Yerakamma, is another deification of a

woman who committed sati. Ballads are sung about her which

say that she was the chQd of Dasari parents and that her birth

was foretold by a Terukala woman (whence her name) who pro-

phesied that she would have the gift of second siglit. She

eventually married, and one day she begged her husband not to

go to his field, as she was sure he would be killed by a tiger if he

did. Her husband went notwitlistanding, and was slain as she

had foreseen. She committed sati on the spot where her shrine

still stands, and at this there is a festival at Sivaratri.

Two miles west of the town, at the foot of an outlying spur of

the hills called Punyagiri, is a garden belonging to the Vizianag-

ram estate. A fliglit of steps said to have been built by one of

the Rajas leads up the In 11 to a wooded gully in which is a quaint

shrine to Dhara Gangarama consisting of a boulder poised on

two others between which trickles a small stream. A festival

takes place here a^. Sivaratri and the people then crowd to bathe

in this. Further up, the stream tumbles over a little fall which

is held sacred and under which the bones of the de.id are placed.

1 Asiatic Journal (1833), xii, 172-3.
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VfRAVrLLl TALUK

Adjoins Srungavarapukota on the south-west and, like it, lies CHAP. XV.
close under t'ne 3,000 feet plateau and includes the slopes of this Viravilli.

up to the main crest. The Minamalur g-hat (p 136) leads up to

the plateau from Miidgole. The area on the hills is inhabited

almost exclusively by Telug-us and contains scarcely any of the

real hill tribes The low country resembles the adjoining tracts

and includes only two places of interest :—

-

Chodavaram is the head-quarters of the taluk, the station

of a district munsif, and a union of 5,705 inhabitants. It con-

tains an old fort where little gold coins are sometimes found and
in which lies an ancient cannon, seven feet long.

In the small temple of Kesavasvami are six inscriptions of

which five (one of which is dated in Saka 1389, or A.D. 1467)

mention* Sriman Mahamandalesvara Pratapa Yallabha Eaja,

who, from his title Mahamandalesvara, must have been some
local chief and not a ruling king Perhaps he built the fort.

Hanging from a tree in the deputy tahsildar's compound is

cue of the old iron cages in which {of. p. 313) the bodies of noto-

rious criminals used to be gibbeted after execution. It was

formerly suspended from a gallows, but this rotted to pieces and

it was then brought to its present situation. It was made for

the body of one Asi Dora, mokhasadar of Pedda Madina, who

was hanged in March 1 840 for the murder, on the night of 6th

March 1837, of Kasturi Appayya Pantulu, the Collector's sheris-

tadar, as he was returning from office in a palanquin. It appears

that after the Vizianagram estate was placed under the manage-

ment of the Collector in 1S27 (p. 339), endeavours, in which the

sheristadar was very active, were made (see p. 176) to assess to

kattubadi the numerous mokhasas and inams which up to then

had escaped rent-free. Tiie murder was a result of the unpopu-

larity which the sheristadar incurred in consequence, and the

Grovernment gave his widow a life pension of Rs. 105 a month,

being half the salary her husband was drawing at the time of his

death.

Madgole (Madugula) : A union of 8,952 inhabitants lying

eleven miles north-west of Chodavaram, close under the hills nea)

tlie foot of the Minamalur ghat. Its position makes it an

important mart for the produce of the hills.

1 See Sewell's Lists of Antiquities, i, 18.
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CHAP. XV. It is the head-quarters of the inalienable and impartible ancient

VfRAvii.ij. zamindari of the same naiue. This comprises tlie agency portion

of the taluk, which in consequence is often called ' Hill Madgole.'

The iladgole zamindars claim to be descended from the rulers

of Matsya Desa (' the fish country ', cj. p. 28). They are

installed at Paderu on a stone throne shaped like a fish, display

a fish on their banners, use a figure of a fish as their signature,

and zealously protect from harm the mahseer in the Matsya

gundam (' fish pool ') referred to on p. 285 above. Some of their

dependents wear earrings shaped like a fish. Other accounts

say that they came to this country with the founder of the

Jeypore family, whose cousins they were, who gave them the

Madgole country as a fief, and the title of Bhupati (' lord of the

earth ') which they still bear.

No details of their history survive until 1770, when, says

^Ir. Carmichael, Linga Bhtipati, the then zamindar, joined in the

general revolt against the power of Vizianagram (p. 46), was

dispossessed by Sitarama Razu with the aid of the Company's

troops, and fled with his family to Jeypore, where he eventually

died. Sitarama is said to have made the oblong brick fort with

five bastions at Madgole within which is the present residence

of the zamindars. The Circuit Committee (p. 167) said in 1784

that it had been constructed after the European model by

bricklayers from Madras and was then garrisoned with a

battalion, about 1,000 strong, dressed and armed in the

European manner.

After the Raja of Vizianagram was slain at Padmanabham
in 1794 (p. 53), the Collector recalled the Madgole family

from their exile at Jeypore and gave the estate to Jaganndtha,

the paternal nephew of the Linga Bhupati mentioned above.

His title was contested by Appala Bhupati, an illegitimate son

of his uncle; the claim was rejected; but the pretender managed
to collect the revenue of the hill villages and to give a great

deal of trouble, fu 1803 the permanent settlement was made
with Jaganndtha Bhupati.

In 1813 the estate was sold for arrears and bought for

Rs. 5,000 by one Uhintalapati Razu, who transferred it in the

next year to Chinchilada Venkata Rdzu. In 1814 this man sold

the Chidikada subdivision (which however returned to the

estate in 1821) and in 1817 he transferred the rest of the property
to Linga Bliiipati, eldesG son of Jagannatha. Linga Bhiapati

was succeeded in 1831 by his eldest wife, R4mayya, who in the

following year transferred the estate to her husband's half

brother, Ilarihara, who died the same year and was followed by
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his brother Krishna Bhtipati. In 1833 the zaraindari was again CHAP. XV.

sold for arrears ; was bought by Government for Rs. 1,000; but Vieatii-li.

in 1834 was handed back to Krishna Bh<ipati on his tendering

the amount outstanding.

In 1833 the latter had again alienated the Ohidik^da sub-

division, selling it to one Mandapdka Jagannayakulu. This man
transferred it in 1835 to the Raja of Bobbili, wlio in 1836 also

bought the Jaganndthapuram subdivision. These two estates

are still separate properties. In i 848 the then Raja of Bobbili

gave them to his sister's husband Inuganti RajagopalRao, whose

widow retransferred them to him in 1856. In 1862 he conveyed

them to Sitardmasvdmi, the son of another sister. The present

Mahdraja of Bobbili, who is the adoptive grandson of the above

Rdjagopal Rao, afterwards brought a suit to recover the property,

which was carried as far as the Privy Council ^ but was

unsuccessful, and the two estates now belong to Inuganti Chinna
Sitardmasvdmi, who succeeded to them in 1898 as the heir of

Sitaramasvami's widow.

Krishna Bhupati held Madgole from 1834 until 1870, when
he mortgaged the whole estate to the Maharaja of Jeypore for

sixteen years in consideration of a loan of five lakhs. He died

on Christmas Day 1875, and left two widows (sisters) named
respectively Sita and Nilamaui, a daughter called Amrai Devi

who was married to the -Jeypore Rajahs brother, but no sou.

The two widowed Rdnis were registered as his joint succes-

sors, but they quarrelled, serious affrays occurred between their

retainers, a vakil named Lingam Lakshm.iji who had sub-leased

the estate from Jeypore was stated to be defrauding them, and
eventually in 1877 the estate was taken under the management
of the Court of Wards. In 1880, however, the junior Rani was
removed from the protection of the Court by an order of the

High Coui't.

Meanwhile the senior Hani, in virtue of authority given her

by the will of the late zainiudar, had adopted as a sou a boy

belonging to the Jeypore family. The junior Rdni disputed the

legality of the step, i)ut the High Court upheld th^ adoption and
ill 1885 the boy was con.^equently made a ward of court and the

estate treated as his property. The Privy Council, however, set

asi le the adoption -.and in 1888 the I'ollector was instructed to

hand the estate over to the senioi- Raui (the junior Raui had died

in 1886 leaving a granddaughter named '-ajendramani Devi;,

who held it until her death in May 1901. She was succeeded by

' I.L.R., XXI II Marlra*, 49-65.

2 I.L.H., XI Madras, 48C.
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CHAP. XV. Rdj^ndramani D^vi and Mukunda Deo (adopted son of Krishna

7i»AviLLi. Deo, son of the daughter of Linga Blmpati mentioned above),

who divided the property. Their succession is now disputed in

a civil suit brought hj one Linga Bhupati, who sajs he is the

grandson (through an adopted son) of the Ramajja above

mentioned. Mukunda Deo died in February 1905, and his widow

Chandramani holds his share of the estate.

Meanwhile, in 1882, the account running between the

zamindar and the Maharaja of Jeypore had been balanced by a

committee appointed by the Collector, and showed that the

former owed the latter some Ks. 6,07,000. In 1890 it was

agreed that the Maharaja should accept Rs. 3,53,000 in settlement

of all his claims and that the repayment of this sum with interest

at 4^ per cent, should be secured by the mortgage with possession

to the Maharcija of 68 villages of the estate. This mortgage is

still running, and the estate is thus divided into two parts, of

which one is administered by the Maharaja of Jeypore and the

other, which includes the hiU villages, by the Madgole family.

All this litigation, mortgaging and changing of management

naturally had the worst possible effect on the administration of

the estate, which became a byword for inefficiency. the hold

over the hill muttadars maintained by the senior Rani (Sita)

who died in 1901 was most ineffectual ; and they quarrelled

among one another, bullied their tenants and defied their suzerain

until the District Officers were forced to interfere and remove

some and punish others. Matters have improved but little since,

and it has been necessary to warn the present holders of the estate

that they will be held responsible for any trouble that may arise

in the hills owing to their unsuitable methods of managing that

oountry.
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VIZAGAPATAM TALUK.

ViZAQAPATAM is the smallest taluk in the district and, next to CHAP. XV.

the ordinary tracts in Palkonda, the most densely populated. VizAGArATAM,

Its inhabitants increased at a relatively higher rate than those

of any other taluk both in the decade 1891-1901 and in the

thirty years ending with 1901. It contains more Musalmans

and Christians than any other taluk, and its people are also

better educated than those of any other. It is a picturesque

tract. The coast line is broken by the bold headland called

the Dolphin's Nose (1,174 feet above the sea), the hills which

run down to the shore by Lawson's Bay, just north of Waltair,

and the Sugar-loaf hill which separates this from the bay just

beyond it; and inland stands the Simhachalam range of rounded

red hills and its continuation northward towards Bimlipatam.

The Simhachalam temple and the head-quarters are the chief

places of interest within the taluk.

Simhachalam ('the lion hill'), which rises to about

800 feet above the sea, stands just north of Vizagapatam.

Near the top of the north side of it, in a wooded hollow surrounded

by a wide circle of higher ground, is the temple to Narasimha,

the man-lion incarnation of Vishnu, which gives the hill its

name. This is the most famous, richest, and best sculptured

shrine in Vizagapatam, and in its honour numbers of the people

of the district are named Simhachalam, Simhadri, Narasimha

and so on. From the hollow in which it stands, a deep glen,

watered by a rivulet and clothed with many trees in striking

contrast to the bare flanks of the rest of the hill, runs down to

the foot of the northern slope, where, about ten miles by road

from Vizagapatam, is a rose-garden which h traditionally declared ^

to have been planted by the well-known Sitarama Rdzu of

Vizianagram and is watered from the rivulet. The Rajas of

Vizianagram have been wardens of the shrine for over two

centuries and have endowed it with land worth some Es. 30,000

per annum.

The way up to the temple runs along the glen from near the

rose-garden, through terraced fields of pine-apples dotted with

mango, jack and other trees. It passes up a broad flight of well-

kept stone steps, over a thousand in number, on either side of

which traea have been planted to give shade and a rill runs in a

^ Mackenzie MSS., Local Records, iv, 265-9,
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CHAP. XV. stone channel to refresh weary pilgrims. At frequent intervals

\ izAGAPATAM- are images of the various Hindu gods in little niches, and on

festival days the steps are lighted from top to bottom. The
steps eventually reach the narrow mouth of the glen, and here

the path is barred bj a bold portal called Hanuman's gate, by

the side of which the rivulet which passes clown the glen is led

into two pools where pilgrims bathe before they continue the

ascent. This gate w;is apparently part of the fortifications which

in former days guarded the temple and other remains of which

may be traced on the high ground surrounding it. Tradition

says that these included as many as 24 bastions.

Passing through Hanuman'p gate, the pilgrim traverses a

narrow part of the glen where the rivulet is led through pipes

and channels over several artificial cascades surrounded by more
sculptures of the gods, and at length reaches the amphitheatre in

which, on a terrace partly cut out of the hill-side, stands the

temple itself.

The local sthala vurdna contains a mythical account of the

foundation of the building which relates the well-known story of

how the demon Hiranya-Kasyapa, furious with his son Prahldda's

devotion to his pet aversion Vishnu, had the boy thrown into the

sea and Simhachalam hill placed on top of him ; how Yishnu in

his man-lion incarnation went to the youth's rescue, stood on one

side of the h.ill and tipped it up so that the boy could crawl out

on the other ; and how Prahlada in his gratitude founded this

shrine.

The exact age of the temple is not known, but it contains an

inscription, dated as far back as 1098-99 A.D., of the Chola

king: Kulottunga I who conquered the Kalinga territories (see

p. 27), and it must thus have been a place of importance even

then. Another inscription shows that a queen of the Velaudndu

chief Gonka III (1137-56) covered the image with gold ; a third

says that the Eastern Ganga king Narasiuiha I built the central

shrine, the mukhamandapam, the natyamandapara, and the

enclosing verandah in black stone in I "^67-68; and the many
other grants inscribed on its walls (the G-overnraent Epigrapliist's

lists for 1.S99 give no less than 1 25 of these) make it a regular

repository of the history of the district. The records left here by

the victorious Krishna Deva of Vijayanagar have been referred

to on p. 28 above.

Architecturally the temple apparently deserves high praise.

Europeans are not admitted within the central enclosure, but this

is said to contain a square shrine surmounted by a high tower, a

portico in front with a smaller tower above it, a square sixteen-
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pillared mandapain (called the mukhamandapam) facing tliis, r;HAP. XV.

aad an enclosing- verandali, all made of dark granite richly and VizAc^PATiM.

delicately carved with conventional and floral ornament and

scenes fro in the Vaislinavit(? pardnas. These are doubtless the

work of the Narasiraha I referred to above. Much of the carving

is mutilated (by Muhammadan conquerors, it is said) and much

more has been covered over with a thick coat of plaster at the

order, it is Locally declared, of a Raja of Vizianagram, whose wife

was disgusted at its indecencies. One of the pillars is called the

kappam stambham or ' tribute pillar.' It is credited with great

powers of curing cattle-disease and granting children, and the

right to collect the numerous tributes paid to it in consequence is

annually sold by auction. In the verandah is a stone car with

stone wheels and prancing stone horses. The image of the god

is small and is kept covered with an unctuous preparation of

sandal paste. Once a year, in May, this is removed with much
ceremony at the festival called Chandanayatra.

Outside this inner enclosure there is little worthy of note

except the excellent natyamandapara on the north side of the

temple, where the god's marriage is performed and which is also

the work of Narasimha I. This is supported by 96 pillars of

black stone, arranged in sixteen rows of six each, which are more

delicately carved than any others in the temple, are all different

in the details of their design, and yet avoid incongruity of etfect

by adhering to one gcDeral type—-especially in their capitals,

which are usually of the inverted-lotus shape.

Vizagapatam : The head-quarters of the taluk and district

and a municipality of 40,892 inhabitants. The municipal limits

(see the map attached) include the suburb of Waltair, where the

European officials reside and several of the zamindars of the

district have bungalows. The history and achievements of the

municipal council have already been referred to on p. 215 above
;

the medical and educational institutions in the town are men-

tioned in Chapters IX and X respectively ; its arts and industries

in Chapter VI; and its jail in Chapter Xlll. Besides the

officers usually found at a district head-quarters, the place is the

station of a Superintending Kngineer, Conservator of Forests,

Deputy Commissioner of Salt, A.bkari and Customs, Deputy
Inspector-General of Police, Inspector of Schools, Inspectress of

Girls' Schools and Port Officer, and is the head-quarters of the

Bishop of the Roman Catholic diocese of Vizagapatam and of

sections of both the Madras and Bengal-Nagpur railways.

The town is built along the shore of a wide bay, five miles

across, which is bounded on the south by the Dolphin's Nose
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CHAP. XV. headland already mentioned and on the north by a small point

VizAGvPATAM. which sepurates it from the picturesque little cove called Lawsoi-i's

Bay after the Patrick fiawson, Commander of the Lord Hohart

indiaman, who lies buried (1820) in the old cemetery. Viza-

gupatam proper lies at the southern end of this bay and Waltair

at the northern, and between them, along the shore, runs a fine

road wliich opens up a whole series of splendid (but so far greatly

neglected) building sites.

Immediately north of the Dolphin^s Nose is a small river

called the Qpputeru (' salt river ') which drains a land-locked

tidal swamp four square miles in extent and the land behind it,

and flows to the sea over a sandy bar of the usual kind. This

swamp, which (see the map) is crossed by the railway line leading

to the port, runs along the west side of Vizagapatam town and

crowds it into a narrow triangle at the apex of which is a small

eminence called Ross' Hill and at its base a higher and larger

height formed of rock but covered with blown sand. Close under

the west side of this latter runs the main bazaar-street leading

north-eastwards to Waltair, a clean, bright, well-built line of

houses wearing a prosperous air.

Waltair, which includes not onl}?^ the native village of that

name, but all the area between ' Rock House ' on the map and

the northern extremity of the municipality, is built on a stretch

of very broken ground which runs up to about 250 feet above the

sea and is partly barren, rocky soil dotted with black boulders

and stunted scrub and partly a curious vivid red earth. Towards
the sea, the latter has been worn by the streams which cross it

(see the map) into a series of impassable crevasses and gullies

separated from one another by hummocks and pinnacles of

fantastic shapes. The scene from this high ground is probably

the most beautiful on the east coast of India. The sombre
purples of the Dolphin's Nose on the south, the vivid chrome-

yellow of the blown sand on the hill above Vizagapatam, the olive-

coloured slopes of the scrub-covered heights scattered with

glossy apple-green palmyras, the bright red soil running down to

the eea and the dark trees at the northern end of the bay, backed
as they all are by the brilliant turquoise of the Bay with its

white edge of breakers, make up an unrivalled blaze of colour.

The climate and temperature of this part of the place have already

been referred to (p. 14). Among natives its air is reputed

to be beneficial in lung troubles ; and it is threatened in

consequence with an invasion of Bengalis, who have already

occupied several of ite better houses.
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The Dolphin's Nose is known to the natives as * Blackmore's CHAP. XV.

hill.' In 1801 Captain Thomas Blackmore, of the Artillery Vizaqapatam.

stationed at Vizagapatam, obtained a grant from the Company
for 44 acres of land oa the hill (on which, ' some years before,'

he had built a house) and also permission to ' occupy, enclose

and embellish the declivity of the hill next the sea.' This house

was perhaps the building of which the ruins still stand on the

very top of the hill near the banyan tree. The remains of found-

ations by the neighbouring flagstaff seem to show that there was

also once a battery there, and from this were perhaps taken the

ten old cannon which have been used to anchor the guy-ropes of

the flagstaff and ornament the doorway of the enclosure round it.

It is stated ' that there was onco a light-house here, and that it

was blown down in the cyclone of 1876 referred to on p. 154.

Itower down the hill, on the side facing the town, are the ruins

of a bungalow built, on Ian 1 granted him by the Collector in

1856, by Mr. J. W. McMurray, Treasury Deputy Collector, who
died in Vizagapatam in 188:-J and is buried in the Regimental

Lines cemetery. Below this is the so-called ' Dutch Battery '

mentioned on p. 44. N^ear it, washed by the surf, is a ca^'^e

which is fabulously supposed to run inland for miles. The sea is

declared to have made great encroachments on the point of the

Dolphin's NTose, and tradition says that the people of Yerrada,

the village at its southern foot, used to be able to walk round

the headland to Vizagapatam. They now come over its crest by

the paved path which leads up there. The sea has undoubtedly

encroached near the ' Dutch Battery ' and it also threatened to

eat away the sand in front of the sea-customs office, but was

checked by the series of loose stone groins (still visible) which

Sir Arthur (then Major) Cotton put down in 1844. The river

between the Dolphin's Nose and the town is crossed by a

passenger ferry at its mouth and also by a pontoon ferry higher

up, on the road to Anakdpalle. The latter replaces the Turner

pontoon bridge referred to on p. 135.

The tidal swamp or backwater drained by the river is

completely sheltered on the south by the Dolphin's N^ose and the

hills behind it, and on the other sides is also protected by lesser

and more distant heights. Proposals to turn it into a harbour

have consequently been long debated. Borings show that a deep

navigable channel 100 yards wide could be cut through it without

difficulty, and the chief problem is the removal of the sand bar

at the mouth of the river, which, though periodically scoured out

by floods, carries only from two to three feet of water at low tide

at certain [seasons of the year.

^ Manual of Administration, iii, 280.
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("lUAP. XV. The authoritative account of the difficulties involved and the

7IZA0APATAM. reiuedies for them is the report on Vizagapatam Harbour InvesH-

gatiom written by Mr. A. T. Mackenzie of the Public Works
department in 1890 at the close of a year's special work on the

subject. He considers that the bar and the sea-bottom outside

it chnng-e but little from year to year ; that the currents outside

the bar are so vai'iable and of so low a velocity as to affect the

position but slightly ; that the range of tide is small (generally

under five feet and much less on an average) so that the scour

from the backwater cannot be expected to do much to keep the

bar open; that this scour has been diminished by the reclamations

made and attempted in the backwater ; and that the sand

on the bar is brought by the south-west, and partly denuded

by the north-east, monsoon—so that the bar shallows daring

the former and deepens during the latter. The conclusion he

comes to is that a groin from the end of the Dolphin's N^ose,

running first eastwards and then north-eastwards, would stop

the formation of the bar, which is produced by waves acting

on sand from the south. The cost of the groin he estimates

roughly at Rs. l.OOO per foot run, or 30 lakhs for 3,000 feet. The

probability of the completion in the near future of the line from

Vizianagram to Raipur has brought the proposals for a harbour

mtu the field of pra-^tical politics, and the question of the action

which should be taken is now under consideration.

Tlie chief of the attempted reclamations in the swamp above

referred to was undertaken by a Roman Catholic Bishop of Vizaga-

patam who obtained . ,000 acres of the swamp on certain conditions

regarding the extent to be periodically reclaimed. Beyond the

building of an embankment (now dilapidated) round this,

nothing has been done in the way of reclamation; but the

embankment restricts the area of the tidal gathering-ground and

so lessens the daily scour across the bar. The railway line has a

similar effect. 'J'lie land which is now the municipal sewage farm

was partly reclaimed by convict-labour between lc72 and 187-">.

Ships ased to be built there in former days. Loading and

unloading at the port is now done by masula boats from the

north side of the river. A stone jetty and two cranes assist.

Steamers anchor comparatively close to the shore in 6^ to 8

fathoms. In 1891 a landing and shipping fees committee was

started under Act 111 of 1885. The trade ot the port is referred

to on p. 120. Native schooners, which used to be numerous, have

been ousted by the steamers and the railway. The port office

occupies the site of the old ice-house. Five European firms are

represented at the place.
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Just behind the jetties and the port office are Ross' Hill and CHAP. XT.

two other knolls occupied respectively by a Roman Catholic VizAOAPAfAn.

church, a Hindu temple, and a Musahnan mosque, all in close

proximity. Mr. Ross was a Sub-Judg-e who (notwithstanding-

some opposition from the Musalmaas) built a bungalow, about

1848, on the hill which bears his name. The Roman Catholic

Mission bought the property in 1867 and erected a church on the

site. This was afterwards enlarged and opened in 1877. The
darga to wliich the mosque is attached is widely known. It is

the tomb of Saiyad All Medina alias Ishak Medina, and ] I Indus

make vows at it as often as Musalmans. The saint is considered

to be all potent over the elements in the Bay of Bengal. Mr.
Carmichael says that when he wrote (1869) every vessel passing

the harbour iuwards or outwards used to salute the saint by hoist-

ing and lowering its flag three times, that many a silver dhoni

was presented to him by Hindu ship-owners after a successful

voyage, and that in a suit between a Komati owner of a vessel

and his Muhammadan skipper about a settlement of accounts, the

latter charged for a purse of rupees vowed to the darga during a

hurricane and the former disputed the item solely on the ground
that the vow had never been discharged ; and never questioned the

propriety of conciliating the old fakir in dirty weather.

The actual history of the darga and mosque is forgotten. The
inscriptions in and about them might afPord information if deci-

phered. The inamdars in charge of them, who hold the Yerrada

and Devada villages for their upkeep, stated in a recent suit '

that the date of the grant of the inam was prior to 1706. The
early records of the English settlement at Vizagapatam speak

of the frequent visits paid to the place by the Faujdars of

Chicacole.

The southernmost part of Vizagapatam, in the apex of the

triangle already referred to, is still known as ' the Fort.' Its

former defences have been mentioned on p. 44 above and the

map there given shows what immense changes a century and a

half have effected in tlie place. The old fort itself evidently

occupied much of the open green which now lies between the

Collector's office, the District Court and the light-house.

Pharoah's Gazetteer (1855) speaks as if it was still in existence

then and says ' within the fort are the barracks for the European

invalid soldiers, the arsenal, the officers' quarters and various

public buildings. Immediately outside the fort gate, and in an

open space, near which the pettah commences, is the garrison and
European Veteran Company hospital, an upstair building. * Not

* O.S. No. 16 of 1902 on the District Conrfg file.

42
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CHAP. XV. a vestige of the fortifications survives, but tlie garrison lioepital

VizAQiPATAM. is tlie building now occupied by Messrs. Simpson & Co. tlie

' open space ' is doubtless that in which stands the bronze statue

of the late Queen-Empress, given to the town by M.R.Ry.

A. V. Jagga Rao in 1904 ; the invalid barrack (after being in

turn a medical store, the Collector's treasury and the quarters of

two medical warrant oiRcers) has now become the Volunteer

armoury and reading-room ; and the arsenal is the Collector's

office.

The history of the District Court building is alluded to on

p. V.07. The Collector's office was at one time in the building

(now the property of M.R.Ry. Dharma Eao Nayuduj which was

afterwards occupied by the Waltair Orphan Asylum ; was

removed to the house now used as Messrs. Arbuthnot's office ; and

at the end of 1873 was transferred to its present quarters. These

are most inconvenient, and a new building is to be put up on the

sand-hill on one of the fine sites already mentioned overlooking

the sea.

The Waltair Orphan Asylum {alias the Vizagapatam Male

and Female Orphan Asylum) was founded in lbl7 by the Rev.

C. Church, Chaplain. It was remodelled in 183 L and was subse-

quently described as being intended ' to afford a shelter and home
to destitute children, orphans and foundlings of the Northern

Circars, and to provide for the maintenance of the offspring

and descendants of the men of the Carnatic Veteran Battalion

who were disbanded in 1842 and who left their children and

grandchildren in a state of destitution.' In the sixties of

the last century it contained some 5U inmates and in 1863 the

new orphanage above mentioned was built for it. It afterwards

declined in prosperity and eventually, ia 1894, was abolished, the

few orphans remaining in it being sent to other asylums and the

bunding being sold.

Facing the Collector's office is the light-house, the light on

which (formerly at Santapilly) was removed liither in 1902 and is

a wliite dioptric light of the fourth order, flashing ever}' twenty

seconds and visible twelve miles at sea in clear weather. Near

it is the lioraan Catholic cliurch of the Sacred Heart of Jesus,

built in 1887. The cathedral of St. Anne's, a brick building in

Gothic stylo erected in 1^54, stands (see tlie map) on higher

ground to the north.

Adjoining the Collector's office is St. John's, the Church of

England place of worship. It was built in 1844 by Sir Arthur

Cotton and consecrated in 1846. St, Paul's church in Waltair, it
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may here be mentioned, was built in 1838 by Captain J, H. Bell. CHAP. xV.

The belfry was blown clown in the cyclone of 1870 (p. 153) and Vizagapatam.

rebuilt by Government.

North of the fort, in a lane off the bazaar-street, chocked up

by houses, is the old cemetery, often wrongly called ' the Dutch..

Cemetery.' There are no Dutch tombs in it, but it is the last

resting-place of many of those who luade Vizagapatam history

and the burials date from 1699 to 1623. Among the graves are

those of four Chiefs of the settlement, Simon Holcombe (1705),

Sandys Davis (1734), Charles Simpson (1741) and Alexander

Davidson (1791) ; of Kingsford Venner, a cadet of 19 who was

killed in the sepoy mutiny of 1780 (p. 47) ; of John Dykes, a

young seaman of H.M.S. Centurion, 50 guns, who was killed in

a stirring fight in the Vizagapatam roads on the 18th September

1804, between his ship and a French man-of-war of 80 gans

aided by two frigates, which resulted in the enemy being beaten

off; ^ and of Benjamin Roebuck (1809), builder of the Mint at

Madras and the docks at Coringa, who was sent to Vizagapatam

as a punishment for supposed complicity in the scandals con-

nected with the debts of the Nawab of the Carnatic.^

North-east of the fort, on excellent sites facing the sea,

are the new office of the deputy tahsildar and the Town Hall

presented to the place by the Maharaja of Bobbili to comme-
morate the late Queen-Empress' diamond jubilee. They stand

on land which used to be occupied by a very dirty fishermen's

hamlet called Jdlaripeta. In 1896-99 the houses in this were

bought up at a cost of Rs. 27,000 and the fishermen transferred

to a site across the river purchased and improved at a cost of

Rs. 9,000. The fisher people, however, died at such a rate in

their new quarters that in 1900 they were brought back and

settled on a new site on the sand-hill.

On this hill are the civil hospital (see p, 157), the Mrs. A. V.

Narasinga Rao college (p. 161), the site destined for the medical

school and the Gajapati Rao poor-house. This last was started

in 1863 by the then voluntary municipal association, was

managed by a committee from 1866 till 187), when it was taken
over by the municipality ; fell to a committee again between
1878 and 1886, when the council once more assumed charge;

and in 1899 was taken over by Maharaja Sir Gajapati Rao,

The Turner Chattram and the new market, both in the

ba2aar-street, have been referred to elsewhere. Daba Gardens,

' See Col. Campbell's letter describing the fight iu Asiatic Annual Register

for 1805, 32,

* More particulars of the various graves will be found iu Mr. J. J. Cotton"**

List of Inscriptions on Madras Tombs,
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OHAP. XV. the residence of M.R.R7. A. V. Jaoga Eao (see p. 220), contains

TizAGAPATAM. the (xodc Venkata lagga Rao observatory. This was established

in 1841 by the gentleman whose name it bears who l^p. 220)

had imbibed a taste for astronomy from his tutor, the then

Government Astronomer. He erected the existing tlagstatf on

tlie Dolphin's Nose, tlie Hag on wliich us.'d to be hauled down
precisely at 9 a.m. to set the time for the station. After his

death his daughter, Mrs. A. V. Narasinga Rao, and her husband

added largely to the equipment of the observatory and the

institution began the contribution to tlie Bengal and Grovern-

ment of India Meteorological departments of the series of

observations which is still continued. In 1884 Mrs. Narasinga

Eao proposed to endow the institution with a fund of three lakhs

and hand it over to trustees under the control of the Madras

Grovernment. G-overnment did not find themselves able to

accept the position, but eventually, iu 1895, the Government of

India ^ vested the observatory, the Dolphin's Nose Hagstaif and

the three lakhs in the Madras Treasurer of Charitable Endow-
ments and the immediate management of the iustitution in a

committee comprising the Collector for the time being, the

Meteorological Reporters to the Government'^ of Madras and

Bengal, the Government Astronomer and others. Subsequently

M.E.Rj. A. V. Jagga Eao regained control of the obserratorj

and its endowment. The instruments there include a 6-inch

equatorial, a 3- inch transit instrument, a sidereal clock and a

photographic telescope.

Facing Daba Gardens is the old parade-ground, now used by

the police. The lines of the two infantry regiments which used

to be stationed in Vizagapatam were near this, on the other side

of the road to VValtair. With Es. 10,000 presented by the late

Maharaja Sir Gajapati Eao and after his death by his widow,

the site of these has recently been cleared and levelled, and the

hamlet growing up on it is called Maharanipeta. A road leads

from it across the slopes of the sand-hill to the road along the

shore.

Near this hamlet is Surya Bdgh, the residence of the Rani of

VVadhwan (p. 221), just north of which, at the junction of the

roads to Waltair and to Bimlipatam stands the cemetery usually

called ' the Eegimental Lines cemetery,' or, from the inscription

over its gateway, the Mors j'anua vitte cemetery. This was

consecrated by Bishop Spencer in 1847. The tombs in it date

from 1819 to 1883, and include those of two Collectors of the

' See the fuller account of the matter iu the Report ou the obsefvatorj

for 1895.
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district (John Smith, 182'4, and AVilliam Mason, 1884, the name- CHAP. XV.

father of ' Mason's House ' in Waltair) and of many military officers Vizagapatam.

belonging to the troops formerly stationed in Vizagapatam.

The Protestant cemetery no^v in use is near the District Jail

and was consecrated by Bishop Gell in J 864. The oldest

Hjuropean tomb in Waltair is that by the side of the road a little

below the Club. The natives call it Ghanudu goli or • great

man's tomb ' and say it is haunted, but uo one knows who is

buried under it. One story says it covers the body of a French-

man killed at Bussy's capture of Vizagapatam in 1757^ but, as

has been seen (p. 45), the place was taken then without a

shot being fired.

Of the origins of the various bungalows in Waltair no records

are traceable, mainly because the land is zamindari property. The
Waltair estate wat one of those carved out of the old havili land

and sold by auction iu 1802 (p. 170). It was bought, says

Mr. Carmichael, by Mosalakanti Venkoji, a high official in the

Collector's cutcherry, who died in 1821, leaving two minor sons.

The Court of Wards managed the property until 1833, when it

was handed over to the elder son, Yenkata Narayaua Rao, who
was followed in 1859 by Venkata Jagannatha Bao, On his

death in 1873 the estate was divided into the three j^roperties

of Allipuram, Maddilapalem and Waltair, and in 1888 the

Guntuboyinapalem village of the latter was sold and made into

yet another separate property.

It has already (p. 42) been seen that the first move to

Waltair was made by the Company in 1727 for the reason that

the water there was excellent for bleaching the cloths made by

their weavers. The golf links are still called by the natives

Chalavalu, which means ' bleaching.' Eound about them are the

ruins of several^bnngalows occupied in the old days by the officers

of the Northern Division of the Madras Command, and down

by the sea are the ruins of their swimming-bath and of the well

from which it was filled. Vizagapatam was the head-quarters of

the Northern Division until its abolition in June 1878, and the

troops stationed there included the General (who lived in what is

now the Judge's bungalow) and his staff, two Native Infantry

regiments and their officers and the officers commanding the

European Veteran Company.

West of Waltair rises a bare, whale-backed spur of the

Simhachalam hills, about 1,600 feet above the sea, which goes

by the names of Kailasa and ' Thomas' Folly.' In 1871

Mr. E. 0. Gr. Thomas, Judge of Vizagapatam, built himself

quarters on the top of this and used to go down every morning
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CHAP. XV. to the foot of it in a tonjon, be driven thence to his court, and

VizAGAPATAM. tidc up pgain at night. When Government were looking about

for a sanitarium for Calcutta in 1872, he wrote to them bringing

the place to notice and stating that it was quite free from fever,

possessed of good soil, covered with interesting plants, contained

space for 100 houses, was from ten to fourteen degrees cooler

than Vizagapatam, and had a most invigorating climate. He
had bj then laid out Us. 6,000 in roads, reservoirs (there was no

spring higher than half way up the hill) and temporary buildings,

and the Maharaja of Vizianagram (owner of the hill) had

erected, at a similar cost, a permanent house which Mr. Thomas
rented. The remains of this last are still visible from Waltair.

Grovernment called for the opinion of the Collector, Superin-

tending Engineer and Zilla Surgeon on the place. They

reported that the water difficulty was serious, the place cramped,

the diflference of temperature only four degrees, the building

sites exposed, the evening mists unpleasant and the absence of

any shade a drawback. Government accordingly decided in

1873 to spend no money on the hill.
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VIZIANAGRAM TALUK.

Resembles in general appearance the rest of tlie low country CHAP. XV.
of tlie district, consisting of a plain of red soil scattered with red Viziaxaqram.

hills. The most prominent of the latter stand just north and

west of Vizianagram town.

Next to those of Vizagapatam, the people of the takik are

better educated than any others in the district and increased at a

relatively faster rate both in the decade 1891-1901 and in the

thirty years ending with 1901.

There are two places of interest in the taluk :

—

Ramatirtham lies about eight miles north-east of Vizia-

nagram and contains 986 inhabitants. North of it stand two

hills which are in striking contrast to the rounded red heights so

common in this district, and consist of bare, solid rock, dotted

with tors and worn into sheer precipices like the hills of the

Deccan. The nearer of these is called Bodikonda, or ' bald hill.^

On the top of the western end of it is a ruined brick shrine in

which stand three images of Jain tirthankaras, some 1^ to 3 feet

high, neatly carved out of the local garnetiferous gneiss. They
are of the ordinary nude, seated, cross-legged, contemplative

type, have the usual long ear-lobes, triple crowns and chamaras,

and rest one foot on a figure of the animal which is their cogni-

zance. Higher up this hill, under an immense overhanging

rock, is another much mutilated Jain image.

On the hill next to the north, known as Gurubhaktudukonda,

are three more slabs (one broken) bearing other sculptures of the

same class.

At the western foot of Durgikonda, the second of the bare

hills above referred to, under a great overhanging rock wc ithered

into smooth rounded curves which look almost as if they were

due to the action of running water, are yet other Jain remains.

On the rock is carved a small, standing, nude in^age, beside

which is a much defaced inscription which the Government Epi-

graphist says is a record of an Eastern Chdlukya king who is

probably identical with the Vimaldditya who reigned from 1011

to ] 022 A.D. Near it lie two slabs, on one of which is sculptured

another standing Jain image, behind whom curls a cobra with

expanded hood playing above the head of the figure, and on the

other a greatly mutilated sculpture of the same class. Above
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CHAP. XV. these, in a rounded alcove formed by the weathering of the rockj

Vizi.\NAGBAM. is a third and smaller slab on which is cut a seated Jain figure.

These sculptures form the onlj Jain relics which have so far

been brought to notice in the plains of this district. No local

legends connect the Jains with the place, and the village is chiefly

known nowadays for its modern temple to Eama and the sacred

Eamatirthara, fed by a spring, which lies close by this.

Vizianagram, the second largest town in the district, is a

rapidly growing municipality of 37,270 inhabitants, the head-

quarters of the deputy tahsildar, the Divisional Officer and

the Etija of Vizianagram, and a station on the Bential-Nagpur

railway which will probably bo the point at which the railway

from Eaipur will join the coast system. A Native Infantry

regiment used to be stationed there, but the cantonment was

abolished at the end of 1905. The town does much trade with

the hni tracts to the west and with the port of Bimlipatam, and

between 1871 and 1901 its population increased by no less than

84 per cent. The improvements in the place effected by the

municipal council and the Vizianagram zamindars have been

mentioned in Chapter XIV, the principal medical and educational

institutions in Chapters IX and X respectively, and the climate

in Chapter 1.

Vizianagram consists of two parts—the native town surround-

ing the fort on the east and the former cantonment and civil

station on the west. These are separated from one another by
the Pedda Cheruvu (' large tank ') which never dries up, irrigates

a considerable area of wet land, supplies numerous wells sunk on

its shores and is a famous sanctuary for wildfowl.
" The civil station and deserted cantonment are neatly and

regularly laid out with shady roads running at right angles to

one another leading past numerous (often empty) bungalows in

pleasant compounds. On high ground to the west of them, stands

the old parade-ground, bounded on one side by ancient trees and
a line of bungalows, and faced by the buildings formerly used

for the unmarried linos (rhe n)arried lines were to the east, near

the railM'ay) and the military hospital. Th(» last regiment to

occupy the cantonnicut liefore its abolition was the 6P>rd Palam-

cottah T;ight Infantry, formerly the .Srd .M.L.I. Just before it

left, it-< raeas-house was burnt to the ground and most of the

regimeuial plate destroyed.

An avenue of fine trees running parallel to one side of the

parade-ground leads past the Eoman Catholic church of St.

Maurice, built in 1882-83, and the small Church of England

place of worship, erected in 1902 at a cost of Rs. 5,000. The
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latter replaced St. Mary's church, which stood jast south of the CHAP. XT.

parade-ground. Tliis was originally called Holy Trinity and was Vizianaoram.

built in 1850 at a cost of Rs. 2,600 on land granted the year

before by the Mahdraja of Vizianagrara, and was consecrated by

Bishop Dealtry in 1852. The Isuilding was badly injured by

the cyclone of 1867 (p. 153), afterwards cracked badly, and was

abandoned as dangerous in U99. The Protestant cemetery is

not far from its site. The graves in this date from 1811 to 1876.

The earliest are those of three subalterns of the 1 0th Regiment

of Native Infantry and a cenotaph to the Colonel and a Major of

the same regiment. Other tombs are those of three officers who

succumbed during the operations of 1834-36 in this district and

Ganjam, and of several other members of the various regiments

which have been cantoned here.

Along the road to Bimlipatam are the deserted race-course

and grand stand, and a dilapidated racquet-court built about

1855. Ichabod is indeed writ large all about the cantonment.

Nowadays it leads only a subdued existence, but forty years ago

things were very different. In 1862 the Collector strenuously

• opposed a suggestion that Vizianagram should be made the head-

quarters of the district, on the ground that it would be impossi-

ble for the Collector to do any work in so frivolous a spot. He
said it was * a scene of endless pastime : a race-course, a pack of

hounds, cheetah-hunting, ram-fights, balls, nautches, joustings,

junketings of every kind.'

The native part of the town offers a marked contrast to the

cantonment, and is a bustling place. One wide street, called

Santapeta, leads through it, and in this are many excellent two-

storeyed houses belonging to wealthy Komatis, their wide

verandahs supported on Moorish arches ; a conspicuous white

temple to the well-known Komati goddess Kanyakd Paramesvari,

ornamented with little domes of the Rdjputana pattern ; and

the clock-tower and market mentioned on p. 214.

The Raja's fort lies south of this street, on the shore of the

Pedda Oheruvu. It is a great square erection of brick and stone,

measuring about 250 yards each way, surrounded by the remains

of a ditch, and having a big bastion at each corner. Two main

entrances lead into it, one from the south by the tank, and the

other (the elaborate gateway over which was constructed about

30 years ago) from the north. In front of the former are now
being erected, under canopies of carved Puri stone, bronze

statues of the late Maharaja and his father and a fountain to

perpetuate their memory. Within the fort are the apartments of

the Raja and his family and a building, called the Moti Mah^l,

43
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winch is furnislied in European style and contains portraits of

several former Maliarcijas. Tradition says that five ' Vijayas/ or

signs of victory, were present at the inception of this fortress.

It was named Vijaya-nagaram ('place of victory') after its

founder, Uaja Yijaya-rama (Yi^arama) Eazu; and the foundations

were laid on Tuesday (Jaya-varam), the tenth day (Vijaya

Dasami) of the Dasara festival, in the year Vijaya (171^^-14

A.D.) of the Hindu cycle. It is stated that the present building

is a reconstruction of the original edifice carried out by one of

Bussy's officers in or about 1757.

The Raja has two other residences outside the town ; namely,

the Pul Bagh bungalow situated in an extensive garden about

two miles along the road leading north-eastwards out of the

town, and a bungalow on the top of the bare, rocky hill which is

so prominent to the north of the place and is locally known as

Chota Himalaya.

The ancient zamindari of Yizianagram, which has been

scheduled in Act II of 1904 as inalienable and impartible, pays

peshkash and road-cess amounting to some Rs. 5,82,000, or much

more tha,n any other in the Presidency. The early history of

the family is obscure. Mr. Carmichael's account of it is appa-

rently based on a narrative furnished him by the then Maharaja.

The only other chronicle available is one of the Mackenzie MSS.,^

which is incorrect in several matters admitting of check and

cannot therefore be trusted. The whole subject is a material

issue in the big suit about the right to the property which is

now being fought out in the District Court, but no pronounce-

ment regarding it is likely to be made for some time. Mr.

Carmichael's account may therefore be followed meanwhile -.

This says that the founder of the family was Pusapati

Madhava Varma, who tuok his title from the village of Plisapadu,

near Kondapalli in the Kistna district, where he resided. In

1652 he moved to Vizagapatam and obtained from Sher Muham-
mad Khan, the then Faujdar of Chicacole, a lease of the country

^ Local Records, iv, 1-44). Mr. Grant's ' Political Survey of the Northern

Circars ' appendeil to the Fijth Eeport on the affairs of the E. I. Co., 1812, also

contains a few parlioular.s.

^ A statement on the matter compiled (mainly from ollicial records) for the

purposes of the suit by Mr. H. \V. P. Gillman, I.C.S., has since become available.

This differs from Mr. Carmichael's version in saying that Madhava Varma died in

1685 and that Sitaramachandra was followed in turn by his son Annama Razu

(killed without issue near Rajahmundry in 1696), the latter's brother Tammi
Razu (died without issue iu 1698 or 161^9), Tammi's adopted son Ananda Razu

(who founded Vizianagram in 1713 and died about 1731), the latter'a first consiu

Sitarama Razu (poisoned in 1740) and then by Viziarama R6»u T (Ananda Eazt's

son) who was assassinated at Bobbili in 1757.
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of Kumili and Bliogapuram. He was succeeded in 1690 by his CHAP. XV.

son Sitaramacliandra, who secured the lease of ten additional Vizianagram,

taluks and established himself at Fotntiru. Five zamindars

followed, each of whom added something to the rapidly growing

power of the family, and then came Viziarama Razu I, who in

1?1 3-1 4 built the fort at Vizianagram and transferred his resi-

dence thither. He and his successors all bore the title of

Gajapati, or ' lord of elephants.' The assistance he gave to

Bussy in 1756-57, when that officer came to quiet the Northern

Circars, has already (p, 32) been referred to, as have also the

attack upon the Bobbili fort which Viziarama instigated (p. 237)

and his assassination in consequence. The latter was succeeded

in 1757 by Ananda Eazu, son of his first cousin. The story of

this man's quarrel with Bussy, seizure of Vizagapatam from the

French, co-operation with Colonel Forde's expedition in driving

that nation out of the Circars, aad death at Rajahmundry in

1759, has also been recounted (pp. 33-4). He was succeeded

by a boy of twelve, the second son of the late Viziarama Razu'a

cousin Ivamabhadra R-dzu, who had been adopted by Viziarama's

widow Chandrayya and was afterwards known as Viziarama

Kazu II.

The fortunes of the house of Pusapati under the administra-

tion of this chief and his brother Sitarama Razu have been

sketched on pp. 46—53, where it is shown that from the date

of the expulsion of the French they rapidly became more and

more powerful until they controlled almost all the district, so

abused the authority they had acquired that the Company was
compelled to intervene, and so defied that body's authority that

Sitarama Razu was eventually deported to Madras and his

brother was slain at the fight at Padmanabham in 1794. The
latter's son, Narayana Hazu, succeeded in the circumstances

related on pp. 54-5.

J Q 1817 he was twelve lakhs in debt and agreed to mortgage

his property to Grovernment until this was cleared off. Gov-

ernment paid off the debts so as to make themselves the sole

creditors, gave Narayana Razu an allowance of Rs. 80,000 a

year, and in 1822 returned the estate to him free of arrears.

In 1827 he again made over his zamindari to the Collector

and went to Benares on an allowance of a lakh a year. He -died

there in 1845 and his debts then amounted to eleven lakhs, a

considerable portion of which had been contracted in the sacred

city.

Fie was succeeded by his son Viziardma Razu III, a boy of

nineteen, who at first showed no alacrity to return to the district
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CHAP. XV. ^^i^j when Government insisted, came back at last in 1848. His

ViziANAGRAM Qstatc was managed at first by a Special Agent, Mr. Crozier,

who handed it over to him in July 1852 clear of debt and with a

surplus in hand of over two lakhs. His subsequent management

of the property was excellent and his public liberality most

marked, and he became a Member ol the Viceroy's Council, was

granted in 1864 the personal title of Mahdraja, and was created

a K.C.S.I. in 187d. He died in 1879 and was followed by his only

surviving son Ananda Edzu. The latter was also granted the

personal title of Mah4rdja, was a Member of the Madras Legis-

lative Council for many years, and was created a Gr.G.I.E. in 1892.

He died without issue on the 23rd May 1897 and by a will made

in July 1896 appointed the present Eaja, Viziardma Edzu IV, his

mother's brother's son, as his successor. His mother adopted

this lad in December 1897, and as he was a minor the estate was

managed by an Indian Civilian appointed under the Gruardians

and Wards Act until he attained his majority iu August 1904,

and has since been administered by a Civilian whose services

have been lent for a limited period. The zamindari (including

the tracts belonging to it in the Ganjam and Godavari districts)

comprises thirteen tdnas, the area under cultivation in which

aggregates some 289,UOO acres assessed (including land-cess) at

about 18^ lakhs, while the receipts from inam and devastanam

land, forests, house property, the estate in Benares (157 villages)

and other items bring the total income to about 22^ lakhs.

While the zamindari has been under management, a survey and

partial settlement have been carried out and the irrigation

works have been greatly improved.

In 1903 four dayddis of the late Mahardja brought a suit

in the Vizagapatam District Court against the present Eaja,

questioning the validity of his adoption, and claiming that he

had only a life interest in the estate, which on his death should

revert to them. This suit is now being heard.
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Note.—The italic letters in brackets printed immediately after the name.s of places,

•tc, refer to the squares of the map in the pocket within which the places, etc., will be
found.

Abkari revenue, 169, 186- I'Jl.

Abrus precatorius, 97.

Acacias, 18.

Account of the Bobbili zaniindari, 236 note.

Achayamma Perantala, 315.

Achayya, Dantaluri, 255.

Acts, XXIV of 1839, 58, 173, 196, 197;
XXI of 1845, 199; X of 1849, 173;
XXVI of 1850, 214, 216 ; XXIV of 1859,

206; VIII of 1865, 108; I of 1878, 191;
III of 1885, 328 ; I of 1886, 186; I of

1889, 198; VI of 1901, 60; II of 1904,

172.

Acts in force in the Agency, 197, 208-211.

Adam, Sir Frederick, 142, 219.

Adda, 132.

Addapusila, 293.

Addiga, 131.

Additional Sessions Judge, 197.

Administration of Justice, 195-211.

Agastya, 30t>.

Agency, the, described, 2,7; varieties of

Sheep and goats in, 21 ; limits, of, 196

;

laws in force in, 197, 208-211.

Agent for the suppression of Meriah
Sacrifices, 199.

Agent to the Governor, 58, 196.

Agricultural Association, 21, 103.

Agriculture, 99-103, 122.

Agriculturists, economic condition of,

107-110.

Aitchison, Mr. W., Ill note.

Aitchison's Treaties, etc., 34 note, 36 note.

Aiyaraknlus, 79.

Akkuru (Be), 121.

Alamanda, tana, 248 ; village (ty), 21, 26,

127; (£d), 141.

Albizziai'. 18.

Alexander, Mr. Robert, 170, 245, 257.

Allasani Peddana, 230.

Allipuram estate (E/), 333.

Aluminium, 15.

Amada, 132.

Amanaitos, 92.

Ambadala, mntta, 234, 273 j village (Fb),

202, 232.

Amildar, 195.

Ammanna, Chitti, 256.

Ammatalli, 74.

Ammi Devi, 321.

Ammi Nayudui 84.

Ampthill, Lord, 158.

AmuJctha malijada, 230.

Amulets, 126.

Amusements, 70.

Anakapalle estate, added to Vizianagram,
50 ; absorbed into the havili land, 55

;

formation of, 170 ; described, 219

;

granted to I'ayaka Rao, 312,

Anakapalle taluk, 218-225.
Anakapalle town (£/,;, natural lake near,

8 ; bridges over the Saradanadi in, 8,

135, 144, 155 ; Lingayat guru at, 62 ;

London Mission at, 63 ; Baptist Mission
at, 65; sugar-cane grown near, 101;
jute-weaving near, 122

;
jaggery-trade

of, 124, 130; glass bangles made near,

126 ; brass and bell -metal work at, 127
;

sugar-boiling pans at, 127 ; road to, 133,

134 ; rainfall at, 146 ; flood damages to,

153, 155 ; hospital at, 157 ; schools at,

162 ; bench of magistrates at, 198

;

municipality, 213; described, 219-222.
Ananda Razu, succeeds Viziarama Razn,

32, 339 ; joins Fox-de's expedition, 33,

241 ; Mr. Holcombe, lends money to, 40

;

plunders round Chicacole, 42 ; deatli of,

46 ; endows the temple at Padmana-
bham, 230.

Ananda Razu, father of Viziarama Razu I,

338 note; son of Viziarama Razu III,

340.

Ananta Bhiipati, 249.

Anantagiri (Ee), coffee estate at, 7, 102,

317; forests near, 116; ghat road to,

134, 137, 138 ; bungalow at, 138.

Anantavaram, 127.

Anantavarman-Choda-Ganga, 27.

Andiniya, 88.

Andra estate, friendly to Vizianagram, 47 ;

tributary to Vizianagram, 49 ; Narayana
Razu escaped to, 55 ;

peshkash fixed for,

171 ; included in the Agency but subse-

quently removed, 196 ; described, 245 ;

passed to the Raja of Vizianagram,
266 ; Kasipuram leased to the zamindar
of, 317.

Andra hills, 245.

Andra village {Ee), 245.

Andrews, Mr., 33, 35, 179, 219.

Androsace saxifragaefolia, 20.

Anionts, 105.

Animals, domestic, 21.

Animists, 62, 66.
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Ankudu wood, 128.

Anuam Razn, two zamindars of Pachi-

peiita, 305, 306.

Annania Razu, 338 note.

Annamarazupeta (Ee), 54.

Anogeissus acuminata, 115.

Anogeissus latifolia, 115.

Antada mutta, 252, 253.

Antelope, four-horned, 22.

AntikoLida forest reserve, 113,

Antimony, 125.

Anvvar-ud-din, 30.

Appala Bhupati, 320.

Appala Razvi, Kakarlapudi, 312.

Appikonda, 74, 310,311.

Arbiithnot, Mr. W. U., 181.

Arbuthnot & Co., sugar-cane and indigo

caltivation encouraged by, 101, 124,

174 ; their mill and factory at Chitti-

valasa, 102, 228 ; Palkonda forests iind

taluk leased to, 113, 289 ; hospital and
municipality started at Palkonda on

the motion of, 158, 213 ; offices of, 290,

330.

Arbnthnot's Industrials Ltd., 228,

Archaeau rocks, 15,

ArchakMpalem, 230.

Arisi Savaras, 95.

Arrack, 42, 124, 166, 186, 189-191.

AiTowroot, 130.

Arts and industries, 122-129.

Aruku valley, 137, 143, 284.

Asclepias gigantea, 87.

Asi Dora, 319.

.isiramma, 74.

Aska, 189.

Asoka's conquest of Kalinga, 25,

Asparagus racerr.osus, 18.

Assam, emigration to, 60,

Assessments, 100, 175,

Atsapavalasa, 289.

Atsapavalasa brothers, 296,

Atti CJhellayyamma, 311.

Aurangzeb, 30, 37.

Avenues, 135, 282, 283, 336.

Ayling, Mr. W. B., 138, 182.

Ay6dhya, 71.

Ayyakoneru tank, 215,

Backwater at Vizagapatara, 135, 327.

Badigada, 12.

Bagatas, 79, 248, 284, 286.

Bahmani dynasty, 28.

Bakasnra, 314.

Bakshi Baliadnr, 273.

Balacheruvu (/'./), 147, 183, 184.

Balaji math, 259,

Balarama, 10.

Balarama Das, 259.

Balarama Doo I, 264.

Balarama Deo II, 264.

Balarama Deo III, 264, 165.

Bali, 252.

Baliaguda hamlet, 138.

Balighattam (P/), 8, 105, 252.

Balijapeta, 123.

Balijas, 123, 126, 130.

Ballads, 84.

Ballanki, 203.

Ballijatra, 235.

Bamboo, in the Golgonda forests, 115,

247 ; mats made from, 129 ; sold at

Jeypore, 262 ; growth in Malkauagiri

taluk, 278 J
near Addapusila, 203; and

at Kalyana Singapur, 302.

Banadi, 203.

Banda Gadabas, 86.

Banda Porojas, 86, 87, 123, 279.

Bandamiirlanka, 32.

Bandigam (Ed), 141.

Bangara Devi, 116, 279, 280.

Bangaramma, 74,

Bangarayya, P. B., 255.

Bangles,' 126, 130.

Banijans, 108.

Banj&ris, 61.

Bank of Madras, 229.

Banudeva IV, Ganga king, 28.

Barauaiks, 271.

BarangJodia Porojas, 86.

Barber, Mr. C. A., 17 note.

Barikes, 271.

Baripennu, 75.

Barnakonda forest reserve, 113.

Barter, 131.

Barwell Mr. Charles, 38.

Basava Manga Kazu, 305.

Bassia latijoiia, 19, 187.

Bastar State, western boundary of th^e

district, 1, 260, 278 ; rivers flowing

through, 10, 15 ; Viziarama Eazu intends

to proceed to, 52 ; Bottadas and Penti-

yas said to have come from, 89, 93 ;

roads to, 140, 141 ; carts of, 143 ; trade

with, 149, 184 ; kidnapping of Meriah

victims in, 202 ; escape of criminals to,

205 ; white flag captured from, 263 j its

relations with Jeypore, 267, 274.

Bastari, 60, 61, 89, 93.

Jiaultinia purpurea, 85.

Bayanua, 311.

Bayard, Mr, Robert, 227.

Bayyavaram estate, 255.

Beads, 130.

Pears, 22.

Beckett, Mr., 215.

Beddome, Colonel, 112, 117.

Beer, 187.

Beggar castes, 84,

Belgam estate, peBhkash fixed for, 171 ;

partitioned, 172 ; included in the Agency
but subsequently excluded, 196 ; Bis-

samkatak Tat Edja married daughter of

the zamindar of, 234 ; Viziarama Eazu
obtains the iief of, 266 ;

.history of, 297,

Belgam village {Ed), 297.

Bell, Captain J. H., 331.

Boll-metal work, 127.
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Benares, Mails came from, 92 ; use of

ganju picked up at, 193 ; connection of

Gujarati Brahmaiis with, 244i ; Hali-

ghattam as sacred as, 252 ; Vindyaka
Deo goes to, 264 ; Vizianagram Kaja
goes to, 339.

Benares buffaloes, 21.

Bench Courts, 198.

Benches of Magistrates, 198.

Bengal gram, 282.

Bengal- Nagpur Railway Co., 144.

Benyon's battery, 43, 44.

Benza, Dr., 219.

Bera Pennu, 199.

Berhampur, 123, 127.

Beri-beri, 156.

Betel-leaf, 42, 70, 166.

Bezzu,7ii, 235.

Bhadrachalam, 241.

Bhadravati, 81.

Ehagam, 170.

Bhairava Bhupati, 249.

Bhairava Ueo, 264.

Bhairava Singapnr (Dc), 126, 271, 272, 302.

Bhairavasvaini, 283.

Bhamini, 131.

Bharinikara estate, 221, 310.

Bhask61 stream, 10.

Bhatto naik, 93.

Bhavana rishi, 81.

Bhavanipatnam, 141, 283,

Bh6ts, revenue from, 273.

Bhiman Dora, Sarike, 295.

Bhima's club, 314.

Bh6gapuram (Fe), 29 note, 265, 339.

Bhog^yvara, 219.

Bhud6vip6ta, 308.

Bhumiyas, 61, 90.

Bhupati, 248, 320.

Bliuvan6>vara Praharazu, 301.

Biden, Captain, 231.

Bijapur, {Fb), 120, 232; (Ch), 141.

Bilmakta, 165, 170.

Bimlipatam river, 8.

Bimlipatam taluk, 226-231
BimlipataiQ(i*'/), Chittivalasa river's mouth

at, 8 ; Dutch factory established at, 30 ;

troubles of this, 31, 39, 40,' 43; rivalry

of the Dutch at, 36, 37 ; Viz;igapatam
Chief and others proceed to Bengal from
46 ; Col. Prendergast and Captain Cox
arrive at, 52 ; Baptist Mission at, 65

;

jute fibre sent to, 102 ; oil mill at, 124
;

trade of, 129, 307,336 ; roads from, 133,
134 ; harbour at, 145 ; rainfall at, 147,

153 ; cyclone at, 154 ; elephantiasis in,

156 ; hospital at, 157, 158 ; schools at,

162; salt factory at, 183, 181; liquor

sent through, 189 ; export duties collec-

ted at, 193 ; district munsif formerly at,

198 ; bench of magistrates at, 19 S ; fate

of a sorcerer at, 205 ; municipality, 214
;

described, 226-230.
Biotite, 15.

Birdwood, Sir George, 35 note.
Bison, 22, 116,128.

Bispur saddle, 138.

Bissamkatak taluk, 232-235.
Bissamkatak Tat Kaja, 49, 233, 265.

Bissamkatak town {Fb), roads to, 142
;,

rainfall at, 146, 148 ; hospital at, 157
;

deputy tahsildar at, 177 ; Meriah victim

found at, 202 ; described, 232-235.
Bissamkota, 232.

Bissoyi, 91.

Black-buck, 22.

Black gram, 130.

Blackmore, Captain Thomas, 327.

Blackmore's hill, 327.
Black Rock, 43, 44.

Black-water fever, 156, 277-
Blaxland, Captain, 250,
Bobbili estate, 106, 171, 196, 236-242.
Bobbili taluk, 236-242.
Bobbili town (Ed), healthiness of, 14

;

Bussy's attack on, 32; hidden treasure
found in, 38 ; seized by Bnssy, 44, 237-
241, 339 ; Baptist Mission at, 65 ; ballads

regarding the fall of, 84; jute grown
near, 101 ; industries at, 126, 127 ; rail-

way through, 144; rainfall at, 146 ; hos-
pitals at, 157, 159 ; school at, 162 ; union,
212 ; municipality proposed for, 213

;

described, 236-242.
Bobbili zamindar, imprisoned by the Eaja

of Vizianagram, 49 ; Pedda Velama de-

pendents of, 78 ; his charity during
famine, 151 ; contribution to Vizaga-
patam hospital, 157 ; and school, 161

;

still holds his original estate, 165 ; Town
Hall built at Vizagapatam by, 216, 331 j

history of the family of 236-242 ; Kin-
tali and Manteua estates sold to, 291

;

Ungarada estate sold by, 291 ; his deal-
ings with Pachipenta estate, 306 ; and
Salur estate, 308 ; Eavada and Kurada-
Kondayyavalasa estates purchased by,

311
;
portions of Madgole estate pur-

chased by, 321.

Bobbiya (Cc), 131.

Bodakonda, 253.

Bodara (He), 134, 137, 138.

Bodd^ru river, 174, 196.

Bodd^ti kattu anient, 105.

Bodo Bottadas, 89, 90.

Bodo Gadabas, 96.

Bodo Malis, 92.

Bodo Omanaitos, 9?.

Bodo Pentiyas, 93.

Bodo Sondis, 91.

Bodo Uppano day, 263.

Bodod6vata, 75.

Boipariguda (Cd), 71, 141.

Boiparis, 61.

Bojjanukonda hill, 223-225
Boliyaro Simho, 307.

Bombay, 69, 128, 184
Bommalatas, 71.

Bondili Eajputs, 71.

Borigumma (Dc), 140, 141, 274.
Borra Cave, 16, 285,
Botany, 17-21.
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Bothmann, Rev. H., 64.

Bottadas, 89.

B-nvdara (Ee), 134, 137, 138.

Bowrey, Thomas, 35 note.

Brahmaling^svara teiuple, 252.

Brahman8(Uriya), separate habitations of,

68 ; eat fish and flesh, 70 ; castes

begging from, 84 ; Sondis claim to be

descended from, 91 ; castes fomed by
illegitimate children of, 93 ; edncation

among, 160 ; strength of, 316,

Brass work, 127, 219, 236.

Bride-price, 76.

Bridges, 135, 1-14, 153, 154 ; over the

S&radanadi, 8, 219; Chittivalasa river,

8 ; Langulya river, 9, 24? ; Knmbik6ta-
gedda, 9, 142, 30i ; Nagavali river, 106 ;

G6stani river, 133 ; Kerandi river, 141

;

at Sunki, 140.

Brinjaris, cattle of, 21 ; language of, 61 ;

dancing of, 71 ; trade of, 131, 184

;

formerly highly taxed, KiG ; transit

duties levied from, 193 ; their cattle

stolen by the Khonds, 201 ; Vinayaka
Deo recovers his position with the help

of, 264 ; found in Naurangpur taluk,

282 ; fish in Matsya gundam caught by
certain, 28G.

Bristol, Mr., 34.

British India Steam Navigation Co., 145.

Browne, Mr. Richard, 37, 178.

Buchanania latifclia, 115.

Buchanna's tank, 215.

Buddha, tooth of, 25.

Buddhism, 62.

Buddhist antiqnities, 25, 223-225, 300.

Buddhist chronicles, 25.

Bueftneria herhacea, 20.

Buffalo horn, 128.

Bnfffiloes, for ploughing and cart-driving,

21 ; wild variety of, 22 ; timbta- dragged
by, 120 ; substituted for Meriah victims,

202,234; sacrificed at Anakapalle, 219;
Bissamkatak, 234 ; Kutragada, Gudari,

Gunupur, etc., 235 ; Jeypore, 2G3 ;

Kurupam, 293 ; Yellamauchili, 315.

Bungalows, 138, 139.

Bfirja (Fd), 288.

Burma, 60.

Burrala kota, 244.

Baruzup^ta, 43.

Bussy, his operations in the Northern
Circars, 31-33, 44-45 ; captures Bobbili,

237-241 ; his relations withVizianagram,

266, 339.

Butler, Ensign, 48.

Cain, Kev. Mr., 98.

Calcutta, Madras forcen sent to i-ccover,

32; Gunupur rice sent to, 103; cloths

exported to, 123; salt trade of, 184,

185 ; sanitarium for, 334.

Cambu, staple food-grain, 70, 101 ; area
cropped under, 100, 101 ; methods of
cultivation of, 103, 151 ; trade in, 130 :

standard dry crop, 1 74.

Campbell, Captain Charles, 45, 46;
Colonel, 201, 234, 258.

Canadian Baptist Missions, 65, 162.

Cantonment at Vizianagram, 33G.
Carmichael, ^Ir., on tlie zamindars' confe-

deracy against Vizianagram, 47 ; over-
throw of Viziararaa Hazu, 50; story of

the extortionate tahsildar, 70 ; and
district forests. 111 ; sent oat as Special
Commissioner, 173, 177 ; CoUectorship
of, 181 ; on beer manufacture in the
Agency, 188 note ; Kaaimkota and
M6Iupaka estates, 222 ; Bobbili estate,

241 ; Sarapalli-Bhimavaram estate, 245
;

Golgonda taluk, 248 ; Rampa outbreakH,
250 note; Jeypore estate, 269; Siri-

puram estate, 291 ; Belgam estate, 297 ;

Sangamvalasa estate, 299 ; P&chipenta
estate, 305 ; Salm- estate, 307 ; Raya-
var.am hunda, 313; Kasipuram estate,

317 ; Madgole estate, 320 ; Vizagapatam
mosque, 329 ; Waltair estate, 333 ; and
Vizianagram estate, 338.

Carpets, 123, 316.

Carts, 143.

Caryota urens, 186.

Casmajor, Mr., 48.

Casseypatnam, 266.
Cassia Fistula, 18.

Cassythajiliformis, 19.

Castes, 76-98.

Castor, 125, 307.

Cathecu-al at Vizagapatam, 64, 380.

Cattle, 21, 225, 284.

Cattle-disease, 148, 325.

Cattle fairs, 21.

Cattle shows, 103.

Cattle-theft, 88, 204, 205.

Cedrela microcarpa, 115.

Cemeteries, 227, 254, 337.

Chaitanya, 84.

Chaitono Deo, 283.

Chaitra parvam feast, 23, 72, 18P.

Ohalukyas of Bad^mi, 26.

Chalukyas, Eastern, 26, 27, 79, 310.

Chamanti, 255.

Chamier, Mr. John, 53, 179.

Champavati river, 9, 135, 144, 246.

Chandanadu, 128, 312.

Chandanayatra festival at Sinihachalani,
325.

Chandramani, 322.

Chandrapur (Fb), 120, 203, 232.

Chandras^khara Razu, two zamindars ot

M^rangi, 296.

Chandras^khai'a Tat Raja of Parvitipur,
298.

Chandrayya, 339.

Charmal, 31.

Charnockite, 15.

Chatak, 132.

Chattisgarhi, 60, 61.
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Chatfcrams, 144, 246, 309.

Chavadi at Bobbili, 241.

Chellans, 271.

Chemudii estate (Ed), peshkash fixed for,

171 J sold, 172 ; inclnded in tlio Agency
but subsequently excluded, lOG

;
passed

to the Raja of Vizianagrani, 2()6
;
pur-

chased by the zamindar of Kurupiim,
295.

Chicacole Circar, .3, 30, 31, 222, 237.

Chicacole town, bridge over the Langulya
at, 9, 154 ; shrine at, 10 ; Seer Lascar
shut up in, 40 ; Ananda Razu plundering
near, 42 ; Col. Prendergast arrives from,
52 ; roads to, 133, 134 ; railway to,

144; export of grain from, 148; liquor

sent through, 189 ; adalat at, 195 ; Civil

and Sessions Judge of, 196; mosque at,

244 ; Gunupur paddy goes to, 257.

Chidikada (Df), 320, 321.

Chiefs of 7izagapatam, 168, 178.

Chillies, 130, 152, 243.

Chingleput, 296.

Chinna Ammayi, Valluri, 223.

Chinna Bhupati, 249, 250.

Chinna Kanchamma, 291.

Chinna Kimedy, Meriali sacrifice in, 201.

Chinna Kondalu, 80.

Chinna Lakshanna, K41abariga, 291.

Chinna M^rangi, 295.

Chinna Ranga Rao, 241.

Chinna rozu ceremony, 77-95 pasrii'ti.

Chinna Sitaramasvami, Inuganti, 321.

Chinna Venkatachalam, Marella, 223.

ChinnabS-ntupalli, 203.

Chinnam, 131.

Chintalapati Razu, 320.

Chintapalle (C/), 206, 247, 251.

Chintapalle (Santapilly), 231.

Chipurupalle estate (£f), 221, 223, 310,
311.

Chipurupalle taluk, 2+3.

Chipuri(i)alle village (Fe), copper grants
found at, 26, 309 ; tobacco-curing near,

124 ; mangancse-miniiig near, 125 ;

glass bangles made near, J 26 ; roads to,

134; rainfall at, 147; hospital at, 157;
union, 212; described, 243.

Cliiranjivi Rao, 222.

Chitra Ghiais, 70, 88, 127.

Chittampad Bandavalasa mutta, 251.

Chittivalasa river, 8,285, 316; towns on
the banks of, 226, 229, 230, 316.

Chittivnlasa village (Ef), river near, 8
;

jute mill .at, 102, 122 ; sugar manufac-
ture at, 124, 290; bridges at, 133, 135,

154 ; roads to, 133, 1-34 ; Arbutlinot's

factory at, 228.

Chittrakota. falls, 10.

Chloroxylon Sivietenia, 1>^, 113.

Chlorophytum. attenuatum, 20,

Chddavaram (D/), road to, 134; rainfall

at, 146, 147, 148 ; bridge near, 155 ;

hospital at, 157 ; school at, 162 ; district

munsif at, 198; union, 212; described,

319.

Cholam, staple food, 70 ; area cropped,
100; methods of cultivation of, 103, 151 ;

trade in, 130
;
grown in Gunupur taluk,

257.

C ho las, 26, 27.

Cholera, prevalence of, 148, 149, 156, 207 ;

human sacrifice to stop, 202, 263.

Chollapadam, 75.

Chota Himalaya hill, 338.

Chouduv4da estate, 255.

Choultry court at Vizagapatam, 195.
Christians, 62-65, 161, 277.

Church, Rev. C, 330.

Chui'ches, 64, 65; at Bimlipatam, 228;
Vizagapatam, 329, 330 ; and Vizia-

nagram, 336, 337.

Churchill, Mr. Charles Henry, 180.

Churnchdnda (Cc), 274.

Circars, Northern, 3, 30, 31, 34, 48.

Circuit Committee, appointment and work
of, 49, 167 ; on pre- British revenue
systems, 164-166 ; and judicial methods,
195 ; Jeypore estate, 267 ; Palkonda
estate, 287 ; Belgam estate, 297 ; and
Madgole fort, 320.

Civil Justice, 197.

Clan Line steamers, 145, 229.

Clerc, Dr. J. iM., 64, 163.

Climate, 13.

Clive, Lord, 33.

Clock-tower at Bimlipatam, 228.

Cloths, measures for, 132. See also

Weaving.
Cocanada, 14, 43, 64.

Cock-fighting, 71.

Cocoanuts, 130, 186, 191.

Coffea beriffalensiii, 20.

Coffee, 7, 102, 248, 317.

Coining at Vizagapatam, 42 ; and Bimli-
patam, 226, 227.

Coins, finds of, 230, 256, 315, 319.
Colleges, 161.

Committee of Circuit. See Circuit Com-
mittee.

Communication, means of, 133-145, 152.
Condore, battle of, 34.

Conjeeveram, 28, 262.
Contat, Rev. J., 63.

Contract distillery supply system, 190.
Copper grants, 26, 27, 265, 309.
Copper work, 236.

Coral, 130.

Cornwallis, Lord, 168.

Cotton, Sir Arthur, 327, 330.

Cotton, manufacture of, 123, 129, 130;
special weiglits for, 132; places in
which manufactured, 219, 222 ; trade in,

229 ; experiments with Mexican variety
of, 290.

Cotton, Mr. J. J.'s Inscriptions on Madras
Tombf, 47 note, 331 note.

Court of Session, 199.

Covelong, 185.

Cowries used as currency, 131.
Cox, Captain, 52, 294.

Cran, Rev. G., 63.

44
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Crime, 203.

Criminal Justice, 197, 198-205.

Crocodiles, 12.

Croke, Mr., 37.

Crops, 100.

Crozier, Mr., 340.

Curre, Lieutenant, 289.

Cnddapah quartzites, 15.

Cultivation methods, 102,

Cuttack, 28, 64, !23, 130.

Cyclones, 153-155, 213, 327.

Bkhk Gardens, 43, 220, 331.

Dabngam (Cc), 141.

Dacoity, 203, 204.

Daggupad, 193.

Dakshina Kavita Yuvaraau, 305.

Dallionsie, Lord, 209.

Damayanti tank, 274.

Dammar, 119, 130.

Darariput {Dd), 131.

Damuku hill {Ed), 119, 138, 300.

Dancing, 71.

Daniel, Mr. H. C, 87.

Darakonda, forest reserve, 115 ; hill

village (C/), 248 ; mutta, 252.

Uasara, popular festival, 71, 234, 232.

Dasaris, 84.

Dasmatpur (Cd), 137.

Date palm, 129, 186, 191.

Dattivalasa estate, 306.

Davidson, Mr. Alexandei-, 179, 331.

Davis, Mr. Sandys, 178, 331.

Dawson Meda, 228.

Dealtry, Bishop, 337.

Deccan hemp, 101.

Deer, 22.

Density of the population, 59.

Deomali hill (Ed), 5.

Deppiguda (Oc), 204.

Deputy Collectors, 177.

Deputy tahsildars, 177, 197, 199.

Dhavdii sugar-cane, 101.

Des Granges, Ecv. A., 63.

Desya Khouds, 93, 232.

D6va Dongar hill, 281.

Deva Saras, 283.

D6vida village, 125,329.
D^vagiri hill, 302.

D^vingas, mostly Lingavats, 02
;
gambling

among, 71 ; castes begging from, 84

;

weaving of, 123, 219 ; trade of, 130,

DiSvapalli fort {Ee), 294, .307.

Devil-drivers, 73.

Deruilukonda, 243
Dhakkados, 93.

Dliananjaya Patio (ivvo zaniindar* of Bel-

gam), 298.

Dhanriadi basa, 85, 87, 94.

Dhara Gangamma, 318.

Dharaug6d forest reserve, 116.

Dharivipennu, 75.

Dharma Rao Nayudn, M.R.Ry., 330,
Dharmavaram (-Ee), 816.

Dibbida agrah&ram, 27.
'

Dichrn$tachys cinerea, 18.

Didayi Porojas, 86.

Diniila, anicut, 105 ; estate, 170, 172

;

village {Df), 309.

Dinki cock, 71.

Dispensaries, 157.

Diesarie, 73.

District Boards, 212.

District Court, 197, 198, 207, 330.

District Jail, 206, 207.

District Magistrate, 199, 205.
District Mnnsifs, 197, 198.

District Registrar. 198.

Dittam, 183.

Divisional charges, 2, 169, 177.

Divisional Magistrates, 199.

Divisional Officers, 197.

Divorce, 77-86 passim.

Dixon, Lieutenant, 41.

Doliamba bungalow, 139.

Dolphin's Nose (Ef), protection frc'<

erosion afforded by, 4 ; its effect on the
climate of Waltair, 14; battery on, 41,

44 ; height, of, 323 ; southern boundary
of Viza'^apatam town, 326 ; Upput6ru
on the north of, 326 ; described, 327 ;

flagstaff on, 332-

Dombos. See Dorabus.
Dombs. See Dombus.
Dombus, Christian converts from, 62

;

separate quarters for, 68 ; dupati^ made
hf, 70 ; described, 88 ; cotton-weaving

by, 123 ; retail trade of, 131 ; their

influence over Khonds, 161 ; crime oom-
mitted by, 204, 205 ; averse to education,

284.

Dongasurada {Fb), 120, 232.

Dongria Khouds, 93.

Dongrudiya Malis, 92.

Doralu, 94.

Dos tonka, 85.

Drainage at Vizianagi-am, 215.

Dress, 68, 94, 95, 97.

Dubbukeli sngai'-cane, 101.

Dubois, Mr. Danicll, 38, 178.

Duck, 23.

Dud6kulas, 66.

Duggada anicut, 105.

Dumariguda saddle, j38.

Dur Gonds, 98.

Dur Porojas, 86.

Durga, 75.

Dnrgi (Fc), 142, 2S4.

Durgikonda, 335.

Dutch, the, establish factory at Bimli-

patam, 30, 226; their troubles, 31,39,

40, i3 ; their rivalry with the Biiglish,

36, 37.

Dutch Battery, 41, 327.

Dutch Cemetery, 40, 331.

Dutsartinnutta" 171, 250.

Duvvam, 125.

Dyeing, 123.

Dykes, diabase, 15.

Dykes, John, 331.
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Earthquakes, 155.

Earth-salt, 185.

Eastern Chalukyas, 26, 27, 79, 310.

Eastern Ghats, 1, 5.

EconoQiic o.undition of agriculturists,

107-110.
Edinburgh Mission to Lepers in India and

the East, 64.

Education, 160-163.

Hduru inenarikaiii, 76 ; observed among
Konda Doras, 80 ; Nagavasulus, 83

;

Dombus, 89 ; Bodo Bottadas, yO

;

Bhumiyas, 91 ; and Koyas, 98.

Elephantiasis, 156.

Ellarama, 74, 24 1.

Elliott, Sir Walter, 173.

EUore Circar, 3, 30.

Emigration, 60, 107, 148, 149.

Erinamma, 225.

Erra g^gu, 101.

Erra GoUas, 80-

Erramma RAzu, 279.

Erythriiia indica., 76.

Etikoppaka (Dg), 128.

Eucalyptus trees, 277.

Eugenia Jambolana, 76.

Excise system, 183, 189.

Exports, 129, 130, 229.

Fakera Khan, 40.

Fakerla Khan, 40.

Fakir-ullah Khan, 40, 41.

Famines and scarcities, 148-152.

Fane, Mr., bungalow built on Galikouda
by, 6, 7 ; ivory-industry introduced by,

128 ; a nglo-vernacular school at Vizaga-

patam founded by, 161 ; CoUectorship
of, 181 ; on Jeypore administration,
*26y.

Farms, agricultural, 103; sewage, 213,

215, 216, 328.

Faujdar of Chicacole, 30, 36, 166, 195,

329.

Fauna, 21.

Fawcett, Mr. F., 66, 95.

Ferries, 10, 135,327.
Fever, lod.

Ficus asi^errimi. 128.

Fire-walking, 235.

Firoz Shah of Delhi, 28.

Fish, in the Kondakarla ava, 8; Matsyas
of Oddavadi descended from a, 27 ;

venerated by iladgole zamindars, 28,

320; in the Pal6ru liver, 247 ; sold at

Jeypore, 262.

Fish-cnring yards, 186.

Fituris, 58.

Flagstaff, 227.

Flag Staff Hill, 43.

Floods, 152-155.

Flora, 17-31.

Food, 70.

Forde, Colonel, 33, 222, 241, 339.

Forests, 111-121.

Forts at Anakapalle, 21 9, 312 ; Bimlipatam,
226, 227 ; Bissamkatak, 233, Bobbili,

237 241 ; Chi'i.urupalle, 243 , Chuda-
varam, 319; Churuchunda, 274; D^va-
palli, 294 ; Gddem, 252 ; Gunapur, 259

;

Jeypore, 265, 267; Kaljana Singapur,
302 ; Kasimkota, 222 ; Korukonda, 279 ;

Kotapad, 274; Kurupam, 293, 234;
Mddgole, 320; Malkanagiri, 281;
Nandapm-am, 300; Narasapatam, 254

;

Palkonda, 287, 289, 290 ; Pappadahandi,
283 ; Parvati'pur, 297 ; Pentakdta, 313 ;

Poragarh, 274; Raigarh, 274; Rayagada,
268, 302 ; Eazam, 241, 290 ; Saldr, 307 ;

Simhaehalam, 324 ; Srungavarapnkota,
318; Umark6t, 274; Vajragada, 256 j

^'^iraghattam, 292 ; Vizagapatam, 43, 43,

329; Vizianagram, 71, 336, 337, 339;
Yellamanchili, 315.

Frazer's Tlie Golden Bough, 199.

Freese, Mr. Arthur, 181, 249.

Freshwater lakes, 8.

Funeral ceremonies, 77-98 passim.

Gabbada anient, 105.

Gadaba language, 60, 61, 86.

Gadabas, dancing of, 71 ; Kapu section of,

77 ; Poroja sections of, 86 ; described,

96; their women's cloths, 123; palan-
quin carriers, 143 ; taluks in which
found, 293, 304.

Gailhot, Very Rev. L., 63.

Gajapati (title), 339.

Gajapati dynasty of Orissa, 28.

Gajapati Rao, Maharaja Sir, land for

'Uurner Chattram given by, 144 ; his

charity during famine, 151 ; his benefac-
tions to Vizagapatam gosha hospital,

158; anglo-vernacuJar school at Vizaga-
patam started by, 161 ; account of, 220

;

will of, 222 ; his daughter married the
Kurupam zamindar, 295 ; poor-house
maintained by, 331 ; his contribution to

improvements in Vizagapatam, 332.

Gajapati Rao, Maharani Lady, 158, 216,

220, 332.

Gajapati Razu, V. N., 222.

Gajapatinagaram taluk, 245.

Gaj'ipatinagaram town (Ee), Gdstaui liver

dinvs past, 9 ;
jute grown m-ar, 101

;

road dana across Champavati at, 135;
projected railway through, 144 ; rainfall

at, 147 ; hospital at, 157 ; union, 212
;

described, 245.

Galbraith, Captain, 269.

Gftlikonda ghat, 137.

GaUkonda hill(De), 6, 8, 137.
Gall-nuts, 115, 247, 248, 253.

Gambling, 71.

Game, 22, 73, 246.

Ganapati, image of, 300.

Ganga kings, 26.
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Ganga Kazu of M6raiigi, 295.

GangachoUapenta, 308.

Gangddhara Praharazu, 301.

GangamiDa. 7-1.

Gangaraz liladgole(De), 16, 284.

Gangas, insci'iptions of, 27, 28.

Gaiigeddu GollaB, 80.

Ganja. 192, 193,

Gauj4m district, eastern boundary of this

district, I ; included in the Thicaoole

Circar, 3 ; Vainsadh4ra river flows into,

10 ; buffaloes from, 21 ; quieted by
Bussy, 32, 44 ; trade with, 130 ; famine
in, 149.

Garayya Dora, two zamindars of that

name, 245.

Garbham, 125.

Garden crops, 92, 103.

Garden House, at Vizagapatam, 42.

Oardenia latifolia, 19.

Garividi (Fe), 125, 126, 145.

Garlic, 130.

Garstin, Mr. J. H., 181, 191.

Garuda Sauyasi Chetti, 311.

Garugubilli, 243.

fianda GoUas, 81.

Gauge, Mr., 215.

Gaur, 22.

Garni feast, 71.

Gavara Komatis, 84, 126.

Gavarapalaivam, 79.

Gavaras, 79,' 124, 219.

GavaTiainma, 74.

Ga/.nla Balijas, 126.

Gaznla Kapus, 77.

Gell, Bishop, 333.

Geology, 15.

German silver, 70, 127.

Ghasis, 8S, 110, 204, 293.

Gibson, Captain, 254.

Gidda, 132.

Gillman, Mr. H. W. F., 101, 338 note.

Giiigelly, cultivation of, 100, 101, 103, 151
;

trade in, lOl, 129, 130, 229, 307; oil

from, 125.

Ginger, 130.

Girls' schools, 163.

Glass bangles, 126, 222.

Glass-ware, 129.

Glorio^a swperba, 19.

Olossocardia linearifoliii, 19, 20.

Gneisses, 15.

Goats, 21, 202.

Godagula, 83.

Godari auicut, 105, 106, 174.

G6davari district, southern boundary of

Vizagapatam, 1 ; cattle imported from,
21 ; Bussy seizes the English factories

in, 32, 44 ; trade with, 130 ; estates
transferred to, 171, 250.

G<5davari river, drainage basin of, 5, 7 ;

tributaries of, 7, 10, 11 ; southern limit

of Kalinga, 24 ; crossed by the Mar&.
thas, 31.

Qod6 family, 219.

Godioherla estate (Dj), 170, 221.

Godugulas, 129.

Gdkarnasvami, 26.

Gdkivada gedda, 106.

Golconda, 29, 30, 265.

Gold work, 126.

Golgonda estate, 28, 49, 171, 172, 248.

Golgonda hills, Varahanadi rises in, 8

;

game rules extended to, 23 ; outbreaks
in, 58 ; forests on, 105, 114 ; roads to,

134, 136; heavy rains in, 154; malaria
of, 156 ; Local Boards Act introduced in

part of, 212.

Golgonda muttadars, 79, 249-252.
Golgonda taluk, 196, 247-256.

Golgonda village (D/), 248.

Golla chieftains, 28, 256, 314, 315.

Oolla konda, 248.

GoUas, 80.

Gomangos, 96, 271.

(londas, 271.

Gondi, 60, 61.

Gonds, 98, 282.

Gonka III, 324.

Goodrich, Mr., 142, 181, 233.

Goomsur, 84.

Goorboueshanny, 202.

Gooty, 249, 289. 318.

Gopalakrishna, Bobbili chief, 236,

Gopalapatnam {Kfj, 203, 309.

Gopalpur, 14.

Gopinatha Deo, 302.

Gorai, 296.

Gosangis, 84.

Gosha hospitals, 158, 242.

Gdsha system, 65, 78.

Gostani river, 9, 133, 135, 144, 154.

Ooti system, 109, 110, 272.

Gotivada estate, 255.

Oovatadu, 126.

Government forests, 111-115.

G<5vinda D6va, 29.

Govindupalle (Cd), 141.

Grain measures, 132.

Gramad^vatas, 74.

Gram, 151, 152.

Granite, 16.

Grant, Sir Alexander, 161 ; Sir Patrick, 6.

Grant's Political Snrveii of the Northern
Circars, 34 note, 266, 338 note.

Gi-ant's range, 6, 138.

Graphite, 16, 125.

Green gram, 100, 103, 130.

Grewia, 20.

Growth of i)opalation, 60.

Guavas, 248.

Gddahis, 83, 129.

Gudari tana, 258, 271, 283.

Godari villao;e (Fc), I'oad to, 142 ; Hoods
in, 153 ; Meriah victims rescued at, 202

;

buffalo sacrifice at, 235 ; described, 258.

Gfidem hills, 248, 252.

Giidcm village (r;/), forest near, 115, 247 ;

police station formerly at, 206, 251 ;

described, 252.

Gtidem Kottavidi mutta, 251, 253.

GddemPatandi mutta, 250, 252.
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Gudilovagedda, 135.

Gudit^ru umtta, 171, 250.

Gujarati Brahmans, 243.

Gujaratip6ta (.F'e), 243,

Gumma mutta, 19(5.

Gumpa (Fd), 9, 10.

Guniyas, 73.

Gunny-bags, 102, 122, 228.

Guntuboyinapalem estate, 333.

Guntdr Circar, 3, 30.

Gunupur taluk, 58, 257, 2G8.

Gnnupur tana, 268, 269, 271.

Gunupur village (Fc), Lutheran Mission at,

64; road to, 134, 142 ; rainfall at, 146 ;

floods at, 1 53 ; hospital at, 157 ; schools

at, 162 ; union at, 212 ; buffalo sacrifice

at, 235 ; described, 258 ; Jeypnre man-
ager at, 270.

Guptesvaram, 16, 260.

Gureprau river, 247.

Gurubhaktudukonda, <>35.

Gyngerlee, 35.

Habid Khan, 42.

Haidar Ali, 47, 48.

Haig's Report on the navigabiiity of the

Oodavari, 11.

Hajee Housson, 226.

Halbas, 93.

Hall, Mr., 37.

Hall, Wilson & Co., Messrs., 185.

Haly, Captain, 268.

Hamilton, Captain, 41.

Handiput, 137.

Hanuman's gate, at Simhaohalam, 324.

Hanumanta V^anka stream, 217.

Harbour, at Vizagapatam, 327-328.

Hardie, Mr. Eber, 116.

Hari Deo, 264.

Harihara Bhiipati, 320.

Harris, Lord, 6.

Harris valley, 6.

Hastings, Mr. Francis, 40, 178.

Havell, Mr. E. B., 127 note.

Havili land, 166, 183.

Hayavadana Rao, M.R.Ry. C, 66.

Heath, Mr. Thomas, 179.

Hemp-drugs, 192.

Hibiscus cannabinus, 101.

Hickey's Gazette, 47.

Hides and skins, 125, 129, 13U, 229.

Higgius, Rev. W. V., 65.

HillMadgole, 320.

Hill Pachipenta, 305.

Hill tribes, special schools for, 163.

Hills, 4-8.

Hindi, 60, 61.

Hindostani, 60, 61.

Hindu College, Vizagapatam, 161.

Hindus, 66-98, 161.

Hiranya-Kasyapa, 324.

History of the district, 24-58,

Hobart, Lord, 268, 297.

Hodgson's Short description of the Dutch
Settlements, 226.

Hoe tax, 272.

Holcombc, Mr. Simon, 38-40, 178, 331.

Holuvas, 93.

Holy Trinity Church, 337.

Honey, 130. 248, 253.

Honzanim, channel, 106 ; estate (Fe), 171,
172, 289.

Hook-swingingTostival, 246.

Horden, Mr. Richard, 41, 42.

Home, Mr. W. O., 138, 182.

Horns, fancy articles made from, 128
;

trade in, 130, 229, 253 ; produced in
Golgonda taluk, 248.

Horse-gram, 10: i.

Hospitals, 65, 157, 242.

House names, 76.

Houses, 67, 68.

House-tax, 212.

Hukumpet, 284.

Hultzsch, Dr., 315.

Human sacrifice, 250, 291, 302. See also
Meriah sacrifice.

Humidity, 14.

Hyde, Mr. Charles, 180.

Hyderabad, 30, 31, 32.

Ibrahim Khan, 31, 32.

Idulapaka-Bonangi estate, 310, 311.
Imports, 129, 130, 219.

Inam Commission, 176.

Inams, 143, 175, 272.

Income-tax, 193.

Indian Antiquary, 98, 243 note.

Indigo, cultivation of, 101 ; wild variety
used as manure, 103 ; dye made from,
124 ; trade in, 130 ; cultivated as
second crop, 152 ; common dry crop,

174; encouraged by Messrs. Arbuthnot
& Co., 290.

Indravati river, drainage basin of, 5, 7 ;

paddy cultivation under, 7 ; described,
10 J dependent on Jeypore forests, 116

;

forests to the north of, 120 ; road over,
141 ; floods in, 153 ; bounds Jeypore
taluk, 260 ; and Naurangpur taluk,282.

Industrial classes, 65, 162.

Industries, 122-129.
Infanticide, 202.

Injaram, 32, 42, 43, 44.

Inscriptions at, Alamanda,26 ;Bobbili, 241 ;

Chodavaram, 319 ; Gopalapatnam, 309 ;

Gu3aratip6ta, 244 ; Kalyana Singapur,
302 ; Kondakamberu, 281 ; Lotugedda,
253 ; Mah6ndragiri, 26 ; Naudapnram,
300 ; Panchadharala, 310 ; Potnuru,
230 ; Raniatiicham, 335 ; Simhachalam,
27,28, 29, 324; Vajragada, 256; and
Vizagapatam, 26, 329.

Inscriptions of the Gangas, 26,27, 28 ; and
theMatsyas, 27 ; Anantavarman-Chdda-
Ganga, 27 ; Krishna D^va Raya, 230 ; and
Kuldttunga I, 27.
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Inti perulu, 76-95 passim,

Ipom3ea hiloba, 17.

Ippa, tree, 257 ; oil, 125 ; liquor, 187. 190.

Iron, ores, 15, 16. 125 ; manufacture, 127,

219 ; traile. 130.

Ironwood, 113.

Irrigation, lOi-107, 152, 173.

Irvine, Mr. O. B., 181.

Ischaeinutn anguslifolium, 20.

Ishak Medina, 329.

IttiJia panduaa feast, 72.

IttikuvaUi8a'(£rZ), 133, 136, 139.

Ivorv-work, 12S.

Jack tree, 120, 2:i2, 248, 301, 323.

Jafar Ali, 31 226, 305.

Jaflfur Ally Khan, 226.

Jagamanda, 259.

Jagannaikpui-, 185.

Jagannatha, temple of, 27.

Jaganuatha Bhupati, 320.

Jagannatha Dora, of M^rangi, 295.

Jagannatha Mallappa Razu, 306.

Jagannatha Patro, diwan of Jeypore, 297.

Jagannatha Rao, Mr. V., 290 note.

Jagannatha Razu, Rai Bahadur P., 215 ;

three M6rangi zamindars of that name,

295, 296, 297 ; of Payakaraopeta, 312.

Jagannathapuram, in Godavari district,

185 ; in Madgole estate, 321.

Jagann&yakulu, Mandapaka, 321.

Jagdalpnr, mutta, 120, 234, 273 ; village

(Fd), 10, 141, 274.

Jaggampena estate, 255.

JaggaRao, M.R.Ry. A. V., 158, 220-222,

330, 332 ; Gode, 219, 221, 311.

Jagga Rao observatory, 14.

Jaggery, making of, 124 ; trade in, 129,

130 ; weights for, 132 ; made from pal-

myra toddy, 191 ; made at Chittivalasa,

228.

Jails, 206, 297.

Jains, 62, 246, 300, 335.

Jaitgiri (Od), 137.

J&kara, 75, 94, 95, 96.

Jala.rip6ta, 331.

Jalaris, 83.

Jalia, 96.

Jalt6ra (Pc), 258.

Jamayats, 65.

Jami {Ee), weaving at, 123 ; hospital at,

157 ; union, 212 ; destroyedj by Krishna

D6va, 230 ; described, 316.

Jamma Devamma, 249.

Jamparakdtagedda, 174.

Janakapatnam, 71.

Janamguda (De.), 137.

Janapa Doralu, 94.

Janardana Tat Raja of Belgam, 298.

Janjhavati river, 9, 141, 265.

Jankari, 75.

Janni pothoro, 302.

Jannis, 73.

Jardin, Cl6meut du, 36.

Jitapu Doralu, 94.

Jatapus, 75, 94, 287, 304.

-lavadi hill«, 193.

Jayati (Ee), 246.

Jennings, Mr. William, 17.S.

Jewelleiy, in the plains, 69 ; in the Agency
70 ; of the Khonds, 34 ; of the Gadabas
97 ; manufacture of, 126, 127 ; trade in

130.

Jeypore estate, outbreaks in, 39, 58
rights of Vizianagram over, 46, 49
sanad granted for, 55 ; sacred thread
for Bottadaa and Ronas in, 89, 90
forests in, 116 ; contributions for road
making from, 136, 1-iO; use of palan
quins in, 143 : peshkash fixed for, 171
inams in, 176 ; brought under direct

administration, 177 ; suit supply to, 184
smuggling of ganja from, 192 ; included
in the Agency, 196 ; moriab sacrifice

common in, 199 > suit regarding Bissam-
katak estate, 234 ; Gunupur taken from
the Raja of, 257 ; aid during Savara
outbreaks from, 258 ; Gunupur math
under, 259 ; history of, 263-270 ; rela-

tions of Bastar with, 274 ; Malkanagiri
taluk obtained by the Raja of, 279;
Parvatipur and Belgam estates mort-
gaged to, 298 ; Nandapuram former
capital of, 300 ; Payakapad mokhasa
from, 301 ; Rayagada fort built by the

Raja of, 302 ; relations of Madgole with,

320, 321, 322.

Jeypore plateau, 7.

Jeypore tana, 271.

Jeypore taluk, 260-276.

Jeypore town (Bd), Kolab river flows near,

11 ; steatite found near, 16; iron-smelt-

ing in, 16 ; capture of, 47 ; Viziarama
Razu intends to proceed to, 52 ; Luthe-
ran Mission at, 64, 65 ; Dombus near, 88

;

sparse forest near, 119 ; tannery at,

125 ; roads from, 133-139, 274 ; rain-

fall at, 146, 147, 148 ; trade with, 149 ;

malaria in, 156 ; leper asylum at, 156 ;

hospital at, 157 ; school at, 162 ; Meriah
sacrifices at, 202; union, 212; described,

261 ; estate manager at, 270 ; granaries

at, 272 ; Virabhadra Razu captured in,

296 ; Linga Bhupati died at, 320.

Jodias, 86 note.

Jogi Razu, of Sarapalli-Bhiniavaram, 245 ;

of Merangi, 296.

Johnstone, Mr. John, 33.

Juangar mutta, 87.

Jubilee ^hat, 140.

Jury, trial by, 197.

Justice, administration of, 195-211.

Jute, cultivation of, 101 ; pressing and
weaving of, 122, 228, 229 ; trade in,

130, 229, 307,

Kadagandi forest reserve, 113.

Kadapas, 271.

Kagalam4da, 138.
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Kailasa hill, 333.

Kailasakota hills (Pc), 4, 142, 257.

Kakatiyas of Warangal, 27.

Kalahandi State, northern boundary of

the district, 1; rivers risino; in, 9, 10;
laterite found near, 15; rising of the

Khonds of, 58 ; road to, 141, 145 ; escape

of criminals to, 205 ; tobacco sent to,

232 ; immigration from, 282.

Kali, 75, 2G2, 309.

Kalinga country, 24, 36.

Kalinganagara, 26.

Kalingapatam, 102, 120.

Kalliyaguda, 131.

Kalloyi Gadabas, 96.

Kalyana Singapur, tana, 271 ; village (Eb),

snuff-boxes made near, 126 ; track to,

142; railway through, 144; road pro-

posed from, 145 ; Bissamkatak and
Jeypore chiefs fled to, 233, 266; de-

scribed, 302.

Kamela dye, 130, 253.

Kamma Velamas, 78.

Kammaras (blacksmiths), 81.

Kamsalas, 81.

Kamaalis (goldsmiths), 81. 126, 128, 310.

Kanaka Durga, 262, 263.

Kanakas6na, 263.

Kaucharis (brass-smiths), 81, 127, 219,

Kaniyambadi, 193.

Kannamma, K., 255.

Kanniah, Golthy, 128 note.

Kantlam, 132.

Kanyaka l'arara6svari, 337.

Kapkonda, 7.

Kapn Gadabas, 97.

Kapu Mangalas, 82.

Kapu Savaras,95.
Kapngtida, 258.

Kapos, 77, 130.

Karabolu, 138.

Karakakouda hill, 20.

Karasa salt-factory (£/), 183, 184, 185.

Karlaohati (Fc), 232.

Karrivalasa estate, 305.

Kasi buffaloes, 21.

Kdsi hucjua, 309.

Kasidhoravalasa, 308.

Kasimkota chief, 36 ; division, 164

;

estate, 170, 222.

Kasiir.kota town (-E/), Siradanadli flows

past, 8 ; Ananda RSzu joined Forde's

force at, 33 ; cyjjtnre of, 40 ; once an
important fort, 65 ; forest reserve near,

113; flood damages to, 153; school at,

162, union, 212 ; described, 222.

Kasipuram estate (Ee), graphite found in,

16 ; Eaja of Vizianagrain imprisons
the zamindar of, 49 ; Viziarama Razu's

family fled to, 54 ; disturbances of the

zamindar of, 58, 172; roads to, 134,

137
;
peshkash fixed for, 171 ; included

in the Agency, 196; passed to the Raja
of Vizianagram, 266 ; sanad granted

by Salabat Jang for, 266; described,

317.

K^sis (stonemasons), 81.

K4sivisv68vara, 75.

Kastdri Appayya Pantulu, 319.

Kattiri Gadabas, 97.

Kattubadi, 273.

Kattnboln anient, 105.

Kfttyayana, 25.

Kdvadig, 143.

Kavite hunda (Fe), 241.

Kazimadam anient, 105.

Keating, Mr. Michael, 180. ^

Kebbedi, 131.

Kerandi river, 141.

Kerosine oil, 125, 130, 307.

K^savasvami temple, 319,

Khondalite, 15.

Khondi Porojas, 86.

Khonds, risingt of, 58, 303 ; language of, 60,

61, 86, 232, 277 ; houses of, 68 ; dancing
of, 71 ; Khondi Poroja section of, 86

;

described, 93 ; ignorance of, 160, 161
;

commit cattle-theft, 204 ; sorcerer

killed by, 205 ; taluks in which found,

293, 301, 304.

Kimedi estate, 49, 148, 169, 259, 266.

King, Dr., 215, 285 note.

Kintali estate (te), 171, 291.

Kobbiriya Dombus, 88.

Kodnikanal, 16.

Kodrus, 127.

Kodulu, 94.

K6d6r, 125.

Kodfiru (£/), 127.

KolAb river, drainage basin of, 5, 7 ; de-

scribed, 11 ;
passes through Guptesva-

ram, 16, 260 ; want of bridge over, 138,

141 ; bounds the Jeypore taluk, 260.

Kolarian family of languages, 61.

Kollar (Cd), 16, 141.

Komaravolu ^va, 8, 105, 174, 247.

Komatis, Lingayats among, 62 ; women
of, 69; deal in the agency jewellery,

70 ;
gambling among, 71 ; money-lend-

ing by, 108
;
gunny-bags made by, 122

;

trade of, 130, 131 ; mango pickle made
by, 254 ; at Vizianagram, 337.

Komatlip^ta (Fc), 142.

Konada (Pe), 9, 147, 183, 184.

Konarlu, 80.

Konda Doralu, 94.

Konda Doras, described, 80 ; crime of,

203 ; caste of Andra zamindar, 245

;

taluka in which found, 248, 293, 304.

Konda Kapus, 80.

Konda language, 60.

Konda Malas, 248.

Konda mutta, 196, 290.

Kondad^vata, 75.

Kondakamb6ru [Ce), Mach^ru river widens
near, 12; forests near, 120, 121; jungle

path to, 247 ;
proposed attack on, 250

;

described, 281.

Kondakarla, ava (£/), 8, 105, 174, 254 j

estate, 170, 172.

Kondala agraharam, 255.

Kondapalli, circar, 3, 30 ; fort, 28.
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Kondap6d,u cultivation, 111, 272, 287.

Kondasanta (D/), 131, 134, 130., 247.

Kondavida, 28.

Kopp&ka anient, 105.

Koppala Velamas, 78.

Koraput District Board, 157, 212.

Koraput taluk, 277.

Koraput tana, 16, 271.

Koraput town (Dd), laterite found north
of, 15 ; Lutheran Jlission at, 64 ; Uombus
near, 88; Honas numerous near, 90;
bare country round, 119 ; road throug'h,

139 ; raiutall at, 146, 148 ; malaria in,

156 ; 8ub-jail at, 206
;
police reserve at,

206 ; head-quarters transferred to. 262
;

described, 277.

Koronos, 91.

Korra, 151.

Korra .M allayya, 304.

Korravanivalasa riots, 58, 289, 304.

Kornkoada (Ce), 247, 279, 280.

Koruprolu estate (I^g), 221.

Kos, 132.

Kosala, kings of, 26.

Kosalya Malls, 92.

Kota dihba, 227.

Kotapad pargana, 268, 274.

Kotapad tdna, 16, 271.

Kotapad village (Cc), Lutheran Mission at,

64, 65 ; Domhu sub-divisions near, 88 ;

Bottadas found near, 89 ; Pondra Mali'^

near, 92
;
grain-pro iucing centre, 131

;

comniunication with, 140, 141, 145 ; sub-

magistrate at, 262
;
granaries at, 272 ;

described, 274.

Kot^svara, 10.

Kotikapenta estrxte, 306.

Kotilingam, 223,310,
Kottakota, estate, 170, 172 ; lake, 8, 105,

247 ; stream, 8, 105 ; village (D/), 203.

Kottam (Ee),230, 290.

Kottaparuvu sub-division, 295.

Kottavalfisa, (!4, 131.

Kottiya Paikos, 90.

Koi^tur, 187, 172.

Kotwals, 205.

K6ya language, 60, 61, 86.

K6ya8, 72, 86, 98, 279.
Koyyiir (Of), 136, 206, 247, 251.

Krishna, 81, .304.

Krishna IJhupati, .321.

Krishna D^-o, 264, 283, 302, 322.

Krishna Deva, VijayanagHr king, 28,230,
313, 324.

Krishna Tat Raja, 233.

Kiishnachandra Tat Raja, 233.

Krishnadevipot (C/-, 131, 247, 251, 253.

Kshatriyas, 219.

Kudivdram, 183.

Xulottunga 1,27, 324.

KHmbikota-gedda, 9. 142, .301, 302.

Kumili (i'>), .339.

Kummarapalli anient, 105.

Kummaripaleni, 227.

Kuncham, 132.

Kundal Savaras, 95.

Kunta, 281.

Kuppili, estate, 171, 221 , 222; salt factory
183, 184 ; village (Fe), 147.

Kdrada-Kondayyavalasa estate, 310, 311.
Kurma Razu, 288.

Knrupam estate, 171,196, 266, 293 ; village
(Fd), 293 ; zaraindar, 217, 221, 222.

Kutragada, 235.

Kuttiya Khond country, 212.

Kutti^a Khonds, 68, 93, 187, 232
Kuvinga, 94.

Lac, 120, 130, 282.

Lacquer-TTork, 128, 282, 310.

Laffan, Mr. E. S., 182. •

Lakes, 8.

Lakhanapuram estate, 297.

Lakkavarapuk(5ta (Ee), 127, 128.

Lakshesvara temple, 244.

Lakshiraju anient, 105.

Lakshmamma, ballad regarding, 84.

Lakshmi Chellayamma, 242.

L^kshmi Narasayamma, 295.

Lakshmi Nara«imha Rnpa Razu, 306.
Lakshminarayana Eao, V. R., 311.

Lakshmi pur ghat, 139, 141.

Lakshmipuram, 88.

Lala Krishna Deo, 264, 266.

Lally, Count de, 33.

Lambadi language, 60, 61.

Lambadis. See Brinjaris.

Lammasingi, ghat, 134, 136 ; village {Df),

206, 247, 251.

Lammasingi Kottavidi mutta, 251, 252.

Lammasingi Patavidi mutta, 251, 252.

Land-cess, 213.

Land-customs, 42, 166, 169, 193.

Land measures, 132.

Land Revenue administration, in the
district generally, 164-182 ; in Jeypore,
271.

Langla Porojas, 86.

Langulya river, described, 9 ; railway in

the district ends at, 144 ; bridge over,

154, 243; boundary between Ganjam
and Vizagapatam, 171 ; bf^unds the

Chipurupalle taluk, 243 ; Gujaratipota

on the bank of, 243 ; cliannel from, 244
;

watershed of, 257 ; drainage basin of,

287.

Lanka, 71.

Lateiitc, 15, 226, 274, 277.
Lann3fti pinnatijida, 17.

Law, Mr., 239, 240.

La.v9 in force in the Agency, 197, 208-

211.

Lawsou, Patrick, 326.

Lawson Meda, '228.

Lawson's Bay (i/), 217, 323, 326.

Leaf-platters, 292.

Leopards, 22.

Leper asylums, 64, 156.

Leprosy," 156, 259, 308.
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Light-honse at Bimlipatam, 229 ; Santa-
pilly, 231; und Vizagapatam, 327,329,
330,

Limes, 248.

Limestone, 15, IG, 260, 285.

Lineal mcisuies, 132.

Linga Bbiipati (two zamindars of that

name). 3M, 3:i.i.

Lingaiu Ijakslimaji, 321.

Linga|ipa, 236.

Lingarajupalem anicut, 105.

Lingayats, 62, 75, 77, 82, 123.

Liquid measiii es, 132.

Local Boards, 212. •.

Local self-government, 212-217.
Loddalu, 96.

Lohara Savaras, 95.

Loharia, 127.

Londa, 187.

London Mission, 63, 162, 163.

Long pepper, 130, 248,253.
L nglej, Mr. C. T., 254.

Lotugedda, village (CO, 247, 253 ; mutta,
251, 252.

Lower secondary schools, 162, 163.

Lunatic Asylum, 159.

Lutheran Mission, 64, 162,

M
Macartney, Lord, 48.

Macdonell, Professor, 24.

Macbera liver, drainage basin of, 5, 284
;

described, 11 j Sita bathed in, 87 ; joins

Palern at Kondakamberu, 281 ; curious
pool on, 285.

Machkfind. See Macheru.
Mackenzie, Mr. A. T., 328.

Mackenzie Mss., 294-, 323 note, 338.
Macpherson, Captain, 199.

Macqnoid, Colonel, 280.

Madagada, 138.

Madapollam, 32.

Maddi tree, 247.

Maddikallu, 167.

MaddilapalerQ estate, 333.

Mad>;ole estate, fish venerated in, 28

;

rents in, 109; peshkash of, 171 ; in-

clude! in the Agency but portion sub-
sequently excluded, 196 ; zamindar
sheJtored by Golgonda chief, 249

;

zamindar's daughter kidnapped by a
Gollaking, 256; passed to the Raja of

Vizianagram, 266 ; .Teypore Raja's loan
to, 270; mahseer protected by the
zamindar of, 286 ; described, 320.

Madgole hills, sources of Sarada river in,

8 ; and of Macheru river, 11 ; forests

on, 105, 120 ; roads on, 134, 136 ; heavy
rains in, 154.

Madgole vir.age (DO, 134, 136, 212, 319.

Madhava Varma Pusapati, 236, 338.
Madhya Bottadas. 89.

Madhya Sondis, 91.

Madigas, 67, 84, 203.

Madras Railway Co., 8, 144.
Magistrates, 198.

Mahadan, 274.

MahaLvkshmamiua, 222, 228.
Mahamandalosvara, 319.
Mahaindi ri^'LT, 7, 24.

Mahanii Koronos, 91.

Maharampeta, 216, 332.
.Maheudragedda, 135.

Mahendragiri hill, 20, 26.

Mahfuz Band 11-, 9, 10.

Mahishasnra, 263, 309.
Mahseer, 12. 286, 320.
Maid alp ar (Dc), 131, 141 145, 192.
Mailaris, 84.

Majji Giriya, 302.

Majjikota, 120.

Majjis, 91, 271.

Makaram mutta (C/), 252.
Makkavarapalem (D/\ 203.
Makkuvi [Ed), 51, 307.
Malagedda, 106.

Malapilli, 67.

Malaria, 1 56, 232, 262, 277, 278.
Malas, 67, 84, 203.

Malavati, 165, 170.

Malcolm iMalkan) Meda, 228.
Malis, 92, 282
Malkan (Malcolm) Meda, 228.
Malkanagiri taluk, 7, 278.
Malkanagiri tana, 271.

Malkanagiri village {Be), height of, 7, 278 j

Doinbus near, 88 ; Koyas and Ronas
near, 98, 279 ; road to, 141 ; rainfall at,

146 ; dispensary at, 157 ; Meriah sacri-

fice at, 202 ; described, 281.

Mallakimardhaua Krishna Deo, 264, 265.
Mallappa Razn, two persons of that name,

305.

ilaPavaram estate, 255.

Malligedda, 174.

Mallikdrjuna Rao, CLatrazu, 312 ; Erra-
milli, 312.

Mallikesvarasvami, 259.

Mallotus philippinensis, 130.

Mamidivada, anicat, 105 ; entftte, 223,
3)0; vil'age goddess, 315.

Manaksuro, 234.

Mandiri Dombus, 88.

Mangalas, 82.

Manganese ore, 15, 125, 129.

•Mango garien at Vizagapatam, 43, 44,

Maugo-kernels, 70.

"^'lango pickle at Narasapatam, 254.

Mango trees, 232, 248, 261, 301, 323.

Manika, 132.

Manik6svara, 23 i. •

Maniuag^svara, 10.

Manna Sultan, 266.

Mantena estate, 291.

Manusru, 132.

Manures. 103, 143, 284.

Marathas, 31, 43, 44, 226, 305.

Maridamma, 74.

Markama, 234.

Markand^ya rishi, 81, 82.
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Markets, 130 ; at Anakapalle, 219 ; Andra,

245; Bobbin, 242; Jeypore, 261;

Kasipuram, 317; Madgole, 319; Pal-

konda, 290 ; Saliir, 307 ; Vizagapatam,

217, 331 ; Vizianagram, iil4, 337.

Markiug-nut, 13U.

Marlavalasa estate, 3C6.

Marriage ceremouied, 76-98 passim.

Marripakalo, 115.

Marripalem anicut, 105.

Marsh, Dr. J., 261, 270.

Martin, Dr., 52.

Martin'8 Point, 43, 44.

Martynio diaiiAiKi, 20.

Marupilli, 246.

Marvaris, 108, 128, 130.

Mason, Mr. William, 180, 333.

M6.3tigas, 84.

Masulipatam town, chief town in the

Circars, 3, 30; ceded to the French, 31 ;

military operations in, 32 ; taken by Col.

Forde, 34 ; seat of Government of t he
Northern Circars at, 35 ; Vizagapatam
factors directed to go to, 36 ; Dutch at,

43 ; Viziar^ma Eazn directed to proceed

to, 51 ; attack on the French at, 222

;

Anauda Razu at, 241.

Matam, 285.

Math at Gunupur, 259.

Mathews, Captain Richard, 267, 294.

Mats, 129.

Matsya D6sa, 28, 320.

Matsya gundam, 285, 320.

Matsyas of Oddavadi, 27.

Mattiyas, 92, 279.

Mattupada, 120, 270.

Maulgal, 266.

Mauli, 7b.

Mauritius sugar-cane, 101.

McMurray, Mr. J. W., 7, 327.

McPherson, Dr. Duncan, 6.

Measures, 132.

M6daras, 83, 129, 143.

Medical institutions, 157.

Medical school, 158, 162.

Megasthenes, 25.

M^kala Gollas, 81.

M^lupaka estate (D/), 170, 222.

M^naiikam, 66, 76-98 passim.

Mentada river, 215.

M6rangi estate, graphite found in, 16
;

peshkash fixed for, 171 ;
partitioned, 172

;

included in the Agency but portion

subsociuently excluded, 196
; passed to

the Kajaot Vizianagiam, 266; Kurupaui,
fort seized by the zamindar of, 294

;

restored to its owginal owners, 294

;

history of, 295.

M6rangi village {I'd), 295.

Meriah sacrifices, 94, 199^ 234, 262, 281.

Metals, 1:^6, 130.

Metchlepatam, 35.

Mtteorite, iron, 16,

Mettah gate, 43, 44.

Mottu Jangalu, 246.

M«xioau cotton, 290.

Middle Point, 43.

Middlemias, Mr., 16.

Milavandlu, 83.

M;ll for jut.', 102,122.

Minaiualnr urhat (Ds), 134, 136.

Minchiu, Mr., 189, 190.

Mint at Binilipatam, 226, 227.

Mirigani Uombus, 88.

Mogadarigedda, 135.

Mohurrum, 65.

Mohwa, flower, 22, 70, 72, 187 ;
timber, 120.

Mokhasa, 176, 301.

Moilapdlam anicut, 10.^.

jyinndenkallu niutta (Fd), 196.

Mondiguda (Ce), 131.

Monopoly salt factories, 183.

Moracin, M., 31.

Morinda citrifolia, 97.

Mosques, 244, 313, 329.

Moti Mahal, 337.

Motu (^0, 11, 12, 141, 281.

Moturpha, 166, 194, 279.

Mi-itynnjaya of Sangamvalasa, 299.

Mrityunjaya-nagaraui, 299.

Muhauunadans- See Musalmans.
Muka Doralu, 94.

Muka Doras, 95,

Mukavalasa, 308,

Muklialingam. 26,

Mukuuda Ueo, 322.

Mnknnda Haricliandana, 29.

M61i kSavaras, 95.

Mnnagapaka estate (E/), 170, 221,

Munda family of languages, 61.

Mungamnri family, 221.

Municipalities, 157, 213-217.

Muria Gdnds, 98.

Muuro, Sir Thomas, 57.

Murray, Hon. L.G.K., 180.

Musalmans, incursions of, 28; their rule

in the district, 29-35 ; described, 65

;

tanning by, 125; retail trade of, 131;

education among, 161 ; revenue system
of, 165 _; iuanis granted by, 175; ganja
consumed by, 193 ; courts established

by 195; in Kusimkota, 222 ; tombs of,

244; mosqes of, 244, 313, 329.

Museum, at Calcutta, 128; at Madras,

201.

Mustajari system, 109, 271, 290.

Mustard, 102, 130, 248, 253 307.

Muthyalamnia, 74.

Myrubolama, 130, 229, 3u7.

N

N gabandham, 219.

Naganna Dora, 312.

I^agaralus, 78.

Nagdvali project. It t:".

Nagavali river, diainage basin of, 4, 287 ;

described, 9 ; crops grown under, 101 ;

silt of, 103
J
irrigation from, 104,106,l74j
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bridge across, 136 ; impedes communi-
1

cation in Parvatipur talnk, 293 ; new
dam across, 293 ; shrines on tbe banks

of, 301 ; its junction with Kumbikuta-
gedda, 301 ; towns on the banks of, 301,

302 ; falls near R^yagada on, 302.

Nagavasulus, 83.

Nagn^svara, 309.

Nagpur State, 268, 288.

Nakkalas, 203.

Nakkapalli estate, 170, 231, 310 ; village

(,D<7), induistries of, 123, 128, 130 ; dis-

pensary at, 157; described, 309.

Nalla maddi, 115.

Nanda Poi-ojas, 86.

Nandapore, 266.

Nandapuram {Dd), Ronas numerous near,

90; Mails near, 92 ; bare ronntry round,

119 ; road to, 139 ; flowers brought for

sacrifice from, 263 ; Vin4yaka Deo
went to, 264 j sanad granted by Salabat

Jang for, 266 ; t&na of, 271 ; deputy
tahsildar of, 280 ; described, 300 ; zamin-
dari of, 300 ; fachiijenta ryots emi-

grated to country round, 306.

Narasa Eazu, Kakarlapiidi, 255.

Narasa Razu, K. Chinna, 255.

Narasapatam Road {JDg), railway-itation

at, 253.

Narasapatam taluk, 177.

Narasapatam taluk board, 212.

Narasapatam town, Varahaiiadi flows near,

8 J
Waltair cooler than, 14; graphite

found near, 16 ; Canadian Baptist

Mission at, 65 ; anient over the Varaha
river near, 105 ; supply to the tank at,

105 J timber depot ordered to be opened
at, 112; forest reserves nea.r, 114;
glass bangles made near, 126 ; road to,

134; rainfall at, 146 ; hospital at, 157 j

school at, 162 ; magistrates at, 199

;

Police Assistant Superintendent at, 206 ;

union, 212 ; described, 253.

Narasimba, temples to, 226, 323.

Narasimha I, Ganga king, 28, 324, 325.

Narasimha Deo, ::83.

Narasimba Gajapati Razu, 47.

Narasimha hill, 4, 226.

Narasinga Rao, M.R.Ry. G. L., 220 ;

M.R.Ry. A. v., 220 ; Mrs. A. V., 161, 220,

331, 332; Achyuta, 311 ;C.V., 311.

Narayana Deo of Kimedi, 257.

Narayana Patro, 257, 259.

Narayana Ramachandra Patro, 298.
Sarayan^ Ramachandra Razu, 308.

Narayana Razu, 54, 55, 317, 339.

Narayaiiapatnam (Edi, in the drainage
basin of Janjhivati, 9 ; Ramachandra
Deo of Jeypore resided at, 54 ; Jodias

near, 86 note ; road to, 141 ; capital of

a principality, 265 ; tana attached by
Mr. Smollett, 268 ; Vikrama Deo resi-

ded at, 269 ; tana of Jeypore estate, 271.

Nar^ndra Rao, 287.

Nar6ndra Tat Raja (first), 233
j
(second),

234.1

Narisipurani tana {Fd), 298.

Natui'al divisions, 3.

Naupada salt, 184, 185.

Nauraugpur taluk, 282.

Nauraugpur tana, 271, 283.

Naurangpur village (Dc), Indravati flows

near, 10 ; I utherau Mission at, 64

;

Bottadas found near, 89 ; Omanaitos
near, 92 ; bangles made m, 126 ; lacquer-

work at, 129 ;
grain-producing centre,

131; roads to, 140, 141, 145 ; rainfall at,

146, 147 i hospital at, 157 ; salt trade

at, 184 ; criminal gang in, 204
;
gran-

aries at, 272; described, 282.

Nautak, 132.

Nazzar, 165.

Nedagolla, 16,

Nellimarla (P'e), 144, 215.

Nellore, 69, 80, 126.

Nettikotalas, 84.

Neyret, Very Rev. S. S., 63.

Nigaman, 271, 280.

Niger, 102, 125, 130, 307.

NiJa D6vi, 302.

Nilamani, 321.

Nilamraznp6ta, 203.

Nilanagaram channel, 106.

Nilayamma, Kakarlupudi, 305, 306.

Nilghai, 22.

Niragiri range {Eb), 4, 93, 232, 302.

Nissanku, 299.

Nordmann, Mr. K. F., 140, 144, 145.

Northern Circars, 3, 30, 31, 34, 48.

Niikalamma, 74, 219.

Nuiii Papa's hillock, 315.

Numerals, deficiency in words for, 62.

Nnniz, chronicle of, 29 note.

Nyamarazu, 234.

Oakeley, Sir Charles, 53, 55.

Obelisk at Bobbili, 241.

Observatory at Vizagapatam, 153 154, 220,

332.

Occupations, 122-129.

Odav^ndlu, 83.

Oddav&di, Matsyas of, 27.

Odiya, 60.

Odiya Dombas, 88.

Odiya Paikos, 90.

Oils, 124.

Oil-seeds, .30, 228.

Olax nana, 20.

Ollar Gadabas, 96.

Omaitos, 92.

Omanaitos, 92.

Onigedda, 174.

Onions, 130.

Ontagaon (Dd), 16.

Opium, 191, 248.

Oram, Mr,, 168, 264, L67.

Oranges, 248, 279.
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Oriental Salt Company, 184.

Orissa, Eajaraja defeats the rnler of, 27 ;

Matsya kiuir marries the danghter of

the kinp; of, 27 ; invaded by Firoz Shah
of Delhi, 28; Gajapati dynasty of, 28;
faniiap in. 148 ; salt supply to. 184

;

oonqutred by Krishna D6va, 230, 313:
Kanaka Durgabrou2;lit to Jeypore fi'oiii,

2'32.

Orjon Malik, 279.

Orme's Histora of Indostan, 32, 33, 34, 44,

•,37.

Orphamges, G4, 05. 3.30.

Ottaigedda stream, 21.5.

OwcB, Captain, 248, 249, 254.

Paohipenta, estate, 109, 171, 19fi, 266,

305 ; ghat, 31 ; village (Ee), 139, 304,

305, 306 ; zamindar, 49, 95.

Padalam, 132.

Padalamnia, 74.

Paddison, Mr. G. F., PS note, 284.

Paddy, cultivated under rivers and ^^anks,

3, 4 ; and on the 2,000 feet plateau, 7 ;

food of the upper classi'S, 70 ; area

cropped under, 100, 101 ; methods of

cultivation of, 103 , 151 ; its varieties

and value, 103; trade in, 130, 307;
standard wet crop, 174; beer brewed
from, 187; taluks in which arown, 232,

257, 260, 278. 27'.i, 2S2, 287; experi-

ments in foreign varieties, 290.

Pad6ru talnk, 284.

Pad6ra village ;,
Oe), sapphirine found near,

16 ; woodcock found near, 23 ; ti-ack

from Minamal6r to, 137 ; road required
from, 143 ; deputy tahsildar at, 177 ;

head-quarters transferred from, 284;
thick jungle near, 284; Madgole zamin-
dars installed at. 320.

Padmanabham (£/), 8, 51-53, 230, 339.

Padma Sa'es, 81, 84, 123- 310.

Padma Velamas, 78.

Pidwa taluk, 177, 284-280.

Padwa village, Ronas numerous near, 90;
track from Minamalur to, 137 ; road
through, 137 ; road required from, 143

;

rainfall at, 146; dispensary at, 157;
head-quarters ti'ansferred to, 284.

Paidamma, 74.

Paidi Malas, 89, 203.

Paidi MAramma, 293.

Paidip4;.3m (Fd), 126.

PaidiH, 89, 203, 293.

Paiditulli, 74, 315,316.
Palanquin, 143.

Pal^ru river, 247, 281.

Palkonda estate, its relations with Vizia-

nagram, 47, 49 ; disturbances in, 58,

294; peshkash of, 171; forfeited for

rebellion, 172 ; history of, 287.

Palkonda hills, 23, 113,212,

Palkonda talnk, 196, 287-292.

Palkonda town {l^d), Lingayar, gnruat, 62;
Roman Catholic church in, 64 : Haptist
Mission at, TS ; irrigation near, 106;

j

jute-weavii'Ei- near, 1 J2 ; marker nt, 131

;

i

roTds to, 1S4. 142 ; rainfall at, 147
;

j

hdspifal a^ 157, 158; school r't, 162;
! sub-magisirate at, 199; nni'n, 212;

once a municipality, 213 ; .lescribed, 290.

Pal'apn Savaras, 95.

Palmyra ]ialm in the east of the district,

4; umbrella-hat made from the leaf of,

70; mats made from, 129; toddy and
jau'gei'V obtriined from, 191; taluks in

which "found, ISO. 218, 226, 278.

Panchadharala, estate, 170, 172, 310;
village (/>/). 310.

Panchamas, 163.

Panch&yats, 195, 197.

Pandavas, 98, 304.

Pandiyam, 187.

Pangam (Cd), 1 20.

Panicum iiiiliare, 187.

Panini, 25.

Pannara Malis, 92.

Vanos, 88.

Panta Kapus, 77.

Pappadahandi (Pc), 141, 145, 283.

Paramanando, 279.

Parasurama Patro, Yellumahanti, 291.

Parengi Gadabas, 96.

Parengi Porojas, 86.

Paren*^-tongue, 60.

Parkes, Mr. W., 229.

Parlakimedi estate, seized by Viziauagram,
46 ; zamindar's connection with Viza-
gapatam mutiny, 48 ; disturbances in,

57, 172; Malis in, 92; transfei-red to

Ganjam, 171; zamindar sheltered by
Golgonda chief, 249; Gunupur paddy
sent through, 257.

Parry & Co , Messrs., 124.

Parvaii, 71, 309.

Parvatipur estate, 293.

Parvatipur taluk, 293-299,

Pai'vatipur taluk board, 157, 212.

Parvatipur town (Ed), Langulya river

flows near, 9 ; Waltair cooler than,

14; emigration depots at, 60 ; Lntheran
Misiion at, 6t ; Nagavali bridge near,

106 ;
gold and silver work at, 126

;

colony of Kanoharis .it, 127; mar-
ket and trade centre, 131 ; roads from,
134, 141, 142; railway through, 144;
i-ainfall nt, 146; hospifal at, 157;
scl{Ool at, 162; salt trade at, 184;
district munsif at, 198 ; police reserve
and Assistant Superintendent at, 206 ;

hill jail at, 207 ; union, 212 ; municipality
proposed for, 213 ; Jeypore dispute
decided t.t, 268 ; described, 297.

Pasture, 122.

Pdtal^svara, 10.

Pataliuotra, 25.

Pathans, 281.

Patika, 131.

Patna, 25.
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Patnaik Koronos, 91.

Pattiibhiamma, 74.

Pattix Sales, described, 81, 82; ca8tes

begging from, 84 ; money-lending by,

108 J
cotton-weaying of, 123; tobacco-

curing b}', 12 i ; trade of, 130.

Payaka Rao, lounder of Payak.'iranp^ta,

40, 79, 219, 312 ; another zamindar of

Favakaraoii^ta, 312; rebel, 5S, 172,

220,312; title, 312.

Payakapad, 10, 30l.

Payakaraop6ta {''ff^, disturbances of the

zamindar of, 58, 172 ; cotton-weaving
at, 123, 130; roads to, 133, 134;
railway bridge near, 144 ; described,

312.

Paijira season, 102.

Peafowl, 23.

Pebbuli, 236.

Pedda Boddedi estate, 297.

Pedda Cheruvu tank, 21 5, 336, 337.

Pedda Gummaldru (I'g), 12d, 221.

Pedda Jagayya, 288, 289.

Pedda Kanchamma, 291.

Pedda Kimedi, 233.

Pedda Kondaln, 80.

Pedda Medina, mokhasadar of, 319.

Pedda Mallappa Razu, 306.

Pedda M^rangi estate, 295, 297.

Pedda payita seas<5n, 102.

Pedda-pnli, 236.

Pedda Eaman Dora, 245.

Pedda Raynd'i, founder of Bobbili family,

236.

Pedda rozii ceremony, 77, 78, 81, 83, 95.

Pedda tank, 105.

Pedda Uppalam, anicut, 105 ; village, 314.

Pedda V6gi, 26.

Pedda Velfimsis, 78.

Peddagunda river, 285,

Peddanna of Sangamvalasa, 299.

Peddapalem, 255.

Peddapalli forest, 112, ]3, 114.

Peddapenki, village (Fd), 126; estate, 308.

Peddavalasa (C/), 136, 247, 248.

Pengu Porojas. 86.

Peiitakdta (I>fif), 313.

Pentikonna, 93.

Peutijas, 93.

Penugollu anient, 105.

People, 59-98.

P^rantalymma, 74.

Perceval, Mr. William, 46, 179.

Perikes, 122.

Permanent Settlement, 55, 169.

Peshini. 271.

Pett. ghat {Dd), 137.

PhyKantli" pintata, 19
Physical description, 1-23.

Pig, 22.

Pigeon, 23.

Pigot, Lord George, 179.

Pilla Gangu, 255.

Pillar Rock, 313.

Pitidriini, 75.

Pine-apples, 323.

Pftambara Tat Raja, 233.

Pithapurani, zamindara of, 242.

Plateaus, three main, 5.

Pliny, 25.

Plough and hoe taxes, 272, 280.

Podeh {Be), 280-

Podu cultivation, 111, 113.114, 118-119,
248.

Pohl, Rev. E., 64.

Polamma, 74, 75, 83.

Polava-am rock, 4.

Polavarom village {T)g), road from, 134;
rainfall at, 146, 147, 148; factory at,

183, 184 ; bungalow at, 254; hamlet of

Uppalam, 314.

Police, 205.

Pondra Mails, 92.

Pondiiru, Lingayat centre, 62 ; cotton-

weaving ut, 123, 130; hospital at, 157;
union, 212; history of estate, 255.

Pontoon bridge, 135, 2i6.

Pont' ion ferry at V'izagapatam, 327.

Poor-house, at Bubbili, 242 ; at Vizaga-
patara, 33'

.

Population, 59-98.

Poragarh, 274.

Porcupine quills, 128.

Poroja K odulu, 94.

Poroja, language, 60, 61 ; caste, 65, 72, 86.

Ports, 229, 313, 314.

Pot6rn stroam, 11, 121.

Potndru (i'e), Krishna Deva's pillar of

victory at, 28 ; Ntniz' reference to, 29
note; revolt of the Raja of, 39;
described, 230; included in Vira Vikrama
Deo's possessions, 265 ; "^itaramachandra
established himself at, 339.

Pottangi, gh^t, 134, 137, 139; taluk, 300;
town {Ed), 88, 146, 177, 300.

Pottasinfji {Gc), 258.

Potulagedda, 174.

Prakasa Rao, S. S., 221.

Pratapa 1 eo, 257.

Pratapa Ka: ilesvnra, 28.

Pratapa Rao, 2-15.

Pratapa Rudra of Orissa, 28.

Prataua VallabhaRaja, Mahamandal^avara,
319.

Prehistoric peoples, 24.

Prendergast, Lieutenaiit-Colonel, 50, 52,

53 ; Mr., 58.

Prince, Mr. Richard, 178.

Pringle, ]Mr., 35, 36.

Printing press at V'izagapatam, 63.

Pteroca>pus Maisuphim, 115.

Ptproiohnim indicum, 18.

Pu^^lic health, 156-159.
Pudimadaka (£/), 79, 134, 191, 313.

Pul BH^h, 212, 338.

Pulses, 151, 152.

Pundsa season, 102.

Puni Go.las. 81.

Punyagiri, 318.

Puii7.u cock, 71.

Furi, 27, 28, 74, 79.

Pnrushottama D6va of Oriesa. '** 262.

46
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Pdsipadu, 338.

Patti, 132.

Pa-.tiya Paikos, 90.

Quail, 23.

Quart system, 190.

Quuiri rock, 314.

R

Baohabanda, 313.

Rachamand<i sheep, 21.

Raghiiiiatha Krishna Deo, 233, 2>M.

Ka^i, staple food, 70, 101 ; area cropped,

lOU, 101 ; methods of cultivation of, 103,

151 ; trade in, 130, 307; rise in the price

of, 149; standard dry crop, 174; beer

brewed froai, 187 ; talnkf) in which
grown, 243, 24S, 284.

Ragoji Bhonsla, 226.

Raigarh {Cd), 141, 274.

Rail-borne tr;ide, 130.

Railways. 113, 114, 144.

Rainfall, 7, 13, 146.

Rain-making spells, 73.

Raipur, 1, 141, 184, 232.

R&j Nonds, 98.

K&i Mahal at Bobbili, 242.

Raja Rao Venkatarayudu, 291.

Rajabhupala Riizu, Xliikki, 51, 245, 317.

Mjagopal Hao, Inuganti, 29 J, 292, 321

;

of Kdrada-lCondayyavalasa, 811.

Rajagouala R4zu, Sdgi Buchchi, 255.

Rttjahinundry Circar, 3, 30, 31, 40, 237.

Rajahiuundry town, seized by Krishna Deva,

23 ; identified with ' Symamdary,' 29
note ; Bussy goes to, 31 ; Col. Forde's

march to, 34 ; Ananda Razu died at, 46,

339; opium warehouse at, 191; attack

on the French ^t, 222 ; Viziarama Razu
meets Bussy at, 237 ; communication
with ildtu of, 281 ; Annama Razu killed

near, 338 note.

R&jala, 172.

Rajanna, tjangabattulu, 311.

Rajaraja, Ch61a king, 26 ; Ganga king, 27.

R4jayyap6ta, 155.

RAj6ridramam '>6vi, 321, 322.

Rajputs, 53, 170.

Railugedda, 131, 139.

Kam-li^hting, 71

Rama Krishna, 2 12.

Rama L^kshmamm:l, Xeilunui'i, 223.

Ra ua mutta, 290.

Rama llao, Inuganti, 291

.

Ramabhadrn liazu, of Vizianagraui, 46,

339 ; of M )rangi, 296, 297.

Ramabhadraparain(^'e), 12S, 134.

Ramabhajanas, 74.

Ramachandra Deo I, of Joypore, 204, 2G5,

298.

Ramachandra Deo II, of Jeypore, Nara-
yana Hazu of Vizianagram opjns nego-
tiations with, 54; holds aloof from hi3

party and is rewarded by the grant of

a sanad, 55, 26S, 2^7 ; Tat Raja of Bis-

samkatak imprisoned by, 233 ; period
of, 264; I^aurangpur t'lna 'granted by,

283.

Ramachandra Deo III. of Jeypore, 233,

204. 268, 270.

Ramachandra, son of the present Maha-
raja of Jeyp>re, 270.

Rimachandra Razu, Datla, 255 ; Kakarla-

piidi, 255 ; Sagi, 254, 313, 314 ; zaiuindar

of rfalur, 307.

Ramachandra T4t Raja (two persons uf

that name), 233.

Ram ichandramma, 315.

Ramaohaudrusvami, temple at Jeypore to,

201.

Ramachen h'udu, 311.

ll^magiri (Cd), gorge near, 11 ; tana, 16,

271 ; D.jrnbus near, 88 ; sal forests near,

116, 120, 260; trai'k leading to, 141;
Meriah sacrifice at, 202.

Ramalingam, Ganulu, 128 note.

llama-;agaram tank, 105.

Ramatirtham (Fe), 335.

Ramayamma, of Kasimkota, 222, 223 ; of

Bayyavarain, 255.

Ramayana, 25, 71, 260.

Ramayogi, 311.

Ramayya, 320, 322.

Ramchanda Wagh, 274.

Ruaipa rebellion, 173, 202, 250, 313.

Ramsden, Mr. (leorge, 30, 178.

Rd'id tonka, SO.

Ranga llao, title granted to Bobbili chiefs,

230.

Ranga Rao Charifram, 241

.

Raugachari, J., 255.

liangapati, 236.

Rang vaka, 236.

Ranigodda gha'. (M), 140.

Ranis, of Najransrpur, 283.

Ratnayamma, V. J., 222.

Ravad'a estate {Ef), 31u, 311.

Rava Lakshmi Kautayammi, 291.

Hayabijji {bb), 202. 234.

Rayadappa, two Bobbili chiefs, 236, 241

;

Inuga,nti, 291, 292.

Riyagada hills, 9.

Rayagada sugar-cane, 101.

llayagada taluk, 301,303.
Rayagada Mini, 208, 271.

Rayagada vilUge (Ec), Langulya river flows

past, 9; bii'lge at, 9, 142; market
at, 131; roads to, 134, 145; railway
through, 14-4

J
rainfall at, 14ri ; hospitil

at, 157; infiinticide common near, 202;
tr 'ops assembled by Vitrama Deo at,

206 ; Jeyp jre Raj i imprisoned at, 208
;

des-ribed, 301.

Rayavalasa, 137, 138.

Rayivaram, estate, 170,172,313; village

{Dij), 196, 313.
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Eazam liuncla, 236, 241.

Ea^ani town (Fe), coloured cloths used
near, C9 ; cotton-weaving at, 123, 124,

130; gold and silver w-rk at, 126;
hospital at, 157; district nmii si f at, I'JS;

union, 212; taken by liubbili, 241 ; de-

scribed, 290.

E(>a's Monumental Remains of the Dnfclt

East India Co., 226 note.

Beade, Mr. C. W., 181, 279.

Red gram, 130.

Reddis, 28, 120.

Regimental Lines cemetery, 327, 332.

Registration, 198.

Regulation, I of 1805, 183 ; XXV of 1802,

183.

Regulation in force in the Agency, 208.

R^gulavalnsa (Ee), 216.

Religions, 62.

Religious life, 74.

Rellis, 83.

Revenue administration, 164-194.

Revenue Sefctlement of 1889, 100, 173.

Rhys Davids, Professor, 24.

Rice. See Paddy.
Ripon Hindu Theological school, 162.

Rishikonda (£/), 4.

Eivfr-channels, 105.

Rivers, 8-12.

Roads, 133.

Robins, Mr. Benjamin, 44.

Roebuck, Benjamin, 331.

Roman Catholic Mission, 63 ; . schools

maintained by, 1G2, 163 ; chapel of, 290;

diocese of, 325 ; swamp reclaimed by,

328 ; churches of, 329, 330, 336.

Rona Paikos, 90.

Ronas, 90, 279.

Rose-gardens, 50, 261, 323.

Ross, Mr., 329.

Ross Hil), 64, 216,326, 329.

Roza Khan, 281.

Rugs, cotton, 123.

Rumbold, Sir Thomas, 167.

Russell, Mr. Claud, 179.

Russell, Mr. George, special commission
of, 57, 172, 173; on Meriah sacntices,

199 ; Palkonda estate, 287, 288 ; Merangi
estate, 295, 296 ; and Payakaraop^ta,
312 ; his operations against Virabhadi-a

Razu, 317.

Rustuudill Khan, 39, 40.

s

Sabari river, 11.

Sachcharii, 83.

Sadanaudapuram, 125.

Sddhanasuruln, 84.

Saffron, 130, 253.

Sago-palm, 70, 72, 115, 186.

Saiyad Ali Medina, tomb of, 329.

Sal tree, in Naurangpnr taluk, 7, 119, 120)
2S2 ; in .Feyporo talnk, 7, 116, 120, 260 ;

and Ganjam district, 19; value of, 20;
in r&lkonda hills, 113; dammar from.
1J9; in P.issanakntuk lalr.k, ]2V, 232;
Gnnupur tHluk, 120, 257 ; and Malkana-
giri taluk, IkO ; centre for the trade in,

258.

Salabat Jang, 31, 34, 35, 266.
Saliipus, 82, 123.

Sales, 62, 81, 123.

Salimi (Cd), 11, 120.

Salt, revenue, 42, 166, 169, 183; trade,
130, 307 ; factories, 183, 313, 314.

Salt-fish, 130.
Salur estate, graijhite found in, 16 ;

zaniindar imprisoned, 49
; peshkash of,

171 ; included in the Agency but subse-
quently excluded, 196; passed to the
Raja of Vizianagram, 266; Jeypoi-e
Raja's loan to, 270; history of, 307.

Saliir talnk, 804-308.
S&ltjr town (Ed), T-utheran Mission at, 64,

65 ; jute grown near, 101 ; market and
trade centre, 131, 246 ; roads to, 134,
137; rainfall at, 146, 147 ; leper asylum
at, 156 ; hospital at, 157; schools at,

162 ; union, 212; described, 306.
Samai, 70, 103, 151, 187.

Samalkot distillery, 124, 130.

Samanto, 271.

Samayamuvaru, 84.

Samayya, Gangabattulu, 311.
Sambalpur, 184, 232.

Samhari, 253.

Sambhur, 22, 119.

Samutdars, 271.

Sand-hill, 41, 331.

Sandalwood, 128.

Sanderson, Mr. John, 178.

Sangam, 10
Sangamesvara, 10.

Sangamvalasa, estate, 171, 196, 266, 298 ;

village {Ed), 298.

Sanitarium, 6, 334.

Saujivikonda (Df), 8, 247.

Sankaram. 223.

Sankey, Colonel, 140.

Snnkranti, 68, 71.

Sanno Bottadas, 89.

Sanno Omanaitos, 92.

Sanno Pentiyas, 93.

Sanno Sondis, 91.

Sanno Vppano day, 263.

Sanskrit schools, 162.

Santa Bhiipati, 251.

Santakaviti, 21.

Santap(?ta, 337.

Santapilly rock (Fe), 153, 154, 231, SSO.

Sanyasi bhupati, 249, 250.

Sanydsi Dora, of Andra, 245 ; of Kurupam,
293.

Sanyasi Patro, 279.

Sanyasi Razu, Lolla, 255 ; zamindar of

Kurupam, 294 ; four zamiudars of Saliir.

307, 308.
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Saiiy^sipalem, 316.

Sapir.s, 83.

Sapphirine, 16.

Sarada river, described, 8 ; crops grown
under, 101 ; irrigation from, 104, 105,

174 J
bridges over, 135, 137, 144-, 153,

219 ; cyclone damages in the valley of,

154; supplies the Anakapalle taluk and
estate, 218, 222 ; towns on the bank of,

219, 222 ; rich wet land under, 309 ; its

mouth at Vatada, 315; drainage basin

of, 316.

Sdruiya-man.hi, 187.

Sardpalli-Bhimavai am estate, 171, 196,

245.

Sari, 165.

Sarkars, the five, 3.

Sarpa-nadi stream, 8, 105.

Sarugi'.du, 141-.

Sarvasiddhi, estate, 170, 172, 314 ; taluk,

309-315 ; vi'lage (Dg), 314.

Sarv^evara, shrine of, 300.

Sasanams. found in Chipnrupalle, 243.

Satanis, 77, 84.

Sati, shrines to Avomen wh< committed,
74 ;

prevailed in Jeypore, 202, 269 ;

instances at Anakapalle, 219; Gunupnr,
259 ; Jeypore, 266 ; h'ayagada, 302

;

Yellanianchili, 315 ; Jami, 316 ; and
Srungavarapukota, 318.

Satikona, 144.

Satinwocd, 113.

Satruchei-la, 295.

Sattaiyamnia, 311.

Sattayya, Gangabattiilu, 311.

Satyavaram estate, 50, 312.

Sounders, Mr. Thomas, 178.

Sauropus quadrangiiluris, 20.

Savaras, their mode of catching peafowl,

23 ; outbreaks among, 58, 258 ; language
of, 60, 61 ; houses of, 08 ; eat hill

cholam, 70; dancing of, 71; Kapu
ection of, 77; desciibed, 95; mohwa
blossoms distilled by, 187; commit
cattle-theft, 204 ; their country excluded
from the Local Boards Act, 212; care-
ful cultivation of, 257 ; in Palkonda
taluk, 287.

Saveri river, drainage basin of , 7 ; descri-

bed, 11 ; forests near, 116, 21; joins

the i]6rD river, 141 ; bounds Maluana
giri t.iluk, 278; tributai-ies of, 279.

Saw-mills, 120, ^70.

Saxton, t olonel, 16.

Sayar, 166, 279.

Sc'hleicheru trijugn, ]19, 120.

Schleswip Holstein Luthetan Mission,

W' rk ol, 62, H4 ; leper BKyluius of, 156;
school of, 16'2 ; stations at -leyp re,

261; K6tapad, 274; Koiaput, 2,77;
P^rvatf. nr, 297; S61ur, 307.

Schools, 160-163.

Schoonetf, native fleet of, 145.

Scliulze, Eev. P., 64 note
Scri)itures, translation of, 63.

Scrub jnuKlo. 18.

Sea-borne trade, 129.

Sea customs, 42, 166, 193.

Second crops, 151, 175.

Seer Lascar of Chicacolo, 36-40.

Segidis, 191.

Sekhara; alii channel, 106.

Sembligiid (Dd), 139, 300.

Seminaries theological, 64.

S6napati, 81, 82.

Seudamanjjalam, 230.

Senivaram forest reserve, 115.

Sepoy mutiny at Vizagapatam, 47, 331-

^e8sions Judge, 197.

Settlement of 1889, 100, 173.

Sewage farms, 213, 215, 216, 32S.

Shnw-Stewart, Major 137.

Sheep, 21.

Sher Mahal Totam, 244.

Sher Muhammad Khan, 30, 236, 244, 338.

Shermuhammadpuram (Fe), 30. 171, 221,

244.

Shikar in the Agency, 71.

Shikarganj, 246.

Shorea rohusta. See Sal tree.

Shrines, 10, 301.

Shristi Karnams, 91, 233.

Sibbandis, 20(5.

Siddhesvaram estate, 310, 311.

Sigada.n (Fe), 123.

Sikkapalli (J3e),121.

Silavanisaiu line of kings, 264.

SilAvantnlu, 82.

Sil^ru river, drainage basin of, 7, 247
;

described, 11 ; teak on the banks of,

121
;

joins the Saveri, 141, ?78, 281 ;

bounds Malkanagiri taluk, 27b; tobacco
cultivation under, 279.

Silpi (stonemasons), 81.

Silt, 103.

Silver work, 126, 290.

Simhachalam, K., 255.

Simhachalam hills (Ef), position of, 4;
inscriptions at, 27, 28, 29 ; temple at,

27, 28, 74, 323 ; Krishna Deva halted at,

28; rose-garden at, 50 ; Sitarama Razu
retired to, 50 ; avoided by the r.iihvay

line, 144; Towns Nuisances Act intro-

duced into, 199; llanumanta Vankariset
in, 217; described, 323.

Simhadri. See Simhachalam.
Simpson, Mr. Charles, 178, 331.

Simpson & Co., Messrs., 330.

Siiigamuv&ra, 84.

Sinsfapur. See Bhurava Singapur aad
Kaly.'ina ^^insaour.

Sinkar.m hill (De), 6, 11.

Siras, 73.

Sirdarpur, 273.

Siripuram, village (Fe). 123, 130, 290;
zaniiiidari, 10(5, 171, 291.

Sist, 170.

Sita, widow of Krishna Bhiipati, 321.

>itaiiip6ta pass (Fd). 135. 142.

Sitarama Eazu, Stigi, 255 ; zamindar of

Kurupam, 295; of Palkonda, 287; of

Viziunagram, 338 note; brother of
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Viziarama Rdzu, administration of

Viziaiiag'ram nnrlor, 4';-50, 52 339 ;

rentcfl tho havfli lanils, K',7 ; Bubhili

chief iinprisotied by, "ill ; Pratapa Deo
driven out l>y, 257 ; znmindar of Kuru-
pam confined by, 294; Madfcole znmin-
dar dispossessed by, 320 ; Mftdgule f( rt

built bj, 320
J
rose-garden planted bv,

323.

Si>uraimchRndra, 338 note, 339.

Sitaramakrishiia, 242-

Sitaraniasvami, Inuganti, 291, 321.

SitarAinpnrain, 21.

Si'tayaninia, Im ganti, 291.

Sivanarayana Patro of Belyftni, 298.

Sivar&nia Razu, of Kurupaoi, 294, 295.

Sivar.atri, 10, 71, 71; festivals at Choliapa-
daui, 75 ; Pali(?hattam, 252 ; Gu]it6svMra

Cave, 260 ; Borra Cave, 285 ; Matsya
gundnn, 286; D6vagiri hill, 302; and
Kasi buiirja, 309 ; to Yerakarnma and
Dhara Ganganima, 318.

Small-pox, 46, 148, 157.

Smith, Mr. John, 180, 227, 333 ; Rev. E.G.,

65 note ; Lieutenant, 06, 137, 139, 140,

269.

Smollett, Mr. Patrick Bovie, 133, 268, 209,

305.

Snipe, 23.

Snow, Mr. John, 180.

Snuff-boxes, 126.

Soap-nut, 130, 253.

Sobilan Dora, 251.

S(5dabi8iya Dombus, 88.

Sogaru {Dd), 137.

Soils, 12.

S61a, 132.

S6malingapalem (Df), 127.

Somanath Tat Raja, 233.

Sdmaa^khara R.a/.u of M6rangi, 296, 297.

Somasunrlara Naiayana Patro, 297, 298.

S6m6svara, 10.

Somida wood, (>7.

Sondi-mandti, 188.

Sondis, seppa'ate habitations of, 68 ; de-

scribed, 91 ; as money-lenders, 109, 110
;

their control over Khonds, 161 ; mohwa
blossoms sold to, 187 ; liquor shop-
keepers and still-owners in the Agency,
189; objects of dacoiiy, 204; ryots
indebted to, 272.

Sonkaris, 126.

Sonkuva Malis, 92.

Sorcerers, 202, 205.

Soymidd febrifuqa, 67.

Special Commissions, 172.

Spfncer, Bishop, 332.

Spiiiifex sgnarrosxta, 17.

Spirits, 186
Sn'pati Dolapat', 303.

Siiramiuiara estate (Dg), 170, 221.

Srungavarapnkota barony, 317.

Srungavarapnkota taluk, 316-318.
Srungava'apukdta town {Ee), forces sent

to Padmanabham from, 52 ; lacqner-

work at, 12b ; road to, 137 ; rainfall at,

147 ; hospital at, 157 ; union, 212 ; de-

scribed, 318.

.=^tables. Mr. John, 37, 178.

Stag horn, 123.

St imps, 194.

Stationary sab-masristrates, 199.

Steaiiier.s, lin"s of, 145.

Steatife, 15, 16.

Sthda purana, f Simhachalara, 324.

Storms, 9, 10, 152-15.1.

Stratton, Mr. John, 43, 178 ; Mr. George,
179

Strohilanthes, 118.

Stuart, Hall & Co., Messrs., 184.

Subadar of the Deocan, 30.

Subbadramtna, 295.

Subbavaram, 133
Subhndrayya, Sagi, 255.

Sub-jails, 206
Sub-Judge. 197.

Sab-magistrates, 197, 199, 206, 280.

Suhrahmanyam, 311.

Sub-registrars, 198.

Sudikonda hills, 309.

Sugar, 124, 130, 228.

Sugar-cane, cultivation of, 101, 152
;

liqnor from jaggery of, 190 ; in Anaka-
pallo taluk, 2 8, 219 ; Bimlipatam, 228 ;

factory at Chittivala«a, 228 ; in Naurang-
pur talok, 282 ;

growth encouraged by
Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co., 290.

Sugar-loaf hill, 4, 323.

Sujanakota (De), 284.

Suldchana Patta Mahadevi, 283.

Sumba Deo. 39.

Sundarandravann Tat Raja of Belgam,

298.

Sunkam, 11.

Sunki (^e), 139, 140.

Sunn hemp plant, 103.

Superst;tions, 73, 89.

Sdrada, 63.

Survey and Settlement of 1889, 100, 178.

Surya Bagh, 221, 332.

Surya Narayana, Pdsap&ti, 255.

Surva Narayana Rao, God^, 219, 220, 221,

314.

Surya Narayana Razu, two zamiudars of

Kurnpam, 293,295.

Surya Narayan-t Razu, V., 222.

Surya Narayana Tat Raja of Parvatipnr,

298

Surya Prakasa Rao, Gode, 101, 219, 221.

Suvarnamukhi stream, tributary of the

Langulya, 9, 10 ; crops grown under,

101 ; irrigation from, 104, 106, 174 ;

flows in Bobbili taluk, 236; drainage

basin of, 287.

Sv6tachalapati, 241.

Swamps, 4.

Swatantrains, 164.

Sw.-et toddy, 191.
' Svmamdary ', 29 rote.

Symonds, Mr. Robert, 178.

Symphorema invohw^atum, 19.
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Tadaparti estate. 255.

Tadivalasa ghat (Ed), 140, 300.

Tagara Povojas, 86.

Tahsildar, story of the extortionate, 70.

Tak-iraui, 75, 234, 262.

Talapu diwani, 273.

Taluks of the d'striot, 2.

'I'amanna Dora, 305.

Tamarind, in Je^-^pore forests, 120; tra'^'e

in, 130, 253; taluks in which fouiiT,

232, 248, 301.

Tamnia Doia, 280.

Tammi liazn, 338 note.

Tandava stream, 312, 313.

Tandra Papayya, 2H, 290.

Tang'6du estate, 255.

Tangis, 70, 127, 205.

Tank Kestoratiou Party, 105.

Tanks, irrigition from, 105, 174; breaches

in, 154, 155 ; near Sh6rmuhanimadpu-
ram, 214 ; at Jeypore, 2(51 ; Kotapad,

274; Palkonda, 290; Siripuram, 2f^l

;

and Vizianagram, 336.

Tanneries, 125, 261.

Tari Pennu, 199.

Tassar silk, 282.

Tat Raja of ]5elgam, 298 ; Bissamkatak,

233 ; and Malkanagiri, 279.

Tavva, 132.

Taxes in -leypore, 108

Taylor, Mr. IT. D., tiger killed by, 22; on

Jeypore castes, 66; on vetti service and
So'ndis, 109 ; made the Pottangi-Koraput

road, 140 ; manager of Jeypore estate,

270.

Taylor, Mr. T G., 220.

Taylor's knoll, 0.

Te.ik, 119, 120, 121.

Teal, 23.

Technical classes, 162.

T6da, 305.

Tekkali estate, 49.

'I 61 river. 7, 10, 120, 144.

Telaira JIangalas, 82.

Telagas, 78.

Telikulas, 124.

Tellis, 12!-.

Telugn, 60, 61, 161, 284; castes speaking,

65, 76, 89, 95.

Temperature. 14.

Tenancy Act 198.

Tentnlakunti (He), 22. 127.

Terminuha Ch,-hula. 115, 119, 247.

Terminalici tumenfosa. 115, 247.

Thackeray, Mr., 56, 171.

ThoM.as, Mr. E. C. G., 333.
' Thomas' Folly' hill, 333.

Thornhill, Mr. G., 148.

Three thousand feet plateau, described,

5; streams running from, 9, 11 ; soils of,

13 ; climate of, 14
;
geology of, 15.

Tigers, 22, 68, 73, 77.

Timmapuram estate, 255.

Timmcke, Eev. J. Th., 64.

TirupAti Pazn, S4gi, 317.

Tissot, IMght Rev. Dr. J. M., 63.

Tobacco, Company's privilege of making
and selling, 42 ; much smoked, 70

;

curing of, 81, 124; trade in, 130, 307;
taluks in which grown, 232, 243 ; cul-

tivated under Sileru river, 279.

Toddv, 82, 186, 189, 190, 191.

Tola," 131, 132.

Tolls, 213,

Tonki, 27.

Topes, 282, 283.

Tortoise shell, 128.

Totapal'.i, 106.

Totavalasa estate, 305, 306.

Totoaiism, 76-78 p'lssim.

Towjees, 47.

Town Kalis, 243, 331.

Towns, 2.

Towns Nuisances Act, 198.

Trade, 129,229.
Trades, taxes on, 106.

Training schools, 162.

Tranquebar, 63.

Transit duties, 148
Travellers' bungalows, 144, 219, 216, 300,

307.

Treasury Deputy Collector, 199.

Tree-tax system, 191.

Trewen, Mr. Stephen, 40, 178.

Trikalinga, 26.

Tuba, 65.

Tuke, Mr., 11.

Tulsi Dangari range, 11.

Tunimapala (E/), 21, 31.

Tuni, zamiu'hir of, 255, 306.

Turmeric, 102, 130, 132, 199, 248.

Turner, Mr. H. G., bungalow built near

Anantagiri by, 7 ; height of the Mach6ru
falls taken by, 12 note; on the defici-

ency in words for numeials, (i2 ; his

notes on Jeypore castes, 6(5 ; his attempt
to induce Banda Poroja women to wear
cloths, 87 ; on Jeypore forests, 116

:

Vizianagram Mining Co. due ("o, 125;

pontoon bridge constructed by, 135, 327 ;

Anantagiri ghat completed by, 137;

Tadivalasa ghat constructed by, 139, 140,

300; memoi-ial chattrum for, 141,216,

331 ; Collectorship of, 181 ; on beer

manufacture in the Agency, 158 note

;

price of opium increased at the sugges-

tion of, 192; Koraput siib-jail enlarged

on the motion of, 2u6 ; on Bissamkatak
family, 233 note ; his- settlement of

Malkanagiri taluk, 280; on Padwa
taluk, 284.

Turner's ghdfc (Ed), UO, 300.

Two-thousand feet plateau, 7, 13, 15.

Tyada, 305.

Tylophora macrantha, 20.

Tylophora rotundifolia, 20.
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Udaipur, Raja of, 270.

Udayagiri (Nollore district), 28.

Uinarkot {Ch), tana of, Ifi, 271 ; Rottadaa
fouiii near, 89; forests round, 120;
track througli, 141 ; fort at, 274.

Umtrella-tax. 282.

Ungarada estate (Fd), 171, 291.

Unions, If)", 212.

Upmaka, 310.

Dppada, 43, 170, 171.

Uppalam (Dg), 105, 814.

Upper spcondary schools, lt)2.

Upputi^rii rivnr, 32fi.

Uratla (Df), 50, 170, 254.

Uriya lan,ti;nas:e, 60, Gl ; castes speaking-,

83-03, i27 ; taluks in which spoken, 232,

200, 277, 282 ; inscriptions in, 244.

Utkala, 27.

Vaccir.ation, 157.

Vaddadi, chiefs of,. 28. -30.

Vad'.ar.gis (catpenters), 81.

Vairicherla, 293.

Vaisakha, 3.

Vaisakhapattanani, 2

Vajras-ada (Df). 255.

V.4kapadii, 105, 315.

Valanda Bh((mulu, 227.

Valagas, 67.

Valraiki, 89.

Vamsadhaia river, diainage basin of, 4,

232, 257 ; described, 10
;
places on the

banks of, 26, 258; timber-flnatiug in,

120 ; floods in, 153.

Vantari Telagas, 78.

Varaha-nadi river, described, 8 ; crops
grown under, 101 ; "irrigation fr 'im, 104,

105, 174, 309; Balighattam on the t)ank

of, 252 ; nari-ow gorge in, 253 ; its mouth
at Vatada, 315.

Vasanta Rao Ananta Rao, 311.

Vasnd6va Rao, Mindi, 311.

Vatada (Dr/), 8, 155, 315.

Veda schools, 162, 307.
Vegavati stream, 9, 135, 236, 306.

V<?gi, 79.

Vehicles, 143.

Velavi.a^, 78, 170, 241.
Vellore fort, 289.

Vclnchurn-Koddr, 172.

V^raaKiri forest reserve, 11.'.

V^uirilapddi estate, 170, 172.

Vengal Ranga Rao, 236, 241, 290.
Vrngi kingdom, 26, 27.

Venkanniia clmnnol, !00.

Venkanna, of Sirii uram, 2fU
; of Sangam-

valasa, 29,» ; of Ki'uada-K-..ndavyavaIasa,
311.

Venkata Jaiiannatha Rao, 333.
Veokata Jagga Rao, 220.

Venkata "^uniara Kri-^hna, 242.

Venkata Narasajya, 255.

Venkata Narayani Rao, two zamindars of
Chi'pnriijjalie estate, 311 ; of Waltair
estate, A'Si.

Venkata Hanayya, Kakarlapddi, 255.
Venkata Ranga Rao, 241.

Venkata l>ao, M inlripragada, 222.
Venuala llii/.u. Chinchilada, 320.
V(>nkata iiazu, zaraindar of M^ran^i, 29i

29.'.

Venkata Surya Narayana Jagannatha
Razu, Sagi, 255.

Venkata Svetacha'apati Ranga Rao, Maha-
raja Sir, 212.

Vinkatachalam, two zamindars of Kasim-
kdta, 222.

Vonkatagiri, Velamas from, 78 ; Rajas of,

230, 212.

Vinkatakrishnama, 291.

Venkatapalaiyam (Be), 278.
Venkatapati Razu, of Vizianagram, 46 ; of

Palkonda, 287, 288 ; of Kiirada-Konduy-
yavalasa, 311; companion of Payaka
Rao, 312.

Venkatasviimi Nayud'i, M.R.Ry. C,, 161,
Venkat^sv ira, 310.

Venkoji, Mosalakanti, 333.

Venner, Mr. KiuL'sford. 331.

Venugopalasvami, temple to, 242.
Vernon, Mr. H. A. B., 12 note.
Veterinary hospital, lO'-f.

Velti labour, 109, 306.

Victoria, Queen-Empress, institntiona
named after, 158, 215, 242; statue of,

330; Town Hall commemorating the
Diamond Jubilee of, 331.

Vijaya ( handrakhya Deo, 264.
Vijayauagar, kings of, 28.

Vikrama Heo I, 26.4, 266,

V'ikrama Deo II, 233, 264, 268, 302.
Vikrama Deo III, 261., 270.
Village deities, 74.

Village maoistrat.es, 198.

Village munsifs, 197, 198.

Village officers 164, 169, 176.
Fillaoes. 67, 68, 279.

Vimaladitya, 26, 335.
Vinayaka Deo, 263.

Vi|ii-avinodi8, 84.

Vi.a Vikrama Deo, 260, 264, 266.
Vi'rabhadra Razu, of Kasipaiam, 58, 172,
317 ; of Kurupam, 295 ; of M6rangi,
296.

Virabliadia Sdryjn.-irayana Razu, 297.
ViraghattamCFii), 157,' 287, 288, 292.
Viraniushfi.s, 84.

Vi'ranna, Ohinua, 128 note.
Virappa Razu, 305.

Viravilli taluk, 3.9-322.
Virayya Dora, Tagi, 2£0, 251.
Vi'sam, 131, 132.

Vishnuvardhana, 26, 84, 243, 315.
Visvambara r^>eo 1, 264., 205; grants the

estates of Andra, 245 ; Kuruoam, 293;
-Mf^rangi, 295; T'achipenti, 305; Pal-
k-nda, 287; and Salur, 307.

Visvambara Deo II, 264, 265.
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Visvnmbara Patro of Belgam, 298,

Visvan&dha Ppo, 2o4.

Visvasfi Rai, 273.

Vi-v(59vrira of Saiifnmvalasa, 299.

Vital statistics. '. 57.

Vizagapatara diocese, 63.

Vizagapatara District ISoard, 212.

Yiz^i^apata'D taluk, 32.1-33 ^.

Vizagapatam t ilnk bonrri, 212.

Vizagapatam town (Ef), distance from
Madras, 1 ; origin of tiamo, 2

;
popular

abbreviations of name, 3.; Dclpbin's

Nose rock at, 4 ; obsei vatory at, 14, "^20
;

inscriptions at, 26; factory at, 30,32,
33; bistorj' of sottlemei't, 35-46'; sepoy
mutiny at, 47; arsenal a'', 52; its

Christian missions, 63, 6t; Mnham-
madans, 65 ; raosqne, 65 ; agricultural

assfjciation, 1(>3 ; veterinary hosjii^al,

103 ; export of manganese ore, 126
;

ivory-work, 128 : trade, 129
;
.roads, 134,

137; pontoon bridge and ferry flat, 135 ;

cbattram, 144 ; railway. 144 ; harbonr.

145; famines, 148; floods and cyclones.

153,154 ; rainfall, 154 ; elephantiasis. 1 56
;

h(j8|-itals, 157, 158 ; college, 161 ; medi-

cal school, 102 ; otherschools 162, 163
;

commercial corporation, 190; import
duties, 193 ; choultry court, 195 ; civil

and sessions court, 196 ; sub-court, 196
;

district munsif, 198 ; bench of magis-
trates, 198

;
police reserve, 206 ; and

municipality, 215 ; God6 .Taggsi llao

first settled tliere, 219 ; I aba gardens
there, 220; light movei from Santa-

, pilly to, 231 ; Gndora Kottavidi mutta-
dar at, 251 ; Vfrabhadra Razu ordered
to live in, 296; described, 325-334;
seized from the French, 339.

Vizianngram estate, coffee estate belonging

to, 7, 102. 137, 317 ;
growth of the power

of, 46 ; confederacy of zamindirs
against, 46; maladministration in, 49;
Eaja killed at Padman&bham, 53,

Nagaraln physic;ians in, 78 ; Aiyarakulu
soldiers in, 79; forests in, 116; contri-

butions for road making from, 133, 134,

216; famine relief in, 148, J51; contri-

bution to Vizagapatam hospital from,

157, 158 ;collce'0 maintained from, 161
;

contrihutioj; to the anglo-vei-'naoular

school at Vizagapatam frnm, 161;
Sanskrit schools in, 162; still includes

land originally allotted, 165 ; a=<sossed

by the Chief and Council at Viza'jra-

patam, 167 ; soipjostrnted for arrears,

168 ; estates purchased by t^^e Raja of,

170, 171, 221 ;
pesbkash fi.xed for, 171

;

inams in, 176 ; s-anja oon"uined by
RSja's followers, 193 ; included in the

Agency butpa'tly subsef|uentlv exclu-

ded, 196; K.asiml<(5ta and ^Iclupaka

estates purchased, 222
;
pattas granti d

to the Unlchby (lie Raja of, 226 ; Bimli-

patam rented to, 227 ; houses at Bimli-

patam belonging to, 228 ; termination

of feud with Robbili, 242 ;
jungle

preserved for game in, 246; Golgonda
chieftains bocam'^ tributary to, 249

;

house at Xarasapatam sold t-), 254;
Uratla estate bontrht by the Raja of,

254 ; relations of .Teypore with, 265,

266, 267 ; tit'e conferred by Salahat
Jang on, 266 ; PalVonda taken by the
Raja of, 287 ; Honzaram estate pur-
chased by, 2S9 ; Kurupam added to, 294;
portion of Chemudu estate purchased
by, 295

;
portions of Merangi estate

purchased by, 297 ; Pachipenta zamin-
dar dispossessed and imprisoned by the
R/)ja of, 305

;
portions of J'achipenta

estate sold to, 306 ; Salur estate
ab-:orbed in, 307 ; Panchadhfirala estate

purchased by, 310 ; -"av aka Rao's estate

made over to the Raja of, 312 ; Raya-
varam and Sarvasiddhi hundas pur-
chased by, 31 3 ; Kasipuram estate added
to, 317; garden belonging to, 318 ; Raja's
connection with Sin.hachalam temple,
323, 325 ; bungalow on Kailasa hill

belonging to, 334 ; statue of the Maharaja
of, 3S7 ; land granted for church by the
Maharaja of, 3-17; described, 338-340.

Vizianagram Mining Company, 125.

Vizianagram-Raipnr railway, 129, 144,

328.
'

Vizianagram talak, 335-40.
Vizianagram taluk board, 212.

Vizianagram town (.Be), healthiness of, 14;
taken by Col. P.endcrgast, 50 ; Roman
Catholic church in, 64 ; Baptist Mission
at, 65 ; forts representing Ramayana
scenes at, 71 ; Kamma Velamas in, 78

;

tanneries near, 125; roads from, 133,

134 : railway to, 144 ; rainfad at, 147,

153; cyclones in, 153; its dispensary,

157 ; hospitals, 158 ;
colleo-e, 161 ; other

schools, 162, 163 ; district munsif, 198
;

bench of magistrates, 198 ; and munici-
palit}', 214; Gopinatha Deo educated at,

303 ; described, 336-340.

Viziarama Raza I, of Vizianagram, his

dealings with the French. 31, 32

;

adoption by the widow of, 46 ; Rajah-
mundry and Chicacole circars leased to,

237 ; attack on Robbili at his instance
and his death, 237-241 ; aids Vikrama
Deo of Jeypore, 266 ; account of, 338,
339.

Viziarama Razu II, 46-54, 230, 266, 294,

339.

Viziarama Razn III, 339.

Viziarama Razu IV, 310.

Viziara'tia Razn, two zaminlars of

Palkonda, 287, 288, 289, 292.

V6U, 76, 78, 83, 98.

Vottigedda, 174.

w
Wadhwan, Rani Saheb of, 221, 332.

Waltair (El), temperature officially

recorded at, 14 ; height of, 14 ; red loam
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and b^own sands at, 15; first occupied,

42; terminus of the Madias and Bengal-
Najrpur Eailway Cos., 14-4

; rainfall at,

147 ; cyclone damages at, 153 ; Lunatic
As\lura at, 159; forinarion of estate of,

170 ; 99 years' grants in, 176 ; water-
supply not extended to, 217 ; fear of

Vi'rabhadra Eazu in, 317 ; included in

Vizapapatam inuuicipality, 325, 326

;

described, 333.

Waterfalls, 9, 12, 120.

Water-supply schemes, 215, 217-

Wax, 130, 132. 248. 253.

Weavers, 132. 151.

Weaving, 122. 2-36, 290, 312.

Webb, Mr. Nathaniel, ISO, 245, 294, 297.

Weights and measures, 131.

Wells, 103, IV h 217, 301.

Wenlock, Lord. 161.

Wheat, 102, 282.

Wheeler; Mr. Talboys, 37.

Widows, remarriage of, 77-^5 pnt-xim.

Wildfowl, 8, 261.

Willock, Mr. W. A., on leypore forests,

119; on the Anantagiri ghat road, 138;
Parvatipnr-Kayagada trace improved by,

142 ; constructed the Eayagada bridge,

142,302; Collectorship of, 181; price

of opium raisea at the suggestion of,

192 ; on thp water-supply for Vizia-

nagram, 215 ; Padwa taluk constituted
on the motion of, 284.

Wilson's History of the ]\ladras Army, 47
note, 288 note.

Witchcraft, 1 1, 73, 88, 157, 202.
Women and children, hospitals for, 158,

159.

Wondragedda (De), 272, 284.

Woodcock, 23.

Woodpera, 213.

VVorking-plans for foresis, 112, 1 3, 114,
1 1 r,.

Wrightia tinctoria, 128.

Xylia dolahriformi.-<, 113.

T
Yadavas of Devagiri, 27.

Yanadis, 203.

Yanam, 43.

Yatas, 67, 82, 129, 191, 203.

Yebalam, 132.

Yellamanchili (!»/), Baptist Mission at, 65
forest re.-erve oi)posite, 1 13

;
g'ass bau

gles made rear, 126; brass and bell

metal work near. 127 ; its rainfall, 146
hospitaf, +57 ; lower se -ondary school

162 ; disti-ict niunsif, 198 ; and station
ary s-ub-magistrate, 199 ; union, 212
described, 315.

Yendrika hill (I»e\.6, 12, 285.

Yerakamaia, 84, 318.

Yerrada, 327, 329.

Yerukalas, 129.

Yesvanta Deo, 264.

Young, Mr. John, 22 •

,

Zamindari forests, 115.

Zamiudars, 30, 165.

Zulfikar Khan, 37.
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